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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ADU ammonium diuranate
AEC U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
AP anterior-posterior
AWE atomic weapons employer

CFR Code of Federal Regulations
Ci curie
cm centimeter

d day
DCF dose conversion factor
DL decision level
DOE U.S. Department of Energy
dpm disintegrations per minute
DU depleted uranium

EEOICPA Energy Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Program Act of 2000

EU enriched uranium

F fast (absorption type)

g gram
gal gallon
GM geometric mean
GSD geometric standard deviation

HASL Health and Safety Laboratory
HEU highly enriched uranium
hr hour
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

* Technical basis documents and site profile documents are not official determinations made by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) but are rather general working
documents that provide historic background information and guidance to assist in the preparation of
dose reconstructions at particular sites or categories of sites. They will be revised in the event
additional relevant information is obtained about the affected site(s). These documents may be used
to assist NIOSH staff in the completion of the individual work required for each dose reconstruction.

In this document the word "facility" is used as a general term for an area, building, or group of
buildings that served a specific purpose at a site. It does not necessarily connote an "atomic weapons
employer [AWE] facility" or a "Department of Energy [DOE] facility" as defined in the Energy
Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Program Act of 2000 [EEOICPA; 42 U.S.C. § 73841(5)
and (12)]. EEOICPA, as amended, provides for employees who worked at an AWE facility during the
contract period and/or during the residual period.

Under EEOICPA, employment at an AWE facility is categorized as either (1) during the DOE contract
period (i.e., when the AWE was processing or producing material that emitted radiation and was used
in the production of an atomic weapon), or (2) during the residual contamination period (i.e., periods
that NIOSH has determined there is the potential for significant residual contamination after the period
in which weapons-related production occurred). For contract period employment, all occupationally
derived radiation exposures at covered facilities must be included in dose reconstructions. This
includes radiation exposure related to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program and any radiation
exposure received from the production of commercial radioactive products that were concurrently
manufactured by the AWE facility during the covered period. NIOSH does not consider the following

* exposures to be occupationally derived (NIOSH 2007a):

* Background radiation, including radiation from naturally occurring radon present in
conventional structures

* Radiation from X-rays received in the diagnosis of injuries or illnesses or for therapeutic
reasons

For employment during the residual contamination period, only the radiation exposures defined in 42
U.S.C. § 7384n(c)(4) [i.e., radiation doses received from DOE-related work] must be included in dose
reconstructions. Doses from medical X-rays are not reconstructed during the residual contamination
period (NIOSH 2007a). It should be noted that under subparagraph A of 42 U.S.C. § 7384n(c)(4),
radiation associated with the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program is specifically excluded from the
employee's radiation dose. This exclusion only applies to those AWE employees who worked during
the residual contamination period. Also, under subparagraph B of 42 U.S.C. § 7384n(c)(4), radiation
from a source not covered by subparagraph A that is not distinguishable through reliable
documentation from radiation that is covered by subparagraph A is considered part of the employee's
radiation dose. This site profile covers only exposures resulting from nuclear weapons-related work.
Exposures resulting from non-weapons-related work, if applicable, will be covered elsewhere.

A decision has been made that internal dose from thorium cannot be reconstructed with sufficient
accuracy for W.R. Grace employees during the period from 1958 through 1970. Therefore only
internal dose from uranium and plutonium is considered in Section 3.0 of this site profile. The Special
Exposure Cohort (SEC) evaluation report (NIOSH 2007b) defines a single class of employees for
which NIOSH cannot estimate radiation doses with sufficient accuracy. This class includes all AWE

is employees who were monitored or should have been monitored for potential exposure to thorium
while working at the W.R. Grace site at Erwin, Tennessee, for a number of workdays aggregating at

• 

• 

• 
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least 250 workdays from January 1, 1958, through December 31, 1970, or in combination with
* workdays within the parameters established for one or more other classes of employees in the SEC.

This site profile provides specific information on documentation of historical practices at the W.R.
Grace and Company plant. If the dose reconstructor cannot determine whether the work was U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) weapons-related work or non-AEC-related work, the dose
reconstructor should assume that all work was AEC weapons related to ensure favorability to
claimants.

1.1 PURPOSE

This site profile provides technical basis information to be used to evaluate the total occupational
radiation dose that can reasonably be associated with a worker's radiation exposure at the W.R.
Grace and Company plant. This dose results from exposure to external and internal radiation sources
in W.R. Grace facilities and to occupationally required diagnostic X-ray examinations. This site profile
includes methods for estimating doses that could have occurred while an employee was not
monitored or inadequately monitored, or that were missed due to analytical detection limits or
incomplete or missing monitoring records (i.e., missed dose).

Dose reconstructors use the NIOSH Interactive RadioEpidemiological Program (IREP) and the
Integrated Modules for Bioassay Analysis (IMBA) computer programs to evaluate radiation doses.

Information on measurement uncertainties is an integral component of the NIOSH approach to dose
reconstruction. This site profile describes how to evaluate uncertainty in relation to W.R. Grace
exposure and dosimetry records.

O 1.2 SCOPE

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 detail major W.R. Grace facilities and operations. W.R. Grace began processing
materials in the late 1950s at its Erwin, Tennessee, site. The principal operation at the site has been
to convert highly enriched uranium (HEU) and low-enriched uranium (LEU) from UF 6 or to recover
uranium from scrap to a product that meets customer requirements. Thorium, depleted uranium (DU),233U, recycled uranium (RU), and plutonium have also been processed at various times to oxides or
metals with subsequent processing into the form necessary for the manufacture of nuclear fuel. In
addition, the recovery of HEU from uranium-aluminum alloy occurred in the storage, chemical, and
ceramic buildings with sampling being conducted in the metallurgical chemistry and spectrographic
laboratories (AEC 1959, p.6).

Section 3.0, for the estimation of internal exposure, describes the internal dosimetry program at W.R.
Grace. Workers handled a variety of radionuclides as part of their routine tasks. The key elements in
the source term are uranium, plutonium, and thorium.

During the AEC contract years from the late 1950s though 1970, the monitoring methodology for W.R.
Grace employees for intakes of radionuclides was bioassay, with the primary focus being uranium
urinalysis. The U0 2/PuO 2 mixed-oxide (MOX) facility is believed to have been completed in 1965, and
plutonium processing began in 1966, when plutonium was analyzed by urine bioassay. Few feces
samples in the 1960s were collected for uranium and plutonium. Air monitoring in workplaces and in
the breathing zones of employees has been a common surveillance method. Although W.R. Grace
apparently did not use the data acquired from the air monitoring program to prepare the dose of
record for employees; these data have been used in this site profile in certain instances for individual

Sexposure evaluations. In vivQ monitoring began in 1970, with capabilities that focused on uranium
monitoring, which expanded to plutonium and thorium monitoring in the 1990s. There was not a
substantial amount of in vivo monitoring in the AEC contract years.

• 

• 

• 
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Section 4.0, for the estimation of external exposure, describes the external dosimetry program at W.R.
* Grace, and includes electron, photon, neutron, and occupational medical X-ray dose. W.R. Grace

utilized Nuclear Chicago and then Landauer for its external dosimetry program. The program
included whole-body, wrist, and extremity film badges for photon and beta monitoring. Neutron
monitoring was not conducted at W.R. Grace during the AEC contract years. Thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLDs) were provided by Landauer in 1989.

Section 5.0, for the estimation of exposure to residual activity, discusses external and internal dose
estimates from surface contamination. The exposures could have occurred from resuspension of
removable contamination from AEC contract year operations and ongoing operations. Section 6.0 is
the environmental section.

Attributions and annotations, indicated by bracketed callouts and used to identify the source,
justification, or clarification of the associated information, are presented in Section 7.0.

2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION. HISTORY. AND PROCESS

The Davison Chemical Company, a division of W.R. Grace, began processing radioactive materials in
the late 1950s at the site of the current Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) facility near Erwin, Tennessee
(NFS 2005).

The Report to Joint Committee on Atomic Energy Congress of the United Stated by the United States
General Accounting Office (GAO 1967, p.5-6) from September 14, 1967, states:

AEC authorized the Davison Chemical Division of W.R. Grace & Company (Grace) to receive
and process special nuclear material under license number SNM-124. Grace received its first
material as an AEC licensee by lease agreement in March 1958 and its first nuclear material as
an AEC contractor in May 1959.

In 1964, NFS was formed by the merger of W.R. Grace and the American Machine and Foundry
Company. In 1965, the UO2/PuO 2 MOX facility was completed, and in 1968, the light-water breeder
reactor thorium, thoria, and 233U oxide program was initiated (NFS 2005). Ownership of NFS
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Figure 2-2. Plant site at W.R. Grace/NFS.

* The principal operation at the site has been to convert HEU and LEU from UF6 to a product that meets
customer requirements. Thorium, DU, 233U, and plutonium have also been processed at various times
to oxides or metals with subsequent processing into the form necessary for the manufacture of
nuclear fuel. Specific tasks at the facility included (1)processing ThO 2 that was mixed with 233U to
make the light-water breeder reactor fuel for the Shippingport Reactor and (2) fabricating plutonium
and DU MOX fuel for the South-West Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR) in Building 234 with
laboratory capabilities in Building 110; both operations ceased in 1970 (Congress 1986, p.31). Other
operations were associated with the conversion operations such as scrap recovery operations
(uranium and other nuclear fuel material) and cleaning and certification of empty cylinders for
transport of LEU UF6. Table 2-1 lists the approximate processing history of the site.

2.1 PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Brief summaries for the principal operations are given below, and additional details can be found in
the series of Feasibility Reports in the cited references. Inherent in all of the operations is nuclear
criticality safety that governs not only the operations and storage but also the movement of material
within the facility. Nuclear criticality safety is maintained at the facility through the control of one or
more of the conventional parameters of geometry, mass, concentration, and control of neutron
interaction between subcritical units. The standard administrative policy at this and other similar
facilities is to control two such parameters whenever possible. For birdcage units, the two control
parameters are geometry (birdcage dimensions) and a 235U mass limit that can be placed within the
birdcage. Examples of birdcages that were used include a 233U storage birdcage that used a shielded
55-gal drum that contained inserts with spacers; UF6 cylinders storage birdcage that used a 2-in. x
2-in. frame made of metal that held the 5-in. UF6 cylinder in place at its center with a total dimension of
52 in. high and 30 in. wide; and a U30 8 storage birdcage that used a 2- x 2-in. metal frame made of
metal that held a 10.75-in. outside diameter x 12-in.-high cylinder in the center with a total dimension
of 36 in. high and 30.625 in. wide (W.R. Grace 1959, p.23, Runion 1959, p.5, Glauberman 1962). A
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review of the available literature shows that no criticality accidents have occurred during W.R. Grace
and later NFS operations.

Table 2-1. W.R. Grace and NFS AEC weapons-related work period and locations.
Period of AEC weapons-

Operations related work' Building location
Thorium (metal and oxide) 1/1/1958 through 12/31/1970 11OC, 11OD, 111, 130, 234B, 234C,

310
Uranium metal (HEU and DU) 1/1/1958 through 12/31/1970 110, 11OE, 111, 130, 135, 234, 301
LEU U02  1/1/960 through 12/31/1970 301, 11OE, 111, 130, 135, 301
U-233 fuel (sometimes mixed with 01/01/1961 through 12/31/1970 234B, 234C, 11OC, 11OD
ThO 2)
Plutonium fuelD and MOX 1/1/1966 through 12/31/1970 234A, 234B, 234C, 11OC, 11OD
HEU scrap recovery 1/1/1958 through 12/31/1970' 130, 220, 230, 233
HEU fuel 1/1/1966 through 12/31/1970 100, 105, 120, 131,132/133, 220,

233, 300, 302, 303, 304, 310, 330,
301

LEU scrap recovery 1/1/1960 through 12/31/1970 111,220, 230, 233
(AEC 1961), or (Congress
1986)

LEU cylinder washing 1/1/1958 through 12/31/1970 111,130
Sources: AEC (1961), Congress (1986, pp. 107-114 and 127-143).
a. The end of 1970 is when AEC-weapons-related operations ended.
b. A review of the claimant files (to date) indicates that there are plutonium bioassay records that begin in 1967. Because

the plutonium facility was completed in 1965, it is reasonable to assume that plutonium operations occurred from 1966
to 1970 (NFS 2005, p.2; Congress 1986, p.107).

2.1.1 Production of Uranium Metal and Uranium Metal Alloys Enriched up to
12% Uranium-235

The UF6 was supplied in approved standard cylinders and received in approved packaging such as
birdcages. The cylinders were check-weighed and placed into storage in special concrete cells or
birdcages in one of the warehouse buildings.

2.1.1.1 Conversion of Uranium Hexafluoride to Uranium Metal

The overall process involves vaporization, reduction to UF 4, reduction to uranium metal, pickling,
processing into other metal products, packaging, and shipment. The following information is from
Feasibility Report for the Production of Uranium Metal and Uranium Metal Alloys Enriched Up To 12%235U (Housholder 1963a, p.6-8).

UF6 was received in solid cylinders and had to be vaporized to transfer it to the UF6-to-UF 4 reactor
(the 6-to-4 unit). Vaporization was accomplished by heating the UF 6 cylinders in an electric oven. Up
to six cylinders could be placed into the oven for processing.

The UF6 was piped into the 6-to-4 unit where it was reduced with hydrogen. The solid UF 4 powder
dropped into a product hopper where it was metered into safe-diameter product cans. The offgas
flowed through two cyclone separators where any entrained UF4 dust was collected in additional
product cans. The offgas was then filtered to remove the last traces of UF 4 dust and was scrubbed
with potassium hydroxide to remove hydrogen fluoride vapors. The gas, free of uranium and acid,
was vented to the atmosphere through a flame arrester where excess hydrogen was burned off.
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2.1.1.2 Reduction of Uranium Tetrafluoride to Uranium Metal

The UF 4 was weighed into a reduction batch and blended with a reducing agent such as magnesium
metal. The charge was then heated under vacuum in an induction furnace to form a uranium metal
derby. After cooling, the derby was broken out and separated from the slag. The slag was packaged
for scrap recovery where any remaining uranium in the slag was recovered.

2.1.1.3 Pickling

The uranium derby was pickled in acid to remove adherent slag and scale. The pickle solution was
sent to scrap recovery for recovery of uranium. The pickled derby was then sampled for impurities.

2.1.1.4 Other Metal Products

As necessary, the derbies were broken into smaller pieces on a large hydraulic press before
shipment. On other occasions, the derbies were remelted and cast into various shapes such as
slugs, rods, and plates. The uranium could also be alloyed with other metals during remelting and
casting. Melting occurred in a large vacuum induction furnace. Cast pieces could be pickled as
previously described.

2.1.1.5 Packaging and Shipping

All enriched uranium (EU) metal products were packaged for shipment in approved birdcages. The
products could be stored on the site for a time before shipment to the customer.

2.1.2 Scrap Recovery Operations

This operation was designed to recover the scrap uranium from the manufacturing processes. The
process steps were assumed to be carried out in a similar manner for scrap with either HEU or LEU
(Katine 1960, p.18). The exception between handling the different enrichment levels would be in the
dissolution and filtration steps. There was potential for different end processes that were adjusted
based either on the customer's desired final material form (for scrap recovery from outside sources) or
on how the facility was going to reinsert the recovered uranium in the fuel fabrication process.

In one particular job, dependent on whether the material was greater or less than 2% enrichment, two
different batch sizes and dissolver tanks were used. For scrap material equal to less than 2%
enrichment, a maximum batch of 87.95 kg uranium (220 Ib) of U0 2 is dissolved in a 500-gal capacity
dissolver tank. For all other enrichments, a 20-gal dissolver tank was employed and the batch would
contain a maximum of 400 g of 235U. This process would result in two types of solutions. There would
be solutions of 2% or less enrichment at a concentration of less than 2 grams of 235U per liter. There
were solutions ranging from 2.8 to 9.9% enrichment at a concentration of 5 grams of 235U per liter.
From these two types of solutions, a third solution will be formed that will not exceed 3% enrichment,
and will contain a maximum of 88 pounds of uranium (39.9 kilograms) which is the safe mass for 3%
enrichment.

Of note for this process, the memorandum that was attached to a Feasibility Report for HEU scrap
recovery specifically states, "the chopping and sawing of solid metal plates, billets, and rods, and the
operations of grinding, screening, and blending of the resultant oxides from the calcinations step,
could be possible dust sources. Air samples should be obtained at these operations and evaluated at
the start of operations to ascertain the effectiveness of the existing ventilation" (Glauberman 1962,
p. 117). A summary of the HEU scrap recovery follows (Housholder and Runion 1962, p.122-123).

• 

• 
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sent to scrap recovery for recovery of uranium. The pickled derby was then sampled for impurities. 

2.1.1.4 Other Metal Products 

As necessary, the derbies were broken into smaller pieces on a large hydraulic press before 
shipment. On other occasions, the derbies were remelted and cast into various shapes such as 
slugs, rods, and plates. The uranium could also be alloyed with other metals during remelting and 
casting. Melting occurred in a large vacuum induction furnace. Cast pieces could be pickled as 
previously described. 

2.1.1.5 Packaging and Shipping 

All enriched uranium (EU) metal products were packaged for shipment in approved birdcages. The 
products could be stored on the site for a time before shipment to the customer. 

2.1.2 Scrap Recovery Operations 

This operation was designed to recover the scrap uranium from the manufacturing processes. The 
process steps were assumed to be carried out in a similar manner for scrap with either HEU or LEU 
(Katine 1960, p.18). The exception between handling the different enrichment levels would be in the 
dissolution and filtration steps. There was potential for different end processes that were adjusted 
based either on the customer's desired final material form (for scrap recovery from outside sources) or 
on how the facility was going to reinsert the recovered uranium in the fuel fabrication process. 

In one particular job, dependent on whether the material was greater or less than 2% enrichment, two 
different batch sizes and dissolver tanks were used. For scrap material equal to less than 2% 
enrichment, a maximum batch of 87.95 kg uranium (220 Ib) of U02 is dissolved in a 500-gal capacity 
dissolver tank. For all other enrichments, a 20-gal dissolver tank was employed and the batch would 
contain a maximum of 400 g of 235U. This process would result in two types of solutions. There would 
be solutions of 2% or less enrichment at a concentration of less than 2 grams of 235U per liter. There 
were solutions ranging from 2.8 to 9.9% enrichment at a concentration of 5 grams of 235U per liter. 
From these two types of solutions, a third solution will be formed that will not exceed 3% enrichment, 
and will contain a maximum of 88 pounds of uranium (39.9 kilograms) which is the safe mass for 3% 
enrichment. 

Of note for this process, the memorandum that was attached to a Feasibility Report for HEU scrap 
recovery specifically states, "the chopping and sawing of solid metal plates, billets, and rods, and the 
operations of grinding, screening, and blending of the resultant oxides from the calcinations step, 
could be possible dust sources. Air samples should be obtained at these operations and evaluated at 
the start of operations to ascertain the effectiveness of the existing ventilation" (Glauberman 1962, e p.117). A summary of the HEU scrap recovery follows (Housholder and Runion 1962, p.122-123). 
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2.1.3 Highly Enriched Uranium from Scrap Recovery

2.1.3.1 Receiving and Storage

All scrap was received in approved shipping containers and birdcages and sent to storage
warehouses to await processing.

2.1.3.2 Sampling

Before processing, each container was inspected to decide what head-end steps could be necessary
before the scrap could be dissolved. In addition, at this time samples were taken for uranium assay to
determine batch sizes.

2.1.3.3 Head-End Operations

Due to the many types of scrap the facility received, it was often necessary to pretreat the scrap
before dissolution .and subsequent extraction. Metal chips and turnings, for instance, were routinely
received stored under oil, which had to be removed before dissolution. This was done by 'draining the
oil off the metal in wire baskets. The metal was then washed with solvents and dried.

Solid metal plates and rods were chopped or sawed into smaller pieces to facilitate handling and
weighing into batches. Combustible wastes such as filters, sponges, grinder sludge, sweepings, etc.,
were calcined to reduce their bulk and to remove hydrogenous and carbonaceous materials, such as
water and oil. After calcining, the resultant oxides were ground and screened; material not passing
the screen was recycled to the grinder. The oxides were then blended to ensure homogeneity for
sampling for uranium assay, from which accountability and batch sizes could be determined.

Oxide pellets were ground and screened and could be calcined and blended to facilitate dissolution.

2.1.3.4 Final Process Steps

A review of the Feasibility Reports showed there were different final process steps that appear to
have depended on the final material form needed either to be reinserted into the facility process or to
be shipped back to the customer. The extracted uranium liquid (also known as O.K. Liquor) could be
converted into a solid through either a boildown and crystallization process (Housholder and Runion
1962, p.124) or by precipitation and filtration followed by calcination and blending (AEC 1959, p.7-9).
A summary of both final process steps follows:

* Boildown and Crystallization: The pure uranium solution could be boiled down and evaporated
to produce uranyl salts, which were packaged for shipment. At times, the concentrated
solution from the boildown step was packaged in bottles for shipment as a solution.

* Precipitation/Filtration and Calcination/Blendinaq: The extracted uranium liquid was
precipitated by batch process with ammonium hydroxide in an approved container with an
agitator. The precipitated slurry was transferred to the filtration hood for filtration with a large
Buchner funnel. The filter cake was loaded into metal trays and transferred to a hooded muffle
furnace where it was calcined to U30 8. Once cooled, the material was transferred to a
blending station for introduction into a ball mill for grinding and blending. After ball milling, the
U30 8 was sampled, packaged, weighed, and returned to the storage area ready for shipment.
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2.1.4 Production of Uranium Oxide Mixed with Thorium Oxide and Zirconium Oxide

This line of production (233U0 2/ThO 2 and 233UO2/ZrO 2) was in operation from approximately 1961 to
1969 for the light-water breeder reactor fuel of the Shippingport Reactor. This process was more
involved than other process lines with 11 separate steps to produce the 233U fuel (Housholder 1963b,
p.35-37). A brief summary of the process follows.

2.1.4.1 Receiving and Storage

Uranium-233 was received as a uranyl nitrate solution in an approved shipping cask. A typical receipt
shipment was approximately 7 kg of 233U in storage columns awaiting processing.

2.1.4.2 Solution Concentration

The received uranyl nitrate solution had a concentration of approximately 150 g/L 233U. Before
precipitation, a higher concentration was required and was obtained through evaporation.

2.1.4.3 Precipitation

The uranyl nitrate solution was measured into safe batches and the uranium was precipitated by the
addition of a precipitating agent such as NH4OH.

2.1.4.4 Drying and Grinding

The resultant precipitate was dried at a low temperature and ground to a fine powder.

2.1.4.5 Calcination to Uranium Dioxide

The dried and ground uranium precipitate was calcined to U0 2 in a continuous muffle furnace under a
hydrogen atmosphere. The resultant oxide was stored in birdcages to await blending.

2.1.4.6 Blending

To ensure homogeneity of the oxide, the precipitation batches were accumulated and blended before
addition of the diluents (ThO 2 or ZrO2). After a homogenous U0 2 blend was obtained, it was sorted in
birdcages to await blending with the diluents.

2.1.4.7 Diluent Addition and Blending

Safe batches of U0 2 and diluents were weighed out and blended together in a twin-shell blender. To
ensure thorough mixing, each batch was also ball-milled.

2.1.4.8 Binder Addition

A binder was mixed with the oxide blend, and the wet mixture was granulated and dried. After drying,
the granules were broken up by screening.

2.1.4.9 Lubricant Addition and Pressing

To improve pressability, a die lubricant was added to the granules and blended in. The oxides were
then compacted into small pellets on a 40-ton press.

• 

• 
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2.1.4.10 Binder Removal and Sintering

* The resultant pellets were loaded into trays and heated in an oven to drive off the binder. They were
then sintered in a continuous muffle furnace under a hydrogen atmosphere.

2.1.4.11 Physical Measurement and Grinding

The sintered pellets were inspected and measured to see that they met customer requirements.
Before packaging, the sintered pellets could have required grinding to the correct diameter. If grinding
was necessary, the pellets were cleaned by washing them in water, drying them, and remeasuring
them.

2.1.4.12 Tube Loading

The finished pellets were stacked, weighed, and loaded into Zircaloy tubes. The tubes were welded
closed and loaded into shielded 55-gal-drum birdcages for temporary storage and eventual shipment
to the customer.

2.1.5 Production of Mixed Oxide Fuel

Documentation of the process steps for the production of MOX fuel (combination of PuO 2 with LEU
U0 2) for SEFOR at the facility was not available. However, other DOE sites have performed similar
operations. Production of MOX fuel would have followed similar process steps for the production of233 U0 2/ThO 2 and 233UO2/ZrO 2 fuel from the blending step onto tube loading. The process steps were
completely within shielded and filtered gloveboxes for worker health and safety. It is assumed that the
plutonium sent to the facility was in approved shipping packages as PuO 2 powder in sealed cans.

W The final product would have had approximately 5% 239pU in fuel pin assemblies loaded into shielded
55-gal-drum birdcages for temporary storage and shipment to the customer.

2.1.6 Uranium Hexafluoride Cylinder Washing

UF6 cylinder washing was performed in the Building 200 complex to recover uranium in a ventilated
glovebox using water or steam. The removed wash solution was transferred to the HEU scrap
recovery process to recover the uranium.

3.0 ESTIMATION OF INTERNAL EXPOSURE

The primary sources of internal radiation exposure at W.R. Grace were uranium and thorium dust
produced from the manipulation and chemical processing of those materials during recovery and fuel
fabrication processes. Beginning in approximately 1966, there was also the potential for internal dose
from plutonium-containing dust.

Uranium enrichment levels included DU, natural uranium (NU), LEU (3.5%), and HEU (93%) as well
as 232U and 233U. Uranium-233 contains 232U as an impurity due to nuclear reactions from the neutron
irradiation of 232Th. The 232U impurity results in elevated gamma and beta dose rates due to the
ingrowth of 232U progeny (228Th and its progeny). Uranium from recycling operations would have
included small activities of non-uranium isotopes such as 99Tc, 237Np, 232Th, 106Ru, and 238Pu. There
was one indication of RU processing in the case of a recycled 233U pellet (Housholder 1963b).

Table 3-1 lists the various enrichments and chemical forms of the processed radionuclides.

• 
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3.1 URANIUM EXPOSURES

The chemical form and the uranium enrichment varied over time at W.R. Grace. The manufacture of
uranium occurred in most of the buildings at W.R. Grace, with the exception of Buildings 110 and 234
where plutonium was primarily processed.

In most cases, it will not be known how much of a specific uranium enrichment versus another, to
which a worker could have been exposed. Due to the presence of many forms of uranium, the most
favorable to claimant of the absorption types (F, M, and S) should be assumed (ORAUT 2007a).

Table 3-1. Fuel types, chemical forms, isotopes, and enrichments of W.R. Grace process material.
Chemical form and

Radionuclide or fuel solubility type(s) Isotope Enrichment
Uranium UF 6 , U0 2 F2 , & U0 2(NO 3 )2 (F) U-233 DU, NU,

U0 3 & UF 4 (M) U-234 LEU (3.5%),
U30 8 & U0 2 , (S) U-235 HEU (93%)

U-236
U-238

Plutonium PuO 2 (S) Pu-238 0.8%, Pu-239 Fuel grade
2.6%, Pu-240 1.33%, aged 10 yr (12%
Pu-241 93.4%, Am-241 Pu-240)
1.9%, Pu-242 0.0002%
(% activity)

Technetium or other Same as the U or Pu matrix Tc-99, Np-237 NA
transuranic elements
MOX; Pu U-235 fuel PuO 2 /UO 2 (S) 20% PuO 2 and 80% U0 2  About 3.5% U-235

by weight
(Sharma et al. 2002, p.40)

MOX; Th U-233 fuela ThO 2 /IUO2, ZrO2 12UO2  1% U0 2 and 99% ThO2 or HEU (likely >20%)
and ZrO2 /23 U0 2 (S) ZrO 2 by weight

(Housholder and Runion
1962, p. 189)

a. See Table 3-3 for z-U fuel comoosition.
...... r

ICRP (1995) lists UF 6 , U0 2F 2 , and U0 2(NO 3) 2 (uranyl nitrate) as type F; UF 4 and U0 3 as type M; and
U30 8 and U0 2 as type S. Table 3-2 identifies uranium source term information..

Fable 3-2. Uranium source term information.
Uranium Specific activity Activity fractions

source term Reference (pCi/pg) U-234 U-235 U-236 U-238
NU IMBA 0.683 0.489 0.023 - 0.489
93.% IMBA 68.1 0.968 0.030 0.002 0.0003
3.5% IMBA 2.20 0.818 0.034 - 0.147
2% HPSa 1.616 0.648 0.041 0.0009 0.311
Typical DU IMBA 0.402 0.155 0.011 0.0005 0.834

Specific constituent activity in
mixture (pCi/g, nCi/mg, or pCi/ig)

NU IMBA 0.683 0.334 0.016 - 0.334
93.% IMBA 68.1 65.9 2.04 0.136 0.020
3.5% IMBA 2.20 1.80 0.075 - 0.323
2% HPSa 1.616 0.778 0.049 0.001 0.373
Typical DU IMBA 0.402 0.062 0.004 0.0002 0.335

a. American National Standards Institute Stanaara N13.22 -HS 19t95).

The composition of the Shippingport Reactor fuel, total core is shown in Table 3-3. (Olson, McCardell,
and Ilium 2002, p.37). For dose reconstruction, the composition of the 233U fuel mixture in Table 3-3

• 

• 
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and Ilium 2002, p.37). For dose reconstruction, the composition of the 233U fuel mixture in Table 3-3 
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should be used for assessing uranium intakes beginning on January 1,1961 (Congress 1986, p. 107)
because it is more favorable to claimants.

Thble 3-3 lJrnniijm-233 Shinninrinort R~ctor fii~I ~c.tivitv frnc.tion~ tnt~l rnr~
G Bq/g Total activity % activity % weight

U-232 3.7795 7.93E+11 3.00E+12 1.56172% 0%
U-233 500600.60 3.57E+08 1.79E+14 93.18272% 2%
U-234 6547.90 2.31E+08 1.51E+12 0.78607% 0%
U-235 440.90 8.01 E+04 3.53E+07 0.00002% 0%
U-236 112.80 2.40E+06 2.70E+08 0.00014% 0%
U-238 1900.60 4.47E+09 8.49E+12 4.41967% 0%
Th-232 23481000.00 4.06E+03 9.54E+10 0.04966% 98%
Total 23990606.58 1.92E+14 100

3.1.1 Uranium Air Samplina

This discussion focuses on documented air-sampling data from two separate Health and Safety
Laboratory (HASL) reports by the AEC. The first air sampling was performed at W.R. Grace during
the recovery of 93% HEU from uranium-aluminum alloy scrap in the storage, ceramics, and chemical
buildings (AEC 1959, p.5-6). The second air sampling was performed during the recovery of 3.6%
LEU from slag scrap (AEC 1961). Tables 3-4 to 3-9 list the results of the sampling analyses.

Table 3-4. Occupational exposures for 93% uranium-aluminum alloy recovery.'
Number of Average daily weighted

Operator persons exposures (dpm/m 3)
Column operator 6 31
Ceramic building operator 3 45
Charge makeup 3 14
Accountability 3 15
Chemist and technicians 8 3.1
Spectrographic operator and technician 3 2.5
Machine shop 5 12
Laundry 1 7
GM0  10.84
GSDD 2.76
95% confidence level valueo 57.63
90% confidence level valueb 39.84
50% confidence level value" 10.84

a. Data from AEC (1959, p.11).
b. Statistics calculated using a lognormal distribution and the Crystal Ball program.

The air samples consisted of collection on filters of radioactive particulates from breathing zones and
general areas during processing. The measured alpha activity on the filter was used to determine the
airborne alpha activity concentrations. When multiple samples at a location were collected, AEC used
the mean air concentration in subsequent calculations. AEC matched air concentration
determinations with information about worker categories, locations, tasks, and times at each location
or task.

Although it is unlikely that workers would have been exposed to the same air concentrations from the
many other processes that were conducted at NFS, this is the only currently available air sample
information. In addition, changes in the processes and the safety controls could have resulted in both

* increased and decreased exposure for any given period. In this document, an estimate of the intake
was made by calculating the 95th percentile value of the maximum average breathing-zone
concentration for the 1961 AEC air sample results (from Table 3-8 later in this section) by assuming a

• 

• 

• 
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lognormal distribution of the data in the AEC report (AEC 1961). Using Crystal Ball, a lognormal
distribution calculation yielded a distribution with a geometric mean (GM) of 167 dpm/m 3,a geometric

Tahbl 3-5 AveranA hreathina-zone samples for 93% uranium-aluminum alloy recovervya

Number of Average concentration
Operation samples (dpm/m 3)

Shearing U-Al alloy for charge makeup and weighing 3 43
Charging digester with batch of U-Al alloy 2 170
Running material from digester through filter press and column 3 50
Cleaning residue from filter press 2 19
Securing O.K. Liquor from columns 1 65
Precipitation of O.K. Liquor 2 16
Filtering ppt. on Buchner funnel 2 15
Removing filter cake, placing in tray 1 1
Transferring tray from furnace to cooling area 2 65
Transferring tray from furnace to dry box, weighing and unloading 3 280
tray in dry box, cleaning residue tray
Digestion of organic ashes in hood 1 1
Filtration of digested organic ashes 1 65
GM" 26.65
GSDD 5.84
95% confidence level value0  485.13
90% confidence level valueu 255.57
50% confidence level value' 26.65

a. Data from (AEC 1959, p.12).
b. Statistics calculated using a lognormal distribution and the Crystal Ball program.

Table 3-6. Average general air-sampling concentrations for 93%
uranium-aluminum alloy recovery~a

Number of Average concentration
Area samples dpmlm 3

Shearing and weighing 2 9
Solvent extraction area 6 19
Chemical building-oven area 3 23
Ceramics building 9 2
Machine shop 4 16
Wet chemistry lab 3 3
Spectrographic lab 3 2
Laundry 3 6
Lunch room 3 7
Clean locker room 3 2
Contaminated locker room 3 4
GM0  5.81
GSD0  2.52
95% confidence level value0  26 .5 5

90% confidence level value" 18 .9 8

50% confidence level value' 5.81
a. Data from AEC (1959, p.13).
b. Statistics calculated using a lognormal distribution and the Crystal Ball program.

standard deviation (GSD) of 2.12, and a 95th-percentile value of 578 dpm/m 3. The calculated
* 95th-percentile air concentration was used to calculate upper estimates of internal exposures. The

most conservative air concentrations were generated from the radiological task-oriented information in
Table 3-8. 'If actual operator information from Tables 3-4 and 3-7 were to be used, the calculated
intakes would be about a factor of 4 to 10 less. Task-oriented weighted average samples involve the

• 

• 
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highest encountered air concentrations because of the closest proximity to the actual work and no
accounting of the time away from the actual or lower exposure rate activities. The use of the task-
oriented time-weighted average air concentrations is favorable to claimants.

Table 3-7. Occupational exposures for 3.6% uranium recovery from slag.a
Number of Average daily weighted

Operator persons exposures (dpmlm3)
Williams Roll Mill 3 170
Digestion 3 45
Solvent extraction 3 10
ADU precipitation 3 45
ADU oxide (ceramics) 3 17
Micropulverizer-drifter 3 71
Accountability-shipping and receiving 2 22
Laundry 1 9.4
Janitor 1 37
Health physics technician 2 20
GM" 30.72
GSD" 2.46
95% confidence level valueb 132.11
90% confidence level valueD 95.55
50% confidence level value' 30.22

a. Data from AEC (1961, p.33).
b. Statistics calculated using a lognormal distribution and the Crystal Ball program.

Table 3-8. Average breathing-zone samples for 3.6% uranium reovery from slag.a
Number of Average concentration

Operation samples (dpmlm 3)
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Loading top of Williams roll mill with crushed slag 3 500
Removing drum of 325 mesh MgF 2 from hopper 2 70
Loading and unloading pot (oxidation furnace) with slag metal 2 140
heavies
Charging digester with slag 3 150
Cleaning ADU from plate and frame filter press 3 130
Placing tray of ADU inside of oven 2 84
Removing tray of oxide from furnace-placing inside of glove box and 4 97
transferring U30 8
Micropulverizing U30 8 (bag not working properly) 3 590
GM" 167.83
GSD0  2.12
95% confidence level value" 578.38
90% confidence level valueD 440.08
50% confidence level value" 167.83

a. Data from AEC (1961, p. 34).
b. Statistics calculated using a lognormal distribution and the Crystal Ball program.

As seen in Table 3-4, the uranium exposure by occupation differed with the column and ceramic
building operators with the largest daily weighted exposures. This exposure variability between
occupations is also seen in Table 3-7, where the Williams roll mill operators were clearly the highest
exposed group, with the micropulverizer-drifter, digestion and ammonium diuranate (ADU)
precipitation operators being the next highest groups.
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The general air sample results in Tables 3-6 and 3-9 result in the lowest calculated intakes. This is to
* be expected because general air samples are typically lower than breathing-zone samples. Bioassay

results are expected to be at levels between breathing-zone and general air sample results.

The breathing rate is based on the default for light work, 1.2 m3/hr, as indicated in International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) Publication 66 (ICRP 1994). This category assumes

Table 3-9. Average general air-sampling concentrations for 3.6% uranium
recovery from slag.a

Number of Average concentration
Area samples dpmlm 3

Crushing room 5 110
Digester area 6 11
Leach area 3 20
Solvent extraction area-all levels 8 6.4
Boil-down feed tank area 3 17
O.K. Liquor storage 3 9
Raffinate storage area 3 9
Neutralizer tank storage 4 10
ADU precipitation tanks 3 16
ADU filter area 4 17
U30 8 transfer hood area 3 11
Micropulverizer area 4 62
Accountability room 5 21
Chemistry lab 4 4.3
Spectrographic lab 2 9.3
Research and development lab 4 6.6
Laundry 4 2.3
Locker room-clean side 2 17
Locker room-dirty side 2 45
Lunch room 4 21
Health physics room 2 1.5
GM0  12.57
GSD" 2.7
95% confidence level value0  64.52
90% confidence level value' 44 .9 5

50% confidence level value" 12 .57

a. Data from AEC (1961, p.35).
b. Statistics calculated using a lognormal distribution and the Crystal Ball program.

an activity distribution of one-third sitting and two-thirds light exercise. The intakes in picocuries are
calculated by dividing the 95th-percentile value of the air concentration (578 dpm/m 3) by 2.22 dpm/pCi
and multiplying this result by the breathing rate and the assumed number of hours of exposure at a
given concentration. The organ doses are assumed to be a constant distribution. Several
assumptions in the intake and dose reconstruction are likely to be overestimating assumptions. This
includes the use of a lognormal distribution, the 95% confidence level concentration, the task-related
versus occupation time-weighted average, and the assumption of constant work activity and worker
exposure during the entire work period.'

Air sampling for 233U has also been identified. Airborne concentrations for enriched U0 2 decladding
and dissolution of 233U30 8 pellets from the immediate work area resulted in an average concentration
of less than 1.8% of the maximum air concentration (1 x 10-10 pCi/ml) (Householder 1963b, p.51).
This would result in calculations of intake less than that calculated above.
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• 
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In the case where inhalation intakes are calculated from air concentrations, ingestion intakes are also
* to be considered. NIOSH (2004) indicates that the ingestion rate, in terms of picocuries for an 8-hour

workday, can be estimated by multiplying the air concentrations in picocuries per cubic meter by a
factor of 0.2. The uranium ingestion rate based on air concentration of 260 pCi/m 3 would be
52 pCi/workday. The daily inhalation and ingestion intake rate from LEU recovery is estimated from
the 95% confidence level air concentration in Table 3-8. Table 3-10 lists the inhalation intake rate per
year. Table 3-11 lists the ingestion intake rate by year.

Table 3-10. Estimated uranium inhalation intake rates based on measured time-weighted air
concentrations during uranium recovery operations.

Work Number Number of potential AEC work Air concentration Breathing Intake
period of years hours per work period (pCiIm 3) rate (m31hr) (pCi)

1 yr 1 2,000 260 1.2 6.24 x 100

Table 3-11. Estimated uranium ingestion rates based on measured time-weighted air concentrations
during uranium recovery operations.

Work Number of Number of potential AEC Ingestion rate
period years work days per work period pCilworkdaya Intake (pCi)

1 yr 1 250 52 1.30 x 104
a. Ingestion values were calculated according to NIOSH (2004). Choose the same fl-value as that used for inhalation in

accordance with NIOSH (2004).

Bioassay data should be used first rather than the intakes that were calculated based on air sampling
results unless the bioassay data are deficient. Most potentially exposed workers at W.R. Grace/NFS
were monitored. Skin contamination was a recurrent issue at W.R. Grace/NFS. The contamination
levels in the claimant records should be bounded by the assumption of 10% of the skin contamination

Sequilibrium activity levels being ingested in accordance with Estimation of Ingestion Intakes (NIOSH
2004). A study at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant to determine the intake from hand
contamination indicated that the amount of uranium that was transferred from the hand to the
cigarette while smoking was approximately 1% of the material on the surface of the hand (Bailey
1959, p.166). The ingestion calculation included both contamination of food or drink from
contaminated air settling and the transfer from contaminated surfaces to the hands to food or drink on
a chronic basis.

3.1.2 Enriched and Recycled Uranium

For a given uranium process, the mass of (long-lived) uranium that is released to air does not change
because of enrichment (ORAUT 2006a). Because the AEC air samples were counted with alpha
detectors, which detect radioactivity rather than mass, there is no need to adjust measured air
concentration results for assumed uranium enrichment. AEC air sample results taken during the
recovery of HEU were below the measured concentrations during the recovery of LEU. Because
various levels of enrichment occurred during the processing and recovery operations of uranium, this
document assumes that intakes are 234U for the purpose of internal dose calculation.

It should be assumed that exposure to RU potentially occurred during the entire operational period
(January 1,1958, to December 31, 1970) [1]. When assigning dose due to contaminants in RU, the
same material type should be applied to the contaminants as that for the uranium (ORAUT 2007a,
p.21). For RU, the dose reconstructor should add the intakes from Table 3-12 (ORAUT 2005a), or
those derived from bioassay results. The RU contaminant ratios are bounding for recycled
components in uranium 233 and as such should be applied regardless of whether 233U or 234U is

* assumed.(Tomlinson 1964, p.6)

Table 3-12. Intakes of contaminants in RU as
fractions of uranium intake.a

• 

• 
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Activity fraction of contaminant
Radionuclide (e.g., pCi X/pCI U)

Uranium 1.0
Pu-238 0.06
Np-237 0.005
Tc-99 0.4
Th-232 0.02
Ru-1 06 0.04

a. Source: Based on ORAUT (2005a, p.11).

3.1.3 Uranium Bioassay

Urinalysis for uranium started in approximately October 1964. Samples were sent to Eberline until
about 1974. From about that time, onsite analysis was performed; details of the analysis are not
known. The recording level was 1 dpm/L at the 2-sigma or 95% confidence level as indicated from
the review of employee documents as indicated from the NFS Health Physics department (Tester
2005a, p.2). This is likely the assumed decision level (DL). The minimum detectable level (MDL)
should be twice the critical level or 2 dpm/L. Some random samples were sent off the site for fecal
analysis of uranium and urine analysis for EU. Some bioassay records from W.R. Grace/NFS have
some of the radiometric uranium bioassay results with a minimum recording level of <10 dpm/L.
Other records have bioassay results reported on two forms: one handwritten form that indicated
laboratory results with actual results recorded down to 1.0 dpm/L, and another typed report in which
the lowest values are recorded as <10 dpm/L (i.e., all values <10 dpm/L were recorded as <10 dpm/L
on the typed form). If the recorded result is between 2 and 10 dpm/L, 2 dpm/L should be used as the
MDL. If zeros or <10 dpm/L were recorded for uranium results, then the dose reconstructor should
assume the MDL is 10 dpm/L [2]. When bioassay data are available, dose reconstructors should use

* bioassay data to estimate worker intakes. Because the uranium urine sample results are reported in
units of activity (dpm/L), it is not necessary to adjust these results to a particular uranium enrichment.
Intakes of the RU components in Table 3-12 should be added based on the given ratios.

Lung counts have been performed from 1970 to the present for uranium, as indicated from a cursory
review of claimant documents. The minimum detectable activity (MDA) for 235U was about 120 pg
(Tester 2005a, p.2).

3.2 PLUTONIUM EXPOSURES

Many forms of plutonium were possible over the years including metal and oxide. Because not
enough information for the recovery or manufacture of plutonium was found, the exact chemical forms
are not known. It is possible that MOX fuel of a plutonium and thorium mixture was processed at
some point because U0 2 and ThO 2 mixtures were produced on the site and plutonium production
capacity existed at the same time. Most of the manufacture of plutonium occurred in Buildings 234A,
234B, and 234C.

In general, plutonium oxides, carbides, and hydroxides are absorption type S; nitrates and other
compounds are type M (ICRP 1995). Older materials, even when starting out as soluble, can have a
tendency to oxidize when left in contact with air. Oxides, metals, and old contamination should be
treated as type S. If the chemical form of plutonium is unknown, either type M or S can be used to
maximize the dose to the organ of concern (ORAUT 2007a). Americium-241 is a component of
plutonium contamination and should be modeled in the lung the same as the plutonium matrix in
which it has grown. In other words, the americium should be treated as absorption type S if the

* plutonium is type S (ORAUT 2007a). It is possible that some forms of plutonium at W.R. Grace could
be retained in the lung longer than is predicted by the normal material type S model (commonly
referred to as type Super S). Organ doses based on intake of plutonium should be evaluated in

• 
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should be twice the critical level or 2 dpm/L. Some random samples were sent off the site for fecal 
analysis of uranium and urine analysis for EU. Some bioassay records from W.R. Grace/NFS have 
some of the radiometric uranium bioassay results with a minimum recording level of <10 dpm/L. 
Other records have bioassay results reported on two forms: one handwritten form that indicated 
laboratory results with actual results recorded down to 1.0 dpm/L, and another typed report in which 
the lowest values are recorded as <10 dpm/L (Le., all values <10 dpm/L were recorded as <10 dpm/L 
on the typed form). If the recorded result is between 2 and 10 dpm/L, 2 dpm/L should be used as the 
MOL. If zeros or <10 dpm/L were recorded for uranium results, then the dose reconstructor should 
assume the MDL is 10 dpm/L [2]. When bioassay data are available, dose reconstructors should use 
bioassay data to estimate worker intakes. Because the uranium urine sample results are reported in 
units of activity (dpm/L), it is not necessary to adjust these results to a particular uranium enrichment. 
Intakes of the RU components in Table 3-12 should be added based on the given ratios. 

Lung counts have been performed from 1970 to the present for uranium, as indicated from a cursory 
review of claimant documents. The minimum detectable activity (MOA) for 235U was about 120 I-Ig 
(Tester 2005a, p.2). 

3.2 PLUTONIUM EXPOSURES 

Many forms of plutonium were possible over the years including metal and oxide. Because not 
enough information for the recovery or manufacture of plutonium was found, the exact chemical forms 
are not known. It is possible that MOX fuel of a plutonium and thorium mixture was processed at 
some point because U02 and Th02 mixtures were produced on the site and plutonium production 
capacity existed at the same time. Most of the manufacture of plutonium occurred in Buildings 234A, 
234B, and 234C. 

In general, plutonium oxides, carbides, and hydroxides are absorption type S; nitrates and other 
compounds are type M (ICRP 1995). Older materials, even when starting out as soluble, can have a 
tendency to oxidize when left in contact with air. Oxides, metals, and old contamination should be 
treated as type S. If the chemical form of plutonium is unknown, either type M or S can be used to 
maximize the dose to the organ of concern (ORAUT 2007a). Americium-241 is a component of 
plutonium contamination and should be modeled in the lung the same as the plutonium matrix in 
which it has grown. In other words, the americium should be treated as absorption type S if the 
plutonium is type S (ORAUT 2007a). It is possible that some forms of plutonium at W.R. Grace could 
be retained in the lung longer than is predicted by the normal material type S model (commonly 
referred to as type Super S). Organ doses based on intake of plutonium should be evaluated in 

• 

• 
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Activity fraction of contaminant 
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accordance with the guidance in the technical information bulletin Estimating Doses for Plutonium
* Strongly Retained in the Lung (ORAUT2007c).

There are essentially three types of plutonium-based material - reactor, fuel, and weapons grade -
with fuel grade falling between reactor and weapons grade. Although the origin of the plutonium at
W.R. Grace is currently unknown, without any specific information on the actual composition of the
processed plutonium an assumption of 10-year-old fuel-grade plutonium is favorable to claimants and
reasonable [3]. This is noted in the Hanford site profile (ORAUT 2007b) because Hanford processed
much of the DOE complex plutonium. A summary of the activity composition of the default reference
fuel-grade plutonium mixture is presented in Table 3-13.

Table 3-13. Activity composition of Hanford
Site reference fuel-grade plutonium mixture
(12%).a

Radionuclides: Specific activity
10 year agedb in mixture (Cilg)a

Pu-238 1.58E-02
Pu-239 5.26E-02
Pu-240 2.72E-02
Pu-241 1.91E+00
Pu-242 3.93E-06
Am-241 3.89E-02
Pu-239+240 7.98E-02
Activity ratios
Pu-239+240:Am-241 2.05
Pu-239+240:Pu-238 5.05
Pu-241 :Pu-239+240 24.0

a. Source: ORAUT (2007b, p.19)
b. Time since separation of the Am-241 from the

plutonium mix.

3.2.1 Plutonium Bioassay

A review of plutonium records during the operational period showed that 239pu was analyzed in urine
from 1967 to approximately 1973 [4]. The years of plutonium exposures most likely occurred from
1967 though February 1973; however, a plutonium exposure period of 1966 through 1970 should be
assumed (for the operational period), because it is possible that some startup plutonium operations
could have occurred in 1966 (Claimant records: Congress 1986, p.107: and NFS 2005, p.2).
Bioassay data should be used for assessing a worker's plutonium dose. No attempt should be made
to estimate plutonium dose for unmonitored workers during the operational period.

Historical detection limits for W.R. Grace are not available, so a review of detection limits for the
1960s and 1970s at other AEC sites was made. The internal dosimetry section of the DOE Hanford
site profile (ORAUT 2007b) reports an MDA of 0.05 dpm/sample. The Savannah River Site profile
(ORAUT 2005b) has a plutonium recording level and MDA of 0.1 dpm/1.5 L. These values are
reasonably consistent with the observed reporting limits from W.R. Grace. From a review of bioassay
records, the lowest observed nonzero recorded plutonium results at W.R. Grace was 0.03 dpm/L,
although some results were reported in units of dpm/sample, with a given sample volume. If
additional information on detection capabilities is not available from the records, dose reconstructors
should assume a DL of 0.03 dpm/L and an MDA of 0.06 dpm/L [5].

* Chest counting for 239pu started at W.R. Grace around 1987. A germanium detector system had the
40 ability to detect 239Pu but had a variable MDA of about 168 nCi (July 6, 1989) to 481 nCi (October 22,
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1987). The chest-counting detection limits are based on a cursory review of claimant files and are not
* useful because the MDAs are high. Most results were nondetections or perhaps near the MDA.

3.3 URANIUM-233 CONSIDERATIONS

Thorium oxide as ThO 2 and uranium oxide as 233U0 2 were the finished products for the production of233U/232Th/ 228Th MOX fuel. The 233U was received from Oak Ridge in the form of uranyl nitrate, then

precipitated to (NH4) 2-U20 7 (ADU), then calcined to U0 2. Blending, pressing, and grinding were also
a part of the process in addition to chemical processing. Particle sizes varied. Because of criticality
concerns, a safe-dry batch did not exceed 4 kg of 233U during blending operations; this amount of 233U
is nuclearly safe with a safety factor of 2.3 for a H/233U ratio of 1.5 and in a nominally reflected system.
It should be noted that the limitation of 4 kg of 233U at low H/ 233U ratios is for a metal-water system and
the campaign tested was for a low-density oxide-water system. With 235U, where more data are
available, almost three times as much low-density 235U than high density 235U is nuclearly safe. No
enrichment in 233U was stated in the Feasibility Report, but the ZrO2-233U0 2 pellet Feasibility Report
mentioned 93% enrichment (Housholder 1963b). Isotopic composition of 232Th/ 233U fuel is given in
Table 3-3.

3.4 INTERNAL DOSE RECONSTRUCTION ASSUMPTIONS

Because of the SEC determination (NIOSH 2007b) that it is infeasible to adequately reconstruct
internal thorium dose during the AWE operational period that is covered by the SEC (January 1, 1958
through December 31, 1970), dose estimates for this period are considered partial dose estimates.

Uranium and plutonium (and associated radionuclides) intakes should be based on actual bioassay
* monitoring results for the individual. When uranium bioassay results are not available, the values in

Table 3-14 should be assigned for estimation of uranium dose. If a worker has positive thorium
bioassay results during the operational period, these positive results can be used to reconstruct a
partial thorium dose, as an approach that is favorable to claimants; however, this would still be
considered a partial dose assessment because such dose is known to not be the entire possible
thorium dose. In addition, if an individual was not monitored for plutonium exposures through
bioassay, no attempt should be made to estimate plutonium dose during the operational period, and
the dose reconstruction is to be considered to be a partial internal assessment.

Table 3-14. Uranium internal exposure summary for operational period January
1, 1958, to December 31, 1970.a

Internal Start End Exposure Intake (pCi/d) IREP distribution
Uranium 1/1/1958 12/31/1970 Inhalation 1.71E+03 Constant

Ingestion 3.56E+01
Pu-238 1/1/1958 12/31/1970 Inhalation 1.03E+02 Constant

Ingestion 2.14E+00
Np-237 1/1/1958 12/31/1970 Inhalation 8.55E+00 Constant

Ingestion 1.78E-01
Tc-99 1/1/1958 12/31/1970 Inhalation 6.84E+02 Constant

Ingestion 1.43E+01
Th-232 1/1/1958 12/31/1970 Inhalation 3.42E+01 Constant

Ingestion 7.13E-01
Th-22-8 1/1/1958 12/31/1970 Inhalation 3.42E+01 Constant

I Ingestion 7.13E-01
Ru-106 1/1/1958 12/31/1970 Inhalation 6.84E+01 Constant

Ingestion 1.43E+00
a. Ingestion values were calculated according to NIOSH (2004). Choose the same fl-value as

that for inhalation in accordance with NIOSH (2004).
b. Th-232 is assumed to be in equilibrium with Th-228.

• 

• 
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that for inhalation in accordance with NIOSH (2004). 
b. Th-232 is assumed to be in equilibrium with Th-228. 
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The assumed occupational exposure period ran from January 1, 1958, to December 31, 1970.
* Table 3-14 lists the intake assumptions for uranium and associated compounds. These intake rates

are based on information from Tables 3-10 and 3-11, which were derived from the 95th-percentile
value of the average breathing-zone samples for 3.6% uranium recovery from slag (578.38 dpm/m 3),
from Table 3-8, a breathing rate of 1.2 m3/hr (ICRP 1994), and an annual occupational exposure of
2,000 hours. The intake mode is chronic.

4.0 ESTIMATION OF EXTERNAL EXPOSURE

During operations at the facility, occupational exposure occurred from handling of received material,
standing near stored fissile material (either as feed or product), and airborne radioactivity with the
resultant buildup of surface contamination. The fissile material was enriched UF6 that arrived in
approved shipping and storage cylinders, solid fissile material in various forms (liquid, powder, or
metal) to be converted into or made into nuclear fuel, or scrap material containing LEU or HEU.

4.1 LIMITATIONS

The potential for external radiation dose existed at all locations where radioactive materials were
handled or stored. Based on site operations, sources of potential exposure included beta, photon,
and neutron radiation emitted from materials containing uranium, thorium, and plutonium. Personnel
beta/photon dosimeters were assigned to workers. Claimant-specific data should be used for analysis
of the external radiation dose. No attempt should be made to estimate external radiation doses for
unmonitored workers during the operational period and, if this is done, the dose reconstruction should
be considered to be a partial dose estimate. The only exception to assessing the unmonitored worker
dose concerns the estimation of neutron doses to chemical operators using a neutron-to-photon dose

O ratio as discussed further in this section.

4.2 RECORDED EXTERNAL DOSE

Beginning in the late 1950s, Chicago Nuclear supplied all dosimetry badges and performed the
necessary calibrations. At one time, everyone in the W.R. Grace plant was badged. At a later time,
office workers were not assigned dosimeters (ORAUT 2005c). Landauer supplied dosimeter services
beginning in 1961. The reported doses were normally adjusted for results of transit control
dosimeters (i.e. control dosimeters were sent with dosimeters to be assigned to workers, and the
control dosimeter results, were deducted from the personnel dosimeter results to arrive at the
reported occupational dose). Minimal beta or soft X-ray nonpenetrating doses were not routinely
reported until a positive skin dose was recorded (Gordon 2004, p.3). In the approximate 1989
timeframe, Landauer supplied W.R. Grace/NFS with TLDs instead of film.

External radiation exposure records at W.R. Grace/NFS utilized AEC form AEC 5, which is similar to
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Landauer started to report the external dose in the same format as AEC form 5. In 1964, Landauer
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only the nonpenetrating dose component. As such, prior to 1970, the total shallow dose is best
estimated by summing the reported skin (i.e. nonpenetrating dose) and whole body dose (i.e.
penetrating dose component) doses.

Table 4-1 lists a more detailed description of the Nuclear Chicago or Landauer dosimeters used at
W.R. Grace and subsequently, NFS. W.R. Grace/NFS' distribution of low-energy photons is
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dependent on the amounts, separation and enrichments of uranium, and the age and type of
plutonium used at the site.

Table 4-1. Dosimetry for external whole-body, wrist, and extremity exposures.
Period Monitoring techniqueI Dosimeter description

Beta/photon dosimeters
1958-June 1974 Photographic film Nuclear-Chicago or similar film badges. Nuclear-Chicago

whole body badge film badge contained single film packet. Three filters (front
and back) were incorporated into film badge for energy
dependence: cadmium, aluminum, and lead.

July 1974-about 19838 Landauer J (beta and Type J dosimetry were film badges. Gamma and X-ray:
whole body gamma) 30 keV to 20 MeV; beta: over 1.5 MeV.

About 1974a-April 1990 Landauer G1 Film emulsion packaged placed in standard Gardray
whole body holder/badge for monitoring beta, X-ray, and gamma

exposure. Insensitive to neutron radiation.
Gamma and X-ray: 30 keV to 20 MeV; beta: over 1.5 MeV.

May 1990-present Landauer Z1 dosimeter 3 TLD-700 chips for monitoring beta, X-ray, and gamma
whole body exposure. Insensitive to neutron radiation. Replaced

Landauer G1.
July 1974-about 1983a Landauer Type M Type M dosimetry was a film badge. Gamma and X-ray: 30

wrist (wrist keV to 20 MeV; beta: over 1.5 MeV.
beta-gamma) badges.

About 1983a-1 990 G5 wrist film badge Responded to beta, X-ray, and gamma exposure to provide
wrist data on extremity dose.

Gamma and X-ray: 30 keV to 20 MeV; beta: over 1.5 MeV.
1991-present K5 TLD wrist badge 3 TLD-100 chips.

wrist
1958-1974 Film badge-finger Nuclear-Chicago or similar film badges. Nuclear-Chicago

film badge contained single film packet. Three filters (front
and back) were incorporated into film badge for energy
dependence: cadmium, aluminum, and lead. i

About 1983a-present U3 TLD (LiF) Responded to beta, X-ray, and gamma exposure to provide
finger ring data on extremity dose.

I _ _Gamma and X-ray: 30 keV to 20 MeV; beta: over 1.5 MeV.
a. This analysis found no documentation that shows the start of G1, U3, G5, 18, and El dosimeter use and the end of

Type K, J, and M badge use.

The NRC has reported the annual occupational radiation dose for nuclear power reactors since 1974.
Consistent annual dose reporting could not be found in NRC records for the W.R. Grace Plant until
1982. The only information found prior to 1982 was for whole-body doses greater than 1.25 rem for
employees with employment of less than 90 days. The reporting format varied over the years. In the
early years, the format included: the number of monitored individuals, measurable dose, collective
dose, and average measurable dose in rem. In later years, the format included the annual whole-
body doses segregated into dose bins with the number of workers in each bin.

4.2.1 Nonpenetratina Dose

Dosimeters used at W.R. Grace would measure beta and low-energy photon nonpenetrating dose.
Prior to 1970, the reported skin dose represents only the nonpenetrating dose component and
beginning January 1, 1970, the reported skin dose includes the shallow dose from the penetrating
dose component. For this reason, determination of the skin dose beginning on January 1, 1970 must
be calculated as the difference between the reported skin and total-body dose [6]. For low energy

* photon irradiation such as to 16-keV X-rays and 59-keV photons typical of plutonium facilities, there is
an over-response by factors of 8.5 to 12 and 14 to 19, respectively based on measurements at
Hanford (Wilson et al, 1990) when the dosimeter shallow dose is calibrated to uranium.
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beginning January 1, 1970, the reported skin dose includes the shallow dose from the penetrating 
dose component. For this reason, determination of the skin dose beginning on January 1, 1970 must 
be calculated as the difference between the reported skin and total-body dose [6]. For low energy 
photon irradiation such as to 16-keV X-rays and 59-keV photons typical of plutonium facilities, there is 
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4.2.2 Penetrating Dose

* Commercially provided personnel dosimeters used at W.R. Grace would measure the photon
penetrating dose. Exposure to photon radiation from natural uranium metals and solutions would be
comparatively low compared to the nonpenetrating exposure. The photon radiation is predominantly
in the 30-to-250 keV energy range. As uranium becomes more enriched, the photon spectrum
increases because of the higher specific activity of 235U, and the energy of the photon emissions (DOE
2004). Photon radiation from plutonium would be expected to include <30 and 30-250 keV
components.

4.3 NEUTRON DOSE

There were no documented neutron exposures at W.R. Grace. However, the use of uranium
hexafluoride and uranium fluoride, and the possible presence of plutonium can generate neutrons
through an alpha-neutron reaction between the uranium and the fluorine (DOE 2004). Neutrons can
also arise from highly enriched uranium and during plutonium processing operations (DOE 2006).

Personnel exposure records are used to evaluate radiation exposure. No attempt should be made to
estimate neutron dose for workers not monitored for neutrons during the operational period. If a dose
reconstruction is performed, the dose reconstruction is considered to be a partial dose reconstruction
and should be noted as such.

4.3.1 Extremity Doses

Extremity dosimeters for monitoring exposures to the forearm and hand were used at W.R.
Grace/NFS from at least the 1960s to the 1970s. The MDL information in Table 4-2 for wrist (forearm)
and finger (hand or extremity) is from Landauer. Ring and wrist badges were calibrated for high-
energy gamma (for 1 3 7 Cs at 0.662 MeV) and high-energy beta (1.5 MeV) unless special arrangements
were made (Gordon 2004, p.3). DOE (2006) provided results for measured extremity photon dose
rates from plutonium glovebox operations and discusses that: "Doses to the extremities are usually
dominated by gamma rays in typical glovebox operations. The extremity dose is more limiting than a
whole body dose if the dose gradient is greater than 10:1 over a distance of 1 meter, the maximum
distance from the fingers to the trunk of the body. In most cases, the source is not at arm's length and
the dose gradient needs to be 10:1 or 20:1 for the extremity dose to be limiting (NUREG/CR-4297;
Reece et al. 1985). But in highly shielded gloveboxes, it is possible to have a very high extremity
dose from dust layer on gloves; the dose to the torso can be much lower because of shielding applied
to the glovebox." Dose reconstructors should use guidance from DOE (2006) if the calculation of
extremity dose is needed.

4.4 MISSED DOSE

(MDL) information for photon and beta whole-body dosimeter systems are listed in Table 4-2. The
potential annual missed doses listed in Table 4-2 are considered default values and are to be used,
unless claimant dosimetry records suggest that a different dosimeter exchange frequency occurred
[7].

4.5 DOSE RECONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS

4.5.1 Beta Dose

* Measured and missed non-penetrating doses from beta radiation should be corrected to account for
attenuation by clothing or personal protective equipment (PPE), if applicable, based on the location of
the cancer and the workplace practices. Nonpenetrating dose can be considered for IREP input

• 

• 

• 
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Table 4-2 MDL and maximum potential annual missed photon or beta dose.a
Maximum annual missed dose (rem)

Dosimeter Period of use MDL (rem) (MDLJ2 x frequency)
Nuclear Chicago film- 1957-5/1959D 0.04 photons 0.520 beta-photons (every 2 weeks)

whole body 0.04 beta
Nuclear Chicago film- 6/1959-12/1960D 0.04 photons 0.240 beta-photons (monthly)

whole body 0.04 beta
Landauer film- 1/1961-12/1963D 0.04 photons 0.240 beta-photons (monthly)

whole body 0.04 beta
Landauer film- 1/1964-12/1988c 0.04 photons 0.240 beta-photons (monthly)

whole body 0.04 beta
Landauer TLD- 1/1989-12/1998c 0.04 photons 0.080 beta-photons (quarterly)

whole body _0.04 beta
Landauer OSL- 1/1/1999-12/2004c 0.001 photons 0.008 beta-photons (quarterly)

whole body 0.001 beta
Landauer TLD- 1/2005-presentc 0.02 photons 0.040 beta-photons (quarterly)

whole body 0.02 beta
Film-badge- 1957-June 1974' 0.04 photons 0.240 beta-photons (monthly)

wrist 0.04 beta
Landauer Type M- July 1974-about 1983c 0.02 photons 0.120 photons (monthly)

wrist 0.04 beta 0.240 beta (monthly)
G5 wrist film badge- About 1983-1990c 0.02 photons 0.120 photons (monthly)

wrist 0.04 beta 0.040 photons (quarterly)
0.240 beta (monthly)
0.080 beta (quarterly)

K5 TLD- 1991-presentc 0.04 photons 0.240 photons (monthly)
wrist 0.04 beta 0.240 beta (monthly)

Film badge- 1957-1982c 0.04 photons 0.240 beta -photons (monthly)
finger 0.04 beta

U3 TLD (LiF)- About 1983-presentc 0.03 photons 0.180 photons (monthly)
finger ring 0.04 beta 0.060 photons (quarterly)

0.240 beta (monthly)
0.080 beta (quarterly)

a. TLD = thermoluminescent dosimeter.
b. MDLs from Tester (2005a, p.2-3).
c. Koperski (2004). MDL information as communicated by Landauer.

categories as either electrons greater than 15 keV or photons <30 keV, depending upon which
selection is more reasonable based on claim information and favorability to the claimant. Typically,
nonpenetrating doses for plutonium workers are assigned as <30 keV photons for deep organ
cancers (e.g. nonskin cancers) using the dose conversion factors (DCFs) for plutonium workers in
accordance with the External Dose Reconstruction Implementation Guide (NIOSH 2007a). If a
nonpenetrating dose is assigned as <30 keV photons, attenuation factors for clothing are not
applicable (ORAUT 2005d). A Dose Reconstructor should apply the guidance in ORAUT-OTIB-0017
for assignment of skin dose from penetrating and nonpenetrating radiation (ORAUT 2005d).

4.5.2 Photon Dose

Measured penetrating doses from photon radiation should be reasonably correct. It is possible to read
a photon dose of 100 mrem to within ±15 mrem if the exposure involved photons with energies
between several keV and several MeV (Morgan 1961, p.13). The estimated standard error in
recorded film badge doses from photons of any energy is ±30% (ORAUT 2006c). Dose

O Reconstructors should include an uncertainty factor of 1.3 multiplied by the measured photon dose,
assume a constant distribution for overestimates, and utilize the Exposure ( R ) to Organ Dose (HT),
[8] dose conversion factors from IG-001. To ensure favorability to claimants, a photon energy range
of 100% 30 to 250 keV should be applied (ORAUT 2006b).

• 

• 

• 
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categories as either electrons greater than 15 keV or photons <30 keV, depending upon which 
selection is more reasonable based on claim information and favorability to the claimant. Typically, 
non penetrating doses for plutonium workers are assigned as <30 keV photons for deep organ 
cancers (e.g. nonskin cancers) using the dose conversion factors (DCFs) for plutonium workers in 
accordance with the External Dose Reconstruction Implementation Guide (NIOSH 2007a). If a 
non penetrating dose is assigned as <30 keV photons, attenuation factors for clothing are not 
applicable (ORAUT 2005d). A Dose Reconstructor should apply the guidance in ORAUT-OTIB-0017 
for assignment of skin dose from penetrating and nonpenetrating radiation (ORAUT 2005d). 

4.5.2 Photon Dose 

Measured penetrating doses from photon radiation should be reasonably correct. It is possible to read 
a photon dose of 100 mrem to within ±15 mrem if the exposure involved photons with energies 
between several keV and several MeV (Morgan 1961, p.13). The estimated standard error in 
recorded film badge doses from photons of any energy is ±30% (ORAUT 2006c). Dose 
Reconstructors should include an uncertainty factor of 1.3 multiplied by the measured photon dose, 
assume a constant distribution for overestimates, and utilize the Exposure ( R ) to Organ Dose (HT), 
[8] dose conversion factors from IG-001. To ensure favorability to claimants, a photon energy range 
of 100% 30 to 250 keV should be applied (ORAUT 2006b). 
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categories as either electrons greater than 15 keV or photons <30 keV, depending upon which 
selection is more reasonable based on claim information and favorability to the claimant. Typically, 
non penetrating doses for plutonium workers are assigned as <30 keV photons for deep organ 
cancers (e.g. nonskin cancers) using the dose conversion factors (DCFs) for plutonium workers in 
accordance with the External Dose Reconstruction Implementation Guide (NIOSH 2007a). If a 
non penetrating dose is assigned as <30 keV photons, attenuation factors for clothing are not 
applicable (ORAUT 2005d). A Dose Reconstructor should apply the guidance in ORAUT-OTIB-0017 
for assignment of skin dose from penetrating and nonpenetrating radiation (ORAUT 2005d). 

4.5.2 Photon Dose 

Measured penetrating doses from photon radiation should be reasonably correct. It is possible to read 
a photon dose of 100 mrem to within ±15 mrem if the exposure involved photons with energies 
between several keV and several MeV (Morgan 1961, p.13). The estimated standard error in 
recorded film badge doses from photons of any energy is ±30% (ORAUT 2006c). Dose 
Reconstructors should include an uncertainty factor of 1.3 multiplied by the measured photon dose, 
assume a constant distribution for overestimates, and utilize the Exposure ( R ) to Organ Dose (HT), 
[8] dose conversion factors from IG-001. To ensure favorability to claimants, a photon energy range 
of 100% 30 to 250 keV should be applied (ORAUT 2006b). 
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4.5.3 Glovebox Geometry Assumptions

Consideration of glovebox geometry is necessary for workers with significant glovebox or similar
benchtop geometry work activities with plutonium, as noted in OCAS-TIB-0010, "Special External
Dose Reconstruction Considerations for Glovebox Workers." (NIOSH 2005). This would include the
Chemical Operators. Indicators of hands-on plutonium work may be plutonium bioassay results
and/or extremity monitoring. Forthese work activities, adjustment to assigned doses for organs of the
lower torso in relation to the measured whole-body dosimeter dose is necessary to account for
potential geometry effects.

4.5.4 Uranium-233

In the spring of 1961, NFS processed 28 kg of 233U in used pellets. The radiation levels reached
3,000 mR/hr at 1 in. for 15 g of U30 8 pellets. Twenty operators were exposed to these operations with
none exceeding the 10 CFR Part 20 limits; the average exposure for the operation was 377 mrem.
Rubber gloves were worn during operations in shielded gloveboxes with filtration. Birdcages were
used for storage of the materials. The exposure rate for the surface of each container did not exceed
200 mR/hr, and the contamination level did not exceed 500 dpm/100 cm 2. The reading from each
birdcage did not exceed 1 mR/hr at 1 meter (Householder 1963b, p.51-55). Doses from the
processing of 233U were measured through external monitoring. Therefore, dose reconstructors
should use reported dosimetry results to assign measured dose, along with the assignment of missed
dose.

4.6 OCCUPATIONAL MEDICAL DOSE

To date, no site-specific information is available for W.R. Grace workers in relation to the type or
frequency of occupationally required medical X-ray examinations. The type and projection of X-ray
examination should be based on current Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) Team guidance,
which is a posterior-anterior (PA) radiographic chest examination [9]. Preemployment and annual PA
chest x-rays are assumed for all site workers. Organ doses can be obtained from the current revision
of ORAUT-OTIB-0006, Dose Reconstruction from Occupationally Related Diagnostic X-Ray
Procedures (ORAUT 2005e). Photofluorography (PFG) could have been possible, but unless there is
evidence in the claimant files that PFG was performed; it is reasonable to assume it was not [10].
Occupational medical X-ray doses should be entered into IREP as the annual dose to an acute
exposure to photons with an energy range of 30 to 250 keV. The distribution is assumed to be normal
with a standard deviation of 30%.

4.7 SUMMARY OF EXTERNAL DOSE RECONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS

Guidance presented in the foregoing sections to determine IREP input categories for annual external
doses to be assigned is summarized in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3. IREP input summary.
Dose Period of Exposure Annual IREP

category exposure Exposure category type Basis exposure distribution
Photon missed 1/1/1958- Photons, 30-250 keV, AP Penetrating Table 4-2 Use MDL/2 x Lognormal
dose 12/31/1970 acute exchange GSD 1.52

frequency)
Photon missed 111/1958- Photons, <30 keV or Non- Table 4-2 Use MDLI2 x Lognormal
dose 12/31/1970 electrons >15 keV, AP, penetrating exchange GSD 1.52

acute frequency &
___OTIB-0017

Photon 1/l/1958- Photons, 30-250 keV, AP Penetrating Recorded 1.3 * Constant
measured 12/31/1970 acute value recorded
dose _ _ __ dose

• 
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Dose Period of Exposure Annual IREP
category exposure Exposure category type Basis exposure distribution

Photon 1/1/1958- Photons, <30 keV or Non- Recorded 1.3 * Constant
measured 12/31/1970 electrons >15 keV, AP, penetrating value recorded
dose acute dose
Medical X-ray 1/1/1958- PA radiographic chest Penetrating Initial plus See Section See ORAUT

12/31/1970 exam annual 4.4.6 (2005e)
I_ I I I examinations

5.0 ESTIMATION OF EXPOSURE TO RESIDUAL ACTIVITY

The W.R. Grace/NFS plant continued to operate after the covered AWE period, which ended on
December 31, 1970. The Report on Residual Radioactive and Beryllium Contamination at Atomic
Weapons Employer Facilities and Beryllium Vendor Facilities, from December 2006 noted that a
significant potential for residual contamination remained after 1970. The residual contamination
period at W.R. Grace is from January 1, 1971, to the present (NIOSH 2006). Differentiation between
residual contamination during the operational period at W.R. Grace and contamination due to ongoing
operations is not feasible.

5.1 INTERNAL EXPOSURE TO RESIDUAL ACTIVITY

5.1.1 Introduction

During the residual radioactivity period at W.R. Grace (1971 to the present), personnel might have
been internally exposed to uranium, plutonium, and thorium in the workplace. This section describes

* the methdology for the assignment of internal dose.

Internal exposures should be estimated using bioassay data, if they exist. For situations where no
internal monitoring was performed or monitoring information is not available, the default intakes for
uranium, plutonium, and thorium should be assigned, unless the potential for exposure to these
radionuclides can be ruled out. In situations where there are bioassay data, but gaps exist, the
default intakes should be assigned from the day following the date of the last bioassay sample,
through the end of the potential exposure period (ORAUT 2007a, p. 14).

The following information provides a method for estimating exposures during the residual radiation
period due to uranium, thorium, and plutonium contamination, in cases where bioassay data is
unavailable.

5.1.2 Uranium

If bioassay data are available for the residual period, then that data should be used to estimate and
assign internal dose for the worker. Internal doses from bioassay data for this period should be
evaluated with the guidance in Section 3.0. Intakes that are calculated in this manner are considered
an overestimate because only the contribution from residual contamination should be applied. If a
best estimate must be calculated, source term depletion factors from Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008) may
be applied as appropriate.

When bioassay data are not available, and the worker might have worked in areas with residual
activity, the following method may be used to assign internal dose.

* The uranium intakes (and associated RU components) in Section 3.0 (Table 3-14) may be used as a
basis for intakes during the residual period. These tabulated values are used to calculate an

• 

• 

• 
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unavailable. 

5.1.2 Uranium 

If bioassay data are available for the residual period, then that data should be used to estimate and 
assign internal dose for the worker. Internal doses from bioassay data for this period should be 
evaluated with the guidance in Section 3.0. Intakes that are calculated in this manner are considered 
an overestimate because only the contribution from residual contamination should be applied. If a 
best estimate must be calculated, source term depletion factors from Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008) may 
be applied as appropriate. 

When bioassay data are not available, and the worker might have worked in areas with residual 
activity, the following method may be used to assign internal dose. 

The uranium intakes (and associated RU components) in Section 3.0 (Table 3-14) may be used as a 
basis for intakes during the residual period. These tabulated values are used to calculate an 
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associated average daily air concentration (assuming 250 workdays per calendar year and a
breathing rate of 9.6 m3/d).

An average daily air concentration is used to estimate the residual surface concentration with
guidance from ORAUT (2008). The annual deposition amount is estimated with a deposition velocity
of 0.00075 m/s and with deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach a surface
concentration of uranium is estimated as follows:

air concentration pCi/m 3 x 31,536,000 s/yr x 0.00075 m/s = surface activity dpm/m 2 (Eq. 1)

This mean surface concentration is favorable to claimants at the end of the operating period. The
deposited material is assumed to have been resuspended and inhaled during the residual period.
The amount of resuspension is assumed to reduce with time due to fixing of the material on surfaces
and to also due to depletion (ORAUT 2008). The depletion factors for each year are described in
Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008). The depletion factors indicate that the residual concentration at the end
of the operational period is to be used for the first year, the second year is reduced by a factor of 0.03,
and the third and remaining years are reduced by a factor of 0.0007 (which represents a constant
concentration after the third year).

The intakes in Table 5-1 can be used to estimate the internal dose to the target organ for the years of
employment for the worker. The estimated internal doses are assigned as a constant distribution.

Table 5-1. Uranium (and RU components) air concentration and annual
intake in the residual period.

Intake (pCilyr)
Nuclide 1971 1972 1973-present
U-234 1.5E+04 Inhalation 4.4E+02 Inhalation 1.OE+01 Inhalation

3.12E+02 Ingestion 9.2E+00 Ingestion 2.1E-01 Ingestion
Pu-238 8.9E+02 Inhalation 2.7E+01 Inhalation 6.2E-01 Inhalation

1.9E+01 Ingestion 5.6E-01 Ingestion 1.3E-02 Ingestion
Np-237 7.4E+01 Inhalation 2.2E+00 Inhalation

1.5E+00 Ingestion 4.6E-02 Ingestion (a)
Th-232 3.OE+02 Inhalation 8.9E+00 Inhalation

6.2E+00 Ingestion 1.9E-01 Ingestion (a)
Th-228 3.OE+02 Inhalation 8.9E+00 Inhalation

6.2E+00 Ingestion 1.9E-01 Ingestion (a)
Tc-99 (a) (a) (a)
Ru-106 (a) (a) (a)

a. No intake assigned, <0.001 rem/yr.

The internal dose analysis should include the potential inadvertent ingestion of uranium activity and
be based on guidance in NIOSH (2004). The daily intake rate in activity per day is estimated as 0.2
times the average daily air concentration expressed in units of activity/m 3. Using the air concentration
for the first year after the end of operations (1971) from Table 5-1, this value should be applied for all
years of the residual period using the depletion factors as described in Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008).
For ingestion intakes, it is not necessary to include intakes of 228Th and 237Np from 1973 through the
present, because these intakes result in < 0.001 rem per year. It is also not necessary to include
inhalation and ingestion intakes of 99Tc and '06Ru from 1971 to the present, because these intakes
result in < 0.001 rem per year.

5.1.3 Plutonium

Plutonium urine sample results from the operational period were reviewed, sorted from lowest to
highest, ranked and statistically analyzed (ORAUT 2005f) [11]. A summary of the urine sample
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associated average daily air concentration (assuming 250 workdays per calendar year and a 
breathing rate of 9.6 m3/d). 

An average daily air concentration is used to estimate the residual surface concentration with 
guidance from ORAUT (2008). The annual deposition amount is estimated with a deposition velocity 
of 0.00075 m/s and with deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach a surface 
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air concentration pCi/m3 
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The amount of resuspension is assumed to reduce with time due to fixing of the material on surfaces 
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Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008). The depletion factors indicate that the residual concentration at the end 
of the operational period is to be used for the first year, the second year is reduced by a factor of 0.03, 
and the third and remaining years are reduced by a factor of 0.0007 (which represents a constant 
concentration after the third year). 

The intakes in Table 5-1 can be used to estimate the internal dose to the target organ for the years of 
employment for the worker. The estimated internal doses are assigned as a constant distribution. 

Table 5-1. Uranium (and RU components) air concentration and annual 
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Nuclide 1971 1972 1973-present 
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6.2E+00 Ingestion 1.9E-01 Ingestion (a) 
Tc-99 (a) (a) (a) 
Ru-106 (a) (a) (a) 

a. No Intake assigned, <0.001 rem/yr. 

The internal dose analysis should include the potential inadvertent ingestion of uranium activity and 
be based on guidance in NIOSH (2004). The daily intake rate in activity per day is estimated as 0.2 
times the average daily air concentration expressed in units of activity/m3. Using the air concentration 
for the first year after the end of operations (1971) from Table 5-1, this value should be applied for all 
years of the residual period using the depletion factors as described in Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008). 
For ingestion intakes, it is not necessary to include intakes of 228Th and 237Np from 1973 through the 
present, because these intakes result in < 0.001 rem per year. It is also not necessary to include 
inhalation and ingestion intakes of 99Tc and 106Ru from 1971 to the present, because these intakes 
result in < 0.001 rem per year. 

5.1.3 Plutonium 

Plutonium urine sample results from the operational period were reviewed, sorted from lowest to 
highest, ranked and statistically analyzed (ORAUT 2005f) [11]. A summary of the urine sample 
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associated average daily air concentration (assuming 250 workdays per calendar year and a 
breathing rate of 9.6 m3/d). 

An average daily air concentration is used to estimate the residual surface concentration with 
guidance from ORAUT (2008). The annual deposition amount is estimated with a deposition velocity 
of 0.00075 m/s and with deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach a surface 
concentration of uranium is estimated as follows: 

air concentration pCi/m3 
x 31,536,000 s/yr x 0.00075 m/s = surface activity dpm/m2 (Eq. 1) 

This mean surface concentration is favorable to claimants at the end of the operating period. The 
deposited material is assumed to have been resuspended and inhaled during the residual period. 
The amount of resuspension is assumed to reduce with time due to fixing of the material on surfaces 
and to also due to depletion (ORAUT 2008). The depletion factors for each year are described in 
Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008). The depletion factors indicate that the residual concentration at the end 
of the operational period is to be used for the first year, the second year is reduced by a factor of 0.03, 
and the third and remaining years are reduced by a factor of 0.0007 (which represents a constant 
concentration after the third year). 

The intakes in Table 5-1 can be used to estimate the internal dose to the target organ for the years of 
employment for the worker. The estimated internal doses are assigned as a constant distribution. 
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The internal dose analysis should include the potential inadvertent ingestion of uranium activity and 
be based on guidance in NIOSH (2004). The daily intake rate in activity per day is estimated as 0.2 
times the average daily air concentration expressed in units of activity/m3. Using the air concentration 
for the first year after the end of operations (1971) from Table 5-1, this value should be applied for all 
years of the residual period using the depletion factors as described in Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008). 
For ingestion intakes, it is not necessary to include intakes of 228Th and 237Np from 1973 through the 
present, because these intakes result in < 0.001 rem per year. It is also not necessary to include 
inhalation and ingestion intakes of 99Tc and 106Ru from 1971 to the present, because these intakes 
result in < 0.001 rem per year. 

5.1.3 Plutonium 

Plutonium urine sample results from the operational period were reviewed, sorted from lowest to 
highest, ranked and statistically analyzed (ORAUT 2005f) [11]. A summary of the urine sample 
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results is presented in Table 5-2. The highest reported level was 2.856 dpm/d (after normalizing the
* result) from October 3, 1967. Seventy-five sample results were taken during the operational period

(October 1, 1958, to December 31, 1970). Thirty-six (approximately 49%) of these sample results
were less than the assumed DL of 0.03 dpm/L. A review of the available plutonium data (to date)
suggests that they are representative of the types of workers most likely to be exposed to plutonium
and includes: chemical operators, operators, production and maintenance foreman, front line
supervisors, and radiation technicians. Table 5-3 summarizes the 95th-percentile excretion rate,
which was derived from the plutonium urinalysis results during the operational period.

Table 5-2. Plutonium urinalysis results from
operational period (January 1, 1958 to
December 31, 1970 as of April 17, 2007.

Result
Sample date(s) (dpm/d)a'b Sample #Ws

10/11/67-12/05/70 <LODc 1-36
12/4/1967 0.042 37
12/5/1967 0.042 38
11/3/1967 0.056 39
9/3/1968 0.056 40
5/29/1968 0.070" 41
5/19/1969 0.070 42
12/7/1967 0.084 43
10/15/1968 0.084 44
7/31/1969 0.084 45
12/7/1967 0.098 46
12/13/1967 0.0980 47
8/30/1970 0.098 48
12/5/1967 0.126 49
5/20/1969 0.126 50
11/17/1970 0.126 51
8/6/1968 0.140 52
9/7/1967 0.154 53
8/27/1970 0.154 54
12/28/1967 0.182 55
2/20/1969 0.182 56
8/23/1970 0.182 57
11/10/1967 0.224 58
2/5/1968 0.238 59
11/19/1967 0.266" 60
2/21/1969 0.266 61
8/1/1969 0.266 62
10/5/1967 0.280 63
10/8/1967 0.350 64
10/5/1967 0.392 65
12/13/1967 0.392 66
11/10/1967 0.4340 67
3/4/1968 0.4760 68
8/30/1968 0.602 69
10/4/1970 0.742 70
8/6/1968 0.966 71
8/5/1968 1.344 72
7/28/1968 1.400 73
8/5/1968 1.624 74
10/3/1967 2.856_ 75

a. Results were normalized using 1.4 Lid.
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b. Assume DL = 0.03 dpm/L (normalized = 0.042 dpm
/d).

c. LOD = limit of detection.
d. Positive sample results all from one individual (a

production worker/laboratory technician), who also
had the highest result. This same individual had two
<LOD results on October 11, 1967, and August 8,
1968.

Table 5-3. Summary of excretion rates from plutonium
urinalysis results from operational period (dpm/d).a
I GM I GSD I 95th percentileI

0.058 5.6 1.01
a. Excretion rates were determined by log-transforming the data,

calculating the z-score, plotting the data, associated R2 fit
parameter to estimate a 50th-and 95th-percentile values
(ORAUT 2005f.

The excretion rates from Table 5-3 were modeled in IMBA, assuming a chronic intake from the date of
the first bioassay sample on September 7, 1967, through the date of the last bioassay sample on
November 21, 1970, and using an effective bioassay sample date of the midpoint of this intake period.
Based on this analysis, an intake rate of 563 dpm/d was calculated (based on the GM). The intake
rate at the 95th-percentile value was 9,760 dpm/d.

The plutonium intake during the operational period as calculated above was used as the basis for
plutonium intakes at the start of the residual period (1971). The 95th-percentile intake rate (dpm/d)
was used to calculate an associated daily air concentration (assuming 250 workdays per calendar
year and a breathing rate of 9.6 m3/d). This daily air concentration was then used to estimate the
residual surface concentration with guidance from the technical information bulletin (ORAUT 2008).
The annual deposition amount was estimated using a deposition velocity of 0.00075 m/s, with
deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach a surface concentration of plutonium is
estimated as follows.

air concentration pCi/m 3 x 31,536,000 s/yr x 0.00075 m/s = surface activity dpm/m 2 (Eq. 2)

The deposited material was assumed to have been resuspended and inhaled during the residual
period. The calculated intake rate was 84,000 dpm/yr. Plutonium intakes during subsequent residual
period years was calculated based on air monitoring data available for the period from 1976 through
1989 (Table 5-4). The highest sitewide air concentration for the period was used to estimate an
intake rate starting in 1976 that was assumed to remain constant. Because the data is in fractions of
the maximum permissible concentration (MPC), it was necessary to assume that all of the gross alpha
air activity was plutonium and using the plutonium MPC value (2 x 10.12 pCi/ml). The intake rate that
was calculated for 1976 and subsequent years was 5,168 dpm/yr. Intake rates for 1972 through 1975
were calculated based on the 1971 and 1976 values by fitting them to an exponential function.

Plutonium intakes during the residual period are summarized in Table 5-5.

The internal dose analysis should include the potential inadvertent ingestion of plutonium activity
based on the guidance in NIOSH (2004). The daily intake rate (dpm/d) was estimated as 0.2 times
the daily air concentration. The estimated internal doses are assigned as a constant distribution in
IREP.
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c. LOD = limit of detection. 
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a. Excretion rates were determined by log-transforming the data, 
calculating the z-score, plotting the data, associated Ff fit 
parameter to estimate a 50th-and 95th-percentile values 
(ORAUT 2005f). 

The excretion rates from Table 5-3 were modeled in IMBA, assuming a chronic intake from the date of 
the first bioassay sample on September 7, 1967, through the date of the last bioassay sample on 
November 21, 1970, and using an effective bioassay sample date of the midpoint of this intake period. 
Based on this analysis, an intake rate of 563 dpm/d was calculated (based on the GM). The intake 
rate at the 95th-percentile value was 9,760 dpm/d. 

The plutonium intake during the operational period as calculated above was used as the basis for 
plutonium intakes at the start of the residual period (1971). The 95th-percentile intake rate (dpm/d) 
was used to calculate an associated daily air concentration (assuming 250 workdays per calendar 
year and a breathing rate of 9.6 m3/d). This daily air concentration was then used to estimate the 
residual surface concentration with guidance from the technical information bulletin (ORAUT 2008). 
The annual deposition amount was estimated using a deposition velocity of 0.00075 mis, with 
deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach a surface concentration of plutonium is 
estimated as follows. 

air concentration pCi/m3 x 31,536,000 s/yr x 0.00075 m/s = surface activity dpm/m2 (Eq.2) 

The deposited material was assumed to have been resuspended and inhaled during the residual 
period. The calculated intake rate was 84,000 dpm/yr. Plutonium intakes during subsequent residual 
period years was calculated based on air monitoring data available for the period from 1976 through 
1989 (Table 5-4). The highest sitewide air concentration for the period was used to estimate an 
intake rate starting in 1976 that was assumed to remain constant. Because the data is in fractions of 
the maximum permissible concentration (MPC), it was necessary to assume that all of the gross alpha 
air activity was plutonium and using the plutonium MPC value (2 x 10-12 IJCilml). The intake rate that 
was calculated for 1976 and subsequent years was 5,168 dpm/yr. Intake rates for 1972 through 1975 
were calculated based on the 1971 and 1976 values by fitting them to an exponential function. 

Plutonium intakes during the residual period are summarized in Table 5-5. 

The internal dose analysis should include the potential inadvertent ingestion of plutonium activity 
based on the guidance in NIOSH (2004). The daily intake rate (dpm/d) was estimated as 0.2 times 
the daily air concentration. The estimated internal doses are assigned as a constant distribution in 
IREP. 
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was used to calculate an associated daily air concentration (assuming 250 workdays per calendar 
year and a breathing rate of 9.6 m3/d). This daily air concentration was then used to estimate the 
residual surface concentration with guidance from the technical information bulletin (ORAUT 2008). 
The annual deposition amount was estimated using a deposition velocity of 0.00075 mis, with 
deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach a surface concentration of plutonium is 
estimated as follows. 

air concentration pCi/m3 x 31,536,000 s/yr x 0.00075 m/s = surface activity dpm/m2 (Eq.2) 

The deposited material was assumed to have been resuspended and inhaled during the residual 
period. The calculated intake rate was 84,000 dpm/yr. Plutonium intakes during subsequent residual 
period years was calculated based on air monitoring data available for the period from 1976 through 
1989 (Table 5-4). The highest sitewide air concentration for the period was used to estimate an 
intake rate starting in 1976 that was assumed to remain constant. Because the data is in fractions of 
the maximum permissible concentration (MPC), it was necessary to assume that all of the gross alpha 
air activity was plutonium and using the plutonium MPC value (2 x 10-12 IJCilml). The intake rate that 
was calculated for 1976 and subsequent years was 5,168 dpm/yr. Intake rates for 1972 through 1975 
were calculated based on the 1971 and 1976 values by fitting them to an exponential function. 

Plutonium intakes during the residual period are summarized in Table 5-5. 

The internal dose analysis should include the potential inadvertent ingestion of plutonium activity 
based on the guidance in NIOSH (2004). The daily intake rate (dpm/d) was estimated as 0.2 times 
the daily air concentration. The estimated internal doses are assigned as a constant distribution in 
IREP. 
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Table 5-4. Air-sampling results in percentage of MPCsa during the residual period 1976 to 1 9 8 9 .b
Building/area/process 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Average

105 (302) Laboratories 3.90 4.60 3.20 3.90 4.55 5.15 3.00 1.75 1.48 0.58 1.42 1.46 0.71 0.62 2.59
100 Decontamination Laundry 1.40 0.90 1.50 2.20 1.70 1.75 1.85 1.44 1.76 0.83 1.25 1.14 0.31 0.43 1.32
105 Hall 1.39 0.68 2.09 2.18 1.01 0.94 1.38
110A, B LEU Scrap Rec, Store 1.60 2.20 2.10 3.20 4.00 4.56 0.95 0.95 1.01 0.56 0.60 1.48 0.24 0.14 1.68

& Staging
11OC, D Pu U-233 Labs 19.20 22.00 22.60 14.30 24.00 15.35 6.30 6.25 17.13 11.88 22.57 8.19 2.76 1.64 13.87
110D-1 U Spectrographic lab 4.70 3.00 1.50 5.00 2.40 1.80 0.65 0.41 0.43 0.43 0.64 0.40 2.39 1.27 1.79
111 Chemical LEU scrap 3.10 4.60 3.60 5.10 5.65 4.45 4.35 1.58 3.64 3.38 2.24 1.21 0.15 0.13 3.08

recovery
120 Maintenance 1.40 1.30 3.70 3.20 2.10 2.45 1.95 2.02 1.22 0.50 1.42 0.77 0.19 0.14 1.60
130 (Metals) LEU UF6 Cyl 6.50 1.70 3.80 5.60 16.05 43.80 9.80 0.59 0.69 0.95 1,92 1.95 0.32 0.85 6.75

wash
131 Pilot Plant-R & D 2.20 0.60 1.90 3.00 1.85 2.25 0.95 0.51 0.51 0.34 0.57 0.40 0.15 0.05 1.09
220 NDA Scanning 1.10 1.10 1.80 4.20 1.35 1.90 1.35 1.16 0.81 0.67 1.98 1.09 1.54
230 Complex 2.11 0.70 1.86 1.76 0.66 0.79 1.31
233 HEU Scrap Recovery 31.70 14.60 15.20 12.50 10.40 9.35 7.50 5.54 4.31 3.10 5.50 3.61 3.61 3.27 9.30
234A Pu Production Areas 3.20 6.30 18.00 20.40 10.00 11.90 8.40 7.15 26.13 11.88 10.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.57
234B U-233 Process Area 0.30 0.30 0.50 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.35 0.45 0.52 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29
234C Pu Dissolution Area 26.00 6.40 21.00 12.70 10.50 10.00 7.15 8.75 18.38 11.46 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.10
234C Fabrication Area 48.50 6.40 18.10 13.50 10.75 11.55 8.55 10.13 22.38 11.47 9.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.22
234 building 8.25 7.79 3.62 1.63 5.32
300 Nuclear Materials 0.60 0.80 1.20 2.40 1.55 2.10 0.85 0.60 0.47 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.82

Warehouse
301 LEU Oxide Production 0.40 0.50 4.00 10.70 2.95 3.30 1.20 1.39 0.66 0.46 2.00 0.98 0.36 0.58 2.10
302 Finished Fuel Production 38.60 25.10 20.40 24.70 12.25 14.35 13.90 16.06 6.52 3.59 7.46 4.39 5.97 7.92 14.37
302 Retort Tube Cleaning 32.30 32.70 40.00 31.20 23.05 22.90 22.15 31.36 11.75 5.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.06
302 Incinerator 9.80 10.50 10.80 30.00 15.55 31.40 10.50 9.19 4.27 1.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.56
302 Lunchroom 9.50 8.50 5.00 4.80 3.25 2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.38
303 Finished Fuel Production 27.20 27.00 14.50 29.90 18.05 25.80 18.55 13.04 5.16 7.63 11.11 9.68 8.07 10.22 16.14
304 Finished Fuel Warehouse 3.50 3.00 4.50 7.40 6.40 7.70 3.60 3.27 1.98 1.22 2.21 1.58 0.95 1.06 3.45
304 Warehouse excluding 2.15 1.22 3.34 3.54 0.00 0.00 1.71

storage
305 Lunchroom 1 1.78 0.69 0.86 0.57 0.26 0.18 0.72
306 Complex 1 0.99 1.07 1.74 2.18 0.00 0,00 1.00
310 Scrap Metal Warehouse 0.50 0.40 1.80 4.00 2.75 3.65 1.10 0.39 0.51 0.35 0.51 0.29 0.00 0.00 1.16
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T bl a e 5-4 A r Ir-sampllng resu ts In percentage 0 fMPC ad S 'd uring the resl ual perio d 19 6 1989 b , 7 to 

Building/area/process 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
105 (302) Laboratories 3.90 4.60 3.20 3.90 4.55 5.15 3.00 1.75 1.48 
100 Decontamination Laundry 1.40 0.90 1.50 2.20 1.70 1.75 1.85 1.44 1.76 
105 Hall 1.39 
110A, 8 LEU Scrap Rec, Store 1.60 2.20 2.10 3.20 4.00 4.56 0.95 0.95 1.01 

& Staging 
110C, D Pu U-233 Labs 19.20 22.00 22.60 14.30 24.00 15.35 6.30 6.25 17.13 
1100-1 U Spectrographic lab 4.70 3.00 1.50 5.00 2.40 1.80 0.65 0.41 0.43 
111 Chemical LEU scrap 3.10 4.60 3.60 5.10 5.65 4.45 4.35 1.58 3.64 

recovery 
120 Maintenance 1.40 1.30 3.70 3.20 2.10 2.45 1.95 2.02 1.22 
130 (Metals) LEU UF6 Cyl 6.50 1.70 3.80 5.60 16.05 43.80 9.80 0.59 0.69 

wash 
131 Pilot Plant-R & 0 2.20 0.60 1.90 3.00 1.85 2.25 0.95 0.51 0.51 
220 NDA Scanning 1.10 1.10 1.80 4.20 1.35 1.90 1.35 1.16 0.81 
230 Complex 2.11 
233 HEU Scrap Recovery 31.70 14.60 15.20 12.50 10.40 9.35 7.50 5.54 4.31 
234A Pu Production Areas 3.20 6.30 18.00 20.40 10.00 11.90 8.40 7.15 26.13 
2348 U-233 Process Area 0.30 0.30 0.50 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.35 0.45 0.52 
234C Pu Dissolution Area 26.00 6.40 21.00 12.70 10.50 10.00 7.15 8.75 18.38 
234C Fabrication Area 48.50 6.40 18.10 13.50 10.75 11.55 8.55 10.13 22.38 
234 buildinq 
300 Nuclear Materials 0.60 0.80 1.20 2.40 1.55 2.10 0.85 0.60 0.47 

Warehouse 
301 LEU Oxide Production 0.40 0.50 4.00 10.70 2.95 3.30 1.20 1.39 0.66 
302 Finished Fuel Production 38.60 25.10 20.40 24.70 12.25 14.35 13.90 16.06 6.52 
302 Retort Tube Cleaning 32.30 32.70 40.00 31.20 23.05 22.90 22.15 31.36 11.75 
302 Incinerator 9.80 10.50 10.80 30.00 15.55 31.40 10.50 9.19 4.27 
302 Lunchroom 9.50 8.50 5.00 4.80 3.25 2.75 
303 Finished Fuel Production 27.20 27.00 14.50 29.90 18.05 25.80 18.55 13.04 5.16 
304 Finished Fuel Warehouse 3.50 3.00 4.50 7.40 6.40 7.70 3.60 3.27 1.98 
304 Warehouse excluding 2.15 

storaqe 
305 Lunchroom 1.78 
306 Complex 0.99 
310 Scrap Metal Warehouse 0.50 0.40 1.80 4.00 2.75 3.65 1.10 0.39 0.51 

a. MPC IS considered to be the most restrlcllve NRC limit whether soluble or Insoluble (I.e., 2 K 10 IJCl/ml for plutOnium). 
b. Data adapted from Tester (2005b,c,d,e). 

1985 1986 1987 1988 
0.58 1.42 1.46 0.71 
0.83 1.25 1.14 0.31 
0.68 2.09 2.18 1.01 
0.56 0.60 1.48 0.24 

11.88 22.57 8.19 2.76 
0.43 0.64 0.40 2.39 
3.38 2.24 1.21 0.15 

0.50 1.42 0.77 0.19 
0.95 1.92 1.95 0.32 

0.34 0.57 0.40 0.15 
0.67 1.98 1.09 
0.70 1.86 1.76 0.66 
3.10 5.50 3.61 3.61 

11.88 10.63 0.00 0.00 
0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 

11.46 9.00 0.00 0.00 
11.47 9.75 0.00 0.00 

8.25 7.79 3.62 
0.33 0.33 0.31 0.00 

0.46 2.00 0.98 0.36 
3.59 7.46 4.39 5.97 
5.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
7.63 11.11 9.68 8.07 
1.22 2.21 1.58 0.95 
1.22 3.34 3.54 0.00 

0.69 0.86 0.57 0.26 
1.07 1.74 2.18 0.00 
0.35 0.51 0.29 0.00 

1989 Average 
0.62 2.59 
0.43 1.32 
0.94 1.38 
0.14 1.68 

1.64 13.87 
1.27 1.79 
0.13 3.08 

0.14 1.60 
0.85 6.75 

0.05 1.09 
1.54 

0.79 1.31 
3.27 9.30 
0.00 9.57 
0.00 0.29 
0.00 10.10 
0.00 12.22 
1.63 5.32 
0.00 0.82 

0.58 2.10 
7.92 14.37 
0.00 18.06 
0.00 9.56 
0.00 3.38 

10.22 16.14 
1.06 3.45 
0.00 1.71 

0.18 0.72 
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0.00 1.16 
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Building/area/process 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 
105 (302) Laboratories 3.90 4.60 3.20 3.90 4.55 5.15 3.00 1.75 1.48 
100 Decontamination Laundry 1.40 0.90 1.50 2.20 1.70 1.75 1.85 1.44 1.76 
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110A, 8 LEU Scrap Rec, Store 1.60 2.20 2.10 3.20 4.00 4.56 0.95 0.95 1.01 

& Staging 
110C, D Pu U-233 Labs 19.20 22.00 22.60 14.30 24.00 15.35 6.30 6.25 17.13 
1100-1 U Spectrographic lab 4.70 3.00 1.50 5.00 2.40 1.80 0.65 0.41 0.43 
111 Chemical LEU scrap 3.10 4.60 3.60 5.10 5.65 4.45 4.35 1.58 3.64 

recovery 
120 Maintenance 1.40 1.30 3.70 3.20 2.10 2.45 1.95 2.02 1.22 
130 (Metals) LEU UF6 Cyl 6.50 1.70 3.80 5.60 16.05 43.80 9.80 0.59 0.69 

wash 
131 Pilot Plant-R & 0 2.20 0.60 1.90 3.00 1.85 2.25 0.95 0.51 0.51 
220 NDA Scanning 1.10 1.10 1.80 4.20 1.35 1.90 1.35 1.16 0.81 
230 Complex 2.11 
233 HEU Scrap Recovery 31.70 14.60 15.20 12.50 10.40 9.35 7.50 5.54 4.31 
234A Pu Production Areas 3.20 6.30 18.00 20.40 10.00 11.90 8.40 7.15 26.13 
2348 U-233 Process Area 0.30 0.30 0.50 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.35 0.45 0.52 
234C Pu Dissolution Area 26.00 6.40 21.00 12.70 10.50 10.00 7.15 8.75 18.38 
234C Fabrication Area 48.50 6.40 18.10 13.50 10.75 11.55 8.55 10.13 22.38 
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300 Nuclear Materials 0.60 0.80 1.20 2.40 1.55 2.10 0.85 0.60 0.47 

Warehouse 
301 LEU Oxide Production 0.40 0.50 4.00 10.70 2.95 3.30 1.20 1.39 0.66 
302 Finished Fuel Production 38.60 25.10 20.40 24.70 12.25 14.35 13.90 16.06 6.52 
302 Retort Tube Cleaning 32.30 32.70 40.00 31.20 23.05 22.90 22.15 31.36 11.75 
302 Incinerator 9.80 10.50 10.80 30.00 15.55 31.40 10.50 9.19 4.27 
302 Lunchroom 9.50 8.50 5.00 4.80 3.25 2.75 
303 Finished Fuel Production 27.20 27.00 14.50 29.90 18.05 25.80 18.55 13.04 5.16 
304 Finished Fuel Warehouse 3.50 3.00 4.50 7.40 6.40 7.70 3.60 3.27 1.98 
304 Warehouse excluding 2.15 

storaqe 
305 Lunchroom 1.78 
306 Complex 0.99 
310 Scrap Metal Warehouse 0.50 0.40 1.80 4.00 2.75 3.65 1.10 0.39 0.51 

a. MPC IS considered to be the most restrlcllve NRC limit whether soluble or Insoluble (I.e., 2 K 10 IJCl/ml for plutOnium). 
b. Data adapted from Tester (2005b,c,d,e). 
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11.88 10.63 0.00 0.00 
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11.46 9.00 0.00 0.00 
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1.22 3.34 3.54 0.00 

0.69 0.86 0.57 0.26 
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Table 5-5. Plutonium air concentration and annual intake in the
residual period.. -

Air concentration Inhalation Ingestion
Year -.-.--- (dpmlm 3) (dpmlyr) (dpm/yr)
1971 35 8.4E+04 1.8E+03
1972 29 7.OE+04 1.5E+03
1973 20 4.8E+04 1.OE+03
1974 11 2.8E+04 5.5E+02
1975 5.4 1.3E+04 2.7E+02
1976 2.1 5.2E+03 1.1E+02

1977-present 2.1 5.2E+03 1.1 E+02

5.1.4 Thorium

Air-sampling data from thorium processing facilities, which is summarized in ORAUT-OTIB-0070
(ORAUT 2008), were used as the basis for airborne thorium concentrations at the end of the
operational period. Data from the Lindsay Light facility were used as a surrogate for W.R. Grace.
The Lindsay Light facility was selected as a basis for the upper bound of the radiological conditions in
thorium process areas at W.R. Grace due to the nature of the activities at Lindsay (operations with
thorium compounds such as thorium nitrate and thorium oxide) and the likely presence of these types
of materials at W.R. Grace. Radiological conditions during the meteorological processing of thorium
are bounded by those during the processing of the precursor materials. Since W.R. Grace handled
both the source materials (thorium compounds) and produced thorium metals, the use of the data
from Lindsay is believed to be bounding for all of the activities performed at W.R. Grace. The 95th-
percentile air concentration (411 dpm/m 3) was assumed to be bounding for the general area air

* concentration at the end of the operational period (1971). This air concentration was then used to
estimate the residual surface concentration with the guidance from the technical information bulletin
(ORAUT 2008). The annual deposition amount was estimated using a deposition velocity of
0.00075 m/s, with deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach, a surface
concentration of thorium was estimated as follows.

air concentration pCi/ m3 x 31,536,000 s/yr x 0.00075 m/s = surface activity dpm/m 2  (Eq. 3)

This mean surface concentration is favorable to claimants at the end of the operating period. The
deposited material was assumed to have been resuspended and inhaled during the residual period.
The amount of resuspension was assumed to be reduced with time due to fixing of the material on
surfaces and to also due to depletion (ORAUT 2008). The depletion factors that were applied to each
year are described in Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008). The depletion factors indicate the residual
concentration at the end of the operational period is to be used for the first year, the second year
concentration is reduced by a factor of 0.03, and the concentration for the third and remaining years is
reduced by a factor of 0.0007 (representing a constant concentration after the third year).

Tabulated values represent total thorium activity; as such, they should be distributed between 232Th
and 228Th in a manner favorable to claimants (West 1965; GGA 1971) [12]. An equal intake of 228Ra
should be added.

The intakes in Table 5-6 can be used to estimate the internal dose to the target organ for the years of
employment for the worker. The estimated internal doses should be assigned as a constant
distribution.

• 

• 
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Year - --- _ Air concentration Inhalation Ingestion 
(dpm/m3
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1975 5.4 1.3E+04 2.7E+02 
1976 2.1 5.2E+03 1.1E+02 
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5.1.4 Thorium 

Air-sampling data from thorium processing facilities, which is summarized in ORAUT-OTIB-0070 
(ORAUT 2008), were used as the basis for airborne thorium concentrations at the end of the 
operational period. Data from the Lindsay Light facility were used as a surrogate for W.R. Grace. 
The Lindsay Light facility was selected as a basis for the upper bound of the radiological conditions in 
thorium process areas at W.R. Grace due to the nature of the activities at Lindsay (operations with 
thorium compounds such as thorium nitrate and thorium oxide) and the likely presence of these types 
of materials at W.R. Grace. Radiological conditions during the meteorological processing of thorium 
are bounded by those during the processing of the precursor materials. Since W.R. Grace handled 
both the source materials (thorium compounds) and produced thorium metals, the use of the data 
from Lindsay is believed to be bounding for all of the activities performed at W.R. Grace. The 95th
percentile air concentration (411 dpm/m3) was assumed to be bounding for the general area air 
concentration at the end of the operational period (1971). This air concentration was then used to 
estimate the residual surface concentration with the guidance from the technical information bulletin 
(ORAUT 2008). The annual deposition amount was estimated using a deposition velocity of 
0.00075 mIs, with deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach, a surface 
concentration of thorium was estimated as follows. 

air concentration pCil m3 x 31,536,000 s/yr x 0.00075 mls = surface activity dpm/m2 (Eq.3) 

This mean surface concentration is favorable to claimants at the end of the operating period. The 
deposited material was assumed to have been resuspended and inhaled during the residual period. 
The amount of resuspension was assumed to be reduced with time due to fixing of the material on 
surfaces and to also due to depletion (ORAUT 2008). The depletion factors that were applied to each 
year are described in Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008). The depletion factors indicate the residual 
concentration at the end of the operational period is to be used for the first year, the second year 
concentration is reduced by a factor of 0.03, and the concentration for the third and remaining years is 
reduced by a factor of 0.0007 (representing a constant concentration after the third year). 

Tabulated values represent total thorium activity; as such, they should be distributed between 232Th 
and 228Th in a manner favorable to claimants (West 1965; GGA 1971) [12]. An equal intake of 228Ra 
should be added. 

The intakes in Table 5-6 can be used to estimate the internal dose to the target organ for the years of 
employment for the worker. The estimated internal doses should be assigned as a constant 
distribution . 
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Year - --- _ Air concentration Inhalation Ingestion 
(dpm/m3

) (dpm/yr) . (dpm/yr) 
1971 35 8.4E+04 1.8E+03 
1972 29 7.0E+04 1.5E+03 
1973 20 4.8E+04 1.0E+03 
1974 11 2.8E+04 5.5E+02 
1975 5.4 1.3E+04 2.7E+02 
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5.1.4 Thorium 

Air-sampling data from thorium processing facilities, which is summarized in ORAUT-OTIB-0070 
(ORAUT 2008), were used as the basis for airborne thorium concentrations at the end of the 
operational period. Data from the Lindsay Light facility were used as a surrogate for W.R. Grace. 
The Lindsay Light facility was selected as a basis for the upper bound of the radiological conditions in 
thorium process areas at W.R. Grace due to the nature of the activities at Lindsay (operations with 
thorium compounds such as thorium nitrate and thorium oxide) and the likely presence of these types 
of materials at W.R. Grace. Radiological conditions during the meteorological processing of thorium 
are bounded by those during the processing of the precursor materials. Since W.R. Grace handled 
both the source materials (thorium compounds) and produced thorium metals, the use of the data 
from Lindsay is believed to be bounding for all of the activities performed at W.R. Grace. The 95th
percentile air concentration (411 dpm/m3) was assumed to be bounding for the general area air 
concentration at the end of the operational period (1971). This air concentration was then used to 
estimate the residual surface concentration with the guidance from the technical information bulletin 
(ORAUT 2008). The annual deposition amount was estimated using a deposition velocity of 
0.00075 mIs, with deposition assumed to occur for 1 year. Using this approach, a surface 
concentration of thorium was estimated as follows. 

air concentration pCil m3 x 31,536,000 s/yr x 0.00075 mls = surface activity dpm/m2 (Eq.3) 

This mean surface concentration is favorable to claimants at the end of the operating period. The 
deposited material was assumed to have been resuspended and inhaled during the residual period. 
The amount of resuspension was assumed to be reduced with time due to fixing of the material on 
surfaces and to also due to depletion (ORAUT 2008). The depletion factors that were applied to each 
year are described in Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008). The depletion factors indicate the residual 
concentration at the end of the operational period is to be used for the first year, the second year 
concentration is reduced by a factor of 0.03, and the concentration for the third and remaining years is 
reduced by a factor of 0.0007 (representing a constant concentration after the third year). 

Tabulated values represent total thorium activity; as such, they should be distributed between 232Th 
and 228Th in a manner favorable to claimants (West 1965; GGA 1971) [12]. An equal intake of 228Ra 
should be added. 

The intakes in Table 5-6 can be used to estimate the internal dose to the target organ for the years of 
employment for the worker. The estimated internal doses should be assigned as a constant 
distribution . 
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Table 5-6. Thorium air concentration and annual intake in the residual period.
Intake (pCilyr)

Nuclide 1971 1972 1973-present
Th-232/Th228 1.'1E+04 Inhalation 3.2E+02 Inhalation 7.4E+00 Inhalation

2.3E+02 Ingestion 6.7E+00 Ingestion 1.5E-01 Ingestion
Ra-228 1.1 E+04 Inhalation 3.2E+02 Inhalation 7.4E+00 Inhalation

2.3E+02 Ingestion 6.7E+00 Ingestion 1.5E-01 Ingestion

The internal dose analysis should include the potential inadvertent ingestion of thorium activity using
the guidance in NIOSH (2004). The daily intake rate is estimated as 0.2 times the average daily air
concentrafion. Using the air concentration for the first year after the end of operations (1971) from
Table 5-6, this value should be applied for all years of the residual period using the depletion factors
as described in Table 3-1 of ORAUT (2008).

5.2 ESTIMATION OF EXTERNAL EXPOSURE FROM RESIDUAL RADIOACTIVITY

Radiation exposure records from 1971 to the present should be used to estimate external exposure to
residual activity, as described in Section 4.0. The measured dose includes the NFS non-DOE
operational dose plus whatever DOE residual dose may exist. As such, the measured dose will over-
estimate the dose from DOE operations only.

The lack of a neutron personnel dosimetry program during the residual period is an indication of the
low potential for neutron exposure. It is possible, however, that some minimal exposure to neutron
radiation (from contaminated surfaces or held-up material) did occur. Any additional dose from
unmonitored neutron exposure is likely bounded by the overall measured photon dose which includes
dose from non-EEOICPA activities in addition to any residual dose covered under the EEOICPA
program.

In the absence of claim-specific information, the following assumptions should be made about
external exposures [13]:

Residual period Sources of external exposure Default assumptions
1971-to the present Photons, 30-250 keV Exposure (R) to Organ Dose (HT)

Electrons, > 15 keV or <30 keV Follow ORAUT-OTIB-0017
(ORAUT 2005d) requirements

For unmonitored workers, dose information from site external radiation summary reports (available
from 1976 through 1988) can be used as a basis for external dose. The penetrating exposure of
100 mrem (Table 5-7 under the average row for 1978) was the maximum listed value from 1976
through 1988. This 100-mrem penetrating exposure value between the external dose equivalent
values was calculated from possible contamination source terms. It is not likely that unmonitored
coworkers would have received more external dose from residual AEC sources than that recorded for
coworkers who were monitored for NRC- or DOE-related activities [14].

For unmonitored workers the dose reconstructor should take the following steps:

1. For the penetrating dose estimate, take the highest annual coworker average penetrating
exposure and add a missed dose calculation. The highest annual exposure of 100 mrem
should be applied to all years of unmonitored residual years. The 100 mrem is based on the
recorded coworker exposure history from Table 5-7 for 1978.

An example calculation is as follows for the year:

• 

• 
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• 

• 
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Use the coworker penetrating exposure estimate of 100 mrem/yr, and add the missed dose
calculation (40 mrem per badge cycle is the limit of detection from Table 4-2 for the
Landauer film whole-body period of January 1964 to December 1988), which is
40 mrem ÷ 2 x 11 months = 220 mrem (The 1 00-mrem coworker dose counts as a
recorded dose and therefore there are only 11 months of unrecorded or missed dose.)

100 mrem (high average coworker) + 220 mrem (missed dose) = 320 mrem

A value of 320 mrem/yr for penetrating dose should be assigned to unmonitored workers,
assigned as a constant distribution, and a 30-250 keV photons energy range.

2. For the nonpenetrating dose estimate, take the highest average annual coworker average
nonpenetrating exposure and do not add a missed dose calculation.

An example calculation is as follows for the year:

Coworker nonpenetrating exposure estimate, which is 390 mrem/yr (390 mrem based on
the highest average recorded coworker nonpenetrating exposure history in Table 5-7, 1976
row). There is no necessity to add a missed dose calculation to the nonpenetrating dose
estimate because it has already been accounted for in the missed dose penetrating
estimate (ORAUT 2005d).

390 mrem (high average coworker)

A value of 390 mrem/yr for nonpenetrating dose should be assigned to unmonitored workers,
assigned as a constant distribution, and as electrons > 15 keV or < 30 keV photons, consistent
with the approach described in Section 4.4.1.

• 

• 

• 
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Tahle 5-7 W R Grace/NFS external expo ure su mmry (NFR 19IR 10 a
Penetrating DDE

exposure range 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 range 1986 1987 1988
No measurable exposure 320 322 297 364 149 316 147 353 278 309 M 500 532 603
<100 mrem 175 144 165 150 504 496 943 546 594 560 >M-50 253 319 348
>100 mrem <250 mrem 7 44 60 1 101 107 70 44 31 2 >50-100 127 24 56
>250 mrem <500 mrem 0 1 8 0 5 6 1 1 1 0 >100-150 19 2 2
>500 mrem <1,500 mrem 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 >150 5 4 1

Max 180 340 160
Total 502 511 533 515 760 925 1,161 944 904 871 Total 904 881 1,010 Total average
High 0.25 0.50 1.50 0.25 1.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.18 0.34 0.16 0.53
Average 0.05 0.08 0.10' 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.06

Nonpenetrating SDE
exposure range range

No measurable exposure 381 404 417 431 149 316 946 799 277 307 M 493 522 592
<600 mrem 117 107 113 84 609 606 218 145 627 564 >M-50 237 320 358
>600 mrem <1,500 mrem 1 0 3 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 >50-100 147 33 57
>1,500 mrem <3,000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 >100-150 19 2 2
mrem_
>3,000 mrem <4,500 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 >150 8 4 1
mrem I I I_ 1__1
>4,500 mrem 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Max 290 340 160
Total 904 881 1,010 Total average

High 4.52 0.60 1.50 0.60 1.50 1.50 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.29 0.34 0.16 1.03
Average 1_0.39 0.30 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.25

a. w.t. Grace ada not proviae averages ana collective aose before 1977; tne average has to be approximatea. I is will sometimes overestimate the aose. Nt-S Raaiation Exposure
Summary Reports are available for 1977-2005.

b. This represents the highest value of the average penetrating dose for years 1976-1988.
c. This represents the highest value of the average non-penetrating dose for years 1976-1988.

• • 

Table 5-7. W.R. Grace/NFS external exposure summary NFS 1980, 1980-1989).a 
Penetrating DOE 

exposure range 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 range 1986 1987 1988 
No measurable exposure 320 322 297 364 149 316 147 353 278 309 M 500 532 603 
<100 mrem 175 144 165 150 504 496 943 546 594 560 >M-50 253 319 348 
>100 mrem <250 mrem 7 44 60 1 101 107 70 44 31 2 >50-100 127 24 56 
>250 mrem <500 mrem 0 1 8 0 5 6 1 1 1 0 >100-150 19 2 2 
>500 mrem <1 500 mrem 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 >150 5 4 1 

Max 180 340 160 
Total 502 511 533 515 760 925 1161 944 904 871 Total 904 881 1,010 Total average 
High 0.25 0.50 1.50 0.25 1.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.25 0.18 0.34 0.16 0.53 
Average 0.05 0.08 0.10° 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.06 

Nonpenetrating SOE -exposure ran~e range 
No measurable exposure 381 404 417 431 149 316 946 799 277 307 M 493 522 592 
<600 mrem 117 107 113 84 609 606 218 145 627 564 >M-50 237 320 358 
>600 mrem <1,500 mrem 1 0 3 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 >50-100 147 33 57 
>1,500 mrem <3,000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 >100-150 19 2 2 
mrem 
>3,000 mrem <4,500 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 >150 8 4 1 
mrem 
>4500 mrem 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Max 290 340 160 
Total 904 881 1,010 Total average 

High 4.52 0.60 1.50 0.60 1.50 1.50 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.29 0.34 0.16 1.03 
Average 0.39" 0.30 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.25 .. 

a. W.R. Grace did not provide averages and collective dose before 1977; the average has to be approximated. ThiS Will sometimes overestimate the dose. NFS Radiation Exposure 
Summary Reports are available for 1977-2005. 

b. This represents the highest value of the average penetrating dose for years 1976-1988. 
c. This represents the highest value of the average non-penetrating dose for years 1976-1988. 
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6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL DOSE

It is not necessary to include an environmental dose component for W.R. Grace worker dose because
all workers are assumed to have been exposed to operational conditions, and dose has been -..
assigned accordingly.

7.0 ATTRIBUTIONS AND ANNOTATIONS

Where appropriate in this document, bracketed callouts have been inserted to indicate information,
conclusions, and recommendations provided to assist in the process of worker dose reconstruction.
These callouts are listed here in the Attributions and Annotations section, with information to identify
the source and justification for each associated item. Conventional references, which are provided in
the next section of this document, link data, quotations, and other information to documents available
for review on the Project's Site Research Database.

[1] Guido, Joseph. ORAU Team Member. March 2008
Because it is unknown, it is favorable to assume RU radionuclides were present during the
entire operational period.

[2] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006.
Based on personal observations during review of claimant uranium urine results, if the
recorded result is between 2 and 10 dpm/L, it is reasonable to assume 2 dpm/L as the MDL. If
there are zeros or "<10 dpm/L" recorded for uranium results, then the dose reconstructor
should assume the MDL is 10 dpm/L.

[3] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006.
An assumption of 1 0-year-old fuel-grade plutonium is favorable to claimants and reasonable in
the absence of claimant-specific information. This is also noted in the Hanford site profile
(ORAUT 2007b).

[4] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006.
Personal observations during review of plutonium bioassay records show in general that
plutonium urine sampling occurred from 1967 through approximately 1973.

[5] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006.
Personal observations during a review of plutonium bioassay records and plutonium DLs and
MDAs from other sites show that a plutonium DL of 0.03 dpm/L and a MDA of 0.06 dpm/L is
reasonable.

[6] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006.
The observation that the reported skin dose represents only the shallow dose component
before 1970, and the dose after January 1, 1970, includes the penetrating gamma component,
is from a cursory review of claimant dosimetry records.

[7] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team Member. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006.
Based on personal observations during a review of dosimetry records. Actual recorded badge
frequencies should always be used in lieu of these default assumptions.

[8] Smith, Matthew, and Winslow, Rob, ORAU Team Members. June 2007.
In the absence of further information, it is appropriate to apply these DCFs.

• 

• 

• 
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An assumption of 10-year-old fuel-grade plutonium is favorable to claimants and reasonable in 
the absence of claimant-specific information. This is also noted in the Hanford site profile 
(ORAUT 2007b). 

[4] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006. 
Personal observations during review of plutonium bioassay records show in general that 
plutonium urine sampling occurred from 1967 through approximately 1973. 

[5] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006. 
Personal observations during a review of plutonium bioassay records and plutonium DLs and 
MDAs from other sites show that a plutonium DL of 0.03 dpm/L and a MDA of 0.06 dpm/L is 
reasonable. 

[6] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006. 
The observation that the reported skin dose represents only the shallow dose component 
before 1970, and the dose after January 1, 1970, includes the penetrating gamma component, 
is from a cursory review of claimant dosimetry records. 

[7] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team Member. Senior Health Physicist. March 2006. 
Based on personal observations during a review of dOSimetry records. Actual recorded badge 
frequencies should always be used in lieu of these default assumptions. 

[8] Smith, Matthew, and Winslow, Rob, ORAU Team Members. June 2007. 
In the absence of further information, it is appropriate to apply these DCFs. 
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[9] Thomas, Elyse M. ORAU Team. Principal Medical Dosimetrist, February 2007.
The default assumption for the frequency of chest X-rays for AWE sites is a PA chest X-ray at
preemployment, annually, and at termination, as stated in an e-mail from E. Thomas to C.
Bloom (February 23, 2007).

[10] Thomas, Elyse M. ORAU Team. Principal Medical Dosimetrist. February 2007
It is reasonable to assume that PFG was not performed unless there is information in the
claimant files to suggest otherwise, as stated in an e-mail from E. Thomas to C. Bloom
(February 23, 2007).

[11] Labone, Thomas. ORAU Team. Deputy Principal Internal Dosimetrist. April 2007.
Statistical analysis was performed by Thomas Labone.

[12] Olsen, Bernard M. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. February 2008.
The ratio of 232Th to 228Th is variable and ranges from equal activity concentrations minimum
condition of 228Th being present at approximately 40% the activity concentration of 232Th (West
1965; GGA 1971). The relative ratio of 232Th to 228Th is significant for dose reconstruction.
Organ dose that is determined by applying the DCFs of ICRP Publication 68 (ICRP 1995) is
maximized for nonrespiratory cancers by assuming all thorium is 232Th, while the dose is
maximized for respiratory cancers by assuming that all thorium is 228Th. For a nonrespiratory
cancer, it is favorable to the claimant to assume that all the thorium is 232Th. For a respiratory
cancer, it is favorable to the claimant to assume that all the thorium is 228Th. For a best-
estimate evaluation, dose reconstructors should assume that 232Th and 228Th are present in
ratios of I to 1 for a respiratory cancer, or 7 to 3for a nonrespiratory cancer (the minimum
condition of 228Th present at 40% that of 232Th).

* [13] Fix, Jack, Smith, Matthew, and Winslow, Rob. ORAU Team. ORAU Team Members. March
2008.
Default DCFs from NIOSH (2007a) were identified for photons and electrons for the respective
operational and residual periods.

[14] Demopoulos, Paul J. ORAU Team. Senior Health Physicist. April 2007.
The residual period AEC source term was not likely to cause exposures above those during
the AEC operational period because contamination levels would likely decrease, not increase,
with the cessation of AEC-related operations. The amount of this decrease at this time cannot
be defined.
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May 19, 2004

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE PNO-II-04-002

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of possible safety or public
interest significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation,
and is basically all that is known by Region II staff (Atlanta, Georgia) on this date.

Facility

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
Erwin Facility
Erwin, TN
Docket: 0700143
License No. SNM-124

Licensee Emergency Classification

Notification of Unusual Event
Alert
Site Area Emergency
General Emergency

X Not Applicable

SUBJECT: FATALITY OF CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION WORKER AT NUCLEAR FUEL
SERVICES, INC.

On May 19, 2004, at approximately 10:45 a.m. (EST) at the Nuclear Fuel Services facility in
Erwin, Tennessee, a contract construction worker was crushed by the arm of a back hoe while
attempting to initiate a repair. The individual was working on a new construction project that
was located within the protected area. The project involved the excavation of concrete and
asphalt. The licensee indicated that there was no radiological contamination associated with
the work area. Due to the seriousness of the injuries, the individual was transported to the
Johnson City Medical Center via helicopter and was later pronounced dead. The licensee
informed the State of Tennessee Radiological Health Department at 02:30 p.m. (EST).

The State of Tennessee was informed of the injury by the NRC Region II Office.

NFS, Inc. has received media inquiries regarding this event. The licensee will issue a press
release.

The Region !1 office received initial notification of this occurrence by telephone from the Senior
Resident Inspector on May 19, 2004, at approximately 11:00 a.m. (EST). This information
presented herein has been discussed with the licensee and is current as of 03:15 p.m. (EST) on
May 19, 2004.

CONTACTS: Dan Rich, Senior Resident Inspector, NFS
423-735-0544

William B. Gloersen
404-562-4713
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ERWIN NUCLEAR FUELS SERVICES

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMMrIEE ON ENERGY CONSERVATION AND POWER,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuantto notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburit. House Office Building, Hon. Ed~ward-J. Mhrkey'
(chairman) presiding..Mre

Mr. MARKEY.;The subcommittee will come to order. "
In January 1986,.in response to allegations by the Oil, lbhemical

and Atomic Workers International Union (OCAW], the subcomrfiit-
tee initiafed an investigation into the Nuclear Fuel Services [NFS]
plant in Erwin, TN. This -plant, which has operated since' 1957, is
the sole supplier of finished uranium fuel for the .Navy's subma-

-* . rines.
Internal NRC documents and the public record show thai NFS

Erwin is the most dangerous uranium fuel production' plant that
the NRC licenses. It has the worst record of fines of any compara-
ble plant..

NFS Erwin endangers workers through contamination and
chronic exposure. The NRC's own staff has singled out the plant:
for its unique dangers for accidental exposure to nearby residents.
In. addition, radioactive waste buried on the plant site. financially,
endangers State and Federal taxpayers.

The NFS plant is a toxic nightmare, oozing radioacti ve contami-
nation:. into work- areas; into lunchrooms and other nonworking..

, areas, and onto the soil outside work buildings. The plant has con-.
taminated- ground water and off-site railroad land. 'Even parts of
vending machines had to be disposed as radioactive waste.

Events at, NFS. Erwin,. and the accidental death of a worker at
the Kerr-McGee plant in' Oklahoma, make it clear that it is long
past time to give uranium fuel cycle facilities the same regUlatory

) and public scrutiny that has been given to nuclear reactors. But
the NRC's attention to NFS has been sadly lacking.-

,.The- Atomic Workers Union has..coniplained -that the NiC re-
sponse to its allegations. has been unsatisfactory. This complaint is
entizely credible,. becaus6 on other problem-areas raised by iots own.
staff, the, NRC has been more interested in protecting NFS than in
regulating it.'

The company considers information on its decommissioning fund
and on estimated costs to be proprietary. The NRC has supported
this preposterous claim, which means that the citizens and elected
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2
officials *ennessee do not know that the NFS fund is woefullyinadequate to do the job.

TIhe history of the Nuclear Fuel Services reprocessing plant inNew York State should lend special concerrj to this issue. There inNew York, NFS walked out.the door, leaving others to pay the ra-dioactive mortgage.
The company abandoned the plant and 560,000 gallons of highlyradioactive waste, leaving a perpetual care fund that was entirelytoo small, arid leaving New York State and Federal Governmentsto deal with a cleanup costing $409 million or more.In July 1982, the NRC staff reported that NFS Erwin posed spe-cial dangers for accidental ex osure of the surrounding polation,and recommn .. uondn O u "ned additiona emergency planning measures, in-cluding a warning system and instruction brochures for nearbyresidents.
Despite the objections of the NRC regional offic In Atlanta, theCommission ignored the proposal and said it would wait for an in-dustrywide rulemaking. The rulemaking has dragged on, and a pro-posed rule is only now before the Commissioners In the meantime,singular conditions at NFS that Produced the staffs concern haveremained.

In addition, it was both surprising and disturbing that the NRCwas not on top of the union's most serious allegation-that NFSworkers suffered kidney damage, a symptom of uranium's chemicaltoxicity. The NRC was not aware of this allegation until the sub-committee informed it, and the Agency did not have the expertisewithin its staff to confirm or deny the allegation. NRC was forced'to turn to another Federal Agency, the National Institute for Occu-pational Safety and Health fNIOSHJ, for medical studies meaningthat NFS workers have had to .wait monts for a stud enstart. - n to evenSince uranium, the central element of reactor fuel, is pervasivethroughout the nuclear fuel cycle, this union allegation representsa challenge to the very basis of the NRC's human exposure regula-tions.
At a meeting. in January 1986 after the Kerr-McGee accident theCommissioners wondered ot .loud whether the Agency had the ex-pertise to inspect for chemical hazards. The NRC's lack of staff ex-pertise o. the toxic chemical effects of uranium at NFS is an alltoo similar and major deficiency.I recognize the strategic significance of the NFS plant: it is thesole supplier of uranium fuel for the Navy's nuclear reactors. Butnational security cannot be used as a shibboleth to',evade obliga-tions to protect workers, nearby citizens, and taxpayers'.I want this plant to operate, but to clean up and operate safely.The NRC needs to do a much better job of ensuring that the healthof workers is not damaged, that emergency planning requirementare sufficient, that plans'for cleanup and decommissioning are ade-quate and fully funded, and that Tennessee and Federal taxpayersare not left holding the bag for future waste disposal problems.In closing, I want to note that Nuclear Fuel Services declined aninvitation to testify at this hearing, claiming scheduling conflictsfor support staff and a key witness. While I excused the companyfrom testifying, I want to make it abundantly clear that my pri-
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mary purpose in inviting NFS to testify was to allow the company
the opportunity. to respond quickly and in person to the allegations
which the subcommittee will be reviewing.

To the extent that NFS forfeited the opportunity, the responsibil-
ity for doing so rests with the company. I will provide NFS the op-
portunity to express its views through written comments for the.
record, but I reqret that the subcommittee will not have the beiefit
of the company s oral testimony at this hearing.

That concludes the Chair's opening statement. Now I will recog-.
nize the ranking minority member, the gentleman from California,
Mr. Moorhe4d..

Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to welcome the witnesses appearing before us today.. I.

want to extend a special welcome to Chairman Zech and commend
him for his initial efforts at the helm of the Nuclear Regulatory.
Commission. I could not agree more with the chairman's testimony
at our July 16 hearing on the importance of promoting excellence
in the operation and management of nuclear powerplants. Obvious-,
ly, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission must play an important
role in fulfilling this objective.

After reviewing today's material, I believe the record demon-
strates that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has aggressively
pursued its mandate to protect the public~health and safety in the
case of the Erwin facility.

.. Almost all of 'the allegations that are the subject to today's hear-
ing relate to problems which the NRC .was already aware of and
working with the Nuclear Fuel Services to'remedy.

Wben'the NRC inspections revealed problems at the Erwin plant
over 3 years ago, the NRC stepped up its inspections, arranged for
an independent audit, and helped to fashion a performance im-
provement program.

As a result, NFS has brought in new management, new staff,.
and is making several building and site improvements designed to
further reduce the potential for contamination outside of the fabri-
cation buildings. These improvements have begun to bear fruit.,

This does not mean, however, that the NRC should relax its vigi-
lance. This plant serves a vital national security interest. For this
reason, I am pleased with the aggressive fashion in which the NRCG
has investigated the allegations it has received from the plant*

-' workers.
I am also encouraged by the NRC's efforts to identify the under-

lying causes of problems, at NFS so as to avoid more significant
problems.

This is always important-but it is particularly important in a
plant as old as the Erwin facility.

This plant began operation in 1957-long before we promulgated
our turrent health and safety-regulations. Obviously, with a plant:
this old, the cooperation and active involvement of management,
labor and the NRC is an essential elements to improving health
and safe'y practices.

I would hope all the parties would redouble their efforts in this
regard, ' / i -

I wa'nted to say in conclusion,' I think the NRC has five very bril-
liant, cap 7ble people serving on the Commission. Each and every
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that NFS workers have had to .f or m~~eal studies, meaning 
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tIOns to protect workers nearh; citE!s a shlbdboleth to';~Yade, obliga- ,-' 
I want this plant to ~ lZens, an taxpayers:) ~ 

The NRC needs to d perate, but ~ clean up and operate safel 
of workers is not d::n a ,:cr better Job of ensuring that the healfh 
are sufficient that pIa: ~' ~t emergency planning requirements 
quate and fuily funded ~J cheanup and decommissioning are ada
are not left holding the' bag lit it tennessee a?d Federal taxpayers 

In closing I want to n t or u ure waste dIsposal problems, . 
invitation ~ testify at th~ v:at ~ucleir. F~el Services declined an 
for Support staff and a key wi~rJng, wh~illlng scheduling conflicts 
from testifying, I want to msk ne~. b Ide I excused the compaur 
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mary pilrpose in inviting ~FS to testify was to allow the compJany 
the. opportunity . to r!-*lpond. quickly ~n~ in person to the al1egat~ons 
which the subcommIttee wlll be revlewmg.. . .' 
. To the ~xtent that N~S forfeited the oppo~tunity,.the respons'pil
lty for ,d.omg s.o rests~th ~he company. I ",!lll provlde.NFS th.eJ0p-: 

. portumty to express Its Views through wntten ,comments for the. 
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of the company s oral teshmony at th18 hearmg.. . .' . . . :; 

That concludes the Chair's opening statement. Now I will recog-. 
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I want to welcome the witnesses appearing before us today .. I. 
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one of you has many pluses. I know it often seems like we are

chewing on each of your more than we should because this commit-
tee is very, very interested in the safety and health of the Ameri-
can \ people and the way nuclear energy works nd operates, and I
speak for our chairman, Mr. Markey; he is very concerned, I be-
lieve, and I can assure you that I am.

I think it is important that when we sense a problem that we
work closely together,, not just to make political mileage, but to try
to make these facilities safer-and to try to work out the problems
so that the industry remains vital and viable.

You know, it might be that sometime, without a lot of bright
'lights and everything else, we could work together as a team to

solve the problems that are there and to better understand each
others complaints and problems, and what you folks think can be
done to solve them.

If we are going to make this industry work, and that is very un-

popular right now with Chernobyl and everything else, but it is a

necessary industry for the future, I think that it could be very,

very helpful if you would listen to Mr. Markey and Mr. Markey's
staff and to me, and we would listen to you and try to work some

of these things out so that at least-it is your job, it is your respon-
sibility, but it is our oversight responsibility and I think it is neces-
sary that we have more respect and understanding for each other
and we aren't competitors in any way, that we try to-if there is a

problem, we solve it, so that there is more safety in the nuclear
plants and that we meet legitimate complaints and understandings
and at the same time you do a good job.

Thank you.
Mr. MARKEY. I certainly agree with the gentleman from Califor-

nia.
The gentleman's time has expired. Before we take testimony

from the NRC, I would like to cover a few preliminary matters.

First, last night, the NRC agreed to the subcommittee's request

for public release of a document entitled, "NFS Status Briefing Ma-
terial, Region II's Perception."

This document was prepared in the fall of 1985 and I understand

that it was used to brief Commissioner Zech in January 1986. I be-

lieve that disclosure of this document with proprietary information

deleted by the NRC will serve the public interest and today we are

releasing this document and, without objection, asking that it and
a subcommittee staff memo be inserted into the hearing record.

Without objection, so ordered.
[Testimony resumes on p. 81.]
[The memorandums, documents, and responses to subcommittee

questions follow:]
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On January 7, 1986, in response to allegations by the Oil,"

Chemical and Atomic Workers international anion, you requested

documents from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on the operating

record. of the NFS Erwin plant. Internal sRc documents and the
public record of the plant show that NIVS Erwin is, quite simply,

the most dangerous uranium fuel production plant that the IZRC

licenses. NPS has the worst record of fines of any comparable
plant. This plant has a serious record of radioactive
contamination: into work areas, into lunchrooms and offices, and
onto soil outside work buildings. The plant has contaminated

:-groundwater and off-site railroad land,, "nd parts of vending
machines had to be disposed as radioactive waste. NFS Erwin

\.threatens_workers through contamination and chronic exposure. The
NRCstaff is worried that the plant poses unique dangers for

accidentas exposurle to nearby residents. In addition, the -

radioactive waste buried at NPS a financial threat to the state
Of Tennessee. --

Some, oi",thý problems identified In UlPC doqusentea are independent
Of any Alegations by the union, although the plant history and
other spelcific problems support the general union claims of a lax

attitude n.adiation safety,, along with equipment and procedural
aeficidcies , at the plant. Issues identified cover three major

areast, operational' probl 'ems, off aite emergency 
planning for_

accidentS., and possible health ýeffect's -from occupational 
u ranium

exposure. ;

-- NRC4a•ipections have revealed 'over the past several years,
numerous occasions of inadequate controls for worker intakes* of..
radioactive material. Inadeqtate management and aged equipment
have contributed to the problem.

~--ccording to u-C, 4PS Obas not had, an aggressive contamination

control program.,4' >:Roof s of -buildings and areas outside of
buildinq: are contaminated, equipment frequently leaks

contaminated s6lutions, contamination 'is frequently discovered.
in non-working areas, and numerous problems have been noted where
prompt decontamination did not occur. 'The NFS contamination
control problems increase the risk of unnecessary worker exposures
and spread of contamination to uncontrolled areas and offsite."
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problem, we solve it, so that there is more safety in the nuclear 
plants and that we meet legitimate complaints and understandings 

. and at the same time you do a good job. 
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Thank you. . . '. 
Mr. MARKEY. I certainly agree with the gentleman from Califor-
nia.· . 

The gentleman's time has expired. Before we take testimony 
from the NRC, I would like to cover a few preliminary matters. 
. First. last night, the NRC agreed to the subcommittee's request· 
for public release of a document entitled, "NFS Status Briefing Ma
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, This document was prepared in the fall of 1985 and I understand 
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-- In 1981, the NRC found "significant weaknesses" in the NIP
radiation protection program, and some of the deficiencies
identified have yet to be corrected. In 1985, NRC fined UPS

018P750 for "programmatic weaknesses" in the company,'s health-and
safety program.

-- Land north of the plant site, oi railroad company property, was
found to be contaminated with thorium and uranium in 1979. NIS
removed about of 100,000 cubic feet of soil and placed it on the.

plant site in a large pile.. NRC has refused to release 1300
square feet of land for general use, because- it may still be
contaminated.

-- Three inactive ponds on UPS grounds still contain water and

radioactive material; a fourth pond has been filled in, but still

contains radioactive material. July 1984 sampling indicated that

radioactivity from the ponds had migrated Into groundwater. NFS

is studying the feasibility of stabilizing or decommissioning the
ponds, but has yet to submit a decommissioning plan. RC,

documents indicate that the NUS decommissioning fund may just pay.

for decommissioning the ponds, -with little left over for the rest
of the plant.

-- The plant site containo about 30 pits of radioactive waste.,

which was allowed to be buried on plant grounds during the 1960a
and 70s. NPS plans for decommissioning have not addressed these
waste burial pits. The company- considers information on the

amount of money in its decommissioning fund, and on estimated
costs for decommissioning, to be proprietary, and the NRC has

supported the .company's claim. This means that the Citizens of
Tennessee have no knowledge about, whether the NPS decommissioning'
fund may be sufficient. NRC documents indicate that the BPS fund
is woefully inadequate to pay for decommissioning of the waste
burial pits. Any shortfall will ultimately fall on state or
federal taxpayers.

-- Since 1970, UPS has maintained, inactive buildings in which
plutonium was formerly handled. Equipment within the buildings-
has deteriorated, causing material to leak on the floor.
UPS has reached agreement with the Department of Energy to ship
highly contaminated plutonium waste to the Idaho National
Laboratory. However, the company is still looking for a
commercial burial site that will accept waste contaminated with
lower levels of plutonium. In the meantime, the buildings in
their present condition make the plant site *susceptible to
plutonium contamination in the event of a fire, explosion,
tornado,' or other natural disaster.

ake-gngys 1lsflniAm

-NRC documents reveal that the danger to nearby residents of
exposure from a plant accident are greater at UPS than at other
nuclear fuel processing plants, 'for several reasons:

r

,' ( '1
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l ;PS I is the. Only plant. handling high enriched uranium, which

gives.a- much greater dose. per gram released.
2) UPS has a, history back to 1962 of accidental releases.:
3) ZIPS has a smallerdaistance to the nearest rtoidence than any

other fuel facility. • -- " r
4) NFS is 'located in ahole.' oat nearby, residents are in
surrounding hills) at elevatiokis which are, the saine as the plant.v

ventilation stack.' . e. '
5) There is no effective method for preventing exposure to
residents from an accidental release; recommended protective
action is to instruct residents to stay indoors, since accidents

would occur too quickly 'for effective evacuation.
in addition,' the ARC implied tO residents at a public meetikng in.

1980 that It~was considering steps to protect them from accidents..

,or theue ressonsthe ,4RC staff in July 1982 proposed that'the

mmission establi,, off site emergency planning requirements for'

NIS Erwin, which included abmethod to promptly alert the public of

an accident, and a method of yearly dietriution of eme.gency

response in!rimation to, nearby residents. At the r equest .of

Commissioner.Roberts, the NRC Office of Policy Evalation. (OPB)

examined the Issue and. concluded that requirements should not be

imposed ZoI NPS ;until Completion of a generic agency rulemaking,,.
expected in the "summer of 1983. '"

-4ic Region xi in Atlanta objected that UPS still posed special

dang-f.. and complained that the Region had been arguing since

3980 for additional, requirements. .ut the Commissioners sided.

with OPE and ignored the proposed requirements.

-- hee-generic rulemaking has dragged on: the NRC missed its last

estimated date of March 1986 for proposing a rule, and is unlikely

to publish a final rule for at least the next six months. In the

me.ntime,. the conditions which caused the NRC staff to propose

special regulations for.. emergency.planning ,at UPS are stll in

effet,.

Uranifl p 1~ *

-Perhaps' the most: serious allegation from the OCAW was. the report

that many workers suffered kidney damage,' a. classic symptom of

uranium's chemical toxicity.. Yet the uRC wasanot on top of this

issue. The agency. was unaware of' this allegation until informed

by Chairman Mackey. kmoreover, the NRC did not have, the expertise

Within its. staff to Investigate the allegation, and had to ask

another fededtal.'agency 'for medical studies.. The allegations at

UPS mean -tbat the. %RC r egualations 'nuranium exposuremyntb
adequate ';hand the Commission' lack of staff, expertMsemon te 7.-.be

medical effects 'of uranium is a major d6ficiency.

-- The':NOS pl nt 'has strategic significance, aince it is the sole

suppliero the U.S. Navy'of. nuclear fuel for submarine. reactors...

i
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-~In 1981, -tbe NRC fo d· i 
radiation protectiOfi ::09r:mgnif~Cant weaknesses' in the NFS 

identified bave yet to be ' ant some of the deficiencies 
f18,750 for • ro r corrac ed. In 1985, NRC fined NPS 
Safety progJ:a~. 9 ammatie weaknesses' in the company..' II bealtb· and 

'--Land north of the pI t i 
found to be'cOntaminat:~ w!t~eth~~l~ailrodad Company property, was 

remOVed about Of 100 000 i m an uranium in 1979. NFS 
plant site in a lar ~ cub c feet of soil and placed it on the 

square feet Of land9f pUe. NRC bas '.refused to release 1300 . 

contaminated. or general uge, beCause' it may still be 
, 

--Three inactive ponds on NFB d . 
cadioactive material; a fou th gro~ hS still contain water and' 

contains radioactiv t i r pon as been filled in, but still 

radioactiVity from ~:a~~a:lhadJU!y 1:8~ Sampling indicated that 

is studying the feasibility of st:bII: 1 into groundwater. BFS 

ponds, but bas yet to submit a deco i l 19 °i' decommisBioning the 
dOCUlllents indicate that tbe FS mill as on I1g plan. NRC" 

for decommiBsioning tbe pond: _W~~holJllll/t~laiolnifn9 fund may just pay,. ,-
of the Plant. ' e e t over for the rest 

--'lhe plant slt tt . 
wblcb vas allov~ ~~ 8 nB abollt: 30 pHs of radioactive vaste, 

and 70s. NFB lens f:e ~ried on plant grounds dUring the 1960s 

waste burie! pfts TIl! c!commissioning have not addressed these 

amount of mane i~ its mpanY'consldecs information on the 

costs for·deco~issioni~;co~i::l0ningi·fund, and on estimated 
SUpported the com ' ' . prop, etary, and tbe NRC bas 

Tennessee bave no~:~wfe:l:im. 'l'bis means that the Citizens of 

fund may be sUfficient iaca~ut. wbtther. the NFS decommissioning' 

is woefUlly inadeq t - t cumen B indiCate that the US funii 

burial pits. Any ::0:tf:rfa~iffruf~~0~iI88ionin9 of tbe vaste 
federal taxpayers. ma e y fallon state or 

~i=~:~~u!9!:~ ~~~~s maintained. inactive buildings in ~hi¢b . 

has deteriorated, Ca!!i!;n:!~!;ialSq~i~en~ witbin tbe builClings . 

NFS has reached agreelllent itb' 0 ea" on tbe floor:. " 

~~!t~ontAQIlnated Pluton~um w~e ~~a~~e~~a~~ :~n~~o ship 

cOGmercl!I'bu~rwalever, the company is still lOOking for a 

lower levels of pl:~~:i::at will accept: waste contattlinated with 

tbeir present condition m~keI~h=h;l::~ntf~e,.tbe buildings in 

Plutonium contamination in the event fS e i susceptible to 

tornado,- or otber natural disaster. 0 a f re, eXplosion, 

Emergency rlann1ngl 

-N1IC documents reveal that th d' 
exposure from a plan e anger to nearby reSidents of 

nUClear fUsl process~nagCpcf::~~ af,s greater at NPS than at other 
, Or several ,~asonst 
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1) NPS 'ls the.~nly plant.handlin~ ~i9h enriched uranium, which 

gives·a-~uch great~r dose. per g~am released. , 
2) BFS has a' histo;y back to 1962 of accidental feleases" 
3) BFS bas a emaIler ,'distance to the nearest c'es1:denee than any 

other fuel facility'_ . . . ' . 
4) NFS is -located)':n a,.bole." Most. nearby reSidents are in 

sutrounding hills) iit eleirat;ions "hleh are the Gamea9 the plant, .. , 

ventilation stack'- .': \ .' . .. 
s) orhere is no effective method for preventing ezposur'e to 

reSidents fro~ an accidental releaee, recommended protective 

action is to instruct residents to stay indoore, since accidente , 

woUld occur too quicklyfos: tlffective evacuation. .. 

In addition,' the NRC implied to reSidents at a public meeting in .. 

1980 that ·1:t",:".IIS, cons.idering steps to prot'!'ct them from. acci.dents •. 

--fllr t1iese reasons;:"the_,NRC 'staff in July 1982 propqsed that'th~ 

Commission IiBtablil!h.off si te ·,emet.glaRcy plalUling r flqui cements. f or· 

NFS Erwin, wh.ieh included a,metb,od to promptly ales:t th~ public of 

an accident, .and a )!Ietbod of yearl! distribution of emergency 

response' inforl\lation to' nearby res dents. At the request.of 

ColJlllissi6ner:Roberts,' the fiRCOffice of ,Policy Evaluation .·(OPE) . 

examined the 188ue and· 'concludl!d that requirements should not be 

imposed on NFS :until completion of a genetic agency rulemaking, 

'!XJ'eo~l!!1 in the BUI1I)!Ier o,f 1983. ' , ' ,. 

-~NRC 'Reg1~n 11 'in Atlarii1a obje<*ea that. IIrs still posed sPeci81 

dangers, and complBinedthat tbe Region had been arguing since 

l'980 for additional. requil:ements. But the C01lDlllssioneu sided. 

wi.tb OPR and ignored the proposed requirements. 
.. ;...... L - . 

-The"'generic rlll_ak.ing has dU-9ged on: the NRC \Diased its last· 

estimated date of l'Iarcb 1986 for proposing a rule, and is unliKely 

to~publish a final rule for at least the next six months. In the 

me'lntinie,. the condit1~ns wbich caused the NRC staff to propoee . 

spec1tal ,egulat.ions f.or·, emergency. planning at HI'S are IItHI in 
effec~..· " ., .. ,.'. . .. . 

~~'~s, 

-Perhaps" tbe most serious allegation from the OCAW was tbe repOrt 

that many workers suffered kidney damage, a. classic sy\llP.1:om of 

urani.um's cbemic:al tox1c1 ty.· Yet the NRC was not on. top of this 

!sllue. Tbeagen.cy was una"are of' tbis 'allegation until informed 

by Clla1rman lIarkey.· Moreover~ the NRC did not have. the exper.tise 

within its IItaff to inv,estlgate the al.legatlon, sndbad to ask _ 

.anotber f,eCl~tal.:agency for medical studies •.. 'fbe allegat,io,ns at 

NIi'Smean.\.l,h.st ~be .~RC regulations 'oll utaniWII nposure may not be 

adeq~ate/. arid t~e ColJlllission' a lack of ~taff. expertise on t.be ... ' 

medical effects of uranium is a major deficiency. 

EValuatioD, , 
" --The':NFS_ plant "has strategiC significance, since it is the sole 

supplie;....to theO.S. Navy 'of nuclear fuel for submarine reactors •. 
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rHoever# there Is no reason to bold the workers, nearby residents,and state and federal taxpayers hostage to national security. TheNRC needs to do a much better job of ensuring that the plant isOperated safely and cleanly, that the health of workers is notdamaged, that emergency planning requirements are sufficient, thatPlans for cleanup And decommissioning are adequate and fullyfunded, and that Tennessee and federal taxpayers are not left
holding the bag for future waste disposal problems.

Z. 8AGCtdROUND

The NUclear Fuel, Servicdse (NFS) plant is located in Erwin,•Tennesoeej a town of About 4800 in the Appalachian mountains Ineastern Tennessee, near the North Carolina border. The plantfabricates high enriched uranium reactor fuel for the U.S. Navy'snuclear submarines. It is the Navy's.sole supplier.-of this fuel.
The Erwin plant receives highly enriched uranium fluoride from theenrichment plant at Piketon, Ohio. (This is similar to thematerial handled by the Kerr-McGee plant in Oklahomap except thatKerr-McGee handles low enriched uranium.) NUP converts theuranium fluoride to finished uranium fuel material, for shipmentto fabrication plants In Virginia. and Connecticut which producefuel rods for submarines. The Erwin facility also recovers highenriched and low enriched uranium from scrap.
This plant eas produced fuel for nuclear reactors since 1957. Inthe past' thesBrw plant has handled plutonium, uranium-233, and

olu butidoes not presentlyhhandle these materials. Nuclear-uel Services has been owned successively by W.. Grace, Getty.
bi±1, end now by Texaco.
UFS previously operated a reprocessing plantin West -Valley, NewYork,' which recovered uranium and plutonium from spent reactorfuel rods. Late In 1971, after a five year operating history thatincluded overexposures of workers and excessive releases ofradioactive material to the environment, the plant shut down. InSeptember 1976, BPS. announced that It was.abandoning reprocessingas uneconomical. and notified New York State that it wished toimplement contracts aigned with the Rockefeller Administration,

which gave the state responsibility for ."perpetual care, of5,60,000 gallons of highly radioactive waste generated during theplant's operation. New York state turned to Congress, and four,. years later, Congress passed legislation whereby the federalgovernment would pay 90 percent of the costs of managing thewaste, and New York the remainder. Estimated costs of stabilizingand solidifying the radioactive waste are at least 0400 million.
At the NUS Erwin plant, the Oil, Chemical and Atomic WorkersInternational Union (OCAW) went on strike in May 1985.- Nselected to continue plant operation with salaried employees, andin August 1985 the NRC allowed the plant to resume reducedoperations with non-striking workers. In September 1985, the

9
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Union petitioned the NRC to halt operations at the -plant because
of unsafe operations, and submitted 21 allegations of poor health
and safety practices at the plant. The NRC commenced an I
investigation'of the allegations. i

In December. 1985, union representatives met with the Chairman and
Suboommittee staff to present their allegations.. on January 7,
1986, Chai'rman Markey wrote the HRC to ask for its response to the
allegations, to notify the Commission that the Subcommittee would
conduct .its own investigation, and to request NRC documents to aid
the Subcommittee! a investigation. Of particular. concern to the
Chairman.were charges of .widespread and routine uranium-
contamination in both working areas and non-working areas, such as
lunchrooms and locker rooms; and reports that many workers
appeared to suffer kidney damage, a classic symptom of uranium's
chemical toxicity.

On March 3,: 1986, the NRC released its investigation of the OCAW
allegations. The 'agency substantiated eight allegations in whole
or part, and, found that four of these violated NRC regulations.
However, NRC also found that these violations were 'not of -

significant regulatory- concern" to 'trigger an escalated
enforcement action against MYS. .' In addition, NRC found that all.
substantiated allegations had occurred before the OCAN strike.
The Director of the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement
denied the OCAW petition, and allowed HIS to continue operating. -

On March 30, 1986,.the union and UF8 management reached agreement
on a new labor contract, and the union went back to work starting. -

April 1. -,.

While the NRC denied the OCAW-petition, the agency continued to
investigate additional union allegations, and following interviews;
with union members, reopened. some previously closed allegations.
The NRC does not consider these additional allegations sufficient.
to shut down NFS Erwin, and will investigate them while the plant
continues operation. As of August 1986, 14 allegations remained
open, 3 of which the.NRC had referred to other agencies. (NRC
Prehearing AnSwers, p. 1)

Although the NRC*s denial of- the OCAW- petition and other public
statements seemed designed to minimize problemse.at Erwin, both
public and internal NRC documents tell a different. story. The
public record of the NHS Erwin facility is marred by frequent'
violations of NRC regulations and fines for a variety of
infractions. ..(A short.history is set out in Section V.)
Moreover, a review of the NRC documents provided to the
Subcommittee leads to the -conclusion that in addition to problems
identified by the union, there are other serious operational.
problems at the plant, and the. danger of accidental exposure to
offaite residents from this plant is greater than at any other
uranium fuel facility. The 'easons for these conclusions are set'
out in the following, pages. - -

N'
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However, there 1s no reason to hold 
and state and federal tax a ers the workers, nearby residents 
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fabricates high endched aro na border. The plant 
nuclear SUbmarines. :rt i~r:~!.U:a!!~ctor fuel .for the U.S. Navy's 

.~ Ssole supplier·, of this fuel. 
The Brwin plant receives hi hl . . 
enrichment plaut at Piteton

g a&1~nri~hbedi uranium. fluoride from the 
material handled by the xerf- • T S is .similar to the 
kerr-McGee handles low enrich~:~a~;ant)in Oklahoma, except that 
uranium fluoride to'finished uran! 1um. MFS converts the 
to fabrication.plants in Virgini umdfuel material, for shipment 
fuel ~ods for submarines The Ea.~n Connecticut whicb produce 
enric:h~ and low enriched urania:' f n facility also recovers high 

'f... rom ser .lip. 
This plant ~as produced fuel f 
tbe rust, . the Brwln plant has g~~~:ear reactors since 1951. In 
tbor am, but does not presently handi p~gtoniuml uranlull1-233, and 
b:~l Services has been owned successi e 1 e!~ materials. Nuclear 

, and DOW by Texaco. . ve y u~ W',R.. Grace, Getty 

NPS previously operated a' " 
York, whicb recovered urauf:r~~ssfng. plant .in West . Valley, New 
fuel rods. Late 1n 1971, after' p utonium from spent reactor 
inclUded overexposures of worker! !!~e year operating history that 
radioactive material to tbe envi e,!!cesB1ve relealles of 
September 1976, BrS. announCed th!~nment, the pl~nt shut down. In 
as uneconomical. and notified N y it was ,.aband,?ning reproceSSing 
implement contracts signed witb~ ark state that it wished to 
which gave the state responslbilite ~ock~feller Administration, 
5.60,000 gallons of hi hI r d y or. JlSrpetualcare" of 
plant's operatlon. ~ ~or: !~:~!1Ve waste generated during the 
years later, Congress passed Ie i It~ned to Congress, and four 
government WOUld pay 90 gSa on whereby the federal 
waste, and Bew York tbe ~e!~i~~ of the costs of managing the 
and SOlidifying the'radioacti er. tBstimated costs of stabilising 

. ve was e are at least UOO million. 
At the BFS Erwin plant th 011 
International UniOD (' e ,Chemical and Atomic Workers 
elected to continue p~) o;:ntt~n strike in May 1985.· NFS . 
in August 1985 the NRC a ra on with saladed employees and 
operations with non-stri~i~e~otee plant to resume reduced ' 

. r~ers. In September 1985, the 
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Union petitioned the NRC to halt operations at the 'plant because 
of unsafe operations, and Bubmitted 21 allegations 'of poor health 
and safety practices at the plant. The NRC colDJllenced an 
investigation'of the allegations. 

In December. 1985, union representatives met with the Chairman and 
SUbcolDJllittee staff to present their allegations. on 'January 7, " 
1986, Chai'rman Markey wrote the NRC to ask for its response to the· 
allegations, to notify t.he COll\llllssion that the Sul;lcolDJDittee would ; ') 
conduct ,its' own investigation, and to request NRC documents to aid 
the Subcommittee's investigation. Of particul~concern to the . 
Chairman.were charges of .widespread and routine.uranium 
contSJDination .in both working areas. and non-working areas, s.uch as 
lunchrooms and locker roomSI and reports that many workers 
appeared to SUffer kidney damage, a classic symptom of uranium'S 
chemical toxici ty. . 

On March 3,. 1986, the NRC released its investigation of the OCAW 
allagaUon.u •. ·.Tbe 'agency: Substantiated eight allegations In whole 
or patt, ,al\d. f.ound that four of theBe violated NRC regulations. 
However, NRC' also found that these violations were anot of 
significant regulatory. concern" to "trigger an escalated 
enforcement action against BPS. a· In sddi.tion. NRC found that. all. 
substantiated allegations had' occurred before the OCAH strike. .;' 
The Director. of .the NRC ·Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
denied tbe qCAW petit.ion, and allowed MfS to continue operating. 
on Harch 30, 1986, .. the union and MPS management reached agreement 
on a new labor contract, and tbe union went back to work startIng April 1.' . . . '. .' 

Whlle the NRC denied the OCAW'petition, the agency continued to , 
investigat~ additional unlon allegatIons, and followIng interviews· 
with union .mimbe.cs, reopened some preViOUSly closed allegations. .., 
The NRC. does not. consider these additional allegations sufficient . 
to sh~t down MFS Erwin, and will investigate tbem while the plant ,; 
continues operation. As of August 1986, 14 allegations remained 
open, 3 of which the .NRC bad r·eferred to other agenCies. (NRC 
Preheating Anawers, p. II . . 

Although tbe NRC's 'denial of .. the OCAW· petition and other public 
statements seemed designed to minUiiae problems .. at Erwin, bOth 
public and intemal NRC documents tell a different. stOl'Y. The 
public record of ths NrS Erwin facUity is lIIarred by frequent· 
violations of NRC regulations and fines for a variety of . 
infract.ions •.. (A shor.t.. history .is set out .in Section V.) 
Moreo17er, a review .. of tbe ~RC documents provided t.o the 
Subcommittee leads t.o the ·conclusion that in addition to problems 
identified by t.he union, .thete are other serious operational' 
problems at th'eplant, alid the. danger of accidental exposure to 
offsite residents from tbis p~ant is greater than at any oth~r 
uranium fuel facility. The reasons for these conclusions are set' 
out in the following· pages. 
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well sampled indicating the-migration of radioactivity from the
ponds. (Regioh 11's Perception, p. 17) NFS recently submitted to
NRC and the State bf Tennessee a proposal to characterize the
extent of radioactivity associated with the ponds. However,
accordinS to the NRC, 'Other than'discontinuing input to the ponds
and studying the£feasibility of stabilizing., or decommissioning
ponds, the NRC is not aware of any plans by NFS to protect
groundwater from further contamination." (NRC Preheating Answers,
pp. 18-21)

In-its Preheating Answer'SdNRC stated that NFS has not yet
provided a cost estimate for decommissioning the ponds.- Other NRC
documents indicate that the5 existing decommissioning waste fund
may just barely cover past WES cost estimates--for pond
decommissioning. "

-- Under earlier regulations, NIB was allowed to buri nuclear waste
on site. Most of the burial was done between 1966 'and 1977.
Approximately 30 burial pits were opened, and uranium and thorium
wastes were buried. Although NMS claims that no plutonium waste
wad' buried on site, a contractor found plutonium in:;the burial
gro.unds. -

According to NRC, NFS has no plans to decommission these burial
* pits even at the end of plant life. *Financial surety

arrangements for plant decommissioning do not include funds for
removal of onsite burials.* (Region II's Perception, p. 21). NFS
considers information on the amount of money in its
decommissioning escrow account, and cost estimates of
decommissioning, to be proprietary information, and the NRC has
supported this position. (NRC Prehearing Answers, p.-18) Under
this policy, the citizens of Tennessee have: no information to
judge whether •the amount in the decommissioning fund will be
sufficient. Estimates in NRC documents indicate that the-existing
fund would be woefully inadequate to finance decommissioning of
the waste-burial pits.

-- NIS maintained its plutonium processing facility and plutonium
laboratory in shutdown status since operations stopped in 1970.
In 1985, the NRC noted, "Concerns over the potential for the
accidental release of plutonium to the dnvironment have prompted

,the NRC'-and NIS to actively seek decommissioning activities....
The condition of -the facility equipment is an item of concerfi.

rEquipment age has led to breabh of containment inside the
facility, i.e., thenegative pressure maintained on the glove -

boxes has caused the plexiglass to crack causing material to leak
onto the building-floor." (Region 1's Perception, p. 22)

At that time, the NRC noted that the Department of Energy refused
to accept plutonium-contaminated waste. In the words of NRC, *In
the meantime, the NFS facility continues to age. Residual
plutonium contamination in Building 234 makes the site susceptible
to.plutonium-contamination in the event of a fire, explosion,
tornado or other such occurrence.* (Ibid. p. 23)
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more recently, the.NRC reported that DOE has agreed that its Idaho
National Laboratory- will accept:wastes from NPS contaminated with
high levels of plutonium during decommissioning. NBS is now
trying to find a commercial facility that will accept plutonium-
wastes at lower levels of contamination. Once this issue is
resolved, NFq can begin decommissioning the plutonium plant, an
effort which is expected to take four years. (NiC Preheating,
Answers,- p. 23)

-- On the subject of fire protection, the NRC noted that, 'fires
have occurred at the ENFSY facility which threatened to release
high enriched uranium to the unrestricted area environment. One
of these fires occurred as recently as 1983 .... (Region II's
Perception, pp. 24, 25). Nonetheless, the NRC also commented
that,"It remains difficult tO meaningfully Inspect the fire.
protection program at fuel facility licensees due to a lack of
firm regulatory requirements.* (Ibid, p. 25)

-- The NFS license to handle special nuclear, material expired on
February 29, 1984. However, NIS has applied for a license renewal
and continue's to oper'ate under the old license. The-NRC notes.
that, .Only• the special nuclear material at fuel facilities is
licensed , the- processes`'and equipment- are not. As a result,
there are no requirements in areas such as maintenance and fire
protection. * The lack of maintenance requirements and the .
corresponding inattention to maintenance periodically results in
radiological events at NIS. The Region becomes involved in the
maintenance area in these instances when evaluating the
appropriateness of licensee corrective action.' (Ibid, p. 28)

III. OFFSITE EMERGENCY- PLANNING ISSUES

The situation is summarized in the RegiOn- II briefing material
mentioned above: Under's February 11, 1981 Order from NRC,
Nuclear Fuel Services was required toasuhmit an emergency response
plan. NRC found that the NFS plan adequately demonstrates the
purposes of emergehcy planning. But the NRC staff also wished -to
impose. additional requirements:

"Notwithstanding the above, due to past operational problems, the
proximity of residents A250 mi), and the recognition of risk
greater an at other licensed fuel facilities, NNSS [Nuclear
Materla. Safety and safeguards), in coordination with the Region,,,
proposed special. emergency planning license conditions' with
regard ýo notification of state and local government agencies.
"The Comaision was reluctant to impose the conditions because an
OPE (Office of Policy Evaluation) study did not endorse the
proposal and because there was a proposed rulemaking for modifying
emergency planning at all fuel cycle facilities. The license
conditions were never applied as proposed.' (Ibid., p. 24)

A short history on this issue follows; -
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i well 's,amplell indicating tbe·migution of raaloactivity from the' 
ponds. (Region II's' Perception, p. 17) , NFS recently submittea to 

,NRC and the State,of Tennessee' a proposal to characterize the 
enent of radioactivity associated with ,the ponds. However, 

..; accordincJ' to tlie ~Nl!C, ·Other than' discontinuing input to the ponds 
ana stuay!ng th~ feasibility of stabilizing .. or aecommissioning: 
ponds, the NRC 'is not aware of any plass by NFS to Protect 
grounc1water from further con~amination.· (NRC prebearing Answers, 
pp. 18-~1) ~ , " . 

In ,its 'Preheulng \~S1ieFS';."NJlC stated that NFS has not yet , 
provided a cost estimate f~r decommiseionl'ng the ponds •. other NRC 
documents indicate that the existing decommissioning waste fund 
may just barely cover I!ast, NFS cost estimates"for 'pond 
decommissioning. ~ . ' ",:.. , " 

~/' .: .. 
--Onder earlier regulations, NFS was 'aHowed to bury 'nuclear waste 
on site. Host of the burial was done between 1966 'and 1977. 
Approzimately 30 burial pits were opened, and uranium and thorium 

~ walltes were buried. 'Although NPS claims, that no plutonium waste 
w,as' bud,ed on site, a contractor found plutoniWli In:;the,burial 
gro,unds;" , . , . , , 

According ~o NRc,Ni'S has no plans to decommission, these budal 
pits even at the end of plant life. "Financial surety 
arrangements, for plant decommissioning ao not include funds for 

~) remQ¥al, of onsite burials." (Region II's perception, p. 21). NFS 
>~o considers information on the, amount of money ,in 'its 

aebOmmissioning escrow account, and cost estimates'of 
decollllllissioning, to ,be proprietary' information, and' the NRC has 
supported this position. (NRC Prehearlng Answers, P. "18) ,Onder 
this policy, the citizens of Tennessee have: no 1'nformation to 
judge whether the amount in the decommissioning fund will be 
sufficient. Bstimates in NRC aocuments indicate ,that the,existing 
funa would be woefully inadequate to finance decommissioning 'of , 
the waste ,bud,al pits. 
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--NFS maintained its plutonium processing facility ana plutonium 
labor.atory in shutdown status since operatioris stopped in 1910. 
In 1985, the NRC noted, "Concerns over the potential for the 
acciden~al release of plutonium to the environment have prompted 

,.the NRC ·and NFS to actively seek decommissioning activities •••• 
The condition of .the facility equi~ent is an item of concern. 
Equipment age has'led to breach of containment inside the 
facility, i.e., the._~gative pressure maintained on the 9love 
boxes has caused th~ plexiglass to crack causing material to leak 
onto the builaing·f~oor." (Region II's Perception, p. 22) 

At that time, the NRC noted that the Department of Energy refused 
to accept plutonium-contaminated waste. In the words of NRC, "In 
the meantime, th~ NFS facility continues'to age. Residual 
plutonium contamination in Bu~lding 234 makes the site susceptible 
to ,plutonium"contamination in the event of a fire, explosion, " 
tornado or other such occurrence.· (Ibid. p. 23) 
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!!ore r,ecently, the,NRC reportea that DOB has agreed that its Idaho 
National Laboratory, will accept."wastes from SFS contaminated with 
high levels of plutonium during aecommi'ssioning. NF8 is now 

. trying to find a commercial facility that, will accept plutonium, 
wastes at lower levels of contamination. Once this issue is 
resolved, NF~ can begin decommissioning the plu~onium plant, an 
effort ,which is expected to take four years. (NRC Prebearing: 
Answers", p. 23) 

__ On the s~bject',of. fire protection, the NaC noted tha.t, "Ures 
have ocourred at the [NPS] facility which threatened to release 
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that,"It remains difficult to meaningfully inspect the fire. 
protection program at fuel facility licensees due to a lack of 
firm regulatory requirements." (Ibid"p. 25) 

--The NFS license to h'andle special nuclear. material ellpired on 
February 29, 1984. However, NFS has applied for a license renewal 
and cont.inu~i's to operate under ',the old license. The' :NRC ,notes, 
that, ·Onli{ the special 9uclear material at fuel facUities is 
licensed ,,," the, ,processes- and equipment' are not. As a ,result, 
there are no r.,quireplents .in areas such as maintenance and' fire 
protection. 'The lack of maintenance requirements and the . 
correspondlng inattention to maintenance perioc11cally results in 
radiological events at NFS. The Region becomes involved in the 
maintenance area in these instances when evaluating the ' 
appropri~t~ness of licensee corrective action." (IbId, p',28) 

III. OFFSITE EMERGENCY PLANNING ISSUES 

The situatio~ is' summarized 'In the RegIon, II briefing material 
mentioned above: Onder"a February' 11, 1981 Order from NRC, 
NUclear Fuel Services was required to~submit an emergency response 
plan. NRC'found. that the NFS plan aaequately demonstrates the 
purposes of' emerge'ilC;:y planning. But the NRC staff also "isbea' .to 
impose, addiHonal requirements: 

"Notwithstanding the above, due to past operational problems, 'thl! 
proximity of residents _(250 m), and the recognition of risk 
greaterl1an at other licensea fuel facilities, NMSS [NUclear 
Materia ,Safety and Safeguards], in coordination with ;he Region,,, 
propose special"emergency planning license conditions wi~ 
regard ~o notification of state and local government agenC1es. 
"The Commision was reluctant to impose the coDditions because 'an 
OPE [Office of policy Ev81uationl study did not endorse the 
proposal arid because there was a proposed rlllemaking for modifying 
emergency pl'anning at all fuel cycle facilities. The license 
conditions were never applied as proposed." (Ibid., p. 24) 

A sbort bistory on this issue follows: 
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-One of the NBC documents was "BPS status Briefing Material Region

lits Perception,* from the Atlanta regional office with
jurisdiction over the Erwin plant. This document was undated, but

it was listed by the NBC between-documents written November 1985
and January 1986. Some of its more important comments are
summarized below. This material is updated with the NRC's answers
to prehearing-questions, September 10, 1986.

-- NRC inspections have revealed 'over the past several years,

numerous occasions-of Inadequate controls for worker intakes and

inadequate systems for monitoring intakes .... Investigations of

unusual exposures have been, at times, _superfcilal or not
performed at all. NFS had shown reluctancej]tbOsxpend effort .to
improve worker Intake control measuresa.-

*Part of the problem can be attributed to inadeqzate control of"'

operations and maintenance, the age of the facility, and -lack of

engineering control features.* (Region e's Perception, p. 11)

U -- Acco'oding to NRC, M *has not had an aggresaive-contamination-
control program. Outside areas and roofs of buildings are
contaminated. Process equipment frequently leaks contaminated
solutions. Due to the age- of the facility, contamination

-' containment has not been well engineered into the process
equipment.' In addition, UFS uses dikes around areas where leaks
frequently occur, but NFS performs no surveys In these areas and
intentionally discharges contaminated liquids into these areas.

'Contamination is frequently discovered in uncontrolled

lnon-working] areas. Numerous problems have been noted during.

inspection with contamination in excess of limits without prompt

decontamination.... The NFS contaminatiori control problems
increase the risk of unnecessary worker exposures and spread. of

contamination to uncontrolled areas and offsite." (Ibid., p. 12)

Problems with contamination of -Iunchrooms have persisted for many
years. Atomic Energy Commission inspection reports as early as

June 1974 noted lunchroom contamination, and in the late 1970s,
parts of some vending machines/were buried as radioactive waste
(NBC Prehearing Answers, pp. 15-16).

-I-n 1981, the NRC found 'significant weaknessesO in the BPS
radiation protection program. Some of the substantive Issues
identified, "such as increasing supervisory staff, training,

elimination of outside contamination areas, Implementation of
respiratory protection program that met NRC criteria, and adoption

of an ALARA. as low as reasonably achievable exposurelevels)
commitment by management were not addressed. in the company's
response. (Region I1'3 Perceptiop, p. 14)

During October 1984 to JanuaryA,1985, UNAC Inspections Identified

significant problems with BPS control of work activities and
monitoring the intake of radioactivity by workers. The

(, (-

BPS Erwin, p. 7 " "

ns. n 50 enalty. During a meeting in.-

April 19 851" S-agreed to:have in outside . o. ul at The

Budlear,- . ... e"v.luateý its radiation protection program. T'l he
evaleaio "Inc) fv d waknesses in the management review of the

program- staffing lIevels a- d qualifications of the -adiation .

protection staff .,.ýlae•ship within the radiation protection .-

organization, as well as many Other areas.. "

,In response, BPS has implemented an improvement program, which
includes the ,timely completion of items identified during the
Region 11 Appraisal in 1981 which are still outstanding.' (Ibid.,-,
p.gion .. Appraisan t-the URC, 5 deficiencies from the 1981
appraisalA are still not corrected. These include implementation

of an approved' respiratory protecion. po-cam,. elimination of
contaminated areas outside work areas, and elimination of a

protective clothing in non-working area-, such as lunchrooms and
offices (NRC Prehearing Answers, pp. 10-12)"

--vuring the investi gatioI of lost nuolear .material in 1979,..
contamination of uranium and thorium was found on Clinchfield

Railroad ProPýrty north of theXVS Erwin property line. It was-+
determined that the contamination followed the former path of. the..

,Banner Springs Branch, a body of water into which BPS had released
effluents after Its startup in19v51 rLater the 'path of the stream

was changed, .the stream, bea dried ' and vegetation grew Over the

former stream bed..it was this area that was found contaminated.,

BPS was required starting in 1980 to decontaminate the land to

specified levels. In 1980, Mfg removed about 100,000 cubic feet

of soil, placed the soil in a large mound on NPS property, and

requested release of the property for unrestricted use..

Subsequent confirmeator. measurements by Region. I1 found that some

areas of sail did not.meet the release criteria. (Region II's

Perception, p., 16) BPS; carried out further soil removal in.1984,

but the NRC has refused to release 1300 square feet of land.
because may still be contaminated. Confirmatory samples of

residual contamination on this land will be available in about
October 1986. (BRC prehearing Answers, pp. 31-32) Clinchfield.
Rtailroad, now a Seaboard- System line, has indicated its intention
to build a new spur on the land in question.:-.

C, -- iro 1957 to. 1960, N'S.used ponds on site to retain liquids'

discharged from the plant. Uiquids collected were discharged from

- the p1>,nds after settling. One pond was filled with 'junk" and
covertdd with soil in the early 6s. The other three remain open

and filled with liquid. -The exact contents of the ponds are
unknown, but the filled• pond probably contains thorium and perhaps

high enriched uranium. The open ponds contain low enriched
uranium, high enriched uranium, thorium, and plutonium.

In 1978, national news media coverage noted the potential

migration ..f.radioacti.e material-from theme ponds into the ,nearby
Nolichucky River and subseq-uently into local drinking water.

During a July 1944 inspection, "RC Region 11 noted groundwater-
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'One of the NRC docUments was "NPS status Briefing Mate~iall Region 
II's p;rception,· f~om the Atlanta regional office with 
ju~isdi~tion over the Brvin plant. This document was undated, but 
it was listed by the NRC between,documentsvritten November 1985 
and January 1986. Some of its more important ~omments are 
summarized belovo This material 1s updated with the NRC'S, answers 
to p~ehearing"questions, September, lO,~ .19B6., ",' , 

~-IIRC inspections havetevealed 'over' the past several years, 
nWllerous oocasions 'of inadequate controls' fpr worker intakes and 
inadequate systems for monitoring intakes ••• ~ Investigations'of 
unusual exposures have Desn, at times, ,superficial or not 
performed at all. NFB had shown relucta.ncejtO,'expend effort ,to 
improve worker intake control measures.-· 

·Part of the problem CIU' De attributed to inadequate control ·of" 
operations and maintenance, the age of the ta.ci11tY, and 'lack of 
engineedng control fea.tuus.· (Region II' s Perception, p. -11) 
\.,;. .... 

)! ~-Acco~dinq to NRC, IIIPS "bas tiot bad an aggresaive' contamination' 
oontrol program. OUtside areas and,roofs of buildings are 
oontaminated. Process equipment frequently leaks contaminated 
solutions. ~e to the age- of the-faCility, contamination
containment has not been well engineered into the process 
equipm~nt.· In addition, NFS uses dikeS sround areas where leaks 
frequently occur; but HPS performs no survi!l"s 1n these areas and 
intentionally discharges contaminated liquidS into these areas. 
·Cont~ination is frequently discovered in uncontrolled 
(non-working) areas. Numerous problems have been noted dUrin9', 
inspection vith contamination in excess of limitswitbout prompt 
decont'amination •••• The /liPS contamination control problems 
increase the dale of unnecesBaJ:Y worker ,exposures and spread, of 
contamination t:o IIlIcontroll'ed areas and offsite~· (Ibid., p. 12) 

l'roblesos "dth co'htamination of .iunchroOlDs have pe'reist~dfor lIIany 
years. Atomio Energy CommiSsion inspection reportllas early as 
June 197. noted luncbroom contamination, and_ in the late 1910s, 
parta of BOma vending macbines.'",ere buried as radioactive waste 
(Nll.C Prehearing Answers, pp. 15-,16). " 

-""tn 1981, ',t:he NRC found "significant weakneSSeS" in the NPS 
radiation ~rote~lon -program. Some of the'substantive issues 
identified, ·such as increasing supervisory staff, traintng. 
el,bllination of outside'-,~ontamination areas, implementation of 
respiratory protection program that met NRC criteria, and adoption 
of an ,ALARA' [ae low as reasonably achievable exposure -lavels) 
c:ommlbDent by lIlanegement were not addressed" in the company's 
respons~. (Region It's percel>!'iop, p. 14) "_" -

, ~ " 

J)ul"ing October 1984 to Januatyj1985" 'NRC inspections identified 
Significant problems with NPS control of work activities and 
monitoring the intake of radioactivity by workers. The 
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50 lty During a meeting in 

!.l\lIpe"t1.ons r~sql,ted '~\ a ~~~~7 an":~ide' consultant (Becotel 
April. 1985'; N!s'a~:te ita radiation protection program!. ~eth" 
Nuclear. InC., e'IJ k in the management rev ew 0 
evaluation "identified wea nesse~ifications of tbe radiation 
program, staffing,lev~lS ~~! ~i~bin tbe radiation protection 
pI:otecitia, °tniollnta~;' w;~~ !is many other areas.· ' organ z , , 

., ' t~ improvement program, wbleb 

I 

I 
I 
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eIn'response, NPS bss lmplemen anitems identified during the 
includes the "\::illlelY i eo~~;~t~~~c~£ are still outsta~dln9." (Ibid.,", 
Region II Appraisal ,n 5 d £1 i ncies from the 1981 
p. ,14)- AccQrdlng iO t~e N~~ctede ~:se include implementation 
appraisal "are .. st11 • n:to~r protection, ptograDl" elimination of, 
of an approve .. ,terre,.r k ' s and elimination of, • 
contaminated areas oUltside_~~k1~~e:r~aB such as luncbrooms and 
vrotective clothing n non '10 i21' -
off~cell ,(NRC Prllilearing An~"ers, pp. ,": <. .' ';, 

- '"" '1 't clear'''material in 1979, " ., 
--During j:lle investi,qation ~f th~:iU:U was' found on Clinchfi!!ld _ - ' 
contaminatioJl of uranium a~ g "in roparty line. 1;1: _Wail-, ,: 
Railroad pro~rty nottb of the .Nl'S J:lowJ the forDler path of, the" 
determined that the cont~:at~fn .. ;~~r: into vbicb NPS had released 

esanner springs Branch. a 1 1957 Later the 'path of the s~reBID 
'effluents, !,fter itsstartu~ d\ed ~ ve<;!etation qJ:sw- over the ' 
WI1S cbanged, tbe strel:iI!JI, be thIs a~ea tbat was found contBlDinated~; 
former stream !:>ed.--" I vas , ' , 

- ",:; - i 1980 to decontulnate the land to 
N1!'S vas tequired startlnc:J n NFS removed about 100,000 cubic feet ) 
specif ied levels." In n8t' a large lIlound on iiI'S property, and 
of soil, plaCed tbe so n t for unrestricted uae., 
requested release of the pcopej: Y ts by Region, II found that SOlDe-
Bubsequept ,ci~n~t~:;~'%e:~a~~~a;:~ease criteria. (Region II' f984 
areaa of so led out futtheJ: soil removal n, • 
petceptign, p. 16) f DP~' ~aJ:~elease 1300 square feet of land! 

,but the, flRC has re UIIS 0 d conf lmatory samples of " ' 
because Dlay still be contaminate. ill be available in about 
residual contamination on tbls land w 31-32) Clinchfield-
october 1986'. (Nll.C prehearin€ Anf1:s , h~~' indicated its intention 
Railroad. now a seaboar~h!Y~~ in q~estion.,,-
to build a new spur on , ' 

. ' , - d ' 'ciS 011 Site to retain liquids _ I 
--From 1951 to 1980, NFS ,use i!PO~ciS collected were discharged ftom 
discharged ftolll tlle plant. o!; qu nd was fUled with "junk" and 

-the P9,nds after settling. 1e ~s ~he otber three remai~:o~n 
covet~ with so11 in tbe eat Y 'contents of the ponds are 
and filled w,itb liqU~dd ,'fh~ ;~:blY contains tborium and perhaps 
unknown, but tbe fil e -p~ open ponds contain low enriched 
high enriched utaniichum~ uran!um thor iUIII , and plutonium. 
uranilllD, high enr eu' , .', 

- di coverage noted the potential --, 
In 1976. n~t1ona.l news me ~ ial ftOlll these ponds into the :nearby 
migrat1.on,of:.l:adioaottve ,lila es: 'into local drinking water. 
Nolicbucky River .. and SubSeqiuent~ Region II noted groundwater" 
outing a July 19 .. 4 inspect on, . 
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'One of the NRC docUments was "NPS status Briefing Mate~iall Region 
II's p;rception,· f~om the Atlanta regional office with 
ju~isdi~tion over the Brvin plant. This document was undated, but 
it was listed by the NRC between,documentsvritten November 1985 
and January 1986. Some of its more important ~omments are 
summarized belovo This material 1s updated with the NRC'S, answers 
to p~ehearing"questions, September, lO,~ .19B6., ",' , 

~-IIRC inspections havetevealed 'over' the past several years, 
nWllerous oocasions 'of inadequate controls' fpr worker intakes and 
inadequate systems for monitoring intakes ••• ~ Investigations'of 
unusual exposures have Desn, at times, ,superficial or not 
performed at all. NFB had shown relucta.ncejtO,'expend effort ,to 
improve worker intake control measures.-· 

·Part of the problem CIU' De attributed to inadequate control ·of" 
operations and maintenance, the age of the ta.ci11tY, and 'lack of 
engineedng control fea.tuus.· (Region II' s Perception, p. -11) 
\.,;. .... 

)! ~-Acco~dinq to NRC, IIIPS "bas tiot bad an aggresaive' contamination' 
oontrol program. OUtside areas and,roofs of buildings are 
oontaminated. Process equipment frequently leaks contaminated 
solutions. ~e to the age- of the-faCility, contamination
containment has not been well engineered into the process 
equipm~nt.· In addition, NFS uses dikeS sround areas where leaks 
frequently occur; but HPS performs no survi!l"s 1n these areas and 
intentionally discharges contaminated liquidS into these areas. 
·Cont~ination is frequently discovered in uncontrolled 
(non-working) areas. Numerous problems have been noted dUrin9', 
inspection vith contamination in excess of limitswitbout prompt 
decont'amination •••• The /liPS contamination control problems 
increase the dale of unnecesBaJ:Y worker ,exposures and spread, of 
contamination t:o IIlIcontroll'ed areas and offsite~· (Ibid., p. 12) 

l'roblesos "dth co'htamination of .iunchroOlDs have pe'reist~dfor lIIany 
years. Atomio Energy CommiSsion inspection reportllas early as 
June 197. noted luncbroom contamination, and_ in the late 1910s, 
parta of BOma vending macbines.'",ere buried as radioactive waste 
(Nll.C Prehearing Answers, pp. 15-,16). " 

-""tn 1981, ',t:he NRC found "significant weakneSSeS" in the NPS 
radiation ~rote~lon -program. Some of the'substantive issues 
identified, ·such as increasing supervisory staff, traintng. 
el,bllination of outside'-,~ontamination areas, implementation of 
respiratory protection program that met NRC criteria, and adoption 
of an ,ALARA' [ae low as reasonably achievable exposure -lavels) 
c:ommlbDent by lIlanegement were not addressed" in the company's 
respons~. (Region It's percel>!'iop, p. 14) "_" -

, ~ " 

J)ul"ing October 1984 to Januatyj1985" 'NRC inspections identified 
Significant problems with NPS control of work activities and 
monitoring the intake of radioactivity by workers. The 
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because Dlay still be contaminate. ill be available in about 
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-- An: August 7, 1979 accidept at the NFS facility raised concerns'among the NRC staff, about emergency planning. In a September 17,1980 NRC Region II memo from G.T. Gibson toJ. Philip Stohr, someof these concerns'were outlined:

The 1UF6 release constituted a simultaneous UF6 accident
concurrent with. failure of- the process control scrubbing system.
Thiq situation has got been previously evaluated in the NPS Safety
Evaluation Report [SERi], and constitutes a unreviewed safety
question classifiable, under the SER, as an 'incredible
.accident'. .

'For criticality or UF6 release, 'items #1 and #3 above, preclude- notification of State; Federal, and Local agencies. or even the
public directly by NFS, in time for protective measures to be'taken by the public.*
'The potential consequences of the August 7, 1979 situation have
apparently not been fully appreciated."
'!IThe above six items constitute major departures from existing
emergency preparedness philosophy. I believe these items warrant
resolution on an expedited basis .... I believe a Confirming
Action letter, or if necessary, an Order, correcting these items,
should be-issued prior to permitting continued operation of thisfa6ei ty•','. . .•

-A Nay 8, 1981 Region II memo from G.T. Gibson.to G.R. Jenkinsnoted that the-.assumed/accident for emergency planning wouldbe a
- release of 15 kg of uranium-234. The memo .recommended that NRC

investigate other scenarios, such as fire or failure of multiplecylinders containing UF6, to determine if planning for a larger
release would be more appropriate. The memo also noted that theconcerns that Mr. Gibson raised in his September 17, 1980 memoabove Oare still applicable.' -

Further, this memo commented that "My assessment of the currentsituation is that NPS will not initiate- adequate p acceptable
emergency planning unless ordered to do by the-NRC. In addition,.
the NRC licensing amendment process is not adeqdately responsive

ýto initiating timely upgrading of a recognized demonstrablydeficient program."

-- The sp'ecial concerns over emergency planning at NFS Erwin are
summarized by a-'Noov.efber 23, 19,; mimo from G. Gibson:

. S is.thejonly--plant in the United States currently
•,processing 96% and gr'ater [enriched uranium]. Consequently, the

dose effect per gram' material released is 20 to 25 times greater
than that-of other fuel facilities."

"2. NFS has-a.history of significant accidental releases. In1962 over 10-kilograms of UF6.was released. In 1964 over 4
pýý kilograms of 1UF6 was released. In 1979 over 3 kilograms of UF6

was released and in 1981 over 150 grams (exact amount isg being

I
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determined) ..was-released. Under worst case HRR (Office Of Nuclear
Regulatory Research]I approved meteorology,, the dose to the nearestchild is 7 Rem (bone) per kilogram released.

3. In 1980, at a public meeting conducted at Erwin TN, the
NRC publiclyI acknowledged there was no plan for protection of
nearby residents, but implied that there were remedial steps being
considered to correct this unacceptable situation.

4. NFS; has the-smallest distance- to the nearest resident-
(250 meters) of any-fuel facility. - The close proximity
exacerbates -the dose ýeffects from any release.

- . 5. NFS' is located in a hole. Relative-to the surrounding
population, most people are at the -same elevation as the, top ofthe 16 meter NFS stack.

6C UPS has .n method whatsoever for preventing any exposure.
to nearby; residents, for an accidental release. There are' no
letters of agreement with state of 'TN or local agencies regarding. --.notification or protective measures. -other Region 11 facilities
have at least some aspects- of this important concept.' [emphasisIn 0riginaljl " -

The memo went on to propose emergency planning license conditions,"
including provisions for an "alerting device,' such as radio or
siren for nearby residents,- and distribution of a brochure for
nearby residents, including instructions for local residents to
takeshelter and-await further instructions upon activation of the
alerting device. • -

-- July 23, 1982, SECY-82-311, a memo to the NRC Commissioners fromWilliam. Di.rcks, Executive Director for Operations, submitted the
staff's proposed new emergency" planning license conditions for RIS
Erwin. The basis for the staff recommendation was a finding that
an accident at the Erwin plant could give persons off site doses
greater 6han EPA guidelines for protective action. The memo alsonoted that "NFS believes any naw offiite emergency planning
requirements should be imposed by rulemaking rather than by
license amendment. NRC, the State agencies and FZEA believe that -new offaite emergency planning requirements for the UPS plant .
should nbt. await .rulemaking. Although proposed rules are being - -developed, they are not scheduled to be completed before the
Summer of 1983 and more prompt action -is believed necessary ...-

-An October 7, 1982 memo -from J. Philip Stohr, Region 11, toBrian K.: Grimes, commented on the opposition of the Office of
Policy Evaluation (OPE) to Kroposed. emergency planning
requirements for NFSs- OPE a assessment that the proposal to
impose license conditions implies urgency .isentirely correct.,Region II.has.advocated this action, through memoranda andmeetings, for well over two years.1

-ANay 19, 1983 memo from Dircks to the Commisioners summarizedevents- following the staff proposal-for new license conditions, in
SECY-82-311.z After the staff submittal, Commissioner Roberts , -
asked that the license conditions be delayed until the Office ofPolicy Evaluati'on conducted a policy issue review. The OPE review -
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--All August 7, 1979 accidept at theNFS facUityraised concerns' 
among tbe NRC staff, about emergency planning. In a September 17, 
1'980 NRC Region II memo from G.!!'. Gibson to'J. Philip Stohr, some 
of these concerns'vere outline~. ' 

Tbe ·UF6 release con~;;t~ted a simUltaneous UF6 acCident 
concurrent with, failure of' the .process control scrubbing system. 
ThiQ situation has go~ been previously evaluated in the BFS Safety 
Evaluation Report (SRR), and constitutes a unreviewed safety 
question, classifiable, u!lder the SER,as an 'incredible 
,accident' • • " ' 

'Por criticality or OF6 relesse, "items nand .3 above, preclude 
notification of State-, Federal, ,arid Local' agenCies or' even tbe 
public directly by MFS, in time for protective measures to be ' 
taken by the public.· , ',' . , . 

"!!'he potential consequences of the August' 7, 1979 a"ituation have 
appare~t:ly not been fully aPPFeciated.· ' 

"The ab~ve sii items constitute major departures from existing 
emergency preparedness philosopby. I believe these items warrant 
resolution_on an expedited basis •••• I believe a COnfirming 
Action letter, or if necessary, en Order, correcting tbese items, 
should be-issued prior to permitting continued cperation of this 
facilitYj·:',' , 

-A May 8, 1981 Region II memo f rcm G. T. Gibson tc G. R: JenKins 
,noted that the'assumed/accident fcr emergency planning wculd'be a 
release of 15 kg of uranium-234. The memo.recommended that HRC 
investigate other scenarios, such as fire or failure of multiple 
cylinders containing U"6, to determine ff planning for a larger 
release would be more appropriate. The memo also noted that tbe 
concerns tbat "Mr. Gibson ,!dsed in his September 17, 1980 memo 
above "are still applicab~e.'· ' , 

, ~'" ~ 

Further, this memo'commented tbat "My assessment of~be Current 
situation is tbat HI'S wil~ not initiate, adequate 9r acceptable 
emergency planning unless ordered to do by tbe,Nac. In addition. 
the NRC licensing amendment process is not ade~ately responsive . 

"to initiating tilj),ely upgrading of a recognized demonstrably 
deficient program." 

--The sPeCial' concerns over 'emet'gency' pianning at NFS Erwin are 
summa~ized by a '~ov"llIDbel' 23, 1P§) memo from G. Gibson: ' 

, :(. ,NFS iB,,,thl\\~on1y'-plant in the Dnited states currently 
_,'processing 96" and gt:eater' (enriched uranium). Consequently, the 

dose effect per grallf'material released is 20 to 25 times greater 
than that ·of other f,ue1 facUities.· 

"2. NFS haa_ a "history of 'significant accidental releases. ,In 
~962 over 10 )ilograms of OF6,was released. In 1964 over 4 

n 1~,,:kllograms Of, OF6 vas released. In 1979 over 3 kilograms, of OF6 
, was released and in 1981 over 150 grams (exact amount is"being' 
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determined) ,was 'released. Onder worst case BRR tOffice of NUclear 
Regulatory Research), approved' me.teorolO9Y, ,~e dose to the near,est 
child is 7 Rem (bone) per kilogram ,released. ' , , ' 

3. In 1980; .at Ii public meeting conducted at Brwin TN, the 
NRC publicly' acknowledged there was no plan for protection of 
nearby reSidents, but implied that tbere were remedial steps being 
considered to correct tbis unacceptable situation. '~'" 

'4. NFS, has, the" smallest distance' to the nearest resident 
(250 meters) "f any' fuel facility. 'fbe cloSe proximity, 
exacerbates ·tbe dose :,effects from any release. 

, ,5. NI'S' is located in a hole. Relative'to the surrounding 
populat~on, most people ste at the ,same elevation as the, top of 
ths 16 meter NFS stack. 

6" NPS has 112 method whatsoever for preventing Am! ~xposure 
to nearby; residents, for sri' accidental release. 'l'bere are' no 
lettel'S of a<jreement with State of 'TN or local agencies regarding. 
,notification or protective measures. other Region 1I.facllitiea 
have at least some aspects' of this important concept. (emphasis 
in o'rigina'll ' , , 

The memo went on to proP!lse emergency planning license condit1on's'/ 
including provisions for an "alerting device,· such as radio or 
siren for nearby resldents" and distribution of a brochure for 
nearby, reSidents, including instructions for local residents to 
take,shelter and' await further instructions upon activstion of the, 
alerting device. ' 

--JUly 23, 1982, SECY-82-31l~ a meino to the NRC COmmissioners from 
William, Dircks, Executive Director for Operations, submitted tbe 
staff's proposed new emergency"planJiing license conditions fo): BFS 
Erwin. The basiS for the staff recommendation was a finding that 
an accident at the Erwin plant could give persons off site doses 
greater than EPA guidelines for protective action. The memo also 
'noted that "NFS believes any new off site emergency planning 
requl'rements should be imposed by rlllemaking rather than by 
license amendment. NRC, the State agencies and FEMA believe that 
new offsiteemergency planning requirements for the NFS plant 
should not await ,rulemaking. Althollghpropoaed rules' are being 
developed' they are not scheduled to be completed before the 
summer Of'1983 and more prompt action 'is believed necessary •••• 

-All October 7,1982 memo 'from J. Philip Stohr. Region'II, to' 
Brian It.: Grimes, commented on the opposition' of tbe Office of .i 
Policy EValuation (OPB) to vroposed' emergency planning 
requir8lllents ,for BFS., ·OPE s assessment that the proposal to 
impose license conditions imp~ies u):gency',iB'entirely correct •. 
Region II, has advocated this action, through memorand~ and ' 
meetings, for well; over two' years.· 

-A,Key 19, 1983 memo from Dircks to tbe Commisioners summarized 
events following the staff proposal.foi: new license conditions, in 
SECY-82-311.' After the staff submittal,; COmmissioner Roberts ", 
asksd that the license'conditions be,delayed lln~il the Office of 
Policy Bvaluat!on conducted a poHcy issue review. The OPB review 
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--All August 7, 1979 accidept at theNFS facUityraised concerns' 
among tbe NRC staff, about emergency planning. In a September 17, 
1'980 NRC Region II memo from G.!!'. Gibson to'J. Philip Stohr, some 
of these concerns'vere outline~. ' 

Tbe ·UF6 release con~;;t~ted a simUltaneous UF6 acCident 
concurrent with, failure of' the .process control scrubbing system. 
ThiQ situation has go~ been previously evaluated in the BFS Safety 
Evaluation Report (SRR), and constitutes a unreviewed safety 
question, classifiable, u!lder the SER,as an 'incredible 
,accident' • • " ' 

'Por criticality or OF6 relesse, "items nand .3 above, preclude 
notification of State-, Federal, ,arid Local' agenCies or' even tbe 
public directly by MFS, in time for protective measures to be ' 
taken by the public.· , ',' . , . 

"!!'he potential consequences of the August' 7, 1979 a"ituation have 
appare~t:ly not been fully aPPFeciated.· ' 

"The ab~ve sii items constitute major departures from existing 
emergency preparedness philosopby. I believe these items warrant 
resolution_on an expedited basis •••• I believe a COnfirming 
Action letter, or if necessary, en Order, correcting tbese items, 
should be-issued prior to permitting continued cperation of this 
facilitYj·:',' , 

-A May 8, 1981 Region II memo f rcm G. T. Gibson tc G. R: JenKins 
,noted that the'assumed/accident fcr emergency planning wculd'be a 
release of 15 kg of uranium-234. The memo.recommended that HRC 
investigate other scenarios, such as fire or failure of multiple 
cylinders containing U"6, to determine ff planning for a larger 
release would be more appropriate. The memo also noted that tbe 
concerns tbat "Mr. Gibson ,!dsed in his September 17, 1980 memo 
above "are still applicab~e.'· ' , 

, ~'" ~ 

Further, this memo'commented tbat "My assessment of~be Current 
situation is tbat HI'S wil~ not initiate, adequate 9r acceptable 
emergency planning unless ordered to do by tbe,Nac. In addition. 
the NRC licensing amendment process is not ade~ately responsive . 

"to initiating tilj),ely upgrading of a recognized demonstrably 
deficient program." 

--The sPeCial' concerns over 'emet'gency' pianning at NFS Erwin are 
summa~ized by a '~ov"llIDbel' 23, 1P§) memo from G. Gibson: ' 

, :(. ,NFS iB,,,thl\\~on1y'-plant in the Dnited states currently 
_,'processing 96" and gt:eater' (enriched uranium). Consequently, the 

dose effect per grallf'material released is 20 to 25 times greater 
than that ·of other f,ue1 facUities.· 

"2. NFS haa_ a "history of 'significant accidental releases. ,In 
~962 over 10 )ilograms of OF6,was released. In 1964 over 4 

n 1~,,:kllograms Of, OF6 vas released. In 1979 over 3 kilograms, of OF6 
, was released and in 1981 over 150 grams (exact amount is"being' 
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determined) ,was 'released. Onder worst case BRR tOffice of NUclear 
Regulatory Research), approved' me.teorolO9Y, ,~e dose to the near,est 
child is 7 Rem (bone) per kilogram ,released. ' , , ' 

3. In 1980; .at Ii public meeting conducted at Brwin TN, the 
NRC publicly' acknowledged there was no plan for protection of 
nearby reSidents, but implied that tbere were remedial steps being 
considered to correct tbis unacceptable situation. '~'" 

'4. NFS, has, the" smallest distance' to the nearest resident 
(250 meters) "f any' fuel facility. 'fbe cloSe proximity, 
exacerbates ·tbe dose :,effects from any release. 

, ,5. NI'S' is located in a hole. Relative'to the surrounding 
populat~on, most people ste at the ,same elevation as the, top of 
ths 16 meter NFS stack. 

6" NPS has 112 method whatsoever for preventing Am! ~xposure 
to nearby; residents, for sri' accidental release. 'l'bere are' no 
lettel'S of a<jreement with State of 'TN or local agencies regarding. 
,notification or protective measures. other Region 1I.facllitiea 
have at least some aspects' of this important concept. (emphasis 
in o'rigina'll ' , , 

The memo went on to proP!lse emergency planning license condit1on's'/ 
including provisions for an "alerting device,· such as radio or 
siren for nearby resldents" and distribution of a brochure for 
nearby, reSidents, including instructions for local residents to 
take,shelter and' await further instructions upon activstion of the, 
alerting device. ' 

--JUly 23, 1982, SECY-82-31l~ a meino to the NRC COmmissioners from 
William, Dircks, Executive Director for Operations, submitted tbe 
staff's proposed new emergency"planJiing license conditions fo): BFS 
Erwin. The basiS for the staff recommendation was a finding that 
an accident at the Erwin plant could give persons off site doses 
greater than EPA guidelines for protective action. The memo also 
'noted that "NFS believes any new off site emergency planning 
requl'rements should be imposed by rlllemaking rather than by 
license amendment. NRC, the State agencies and FEMA believe that 
new offsiteemergency planning requirements for the NFS plant 
should not await ,rulemaking. Althollghpropoaed rules' are being 
developed' they are not scheduled to be completed before the 
summer Of'1983 and more prompt action 'is believed necessary •••• 

-All October 7,1982 memo 'from J. Philip Stohr. Region'II, to' 
Brian It.: Grimes, commented on the opposition' of tbe Office of .i 
Policy EValuation (OPB) to vroposed' emergency planning 
requir8lllents ,for BFS., ·OPE s assessment that the proposal to 
impose license conditions imp~ies u):gency',iB'entirely correct •. 
Region II, has advocated this action, through memorand~ and ' 
meetings, for well; over two' years.· 

-A,Key 19, 1983 memo from Dircks to tbe Commisioners summarized 
events following the staff proposal.foi: new license conditions, in 
SECY-82-311.' After the staff submittal,; COmmissioner Roberts ", 
asksd that the license'conditions be,delayed lln~il the Office of 
Policy Bvaluat!on conducted a poHcy issue review. The OPB review 
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opposed implementing the license conditions before completion of aZ
generic rulemaking. This analysis concluded, 'While we believe
the staff has not yet made a compelling case for the proposed
action at NPS-Erwin, the longer it takes to complete the
rulemaking, the greater the validity of the staff's general
concern.*

Dircks went on to note that .the schedule. for the. rulemaking had
slipped, with implementation of a final rule planned to begin, in
November 1984. This mqmo-dbncluded that the staff intended to
approve the license conditions at NFS Erwin within 10 working days
from the date of the memo 'unless instructed otherwise by the-
Commission.*

-An August 5,.-1983 memo from Dircks to the. Commissioners covered
the same subject, but commented that "the staff concludes that the.
Commission favors the staff awaiting the rulemaking.
Consequently, unless the staff hears differently from- the ,

Commission, the staff intends to await the final generic rule.".,
This memo noted that the schedule called for the final emergency
planning rule to be. completed by December 1984.

C
-In its most recent regulatory agenda (51 FR 14888, April 21,
1986) , the NRC. estimated that a proposed rule requiring emergency
_ 6lans for fuel-..cycle-facilities including protective actions for

•the publU.,O Would. be published in March 1986, and a final rule
would he~pdjblisheO in Januaryý2987. But this schedule has
slipped, and-the "Commissioners 'repofted-that it now has the':.
proposed rule under its conuider on. (-NRM. Preheartng Answers,
p. 31) Final. rules are-jhus not ikely' within the next:six

* months. "

IV. URANIUMA•ND UtIDNEY PROBLEMs.

In Chairman.Markey's January 7, 1986 letter to the, NRC, one item
of particular uoncern was the sllegation that many workers
suffered kidney damage, a classic symptom of uranium's chemical
toxicity. 'In his February 6 response, NRC Chairman Palladino,.-
reported that this-information was news to the agency.

-A January 1986 4aC. memo noted that- .the workforce at NIB could'
consist of "a relatively large, stable cadre of workers who may
have had prolonged uptakes of low levels of uranium during their
employment.' This same memo noted that scientific studies have
"noted changes in kidney function in animals and man respectively,
when exposed to concentrations of uranium below NBC limits.' This
information included studies on uranium mill workers. (Jan 31 1986
Memo from J. Nelson Grace to Robert B. Minogue and John G. Davis)

-'-Vhe NRC determined that it. did'not have sufficient expertise among
Its own staff to investigate this allegation. .The NRC therefore
contacted the National Institute for Occupational Health and
Safety (NIOSE) for -help in evaluating potential health effects on

C
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NF5 workers. In June 1986, NIOSH agreed to p rovide assistance, -

and in July, NRC and NIOSH staff met to develop a proposed study.
(NRC Prehearing Answers, p. 9)

The NRC's failure to be on top of this issue is both surprising
and disturbing. This situation-seems all to similar to the NRC#s
confusion after the January accident at the Kerr-McGee plant in
Oklahoma. This accident involved uranium fluoride, but it was the
chemical toxicity of released material that killed one worker. At
an NRC meeting a few days later, Commissioners wondered out loud.
whether the agency had the expertise to inspect for chemical
hazards. At a House subcommittee hearing in'March 1986, NBRC
Chairman Palladino stated that, 'I am concerned there may be
inadequate attention being given to the broad- aspects of chemical.'
rafety at nuclear facilities.'

Uranium, the ele&ent in reactor fuel, is pervasive throughout the
fuel cycle. Yet the NRC apparently had no inkling of p6ssible
health problems at the Erwin plant before chairman Markey notified
the agency; and once notified, the NRC did not have the capability
within its own staff to investigate the allegations. If chronic
exposures to uranium levels lover than regulatory limits can
damage health, then the NRC limits are inadequate. The NRC's
inability 'to either confirm or disprove the allegations of- kidney
problems among NFS workers thus represents a major deficiency in
the agency's expertise. -

V, " NRC MAJOR ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS AT NFS MSIM.

-TIn 1977, the NRC fined NFB @53,OOO for violations of physical
security regulations. .

-In 1979; the plant was unable to account for a-reported 48
pounds of highly enriched uranium. The NRC allowed RFS to resume
operations, after citing the plant's importance to the Navy, but
the Commission concluded that it could not definitely rule out
theft of the missing material.

-- In August 1982, NRC fined NMS $2,500 for shipping enriched
uranium in drums thought to be empty.

-- In May 1984,. NRC fined-NFS $18,750 for multiple violations of
nuclear criticality safety control measures during the handling of'
special nuclear material. According to NRC, as a result of these
violations,, "the necessary safety margins to prevent accidental
criticality were reduced.'

-- In May.1985, the NRC cited violations as 'programmatic
weaknesses" in the NS .health' and safety program, and fined the
company -018,750. - "

-- In May 1985, the NRC fined NIS 050,000 for failure to maintain
security barriers in an effective condition.

-- In November 1985, NRC fined NPS $15,000 for the accumulation in
a ventilation duct of enough uranium for a theoretical critical
mass. (Fortunately, 'the uranium was sufficiently spread out that
a critical-chain.reaction did not occur.)

This record of fines and other NRC 'enforcement actions' -at NFS
Erwin is much worse than for any other uranium fuel production
plants. (NRC Prehearing Answers, pp. 23-28)
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opposed implementing the' license conditions before completion of a.:, 
generic rul·emaking. This analysis concluded, "While we believe 
~he staff has not yet made a compelling case for the proposed 
action. at liPS-Erwin, the longer it takes to complete the 
rulemBlting, the greater the validity of the staff's general 
concern.· 

Dircks went on to note "that: the sehedul.e. for the, rulemaking had 
, slipped, with implementation of a final rule planned to begin, in ' 
·November 1984. This m~o ·conoluded that the staff intended to 
approve the licenae conditions at BFS Brwin within 10 working days 
from the date of the memo ·unless instructed otherwise by the' 
Commission. • .,~ , 

-An August 5,.-'1983 memo from Dircks to the, Commissioners covered 
the same llliliject, but commented ,that "the staff concludes that the. 
Commission favors the staff awaiting the rulemaking. . 
Conaequently, unless the staff hears differently from' the ~, 
Commission, the staff intends ·to await the final generic rule." 
This memo noted that the scbedule called for the.final emergency 
planning rule to be. completed by December 1984. 

, . 
v "-In its most recent regulatory agenda (51 FR 14888, April 21, 

;986)" the HRC. estimated that a proposed rule requiring emergency 
plans for ,fu~k cyele,f~eUities inoluding protective actions for 

~ Lthe publ1c.~ould. be published in March 1986, and a final rule 
would 'be",p~bl!Bhea in Janu,:ry, 1987. But this schedule has 
slipped, .and-the 'ColllllliBsione~s 're~ted,that it now has the: ' 
proposed rule undei' its conddera . on. (·NRI::. Prehear~ng Answers, 

'i p. 31) Final. rUles are;::,l:hus not ikely· within the next six ' 
~onths. , . ~"- i ", '. ' 

. J . . , '., 

IV. URAlIIUM':~ 'tiDIIEY PROBLEMs , 
In Chairman,Ma}:;key's January 7, 1986 letter to the. NRC, one item 
of particular 'COncern was tlle alle.gat:i·on that'l!Iany workers 
Suffered kic30ey damage" a classic symptOm of uunium's chemical 
toxiCity. 'In his February 6 response, NRC Chairman Palladino, 
reported that this"'information was news to the agency. 

·A January 1986 iRRG, m';;''O noted that'th'e workforce at BPS could' 
consist of ·a 'relatively "large, stable cadre of workers who may 
have had prolonged uptakes of low:levels of uranium during their 
employment.· This same memo noted that scientific studies have 
Bnoted changes in kidney function in animals and man respectively, 
when exposed to concentrations of uranium below NRC limits.· This 
information included studies on uranium mill workers. (Jan 31 1986 
Memo from J. Nelson Grace to Robert B. Minogue and John G. Davis) 

;--AJ:'h~ NRC d~termlned that ii: did,'not have sufficient' e;q.ertise among 
, its own staff to investigate this allegation. ,The NRC therefore 

contacted_ the Rational Institute for Occupational Health and 
Safety (NIOSH) for ,help in evaluating potential health effects on 
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BFS workers. In June 1986 ~ NIOSR agreed to provide assistance, "j' , 
and in July, NRC and NIOSR staff mat to develop a proposed study. 
(NRc .~rehearing Answers, p. 9), 

The NRC'~failure to be on top of th~s issue is both surprising, 
and disturbing. This situation ,seems all to similar to the NRC s 
confusion after the January accident at the Kerr-McGee plant in 
Oklahoma. This accident 'involved ur.anium fluoride, but it was the 
ohemical toxicity of released material that killed one worker. dAt 
an NRC meeting a few days later, Commissioners wondered out lou, 
whether the agency had tbe expertise to inspect for cbemical 
hazards. At a Bouse subcommittee heari!lg<in"Marcb 1986, NRC 
Chairman Palladino stated that, ·1 am ooncerned there may be ;: ' 
inadequate attention being given to the broa!S:.al!pects of chemical. 
~ety at nuclear facilities.· . ,,' ." 'r 

Uranium, the el~ent in reactor fuel, is pervasive tbro~gh~~i the 
fuel cycle. Yet the NRC apparently had no inkling of poss e 
health problems at the Brwin plant before Chairman Markey notiifi~d 
the agency, and once notified, the NRC did not have the capab 1 Y 
within its own staff to investigate the ,allegations. If chroniC 
exposures to uranium levels looter than regulatory limits ca~ 
damage health,. then the NRC limits are inadequate. The NRC s 
inability 'to either confirm or disprove the allegations of· kidney 
problems among NFS workerd thus represents a major deficiency in 
the agency's expertise. 

V. NRC MAJOR nFORCBMENT AcTXotlS AT NFS \lMfIH., 

-.IiI 1977, the NRC fined NFS U3 .. 000 for v'iolations of physical 
security regulations. ' 

--In 1979' the plant was unable to account for a 'reported 48 . 
pounds of , highly enriched uranium. The liRe allowed NFS to resume 
operations after citing the plant's importance to the Navy,. but 
the Commis~ion'concluded that it could not definitely rule out 
theft of the missing material. 

--In August 1982, NRC fined HF~ $2,500 for shipping enriched 
uranium in drums thought to be empty., 

:'-In May 1984,. NRC fined 'NFS $18,150 for multiple violations of , 
nuclear criticality safety control measures during the handling of 
special' nuclear material.' According to NRC, as a result of these 
violations,. "tbe necessary safety margins to prevent accidental 
criticality were reduced.·· 

" --In May ' 1985 the NRC cit8<J violations as "programmatic 
weakn~sses" i~' the'BF8 .health'and safety program, and fined the 

, company$l'S, 7 SO • . 

--In May 1985, the NRC fined NPS $50,000 for failure to maintain 
security barriers in an effective condition. 

--In November 1985, NRC fin~d UFS $15,000 for the accumulation in 
a ventilation duct of enough uranium for a theoretical critical 
mass. (F!irtunately, '.the urania was sufficiently spread o~t that 
a critical chain:, reaction di<J not occur.) 

This rec~rd of fines and other NPC "enforcement actions· ·at.NFS 
Erwin is much worse than for any other uranium fUel production 
plants. (NRC prehearing Answers, pp. 23-28) 
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opposed implementing the' license conditions before completion of a.:, 
generic rul·emaking. This analysis concluded, "While we believe 
~he staff has not yet made a compelling case for the proposed 
action. at liPS-Erwin, the longer it takes to complete the 
rulemBlting, the greater the validity of the staff's general 
concern.· 

Dircks went on to note "that: the sehedul.e. for the, rulemaking had 
, slipped, with implementation of a final rule planned to begin, in ' 
·November 1984. This m~o ·conoluded that the staff intended to 
approve the licenae conditions at BFS Brwin within 10 working days 
from the date of the memo ·unless instructed otherwise by the' 
Commission. • .,~ , 

-An August 5,.-'1983 memo from Dircks to the, Commissioners covered 
the same llliliject, but commented ,that "the staff concludes that the. 
Commission favors the staff awaiting the rulemaking. . 
Conaequently, unless the staff hears differently from' the ~, 
Commission, the staff intends ·to await the final generic rule." 
This memo noted that the scbedule called for the.final emergency 
planning rule to be. completed by December 1984. 

, . 
v "-In its most recent regulatory agenda (51 FR 14888, April 21, 

;986)" the HRC. estimated that a proposed rule requiring emergency 
plans for ,fu~k cyele,f~eUities inoluding protective actions for 

~ Lthe publ1c.~ould. be published in March 1986, and a final rule 
would 'be",p~bl!Bhea in Janu,:ry, 1987. But this schedule has 
slipped, .and-the 'ColllllliBsione~s 're~ted,that it now has the: ' 
proposed rule undei' its conddera . on. (·NRI::. Prehear~ng Answers, 

'i p. 31) Final. rUles are;::,l:hus not ikely· within the next six ' 
~onths. , . ~"- i ", '. ' 
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IV. URAlIIUM':~ 'tiDIIEY PROBLEMs , 
In Chairman,Ma}:;key's January 7, 1986 letter to the. NRC, one item 
of particular 'COncern was tlle alle.gat:i·on that'l!Iany workers 
Suffered kic30ey damage" a classic symptOm of uunium's chemical 
toxiCity. 'In his February 6 response, NRC Chairman Palladino, 
reported that this"'information was news to the agency. 

·A January 1986 iRRG, m';;''O noted that'th'e workforce at BPS could' 
consist of ·a 'relatively "large, stable cadre of workers who may 
have had prolonged uptakes of low:levels of uranium during their 
employment.· This same memo noted that scientific studies have 
Bnoted changes in kidney function in animals and man respectively, 
when exposed to concentrations of uranium below NRC limits.· This 
information included studies on uranium mill workers. (Jan 31 1986 
Memo from J. Nelson Grace to Robert B. Minogue and John G. Davis) 

;--AJ:'h~ NRC d~termlned that ii: did,'not have sufficient' e;q.ertise among 
, its own staff to investigate this allegation. ,The NRC therefore 

contacted_ the Rational Institute for Occupational Health and 
Safety (NIOSH) for ,help in evaluating potential health effects on 
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BFS workers. In June 1986 ~ NIOSR agreed to provide assistance, "j' , 
and in July, NRC and NIOSR staff mat to develop a proposed study. 
(NRc .~rehearing Answers, p. 9), 

The NRC'~failure to be on top of th~s issue is both surprising, 
and disturbing. This situation ,seems all to similar to the NRC s 
confusion after the January accident at the Kerr-McGee plant in 
Oklahoma. This accident 'involved ur.anium fluoride, but it was the 
ohemical toxicity of released material that killed one worker. dAt 
an NRC meeting a few days later, Commissioners wondered out lou, 
whether the agency had tbe expertise to inspect for cbemical 
hazards. At a Bouse subcommittee heari!lg<in"Marcb 1986, NRC 
Chairman Palladino stated that, ·1 am ooncerned there may be ;: ' 
inadequate attention being given to the broa!S:.al!pects of chemical. 
~ety at nuclear facilities.· . ,,' ." 'r 

Uranium, the el~ent in reactor fuel, is pervasive tbro~gh~~i the 
fuel cycle. Yet the NRC apparently had no inkling of poss e 
health problems at the Brwin plant before Chairman Markey notiifi~d 
the agency, and once notified, the NRC did not have the capab 1 Y 
within its own staff to investigate the ,allegations. If chroniC 
exposures to uranium levels looter than regulatory limits ca~ 
damage health,. then the NRC limits are inadequate. The NRC s 
inability 'to either confirm or disprove the allegations of· kidney 
problems among NFS workerd thus represents a major deficiency in 
the agency's expertise. 

V. NRC MAJOR nFORCBMENT AcTXotlS AT NFS \lMfIH., 

-.IiI 1977, the NRC fined NFS U3 .. 000 for v'iolations of physical 
security regulations. ' 

--In 1979' the plant was unable to account for a 'reported 48 . 
pounds of , highly enriched uranium. The liRe allowed NFS to resume 
operations after citing the plant's importance to the Navy,. but 
the Commis~ion'concluded that it could not definitely rule out 
theft of the missing material. 

--In August 1982, NRC fined HF~ $2,500 for shipping enriched 
uranium in drums thought to be empty., 

:'-In May 1984,. NRC fined 'NFS $18,150 for multiple violations of , 
nuclear criticality safety control measures during the handling of 
special' nuclear material.' According to NRC, as a result of these 
violations,. "tbe necessary safety margins to prevent accidental 
criticality were reduced.·· 

" --In May ' 1985 the NRC cit8<J violations as "programmatic 
weakn~sses" i~' the'BF8 .health'and safety program, and fined the 

, company$l'S, 7 SO • . 

--In May 1985, the NRC fined NPS $50,000 for failure to maintain 
security barriers in an effective condition. 

--In November 1985, NRC fin~d UFS $15,000 for the accumulation in 
a ventilation duct of enough uranium for a theoretical critical 
mass. (F!irtunately, '.the urania was sufficiently spread o~t that 
a critical chain:, reaction di<J not occur.) 

This rec~rd of fines and other NPC "enforcement actions· ·at.NFS 
Erwin is much worse than for any other uranium fUel production 
plants. (NRC prehearing Answers, pp. 23-28) 

) 
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UNITED SIATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,
WASHINGTON, 0. C. 2055

August 4, 1986

.,OR Pfau,, UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINOTON, 0. C. 20550

September 17, 1986
I

U

The Honorable Edward J. Markey,'Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy Conservyation and Power
Committee on"Energ, and Cojnerce:.
United ,tates House of Rlresentatives
Washington, ..C- 2P515 7

.Dear Mr. 'Chatrman:

Your letter of `luly. 28, 1986 requested:that the Commission perform a
IeAiew of,:certain documents concerning the Nuclear FuelServices facility
-in Erwin, Tennessee to determine whether or not they should be withheld
from public disclosure.

Our review of tw6 of the documents is not yet complete. These documents
may contain information deemed proprietary by the licensee. They have
been sent td the licensee for review. Upon receipt, the licensee has 10.
days to respond with a statement and accompanying affidavit describing the
basis for any requested withholding. We will provide further information
concirnfng our review of these documents as soon as possible. For the
interim, the Commission requests that you protect them from public
disclosure. These documents (numbered according to your letter) are:

1. Dec. ;12.1983, Status Report of Decommissioning at NFS, .T. Lee
4. Undated, NFS Status Briefing Material: Region II's Perception

-Our review of the following documents (numbered according to.your letter)'
is complete. The Commission has no objection to the release of these..
documents and copies are being placed in the Public Document Room:

2. Sept. 17, 1980 Memo from G.T' Gibson to J. Philip Stohr
3. Aug. 9, 1985 Memo. from J.P.. Stohr to R.E. Cunningham w/attachments
5, May 8, 1981 Trip Report from GLT. Gibson to G.R. Jenkins.
6. Nov. 23; 1981 Memo from G. Gibson w/attachments
7. July 23, 1982, SECY-82-311
8. Oct. 7, 1982 Memo from J. Phili'p;.Stohr to B..K. Grimes
9. May 19, 1983 Memo (May 11 draft) from W.J. Dircks to Commissioners

10. Aug.5," 1983 Memo from W.J. Oircks. to Commissioners

Sincerely,,

irs

cc: Carlos d. Moorhead

The Honorable Edward Markey, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power
Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On August 4, 1986, in response to your letter of July, 28, 1986, we
transmitted documents which the Commission determined need not be withheld

from public disclosure-'concerning the Nuclear Fuel Services facility in

Erwin, Tennessee. The Commission has now completed review of the two
remaining documents and has concluded that some portions of the two
documents do indeed contain proprietary information. In order to provide
you with publicly releasable documents, we are providing you with versions
of these documents that have the proprietary information removed.

Sincerely,

A rltonna-mer, Di re,

Office of. CongressiuoYp1 Affairs

Enclosures:
1. Dec. 12, 1983. Status Report of

Decommissioning-at NFS, T. Lee
2. Undated, NFS Status Briefing Material:

Region 11's Perception

cc;: Rep. Carlos Moorhead

(
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UNITED sh. TES 
NUCLEAR REGUI,.ATOAY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C, 2011.5 

1.: f. .Au~ust4, i986 
,. 

". 

The Honorable EdWard J. Markey,..Chalrinan. .' 
SubcOIII1littee on' EnergyConse.r;yatiori and fower . 
COflII!ittee onJ Enei"9).' and COJ1IIlerce;; . ". 
Uni ted ~tates. ".buse. of R(presentati ves 
Washin!i£on, D •. C'~ .2R515 ) 

, :'., . . 
.Dear ~,r. 'c~a~~n: .'. . \ '.. . . 

? 

,:fo JOJ:Ir letter. of 'july: 28, '1986' requested'; that the Coiml.issio.n perform a 
~, .'review of':certain doclIJI!I!nts ccincerning the Nuclear Fuel'Services facility 

\ ·.~n Erwin. Tennessee .to determine whether or not they shOUld be withheld' -
'- t from pub.lfc disclosure~ .' 

Our review of twO of the documents is not yet complete. These docUments 
may contain information deemed proprietary by the licensee. They have 
been sent tlJ the licensee for review. Upon receipt, the licensee has· 10;_. 
days to respond with a statement and accompanying affidavit describing the 
basis for any requestea withholding. We wHI provide further information 
conc~rning our review of these documents as soon as possible. For the 
interim. the COIII1lfssion requests that you protect them from public . 
di sc 1 osure. These documents (numbered accord-! ng to your letter) are: -- .... _ 

1. Dec.- ,12,:1983. : Status Report of Oecolll11i ss ioni ng at .. NFS, J. lee 
4. Undated, NFS status Briefing Material : Region II's Perception 

_Our review of the foll~i~g documents (numbered. according to.your letter)' 
is complete. The COIIIIIlission has no objection to the release of these .. 
documents and copies are being placed in the Public Document Room: 

2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Sept. 17 •. 1980 Memo from G.T~ Gibson t.oJ. PhflipStohr 
Aug. 9, 1985 Memo from J.P •. Stohr to R.E. Cunningham w/att~chment~ 
Hay- 8; 1981 Trip Report from G, To Gibs.on to G.R. Jenkins ... 
Nov. 23, 1981 Memo from G. Gibson w/attachm'ents 
July 23. 1982. SECY -82-311 . ._ . ' . 
Oct. 7. 1982 Memo from J. Phil i'p;.Stohr to B .• K. Grimes '.. 
May 19, 1983 Memo (May 11 draft) from W.J. Dircks to COIII11fssioners 
Aug. ~5. 1983 Memo from W.J. Oircks. to Commissioners 

'--. 

cc: . carlosJ.' Moorhea~ 
J . '". 
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- UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REaULA,ORV COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON; D. C. :Z05SS . 

September 11. 1986 

The Honorable Ed~ard Mark~y. Chairman 
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
United States House of ,Representatives 
Washington, O.C:, 20515 ;' 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

On Au ust 4 1986 In"r~;ponse to your letter of July. 2B, 1986. we , 
trans~ftted'docu~nts which the COIII11ission determined need not be withheld 
from public disclosureJconcerning the Nuclear Fuel Services facility in 
Erwin. Tenne~~ee. The Commission has now completed review of the two 
remaining documents and has concluded that some portions of the two 
documents d~ indeed cont~i·n. proprietary information. In order to provide. 
you with publicly releasable documents. we are providillg you with versions 
of thes-e documents that have the proprietary information removed. 

Sincerely. 

~/I~Y 
I ./., _.' t 01 "'6 ,.....--~~lton-t::alllllf,!rer.. rec .• r 

'Office of.Congressio~l Affairs 
\ 

Enclosures: 
1. Dec. 12. 1983. Status Report of 

Decommissioning-at NFS, T. lee 
2. Undated. NFS Status Briefing Material: 

Region J;I' s Perception . 

cc; Rep. Carlos Moorhead 
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documents and copies are being placed in the Public Document Room: 

2. 
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- UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REaULA,ORV COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON; D. C. :Z05SS . 

September 11. 1986 

The Honorable Ed~ard Mark~y. Chairman 
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
United States House of ,Representatives 
Washington, O.C:, 20515 ;' 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

On Au ust 4 1986 In"r~;ponse to your letter of July. 2B, 1986. we , 
trans~ftted'docu~nts which the COIII11ission determined need not be withheld 
from public disclosureJconcerning the Nuclear Fuel Services facility in 
Erwin. Tenne~~ee. The Commission has now completed review of the two 
remaining documents and has concluded that some portions of the two 
documents d~ indeed cont~i·n. proprietary information. In order to provide. 
you with publicly releasable documents. we are providillg you with versions 
of thes-e documents that have the proprietary information removed. 

Sincerely. 

~/I~Y 
I ./., _.' t 01 "'6 ,.....--~~lton-t::alllllf,!rer.. rec .• r 

'Office of.Congressio~l Affairs 
\ 

Enclosures: 
1. Dec. 12. 1983. Status Report of 

Decommissioning-at NFS, T. lee 
2. Undated. NFS Status Briefing Material: 

Region J;I' s Perception . 

cc; Rep. Carlos Moorhead 
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I.* OPERATIONS'

Background.

NFS began processing radioactive materials in- late 1957. Thorium. depletedf•
uranium, low enriched uranium, high. enriihed uranium, uranium 233, and plutonium
have been processed. atvyarious timges since then...- Current processing activities

are limited to intermittent low enriched uranium scrap recovery., cleaning, and

certification of empty cylinders used to transport C.w enriched UF,, production

of high enriched- uranium fuel, and recovery of scrap associated with the HEU

fuel production.. r .- .of ' a d h

Until 1980i-liquid:wastes from the processes were discarde8 to unlined retention

ponds.. Liquid -wastes, are now processed through a treatment facility to-remove:
residual uraniumbefore discard ýo the Nolichucky River'. Before 1977, some
solid waste"materials and mosC contaminated equipment and trash were buried oh
the plant site. rSince then, solid wastes and contaminated equipment and trash
have been transported to, Ticensed burial facilities. No c6ntaminateo material's
are currently being buried on site. Some contaminated equipment and trash haVe"
been collected in outside areas on.the plant site over a period of years.

On Nay 15, 1985, the approxmately'350 'hourlyworkers represented by the 011
Chemical and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW), went on strike." Management personnel
continued to operate the low enriched uranium scrap recovery.plant, the pilot
plant (fuel development), and the high enriched scrap facility.

Issue 1

NFS proposed. to; start up the HEU fuel production process and other portions of
the plant using the,:approximately 250 management and technical (sal'aried).
personnel in accordance with Planning Guidelines proposed prior to the strike.
Meetings were held-between NFS and NRC to discuss-the guidelines for resuming.
operations* and revised,gddelines were submitted. Several license amendments
were made to permit reduced site operation using management personnel. On :

" August 14,. 1985, the NRC advised NFS of "no objections to restarting operation"'
in accordance with the-guidelines. All license conditions in place must be met
by NFS. " - -

Throughout 'this period OCAW contended that only its members are qualified
and competent to operate the plant. However, a readiness review conducted
by Region II on- July- 2;3, 1985 determined' that management and technical
persoanel were capable of safely operating the plant in accordance with -

ltcrnse requirements, as proposed in the Planning Guidelines, -

Operations began on August 17, 1985 with the introduction of material to the
fuel processing system. The Resident Inspector was present during the startup.'

Current Status -

NFS is presently -operating the HEU scrap facility, the fuel development -

laboratory and one fuel process line using -management and technical personnel.
Operations are. being inspected by the Resident Inspector and -Region-based

inspectors. Generally, the licensee has proceded slowly, and no maJor issues or
events have developed. Inspectors have found several relatively minor violations
in the Health. and Safety area that fall in the severity, level IV and V

categories. .-

OCAW continues to argue that only its members are competent to operate the plant.
in a letter to Chairman •Palladino on September 3, 1985, they challenged the'
ability and credibility of NFS to operate the plant. In the letter, OCAW
requested that the Commission suspend the amendment to the license permitting
reduced operations. The Commision has not responded this letter.

All of the issues 'raised in this letter refer to allegations on pst performance
of NFS and deal with management's ability to run the plant during normal
operations instead of Just during the strike as implied by the OCA letter.
These allegations are discussed separately in another section.
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NFS began processing radfoictive lllatertals in late ,1957~ Thorfum, depleted~, 
uranium, low enriched uranium, high, enriched uranium, uranfum 233, and plutonLum 
have been 'processed,.~' ,various tf~5 $fnce, then., "Current pr,ocessf ng, act i vi t fes 
are limited to intermittent low enriched uranium sCrap recovery" cleaning and' 
certification of empty" cylinders used to- transport low enriched UF, • production"-

of high enriched' uranium fuel, anc!,~~Qve.ry_,of ,'scrap assQ~lated with _ the HE~
fuel produ,ction.,' " 

Untf11980/liquld:wastes fro!n the processes were discardea to unlined retentiol. 
ponds. liquid' wastes 'are now processed through a treatillent facility to -remove: 
residual uranium 'before dhcar.d .:tl) the Nolichucky River'.: Before 1977 ,'some ' 
so 1 id wute-- -ma,t.eria-ls and mos{contaminated equipment artd trash were bur fed on 
the plant s1ti'~,Sfnce tlien.' solid wastes and' contaminated equipment and t-rasli 
have bun traiisported to,licensed burialfacflities. No cont.aminatl!c;t lliaterials " 
are currently being buried on site. Some con,1;amlnated equipment andt.rash have' 
been coHe~~ed In outside areas on, the plant she over ,a period o,f years.' ' 

On May' is. ' 1985. the approx'imately' 350 'hourly 'workers represent.ed by the Oi 1'; 
Chemical and AtomiC Workers' Union (OCAW), ~ent on strike •. Management personnel 

, continued to operate the low enriched uranium scrap recovery. plant, the pi lot
plant (fuel ~evelopment), and the high enriched scrap facility. 

:·1 

i. 

NFS propoSed- to stil't up t.he HEU fuel producti on process and other portions of -
the plant using the" approximately 250, management and technical (salaried) 
personnel in accordance with Planning GuldeHnes proposed prior t.o the strike. 

- Meetings were held-between NFSand NRC to discuss-the guidelines 'for resumfng' 
operations; and revhed.rgu1del1nes were submittea. Several license amendments 
were made to permit -reouced site operation u'sing managenient personne.1. On· 
August 14, 1985, tne NRC advised NFSof Ano objections to restart"ing operation" 
in accordance with·the-guidelines. All license conditions in place must be met 
by NFS.' " .. ' , 

Throughout -this period OCAW contended that only its members are qualified; 
and competent to operate the plant. However. a readiness review conduct.ed 
by Region II on' July- 2;;3, 1985 detel'lllined' that management and technical 
personnel were capable of safely operating the plalit in accordance' with 
lic':nse requirements, as prOposed In the Planning Guidelines. 

Operations began on August 17, 1985 with the introduction of material t.o the 
fuel processing system. Th~, Resident Inspector was present during the startup:' 

Current Status 

NFS is presently 'operating the' HEU scrap facility. the fuel development 
laboratory and one fuel process line USing -management and technical personneL 
Operations are being inspected by t.he Resident Inspector, and 'Region-based 
inspectors. Generally~ the ficensee has proceded slOWly, and no major issues or 
Ivents have developed. Inspectors have found several relatively minorvioluions 
in the Health and Safety area that fall in the severity, level IV and V 
categories. " , , 

OCAW continues to argue that 'only its members -are competent to operate the pla~~. 
In a letter to ChairmanPalladfno on September 3, 1985, they challenged the:: 
ability and credibility of NFS to operate the plant. In the letter, OCAW 
requested that the Commission suspend the amendment to the license permltt.ing 
reduced operatl.ons. The Commfsion has not responded this letter. -, 

All of the issues 'raised in this letter refer to allegations on .2lli per'formance 
of NFS and deal with management's ability ~o run the plant dur'ing normal 
operations instead of just during the strike as implied by the DCA letter. 
These allegations are discussed separately in another section. 
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NFS began processing radfoictive lllatertals in late ,1957~ Thorfum, depleted~, 
uranium, low enriched uranium, high, enriched uranium, uranfum 233, and plutonLum 
have been 'processed,.~' ,various tf~5 $fnce, then., "Current pr,ocessf ng, act i vi t fes 
are limited to intermittent low enriched uranium sCrap recovery" cleaning and' 
certification of empty" cylinders used to- transport low enriched UF, • production"-

of high enriched' uranium fuel, anc!,~~Qve.ry_,of ,'scrap assQ~lated with _ the HE~
fuel produ,ction.,' " 

Untf11980/liquld:wastes fro!n the processes were discardea to unlined retentiol. 
ponds. liquid' wastes 'are now processed through a treatillent facility to -remove: 
residual uranium 'before dhcar.d .:tl) the Nolichucky River'.: Before 1977 ,'some ' 
so 1 id wute-- -ma,t.eria-ls and mos{contaminated equipment artd trash were bur fed on 
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are currently being buried on site. Some con,1;amlnated equipment andt.rash have' 
been coHe~~ed In outside areas on, the plant she over ,a period o,f years.' ' 

On May' is. ' 1985. the approx'imately' 350 'hourly 'workers represent.ed by the Oi 1'; 
Chemical and AtomiC Workers' Union (OCAW), ~ent on strike •. Management personnel 

, continued to operate the low enriched uranium scrap recovery. plant, the pi lot
plant (fuel ~evelopment), and the high enriched scrap facility. 
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NFS propoSed- to stil't up t.he HEU fuel producti on process and other portions of -
the plant using the" approximately 250, management and technical (salaried) 
personnel in accordance with Planning GuldeHnes proposed prior t.o the strike. 

- Meetings were held-between NFSand NRC to discuss-the guidelines 'for resumfng' 
operations; and revhed.rgu1del1nes were submittea. Several license amendments 
were made to permit -reouced site operation u'sing managenient personne.1. On· 
August 14, 1985, tne NRC advised NFSof Ano objections to restart"ing operation" 
in accordance with·the-guidelines. All license conditions in place must be met 
by NFS.' " .. ' , 

Throughout -this period OCAW contended that only its members are qualified; 
and competent to operate the plant. However. a readiness review conduct.ed 
by Region II on' July- 2;;3, 1985 detel'lllined' that management and technical 
personnel were capable of safely operating the plalit in accordance' with 
lic':nse requirements, as prOposed In the Planning Guidelines. 

Operations began on August 17, 1985 with the introduction of material t.o the 
fuel processing system. Th~, Resident Inspector was present during the startup:' 

Current Status 

NFS is presently 'operating the' HEU scrap facility. the fuel development 
laboratory and one fuel process line USing -management and technical personneL 
Operations are being inspected by t.he Resident Inspector, and 'Region-based 
inspectors. Generally~ the ficensee has proceded slOWly, and no major issues or 
Ivents have developed. Inspectors have found several relatively minorvioluions 
in the Health and Safety area that fall in the severity, level IV and V 
categories. " , , 

OCAW continues to argue that 'only its members -are competent to operate the pla~~. 
In a letter to ChairmanPalladfno on September 3, 1985, they challenged the:: 
ability and credibility of NFS to operate the plant. In the letter, OCAW 
requested that the Commission suspend the amendment to the license permltt.ing 
reduced operatl.ons. The Commfsion has not responded this letter. -, 

All of the issues 'raised in this letter refer to allegations on .2lli per'formance 
of NFS and deal with management's ability ~o run the plant dur'ing normal 
operations instead of just during the strike as implied by the DCA letter. 
These allegations are discussed separately in another section. 
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2.kron ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING LBackground

The licensee's o*anization is specified in- part in -four documents'which are' ,: "
conditions of the li~ense. These are: (1) the license application. (2) the 1;Fundamental Nuclear- Material Control Plan,. (3) the Physical Security Plan, and
(4) the Planning Guidelines (in limited operations). These documents also cover
the minimum educational/experience necessary for the positions4 Only the key

One of NFS's, solutions, to NRC identified problems has been to. reorganize. As a
result, the licensee has reorganized several times in the past two years. WFigure I presents the organization prior to the retirement of the previous plantmanager. (Bill .hanse and the death of. the administrative manager (Charlie.
Michael). Figure 2 presents the organization as it existed prior to the ,
identification of MAA barrier integrity problems. As a result of that NRC - !identified problem, the licensee modified, the Erwin organization.. The revised
organization is presented in Figure 3. The. organization provides for. both the.
Engineering and Physical Security managers to report directly to a-.corporate.-
manager. Following the identification of the accumulation of urani-um In the
scrubbei for the scrap recovery facildty, the licensee again reorganized,, The
revised organization is presented in Figure 4. This organization placed another
manager between the plant manager and the Safety and Decommissioning Manager. L.
Issue . . "

" Recent inspection findings have shown that NFS was not adequately staffed with P
professional health physics personnel to review and evaluate routine operations I
and work performed under Radiation Work Permits (RWPs). Radiation monitors • E
(union) collect air samples, take smears, and count samples, but do not exercise
any. judgement or provide advice, council or precautions to plant workers. .U

Because- of their labor contract, radiation monitors are prohibited from performing . U
-any,. evaluations or giving any instructions to Workers. NFS therefore requires
that these Individuals have only minimal qualifications or training. The monitor

-"Health Physics Analysts (technical staff position) are the first level' that can

be considered professional health physicists. These individuals however do not
get involved in the daily implementation of radiation safety requirements in the
work areaýý.

NOS has had .vry-little health physics coverage during operations.. Operations
\ foremen are :reoponsible for implementing Radiation Work Permits and ensuring that
the workers are.ji'n compliance. Even when health and safety personnel are
present, they f4e~uently are not observant for problems or changing conditions.

Current Status" -

NFS recently hired two additional radiation monitor supervisors to provide one.
for each shift, but these individuals have limited health physics professional
experience and primiarily make work assignments and direct the daily activities
of the Radiation Monitors.

NFS has reorganized, the Health and Safety group under a Director-of Safety (See .
Figure 5). The individual selected for this position is expected to report in
late September, 1985. In addition,, the staff wil.l be. augmented, in the near.
future, with a Health" Physics Appraisal Project Manager to-ensure that the
performance improvement program is completed in a timely manner, an ALARA
coordinator,, a Health Physics Supervisor, and 5 additional Radiation Monitors.
It appears that the proposed staff will be adequate to upgradei the radiation
protection program. " - .
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2. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING ' 
'. 

Bickoround 

The Hcensee's organiution is specified in, part 1n ,four documen'ts' wh1ch are" 
conditions of the liC;en,se. These are: (1) the Htense applica~ion, (2) the 
Fundamental ,Nuclear Material Control Plan .. (3) the Physical Security, Plan, 'and 
(4) 'the' Planning Guidelines {in limited oPltrations).These documents also tover 
the minimum educational/experience neceSsary for the 'positions. 'Only the ~ey 
positioris which ,are 'impo~ail~, to ~safety :or safeguards aredescr,ibed. 

f ". ".0,. .': . 

One of NFS's, sol~t1l!ns,.to"NRC identlf.1ed !?rqblems has been to re,!,:ganize. As a 
result, the licensee hIS reorganUed several times in the past two years. 
Figure 1 presents the .. organization prior to the retirement of the previous plant 
manager, (Bi11. ,Mansen and ,the death of the adm,inlstrative manager (Charlie, 
Michael). Figure 2 presents theorg~niZition as it existed prior to the. 
identification of MAA barrier integrity problems. As a result of that NRC -
identified problem, the licensee modified, the Erwin organization." The revised 
organization is presented in Figure 3. The, organization provides f~r; both the 
Engineering 'and P~sical Sec:ur,ity managers to report directly to a .. ,corporate,' 
manager. ,Followlng the ,identification of the accumulation of uranium'ill 'the 
scrubber for the scrap recovery faciHty, the ,licensee again reorganized:' The 
revised orga,nJzation Is presented ,ln Figure 4. This organization placed another, 
manager between the plant manager and the Safety and Decommissioning Manager. 

Issue \ 

Recent inspection findings' ha~e shoWn that NFS was not adequately staffed with 
professional health p~slcs personnel to revlew and evaluate routlne operations 
and work performed under Radiatlon Work. Permlts (RWPs). Radlation monltors 
(U!llon) -collect air samples, tak.e smears, and count'samples, but do ,not eurdse 
any, judgement or provide advi,ce, council or precautions to plant worker,S. ' 

Because of their labor contract, radiation monltors are prohlbited from pedom1ng 
,-any" evalua~10ri5 or ghing any ins'tructlons to workers. NFS therefore requires 

that thes~:,,1.ndivldua15 have only minimal qUalifications or training. The monitor 
supervisors· typically have no prior nuclear ."perience other than at NFS. The 

VHea'lth P~sics Analysts (technical 'staff positlon) are the first level'that can 
be cons1c!ered professional health p~sicfsts. These indlv'lc1uals however do not 
get involved ln the daily lmplementation of radiation safety requlrements 1n the 

,> work area,.. 
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) Y _ NFS has had,v~ry -:11ttle health phySics coverage during operations'.' Operations 
..... ~ 'foremen arere)pons1ble for implementing Radiation Work Permits and ensuring that 

the workers ar'e,~i'n.., compHance. Even when haalthand safety personnel are , 
present, they fr:"eguently are not observant for problems 'or changing conditions. 
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Current Status " 

NFS recently hlred two addit10nalradiation monitor sUllerY,1sors to provide ,one, 
for each shift, but these individuals have ,limited heaith physics professional 
e~perience and primiarily make work assignments and direct the daily activities 
of the Radiation Monitors. 

NFS has reorganized, the ,Health and Safety group underi Director'of Safety (See. 
Figure 5). The individual se,lf/cud ,for this position i~ expected to report in 
late September, 1985. In addition" the 'staff will be, augmen,ted, in the near, 
future, with a Health' PhysiCS Appraisal Project Manager to"ensure that the' 
performance improvement program is completed in a timely, manner, an ALARA 
coordinator, a ~ealth P~sics Supervis,or, and 5 additional Radiation Monitors. 
It appears that the proposed staff Itillbe adequate to upgrade'the radiation 
protection program. 
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be cons1c!ered professional health p~sicfsts. These indlv'lc1uals however do not 
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Current Status " 

NFS recently hlred two addit10nalradiation monitor sUllerY,1sors to provide ,one, 
for each shift, but these individuals have ,limited heaith physics professional 
e~perience and primiarily make work assignments and direct the daily activities 
of the Radiation Monitors. 

NFS has reorganized, the ,Health and Safety group underi Director'of Safety (See. 
Figure 5). The individual se,lf/cud ,for this position i~ expected to report in 
late September, 1985. In addition" the 'staff will be, augmen,ted, in the near, 
future, with a Health' PhysiCS Appraisal Project Manager to"ensure that the' 
performance improvement program is completed in a timely, manner, an ALARA 
coordinator, a ~ealth P~sics Supervis,or, and 5 additional Radiation Monitors. 
It appears that the proposed staff Itillbe adequate to upgrade'the radiation 
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ORGANIZATION, FOLLOWING SCRUBBER PROBLEN (CIRCA MARCH 1995).
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5

3. FACILITIES

Background

The NFS site (shown in the attached figure) consists of facilities for the
production of urani u fuel material *for the Navy nuclear propulsion program,
support and-service facilities (offices, laboratories), waste processing, scrap
processing and recovery, -ptc. and facilities which were formally used for
developmental and research work (uranium metal production, thorium metal and
oxide fuel production, plutonium/uranium mixed-oxide fuels, etc.)

Facilities-ai6ciated with the production of high enriched uranium fuel for
the Navy (Bldg 301, 302 and 303) are in use. A facility opgrade was accomplished
in 1981-1983 with a new ventilation system and security modifications.

Facilities associated with U-233/Th mixed-oxides fuel for the Shippingport light
water breeder reactor were shutdown, equipment removed, and the facilities
decontaminated. Facilities for the production of plutonium mixed-oxide fyel for
SEFOR have not been decontamitnated or the equipment removed.

A scrap recovery facility for low enriched uranium for other commercial fuel
fabricators is operable. However, Geqleral Electric Is installing. a new scrap
recovery system atv the Wilmington, NC plant which will be used instead of.sending
material to NFS for recovery.

Issues concerning contamination of soil outside of production facilities, :old
waste disposal pits, and liquid waste ponds are discussed separately.'

The lack of progress in decontaiainating and: decommissioning the, pjuton••u.
facilities is attributed to the inability to dispose of~the waste at commercial

- waste disposal facilities. NFS has had negotiations" with DOE concerning DOE
-. , accepting the TRU waste but DOE is presently not willing to make Its disposal

facilities available, for commercial waste. Although *the uranium-233 process
equipment was removed in the 1970's, residual contamination and
plut'onium-contaminated equipment (such as glove boxes) remain. The potential for
the spread of plutonium exists in the event of a major fire, flood or tornado.

Current Status---

There is•a considerable amount of .material/equipment no longer being used that
is stored at the site,

As-facilities were modified, upgraded or converted to other uses, equipment
has been :removed, partially decontaminated, and' stored in outside areas. Little_r, " . progress has been-achieved in clearing the accumulation and reducing the storage

:. of this material it. outside areas.

6

4. MATERIAL CONTROLLAND ACCOUNTABILLTY

Background

NFS is required by' IQ CFR 70.51, 70.57, and 70.58 to establish and maintain a
material control and accounting program for the special nuclear material which
they are authorized to possess. The basic elements of the program are referred
to as fundamental nuclear material controls. These controls include: assignment
of key responsibilities and separation-of functions; localization of SN losses-
measurements of input., output, and inventory; measurement. quality control;
performance of measured Inventories every two months with action. if 1O exceeds
LEID;- maintenance of a system-of internal records; maintenance, of. current,
knowledge of-items; and development and enforcement of procedures by ianagement.

In the Fall of 1979, NFS reported a sizeable inventory difference. An order was
issued at that time to shutdown plant operations, and the licensee was not
permitted to commence operations. until they had demonstrated that a more:?
effective material coýffol system was in place. Improved measurement quality was
required. Additional-ly,- process monitoring measures, procedure revisions,.
pqrsonnel training, and earlier fiplementation of improved physical security were
accomplished prior to authorization for restarting the process. Implementation
of a computerized-item. control system was probably one of the most significant
factors, contributing to the improved inventory difference performance. This was
a real time System which-provided NF with a means of more timely detection and
localization of losses-. This Information provided indications as to which
measurements systems needed improvements..

The National Resources Defense Council (NROC) requested a hearing as a result of
NFS being permitted to resume operations on January 23,'1980, following a large
inventory difference.: The hearing4was ultimately placed -in abeyance by a "Joint
Motion" between NRC, DOE,. and NRC. Part of this motion included higher limits on
inventory difference which would decrease after each year (given satisfactory
performance by NFS)-until1NFS was required to meet the same requirements as other
licensees. NFS's performance with regard to, Inventory difference -for each of the
two one-year: periods since the "Joint Motion" has been acceptable such that the
*special limits authoýized by that motion have been rescinded and the. licensee
must now operate under the provisions of 10 CFR 70.

Issues

Ouring the past five years there have been no significant enforcement issUes in.
the material control and accountability area.
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3: ' FACILITIES 

Background 
" " , 

The NFS site (show In the at\ached f1gure) consists of facflUles for the 
production' of uranlU1Jl fuel material :,fo," tile Navy nuclear propulsion program, 
support and-nrvlce facilities (offices, laboratories), waste processing, scrap 

,proceulng and recovery, 'J!tc. and fac1.Htles which were formally used for 
developmental and research work (uranium metal production, thorium metal and 
oxide fuel pr,oductfon, plutonium/uranium mixed-oxide fuels,' etc.) 

Fac-flftfes '-U-SOclated !rith tile production of hfgh enriched uranl\J!ll fuel for 
the Navy (Bldg 301, 302 and 303) are In use. A facllfty ~grade was accomplished 
in 1981~1983 wfth a n~ ventilation system and security modlffcations. 

facilities aSSOCiated' Iflth U-23311h mixed-oxides fue:) for the Shippingport light 
,water breeder reactor were shutdown, equipment removed, and the facll1ties 
decontaminated. facilities for the production of plutonium mlxed·oxlde fvel for 
SEFOR have not been decontami,nated or the equipment removed. 

A scrap recDvery facility for low' enriched uranfum fo;- other commercial fuel 
fabricators 15 operable. However, Gelleral Electric 15 installing, a new scr.ap , 
recovery system at, the IIInmlllgton, NC plant which w1l! be used 1nstead of "sending 
materl alto NFS for recovery., , '", , 

ij . . 

Issues concern1ng containfnatfon of ,so'l1 :'outSide of production faclHUes, :~ld 
waste disposal pfts, and liquid waste ponds are discussed separately.' " 

r . , .' _ 1 
The lack of progress' in decontanainat,lng and'decommissionlng the, plu,torftUJ.D 
facl11t1es is attributed to the inability to dispose 'ofCthe waste '.tcollllllercial 
waste disposal facillUe.s. NFS has had negotl8tions: with DOE concerning DOE 
accepting the TRU waste but DOE 1$ presently not willing to make Its disposal 
fac111tfu avaflable, for commercial waste. Although the uranlum-Z33 process 
equipment was removed in the 1970's, residual contamil)atfon and 
pl~onium-contaminated equfpment (such as :glove boxes) remain. The potential for: 
t~e spread ,of plutonium !Xlsts in the event of a major fire, flood or tornado. 

. Current Status,; 

There is a' considerable amount of ,lDateria1/~qUi,pme!1t n'o longer being used that 
is stored at the s1te. 

( , '" ,', .. 
/' As ..... facl1!tles were modified, upgraded or co.nv:er~ei1 to other uses, 'equipment 

has heen,remoYed, partially decontamfnated, and'stored in outside areas. little 
r., progress has been-achieved In clearing the accumillation and reducing the storage 

of t~i ~ ~at;er1a I I'l, outs1de areas. 
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4. MATERIAL CONTROL LAND ACCOUNTABILITY 

Background 

NFS Is required by' 10,I,CFR 70.51, 70.57, ,and 70.58 to IStablish and mafntain a 
material control and accountfng program for ;the, spec'l.l nuclear material whlcr 
they are authorized to possess. The basic elements of the program ~re referre~ 
to as fundamental nuclear material controls. These contro15 inclucle. aUignmen.t 
of I<.ey responsfbilities and separatiol!'of 1l1net1,ons: local~zation of SNM 10S$e.~, 
measurements of input outPllt, and inventory; measurement, 9uaHty contrDl, 
performance of measure~ inventDries, every two eonths w1th action, If 10 elCceeds 
LEID; maintenance of a system~of internal rllcords; 'Qintenance, of, current 
knowledge of~itellls; and development and enforce~nt of procedures by management. 

In the Fall of 1979. NFS reported a sizeable inventory difference. An order w~s 
Issued at that time to shutdown plant operations, and the ,licensee was not 
,permitted to commence operations' until they had demonstrated that a more", 
effective material co;'(1'ol system was in place. Improved measurement quality was 
requi.red. Additionally" ,process lDonftorlng measures, procedur,e revisions" 
Pllr$Onnel training, arid ,earlier implementation of improved physical, security ~e.re 
accol!llll1shed prior to authorization for restarting the process. IIIIPlemeiniiat on 
of a' computerl zed "i,tem control system was probably one of t"e IIIOst sign cant 
factoI'$. contHbuting' to the Improved Inventory difference performance. :This w~s 
a real time ,system, wtllchprovf,ded NFS' with a means of Il10''' timely detection I a~ 
localization of losses·~ Th'ls information provided Indications as to Wh c 
measurements systems needed improvements.. . 

The National Resources D~fen5e Council (NROC) requested ~ hearing as a result of 
NFS being permitted to resume ope,rations on January 21, 1980, fOl1OWby'ng all~a~ge 
Inventory difference., The hearing,was ultimately placed,:ln' abeyance ~, 1~ nt 
Motion" between NRC, DoE" and NRC. Part of this motion Included higher, m s on 
inventory difference ,wh,ich would decrease after each year (given ~athfacto;: 
performanceby,NFS)'until,NFS was required to meet .the same requfreJnenu ~s : thr 
licensees. NFS's performance with regard to,inventory dHference,for~a\ 0 th e 
two one-year' periods sfnce the "Joint Hotion" has been lc:ceptal1'e sue.' t at e 
'special limit.s auth0t,ized by that. motion have been rescinded and the Hcensee 
must now operate under the provfslons of 10 tFR 70 . 

lll!!!.! 
During tl1e past' f,1v!? years there have been no significant enforcement 155,lIe5 in, 
the 'material control and accountability area. 
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3: ' FACILITIES 

Background 
" " , 

The NFS site (show In the at\ached f1gure) consists of facflUles for the 
production' of uranlU1Jl fuel material :,fo," tile Navy nuclear propulsion program, 
support and-nrvlce facilities (offices, laboratories), waste processing, scrap 

,proceulng and recovery, 'J!tc. and fac1.Htles which were formally used for 
developmental and research work (uranium metal production, thorium metal and 
oxide fuel pr,oductfon, plutonium/uranium mixed-oxide fuels,' etc.) 

Fac-flftfes '-U-SOclated !rith tile production of hfgh enriched uranl\J!ll fuel for 
the Navy (Bldg 301, 302 and 303) are In use. A facllfty ~grade was accomplished 
in 1981~1983 wfth a n~ ventilation system and security modlffcations. 

facilities aSSOCiated' Iflth U-23311h mixed-oxides fue:) for the Shippingport light 
,water breeder reactor were shutdown, equipment removed, and the facll1ties 
decontaminated. facilities for the production of plutonium mlxed·oxlde fvel for 
SEFOR have not been decontami,nated or the equipment removed. 

A scrap recDvery facility for low' enriched uranfum fo;- other commercial fuel 
fabricators 15 operable. However, Gelleral Electric 15 installing, a new scr.ap , 
recovery system at, the IIInmlllgton, NC plant which w1l! be used 1nstead of "sending 
materl alto NFS for recovery., , '", , 

ij . . 

Issues concern1ng containfnatfon of ,so'l1 :'outSide of production faclHUes, :~ld 
waste disposal pfts, and liquid waste ponds are discussed separately.' " 

r . , .' _ 1 
The lack of progress' in decontanainat,lng and'decommissionlng the, plu,torftUJ.D 
facl11t1es is attributed to the inability to dispose 'ofCthe waste '.tcollllllercial 
waste disposal facillUe.s. NFS has had negotl8tions: with DOE concerning DOE 
accepting the TRU waste but DOE 1$ presently not willing to make Its disposal 
fac111tfu avaflable, for commercial waste. Although the uranlum-Z33 process 
equipment was removed in the 1970's, residual contamil)atfon and 
pl~onium-contaminated equfpment (such as :glove boxes) remain. The potential for: 
t~e spread ,of plutonium !Xlsts in the event of a major fire, flood or tornado. 

. Current Status,; 

There is a' considerable amount of ,lDateria1/~qUi,pme!1t n'o longer being used that 
is stored at the s1te. 

( , '" ,', .. 
/' As ..... facl1!tles were modified, upgraded or co.nv:er~ei1 to other uses, 'equipment 

has heen,remoYed, partially decontamfnated, and'stored in outside areas. little 
r., progress has been-achieved In clearing the accumillation and reducing the storage 

of t~i ~ ~at;er1a I I'l, outs1de areas. 
, ' 
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4. MATERIAL CONTROL LAND ACCOUNTABILITY 

Background 

NFS Is required by' 10,I,CFR 70.51, 70.57, ,and 70.58 to IStablish and mafntain a 
material control and accountfng program for ;the, spec'l.l nuclear material whlcr 
they are authorized to possess. The basic elements of the program ~re referre~ 
to as fundamental nuclear material controls. These contro15 inclucle. aUignmen.t 
of I<.ey responsfbilities and separatiol!'of 1l1net1,ons: local~zation of SNM 10S$e.~, 
measurements of input outPllt, and inventory; measurement, 9uaHty contrDl, 
performance of measure~ inventDries, every two eonths w1th action, If 10 elCceeds 
LEID; maintenance of a system~of internal rllcords; 'Qintenance, of, current 
knowledge of~itellls; and development and enforce~nt of procedures by management. 

In the Fall of 1979. NFS reported a sizeable inventory difference. An order w~s 
Issued at that time to shutdown plant operations, and the ,licensee was not 
,permitted to commence operations' until they had demonstrated that a more", 
effective material co;'(1'ol system was in place. Improved measurement quality was 
requi.red. Additionally" ,process lDonftorlng measures, procedur,e revisions" 
Pllr$Onnel training, arid ,earlier implementation of improved physical, security ~e.re 
accol!llll1shed prior to authorization for restarting the process. IIIIPlemeiniiat on 
of a' computerl zed "i,tem control system was probably one of t"e IIIOst sign cant 
factoI'$. contHbuting' to the Improved Inventory difference performance. :This w~s 
a real time ,system, wtllchprovf,ded NFS' with a means of Il10''' timely detection I a~ 
localization of losses·~ Th'ls information provided Indications as to Wh c 
measurements systems needed improvements.. . 

The National Resources D~fen5e Council (NROC) requested ~ hearing as a result of 
NFS being permitted to resume ope,rations on January 21, 1980, fOl1OWby'ng all~a~ge 
Inventory difference., The hearing,was ultimately placed,:ln' abeyance ~, 1~ nt 
Motion" between NRC, DoE" and NRC. Part of this motion Included higher, m s on 
inventory difference ,wh,ich would decrease after each year (given ~athfacto;: 
performanceby,NFS)'until,NFS was required to meet .the same requfreJnenu ~s : thr 
licensees. NFS's performance with regard to,inventory dHference,for~a\ 0 th e 
two one-year' periods sfnce the "Joint Hotion" has been lc:ceptal1'e sue.' t at e 
'special limit.s auth0t,ized by that. motion have been rescinded and the Hcensee 
must now operate under the provfslons of 10 tFR 70 . 

lll!!!.! 
During tl1e past' f,1v!? years there have been no significant enforcement 155,lIe5 in, 
the 'material control and accountability area. 
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• 5. PHYSICAL SECURITY

As a result of jhp 1982 Physical Protection Upr
73.46), NFS made significant changes in security: • u . an

. new Protected Area alarm systefif.
"new Central and Secondary Alarm Stations

- built four Defensive Positions (guard towers)
.. -increased size of securit forit : from ws to 133 e

40 unarmed, and ID, s orervi ors t 3 (83 armed guards,
-imprOved vault construction I I.

d

31

3

2f

.

four program concerns

1 hre observations- twO notable safeguards strengths

The licensee committed to: 28 specific actions, and submitted an Implementation
schedule..

Current Status . .

17 of the 28 .specific actions have been completed. Four completion dates...
have been impacted by the strike, and four dates were slipped (the licensee
Is considering closing the buildting these dates applytO). Approjed compensaiory'
measures -remain in'effect for open, items.. The status of- licensee action'is.•
reviewed during each security inspecti on.

Securi&ty during OCAW strike~and. restart.

- Strike security procedures submitted .to NRC in advance.
- Securlty Inspector. on stter immediately befqre and at start of strike
- Security'fispector on site shortly after limited restart
- One actdirected at plant since start of strike. Single shot through

Admitnstration.Building.window .op July 4C (The Administration 8uildingý is
outside the Protected Area.)

4_11?
4-

Ls S ,ue s

InspcinFnig

,A Hay 1984 Inspection Identified openings fn Material Access Area (MM) barriers.
A civil Penalty was issued. Licensee actions taken included:

Complete survey oef XUA barriers (1,276 pe .netratns rpiigelectrical Conduit, etc., were Identified).
- removal or plugging of unused Piping and conduit (completed)

- :sealing- remaining penetrations (30 work orders covering 58penetrations. Scheduled completion Impacted by strike)p.enerans.
- updated plant drawings to reflect identified m" penetrations(completed)

revised procedures to require security review and inspection of
maintenance activities on MM -barriers and associated systems.
(Completed)method used to secure piping and electrical penetrations not useableon certain systems (e.g., scrubber, air ventilation system, firesprinkler system, lines from "tank farm")*requested guidance from $IMSS in March 1985. Follow-up discussions
held with .NKSS in July and August.

urn. t S.tatus
Progress continues to be made. Status of licensee actions Is reviewed duringeach security inspection. Licensee awaiting response from NMSS on requested
guidance.

Regulatory Effectiveness Review
ln_ýSeptember 1984, a Regulatory Effectiveness Review was conducted whichidentified.:

" one Potential vulnerability
- five Significant safeguards inadequacies

• :: ;.
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$, (PHYSICAL SECURITY 

/ 
BlIckground 

As a r",.ult of ilit 1982 Physical Pro~ect1on Upgrade'IMe' (lO CFIt 73.4S ,nd, 13 .46h NFS mtde 5i9n1f1c,"t chan!le~ In ."curfty: 

. : f ... 

JUlies 

n"w Pratecteo Area a lana systebf . new tent,ral and Secondary'Alina Stations but'lt four Defensfve Positions (guard towers) ,'n(!"eased size of securfty force from'42 to 133(83 armedguaI"ds • 40 "na!'llt<! •• 116 lO, HfS supervisors} ,tmproved vault construction' " 

Inseectlon FindingS 

.A Hay 1984 Inspllctlon Identified, openings tn Haterial Access Area (KAA) barriers. A civil penalty WIS fssued. Licensee actions taken Incruded: . 
I:OII/Pleu survey ,of MAA b.,.rfe!"$ 0,276 penetratfons ~for pfpfng, elect!"fcal conduft, etc., were identified). remOVAl or plugging of unused piping and conduft (completed) .seal1ng, reNlning penet'ratfons, (30 work orders covering 58 'penetrations. Scheduled completion Impacted by strike). UPdated plant drawings to reflect Identified MAA penetratfons. (completed) 

, revised pl'Qceduru to ""quire securfty review ,and inspectton, of maintenance activities on MAA ,barriers and assoctated sYSteMs. (complllted) 
method used to secure pIping and electrical penetrations not useable on cerutn systems (e.g., scrubber, all' venttlaUon syste1ll, fire sprfnHer system, Hnes '''om "tank farm")' requested 9uidance from H.MSS 'n Harch 1985. FoJlOtf-up discussions held wfth ·NHSS in July and August .. 

Current Status 

Progress continues to be made. Status of lfcensee actions fs revIewed durIng each security inspection, Ltc.nsee awafting response from NMSS on requested gufdance. ' 

Regulatory Ff!ectfveness Revfew 
l,,'_\SeptttDber 1984, a Regulat,#"y,Effectiveness ReView was conducted whfch , 1 ""ntt fi ed: 

',,~ j:) ~'7~ one potentf.l vulnerlb111ty 
ffve slgntffcant safeguards inadequacies 

\ ' 

-' 
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( J "i four' p!'og\"1JII CDncetnS 
t,' 

, -three observations 'h two "?tlble safeguards stren~ $ 

and submitted an implementation 
lhe 11censee comm1,t~ed: to. 2.8" ,petif1C act.iQns, . , ',' schedule., ' ' '('' " '", 

. 
;... r 

~'i, Curl-e"t Status . ' , c ,leted. Four cQIQIIletfon datu"" 
17 of the 28 "specific actions hav. been COlllPtes were slipped (the lfcen,s~e , bav. been flllPacUd by t.he, strike, and foul' da 1 ':to). Approved compensU0'1' is considering clos.~ng the bUfTc:ffngt~t~~te~h:p:t.:tli' of'11censee act.ion 'is-" , l'Renut'eS -remain 1n effect fol' open, , ' reviewed'during each security ins~ctl~n., .. ,; .. 
Security duritig' OCAW strl~ke:and, res ian, '. ' " " , ' ~ ':<:' "boIttted to NRC ill allv'ance. ,'" Str1 ~It Jecur1ty, pro~eQu~es ~::.ned1at.elY befql'4l and at. start of strike ': Security fnspector,oll s ~e j ft lilll1ted restart Securit.y'inspector all sfte short Y ,a, 'f stl'11le S1ngle sllot through One itt.directed at plant s1nce s~r~ D4 , (The'Adm1nistration Building' is ~dIf,in1st,.at:lonBundfng,wil\Clow W), u y. 

"! outs1de t.he Protect.ed Area.), 
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Inseectlon FindingS 

.A Hay 1984 Inspllctlon Identified, openings tn Haterial Access Area (KAA) barriers. A civil penalty WIS fssued. Licensee actions taken Incruded: . 
I:OII/Pleu survey ,of MAA b.,.rfe!"$ 0,276 penetratfons ~for pfpfng, elect!"fcal conduft, etc., were identified). remOVAl or plugging of unused piping and conduft (completed) .seal1ng, reNlning penet'ratfons, (30 work orders covering 58 'penetrations. Scheduled completion Impacted by strike). UPdated plant drawings to reflect Identified MAA penetratfons. (completed) 

, revised pl'Qceduru to ""quire securfty review ,and inspectton, of maintenance activities on MAA ,barriers and assoctated sYSteMs. (complllted) 
method used to secure pIping and electrical penetrations not useable on cerutn systems (e.g., scrubber, all' venttlaUon syste1ll, fire sprfnHer system, Hnes '''om "tank farm")' requested 9uidance from H.MSS 'n Harch 1985. FoJlOtf-up discussions held wfth ·NHSS in July and August .. 

Current Status 

Progress continues to be made. Status of lfcensee actions fs revIewed durIng each security inspection, Ltc.nsee awafting response from NMSS on requested gufdance. ' 

Regulatory Ff!ectfveness Revfew 
l,,'_\SeptttDber 1984, a Regulat,#"y,Effectiveness ReView was conducted whfch , 1 ""ntt fi ed: 

',,~ j:) ~'7~ one potentf.l vulnerlb111ty 
ffve slgntffcant safeguards inadequacies 
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, -three observations 'h two "?tlble safeguards stren~ $ 

and submitted an implementation 
lhe 11censee comm1,t~ed: to. 2.8" ,petif1C act.iQns, . , ',' schedule., ' ' '('' " '", 
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~'i, Curl-e"t Status . ' , c ,leted. Four cQIQIIletfon datu"" 
17 of the 28 "specific actions hav. been COlllPtes were slipped (the lfcen,s~e , bav. been flllPacUd by t.he, strike, and foul' da 1 ':to). Approved compensU0'1' is considering clos.~ng the bUfTc:ffngt~t~~te~h:p:t.:tli' of'11censee act.ion 'is-" , l'Renut'eS -remain 1n effect fol' open, , ' reviewed'during each security ins~ctl~n., .. ,; .. 
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6. NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY

Background

The principal processes at NFS involve- highly enriched uranium (NEU). Consequently,
nuclear criticality safety considerations are more significant at NFS then at>

commercial nuclear fuel plants which handle low enriched (<5 w/o U-235) uraqtum.
HEU-exists in gaseous, liquid and solid, forms.

Issues

In 3984, two violations relating to nuclear criticality safety were identifýied
which. resulted in the imposition of civil penalties.

A. Between January - March 1984, nine examples of failure to follow operating
procedures or posted nuclear safety limits were identified. A CAL dated

2/9/84 was- issued. These examples were collectively treated as a Severity
Level III violation. Because of. the numerous examples 'cited, and the fact
that NFS had prior warning of-the problem through their Internal "'audit
program, the civil penalty was increased' by W0., to a total of 518,750.

- Corrective actions taken by NFS,- documented in a Confirmation of Action
letter of February 9, 1984, included:

- a. revision of procedures.
b. k additional training of workers
C. Increased frequency of nuclear safety audits (each shift)
d. management evaluation of audit findings, and feedback to training

and procedure reviews

NFS paid the penalty without prote*t and implemented the necessary
* corrective actions.

B. In October 1984 it was determined that during the period of
July-September 1984, accumulations of uranium-bearing solids greater than

* action limits were found in the high enriched Uranium Scrap Recovery
Building (Building 233) ventilation system tanks. Contrary to the require-
ments of the license, investigations either were not done, or those which
were done were cursory. Consequently, materials accumulated in the
ventilation system which exceeded the criticality safety action limits..

Because both nuclear safety and safeguards conditions were degraded for
a significant period of time, this violation was judged to be a Severity
Level ]I, and a proposed $20,000 Civil Penalty and an Order Modifying
License were issued. The Order redefined what was to be accomplished in an
"iiivestigation" and broadened the responsibility of the Internally
Authorized Change (IAC) Council to include oversight similiar to that of a
Plant Safety Review Board.

In response to the NRC, NFS:

a., denied the violation, i.e.. that an investigation was not performed
b,:-- ýrotesied the imposition of civil penalty, and
C._' proposed modifications to the Order Modifying License.

Current Status

A. -Since the CP for procedural violations were issued, only very minor
violations have been identified by the increased frequency internal audits.

B. The NRC response to NFS, including an order Imposing Civil Penalty, is still
pending. Negotiations are currently underway between OIE and NFS on wording
of the license.condition.

7.0 RADIATION PROTECTION

11

Bakround.' -kritksbue

NF -cntos 'radioact~ive material to precl'ude or minimi2 pworter tiontae byiu.
ofS ventiae glv oesadeclosures and use of respijratory-rtcin Air
of ventilated leove brm e ond ct sad evaluate concentrations Of .radioaci

material in air, and basays (urinalysis and invivo) are esa che on

the adequacy of air sampling. 'I

Inspectin of' this area 'haverthe .t several years, numerous

sccaion of hiadeuat e tr .for worke'r _intakes and inadequate systems foroccspcions. ofinaequate contrO-lS etore .•r ._. .Feb. B2 andFeb..85) .There

monitoring intakes. (Six violations issued b Feb. 82 and .8 ,) toher

are- mny -situations where the 'work station f ixed' samples., were t"'dequ--• te

assess individual exposures.' The licensee •a•s slowton recunuaO t situations

and provide for supple rmental' sampling. 
Investigations of unuasual 'exposures haveaor all. Nm FS hdsnnwn-reluc-, nce

been at times, superficial' or not performed aal.NS adsonrucAnc
to expend effort to improve worker Intike control measures.

On on rSin ~c5on,, a' ýOrker had 'an. intake 'likely in, excess Of limits.'don onedque recentl oI f Operations Pn

Part of the. proble 'an..be. ttributed to'•nadequate. control coero featuresa

ma intenance, 'the'.a'geo.f the' facility, and lack of engineering' cordual' Inftates,

I However, because the licensee hid no dqutl assesed tindividreua' ipmn'take
e identifedproblem are .s(oPratisn. o ei nthey had not• fully, atvt .. .' ' "

causing airborne.radiO•t. ."...

Current SauCurrentr Spts". .. .rotection program-'that meets,

The icenee as not yet Implemented a respiratOc poeto rormhtmesTh i e see h as n t y t t p e e~ ~ ~ it,, ted to the Region to upgradqe .t ne.

regutory requirements. NFS. initially commitel oteRgo ougaete

Trogram'hbyJuy 1 9n5., but now has slin.ed thi' d tO setmein 1986',i the,
grog am .by . Ju ly 190 on the strike resolution. . . . .. .. . ,

exact date dependent on the strikehrleolution.ts

Inaksof~anumb. okr, as determined, by urinaly~sl, and whole body counts,.

have generally-decriased ove .r. 'the ýPast year.. thro~glh not dtamijtt~ jllY-'. -lncriased

intakes are 'us'eually associated with /res• .e•fo, - -a oactit in-•the worpla ....

as 'the result of equipment failure, per'O1 af-re o or o fai'onre' m•a inolenn

without retablishi.• g . P. " iaaologicl controls, o 'iurovement Plan l o

procdurs. FS hs cmmitedto a far-reaching PerformanceImrven Plnt
procedures of tei• r radiation protection program. (See 7.4)
upgrade all areas of their a
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6. NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY 
i 

Background 

The principal processes at NFS involve. highly enriched' uraniuai (HEU) •. ' Consequently, 
. nuclear criticality safety considllrations arll more significant at NFS thlln' at . 

~ commercial nuclear fuel plants which handle low enriched «~ wlo U-235) uraqium. 
HEU- exists in gaseous, lfquld and solid. forms. . ~',,~ 

In 1984, two violations relating to nuclear criticalitY safetY Were fdentif,fitd 
Which· resulted in the imposition' of civil penalties. 

A. 8etween January - March 1984, nine examples of fail~re to follow operating. 
procedures or posted nuclear safety l1mlts were idendfled. A CAL dated 
219/84 was' issued. These eX4JllPles were collectively treated as a Sever.ity 
Level III violation. Because of. the numerous; exaniples 'cfted, and .. t.he .. fact 
that MFS had prior warning ot"the problem through thefr Internal "audit 
program, the civl1 penalty was Increased: by 5~, to a toul of518,7~0. 

J Corrective actions taken by NFS .. documented in a Confirmation cif Action 
leiter of February 9, 1984, included: 

a. revision of procedures. 
"b. '" additional treining of workers 
c. increased frequenc~ of nuclear safety audits (each shift) 
d. management evaluation of audit findings, and feedback to training 

and procedure reviews 

NFS paid the penalty without prote~t and implemented the necessary 
cO.rrect ivll acU ons. 

B. In October 1984 it was determined that during the period of 
July-September 1984, accumulations of uranium-bearing solfds greater than 
action limits were found In the high enriched Uranium Scrap Recove'ry 
Building (Building 233) ventilation system tanks. Contrary to the requfre
ments of the license. fnvestigations either were not done, or those which 
were done were cursory. Consequently, materials accumulated in the 
ventilation system which exceeded the critfcal1ty safety action 11I11its .. 

Because both nuclear safety and safeguards conditfons were degraded for 
a significant period of tfme. this violation was judged to be a Severity 
Level II. and a proposed 520,000 Civil Penalty and an Order Modifying 
License were issued. The Order redefined what was to be accomplished in an 
Pinvestigation- and broadened the responsfbility of the Internally 
Authorized Change (lAC) Council to fnclude oversight slmiliar to that of a 
Plant Safety Review Board. . , 

In response to the NRC, NFS: . 

a';, denied the violation, I.e., that an investfgation was not performed' 
b.~?· protesied the imp05,tfon of civil penalty, and 
c~ proposed modifications to the Order Modifying License. 

'iJ" ~' 
Curre,pt Status ' 

. A. _Since the CP {or procedural violations were issued, only very minor 
violations have been identified ~ the Increased frequency fnternal audits. 

B. The NRC response to NFS, including an order Imposing Civil Penalty, is ,siil', 
pending. Negotiations are currently underway between OlE and NFS on wording 
of the liC:ense,'condition •. 
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7.0 RADIATION PROTECTION 

7.1 WORKER INTAK~ 
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Background, " :, . iii ze worker intakes by u~e 
" t rial to preclude or m n III -protection. Air 

NFS controls radioactive ma ,e closur.es and use of resp,iratory f'radioactive ' 
of venti laud glove b~XJ8S ad~dtee;t and' evaluate conce)ntratio::fO':med as a checle. on 
sampling is performe 0 (urinalysis and invivo are p ,I 
lIIaterlal in air, and b oassays 
the adequacy of air sampling. , 

Issue .';' , " ' . ' .. , :.' ." "..... h . '''/a 1. several ·yurs. t'~erou.s 
. '. 'h rev.alea. over tell S d uatif SystemS for 

Inspections of thdis a;e\o~:~ojs for workerJntakeS ;n~i8: :~ Feb.8~)There. 
occasions of ina equa e iolations issued betli!!en e. not" adequate to' . 
1II0nitoring intakes." ~1~ ~hewrlC station ,.fixed saaple\~~~;e t.hiise situat'i.ons 
are lIlany situations we. The HClnS" was ,low, to .rec,. ' al exposures have 
asseSS individual ex~os~~::l sampling. Inyestig~ti,olns °JF~n~~ 'shown .reluctaryce 
and provide for supP em. . not perfonnad at a., " . 
been ,. it' times, superficial or Ler 'intake control lIIeasures. " I 

• d Hort to improve WOh, l' . 
to expen e " c'" .', ," '., 1 fn ekcess of 11m t;s. 

. ..'" '~ol'ker had' an. intake lilleY,. of 0 arations ~nd 
On one rl!.Cj!nt o,~casion;'b~ ~ttrtbuted to.·tnadeqUate~ont'1'ngl conirol feat.ures. 
Part of t.I1e. I).rob, 8111!=:f 'the: facility. and lack of eng nee,'d individual' tntakes, 
ID4tritenance. the' a~~e 0 licensee hid not adequately :lsseSss tralnin9 or equlp'ment)" 
However. bec:afus,e, identHled .prob1ell) are,~:,(opera .on ,.... '.. '" .. 
they had not u y, "'1', . .' ! 
causing airborne,radioact 1v t~. .1 

Current Status rotection program'-'that nieets,' 
1 !emented II respt ratorY P h R Ion to uP9ra~~ .. the, 

The licensee has not yet mS Initially committee! to t ee~t't'me':ln ·1986-,'.the '., 
ne"",atoryrequi.rements

b
· .. ~ '"a'. slip'p'ed thi,.s· date to sO,\\1 , . i~ I"~ . ,,- J 1 198~, ut n,," II • '. . .' ' ;j" , 

IIrogram bY. u y. dt on the strike resolutiol),. . .: .' ....'. ...'.--,' . 
exact daU dep.en en '. .. ", ," 'is '~nd whole body COIJ~ts,: 
~ '" ':workers, as detel'lllined. by u,:inalys 'ilramati'callY';' 'lncr'as~d' 

Intakes of l~an.~ui~:!sed pverthepast year" th7ughdt:a~th1tYJ".YI~ wor"p~a.ee, 
have genera, Y, en associated with releas~s 0., ra f , pe'ratloriS' or'mal,ntenanee 
intakes are 1ur,uaf ~quiPlllent ,fa~lure,. perfortlllnC~fs °O!' . fatlllre; t.o'<fol1ow . 
as the res~~, fshing' ~ropei' radto logical ~~nt Performance ,Improvement Plan to 
without es mmttted to a far-reac ng (See 7 4) 
procedures. NFS ha~ ~~eir radiatiOn protection program. . 
upgrade all arelS ° , 
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6. NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY 
i 

Background 
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'iJ" ~' 
Curre,pt Status ' 
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S 7.2 CONTAl ITON CONTROL

&ackorognd

NFS uses ventilated glove boxes and enclosures to contain contamination
Periodic contamination surveys are performed to identify contaminated areas forcleanup. The license maintains contamination-limits for varif u cont an d-•uncontro lled areas and requires "th.-o • tf..... " t . fo various controlled andc a ,nd u that. decontamination be performed when -surveyresults 'are above thosei levels. survey

LS -

?
i

1
-I

1*

The licensee has not had an aggressive contamination control program. Outside
areas and roofs of buildings are Contaminated. Process equipment frequentlyleaks Contaminated solutions. Due to the age of the facility, contaminationcontainment has not been we)l engineered into the process equipment. 'The:licensee uses dikes around areas where leaks frequently occur. However, thelicensee performs no surveys in these areas and intentionally dischargescontaminated liquids Into these areas,- Some of these diked areas are outside.'Contamination Is frequently discovered in uncontrolled areas. Numerous 'problemshave been noted during fnspecfton with contamnintion iin excels of limits withoutprompt decontamination.

Contaminated and clean work cloth•ing.are washed together in the facility laundry..The licensee uses "transitiOn zones1, or -areas where they permit individualswearing contaminated. clothing and indiovduals westaig street clothes to alk-along the same route. twclothesk.

Thi'1icensee's cont.aination control problems increases the risk of unnecessaryworker exposures and the spread of contamination to uncontrolled areas and +offsite.

13'
7.3 WORK CONTROLS,

Lackground

The l1censeewisIrequired'-to- have approv*d:.procedures for any work .involving
worker exposure to $NM or the possibility of spreading contamination or.
generating airborne. radioactivity. Radiation Work Permits are.required for%.
nonroutine activities, such as maintenance. not covered by an approved procedute.r

The licensee has historically had problems with establishing procedures and
ensuring worker compliance, Region I1 has- ldentified'17 examples relating to,
adequacy of procedures and worker compliance since 1983. tFS procedures have
been' general in nature, relying.,on.. worker knowledge rather than..detaill in%
procedures. ,There has been also a lack of health physics involvement in, -
surveillance of work sites and.ensuring that workers understood and complied.ý
with radiological precautions.

Inspections have-identifted that failure of the licensee to maintain procedures-..
has resulted in unnecessary exposure of workers, at least one of which was*..
probably an overexposure. Unauthorized equipment modifications and, deviations
from. process specifications have been noted., There was an, absence of a health
physict presenie In the work.areas to assure proper considerationoof radiation
safety requirements., . The health and safety, personnel also did not get. nvolved.,
in verifying that precautions specified by RWPs.were In plate prior to commence-
ment of workor involved in evaluating changing radiological conditions and RWP;.
compliance during)the course of the work. NFS has had very little health phyics
coverage during operations. Operations foremen are responsible for .Implement1pg'
Radiation Work Permits and.ensuring that the workers are in compliance,. Even
when health-and safety personnel were present, they were not observant tfo1

'problems or changing conditions. These findings were included with others that
resulted in' a recent $1-8,750 civil penalty.. -- "r -

Current Status ' -

In response tb Violations found in this area the licensee has- committed. to strjlct
procedural compliance and to establish procedures as required by their, license.
Process engineers have reviewed the adequacy of procedures and the work areas to
identify unauthorized modifications. Procedures have been reviewed by supervitsors
and workers to verify they are workable. Radiation.monitor supervisors have been
instructed to periodically observe work areas for' radiation safety compliance.
The licensee will now have a Monitor Supervisor on each shift and has increased
substantially the work surveillance by radiation safety. staff-

I .: . ' l : ' , '.,: ,. . ,. . .:

Current Status

JThe licensee has comiitted'. to the, development o f a plan by March '986 toeliminate' outside contaminated areas. This will be 'an extensive toProgram due to extent of those areas and the changes'in operations necessary toeliminate them. In response to recent violations in this area, the licensee hasalso !committed to changing several of' their survey and. work practice proceduresto ..provide for better contamination control. In addition, the licensee, has 1committed to evaluate other potential improvements in the' contamination controlprogram as part of the Performance Improvement Program. (See 7.4)
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HFS UstS ventll.ted glov. box d 
Periodic CO/luml/latl"n slIrv.ys ::, .~ f ,nCl;sures to contain contamination. 
cleanup. The hcense IllalnUlns r:on:'~ 0':'te ..lilO Identffy c:ontlllllnated ,reas for 
uncontl'olled areas a d t . n.' on .. Imits. for various controlled .nd 
results 'are ilbove tho~e'·f::~l~s. th.t .. deeont.ml natfon. be perfol'llled when survey 

<... ~ . : ..... : 
hsue 

The llcen,ee has not had an art 
areas and roofs of bundlngs g:r:" o~e contamination control program. Outside 
leaks contaminated solutfons Due ~o ;'hmin.tecl. Proc:ess equiPlllent frequently 
containmellt has nat Deen ",;ll engf,,' ed "II.Of tile facflfty, contamfnatfon 

l
lteensee Uses dtites a,.ound b,.,as· j"he,.:e~~ak n~o the p"oces~ equipment. . The' 
tcensee perfons no slIrvey I th . S requently .cecllr. ,ijowever, the 

tOntaminated Hqulds Into the~e :re4S~se areas and In·tentton~11y . discharges 
Contamlnatfon 1$ frequently dfsc:overed' fnSorne of t~ese dfked . areas are outs,de.' 
"'ve been noted during fiupeC:fton trlth con:'":,o"~{t let areas. Numerous probJ&ms 
prompt ~ec:ol)tlIIJI)1nltUDn. . . n4 onn excess of lfmfts trl~out 

COlltllllinated ind clean work.elothin i . . 
. rll. Ifcensee uses "translt'~iI zo~.til re '!uhed together in the f4ell1ty lau.ndry. 
..... r.1ng contamfnated. clothfitg and fndt":,/ r jU .Wller~ theY.pel'llltt 1nCliv1d~'1~ '. 
.long ~h. 1111118 route.' '. ..' .. II/iS lte'1"1ng stre,et, cJot~eSto "a.1" -;'" 

, • . 1 :. ,. ~ ': • : . .> - " ..' 

!:~~~~e:~::~~~:o~~':;:f~;r~:~~il::::ai~~t~ncrel$es the risk ofim~ec~ss~~ 
Ofrs1te. II na On to uncontrolled arelS and y' 

Currellt Status 

.The Hcensee has ~_itted'. to the ~ . , . .': . '.' .' " .' 
eliminate outside contaminated .reas eVl!i~F'nt Of a ,plan by March 1986 to· 
prog"'" due to extent Of those areas ,'nd 'theS .~f1 J ~ an. exUl.\slve •.. long-t.trm 
e }fllfnate them. In response to r c C In9es in operat fans necessary to . 
also'committed to chahglng severa~ :~t t~~~~at10ns in ~hfs area, the lfeensee ha5 
to .:provfde for bette I' contam1nation' contr fUry? and. work practfc:e proc~ures .. 
COIIIIIIftted to evaluate other potential fmproo 

'tn ~ddft.10n1 the l1eense~ has " 
program as Part of tile Performance Impl'OvemeVn't'; s. n thc's contamfnat1on c:ontrill rogram. ee 7;4) " . 
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The l1i::ens~'e''1s: required' :to' heve approvl\d.·:pr.oc'I!dur,s for any work ftlVolving 
worker exposure to SNM 01' the pouibtl tty of spreading c:onUtlliitatlol1 or 
gtnerating airborne radfo.ctlvity. Radiation Work Permits al'e'.r.equtre.d fol". 
nonl'out1n, acttv,1tfn, ~uc:h as matntenance. 1I0t tDveredby In approved proeedu.'18 •. 

~ ", ' 
; 

The licensee has h15torically' had problern~' with establ15hfng procedures i~'''' 
ellsuringwork.er compHance. Region II has· Identified '17 examples relating ~o,.' 
ade~uacy ~f procedures and worker compllanc~ since 1983. KFS procedures have 
been' general In nature, ralyin9,'on"worker II.now18llge "'.lItller tha.n .. c:letaH !n r 
procedures ... ·There has been also ., lack .of healt.h physiCS lnvolvemellt .. 'ln" •.. 
surveillllnce of w.ork s1·tes and ,ens~rfng t~t worbrs underStood and CQlhplied" 
w'Ith radiological precautions. .. . . . '" i.:',: 

Inspections "ave--Identlfied . that fanura of. the licensee to IIIlfntaln procedur.~s., 
has resulted ln unnecessary exposure of workers; lit least one of wIIich wa:~·.··,· 
probab}y an overexposure. ·UnJuthor1:ted equipment modifications a.nd' deviations' 
frolll' Pl'ocess sp.c1f1cations. have been noted .. There was an', absence of a, health 
\lllyslC\ preunCe. 1n .the· wo",k'·areas to assure p.lioper consideratfon .. o( radtation 
safety re~ufrement$. ' .. .The Ileal til., and safety· personnel aho did nat get,1nvoll(ed,: 
1n verifying that precautions spec:ifled by RWPs,were 1n place prior to c:ommenc:,
ment of work' or lnvolved In eval.uat1ng changIng rad1010g1clll conditions and, ~WP,. 
compliance dur1ng?tlle couY'se of tt}e wOY'k. MFS has had very 11ttle healtlt phyjfc:s 
coverage during operations. Operattonsfor'l!l1len are I'8sponstble f01"1mplement1.ng' 
Rad111tton Work Permits and .. ensur'1ng that the \/Orlen .are 1n complianc •• , Eve!, . 
when health'and ufet)'.· pers!!nnel were present. they 'tIere not obseryant.~o'l ' 

'prob'lems or chang.1ng condl t.lont.. These findings were included wfth others th!lt 
resulted In' I ·rece.nt.:$lS,-7:!iO c.ly·n penalty.. " 

Current Status 

In responset.tlv.1olatfons ,found In thh area the licensee has- cOll\lll1tud. to str;fct 
procedural compliance and to establish prOcedures as required by the1r, Hcense. 
PrOCess engineerS hIYe reviewed the adequacy of procedures and the work areas .to 
identify unauthor1zed modlfieations. Procedul'u have been reviewed 'bysupervhors 
!Inc workers to verify they Jl'e "orkable. Rad1atlon . .an1tor supervisors have'been 
Instructed to periodically observe work areas for· radiation safety compl1ance. 
The licensee will now have a Monitor Supervisor on each shift and has Increased 
substantially the wor,k s1,lrve"'ancebyradia~1on safety. staff. . i 
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COIIIIIIftted to evaluate other potential fmproo 
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resulted In' I ·rece.nt.:$lS,-7:!iO c.ly·n penalty.. " 

Current Status 

In responset.tlv.1olatfons ,found In thh area the licensee has- cOll\lll1tud. to str;fct 
procedural compliance and to establish prOcedures as required by the1r, Hcense. 
PrOCess engineerS hIYe reviewed the adequacy of procedures and the work areas .to 
identify unauthor1zed modlfieations. Procedul'u have been reviewed 'bysupervhors 
!Inc workers to verify they Jl'e "orkable. Rad1atlon . .an1tor supervisors have'been 
Instructed to periodically observe work areas for· radiation safety compl1ance. 
The licensee will now have a Monitor Supervisor on each shift and has Increased 
substantially the wor,k s1,lrve"'ancebyradia~1on safety. staff. . i 
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7.4 PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT pROGRAe

Background

In 1981, Region -I conducted a Health Physics Appraisal of the.Erwin facility.-

During this appraisal significant' weaknesses were found in the ltconsee s

radiation' protect-ion. program. Although NFS. took action 'to correct some of- the

wetknesses, some of 'the substantive Issues, such as increasing supervisory staff,

-training, elimination of outside contamination areas,. implementation of

respiratory protection program that met NRC criteria, and adoption of an ALARA

commitment by management were not addressed in response to that appraisal.

During the period of October 1984 through January 198S, inspections identified

significant problems with the I'censee's control of work activities' and control

and. monitoring the intake of radioactivity by. plant workers. This inspection
resulted in the issuance of a S18,750 civil penalty.

In response to the inspection- findings, NFS, during a management meeting in April
1985, committed to acquire the services ofa consultijng firm, Bechtel, to perform

an independent assessment of their radiation protection program. This assessment

identified weaknessis, in. the management review of the program, staffing levels

and qualifications of the radiation-protectionwstaff, leadership within the

radiationpi'otection organization, as- well as many other areas.

Current Status - . - -

NFShas implemented a Performance Improvement Program to address these weaknesses

and other deficiencies identified during the NRC Health Physics Appraisal,

subsequent inspections and the independent assessment. This program-includes:

a strong commitment to keeping occupational radiation exposure ALARA,

improvements in the radiation protection staff, '

organization to provide better management of the-program, including adding

additionalpersonnel (supervisors and monitors),.

upgrade of employee training, -

strengthening the contamination control program,

implementation of an approved respiratory protection program,

timely completion of the items-identified during the Region II Appraisal in

1981 which are still outstanding,

-> initiation of a Quality Assurance Audit Program which will identify and

correct the kinds of problems which were identified by the NRC and the

independent assessment teams, and another independent audit in approximately

one year.. --

The -actions In the Performance Improvement Program include long and short-term
imiplementatiork dates. Several of the actions, suchr as adoption of a formal-
management commitm•i•t to ALARA, have been completed. One key action, the

appointmen~t of a new Director of Safety from outside the NFS organization, has

been delayed; from September I to the end of September. A Meeting Summary is

Aing prepared which will confirm our understanding of the actions which the

licensee is to take. -

8.0 ENVIRONMENTAL AND EFFLUENT- CONTROL

8.1 OECONTAMINATIOtOF RAILROAD PROPERTY

_Backround

During the investigation of .the inventory difference in 1979, significantd p

uranium and thorium -contamination was found oanClinchfie.ld Rallroadproperty
nt property line. The contamination generallY followed the

forme path of Bpannr. Springs Branch. WFS had, from startup, released
former path of •,, ••e •.•.r F atiue ~ o~mn;u,*

process effluents into B.anner'Sprin- Branch. NFS attributed the contamination to

settling of' radioactive materials from these releases over years of 'operation.

Later the path of the stream was changed, the stream bed dried and vegetation

grew over the former stream bed.

Issue

NFS was required, starting in 1980, to decontaminate the land with target'

decontamination criteria of: (1) average external radiation levels not to exceed

20 uR/hr, (2) maximum radiation level of 38 uR•hr, and (3) average alpha activity

per grid not to exceed 30 pCi/p. .

In 1980, NFS removed approximately 100,000 cubic feet of soil from an area of

approximately 72,500 square feet of railroad property, moving it onto NFS

property, and then roquested release of the property for unrestricted use.

During a subsequent confirmatory measure-ments survey by the Region, it was

datermined that the aria did not meet the release criteria. -NFS did no further

removal of soil until 1984. NFS'.then did additional removal and in late 1984

informed the NR; that the area was ready for release. The total quantity of soil

removed thus fair is approximately 119,000 cubic feet. In early 1985, the Reg~ion

again performed a confirmatory survey. During this surveY, NFS and NRC radiation -

level survey results were similar. Results of analysts of soil showed NFS values

were, on the average,-at least a-factor of twolower than NRC's -values.

Current Status-

t NFS and the Region are currently evaluating the analysis procedures, and it

appears that it is likely that the NFS radioactive material'extractitn technique

does not extract; all the. thorium from samples, causing the NFS results to be :

consistently -low.- If the NFS results, for all analyses were -multiplied by (a

factor of-2, there would be twelve areas in excess of the.license 'criterion and

thus requiring further -excavation. - The Clinchfield.'Railroad (now-a Seaboard

System line) has notified NFS.that -they intend to build a new spur-on the area In

question. NMSS has now to determine if these results are close enough to the

"target" criteria for the property to be released for unconditional use or if

further remedial action i-s required.
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In '1981, Regfon' II conducted. Health' P~Y$1cs Apprafsalof the ·Entin facUity •. 
During thisapprlhal sfgnfficant· weaknesses' ,w.re found fn the Iicsns .. ' s 
radfation pl"litectioJ) progrll!l. Although NFS. too/(.c:tlon ·to I:orrect 501IIII of the 
welknesses,some .of'the substantive .f~sues. such as increastng sop~rvfsory staff, 

~ training. elimination of outside contamination 'reas,' implementation of 
respiratory protection progr.m that met NRC crfter1,. and adoption of an ALARA 
commftment by Nnagellent were not .ddressed in respon~e to that .pprafsal. 

. , 
: i. 

Ourll1g the per:fod of October 1984 throullh"Januar~' 1985, Inspectfons ident-iffed 
signtttcantprC1blelll$ wfCh the ·l}c:e"s.e's control of work. activities' and control 
and'lIOnitorfng the fnblle ofradfoactfvfty by plant workers. This inspeciion 
resulted fn the fssuance of a 518,750 cfvil penalty. 

In'-response to the lnspectfonfindin9s, NFS j durfllg 8 management lIeetingln April 
1985, cl)fJlllli~:ted to acquire the services of·, consultl,lIg firm, Bechtel, to perform 
an independent asses,sment of thei r . .r.diatton protectton program. Th1s assessment 
fdentified weaknessa's· In· the management revi.w··of tne llrogram, staffing levels 
and qua1fffca~i(jns of the radiation.protecUon·c staff,leadership within the 
radfatfon~proteetion' ~rganfzation, as,. w:ell as /!Iaiiy other areas. 

Current Status 

HFS'has implemented i Performance Improvement Program to address these ·~aknesses 
and other deffciencies identified durfng the NRC Health Physfcs Appraisal, 
subsequent inspections. and. ~he independent assessment. Thfs. program' includes: 

a strong comHlllent to k.eeping occupational r~di4t1on exposure ALAR4, 

i~rovements in the radiation protection staff, 

organization to provide better management ,of the program, including ackiing ; 
addltional'personnel (supervisors and monitors),' ~ . ' " 

upgrade of employee: training, 

strengthening t~e contamination control' program, 

faplementation of an Approved rasplratoryprotectlon program, 

timely completion of the Hems··identlfl.d during the Region II Apprahal in 
1981 which ~re still outstandfng. 

') 1nit1ation of a Quality Assurance' Audft Program which wilJldenttfy and 
correct the kind, of problems which were Identified by the NRC and the 
independent assessment tiams, and another independent audft in approximately 
one year •. 

~:--<-
1he 'Ict'on$ in the P.erfDrmancl! Improvement Program i.nclude long and short-term 
implementat.iol\ dates. Sever,l of the aetfons, such- as adop"tion of a fO",81 
manag_nt commitment. to ALARA, h,ve been completed. One key action, the 
appofntme"-t. of a new Director of Safety from outside the NFS organization, has 
been delayed, frOID September 1 to the end of September. A Meeting S\llllllUiry ts 
bliilng prepared which wfl.1 confirm our understanding of the actions which the 
Hcensee Is to tab. . , , 
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8.0 ENVIRONMENTAL AND EFFLUENT. CONTROL 

8.1 DECONTAMINATION OF RAILROAD PROPERTY 

• 
Background . 

. . t ~dHference in 1979, significant,." 
During the investigation of\~e in::n f:~d on' Cllnchfleld Railroad· property 
uranium and thorium .contamlna~i on 'II 111, contamination generallY followed the 
ncrth of the plant pr:operty ne. II MFS had from startup, released 
former 'path of 8anner Sprin~s lBra~~I~CII MFS attrlbuted the contamination to 
procen effluents" Into Banner' pT ng . ,,' lover years' of ·operation. 
a settling of' radioactive !IIaterials "fromedt e;:e ":t.::::\ed dried' and vegetation .' 
Lat.er the path of the. stream lias c ang, .' .. 
grew. over the former' stream bed. 

. 80 t d tll!linate the land wtth target 
NFS was requlred, . starting .. 1n 19 ~ eO ex::::a., radfation levels. not to exceed 
decontamination crfteria of: (l),ave~ 9f 38 uRl"r and (3) average alpha activity 
20 uRlhr, (2) maximum radiation ev, 0, . 
per grid not to exceed 30 pCi/It·, ' . 
-' 00 000 bl f at of soil frOft! an area of 

In 1980, NFS removed approximatelY:, ;allr-::d ~ro:erty, moving It onto NFS, 
approximately 72,500 squared fee~ II of the pI"operty for unrestricted use. 
property, and then r,queste re eu I"va by the Regton, it was 
During a subsliquent c~nfirmatOTY MIIS~"~~~~Sse s~I"it~l"h. ·NFS did no further 
oetermfned that the a,re1a98d~d n:is!I':~!nt d~d additional removal and in late 1984 , 
removal of sol1untf • ' f 1 The total quantity of soi 
informed ~he NR,~.that the area was ready or re eas:: In early 1985, the Reg.1on . 
removed thus fath approximately 119,Oogu~~~~\~~ s'fI'vey, HFS and NRC .radiat.ion . 
again performed a c:onfirmat~r~, surve:~$ults of analyses of soil showadNFS values 
level survey results ~ere,s \ :r1actor of t.wolower than NRC's .values. 
were. on the avel'Ige .. at eas • 

Current Status '..... 
. 1 t.1 the analysiS procedures, and it 

NFS and the Region arecu~reni~y ;;: ::di:ict.hemaurlalext.ractibn'tethnique 
appears that it h l1kely,t at e sam 11$ causing theNFSresul~s' to be : .. 
does not extract'.alI'fth~ t~%i~a::'O:s fo: ali analyses w.ramult.ipl1ed by I' 
consfstentlylow. t e areU 1n.ellceS!oof the.1feense crHerion and '. 
factor of2, there would be twe~ve . The CHnchfield:RaHroad (now a Seaboard .' 
thus r.equiring fllrth8l"exc;;a\:~·.they intend to build a new spur on the area 1n 
System line) has not1f.1ed N d': rmine 11 these results are close enough to the 
question. NMSS has now to e e ... to ba released for unconditional use or if 
"target" criteria for the prope~.... .' • 
furt.her remedial Action f.S required. .... 
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8.2 RETENTIO PONDS

B ack o roun d .• 
• .

From 1957 until 1980, NFS used ponds on the plant site to retain liquids

discarded from the various processes. The Njquids collected were. discharged

from -the ponds after.settling. The first po5d usedw ied w it h and

Covered with soil sometime in the early sixties. The other three remain open

and filled with liquid. The exact contents of the Ponds are unknown, particu-

larly the covered pond. It probably c€ptaiqs thorium arid perhaps some high

enriched uranium. Region 11 performed independent measurements of the radio-

active materials present In the open pojs. The, results of the sampling and

Sanalysis indicate the presence of low enriched uranium, high enriched'uranium,

thorium, and plutonium. The variability of the concentrations determined

preclude accurate estimation of the total contents of the ponds without extensive

additional'sampling.

In '1978, there was considerable national-news media coverage concerning the

potential of migration of radium from these ponds into the Nolichucky River and

subsequently into local drinking water.

An augmented groundwater monitoring system was Placed In operation in March 1984.

Issue

During an Inspection in July 1984, the. Region noted the --el samples indicated

migration of radioactivity from :the Ponds., with one month's results showing

approximately 14% of unrestricted'jrea MPC, above the licensereporting level of

10%. NFS had not re orted thi.s result. - The licensee made subsequent reports in

3984 and, 2985 when samples exceeded reporting criteria. As a 'result of these

fi ndings, the Region requested that thi~licensee provide:

1. An evaluation of exiSting groundwater monitoring data and the source

contamination,
2. Actions NFS would take to eliminate the source of contamination,

3." The-date for completion of actions. cotmnai

In response NFS concluded that some translocation of radioactivity from. the ponds

was occurring, that concentrations near property boundaries were less. than 1" of

MPC and committed to complete by March 1,' 1985, a preliminary investigation on

which a detailed decommissioning plan would be based This report, provided in

April 1985, Was Only a plan for character-ization of the Ponds. rFS at that time

committed to complete. a Plan for remedial alternatives by July 1 a8

'Recently, NFS has extended this date to November 39•8, . y 1, 195.

An annual summary report of monthly and quarterly water sample analyses Was

submItted April 1986 and provides further basis for the need for a program to

assufle the Stability of the ponds.

Currei Status

Analyses of well water samples from the three walls closest to the ponds, and

especially well 0 24, which is.located between the ponds and a natural spring,

I *I

Banner"Spring,18.Inndicate that migration of the radioactive material in the ponds

is taking place. The owners of the adjacent railroad property have Inquired into

the use of the water from Banner'Spring as a source of drinking or process water.

The licensee has stated that hydrologic studies show that the groundwater,

S movement .(gradient) is to the west, away from Banner Spring and the closest site

1 boundary. Well #' 14.',*which is close* to one pond and between the pond and Banner

Spring, shows the'highest level's of radioactive material of all the wells. Wells

# 11 and 12 show, the next highest activity and. are located in the approximate

vicinity of: the filled-in pond'and are 'the down-gradient side. of 2 of the 3

remaining ponds. '

NFS in the past esitm•ated the cost of dec issioning the three open, ponds to-be

0 approximately -
" for burial lof the waste

generated. NFS his -OntaCted' 6ntracthrs who -have experience, with such .

operations.

The level-of uranium and thorium in the sludge. is on.: the order. of several .-.

k i l o g r a m s . , . , . - .: -. -
.

NFS• currently viaWs Ythe migration as a problem that does not require-immediate

remedial act'oh."

8.3 AIRBORNE EFFLUENT CONROL

Backqround-.

In 1983, the gaseous effluentsystems-for the HEU facilities were upgraded. The'

systems were upgraded in-high enriched uranium. processing buildings. so that

all process and building.air.,would be treated with scrubbers, passed through HEPA

filtration, and discharged to the environment through'a single stack.

Issue .. . .'

The system did not operate as designed, with excessive moisture being carried

over from the scrubbers to the 14EPA filters, resulting In- soaking plugging of the

filters. Demisting systems vere added, but have not totally resolved the

problem. The -pla4(t. ventilation system is now-running Without final HEPA filters,

which are not required to be in use,-

Plant effluent "records for March 1983, after the new scrubber system was placed

in operation, showed a. factor of 8 reduction over previous levels. By August

1983, the activity levels rose by a factor of 3, due to plugging-of filters by

moisture. The HEPA filters were removed to permit sufficient system flow~to

enable the plant to control ventilation.

Removal of the. HEPA filtersdid not.totally negate the system's decontamination

factor... Muchj.of the air going to.the system.was pieflltered,.'either w~th

roughing ?ilter•and HEPA:f.lt-er local treatment (process vents) or'ith pre--

filters (fe.g.,,gass. fiber mat). The scrubbing actio obf the scrubbers would'be

expected to, remove more activity,*.and demisting filters or mats downstream ýf the

scrubbers:(upst~epm of. the HEPA banks) are moderately effective particul'ate

filters. 
.

Current Status

Preliminary results of a study of the airborne effluent' sampling system at NFS,

done by ORAU at Region II's request, shows such sampling systems adequate with

the exception o0 one sampler which might require some improvements.

Semi-annual effluent report data did not show any apparent trends in the

concentrations and total quantities of radioactive material being discharged from

the plant. Discharges have been below regulatory limits, but the gaseous

effluent systems are not now functioning as designed.
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3.' -!he'-date for completion of actf~~!~ the source of Contamination, 

In response NFS concluded ~hat some trilnsloca' '. 
IIIU occurring, that concent.rat ions near ro tion of radfo/lct.1vfty from. the IIOnds 
HPC and C_ftted t.o complete by Harch f· r;~~y boundnfes were len t.han 1~ of . 
:hfCh a detailed dec~lss1onfng plan IiO~Id b 'ba p;elimfna~ investigation on 

prfl 1985, lIiS only a plan for characte'rizat1 e Ill" h Thh report, provided in 
COllllllftted tOcOlllplete. a plan for I' on 0 t e ponds. NFS at t.hat time 

'Recently, NFS bas extended thts date tem~~lalmbalternatives by July 1 1985 
.'. . 0 "ove er.l, 1985. '., . • 

An annual SUIIIlIIary report of monthly and 
submftted April 1985 d lIuarter1y Witer sample an 1 e 

f an provldes further basls for t.he n&-J a YS 5 was assu~e the stability of the ponds. ~KY for a program to 

Current Status 

AnalYses of wall WIter samples f th h 
espetially ... el1 , 14 Whith f {OIII II .. tt re• IiIHs closest. t.o the ponds. and 

' , !) s. ocat.ecf .. e ween tne ponds and a natura I spr;ng, 

~ 
,J ;. 

\" ~ \ 
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Banner Spring, indicate that migration of the radloactfve material in the ponds 
is tak.ing· place. The owners of ~e adjacent ratlroad property have inqufred into 
the use of the lIIater frOID Banner Spring IS a source of drinking or process warer. 

. The Hcen,ee has stat.ed t.hat. hydro\og1c studies show that the groundwater! 
movement .(gradient) ,fs to the west, away from Banner Spring and the closest sfte 
boundary .. WeIr tr 14:· · ... bfch is close' to one pond and between the pond and Banner 
Spring, shows the' higheSt. 'lenh of ndioactive material of .11 the welh. Wells 
II 11 and 12 show.·th·e next highest activity' and· .• re located in. the approxlma.te 
vicinity of t.he fflled-in pond"and are ~the down-gradlent side. of 2 of the 3 
remafning ponds. \ ;., 

-;~ '-,;', i 
NFS in t.he past es1t,metecf t.he co_~t, ~f dec: : 1ss.1on1ng the. three open ponds to 'be 

o approllimately .. ._' ....... . for buri.'lof the wash 
generated. HFS has cont~cted contr.ctbrs who have experfenCI!i. with . suc~. ' 
operations. 

. : ;"::. ~: '. .' 

The level'of uranium and thorium In ,the sludge. is on': the order, of s.everal 
k11ograms, ,. .. ". ':j 

. NFS' cu~rently ·v~1~$}'t:he· ~igT'~tion as.. a· problem that· does not requ~re.1mm.d{~t.e 
remedial .ction ... · " , " ' .. 

:l 

8.3 AIRBORNE EFFlUElIT COIffROl 

8!1d.q",ound, 

In 1983, thegueous efftuent.. systems· for\he HEU facl1ftles were upgraded. The' 
system$ were upgraded in· high enriched uran1\1l11. processing bulldfngs. 50 that 
all process and building ,air would be treated with scrubbers, passed through IIEPA . 
filtration, and dlsch.rged to the environitent through·, single stack. I 

The system did not operate as deSigned, with exctssiva ~1st.ure being carried 
over from the strubbers to the HEPA fflters, resulting In' soaking pluggfng of the 
filters. Oe1llist1n9 systems ."ere added, but have not totally resolved the . 
problem. The ·p1altventf1ati~n syst.em is nOW'1'ullning without final HEPA .fih\eT'~. 

. wIIieh are' not required to be in use.' ,. 

Plant ~fflueni 'reco'rds for Mareh 19S3, after the new scrubber system ... as pl~eed' 
in operat.lon, showed a. factor of 8 reduction over previous levels. By August 
1983, the activity l.evels rose by a fattor of 3, due to plugglnglof filters, by 
moisture. The HEPA fflters were removed to pemlt sufficient. syst.em flow; to 
enable t~e plant. to ton~rol vent.flatlo~. 

Rellloval ·of the HEPA fflters,' did not· t~ta1Jy negate the system' 5 decontamination 
fac:tor.,Mucl1.-C!f t.he afr 90.\ng t.o .. the .5ystn ·waspreflltered,"it~er, ... f~h 
roughing ~f1ter;l\and HEPAff,lter loeal. treat.m~nt (process vents) or '\(ithp ... -
filters (e .. g.;1 \11:1$5: fiber .mat). }'he scr.ub~ing action of·t.he scrubbe!'s woul,d.be 
expected to' .. remo:va:mqre a,ctfvity,·.and demlsttng ftlters or m.ts do~nstrealll of t.he 
scrubbers; (4pst'ie~m :of. the IlE,PA banks) are lIIOderately effeethe .p.!lr.ticul'ate . 
,nters. 

Current Status 

Preliminary results of a study of the airborne effluent· sampling system at NFS, 
done by ORAU at Region II's request, shows such sampling systems adequate with 
the exception Q! one sampler which might require some improvements. 

Semi -annua 1 e111 uent report data did not show any aPliarent trends 1 n the 
concentrations and total quantit.ies of radioactive material being ~ischarged from 
the phnt. Ohcharges have been below regulatory limits, but the gaseous 
affluent systems ara not now functionfng as deSi?ned. 

'. 

,.,f.:; , 

,,:, 

• 
8.2 RETENTION PONDS 

Backoround '.-

::', 
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FI"OIlI 1957 until 1980 NFS d d 
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f an provldes further basls for t.he n&-J a YS 5 was assu~e the stability of the ponds. ~KY for a program to 

Current Status 

AnalYses of wall WIter samples f th h 
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Banner Spring, indicate that migration of the radloactfve material in the ponds 
is tak.ing· place. The owners of ~e adjacent ratlroad property have inqufred into 
the use of the lIIater frOID Banner Spring IS a source of drinking or process warer. 

. The Hcen,ee has stat.ed t.hat. hydro\og1c studies show that the groundwater! 
movement .(gradient) ,fs to the west, away from Banner Spring and the closest sfte 
boundary .. WeIr tr 14:· · ... bfch is close' to one pond and between the pond and Banner 
Spring, shows the' higheSt. 'lenh of ndioactive material of .11 the welh. Wells 
II 11 and 12 show.·th·e next highest activity' and· .• re located in. the approxlma.te 
vicinity of t.he fflled-in pond"and are ~the down-gradlent side. of 2 of the 3 
remafning ponds. \ ;., 

-;~ '-,;', i 
NFS in t.he past es1t,metecf t.he co_~t, ~f dec: : 1ss.1on1ng the. three open ponds to 'be 

o approllimately .. ._' ....... . for buri.'lof the wash 
generated. HFS has cont~cted contr.ctbrs who have experfenCI!i. with . suc~. ' 
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The system did not operate as deSigned, with exctssiva ~1st.ure being carried 
over from the strubbers to the HEPA fflters, resulting In' soaking pluggfng of the 
filters. Oe1llist1n9 systems ."ere added, but have not totally resolved the . 
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in operat.lon, showed a. factor of 8 reduction over previous levels. By August 
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moisture. The HEPA fflters were removed to pemlt sufficient. syst.em flow; to 
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Preliminary results of a study of the airborne effluent· sampling system at NFS, 
done by ORAU at Region II's request, shows such sampling systems adequate with 
the exception Q! one sampler which might require some improvements. 
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concentrations and total quantit.ies of radioactive material being ~ischarged from 
the phnt. Ohcharges have been below regulatory limits, but the gaseous 
affluent systems ara not now functionfng as deSi?ned. 
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9.0 RAOWASTE/DECOIMISSIONIN

9.1 SITE CLEANUP/SOLID WASTE 'M ,NAEENT ISSUES

General

NFS- is in the p9ocess of dealing with both radiological and non-radiological
waste disposal issues. The specific Issues are: (1) management of low level
wastes "generated by onsite operations. (2) :disposal of non-contaminated waste.
resulting from onsite operati6ns, and(3) management of radioactive wastes buried
onsite.

Low-Level Waste Management • -

8ackoround

NFS has been in the process of eliminating the backlog of contaminated wastes
that had: been in *temporary storage" awaiting shipment to an authorized*.burial
facility: NFS is currently authorized to transfer material for the purpose of
dispose at both the Barnwell, S.C. and-,Richland, 'Washington facilities. NFS
must also disposal of plutonium wastes which will be accumulated as a result of.
decoimistsioning 'and decontamination of*the mixed oxide fuels facility.

Issue -

Prior to the strike some progress was being made to reduce the backlog of waste
material by.making periodic shipments to these facilities. However, burial
facilityllimitations placed on~the type, quantity, and form of material-which can
be shipped by a licensee at any time orwfthin a particular shipment ths created:.
some difficulties for the licensee In timely removal of the accumulated wastes.

At one point in time DOE had agreed to accept such wastes. However, NFS has been
advised by DOE that.the current Federal statutes prohibit them-from accepting
these wastes.

Current Status

During the strike, the licensee has continued to: ship approximately 1000 cubic
feet of waste per month. Although NFS continues to seek approval for shipment
of plutonium wastes to. DOE, no repository for the plutonium waste is currently
available.

-Non-radioactive wastes

Background

In a past inspection by" the State of Tennessee, Division of Solid Waste
Management. prdblems were identified concerning the licensee's management of.
non-radioactive solid`wastes. Of particular concern was the licensee's program
for temporary storage of such wastes onsite. In addition the State was concerned
about .the operation of the offsite non-radiologica7 waste landfill operated.by,
NFS. The State obtained tommitments- from NFS to develop a site cleanup plan and
upgrade operation at the landfill.
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Issue

It appears at. this tiie-that the State's-initiative in this matter is having ani
-Imppac at.n th ise ee and some progress is being made. Presently, the NRC'does.impact on the 1tc soes . . .. .. . in this a rea . NRC does have SO Ml-~regulsitory
not have any- enforcement authority.inh ara -uR does have some regulto
guidance in the area of 'general housekee•i•;. f but this guidance appliesl to
reactor facilities .and not fudl facilities. NRC security regulations Pertaining.
to visibility within secured areas can be used whenl house keep ing/ storage of

materials present problemls. in the securijty area. Over the. last coupleo~f years,
various NRC. management personnel have commented to NFS management on the need to
improve housekeeping.

Current Status-

tFS continues- efforts to.clean up the site. There has been noticeablytimprove-

ment, but this would not be recogniZed by-new visitors.
Onlite disposal- byburial

Sackoround --

Under previous regulatory.authority,, -the licensee made onsitte disposalsi of
radioactive wastes by burial in the soil. The burial ground used for these
disposals is located near the northern end of the site, Licensee records-show
the burial ground consisted of numerous !burial Pits and that most of the burials
were made btween 1966 and- 1977. During-- this time, 30 individual burial epits.
were opened and approximately 700 millicuries -of uranium and thorium wastesivere
buried. Prior to 1970, the authorized disposal limit was-SO MCi per pit. .fter
1970, the regulations in' It CFR 20 ware changed to decrease- the- allowable l.imit,:
for diSposal by: burial In soil.. After 1970 , licensee records show that about -9
burials were made prior- to discontinuing the burial operation. NRC obtained.the
services of a contractor to independently evaluate-the levels: of wastes ipn the:•
burial site. It should be noted that the contractor reported ,the presence of -•

plutonium wastes itnthe burial grounds. The licensee contends. that no disposals
of plutonium lbearin wastnsnwer .ever.made in the onsite burial grounds. -

Curren tatu n w:e •- -s

NFS has -no plans to, deommission.a these burial. pits even'at the .end of plant
life. There- is no lindication"-Of: migration- of radionuclides from the.burnial
grounds at this time. Financial surety arrangements for decommissioning do not
include funds forremoval of onsite burials. NFS has no calculated estimate but
"guesses'! that decoimftssiorking the burial pits would require - of effort
o eand cost :_..._........ The escrow account for decommissioning is required
to be . . -
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9.0 RADWASTEIDECOMHISSIONING: ., 
'\ . . 

9.1 SITE ClEANUP/SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

§!!!!r!.l 

NFS'1s 1n the process of dulfng wfthbotll rad101ogic.land non-radiological 
waste disposal issues', Tnespeclffc Issues are: (1) management of lw Jevel 
wa~tes 'generat.ed"by ons1te operations, (Zj:dhposal of non-contaminated waite' 
resulting from onsite operatfons, 'nd(3) management of rad10active wastes burl.ed 
onsite. . 

,:, 

Low-level Waste Manaoement: U 

Background 

NFS lias been 1n the process of .11m/lIstfng the bacUog of contaminated wastes 
that had,. been In -temporary storage" awafting shipment to Inauthorlzed··.burla.l 
facilfty. NFS is currently authorized to transfermater1al for the purpose of 
dispose at both the Barnwell, S.C. and ~Rfchl.nd, -Washington facilit1es. NFS 
must a Iso dfsposal of plutonfum wutu whfch "'fll be accumulated as a ,",suIt of, 
decommissioning 'and decontamination of , the mfled o~fde fuels facflfty. 

Prior to tht strike s~e p~ogress was being made to reduce the backlog of waste 
material by IIIlklng perfodlc shipments to these facilities. Howeyer, burlal 
hcftfty l1m1utlons placed on,the type, quantity. and fOrlll of materi.~lthich can 
be shtpped by a licensee It any 'Um, or wftlifn a particular shiplllent nas created, 
s01IIe dHficultfes for ~he IfceRsee In tfmely remoyal of the accumulated wlStes. 

At one point in time DOE had agreed to aec~ot such wastes .. Hwtyer. NFS ~s been 
advised by DOE that. the current Feder.l statutes prohibft them ·frolll accept!·ng .' 
these wastes. 

Current Status 
0, 

Dur'fng the' strike, the 1fcans~e hl$ contfnued to: ship approxilllltely '1000 cubi.c 
feet of waste per lIIonth. Although NFS contInues' to sae~ approval for shipment 
of plutonium wastes to. DOE, no repository for the plutoniUIII weste 'fs currently 
ayafla~le. .'. 

~Non-radloaetive wastes 

Background 

In a past lnspectilln by' the Stat. of TenneSsee, DfyiSion of Solid \iaste 
Management, problems .were "ldentIHedconcerning the.HeensH's ililnag_rit of 
nan-rad10actilte soHd"wutes. 'Of parUcular concern was the Hcen'see's program 
for temporary storage of sucli. wiSti!s onsfte;Zn addition the State was concerned 
about. the operaUon of the off51te noil-radfologica' waste landfill operlted . by, 
HFS • . The">State obtained tonilllitments from MFS to develop i site cleanup plan I/ld 
upgrade operati~n at the landfill. '", 
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Issue "V '.' h ,. 
----- , 'fnltiatlve In this mattar ts IV ~g In, 
It appears It. this t,m~·that the Stlte s Is being made. presently, the KRC'~oes 
.tm att. on the lice",ee Ind some progreu . area ,NRC does hllve some.' re9u1a~ory 
no~ have any· enforcement authority 1n this '. ,p' bIIt this guidance appliesl to 
gliidanc:a In the I rea of "genenl hOlse~eellinftRc sacurft.y regulat.ions pertaining, 
reactor factlities and not f.UI't fat1 it e~ lI$8d witen housekeeping/storaga of 
to vhlbi1fty wHhin secured areas .can area Over the. last coupl"ofyears, 
materia 11 pruentprob 1 ems I n the secur.ity t d' to NFS management. on the' need to 
variouS NRC. manage/llent' personnel have COlllllltn e .' 
lmpro¥~ housekeeping. . 

Current Status-

ansi toe di sposal bybur1al. 

Background f 
. the Heensee llllcie onsite dhposals, 0 

Under .previous, regulat:ory . authority.. 11 The bUTtal ground used for these 
radio.tthe wastes by burial 1nrt.~'rns~nd· of the site.' Licensee records ,~hOW, 
dl als is located near the no e I and tbat ~ost of the bur,l S 
t.h!lI~rlal ground COjlSistedd ~~7;UllleOo~;n:U~~~~ ~1~~, 30 IndMdllal burial ,pits ' 
were made between 1966 an • Illituries of uraniUIII and thorium wastaslwere 
were opened and aPIP9r70~lm:~:'ru~~rfzed dlsllOsal 11mlt was 50 mCht pe,rlo!!~ie t;~~~ , 
burled. Prior to, \I; 20 re changed to Mcreue tea . 
}:~O;It:;:s;leg~;a:~:f:, \nn ~~N Aft: 197t':;a'1~~~~,e~p~~~~1o~. Sh:C t::;,,~~Odll\h! 
burial s were made prior to dhcon'inuln, luaU the leyels of wastes In the' 
servtces of a contractor to I~~e~:t.t~ e~:ntraet.or reported ~he presence o~ , 
burial site. It ,should be no The licensee contends, that no dhposa s 
plutonium lIutes In the burial 9round~. d in the onsit.e burial grounds.·, ' 
of plutonlum-Il.earlng wastes w~re e'le",,1118 e , I. , 

',": ." 
. ! i 'I' ~. -. ~ 

Current Stat·us.'·. "." .. , .... ,.". '., ",.: .. ' " .) "":;:;. :'" ' "', .... : 
. '.' ":'," .' burl'aLpiU'l!ven' at the .. end of. pJant 

NFS huno plans to"dec~iss1on Ulese, of radionucHdes from tlle.!)uriat 
life T·here· 1'5· no':1nd1cat10n,,,of migration _nts for dIlcommiss10ning ,dp· not 
9rou~dS at this time.' Finaneial SU~~al~"'n:FS lI.s no calcula~e~~~t1mate but 
include funds for,removal of onsite " .• fts would requi" . _ .: ,of eHort 
P9uesses'~: _th~~.:~e!=.~_ts.stl!lI~ngTt': e:~~'a~couilt for decommissioning is requ1"d 
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9.0 RADWASTEIDECOMHISSIONING: ., 
'\ . . 

9.1 SITE ClEANUP/SOLIO WASTE MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

§!!!!r!.l 
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wa~tes 'generat.ed"by ons1te operations, (Zj:dhposal of non-contaminated waite' 
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onsite. . 

,:, 
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Prior to tht strike s~e p~ogress was being made to reduce the backlog of waste 
material by IIIlklng perfodlc shipments to these facilities. Howeyer, burlal 
hcftfty l1m1utlons placed on,the type, quantity. and fOrlll of materi.~lthich can 
be shtpped by a licensee It any 'Um, or wftlifn a particular shiplllent nas created, 
s01IIe dHficultfes for ~he IfceRsee In tfmely remoyal of the accumulated wlStes. 

At one point in time DOE had agreed to aec~ot such wastes .. Hwtyer. NFS ~s been 
advised by DOE that. the current Feder.l statutes prohibft them ·frolll accept!·ng .' 
these wastes. 

Current Status 
0, 

Dur'fng the' strike, the 1fcans~e hl$ contfnued to: ship approxilllltely '1000 cubi.c 
feet of waste per lIIonth. Although NFS contInues' to sae~ approval for shipment 
of plutonium wastes to. DOE, no repository for the plutoniUIII weste 'fs currently 
ayafla~le. .'. 

~Non-radloaetive wastes 

Background 

In a past lnspectilln by' the Stat. of TenneSsee, DfyiSion of Solid \iaste 
Management, problems .were "ldentIHedconcerning the.HeensH's ililnag_rit of 
nan-rad10actilte soHd"wutes. 'Of parUcular concern was the Hcen'see's program 
for temporary storage of sucli. wiSti!s onsfte;Zn addition the State was concerned 
about. the operaUon of the off51te noil-radfologica' waste landfill operlted . by, 
HFS • . The">State obtained tonilllitments from MFS to develop i site cleanup plan I/ld 
upgrade operati~n at the landfill. '", 
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Issue "V '.' h ,. 
----- , 'fnltiatlve In this mattar ts IV ~g In, 
It appears It. this t,m~·that the Stlte s Is being made. presently, the KRC'~oes 
.tm att. on the lice",ee Ind some progreu . area ,NRC does hllve some.' re9u1a~ory 
no~ have any· enforcement authority 1n this '. ,p' bIIt this guidance appliesl to 
gliidanc:a In the I rea of "genenl hOlse~eellinftRc sacurft.y regulat.ions pertaining, 
reactor factlities and not f.UI't fat1 it e~ lI$8d witen housekeeping/storaga of 
to vhlbi1fty wHhin secured areas .can area Over the. last coupl"ofyears, 
materia 11 pruentprob 1 ems I n the secur.ity t d' to NFS management. on the' need to 
variouS NRC. manage/llent' personnel have COlllllltn e .' 
lmpro¥~ housekeeping. . 

Current Status-

ansi toe di sposal bybur1al. 

Background f 
. the Heensee llllcie onsite dhposals, 0 

Under .previous, regulat:ory . authority.. 11 The bUTtal ground used for these 
radio.tthe wastes by burial 1nrt.~'rns~nd· of the site.' Licensee records ,~hOW, 
dl als is located near the no e I and tbat ~ost of the bur,l S 
t.h!lI~rlal ground COjlSistedd ~~7;UllleOo~;n:U~~~~ ~1~~, 30 IndMdllal burial ,pits ' 
were made between 1966 an • Illituries of uraniUIII and thorium wastaslwere 
were opened and aPIP9r70~lm:~:'ru~~rfzed dlsllOsal 11mlt was 50 mCht pe,rlo!!~ie t;~~~ , 
burled. Prior to, \I; 20 re changed to Mcreue tea . 
}:~O;It:;:s;leg~;a:~:f:, \nn ~~N Aft: 197t':;a'1~~~~,e~p~~~~1o~. Sh:C t::;,,~~Odll\h! 
burial s were made prior to dhcon'inuln, luaU the leyels of wastes In the' 
servtces of a contractor to I~~e~:t.t~ e~:ntraet.or reported ~he presence o~ , 
burial site. It ,should be no The licensee contends, that no dhposa s 
plutonium lIutes In the burial 9round~. d in the onsit.e burial grounds.·, ' 
of plutonlum-Il.earlng wastes w~re e'le",,1118 e , I. , 

',": ." 
. ! i 'I' ~. -. ~ 

Current Stat·us.'·. "." .. , .... ,.". '., ",.: .. ' " .) "":;:;. :'" ' "', .... : 
. '.' ":'," .' burl'aLpiU'l!ven' at the .. end of. pJant 

NFS huno plans to"dec~iss1on Ulese, of radionucHdes from tlle.!)uriat 
life T·here· 1'5· no':1nd1cat10n,,,of migration _nts for dIlcommiss10ning ,dp· not 
9rou~dS at this time.' Finaneial SU~~al~"'n:FS lI.s no calcula~e~~~t1mate but 
include funds for,removal of onsite " .• fts would requi" . _ .: ,of eHort 
P9uesses'~: _th~~.:~e!=.~_ts.stl!lI~ngTt': e:~~'a~couilt for decommissioning is requ1"d 

o and c:ost ___ --::---:----
t.o be ~~'_" . . ..r, .. .... -, . 

.;. 

.. ,.:,,' ~ 
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9.2 DECOMMISSIONING OF PLUTONIUJ/U233 FACILITIES

NFS processed' thorium oxide mixed with uranium-Z33. to make the light water
breeder reactor fuel for the Shippingport*Resabr. Plutonium/depleted uranium'

mixed oxide fuel for the SEFOR reactor.was'fabr.icated in Building 234. NFS.has

maintained, in shutdown etaitusk, the plutonium processing facility (Building 134),

and plUt9nium lab (Building 110) since operations ceased in 1970.

Issue

Concerns over the potential for the accidental rilease of plutonium to. the.

environment have prompted the NRC and NFS to- actively seek conclusion of

decommissioningi activities. NFS maintains an a~ctive monitoring program in this

area which includes a program for the monitoring--of, surface contamination -

airborne radioactivity and the monitoring •of exhaust stack effluents. Surface

contamination and airborne activity action levels are fixed such that indications

of lack of equipment integrity are identified. The condition of the facility

equipment Is an item of concern. Equipment age has led to breach of containment
inside the facility, i.e., the.negative pressure maintained on the glove boxes

has caused the plexiglass to crack causing material to leak onto the building

floor. .-" ,:

The uranium-213 portions of the facilities have, been decontaminated but not

released ?or unrestricted use or for use with low-enriched uranium. However, NFS

is using'a portion :of the facility for the fabrication of burial boxes to be,

used in the radwaste program.-. When, plutonium proiessing operations ceased in

1970 the bulk of the contamination was rimoved. NFS estimates that (approximately
one kilogram of plutonium. remains in ihe facility,, contained in glove boxes, a

hot cell and HEPA filters*.. During 1983-and 1984, NFS began work to decommission
the fabrication area off;Building 234.. This:area contained welding fdev-ices and.

X-ray equipment used to fabricate and inspect plutonium fuel rods. Materials

removedduring this effort were packaged.in drums and burial boxes and are

currently being stored onsitte. NFS estimates they will generate approximately
_ -ft

3 
of waste-in St-gallon drums. Approximately .....- ft

3 
will have

concentrations_.of _plutonium. less than 10 nCi/gm and would-bei snt to Barnwell-.

Approximately ._~ ft, has plutonium. concentrations between 10 and 100 nCi/gm

and could be sent to U.S. Ecolog.-at. Richland, .Washington.. The remaining,

approximately ft
3 

of greater than :100 uCi/gm:.cannot, .be disposed of at
commercial sites.-

Current Status

NFS has been negotiating with DOE for several years in an effort to get DOE

to accept the plutonium-contaminated waste at a DOE waste burial facility. At the

present time, neither commercial burial facilities nor DOE will accept of

commercially-generated transuranic waste with concentrations of plutonium greater

than 100 ndC/gm. DOELcontends that they are prohibited by law from accepting

this wgste. NFS is pursuing Congressional action to allow DOE to accept this

waste. Another avenue currently being pursued by NFS Is the easing of restric-

tions for the burial of plutonium at the Chain-Nuclear Systems, Inc. Barnwell

disposal site under •the NRC -license for 3NM at the site. Chem-Nuclear is

pursuing an amendment to their NRC license to allow acceptance of waste with

plutonium concentrationsup to 100 -nCi/gm. In the meantime, the NFS facility

continues to age. Residual plutonium contamination in Building 234 makes the

site susceptiable tp plutonium contamination spread in the event of a fire,
explosion, tornadQ or other such occurrence.
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10. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS ANdFIRE PROTECTIO.

Background

N'S. has, at present,- a,.Radiological Contingency lnpeae nrsos o

NRCS 'ebuay-11, 1981, Order to-submit a Plan inaccordanlce with a standard.,

• 'i Ferur 'h tOi wst oeaon rob ie wes, b the srxmtaffg

format and content (enclosure. to-the Order). TePa a elwdb h tf

and was foundto a be , dtoe tht - the licensee has accomplished the

purposes of radiological contingency planning, viz, assuring (1) that his plan

is properly configuredto limit releases -Of radioactive materials and radiation.

exposures in the even-of an accident, (2) %hat.& capability- exists fol reasuring

radi active materials, (3) that apropri ate. emergency equipment and procedures

rre St to protect rers against radiation hazards that. might be

encountered following ann ccident," (4) that fnotifications are promptly made

offsite to Federal, State. and lo Ical.go~ernment .agencies,- and (5) that necessary

recovery actions are taken in reqime iryeashoI to return his.-plant to a safe

condition following an accident. -

Issue

n the above, due to past eration pr oblems. the proximity .-.

residents (250r), and the recognition of risk greater that at other licensed

fuel facilities, N*5,s in coordination wi -oth the Region, proposed special :

emergency pl anning *lice..nse .conditions. which .were,.senerilly consisten~t with, the

emergency planning notif .ication pi~ovislons-of State and local government agencies

a nS specified, in Appendix E to Par SO. The Commission was reluctant to impose

the condi-tion5- because an OPE study did not. endorse the proposal and because

there was a proposed rule aking for modifying emergency planning at all fuel

cycle facilities. The license conditions were never applied 
as proposed.

C urrent _Status

The new emergency planning rule has, yet to be, fomlized and is still Inr

development there ,are currently no requirements fir offsite notification in the

veno an incident.

Fire Protection

Back ifound -rr

In order to protect the, facility- from- fire, NI'S has provided portable8 fire-.

extinguishers,- -a system of fire, hydrants and hos~es, sprinkler and fog- sys tems.,-

inert gas. or other purged systems, and automatic deateCtion, systems... These

engineered features are supported by training and 'procedures appropriate to

respond to a fire. The facility is routinely inspected by the American NucleaIarr

Insurers.,-

~0titstfldngth prcatinstaken, fires have, occurred .at the facility which-

threatened to release' high enriched uranium (NiEU) ýto the unrestricted area

environment.

One of these fires occurred a, recently as 1983 in the NEU incinerator's vent

duct exterior building 302. Earlier a fire took place in Building 233.

Current-Status

It- remains difficult to meaningfully inspect the fire protection program at fuel-

facility licensee',s due to a lack of firm regulatory' requirements.
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9.2 DECOMMISSIONING OF PLUTONIUH/U233 FACILITIES 

Background 

NFSproCfl5Sed ·thorillDl oxide mix.d with uranium-233 to m"ke the light water' 
breeder reactor fuel· for theShippfngport· Rea,t;or. Plutonium/depleted uranium 
mixed oxide fuel for the SEFOR reactor' was !fabricated in Building 234.. NFS ,has 
maintained, in· shutdown status" the plutonium proceSSing faCility (Bu1.1d1ng ·234). 
and plut911ium lab (Bu11d1ng 110) s1nce operations ceased 1n 1970. 

Issue'" 

Concerns over the potential for the accidental rilease of pluton,1,UIII, to, the· 
environment have prompted the NRC and NFS to· actively seek conclusion of . 
decommiss10ning:activities. NFS maintains an ~~tiv. raonftoring program in th1s 
area which includes a program for the monitoring ,·of surface contamination; 
airborne radioactivity and the monitoring ,of exhaust stack effluents. SU,rface 
contamination and airborne activity action 'levels are f.flied such that indications 
of lack of equipment integrity are identified. The condition of the facility 
equfpment is an ftem of concern. Equipment age has led to breach of contafnmen.t . 
inside ~.he hcftfty, f :e., the . negative pressure maintained on the glove boxes 
has caused :the p,lexfglass to crack clfl/sfng material to leak onto tl:!e building ,: 
floo\,,; ," t' 

The uranium-213 ~rtfons of the facnit.f~s have, b~en decontamfnated but: not· 
released"#or unrestrfcted use or for use With. low-enriched uranium. However, NFS 
15 usfng' a portion ,of the facllif,y for the fabrication of burial boxes to be, 
used 1n the raciwaste program.·, When; plutonium processfng ope rat ions ceased fn 
1970 the bulk of the contamination was reraoyed. NFS estimates that ,approxfmately 
one kilogram of plutonium. remains iii the 'ac1.lity., contafned fn glove boxes. a 
hot cell and HEP~. filters'., During 1983"and 1984, NFS began w,rk to ~ecommhsl09. 
the fabritatlon area 9f.;Buf1~ing 234. Thfs.:area cont,4ined welding 'dev.1ces and 
X-ray" equipment used' to fabricate and :inspect plutonium fuel rods,. Mater1als 
removed during, this dfort were packaged .. In drums .and burial boxes and are ' 

,) !=&!r_,!n!-ly betng stored ons~.te. NFS enimates they will ,g_~nerl!t_e approxlm.a.tely 
___ ~_ .. ft3 of waste~fn S~-gallon drums. Approximately __ . __ ft3 will have 
concentrations of 'plutonium, less than 10 nC1/gm and would be sent to Barnwell. 
Approximately ~~ft3, has~plutonium, concentrations between 10 and 100 nCi/gm 
and' could be .!!!.!'!. to U;S. Ecology" at. Richland,' ;Washington. The remaining." 
approximately ..:~_. ft3 of greater ·thanl00 uClIgm.cannot, ,be ,disposed of at 
cClllllDerclal sites. . 

Current Status 
;' .. 

NFS has been negotfltlng with DOE for several years in an effort to get DOE 
to accept the plutonium-contaminated waste at a DOE waste burial facflfty. At the 
pnslHlt tfme,' neither commercial burial fac11ities nOr DOE will accept of 
commercfally-generated trlnsuranic waste with concentrations of plutonium greater 
than 100 nCi/gm. DOE~contends that they are prohibited by law from accepting 
this waste. NFS is pursufng Congressional action to allow DOE to accept this 
wlste. Another .venue currently being pursued by NFS 15 the easing of restric
tions for the burial of plutonium at the Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. Barnwell 
disposal site under ,the NRC 'license for SNH at the site. Chem-Nuclear is 
pursuing an .mendment to thefr NRC Hcense' to allow acceptance of waste with 
plutonfum concentrations, up'" to 100nCI/gm. In the meantime. the NFS f"flfty 
contfnues to age. Resfdual plutonium contamination in Building 234 makes the 
Site suscepttable t9 plutonium contamination spread in the event of a fire. 
explOSion, tornado 'or other ,such occurrence. 
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND'FIRE PROTECTION 

Background c: <, 
, " 1 Contingency Plan prepared 111' response to I ' 

NFS, has, at prese'lt, a,Radi01oglca ubmlt. a Plan 'In accorcsaricewUh a standar~f 
NRC's February 11. 1981" Order t~hs Order) The Plin was reyll'oled by the staf·, 
format and content (enclosrei:f to, :rate th~t. the Hcensee has accompli shed 1 t~f1 
and was found to adequate. y. e,mons '1 . I 'Ylz assurillg' (1) that his pant 
purposes of radiological contingenc~ P s:~n o~g~adio;ctive lIIaterfils and ra.41~t101). 
15 properly conf,iguredto I1mi;/\eI (2) that II Clpablltty· exists formeasurl~g 
exposures in the even ,of an acc en·;o riate.emergencY equipment and procedures 
radioactive materials, (3) that apt.. p ,against radllltion hazards .. tha~i". m1 ght be 
are provided onsite to pro~ectd wor ··rt) thatnot1f1cations are .prompt,ly made 
encountered following an .acci ant. nment.' a ancies, and (5) that ,necessary 
offslte to Fedey:al, State and 1,oCt~ 9.r~~rfasliion ~o return hi,s .. plant to a $Ife 
recovery actiollsare u\l.en 1n a ~e '" . 
condit.ion fol1ow1.~g In accident. / 

Issue I., :;1 

Notwiths-tandlng the' abOYe, due to pa.st ;eration' pr~blemsi a\heoJ,'::\~~~s:~ . 
residents (250m), and the recognition of risk 9rea~er1:~a proposed special: 
fuel facil1ties, NMSS. in coordination wi.th .;'he en~illY consisten.t with, the 
eJDIIrgancy P 1anningll~e'lse condi~lonisS'1~~~c~fW;tat! and local 90~ernment agenc,ies 
emergency planning, nCltifi Cllt10npp.,.ov 50 The Commissfon was reluctant to impose 
as specified" in Appendix E ,to art "f' not' endorse the proposal Ino because 
the condi-t10nsbec,ause an OPE s~'fY do:1fying elll8rgencY planning at all fuel 
there was a proposed ru'ilemaki~~nd~~i:ns were never ilPplted as proposed: 
cycle facilities. The cense 

Current Status 
'. _. ""'tici b~for.lmllzed.;8nd is.stUlin: 

The "new emergency planning rule, ~~Yu~rements 'fciroffslte notification ·in t~~ 
deYe,lopme!1t. there 'are. cur:r:ent ly, n, q :">, 
ev~nt of an incident. 

Fire Protection 
" '. ";".' 

Background. 
f:ire NFS has provided portabl,e fire '. 

In order~o ,protec!, the, facility. J;::is 'ind',hoses, sprfnkler a!,d fog' systems~. 
ext1nguishers •. a system of fir~ IIY alldautomadc det.!:1;il,",Syst~s." .These, 
inert gas· or otller purgedsy.s ems, 1 in and 'proCedures appropriate to 
engineered features are supportet by u:r:ely Vnspected by the American Nut .. le,ar 
respondtoafire. Thefac1l1tY sro - ..... , 
Insurers. '~ ! ". 

; ., 
Issue. ,;.;. "'. ", " fires havi occurred,at.ihefac1l1ty which, 
Notwithstanding thepl'eCaut1ons:r~:J' uranlulII (liEU) ·to the' unrestricted area 
threatened to releue high enr c . 
environment. . 83 i the HEU incinerator's vent 
One of these fire~ occurred aE:rr:~~n!lfl:: t~~k pl~ce in Bull~lng 233. 
duct exterior buildfng 302. 

Current Status . fue 1 
---- t the f1re protection program at 
It. remains d.ffficult to meani~gf~l1~ }~:e~gulatory requirements. 
facility licensee's due to a ac 0 
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9.2 DECOMMISSIONING OF PLUTONIUH/U233 FACILITIES 

Background 

NFSproCfl5Sed ·thorillDl oxide mix.d with uranium-233 to m"ke the light water' 
breeder reactor fuel· for theShippfngport· Rea,t;or. Plutonium/depleted uranium 
mixed oxide fuel for the SEFOR reactor' was !fabricated in Building 234.. NFS ,has 
maintained, in· shutdown status" the plutonium proceSSing faCility (Bu1.1d1ng ·234). 
and plut911ium lab (Bu11d1ng 110) s1nce operations ceased 1n 1970. 

Issue'" 

Concerns over the potential for the accidental rilease of pluton,1,UIII, to, the· 
environment have prompted the NRC and NFS to· actively seek conclusion of . 
decommiss10ning:activities. NFS maintains an ~~tiv. raonftoring program in th1s 
area which includes a program for the monitoring ,·of surface contamination; 
airborne radioactivity and the monitoring ,of exhaust stack effluents. SU,rface 
contamination and airborne activity action 'levels are f.flied such that indications 
of lack of equipment integrity are identified. The condition of the facility 
equfpment is an ftem of concern. Equipment age has led to breach of contafnmen.t . 
inside ~.he hcftfty, f :e., the . negative pressure maintained on the glove boxes 
has caused :the p,lexfglass to crack clfl/sfng material to leak onto tl:!e building ,: 
floo\,,; ," t' 

The uranium-213 ~rtfons of the facnit.f~s have, b~en decontamfnated but: not· 
released"#or unrestrfcted use or for use With. low-enriched uranium. However, NFS 
15 usfng' a portion ,of the facllif,y for the fabrication of burial boxes to be, 
used 1n the raciwaste program.·, When; plutonium processfng ope rat ions ceased fn 
1970 the bulk of the contamination was reraoyed. NFS estimates that ,approxfmately 
one kilogram of plutonium. remains iii the 'ac1.lity., contafned fn glove boxes. a 
hot cell and HEP~. filters'., During 1983"and 1984, NFS began w,rk to ~ecommhsl09. 
the fabritatlon area 9f.;Buf1~ing 234. Thfs.:area cont,4ined welding 'dev.1ces and 
X-ray" equipment used' to fabricate and :inspect plutonium fuel rods,. Mater1als 
removed during, this dfort were packaged .. In drums .and burial boxes and are ' 

,) !=&!r_,!n!-ly betng stored ons~.te. NFS enimates they will ,g_~nerl!t_e approxlm.a.tely 
___ ~_ .. ft3 of waste~fn S~-gallon drums. Approximately __ . __ ft3 will have 
concentrations of 'plutonium, less than 10 nC1/gm and would be sent to Barnwell. 
Approximately ~~ft3, has~plutonium, concentrations between 10 and 100 nCi/gm 
and' could be .!!!.!'!. to U;S. Ecology" at. Richland,' ;Washington. The remaining." 
approximately ..:~_. ft3 of greater ·thanl00 uClIgm.cannot, ,be ,disposed of at 
cClllllDerclal sites. . 

Current Status 
;' .. 

NFS has been negotfltlng with DOE for several years in an effort to get DOE 
to accept the plutonium-contaminated waste at a DOE waste burial facflfty. At the 
pnslHlt tfme,' neither commercial burial fac11ities nOr DOE will accept of 
commercfally-generated trlnsuranic waste with concentrations of plutonium greater 
than 100 nCi/gm. DOE~contends that they are prohibited by law from accepting 
this waste. NFS is pursufng Congressional action to allow DOE to accept this 
wlste. Another .venue currently being pursued by NFS 15 the easing of restric
tions for the burial of plutonium at the Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. Barnwell 
disposal site under ,the NRC 'license for SNH at the site. Chem-Nuclear is 
pursuing an .mendment to thefr NRC Hcense' to allow acceptance of waste with 
plutonfum concentrations, up'" to 100nCI/gm. In the meantime. the NFS f"flfty 
contfnues to age. Resfdual plutonium contamination in Building 234 makes the 
Site suscepttable t9 plutonium contamination spread in the event of a fire. 
explOSion, tornado 'or other ,such occurrence. 
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND'FIRE PROTECTION 

Background c: <, 
, " 1 Contingency Plan prepared 111' response to I ' 

NFS, has, at prese'lt, a,Radi01oglca ubmlt. a Plan 'In accorcsaricewUh a standar~f 
NRC's February 11. 1981" Order t~hs Order) The Plin was reyll'oled by the staf·, 
format and content (enclosrei:f to, :rate th~t. the Hcensee has accompli shed 1 t~f1 
and was found to adequate. y. e,mons '1 . I 'Ylz assurillg' (1) that his pant 
purposes of radiological contingenc~ P s:~n o~g~adio;ctive lIIaterfils and ra.41~t101). 
15 properly conf,iguredto I1mi;/\eI (2) that II Clpablltty· exists formeasurl~g 
exposures in the even ,of an acc en·;o riate.emergencY equipment and procedures 
radioactive materials, (3) that apt.. p ,against radllltion hazards .. tha~i". m1 ght be 
are provided onsite to pro~ectd wor ··rt) thatnot1f1cations are .prompt,ly made 
encountered following an .acci ant. nment.' a ancies, and (5) that ,necessary 
offslte to Fedey:al, State and 1,oCt~ 9.r~~rfasliion ~o return hi,s .. plant to a $Ife 
recovery actiollsare u\l.en 1n a ~e '" . 
condit.ion fol1ow1.~g In accident. / 

Issue I., :;1 

Notwiths-tandlng the' abOYe, due to pa.st ;eration' pr~blemsi a\heoJ,'::\~~~s:~ . 
residents (250m), and the recognition of risk 9rea~er1:~a proposed special: 
fuel facil1ties, NMSS. in coordination wi.th .;'he en~illY consisten.t with, the 
eJDIIrgancy P 1anningll~e'lse condi~lonisS'1~~~c~fW;tat! and local 90~ernment agenc,ies 
emergency planning, nCltifi Cllt10npp.,.ov 50 The Commissfon was reluctant to impose 
as specified" in Appendix E ,to art "f' not' endorse the proposal Ino because 
the condi-t10nsbec,ause an OPE s~'fY do:1fying elll8rgencY planning at all fuel 
there was a proposed ru'ilemaki~~nd~~i:ns were never ilPplted as proposed: 
cycle facilities. The cense 

Current Status 
'. _. ""'tici b~for.lmllzed.;8nd is.stUlin: 

The "new emergency planning rule, ~~Yu~rements 'fciroffslte notification ·in t~~ 
deYe,lopme!1t. there 'are. cur:r:ent ly, n, q :">, 
ev~nt of an incident. 

Fire Protection 
" '. ";".' 

Background. 
f:ire NFS has provided portabl,e fire '. 

In order~o ,protec!, the, facility. J;::is 'ind',hoses, sprfnkler a!,d fog' systems~. 
ext1nguishers •. a system of fir~ IIY alldautomadc det.!:1;il,",Syst~s." .These, 
inert gas· or otller purgedsy.s ems, 1 in and 'proCedures appropriate to 
engineered features are supportet by u:r:ely Vnspected by the American Nut .. le,ar 
respondtoafire. Thefac1l1tY sro - ..... , 
Insurers. '~ ! ". 

; ., 
Issue. ,;.;. "'. ", " fires havi occurred,at.ihefac1l1ty which, 
Notwithstanding thepl'eCaut1ons:r~:J' uranlulII (liEU) ·to the' unrestricted area 
threatened to releue high enr c . 
environment. . 83 i the HEU incinerator's vent 
One of these fire~ occurred aE:rr:~~n!lfl:: t~~k pl~ce in Bull~lng 233. 
duct exterior buildfng 302. 

Current Status . fue 1 
---- t the f1re protection program at 
It. remains d.ffficult to meani~gf~l1~ }~:e~gulatory requirements. 
facility licensee's due to a ac 0 

J 
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11., A.EGATIONS

8ackoround

Allegations regarding work practices, work conditions, management attitudes and<
general work requirements have been recefved;by Region II,. Presently. 51. .•

allegations (one allegaltion had 12 sub-parts)' are. being tracked. Not
all 51 are sepafate allegations. Many are duplications.

Each allegation'Vi being tracked with the RegIon 11 allegattoh: tracking systeml
and actions are being taken to close 'each. Actions, have included: -

a. Followup inspection by resident•Inspector.'
b. FollITvup inspection by regional inspectors.
c. Referral ,to NFS for followup in accordance-with the :EDO's guidance.
d. Referral to 01 for investigation."
e. Request for additional information from the alleger to permit

followup by a-d.

Allegations which are inspected are documented and closed in an inspection
report... '

The allegations received to date have been from members of OCAW. 'Allegations
started Just before theistrike,and have. been received periodically. This has
been the practice with previous strikes and threatened strikes. Several of
the allegations received relate to activities 1-Z years ago and the majority.
relate to. activities that occurred prfor:to the strike by the :OCAW workers.

Issue

On September 3, 3985. OACV wrote Chairman Palladino reque.sting (this is
considered a 2.206 request) that NVF be shutdown. The basis for this included a
list of failures which Ohave been reported' and..,never*investigated." Then.
f 0llowed a list of 20 "failures". A review of this list, showed that each item
was already being tracked by Region 11 as an allegation.

When the principal alleger for these items was contacted by telephone several
weeks before the September 3 letter, he stated that the union (OACW) had told him
not to discuss them with the NRC by telephone.

Other allegations that have been received have been determined to have no
>, regulatory basis. These have included such items as "someone was observed

jogging in the fenced area"•or "foremen are of afraid of (a -certain manager)."

Current'Status

Issues referred to the licensee have been investigated by the licensee, and a
letter has been received from NFS stating 'there was no substance to the
allegations. The resident inspector spot checked the efforts of the licensee and
has indicated the licensee's revfew efforts appeared to be satisfactory. Region
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based inspectors have also performed someCrvaluation of hFS's efforts but have
not checked in sufficient depth to completely close out the allegations.. Ho
items of signi-ficance have surfaced in these NRC reviews to cause Region II to
take any further action. ,

One allegation has been forwarded to 01, but no investigation has yet taken
place.

Several weeks ago, a letter was written to the principle alleger requesting more
Information on specific allegations to permit our thorough follow-uP. but the*
alleger has not responded ...

12. LICENS1N

NfS has & special nuclear material Ilcepse which was issued pursuant to 10 CFR 70

and is renewed every five years. The current license expired on February 29,

1984. Howeverý, NFS apptIVed for license renewal and'continues: to. operate under
the old license and is considered to be in timely renewal.

Only the special nuclear material at fuel facilities is licensed - the processes.
and equipment are. not. As a result, there are no requirements In areas such: as

maintenance and fire protection. The lack of maintenance requirements and 'the
corresponding inattention to Maintenance periodically results in radio logitcal
events at NfSl.. The Region,-becomes involved in the maintenance area in these

instances when evaluating the appropriateness of licensee corrective action.

On March 11, 1985, the Region submitted to N"4SS extensive comments on the WFS

License Renewal Application. These comments. are being reviewed by NMSS. Areas
It is expectedýthat issueSr will. be discussed and resolved during yet-to.be
scheduled meetings.'
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Allegations regarding work I/rac~ices; work conditions, man.gement ,attitudes' arid: 
general work. requir'IIIe"U have tieen received"by Region n. Pr.sently, 51 ,.1 
• 1Jeg.tions (one allegation had 12 ,sub-partsr a roe ,befng tract-eo'. Hot 
,.n $1 are separate allegations. Many are duplications. ' , 

Each allegation' is behig tracked with the Regio" 11 a lJ egaff 0": trackfng system, 
and action,S 'are betng " .... n to close 'each. Action~' have included: 

'., .' . " . . :.' •. J ::.' ... 

a. Followup fnspecticinby reside;it, fnsl/ectol'. ' 
';:b. FoHo",up fnsP,ctlon by reglon.l inJpectDI'J.· , 

c. Referral ·to NFS' for fol1o!ilip In accordance ,withthe'EOO' 5 guidance; 
d. Referral 'to 01 for investigation: ' 
e. Request, for additional Information frOm the alleger topel"lliit 

followup ~ a-d. 

Allegations Ithich are, 'nspected are cloclllnented and closed in an inspe~tion 
rer;.ort ..... 

. "-: ~ 

" , 

The .1I.glltlon~ received ,to date have been f'i-ommenibers 'of OCAW."Allegation's 
startedJustbef"re the.striker-and have' bee'n received periodically. Thts hu, 
been the practice with previous' strikes and threatened strUes. ,Several of 
the allegltionsrecelved r.lete to,activitfes l';Z ytllrs ,ago ,and the majority" 
relate to Ictfvit.1es that occurred prior ;to tile strUte by the'QCAW worker's. 

'" (. 

On September 3, 1985, OACW wrote Chafrman Palladino reque.sting (thfs 1s 
considered' a Z.206 request) that NFl be shutdown. The basts for tnts Included a 
11 st of fa 11 ures which -have been reported 'and .. ,never' f nvest t gated." Then .
followed a list of 20 "'anures". A review of this Hst· showed that each item 
was alreldy being track.ed by Region 11 as an Illegation. ' 

When the prfncipal alleger for these items was contacted by telephone seyeral 
weeks before the September 3 letter, he stated that the union (OACW) had,told him 
not to discuss them with the NRC by telephone • 

ath!T allegatt~ns thatheve been rec,'lved have been determfned, to have no 
reguJatory bash. These have included such items is "someone was observed 
jogging in the fenceallr.a"or "foremen are o{ afraid of (8 .certain manager). II 

. ..".':\.' 

Cur'l'ent'Status 

Issues referred to the Htensee ha;,e been investtg4ted by the licensee, and a 
letter has been received from 'NFS stating 'there was no substance to the 
allegations. 'The resident inspector spot checked the efforts of the ltcensee and 
has indiCated the licensee's rev!w .ffllrts appeared to be SlIttsf.ctory. Region 

~' 
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.-: .~. . 27, ! ' 
" !'III8d ' 'e-1Ivlluation of KFS', efforu but 114V~ • 

based inspeCtors have aho p,rfo s~, ' close out the .'legatioils'.. No: 
not chec"ed III sufficient depthfto dCc;': :~s: NRC reviews to cause Regton II to 
Items of $igni~fielnCt have sur ace 
ta'" any further action. 

One allegation has been fONarded to 01, but no Investigat.ion 'has yet take,n 
place . 

Several weeks ago, a lett.er 'tIU 'tIritten to the prillcip,e a~"lit,;e_~:st~:~ ~~~e 
informat.ion on specHic a,'egations to pel"l\llt our thQroug 0 W " 

alleger hn not responded., ' , 

12. UCENSIHG 
r 

\ • - hi h IS issued pursuant. to 10 CFR 70 
NFS has a speclal,nuclear material 'lce~s~~ntCli~ense expired on February 29. 
and ts renewed eve!"Y ff~e years"i Th, cUrenewal and continues'to operatt"jll;der 
1984. However', NFS applied for" cense 'I ' 
the old ltcense and'is considere~ ~o be tn timely renew •• 

Only t.he spectal nucl.ar :at:erfalt; f~~r:';:~f;:e:~:t~i::::dl; :::ar::~::s:: 
and equipment ar.' not. s a r,esu, '.. { tntenance requiremenU and 'the 
maintenance and nre prot.ectton·i ~h'an~l.c p:rioU:icallY results in' radl01og{cal 
corresponding inatt.ention to ma n ef volved In the maintenance area in t.hese 
~~:~!~c:; ~::; eJ:fu!~~~o~h~'~:;'!pr~ateness of Hcensee~orrect1ve action. ': 

1985', ,the Ileg'toll sublllitted to 'NMSS extensive COIIIments on tile NFS 
On March 11. The tents ilre being reviewed by NMSS . Areas 
License Renewal APpl1C:ll,t$1uOen:, ,,,,,$, e .. ~ ~s,u$,~ed 'and resolved d_u~1ng yet-to,~8 
It is 8"'lIeCnd" t.ha,t.' ~ ... "" -
scneduled meetings. 

-- .. -'; - .. --- . 

______ c ____ ~--'--
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Allegations regarding work I/rac~ices; work conditions, man.gement ,attitudes' arid: 
general work. requir'IIIe"U have tieen received"by Region n. Pr.sently, 51 ,.1 
• 1Jeg.tions (one allegation had 12 ,sub-partsr a roe ,befng tract-eo'. Hot 
,.n $1 are separate allegations. Many are duplications. ' , 

Each allegation' is behig tracked with the Regio" 11 a lJ egaff 0": trackfng system, 
and action,S 'are betng " .... n to close 'each. Action~' have included: 

'., .' . " . . :.' •. J ::.' ... 

a. Followup fnspecticinby reside;it, fnsl/ectol'. ' 
';:b. FoHo",up fnsP,ctlon by reglon.l inJpectDI'J.· , 

c. Referral ·to NFS' for fol1o!ilip In accordance ,withthe'EOO' 5 guidance; 
d. Referral 'to 01 for investigation: ' 
e. Request, for additional Information frOm the alleger topel"lliit 

followup ~ a-d. 

Allegations Ithich are, 'nspected are cloclllnented and closed in an inspe~tion 
rer;.ort ..... 

. "-: ~ 

" , 

The .1I.glltlon~ received ,to date have been f'i-ommenibers 'of OCAW."Allegation's 
startedJustbef"re the.striker-and have' bee'n received periodically. Thts hu, 
been the practice with previous' strikes and threatened strUes. ,Several of 
the allegltionsrecelved r.lete to,activitfes l';Z ytllrs ,ago ,and the majority" 
relate to Ictfvit.1es that occurred prior ;to tile strUte by the'QCAW worker's. 

'" (. 

On September 3, 1985, OACW wrote Chafrman Palladino reque.sting (thfs 1s 
considered' a Z.206 request) that NFl be shutdown. The basts for tnts Included a 
11 st of fa 11 ures which -have been reported 'and .. ,never' f nvest t gated." Then .
followed a list of 20 "'anures". A review of this Hst· showed that each item 
was alreldy being track.ed by Region 11 as an Illegation. ' 

When the prfncipal alleger for these items was contacted by telephone seyeral 
weeks before the September 3 letter, he stated that the union (OACW) had,told him 
not to discuss them with the NRC by telephone • 

ath!T allegatt~ns thatheve been rec,'lved have been determfned, to have no 
reguJatory bash. These have included such items is "someone was observed 
jogging in the fenceallr.a"or "foremen are o{ afraid of (8 .certain manager). II 

. ..".':\.' 

Cur'l'ent'Status 

Issues referred to the Htensee ha;,e been investtg4ted by the licensee, and a 
letter has been received from 'NFS stating 'there was no substance to the 
allegations. 'The resident inspector spot checked the efforts of the ltcensee and 
has indiCated the licensee's rev!w .ffllrts appeared to be SlIttsf.ctory. Region 
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" !'III8d ' 'e-1Ivlluation of KFS', efforu but 114V~ • 

based inspeCtors have aho p,rfo s~, ' close out the .'legatioils'.. No: 
not chec"ed III sufficient depthfto dCc;': :~s: NRC reviews to cause Regton II to 
Items of $igni~fielnCt have sur ace 
ta'" any further action. 

One allegation has been fONarded to 01, but no Investigat.ion 'has yet take,n 
place . 

Several weeks ago, a lett.er 'tIU 'tIritten to the prillcip,e a~"lit,;e_~:st~:~ ~~~e 
informat.ion on specHic a,'egations to pel"l\llt our thQroug 0 W " 

alleger hn not responded., ' , 

12. UCENSIHG 
r 

\ • - hi h IS issued pursuant. to 10 CFR 70 
NFS has a speclal,nuclear material 'lce~s~~ntCli~ense expired on February 29. 
and ts renewed eve!"Y ff~e years"i Th, cUrenewal and continues'to operatt"jll;der 
1984. However', NFS applied for" cense 'I ' 
the old ltcense and'is considere~ ~o be tn timely renew •• 

Only t.he spectal nucl.ar :at:erfalt; f~~r:';:~f;:e:~:t~i::::dl; :::ar::~::s:: 
and equipment ar.' not. s a r,esu, '.. { tntenance requiremenU and 'the 
maintenance and nre prot.ectton·i ~h'an~l.c p:rioU:icallY results in' radl01og{cal 
corresponding inatt.ention to ma n ef volved In the maintenance area in t.hese 
~~:~!~c:; ~::; eJ:fu!~~~o~h~'~:;'!pr~ateness of Hcensee~orrect1ve action. ': 

1985', ,the Ileg'toll sublllitted to 'NMSS extensive COIIIments on tile NFS 
On March 11. The tents ilre being reviewed by NMSS . Areas 
License Renewal APpl1C:ll,t$1uOen:, ,,,,,$, e .. ~ ~s,u$,~ed 'and resolved d_u~1ng yet-to,~8 
It is 8"'lIeCnd" t.ha,t.' ~ ... "" -
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-- .. -'; - .. --- . 
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UNITED STATES

_ •J 'g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
" - ' ;WAS•lINGTON D; C. 20555fl

ICHAIRMAN September 10, 1986

The'Honorable Edward J. Markey, Chairman
... Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Pbwer

Conmittele on Energy and Commerce -
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.- 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

S.: sis in response to your letter of July 28, 1986 In which you requested
', . specific information concerning the Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. facilityin

* Erwin, Tennessee.

To keep the Subcomfittee informed regarding ihe progress of the NRC

*investigations of allegations, the following information is provided. The
nuifer of allegations received from NFS .o.r h. substa-tia, l -

Sdiminished sincethe sirike has ended.. New allegations'are occasionally

received. Absent additional information, NRC's technfial followup is~l
comPlete, with a few exceptions, on the 178 allegations received through

August 1, 1986. The exceptions are five allegations where the Region II

.evaluation is continuing, three allegations referred to the U.S. Department

of Labor, five allegations referred to the NRC Office of Investigations,
and oneallegatbon referred to the NRC Office of Inspector and Auditor.-

The NRC reviewed the information presented to the NRC by the Oil, Chemical
and Atomic Workers' Union (OCAW) concerning alleged worker kidney problems.

The National Insti-tute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) will

assist us in studying the potential health effects on XFS'workers from NFS

operations.

Finally, please~note that Attachment A to the enclosure contains
.nformation which would reveal the identity of individuals who provided

ihformat.on to the NRC in confidence. It is NRC practice that whenever

information which would reveal a confidential source is unattended or not

* in actual use, it is kept in locked storage. Attachment C to the enclosure

contains proprietary information that is exempt from public disclosure

under 10 CPR 2.790. Each document is marked appropriately and should also

be stored in a locked.container. Dissemination within the NRC is also

limited to those with a need to know. We request that similar steps be

taken to ensure that dissemination of Attachments A and C to the enclosure

be limited to members and staff of the Subcommittee with a need to know.

Sincerely,

47

ENCLOSUR•E

NRC Response to Questions from Congressman Markey Concerning NFS

Question 1

With regard to the NRC's--investigation into allegations by NFS Erwin

workers, please provide-information on the following items:

a. A description of each allegation.

Response,?

A listing of allegations is provided in Attachment A. The listing

includes: (1.) a-description of the allegation, (2) the action taken to

determine the facts, (3) a reference to the NRC inspection report;

(4) whether the allegation was substantiated or not, (5) whether

regulatory requirements were violated, and (6) whether the allegation

is open or closed.

b. The status of each allegation. For closed items, please state whether

each allegation was substantiated, disproven or remains

unsubstantiated.

Response

An allegation overview chart is provided in Attachment B. Allegations

are shown as. substantiated, not substantiated or partially substan-

tiated; ' Those which are closed and do not showone: of those three

categories remain unsqbstantiated. The-category of not substantiated

includes those disproven. A summary ofthe allegation status is shown

below:-

Summary of.NFS Worker Allegations Received on hr Before 8/1/86

Total Number of Allegations 178

Number of, Open Al-legations 14:

Number eof Closed Allegations 164

-For Open Allegations

(a) Number Under Active Review by Region 11 .5

Number Referred to Other Agencies 3

N. Number Under Investigation by 01/OIA ..6

,-j

Enclosure:
-•NRC Respgnse to Questions from

:Congressman Markey Concerning NFS

A.
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

; WASHINGTON, 0; C. 20656 
.' ,. ~: i .. 

CHAIRMAN September 10, 1986 

The"Honorable Edward J. Markey, Chairman-:
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power Committee on Energy and Collllterce: ' , 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, D. Cv' 20515 

~ar .Mr. Chairman: 

'--

'., 

J. 

-' 

r 

.':t. - ....... 

. 'i'his.' i~ 1~ response to ;o~r lett~r of July 28, 1986.1n which you requested specffic information concerning the Nuclear Fuel Set'vices, Inc. facil1ty_in . Enti n, Tennessee. ' . . 
To keep the Subc~ittee info~d·regarding.the progress of the NRC investigations of allegations, tlie following lnfonnation is provided" The' ,nurD6er of allegations 'received from NFS IfOl'kers has, substantially diminished sincetlie s·trfke has ended •. New allegations' are occasionally receive.d. Absent addftlonal infonriation,' NRC's technical followup is .. complete, with a few exceptions', on the 178 allegations' received through ~ugust I, 1986. The exceptions ,are five allegations where the Region II . ,evaluation is 'continuing, three allegations referred, to the U;S. Department of labor, five allegations referred to the' NRC Office of 'Investigations, and one'allegation referred to the NRC Office of'lnspector and AUditor.' 
The NRC reviewed the information presented to the NRC by the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers' Union (OCAW) concerning alleged worker kidney problems. The National InsUtute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) wll1 assist us in studying the potential health effects on ~FS'workers from NFS operations. 

Finally, pleas~note that ,Attachment A to the enclosure contains \ ,~nformat10n which would reveal the identity of individuals who provided 
L) information to the NRC in confidence. It is NRC practice that whenever information which would reveal a confidential source is unattended or not In actual use, it is kept in locked storage, Attachment C to the enclosure contains proprietary infonnation that is exempt from public disclosure under 10 CFR 2.790. Each document is marked appropriately and should also be stored in a locked. container. Dissemination within the NRC is also limited to those with a need to know. We request that similar steps be taken to,ensure that dissemination of Attachments A and C to the 'enclosure be limited to members and staff of the Subcommittee with a need to know. 

Enclosure: 
~RC Respgnse to Questions from 

,e" Congressman Markey Concerning NFS 
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ENClOSURE . 

NRC Response to Questions from CongresSllliln Markey Concerning NFS 

Question 1 
Wfth regard to the NRC's ·lnvest1'gation into allegations by NFS Erwin workers. please provide ·information on the .following items: 

" \ 

a. A descriPt1!,n of each allegation. 

b. 

Response .) 

A listin? 0r,all~gati~n~i!~ :?~:e:llie~a~;~~c."1W t~~ aJ~~o~i:at~:; to ~~~!~~~~ th~ :ac::~ra) a reference to the NRC inspection ,,!~~~;. 
(4) whether the allegation ",a~ l::::an!!:t(:l~e~~!; t'h~ :flegatlon regulatory requirements were Vl0 '.;,', " is open or closed. , ' , . ' 
The' status of each allegation. For closed items, please stars.Whether each allegation was substantiated, dis proven or rema n 
unsubstantiated. :!. .. ." 
Response ..", . 

" ) , 'h i ided in Attachment B Allegations !~e a ~1~ ti:s~ _ :~:~~~1 ~t:;: n!t P:~stant1 ated or ~!~W ii~osSeUb~~:; 
tiated •. Those which a;'t C\ise:ed

and T~~'~!~:~ :f not substantiated categor'~es remain uns,! s anA a • f'the allegation status is shown includes· those disproven. summary o. ' belciw: . . . . . 

SUll1li1a~ ofNFS Worker Allegations Received im ~rBefore B/:V~ 
, 178 Total Number of Allegations 14;; . Number of Open Allegations" 164 ltumber. of Closed Aneg~tions 

'For Open !'l1egations 

( ~ NUmbe~ Under Acti ve Rev'i ew by Regi on It {~ Number Referred to Other Agencies 
(c' Nuinber Under Investigation by OI/OIA' 
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

; WASHINGTON, 0; C. 20656 
.' ,. ~: i .. 

CHAIRMAN September 10, 1986 

The"Honorable Edward J. Markey, Chairman-:
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power Committee on Energy and Collllterce: ' , 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, D. Cv' 20515 

~ar .Mr. Chairman: 

'--

'., 

J. 

-' 

r 

.':t. - ....... 

. 'i'his.' i~ 1~ response to ;o~r lett~r of July 28, 1986.1n which you requested specffic information concerning the Nuclear Fuel Set'vices, Inc. facil1ty_in . Enti n, Tennessee. ' . . 
To keep the Subc~ittee info~d·regarding.the progress of the NRC investigations of allegations, tlie following lnfonnation is provided" The' ,nurD6er of allegations 'received from NFS IfOl'kers has, substantially diminished sincetlie s·trfke has ended •. New allegations' are occasionally receive.d. Absent addftlonal infonriation,' NRC's technical followup is .. complete, with a few exceptions', on the 178 allegations' received through ~ugust I, 1986. The exceptions ,are five allegations where the Region II . ,evaluation is 'continuing, three allegations referred, to the U;S. Department of labor, five allegations referred to the' NRC Office of 'Investigations, and one'allegation referred to the NRC Office of'lnspector and AUditor.' 
The NRC reviewed the information presented to the NRC by the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers' Union (OCAW) concerning alleged worker kidney problems. The National InsUtute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) wll1 assist us in studying the potential health effects on ~FS'workers from NFS operations. 

Finally, pleas~note that ,Attachment A to the enclosure contains \ ,~nformat10n which would reveal the identity of individuals who provided 
L) information to the NRC in confidence. It is NRC practice that whenever information which would reveal a confidential source is unattended or not In actual use, it is kept in locked storage, Attachment C to the enclosure contains proprietary infonnation that is exempt from public disclosure under 10 CFR 2.790. Each document is marked appropriately and should also be stored in a locked. container. Dissemination within the NRC is also limited to those with a need to know. We request that similar steps be taken to,ensure that dissemination of Attachments A and C to the 'enclosure be limited to members and staff of the Subcommittee with a need to know. 
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ENClOSURE . 

NRC Response to Questions from CongresSllliln Markey Concerning NFS 

Question 1 
Wfth regard to the NRC's ·lnvest1'gation into allegations by NFS Erwin workers. please provide ·information on the .following items: 

" \ 

a. A descriPt1!,n of each allegation. 

b. 

Response .) 

A listin? 0r,all~gati~n~i!~ :?~:e:llie~a~;~~c."1W t~~ aJ~~o~i:at~:; to ~~~!~~~~ th~ :ac::~ra) a reference to the NRC inspection ,,!~~~;. 
(4) whether the allegation ",a~ l::::an!!:t(:l~e~~!; t'h~ :flegatlon regulatory requirements were Vl0 '.;,', " is open or closed. , ' , . ' 
The' status of each allegation. For closed items, please stars.Whether each allegation was substantiated, dis proven or rema n 
unsubstantiated. :!. .. ." 
Response ..", . 

" ) , 'h i ided in Attachment B Allegations !~e a ~1~ ti:s~ _ :~:~~~1 ~t:;: n!t P:~stant1 ated or ~!~W ii~osSeUb~~:; 
tiated •. Those which a;'t C\ise:ed

and T~~'~!~:~ :f not substantiated categor'~es remain uns,! s anA a • f'the allegation status is shown includes· those disproven. summary o. ' belciw: . . . . . 

SUll1li1a~ ofNFS Worker Allegations Received im ~rBefore B/:V~ 
, 178 Total Number of Allegations 14;; . Number of Open Allegations" 164 ltumber. of Closed Aneg~tions 

'For Open !'l1egations 

( ~ NUmbe~ Under Acti ve Rev'i ew by Regi on It {~ Number Referred to Other Agencies 
(c' Nuinber Under Investigation by OI/OIA' 
. J 

.::.' 

) . 

5 
3 
6 
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. For Closed Allegatfions ..

Number Substantiated (including partially) 38
Number Not Substantiated 104

S Number That are Not Regulatory Issues
(eig., labor/management-.issues) - -13

(d) Number-Referred to-Other-Agencies 6

( Number Closed because Followup Was 3

Not Possible .
-. )

For Substantiated Allegations

.. -(a)- Number of Severity-Level I1, 1I and -

III Violations Issued. .01,

(b)--, Number of Severity Level IV and V .

Violations Issued .. 13

c. For each allegation which was substantiated, describe whether NRC

regulations were violated, and what corrective action is required.

Response

A number of the allegations which were substantiated did not involve a

violation of NRC regulations and no corrective actions were required.

These allegations are included in the allegation listing which is

presented in Attachment A.:: The allegations which-were substantiated

and the corrective actions required-when NRC regulations were violated

are addressed in, the response. to: Question 1.d below. A Notice of

Violation is normally Aissued each time NRC detects a violation -of

regulatory requirements unless the violation meets the tests specified

in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, Section V.A (General Statement of.Policy

and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions). If the tests are met, the

violation is classified as ;a licensee identified violation and no

Notice of Violation is generally issued.

When the NRC issues a Notice of Violation, licensees- are required to

provide a written, statement or- explanation for each violation

including: (1) the corrective steps that have been taken and the

results achieved, (2) the corrective steps":hich.will be taken to avoid

further violations, and (3) the date when full compliance will be

achieved. r -

d. Where corrective action was required-, describe the present status of

company action and an estimated date when. corrective action will be

completed.

Response

(1) Allegation Number 285-0127-003 states: "The licensee did not

inventory all SNM in the low enriched-scrap recovery plant during

the last inventory based on insistence of plant managment. In

particular, five or six buckets of SNM were hidden behind the
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3
deionized water system and the raffinate in station 56 were not

inventoried."

Three violations of NRC requirements were identified:

(a). The' licensee failed to maintain current knowledge of the
identity, quantity and location of special nuclear material

contained in discrete items and containers. -

- -Correct-ive Actions

The low 'enriched uranium solution in Station 56 was sampled

and, analyzed to determine the. total amount of material not

" included in the May 1985 inventory. The amount was 473 grams

U-235. The Standard-Operating Procedure was revised to

include a record requirement, for source, and disposition of

all batches of raffinate. Operators were trained in the

requirements of the new procedure and supervisory personnel
were instructed to assure compliance.

The licensee committed to having the Material .Control and

Licensing group perform annual reviews of the adequacy of the

records associated with-maintaining ,current knowledge of the

identity, quantity, and location of all SKM in discrete items

and containers. .

Full compliance was achieved for materials processed. after
.the May 1986,.Inventory listing. " ,

(6) The "licensee failed to conduct 'the Nay 1985 physical
- inventoryin accordance with internal written instructions.

-. Corrective Actions-

Inventory personnel were reinstructed on the importance of

having first hand knowledge or objective evidence that all

SKM has been inventoried prior to releasing the facility.

All supervisory personnel were reinstructed on the importance

of complying with Standard Operating Procedures'. Operations
personnelt in. the bargaining unit will be provided on-the-job

training and reinstructed on the requirements for cdnducting

SKM physical inventories prior to the November 1986 physical
inventory. Instructions were issued requiring inventory

personnel to -inspect the tanks in the[ Low Enriched Scrap-

Recovery (LESR) Facility. -

- .'-Full compliance with the exception of on-the-Job training of

bargaining unit personnel to be assigned to the LESR-Facility
occurred with the listing of the Nay 1986 physical inventory.

(c) The licensee failed to inspect the unsafe geometry tanks in

Building 111 during the Nay 1985 physical inventory as

required by license.
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For Closed A nega t fons , 

Number Substantiated (including partially) 
Number Not Substantiated 
Number That are Not Regulatory Issues 
(e, g •• 1 abor/management,:i ssues) . 
NumberJ Referre,d to ,Other~ Agencies 

.Number Closed because Followup Was 
Not POSSible " ' ., " 

) 

~r Substantiated Allegations 

(a)~ Number of Severity Level 
III Violations Issued, 

(b) Number of Severity Level 
"Violations Issued 

r, nand 

tv and V, . 

;~ . 

38 
1'04 

·13 ' 
6' 
3 

,0· , 

,13 .' 

For each allegation which wa~ s~bstantlateci, describe 'whether NRC 
regulations were violate~.and what corr~ctive action is required. 

A number of the allegations which were substantiat~d d1dnot involve a 
violation of NRC regulations and no corrective actions were required 
These allegations are included in the allegation listing which is • 
presented in Attachment A.: The allegations which were substantiated 
and the corrective actions required when NRC regulations were violated 
are addressed in ,the response. to, Question l.d below A Notice of 
Violation is nonnally,is.sued eacli time NRC detects ~ violation 'of 
regulatory requirements unless the violation meets the tests specified 
in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, Section V.A (General Statement of. Policy 
and P~edure for NRC Enforcement Actions). If the tests are met, the 
violat~on is classi,fied ,as ;:a licensee ·identified violation and no 
Notice of Violation is generally issued •. 

When the NRC issues a' Notice of Violation, licensees· are required to 
provide a written, statement Qr· explanation for each violation 
including: (1) the corrective steps that have been taken and the 
results achieved, (2) the corrective steps,:,which,wlll be taken to avofd 
further violations, and (3) the date when' 'full cOmplfance will be 
achieVed. ' 

Where corrective action was required, describe the present status of 
company action and an estimated date when corrective action will be 
completed. 

Response 

(1) Allegation Humber 285-0127'-003 states:' "The licensee dfd not 
inventory all SNM in the low enriched·scrap recove~ plant during 
the last inventory based on insistence of 'plant managment In 
particular, five or six buckets of SNM were hidden behind the 
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deionized water system and the raffinate in station 56 were not 
inventoried." 

Three violations of NRC requirements were identified: 

(aI, The' licensee failed to maintain current knowledge of the 
idenii*y, quantity and location of special nuclear material 
contained in discrete items and container,s.,· 

,\"'I 

(6) 
: ' 

(c) 

'Correct·ive Actions 

The low 'enriched uranium solution in Station 56 was sampled 
and. analyzed to determine . the, total amount Of material not 
included in the May 1985 ,inventory. The amount was 473 grams 
U-235. The.Standard Operating Procedure was revised to 
include a record'reqilirement for source, and disposition of 
all batches of raffinate. 'Operators were trained in the 
requirements of the new procedure and. supervisory personnel 
were instructed to assure compliance. ' 

The licensee committed to having the MatelTial.Contr01 and 
Licensing group perform annual reviews' of the adequacy of the 
records associated withoiltintaining ,current knowledge of the 
identity, quantity, and lOCation of all SNM in discrete items, 
and containers. 

full coinpl1ance was achieved fqr materials processed 'after 
.the May 1986" inventory listing; , . , : ' 

, r 

The "lfcerisee failed to conduct :the May 1985 physical 
inventory 'i,,' accordance with ,inte"'.'al written instructions. 

cOrrective' Actions 

Inventory personnel were reiristructed on the' importance of 
having first hand knowledge or objective evidence that all 
SNM has been inventoried prior to releasing the facility • 
All supervisory personnel were reinstructed on ~he importance 
of complying with Standard Operating Procedures. Operations 
personnel. in'. the bargaining unit will be provided on-the-job 
trafning and reinstructed on the' requirements for conducting 
SNM physical inventories prior to the November 1986 physical 
inventory. Instructions were issued, requir,fn~ inventory,; 
personnel to'inspectthe tanlts in the low Enr1,ched Scrap 
Recovery (LESR) Facility • 

... Fun compliance with the exceptfon of o'!-the-job training of 
bargaining unit personnel to be aSSigned to the LESR·Facility 
occurred with the listing of the May 1986 physical inventory. 
f 

The licensee failed to inspect the unsafe geometry tanks in 
Building 111 during the May 1985 physical inventory as 
requfred by license. 
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For Closed A nega t fons , 

Number Substantiated (including partially) 
Number Not Substantiated 
Number That are Not Regulatory Issues 
(e, g •• 1 abor/management,:i ssues) . 
NumberJ Referre,d to ,Other~ Agencies 

.Number Closed because Followup Was 
Not POSSible " ' ., " 

) 

~r Substantiated Allegations 

(a)~ Number of Severity Level 
III Violations Issued, 

(b) Number of Severity Level 
"Violations Issued 

r, nand 

tv and V, . 

;~ . 

38 
1'04 

·13 ' 
6' 
3 

,0· , 

,13 .' 

For each allegation which wa~ s~bstantlateci, describe 'whether NRC 
regulations were violate~.and what corr~ctive action is required. 

A number of the allegations which were substantiat~d d1dnot involve a 
violation of NRC regulations and no corrective actions were required 
These allegations are included in the allegation listing which is • 
presented in Attachment A.: The allegations which were substantiated 
and the corrective actions required when NRC regulations were violated 
are addressed in ,the response. to, Question l.d below A Notice of 
Violation is nonnally,is.sued eacli time NRC detects ~ violation 'of 
regulatory requirements unless the violation meets the tests specified 
in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, Section V.A (General Statement of. Policy 
and P~edure for NRC Enforcement Actions). If the tests are met, the 
violat~on is classi,fied ,as ;:a licensee ·identified violation and no 
Notice of Violation is generally issued •. 

When the NRC issues a' Notice of Violation, licensees· are required to 
provide a written, statement Qr· explanation for each violation 
including: (1) the corrective steps that have been taken and the 
results achieved, (2) the corrective steps,:,which,wlll be taken to avofd 
further violations, and (3) the date when' 'full cOmplfance will be 
achieVed. ' 

Where corrective action was required, describe the present status of 
company action and an estimated date when corrective action will be 
completed. 

Response 

(1) Allegation Humber 285-0127'-003 states:' "The licensee dfd not 
inventory all SNM in the low enriched·scrap recove~ plant during 
the last inventory based on insistence of 'plant managment In 
particular, five or six buckets of SNM were hidden behind the 
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deionized water system and the raffinate in station 56 were not 
inventoried." 

Three violations of NRC requirements were identified: 

(aI, The' licensee failed to maintain current knowledge of the 
idenii*y, quantity and location of special nuclear material 
contained in discrete items and container,s.,· 

,\"'I 

(6) 
: ' 

(c) 

'Correct·ive Actions 

The low 'enriched uranium solution in Station 56 was sampled 
and. analyzed to determine . the, total amount Of material not 
included in the May 1985 ,inventory. The amount was 473 grams 
U-235. The.Standard Operating Procedure was revised to 
include a record'reqilirement for source, and disposition of 
all batches of raffinate. 'Operators were trained in the 
requirements of the new procedure and. supervisory personnel 
were instructed to assure compliance. ' 

The licensee committed to having the MatelTial.Contr01 and 
Licensing group perform annual reviews' of the adequacy of the 
records associated withoiltintaining ,current knowledge of the 
identity, quantity, and lOCation of all SNM in discrete items, 
and containers. 

full coinpl1ance was achieved fqr materials processed 'after 
.the May 1986" inventory listing; , . , : ' 

, r 

The "lfcerisee failed to conduct :the May 1985 physical 
inventory 'i,,' accordance with ,inte"'.'al written instructions. 

cOrrective' Actions 

Inventory personnel were reiristructed on the' importance of 
having first hand knowledge or objective evidence that all 
SNM has been inventoried prior to releasing the facility • 
All supervisory personnel were reinstructed on ~he importance 
of complying with Standard Operating Procedures. Operations 
personnel. in'. the bargaining unit will be provided on-the-job 
trafning and reinstructed on the' requirements for conducting 
SNM physical inventories prior to the November 1986 physical 
inventory. Instructions were issued, requir,fn~ inventory,; 
personnel to'inspectthe tanlts in the low Enr1,ched Scrap 
Recovery (LESR) Facility • 

... Fun compliance with the exceptfon of o'!-the-job training of 
bargaining unit personnel to be aSSigned to the LESR·Facility 
occurred with the listing of the May 1986 physical inventory. 
f 

The licensee failed to inspect the unsafe geometry tanks in 
Building 111 during the May 1985 physical inventory as 
requfred by license. 
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Corrective Actions

The unsafe geometry'tanks in Building III were inspected for
the November 1985 inventory by salaried personnel.and the
confirming documentation was sent to the Criticality and
Licensing Supervisor. LESR. Facility supervisory personnel
were instructed on the Importane of. complyfng with Nuclear
Criticality Safety. A generjc problem with .the retention of
records documenting cleanout' of process equipment and
criticality related inspections, was identified.and was
reviewed by the Internally Authorized Change (IAC) Council
prior to June 13, 1986. Operations personnel.. in the
bargaining unit .were:" providedý- o4.-the-job training and
reinstructed on requirements for acomplying with Nuclear
Criticality Safety Prcedur~eso, This 'training, 'with the
exception of on-the-Job training, was completed prior to
restart of the LESR.Facility with bargaining unit personnel.

Full compliance was achieved for the November 1985 physical
inventory.

(2) Allegation Number 285-O1327oOi(f) statesm "Paint was applied in
BUilding 303 before'a contamination survey could be conducted
which was a violatton of procedureO"

One violation of NRC requirements was identified - failure to
perform a contamination survey to demonstrate that contamination
was within prescribed limits prior to painting. This violation
was identified by the licens6e the day after it happened and
corrective. action was taken.- This occurred before NRC received
the allegation. Therefore, in accordance with the NRC Enforcement
Policy, a Notice of Violation was not'issued. A second occurrence
approximately.. two weeks later was identified as a result of
interviews with the allegers. Since a second occurrence was
found, a Notice of Violation was issued.for both occurrences.

Corrective Actions

All supervisors were instructed in prerequisites for painting over
contamination. Although'no formal response has yet-been received,
the licensee has stated that"they have been in compliance since
February 1985. 'h been in c s

(3) Al)egation Number 285-0132-001(1.) states! "Hot spots are not
"being decontaminated within the prescribed period of time."

Oneýviolation of NRC requirements was identified prior to receipt
of the6allegatiIon - failure to initiate cleanup of contamination
ý within timexconstraints specified in the licensea

Corrective Actions

. Nuclear. Fuel Services provided traini.ng for all plant personnel
-assigned to laboratory and production facilities including Health
and iSafety personnel regarding timely decontamination and
.resurveying-of areaswhere contamination is found in excess of
license limits. "Ful-l compliance was achieved on October 29, 1985.

(4)- Allegation Number'285;0132-OO1(j) states: "A worker believes that
a forklift which was partially"surveyed ýfor contamination on
5/15/85 was not completely surveyed before it was removed from the
site."

One, violation of NRC requirements was. identified - failure to
completely survey a fork truck before it was released from the
site and failure to maintain a record of the survey.

Corrective. Actions

The fork truck was completely surveyed on October 23, 1985, and
found '-free of radioactive contamination. I Also,
Procedure NFS-HS-B-31 "Performing Release Surveys" was revised to
require the documentation of initial survey results along with
other more detailed survey information...

. Full compliance was achieved on January 15, 1986.

(5)ý Allegation Number 285-0132-022 states: '"All the flow meters in
Buildings 301 and 302, and the labs have been replaced with new
ones. Alleger stated that the. flow meters were calibrated on
04/24/86. He:said that. it was noted that the old flow meters
which were still:-in. place all had expired calibration dates."

One Violation of NRC requirements was identified - failure to
calibrate:.low volume air particulate sampler on a quarterly basis.

Corrective Actions

Portable samplers were tagged "out of service" to preclude
!inadvertant use. A Letter of Authorization, was issued to address
calibration frequency until the procedure-is modified.. Stationary
air samplers were recalibrated. The licentee is currently in
compl iance.

(6) Allegation Number 285-0227-001 states: "A truck driver illegally
carried a loaded weapon into and out of the fFS plant," Three'
violations of NRC requirements were identified. The licensee:
denied one violation. The licensee's response is currently under
review.

(a) The licensee failed' to notify NRC of the introduction of an
unauthorized fisearm in the manner prescribed.
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Corrective Actfons 
.~ . 

The unsafe geometry·tanks fn Buflding 111 were inspected for 
the N~.v.ember 1985 inventory by s.alarfedpersonnel, and the 
confirming documentation was sent to the Criticality and 

· Licensing Supervisor. lESR. Fa~f1ity sup~rvi.sory personnel 
· were Instructed orr the Importance of. comply,'ng wHhHuclear 

Criticality Safety; A gener,c problem with.the retention of 
records' documenting c1eanouC of process' equipment and 
criticality related Inspections was identlfied .. and was 
reviewed by the Internally Authorized Change (lAC) Council 
prior .to June.13~. 1~~6 •. 0perat1on~ personnel. In the 
bargaining unftwere pro'lfded:- olJ~the-job, training and 
reinstructed on requirements f~rQcolllP.lylng with Nuclear 
Crfticality Safety:Procedures.ri This training • .'.wfth the 
exception of on-the-job' trafnfng. was completeil prior to 

· restart of the LESR .. F~cll tty with bargaJning unit, personnel. 

Full complfancewas achieved for the November 1985 physical 
inventor'y. . ,.. .. 

A1.1~atfonNuinber· ~~5-ti132:-odi(f) states: ·Paint was applied in 
Building 303 before. a contaminat1on survey could be conducted 
w)lich ~as ~ vio1atJon Of proct!lfure;;" 

One 'violatton of NRC requirements was identiffed - failure to 
perform a contamination, surveY to demonstrate that contamination 
Illes withfn prescribed limits prior 'to' painting. This violation 
was ident1fie~ by the 'licensee the day after it happened and 
corrective. action was taken;. This occurred befol'e NRC recefved 
the.allegati~n, Therefore. in accClrdance w:fth the NRC Enforcement 
Polfcy. a Notice of Violation was ·not·issued. A second occurrence 
approximately. two weeks later was fdentified as a result of 
fnterviews with the allegers. Since a second occurrence was 
found. a N9:tice of Vi.~l.~.tion.was issued.for both OCCUrrences. 

Corrective Actions' 

All supervisors were',instruc'ted in prerequlsites for Painting over 
contilminatf.on •.. A1though 'no .form!!J. r:esponsehas yet· been received. 
the lfcensee has. stated: that· 'they liave been ill compliance since 
February 1985.' "' .. ,~.' '. 

(3),AI)egatfon 'Nunif>er285":0132-001(1.) states! .. "Hot. spots are not 
belng decontaminated within the,prescribed p~rlod of time." 

One ~~101~tion Q,f NRC requirements was . identified priOr to receipt 
of tl\e·aHI!9!!.ti.on- failure to Initiate cleanup of contamination :0 ..... :within tfme,constrafnts spe!;lffed fn the license, 
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Corrective Actions 

. Nuclear I'ue1 Services provided trafiting for aHplant personnel 
'assigned to laboratory and production facilities including Health 
and; Safety personnel regarding till1ely decontamination and 
resurveying' of areas' where contamination is found in excess of 
license' limits. '''Full compHance was achieved on October 29.1985. 

Allegation Number' 28S;;0132-00l(j) states.: "A worker ~elie;es that 
a forklfft which was partially . surveyed ;1'01' contamlnatfon on . 
5/15/85 was not completely surveyed before it was removed from the 
site." ). ". 

One violation of NRC requirements was identified - failure to 
completely survey a fork truck before it was released from the 
site. and fa.f1ure to maintain a record of the survey •. 

Correctlve.Actions 

The fork truck was completely surveyed. on October 23. 1985. and 
. found' 'free of radioactive contamination'. . 'Also. 
Procedure NFS-HS-B-31 ·Performing Release Surveys" was revise~ to 
require the documentation of lnit1al survey results along WIth 
other more detafled survey information' •. ' 

Full compliance was achieved on January 15. 1986. 

Allegation Number 285-0132-022 states: . "All the flow meters in 
Buildfngs 301 and 302, and' the labs' have been replaced Mith new 
ones. AllegeI' statf!d. that the. flow metf!rs were calibrated on 
04/24/86. He 'said that it was noted that the old .flow met:rs 
which were .stillin p.lace all had expiredcalibratfon dates. 

Onev'folation of NRC requirements was identified - failure to 
calibrate .low volume air particulate sampler on a quartf!rly basis. 

Corrective Actions 

Portable samplers were tagged "out of servfce" to preclude 
:inadvertant use; A letter of Authoriza·tfon. was issued to address 
calibration frequency until the procedure, is modiffed •. Stationary 
air samplers were recalibrated. The licensee is currently in 
comp 11 a'nce • 

Allegation Number 285-0227-001 states: "A ~ruck driver j1legal1r 
carried a loaded weapon into and out of the'NFS plant. Three. 
violations of NRC requirements were identiffed.The licensee ' 
denied one violation. The licensee's response is currently under 
review • 

. (a) The licensee failed to notify NRC of the introduction of an 
unauthorized fi~arm in the manner prescrfbed. 
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Corrective Actfons 
.~ . 

The unsafe geometry·tanks fn Buflding 111 were inspected for 
the N~.v.ember 1985 inventory by s.alarfedpersonnel, and the 
confirming documentation was sent to the Criticality and 

· Licensing Supervisor. lESR. Fa~f1ity sup~rvi.sory personnel 
· were Instructed orr the Importance of. comply,'ng wHhHuclear 

Criticality Safety; A gener,c problem with.the retention of 
records' documenting c1eanouC of process' equipment and 
criticality related Inspections was identlfied .. and was 
reviewed by the Internally Authorized Change (lAC) Council 
prior .to June.13~. 1~~6 •. 0perat1on~ personnel. In the 
bargaining unftwere pro'lfded:- olJ~the-job, training and 
reinstructed on requirements f~rQcolllP.lylng with Nuclear 
Crfticality Safety:Procedures.ri This training • .'.wfth the 
exception of on-the-job' trafnfng. was completeil prior to 

· restart of the LESR .. F~cll tty with bargaJning unit, personnel. 

Full complfancewas achieved for the November 1985 physical 
inventor'y. . ,.. .. 

A1.1~atfonNuinber· ~~5-ti132:-odi(f) states: ·Paint was applied in 
Building 303 before. a contaminat1on survey could be conducted 
w)lich ~as ~ vio1atJon Of proct!lfure;;" 

One 'violatton of NRC requirements was identiffed - failure to 
perform a contamination, surveY to demonstrate that contamination 
Illes withfn prescribed limits prior 'to' painting. This violation 
was ident1fie~ by the 'licensee the day after it happened and 
corrective. action was taken;. This occurred befol'e NRC recefved 
the.allegati~n, Therefore. in accClrdance w:fth the NRC Enforcement 
Polfcy. a Notice of Violation was ·not·issued. A second occurrence 
approximately. two weeks later was fdentified as a result of 
fnterviews with the allegers. Since a second occurrence was 
found. a N9:tice of Vi.~l.~.tion.was issued.for both OCCUrrences. 

Corrective Actions' 

All supervisors were',instruc'ted in prerequlsites for Painting over 
contilminatf.on •.. A1though 'no .form!!J. r:esponsehas yet· been received. 
the lfcensee has. stated: that· 'they liave been ill compliance since 
February 1985.' "' .. ,~.' '. 

(3),AI)egatfon 'Nunif>er285":0132-001(1.) states! .. "Hot. spots are not 
belng decontaminated within the,prescribed p~rlod of time." 

One ~~101~tion Q,f NRC requirements was . identified priOr to receipt 
of tl\e·aHI!9!!.ti.on- failure to Initiate cleanup of contamination :0 ..... :within tfme,constrafnts spe!;lffed fn the license, 
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Corrective Actions 

. Nuclear I'ue1 Services provided trafiting for aHplant personnel 
'assigned to laboratory and production facilities including Health 
and; Safety personnel regarding till1ely decontamination and 
resurveying' of areas' where contamination is found in excess of 
license' limits. '''Full compHance was achieved on October 29.1985. 

Allegation Number' 28S;;0132-00l(j) states.: "A worker ~elie;es that 
a forklfft which was partially . surveyed ;1'01' contamlnatfon on . 
5/15/85 was not completely surveyed before it was removed from the 
site." ). ". 

One violation of NRC requirements was identified - failure to 
completely survey a fork truck before it was released from the 
site. and fa.f1ure to maintain a record of the survey •. 

Correctlve.Actions 

The fork truck was completely surveyed. on October 23. 1985. and 
. found' 'free of radioactive contamination'. . 'Also. 
Procedure NFS-HS-B-31 ·Performing Release Surveys" was revise~ to 
require the documentation of lnit1al survey results along WIth 
other more detafled survey information' •. ' 

Full compliance was achieved on January 15. 1986. 

Allegation Number 285-0132-022 states: . "All the flow meters in 
Buildfngs 301 and 302, and' the labs' have been replaced Mith new 
ones. AllegeI' statf!d. that the. flow metf!rs were calibrated on 
04/24/86. He 'said that it was noted that the old .flow met:rs 
which were .stillin p.lace all had expiredcalibratfon dates. 

Onev'folation of NRC requirements was identified - failure to 
calibrate .low volume air particulate sampler on a quartf!rly basis. 

Corrective Actions 

Portable samplers were tagged "out of servfce" to preclude 
:inadvertant use; A letter of Authoriza·tfon. was issued to address 
calibration frequency until the procedure, is modiffed •. Stationary 
air samplers were recalibrated. The licensee is currently in 
comp 11 a'nce • 

Allegation Number 285-0227-001 states: "A ~ruck driver j1legal1r 
carried a loaded weapon into and out of the'NFS plant. Three. 
violations of NRC requirements were identiffed.The licensee ' 
denied one violation. The licensee's response is currently under 
review • 

. (a) The licensee failed to notify NRC of the introduction of an 
unauthorized fi~arm in the manner prescrfbed. 
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Corrective Actions

Written instructions were given to NFS Security personnel
regarding 1OCFR 73.71 reporting. requirements including
utilization of the Emergency Notification System (ENS). The
written instructions were added to the NFS Safeguards Audit
Program to ensure futur. compliance." Full. compliance was
achieved on March 4, 1976.

"(b).The licensee. failed'-to prepare procedures which were
sufficiently detailed to implement the required. level of
search.

Corrective Actions

The licensee denied this violation of inadequate procedures
for accomplishing an adequate search; however, the licensee
initiated certain procedural modifications.. These are
currently under NRC staff review.

(c) The liceniee failed to fully implement self-imposed
corrective act.ionk,

Corrective Actions-

The technique of. the personnel performing. the search on
December 14, 1985, was corrected and each search was
conducted. by both security officers separately and.
independently, before the vehicle entered. The Security Shift
Supervisors were instructed to personally supervise the
enhanced vehicle. search procedure. The decision to enhance
the vehicle search'effort. wasa temporaryaction-initiated in
response to the vehicle weapon incident on December 11, 1986,
and formally issued 'by NFS on December, 17, 1985, as an
interim procedure. The- interim search. procedure* is' no longer
applicable.

Full compliance ;was achieved on December 14, 198•" '

(7) Allegation Number 286-0143-011 states: "Contractor personnel wore
protective clothing outsidd the plant.'

One .violation of NRC requirements was identified -wearing
protective clothing outside the plant.

Corrective;Actions

NFS performed a 'survey outside the plant and found, no
contamination spread. The contract employee and his escort were
reinstructed as to' contamination, control requirements. The
persounel escorting procedure was revised' to make-, the escort
speciflcally responsible for insuring that escorted personnel
folloW, contamination control requirements. Full compliance Was
achieved on March 31, 1986.
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(8) Allegation Number 286-0143-010 states: PContractor personnel do
not check tools for contaminatlon when leaving contaminated areas,
bring them to lunchroom and put them on the table, take them-from
the plant contaminated."

One violation of NC regulations was. identified prior to receipt
of the allegation - failure to survey tools prior to removing them
from a controlled area. Another violation for the same problem
was identified during a subsequent inspection and NRC issued a
second Notice of Violation.

'Corrective Actions . "

Contractor personnel and appropriate licensee engineers. were
reinstructed in the proper procedure to remove tools 'from
controlled areas. A .four-hour training package for contractor
personnel on licensee health and safety rules and contamination
procedures was developed and was given to contractor personnel"by
August 8,;1986. The licensee procedure for orientation training
is .being revised to include specific instructions on. removing
items from the controlled area. This revision is to be completed
by September 15, 1986.

(M) Allegation-Number 286-014 3 -0 2 8 states: "People wash contamination
off hands in lunchroom sink.'

One violation of NRC:regulations was identified; however, this
violation was identified by the licensee and corrected immediately
when it happened. .. Therefore, in. accordance with the' NRC
Enforcement Policy, the licensee was not cited for this violation.

Personnel failed to survey prior to entering lunchrooms.

Corrective Actions

Personnel survey instruments were removed from the lunchroom so
that personnel would. use other appropriate survey stations to
check themselves before entering the lunchroom.. The licensee is'
now in full compliance.'

(10) Allegation Number 286-0177-001 states: *Keys to a controlled-area
were, given to a radiation monitor along with other keys so the
individual could pick up some air samples. Access to the area was
gained with an authorized individual who also had a key. The
person noted that the radiation monitor had a key and informed the
radiation monitor that he was not supposed to have a key. The
radiation monitor returned the key to his supervisor and informed
the supervisor of the procedural violation." One violation of NRC
regulations was.identified; however, this violation was identified
by the licensee and corrected immediately when it. happened.
Therefore, In accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy, the
licensee was not cited for this violation.

The licensee failed to control a key.
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Corrective Actions 

Written instructions were given to NFS Security personnel 
regarding 10 CfR 73 • .7J reporting' requirements includino 

. utilization of the Emergency Notification System (ENS). -The 
,written instructfonswere added to th~ NFS Safeguards Audit 
'Program to ensure rfutury., compliance." Full. compliance was 
achieved on March 4, 19f.16; / . 

"/ (b):The licensee: fafled~~oprepare procedures 'Which were 
sufficiently detailed to implement the required, level of 
search. 

Corrective Actions 

The licensee denied 'this violation of inadequate procedures 
for accomplishing an adequate search; however. the licensee 
initiated certain procedural modifications.· ',' These are 
currently under NRC staff review. 

(c)1:he licensee fal1ed 
cor~~tive actiont,. 

Corrective Actions 

to fulTYimplement self-imposed 

The ,technique' of.·the personnel perfonning, the search on 
aecember 14, 1965. was corrected and each search was 
conducted by both security officers separately' and, 0 

independently. before the vehicle entered. The Security Shift 
"Supervisors were instructed to personaHy supervise the 
enhanced vehicle.,search procedure. The decision to enhance 
the vehicle 'search effort. was' a temporary action·initiatlid in 
response to the vehicle weapon incident on December 11, 1985. 
and formally issued 'byNFS on December' 17. 1985, ,as an 

, . interim procedure. The, interim, search procedure,: is' no longer 
appl1cable. 

" Full compliance;was achieved on December 14; 1965'~' oJ 

. . j.. (' 

Allegation Humbe.r 286-01.43-011 states: "Contractor personnel wore 
protective clC)thing. outside the plant." ~ ( .,. , 

.(7i 

One ,violation of NRC ,requirements was ident'ified _ ~'wearing 
protective clothing outSide the. ,~lant. 

. ~" , 
Corr,ective, Actions 

NFS perfo~d a 'survey outside the plant and fouRi ~ 
, ·contamination spread. The contract employee and his escort were 

reinstructedas to' contamination, control requirements. The 
pers,linnel eS,corting procedUre was revised: to make·. the escort' 
specifically responsible for insuring that escorted personnel 
follolt· contamination control requirements. Full compliance was 
achfe~~ on March 31, 1986. 
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Allegation NUmber 286-0143-010 states: ~Con.tractor personnel do 
not check tools forcontamfnat1on when leaving contaminated areas, 
brfngthem to lunchroom and put them on the table, take them' from 
the plant contaminated. n , 

. One violation of N~C' regulations was, identified prior to receipt 
of the allegation - failure to survey tools prior to removing them 
from a controlled area. Another violation for the same problem 
was identified during a subsequent inspection and NRC issued,a 
second Notice of Violation. 

·Corrective Actions 

Contractor personnel and appropriate licensee engineers, were 
retnstructed in the proper procedure to remove tools from 
controlled areas. A, four-hour training package for contractor 
perso~nel on licensee .health and safety rules' and contamination 
procedures was developed and was given to contractor personnel'by 
August 8,)1986. The licensee procedure for orientation training 
is be,ing' revised to include specific instructions onreDlOving 

. items from the controlled area. This revision is 'to be completed 
by September 15, 1986. 

(9) Al1egatfon~Hlllllber 286-0143-028 states: ·people~ash contamination 
off hands in lunchroom sink." 

00) 

O~e vi~latfon~f NRt. regulations was identified; 'however. this 
violation wasldent1ffed by the licensee and corrected immediately 
when it happened. ,. Therefore, in. accordance with the'NRC 
Enfor~ement Policy, the licensee was not cited for this violation. 

Personnel fafled to s~rv~ prior to 'entering lunchrooms. 

Corrective Actions 

Personnel survey instruments were removed :from the lunchroom so 
that personnel would, use other appropriate surv,ey stations to 
check themselves before entering the lunchroom.. The licensee :15 
now in full compl1ance. 

Allegation Number.286-0177~OOl states: "Keys to a 'controlled 'area 
were.,given to a radiation monftoralong wfth other keys so the 
indfv'idual could .pick uP some air samples. Access to the area was 
gained with an authorized individual who also had a key. The 
person noted that the radiation monitor had a key and infonned the 
radiation monitor that he was not supposed to have a key'. The 
radiation monitor returned the key to his supervisor and infonned 
the supervisor of thep~cedural Yiolation.~ One· violation or NRC 
regulations was identff.led; however, thfs VIolation was identified 

, by the licensee and corrected immediately when it happened. 
, Therefore, 'n accordance wi th the NRC Enforcement Po 11 cy, the 

licensee was not cfted for this violation. .' 

The licensee failed to control a key. 
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Corrective Actions 

Written instructions were given to NFS Security personnel 
regarding 10 CfR 73 • .7J reporting' requirements includino 

. utilization of the Emergency Notification System (ENS). -The 
,written instructfonswere added to th~ NFS Safeguards Audit 
'Program to ensure rfutury., compliance." Full. compliance was 
achieved on March 4, 19f.16; / . 

"/ (b):The licensee: fafled~~oprepare procedures 'Which were 
sufficiently detailed to implement the required, level of 
search. 

Corrective Actions 

The licensee denied 'this violation of inadequate procedures 
for accomplishing an adequate search; however. the licensee 
initiated certain procedural modifications.· ',' These are 
currently under NRC staff review. 

(c)1:he licensee fal1ed 
cor~~tive actiont,. 

Corrective Actions 

to fulTYimplement self-imposed 

The ,technique' of.·the personnel perfonning, the search on 
aecember 14, 1965. was corrected and each search was 
conducted by both security officers separately' and, 0 

independently. before the vehicle entered. The Security Shift 
"Supervisors were instructed to personaHy supervise the 
enhanced vehicle.,search procedure. The decision to enhance 
the vehicle 'search effort. was' a temporary action·initiatlid in 
response to the vehicle weapon incident on December 11, 1985. 
and formally issued 'byNFS on December' 17. 1985, ,as an 

, . interim procedure. The, interim, search procedure,: is' no longer 
appl1cable. 

" Full compliance;was achieved on December 14; 1965'~' oJ 

. . j.. (' 

Allegation Humbe.r 286-01.43-011 states: "Contractor personnel wore 
protective clC)thing. outside the plant." ~ ( .,. , 

.(7i 

One ,violation of NRC ,requirements was ident'ified _ ~'wearing 
protective clothing outSide the. ,~lant. 

. ~" , 
Corr,ective, Actions 

NFS perfo~d a 'survey outside the plant and fouRi ~ 
, ·contamination spread. The contract employee and his escort were 

reinstructedas to' contamination, control requirements. The 
pers,linnel eS,corting procedUre was revised: to make·. the escort' 
specifically responsible for insuring that escorted personnel 
follolt· contamination control requirements. Full compliance was 
achfe~~ on March 31, 1986. 
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Allegation NUmber 286-0143-010 states: ~Con.tractor personnel do 
not check tools forcontamfnat1on when leaving contaminated areas, 
brfngthem to lunchroom and put them on the table, take them' from 
the plant contaminated. n , 

. One violation of N~C' regulations was, identified prior to receipt 
of the allegation - failure to survey tools prior to removing them 
from a controlled area. Another violation for the same problem 
was identified during a subsequent inspection and NRC issued,a 
second Notice of Violation. 

·Corrective Actions 

Contractor personnel and appropriate licensee engineers, were 
retnstructed in the proper procedure to remove tools from 
controlled areas. A, four-hour training package for contractor 
perso~nel on licensee .health and safety rules' and contamination 
procedures was developed and was given to contractor personnel'by 
August 8,)1986. The licensee procedure for orientation training 
is be,ing' revised to include specific instructions onreDlOving 

. items from the controlled area. This revision is 'to be completed 
by September 15, 1986. 

(9) Al1egatfon~Hlllllber 286-0143-028 states: ·people~ash contamination 
off hands in lunchroom sink." 

00) 

O~e vi~latfon~f NRt. regulations was identified; 'however. this 
violation wasldent1ffed by the licensee and corrected immediately 
when it happened. ,. Therefore, in. accordance with the'NRC 
Enfor~ement Policy, the licensee was not cited for this violation. 

Personnel fafled to s~rv~ prior to 'entering lunchrooms. 

Corrective Actions 

Personnel survey instruments were removed :from the lunchroom so 
that personnel would, use other appropriate surv,ey stations to 
check themselves before entering the lunchroom.. The licensee :15 
now in full compl1ance. 

Allegation Number.286-0177~OOl states: "Keys to a 'controlled 'area 
were.,given to a radiation monftoralong wfth other keys so the 
indfv'idual could .pick uP some air samples. Access to the area was 
gained with an authorized individual who also had a key. The 
person noted that the radiation monitor had a key and infonned the 
radiation monitor that he was not supposed to have a key'. The 
radiation monitor returned the key to his supervisor and infonned 
the supervisor of thep~cedural Yiolation.~ One· violation or NRC 
regulations was identff.led; however, thfs VIolation was identified 

, by the licensee and corrected immediately when it happened. 
, Therefore, 'n accordance wi th the NRC Enforcement Po 11 cy, the 

licensee was not cfted for this violation. .' 

The licensee failed to control a key. 
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:1 Corrective Actions

The Security and Safety management took possession of the. icey,
changed the locks on the area and removed the Safety Department
-from the; list of authorized key custodians for the- area. ;The
licensee is now in full-,complifance.

Question 2 ..

Describe how the Commission performed its investigation. Specifically,
which allegations were referred to the company, and which did the Commission
independently investigate beyond the response it; rceived from NFS?

Response

2'. • Region'II has received allegations frequently from"NFS workers since early
1985. 'The allegations were receivediduring telephone calls, interviews, and
during, direct: conversations on site between inspectors and employees.

After identifying and documenting an•issue as >an allegation, the Region It

Allegation Review Committee (ARC) reviewed each allegation anddecided who
should have the lead and who needed to take. actiop,. The ARC is composed of
the Allegation Coordinators, the Regional Counsel, and one repi-esentative
from each•of the three technical Divisions In Region If•. .

The ARC considered referral to groups other than Region I[ staff, such as:
the NRC Office of Investigation,: the'NRC Office of Inspector and Auditor,
-the-U.S. Department of Justice, the Occupational fSafety and- Health
Administration, the U. S. Department of Labor, the. appropriate State, or the
.1icensee. .

Because numerous allegations were-received in a relatively short period of

time, Region It found it necessary to assign a Project; Coordinator. The
Project Coordinator was designated to manage the tracking of the numerous
allegations and to coordinate the many inspections being performed so as to

-ensure comprehensive and.-timely followup. - . .

'All allegations involving NRC. regulatory issues were .investigated by either
the NRC Resident Inspector at NFS, by inspectors from the NRC Region II

Office, or referred to other appropriate NRC staff. Some allegations were
Also referred'to the licensee. TheNRC investigation involved interviews
with appropriate licensee workers-,: supervision- and management, review of
appirpriate documents and records, -and independent 'evaluation of work
areas, data and performance of tasks relative toithd allegation.

Those allegations which were referred to-'the licensee are identified in the-
allegation overview char-t in Attachment B. The NRC' staff investigated all
of the allegations that were referred to the licensee involving NRC
rbgulatoTy -issues.- -The NRC inspector read the licensee's-written response,
Interviewed the licensee -representative who performed the. investigation,
evaluated the adequacy of the licensee's investigation, and:performed
independent followup when necessary. -
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question 3 " "-

In Chairman Palladino's February 6 letter to Chairman Markey, he noted-that
the allegation of worker kidney problems was new information.

a. What action has the Commission taken to investigate this allegation?

-Response

NRC initially had difficulty obtaining a transcript of the tape from
the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers' Union.. After-much negotiation.
the transcript was received on March 11, 1986. NRC proceeded- to review
the 'transcript to'identify any new allegations and .to understand the
health effects.issue. -

OnApr•l 4, 1986, the NRC initiated preliminary discussions with the
National -Institute, for Occupational Safety and.Health (NIOSH) to
determiL their availability to evaluate potential health effects on
NFS workers from NFS operations. On Nay 5, 1986, NRC formally
requested NIOSH to conduct medical evaluations of NFS workers. - On
June 6,. 1986, NIOSH agreed to -provide assistance to the NRC. On
July 21, 1986, NRC staff met with NIOSH representatives to. provide
information NIOSH might need to develop a proposed study for the NRC.
NRC and NIOSH are working together to define an appropriate course of
action for the evaluation.

b. What is the NBC's position on this allegation and its relation to the

renal toxicity of uranium exposure?

-Response

NRC regulations establish limits on intake of uranium which take Into
account the chemical toxicity of uranium. Based on the International
Committee on Radiation Protection (ICRP) recommendations in effect when
our regulations were developed and in a standard issued subsequently'by
the American Congress. of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, there
should be no toxic effects fromexposure to uranium within NRC limits.
However, NRC is reviewing recent studies regarding detectionS!Of toxic
renal,ý effects at lower levels of intake, based on new medical
diagnostic techniques, to determine if any change In NRC regulations
Is warranted.

Information developed as a result of any NIOSH study at NFS will be
considered in this ongoing review.

c. Are there other factors, such as local viral infections,.which might
explain a-high incidence-of kidney problems among:NFS Erwin workers?

-Response

Perhaps, but 'NRC cannot draw any conclusions of this* nature at this
time. We anticipate that any study of NFS workers by NIOSH would
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Corrective Actions ..... 
The Security and Safety management took possession of the, key, 
changed the locks on the area and removed the Safety Department 
'from the, 1f st of authori zed key custodi ans for the' area. i. The 
Ifcensee is now fn full, comp1fa~ce. " 

Questlon 2 

s' 

Descrfbe how the Comfsslon performed its invest1'gation. SpecJfically. 
which allegations were referred to the company, and which did the Commis$fon 
independently fnvestfgate beyond the response it' received from NFS? 

Response 

Region II has received allegations frequently from', NF{ ~rkers ,since early 
1985. The allegations were received.during telephone calls, interviews and 
during direct conversations on site between Inspectors and employees. • 

After identifyfng and documentfn!} an issue a~ .~";! allegation; the Region II 
Allegation Review Committee (ARC) reviewed ~ach allegation and'decided who 
should have the lead and who needed to take :actiOI:r. The ARC is composed of 
the Allegation Coordinators. the Regional Counsel, and one representative 
from each:·of the three technical Dfvtsions in Re!!lon I.~. _ ,', 

The ARC considered referra,l to groups other tha~~ Reg;:;' II staff, such as: 
. the ,NRC' Office of Investigation, the 'NRC Office of Inspector and Auditor, 
the· U.S. Department of Justice. the Occupational (Safety and' Health ' 
Admlnistratfon, the U. ,5. Department of Labor, the· appropriate State or the 
. licensee. ,,, , , ' 

Because numerous allegations were received in a relatively short period of 
tfaa;, Regfon !l found it necessary to aSSign a ProjeCfj, Coordinator. The 
ProJect Coord1nator was deSignated to manage the tracking of the numerous 
allegations and to cOllrdinate the many inspecti.ons being performed so as to 
~ensure comprehensive and,:tiniely foll'!W'Jp., ;., ,. " ' .': 

~11 ·allegations involving NRC regulatorY' i'ss~es !'If!re 'iriye~iigated by either 
~he NRC Resident Inspector at NFS, by inspectors· from the NRC 'Region II 
lIfffce, or referred to other appropriate NRC staff. Some allegations were 
aho ·referredto t~e .licensee. T~e' NRC ,irivestigation involved interviews 
wf~h apP!,<!prfate. hcensee workerS',supervfsion·and mari~gement, review ot 
apPl'()priate documents and records, ,and independent' evaluation of work 
a,,!8s, data and performance of tasksr~lative 'to,thi! al1e!jation. _ . 

Those. allegations which wef'~referred to'the licensee are identified"in the, 
allegation ove",!,i,ew char·t in Attachment B. The NRC'staff investigated all 
of the allt;gat10ns that were referred to the licensee involving NRC 
regu)atorY'1ssues., The NRC, inspector read the 1icensee's'written response, 
interviewed the. licensee ,representative who performed ·the· fnves'tigation, 
evaluated the adequacy of the licensee's1nvestlgation, and: Performed 
independent followup when necessary. . 
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question 3 .' 
In Chairman Palladino's February 6 letter to Chairman Markey, he noted,th~t 
the allegation of worker kidney problem$ was ~ information. 

a.. What action 'has 'the cOmmission taken to investigate thls allegation? 

b. 

c •. 

Respons;e 

NRC initially had difficulty obtaining a transcript of the tape from 
the Ofl. Chemical and. Atomic Workers' Union. After ,much negotiation. 
the ~ranscr:ii>t was re~elved 'on March 11, 1986., IIRC proceeded to review 

. the transcript to. 'identify any new allegations and .to understand the 
health effects .. issue.· 

On April 4, 19~6, the NRC initiated preliminary discussions with the 
Nationallnstltute. for Occupational Silfety and, Health (NIOSH) to 
determitll! their availability to evaluate potential health effects on 
KFS workers from KFS 'operatfons. On May 5; 1986, NRC formally 
requested NIOSH to conduct medica 1 evaluations of NFS workers. ,On 
June 6., 1986. NIOSH ,agreed to provide assistance to the NRC~ On 
July 21, 1986, NRC staff met with NIOSH represel)tatives to provide 
information NIOSH might need to develop a proposed study for the HRC. 
NRC and NIOSH are working together to define an appropriate course of 
action for the evaluation. 

What 1's the IIRC'spositlon ontllis allegation and its relation to the 
renal toxicity of uranium exposure? 

RespOnse 

NRC regulations estilblish limits on intake of uranium which take into 
account the chemical toxicity of uranium. Based on ,the .International 
COlllllittee on Radiation Protection (rCRP) recOOlllllndations in effect when 
our regulations were developed and in a standard issued subsequently:by 
the American Congress of Governmental Industria) Hygienists, there 
should be no toxic effects from exposure to uranIum within NRC limits. 
However. IIRC is reviewing recent studies regarding detection; of toxic 
renal,: effects at lower levels of intake, based on new med,tcal ; 
diagnostic techniques, todeumine if any cnange in NRC regulations 
1s warranted. 

Information developed as are~ult of any NIOSHstudy atNFS '11111 be 
consIdered in this ongOing review. 

Are there other factors, such as loCal viral infections" which might 
explaln a:,higli lncidi!llcepf kidne,v problems among :NFS Erwin workers? 

, Response " 

Perhaps. but'IiRC cannot draw any conclusions of this: nature at this 
time. We antiCipate that any study of NFS workers by NIOSH would 
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Corrective Actions ..... 
The Security and Safety management took possession of the, key, 
changed the locks on the area and removed the Safety Department 
'from the, 1f st of authori zed key custodi ans for the' area. i. The 
Ifcensee is now fn full, comp1fa~ce. " 

Questlon 2 

s' 

Descrfbe how the Comfsslon performed its invest1'gation. SpecJfically. 
which allegations were referred to the company, and which did the Commis$fon 
independently fnvestfgate beyond the response it' received from NFS? 

Response 

Region II has received allegations frequently from', NF{ ~rkers ,since early 
1985. The allegations were received.during telephone calls, interviews and 
during direct conversations on site between Inspectors and employees. • 

After identifyfng and documentfn!} an issue a~ .~";! allegation; the Region II 
Allegation Review Committee (ARC) reviewed ~ach allegation and'decided who 
should have the lead and who needed to take :actiOI:r. The ARC is composed of 
the Allegation Coordinators. the Regional Counsel, and one representative 
from each:·of the three technical Dfvtsions in Re!!lon I.~. _ ,', 

The ARC considered referra,l to groups other tha~~ Reg;:;' II staff, such as: 
. the ,NRC' Office of Investigation, the 'NRC Office of Inspector and Auditor, 
the· U.S. Department of Justice. the Occupational (Safety and' Health ' 
Admlnistratfon, the U. ,5. Department of Labor, the· appropriate State or the 
. licensee. ,,, , , ' 

Because numerous allegations were received in a relatively short period of 
tfaa;, Regfon !l found it necessary to aSSign a ProjeCfj, Coordinator. The 
ProJect Coord1nator was deSignated to manage the tracking of the numerous 
allegations and to cOllrdinate the many inspecti.ons being performed so as to 
~ensure comprehensive and,:tiniely foll'!W'Jp., ;., ,. " ' .': 

~11 ·allegations involving NRC regulatorY' i'ss~es !'If!re 'iriye~iigated by either 
~he NRC Resident Inspector at NFS, by inspectors· from the NRC 'Region II 
lIfffce, or referred to other appropriate NRC staff. Some allegations were 
aho ·referredto t~e .licensee. T~e' NRC ,irivestigation involved interviews 
wf~h apP!,<!prfate. hcensee workerS',supervfsion·and mari~gement, review ot 
apPl'()priate documents and records, ,and independent' evaluation of work 
a,,!8s, data and performance of tasksr~lative 'to,thi! al1e!jation. _ . 

Those. allegations which wef'~referred to'the licensee are identified"in the, 
allegation ove",!,i,ew char·t in Attachment B. The NRC'staff investigated all 
of the allt;gat10ns that were referred to the licensee involving NRC 
regu)atorY'1ssues., The NRC, inspector read the 1icensee's'written response, 
interviewed the. licensee ,representative who performed ·the· fnves'tigation, 
evaluated the adequacy of the licensee's1nvestlgation, and: Performed 
independent followup when necessary. . 

, " 

.' 

9 

question 3 .' 
In Chairman Palladino's February 6 letter to Chairman Markey, he noted,th~t 
the allegation of worker kidney problem$ was ~ information. 

a.. What action 'has 'the cOmmission taken to investigate thls allegation? 

b. 

c •. 

Respons;e 

NRC initially had difficulty obtaining a transcript of the tape from 
the Ofl. Chemical and. Atomic Workers' Union. After ,much negotiation. 
the ~ranscr:ii>t was re~elved 'on March 11, 1986., IIRC proceeded to review 

. the transcript to. 'identify any new allegations and .to understand the 
health effects .. issue.· 

On April 4, 19~6, the NRC initiated preliminary discussions with the 
Nationallnstltute. for Occupational Silfety and, Health (NIOSH) to 
determitll! their availability to evaluate potential health effects on 
KFS workers from KFS 'operatfons. On May 5; 1986, NRC formally 
requested NIOSH to conduct medica 1 evaluations of NFS workers. ,On 
June 6., 1986. NIOSH ,agreed to provide assistance to the NRC~ On 
July 21, 1986, NRC staff met with NIOSH represel)tatives to provide 
information NIOSH might need to develop a proposed study for the HRC. 
NRC and NIOSH are working together to define an appropriate course of 
action for the evaluation. 

What 1's the IIRC'spositlon ontllis allegation and its relation to the 
renal toxicity of uranium exposure? 

RespOnse 

NRC regulations estilblish limits on intake of uranium which take into 
account the chemical toxicity of uranium. Based on ,the .International 
COlllllittee on Radiation Protection (rCRP) recOOlllllndations in effect when 
our regulations were developed and in a standard issued subsequently:by 
the American Congress of Governmental Industria) Hygienists, there 
should be no toxic effects from exposure to uranIum within NRC limits. 
However. IIRC is reviewing recent studies regarding detection; of toxic 
renal,: effects at lower levels of intake, based on new med,tcal ; 
diagnostic techniques, todeumine if any cnange in NRC regulations 
1s warranted. 

Information developed as are~ult of any NIOSHstudy atNFS '11111 be 
consIdered in this ongOing review. 

Are there other factors, such as loCal viral infections" which might 
explaln a:,higli lncidi!llcepf kidne,v problems among :NFS Erwin workers? 

, Response " 

Perhaps. but'IiRC cannot draw any conclusions of this: nature at this 
time. We antiCipate that any study of NFS workers by NIOSH would 
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consider the effect of kidney problems that occur from viral infections
and other non-NFS related sources. •

In 1981, the Commfssion performed a Health Physfcs Appraisal at NFS Erwin.

a. Do any deficiencies identified in 1981- remain uncorrected at present?

Response

DWring the 198 -Health Physics Appraisal, there, were 44 issues
identified as requiring followup in the report. .These.consisted. of
four violations, one deviation, and 39 Inspector Followup items (IFIs).
The 39 IFIs rejresented the Appraisal Team's observations as to Where
improvements could be made in' the program, but..the improvements were
not required to meet existing regulatory requirements., Of the 44
issues identified, -five of the IFIs have~not been completed and
continue to be tracked as part of the Performance Improvement Plan
(PIP).

b. If not, what was the last deficiency to be corrected and when was
corrective-'ction completed?"

Five IFIs remain open. The response to Question 4.c provides details
on these items.

c. If deficiencies from .1981 remain uncorrected, please identify them.

Response,

The IFIs that remain uhcorrectedlare:

(1) -Establishing computerized exposure..records;.
21 Implementation of an approved respiratory protection program;
M Elimination of outside contaminatedareas; .(4) Elimination of protective clothing in noncontrolled areas; and
(6 Establishing an onsite whole body counting capability.i .

d. What action by NFS is necessary to correct remaining deficiencies, and
(whenis.-corrective action expected to be completed?

Respnse

NFS has incorjDrated the IFIs fromý the Health Physics .Appraisal into
its Perfdrmance Improvement'Plan as coammitments to NRC * All items havescheduled-milestone completion dates, where appropriate, and are being
tracked by both NFS and the NRC. Completion of several of these items

*was impacted by the strike.

(1) Establishing Computerized Exposue6 Records

I
57 ,

NFS .has been integrating use of computers into its health and
<safety records systems for several years. Most recently. a

computerized system for Internal "exposure 'assessment was put in
place. The most significant remaining action to be completed is a
computerized Job tracking system to track worker stay times at
w.ork stations and to correlate stay times with air monitor results
so that exposure . estimates can be developed more efficiently,
Such exposure estimates are currently being performed, manually.
NFS is currently.e.valuating equipment and adminlstrati've controls
necessary .to implement such a computerized system. NFS expects to
have the: computerized worker tracking and exposure assessment
procedure in place by December 1987.

(2) Implementation :of Approved Respiratory Protection Program

N- FS..currentlyi assigns respirators for use on various jobs as an
additional precautionary measure. However, credit cannot be taken
for respirator use until a:respiratory protection program is In
place that. meets NRC regulations. Until that -time, NFS must
assume :the workeris.are exposed to the unfiltered airborne level
when calculating worker airborne exposure levels even though
respirators are-worn.

NFS is in the process of completing the various procurement and
procedure development tasks necessary to fully Implement the
approved respiratory protection program. In addition to equipment
procurement, a-new facility for -respirator fit testing and
cleaning is being constructed. The estimated completion date Is
November 1986.

(3) Elimination of Outside Contaminated Areas

Presently, most of the areas outside of plant work areas are
controlled as contaminated areas although only a relatively few
areas containing,;low level contamination are actually- present.
These. areas. have, historically been controlled to facilitate
movement of .contaminated equipment and personnel wearing
protective clothing between buildings.

NFS is. currently evaluating.survey data to determine the scope and
magnitude of the decontamination, effort for the outside
contamination. The operational considerations (i.e., flow of
work).:assoctated, with this. change.are.also beingevaluated. NFS
expects. to complete its decontamination plan and :schedule by
December 1986.

(4) Elimination of Protective Clothing in Noncontrolled Areas

NFS is currently completing the procedures and plans to implement
a program to eliminate the use of protective clothing (used for
contamination protection) in noncontrolled areas. Presently,
personnel are permitted to wear protective clothing and shoe
covers in noncontrolled areas if they monitor themselves and the
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consider the effect of kidney problems that occur from viral 
and other non-MFS related sources. ,'" infections 

Quest1on'4 '.'" 

In 1981, the COIIlDIfssfon performed a Health Physics. Apprafsalat MrS Erwin. 
• J • -, '.'. (.' 

a. Do any deficiencies identified in 198J remain uncorrected at present? 

Response 
'1 

DUring the 198~ .Health PhYSics Apprais~f;' there, were 44 i~s~es 
identffied as reqUiring foTlowup,fn t.lle .repor,t. '.These, consiSted' of 
four Violations, one deviation, and 39 Inspector Followup Items (IFls). 
The 39 IFIs represented t~e Appraisal Team's observations as to ~ere 
.improveme'l,ts could be made in the pro9ram, but ·.the improvements were 
not required to me~t existing regulatory requirements. '. Of the 44 
Issues Identified, five of the IFrs ~ave-' not been ccimpleted and 
c(onti)nueto be tracked as part of the Performance ImProvement Plan 
PIP. ..'" 

'" b. If not, what was the last deficien~y to be corrected and when was 
correc:tfveaction completed?" 

Response ., 

Five IFIs remain open. The res,pon~e to Question, 4.c provides details 
on these items. 

)- c. If deficiencies from .1981 remain uncorrected, please identify them. 

) 

Response, 

The IFIs that remain uncorrected.are: 

Cll gi 
(.4) 
(5) 

'Establishing computerized exposure records' 
Implementation of an approved respir,atory protection prOgram. 
El,imination of outside contaminated, areas' ' 
Elimination of protective clothing in non~oiitrOlleci areas; and 
Establishing an onsfte whole body counting ca~abflfty'; , 

d. What action' by MFS 15 necessary to correct remaining" deficiencies and 
(when ,1s, corrective action expected to be comple~ed? • 

Respo!!5,e 

~FS has~Jnco~rat~d the'IFIS from t-h~,Health p.hysics Apprafs~l into 
lts Perfo~nce Improvement' Plan as cOllUllitments to NRC; All items have 
schedule~milestone completion dates, where appropriate, and are being 
tracked by both NFS and the NRC. Completion of sever.al of these items 

.was impacted by the strike. ',' , .. ~ 

(1) EstabllshingComputerized ExpdsuteRecords 
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NFS ,has been integrating use of coniputers into its health and 
,'safety reco~s systems ,for several' years. Most recently, a 

computerized system for fnternaJ."exposure 'assessment was put fn 
place. The most significant remaining action to be completed is a 
computerized job tracking system to track worker stay times at 

.work stations and to correlate stay times' with afr monitor results 
so that exposure estfmates. can be developed more efficiently. 
Such exposure estimates are currently being performed,. manually. 
NFS 15 currently .e,valuating· equipment' and admfriistrat1've controls 
necessary .to implement. such a computerized system. HFS expects to 
have the computerfzed worker traclc:ing and exposure assessment 
procedure in place by December 1987. ' 

(2) Implementation ,of. Approved Respiratory Protection Program 

NFS,.currently; assfgns respirators for use on various jobs as an 
add1.t,ional precautionary measure. However, credit cannot be taken 
,for ,respirator' 'use untl1 a'respiratory protection pr:ogram is in 
place that Ineets. NRC.regulations. IJl)tfl that ,time. NFS must 
assume :the workers, _are exposed ,to the unfiltered afrborne level 
when calculating w,orker airborne, exposure levels even though 
respi rators are', worn • 

NFS fs fn the process of completing the various procurement and 
procedure development tasks necessary to fully implement the 
approved respiratory protection program. In addition to equipment 
procurement,a-new' facflf.ty for 'respirator fit testing and, 
cleanfng is being constructed. The estimated completfon.date is 
November 1986. 

(3) Eliminat10n of O~tsfde Contaminated Areas 

Presently, most of the areas outside of plant work areas 'are 
controlled as contamfnated areas although only a relatively few 

,areas containing" low leve.! contamination are' actually present. 
These, :areas, have, historically been' controlled to facilftate 
movement of, contaminated equipment and personnel wearing 
protectfve.clothf~g between buildings. 

NFS is, currently evaluating,survey data to determfne the scope and 
magnitude of. the decontamination, effort for the outside' 
contamination.' . The operational considerations (i.e .. , flow of 
wOl"k}:assocfated, with this, change.are.also being' evaluated. NFS 
expects to complete its decontamination plan and schedule by 
December 1986. 

(4) Elimination of'~rotective Clothing in Noncontrolled Areas 

NFS is currently completing the procedures and plans to implement 
a program to eliminate the use of protective clothing (used for 
contamination protection) in noncontrolled areas. Presently, 
personnel are permitted to wear protective clothing and shoe 
covers in noncontrolled areas if they monitor themselves and the 
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consider the effect of kidney problems that occur from viral 
and other non-MFS related sources. ,'" infections 

Quest1on'4 '.'" 

In 1981, the COIIlDIfssfon performed a Health Physics. Apprafsalat MrS Erwin. 
• J • -, '.'. (.' 

a. Do any deficiencies identified in 198J remain uncorrected at present? 

Response 
'1 

DUring the 198~ .Health PhYSics Apprais~f;' there, were 44 i~s~es 
identffied as reqUiring foTlowup,fn t.lle .repor,t. '.These, consiSted' of 
four Violations, one deviation, and 39 Inspector Followup Items (IFls). 
The 39 IFIs represented t~e Appraisal Team's observations as to ~ere 
.improveme'l,ts could be made in the pro9ram, but ·.the improvements were 
not required to me~t existing regulatory requirements. '. Of the 44 
Issues Identified, five of the IFrs ~ave-' not been ccimpleted and 
c(onti)nueto be tracked as part of the Performance ImProvement Plan 
PIP. ..'" 

'" b. If not, what was the last deficien~y to be corrected and when was 
correc:tfveaction completed?" 

Response ., 

Five IFIs remain open. The res,pon~e to Question, 4.c provides details 
on these items. 

)- c. If deficiencies from .1981 remain uncorrected, please identify them. 

) 

Response, 

The IFIs that remain uncorrected.are: 

Cll gi 
(.4) 
(5) 

'Establishing computerized exposure records' 
Implementation of an approved respir,atory protection prOgram. 
El,imination of outside contaminated, areas' ' 
Elimination of protective clothing in non~oiitrOlleci areas; and 
Establishing an onsfte whole body counting ca~abflfty'; , 

d. What action' by MFS 15 necessary to correct remaining" deficiencies and 
(when ,1s, corrective action expected to be comple~ed? • 

Respo!!5,e 

~FS has~Jnco~rat~d the'IFIS from t-h~,Health p.hysics Apprafs~l into 
lts Perfo~nce Improvement' Plan as cOllUllitments to NRC; All items have 
schedule~milestone completion dates, where appropriate, and are being 
tracked by both NFS and the NRC. Completion of sever.al of these items 

.was impacted by the strike. ',' , .. ~ 

(1) EstabllshingComputerized ExpdsuteRecords 
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NFS ,has been integrating use of coniputers into its health and 
,'safety reco~s systems ,for several' years. Most recently, a 

computerized system for fnternaJ."exposure 'assessment was put fn 
place. The most significant remaining action to be completed is a 
computerized job tracking system to track worker stay times at 

.work stations and to correlate stay times' with afr monitor results 
so that exposure estfmates. can be developed more efficiently. 
Such exposure estimates are currently being performed,. manually. 
NFS 15 currently .e,valuating· equipment' and admfriistrat1've controls 
necessary .to implement. such a computerized system. HFS expects to 
have the computerfzed worker traclc:ing and exposure assessment 
procedure in place by December 1987. ' 

(2) Implementation ,of. Approved Respiratory Protection Program 

NFS,.currently; assfgns respirators for use on various jobs as an 
add1.t,ional precautionary measure. However, credit cannot be taken 
,for ,respirator' 'use untl1 a'respiratory protection pr:ogram is in 
place that Ineets. NRC.regulations. IJl)tfl that ,time. NFS must 
assume :the workers, _are exposed ,to the unfiltered afrborne level 
when calculating w,orker airborne, exposure levels even though 
respi rators are', worn • 

NFS fs fn the process of completing the various procurement and 
procedure development tasks necessary to fully implement the 
approved respiratory protection program. In addition to equipment 
procurement,a-new' facflf.ty for 'respirator fit testing and, 
cleanfng is being constructed. The estimated completfon.date is 
November 1986. 

(3) Eliminat10n of O~tsfde Contaminated Areas 

Presently, most of the areas outside of plant work areas 'are 
controlled as contamfnated areas although only a relatively few 

,areas containing" low leve.! contamination are' actually present. 
These, :areas, have, historically been' controlled to facilftate 
movement of, contaminated equipment and personnel wearing 
protectfve.clothf~g between buildings. 

NFS is, currently evaluating,survey data to determfne the scope and 
magnitude of. the decontamination, effort for the outside' 
contamination.' . The operational considerations (i.e .. , flow of 
wOl"k}:assocfated, with this, change.are.also being' evaluated. NFS 
expects to complete its decontamination plan and schedule by 
December 1986. 

(4) Elimination of'~rotective Clothing in Noncontrolled Areas 

NFS is currently completing the procedures and plans to implement 
a program to eliminate the use of protective clothing (used for 
contamination protection) in noncontrolled areas. Presently, 
personnel are permitted to wear protective clothing and shoe 
covers in noncontrolled areas if they monitor themselves and the 
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contamina.tion levels are less than 5000 dpm of total, alpha
.contamination;. These :individuals must: aTso cover contaminated
clothing wi:th a clean lab coat-and shoecovers.

-- The program will be. implemented in.phases, with:the first being
prohibition against wearing process clothing in. lunchrooms and
office areas.. The -current-,onsitel1aundry- facility.does not have
ýsufficfent capacity to" handle the, increased.volume of.clothing

- 'thatwill be produced when" the program-is-fully implemented. A
new laundry facility is expected. to be completed by. March 1987, at

-which time the licensee. plans, toý completely eliminate process
'clothing from noincontrolled areas.

(5) Establishing an-Onsite Whole Body Counting Capability

NFS presently.uses a vendor's mobile whole body counter on an
approximately quarterly. basis to perform:this: service, but does
not have.,a •permanent facility on the NFS site. To facilitate
timely local, analysis, a new building; is" being constructed which

J- will house. the whole, body.,counting facility. NFS has identified a
vendor to provide,-and operate the equipment.. Contract
negotiations with the vendor are in progress, The facility is

c ýpCI +U1. U 44 n*S~ kJ VC. I n.&~*J

?

Question 5.

In 1985, Bechtel -Nuclear,.Inc. completed a radiation protection Iassessment
at NFS..Ervin. -

a. Please provide a copy of all documents provided by Bechtel to the NRC
regarding this assessment.

-Response.

Bechtel. National Corporation was contracted by NFS to perform an
appraisal of the. NFS radiation *protection: program.. Bechtel provided
the' report only 'to NFSý lHowever', NFS did provide a copy of the Bechtel
report to Region Ii for review- The' report was returned by. the NRC.to
the licensee in early August of 1985 due to the confidential personnel
information in the report. A sumnary of the Bechtel. recommendations
and propoied licensee.actions.'was, sent-to Region II by NFS via letter
dated August.6, 1985. Irr addition, the NFS Performance Improvement-
Plan (PIP) was initiated by.NFS to Implement the recommendations.
Copies -of correspondehce regarding the PIP are provided in
Attac•ment C.

b. -;Please'-provide a copy ofall 'recommendations made by Bechtel Nuclear.

Response'

A copy- of correspondence regarding the. PIP which implements the
recomnendations is:;hbeing provided separately as specified in the
response to:Question 5a.. above".
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The following is-a summary of the recommendations that were made:

1 1 Increased management oversight of the health .physics program;
Increased health and safety staffing;
Impl~ement a;.vigorous ALARA program;
Make operations management responsible for radiation safety
performance within their facilities;

(5) Additional staff to support onsite whole body counting; and.
6 Implement QA/QC program for film badge and whole body counting

vendors and improve the frequency of urinalysis QA/QC samples.
c. For each recommendation, what corrective action does NFS propose, and

when is the expected date of completion? .

Response

Details on the NFS response to the Bechtel recommendation are in the
documents being provided separately in response to Question 5a. above.

The NRC has been tracking licensee actions which have clear
implications regarding improvement of' regulatory performance. Details
of many of the recommendations concern NFS management techniques. In
those areis, NFS' detailed response to the recommendations has been
left to. NFS!, discretion, with the NRC focusing on performance
Improvements'resulting from management improvements. The NRC has been:
following the licensee actions in the areas of management improvements,
ALARA,. and health and safety staffing because it believes that licensee
Improvements in these areas will have the most influence on improving,
performance.

FS-has 'mpl'menteda number of ALARA initiatives which are detailed on

pages' 5 5and 6 of their August 6, 1985 letter. Some:aof the more
significant aspects of the program include a strong ALARA commitment by
management; ALARA training for workers, engineers, and supervisors; and
incorporation of ALARA considerations into all relevant aspects of
facility operation. These actions have been essentially completed.
The only significant actions remaining are completion .of supervisor
training and incorporation of ALARA goals and standards into the
performance appraisals of building and laboratory managers. The
expected completion date -for both these actions is November 1986.

NFS has made significant additions to the health.and safety staff.
There is a new Director and a.new Assistant Director:of Safety,. both of
whom are technically strong managers with experience in a variety of
operations outside of NFS. NFS also established a new position of
Health Physics Appraisal and ALARA Manager, and a new position of
Health Physics Supervisor to manage the radiation monitor supervisors.
TwO "additional. Radiation Monitor Supervisors were also hired to allow
assignment ofa supervisor to each shift. Three Radiation Protection
Specialists were hired and a fourth is being recruited to perform
surveillances on each shift and other tasks.. A Respiratory Protection
Supervisor was hired toadminister the respiratory protection program
.and a'degreed health physicist was added in an engineering capacity.
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.. ~ contam1na.~ion levels are less than fOOD dpm of total. alpha .., 
. contamfnatfon.. These.f.ndfvfduals .must: aTso: cover contaminated 

clothing wi:th a clean 1abcoat'and shoecovers. ,'.. 

, "The progr'a~wH1 be'i~plementM inpha~es, with:"the first being 
prohibition aga.inst wearing process clothing in lunchrooms and 
oUice areas,,: . The',cu!)rent';ons'1te'laundry' facil1ty.·does not have 

,sufficf.ent e<apacity to'handle the', increased volume' of'clothing 
,,' , that "wfll be produced :,when' the .program-is 'ful.1y implemented. A 
, .new laundry facility is expected' to be completed by- March 1987, at 

[which time the )fcensee. plans to :completeJy elimfnate process 
tclothfng from n"ncontrolled' areas; ' .. -:: ::" . 

(5) Es,tablfsh-ing II~- OnsiteWhole Body Counting capability 

.. NFS presently ,use; a vendor's mobl1e whole body couilter on an 
approxfmate~y quarterly. basis ,to perform' this: serv~ce, but does 
not hav.ea permanent facl1fty on the NFS site. Tofacl1ftate 
timely local analysis, a ,new building: is being constructed which 
wHl house, the. whole. body .. counting facHfty.NFS has identified a 
vendor to provfde" and operate the equipment., Contract 
negotiations wfth the' vendor are 1n progress. TIle facflity is 
expected to b; operating by December 1986. 

Question'S' 

In 1985. Bechtel:Nuclear, Inc. campleted'~ r.adiation "prot~~tion"assessment 
at· NFS.,Erwfn. '. ; 

a. Please provide a copy of all documents provided by Bechtel to the NRC 
regarding this assessment. ',I. . " 

. Response. 
• 10 .. 

Bechtel National Corporation was ;contracted by NFS to perform an 
appraisal of the NFS radfation 'protaction: program.. Bechtel provided 
the report only to NFS~However" NFSdid provide a copy of the Bechtel 
report to Region II for revfew~ The report was returne~1' by the NReto 
the licensee in early August of 1985 due to the confidential personnel 
information fn the report. A sunmaryof the Bechtel reconunendatfons 
and propoSed lfcensee .act.ions 'was' sent ·to Reg,ion II 'by NFS via letter 

" pdalted (AU9u)st.6·. 1985. Iff, addition. theNfS Performance Improvement 
; an ~IP was initiated by. NFS to' implement the recommendations. ~ 
i. Copies of correspondence regarding the' PIP are provided in 

Attacjment C. . " , 

b. "':Please:provide a copy of:al1'recormnendatfons made by Bechtel Nuclear. 
'1- '( 

ResponJe. 

. A' ch'pY'" of co':re~pondence regarding the PIP whfch implements the 
. rec~ndatfons ls:,befng provfdedseparately as specified .in the 

response to:Question Sa •. above', . . 

c. 
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The following is ,a, summary of the r.ecommendations that were made: 

" !2:l,!' In~reased I!l8nagement oversight of the health .physics program; 
Increased hea Hh and safety staffing; 
Implement a:,vigorous ALARA program; 
Make opera'Uons management responsible for radiatfon safety 
performance within their fac111tles; . 
Additional staff to support onsite whole body counting; and" 
Implement QA/QC program for film badge and whole body counting 
vendors and improve the frequency of urinalysis QA/QC samples. 

For each recomendation, what ·corrective action, does HFS propose, and 
when is the expe~ted date of completion? ,,:', .'" 

Response 

Details on the NFS response to the:Bechtel recommendatfon are in the 
documents being provided separately fn response to Question Sa. above • 

, 
The NRC has been tracking licensee actions which have clear 
implfcat10ns regardfng improvement of regulatory performance. Details 
of many of the recommendatfons ,concern NFS management techniques. In 
those areas, NFS' detailed 'response to the recommendatf.ons' has been 
left to NFS~ discretion, with the NRC focusing on performance' 
1mprovemen~s' resulting from management improvements. The NRC has been: ' 
following 'the licensee actions in the areas of management improvements'; 
AlARA,,~nd health and safety staffing because it believes that licensee 
improvements- in these areas will have the most influence on improving. 
performance. 

NFS.'has-implenienteda number of AlARA initiatives whfch aredeta11ed o~ 
pages 5,and6 of .their August 6, 1985 letter. Some. of the more 
significant aspects of the program include a strong ALARA commitment by 
management; ALARA training for workers. engineers, and supervisors; and 
incorporation of ALARA considerations fnto all relevant aspects of 
facility operation. These actions ,have been ess,:!ntfally completed. 
The only significant actions remaining are completion .. of supervisor 
training and incorporation of ALMA goals and standards into the 
performance appraisals of building' and laboratory .managers. The 
expectedcompletton date 'for both these actions is Novell/ber 1986. 

NFS has madesi~ri1ffcantaddftions to the health. and saf~ty staff. 
The.reis a nel'( Director and a·new Assistant Directorcof Safety" both of 
whom ar.e technically strong managers wi th experience in a Variety of 
operations outside of NF,S. NFS also established a new positfon of 
Health Physics Appraisal and AlMA Manager. and a new posftionof 
Health Physics Supervisor to manage the radiatfon monitor supervisors. 
Two additional, Radiation Monitor Supervisors were also hired to allow 
assignment of,'a, supervisor to each shift. Three Radiatfon Protection 
Special1sts were hired and a fourth is being recruited to perf.onD 
sur.veillances on each shift and other tasks., A Respiratory Protection 
Supervisor was, hfred to, administer the resp'iratory protection program 
.and ardegreed health physicist Ifas added in an engineering capac1ty. 
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.. ~ contam1na.~ion levels are less than fOOD dpm of total. alpha .., 
. contamfnatfon.. These.f.ndfvfduals .must: aTso: cover contaminated 

clothing wi:th a clean 1abcoat'and shoecovers. ,'.. 

, "The progr'a~wH1 be'i~plementM inpha~es, with:"the first being 
prohibition aga.inst wearing process clothing in lunchrooms and 
oUice areas,,: . The',cu!)rent';ons'1te'laundry' facil1ty.·does not have 

,sufficf.ent e<apacity to'handle the', increased volume' of'clothing 
,,' , that "wfll be produced :,when' the .program-is 'ful.1y implemented. A 
, .new laundry facility is expected' to be completed by- March 1987, at 

[which time the )fcensee. plans to :completeJy elimfnate process 
tclothfng from n"ncontrolled' areas; ' .. -:: ::" . 

(5) Es,tablfsh-ing II~- OnsiteWhole Body Counting capability 

.. NFS presently ,use; a vendor's mobl1e whole body couilter on an 
approxfmate~y quarterly. basis ,to perform' this: serv~ce, but does 
not hav.ea permanent facl1fty on the NFS site. Tofacl1ftate 
timely local analysis, a ,new building: is being constructed which 
wHl house, the. whole. body .. counting facHfty.NFS has identified a 
vendor to provfde" and operate the equipment., Contract 
negotiations wfth the' vendor are 1n progress. TIle facflity is 
expected to b; operating by December 1986. 

Question'S' 

In 1985. Bechtel:Nuclear, Inc. campleted'~ r.adiation "prot~~tion"assessment 
at· NFS.,Erwfn. '. ; 

a. Please provide a copy of all documents provided by Bechtel to the NRC 
regarding this assessment. ',I. . " 

. Response. 
• 10 .. 

Bechtel National Corporation was ;contracted by NFS to perform an 
appraisal of the NFS radfation 'protaction: program.. Bechtel provided 
the report only to NFS~However" NFSdid provide a copy of the Bechtel 
report to Region II for revfew~ The report was returne~1' by the NReto 
the licensee in early August of 1985 due to the confidential personnel 
information fn the report. A sunmaryof the Bechtel reconunendatfons 
and propoSed lfcensee .act.ions 'was' sent ·to Reg,ion II 'by NFS via letter 

" pdalted (AU9u)st.6·. 1985. Iff, addition. theNfS Performance Improvement 
; an ~IP was initiated by. NFS to' implement the recommendations. ~ 
i. Copies of correspondence regarding the' PIP are provided in 

Attacjment C. . " , 

b. "':Please:provide a copy of:al1'recormnendatfons made by Bechtel Nuclear. 
'1- '( 

ResponJe. 

. A' ch'pY'" of co':re~pondence regarding the PIP whfch implements the 
. rec~ndatfons ls:,befng provfdedseparately as specified .in the 

response to:Question Sa •. above', . . 

c. 
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The following is ,a, summary of the r.ecommendations that were made: 

" !2:l,!' In~reased I!l8nagement oversight of the health .physics program; 
Increased hea Hh and safety staffing; 
Implement a:,vigorous ALARA program; 
Make opera'Uons management responsible for radiatfon safety 
performance within their fac111tles; . 
Additional staff to support onsite whole body counting; and" 
Implement QA/QC program for film badge and whole body counting 
vendors and improve the frequency of urinalysis QA/QC samples. 

For each recomendation, what ·corrective action, does HFS propose, and 
when is the expe~ted date of completion? ,,:', .'" 

Response 

Details on the NFS response to the:Bechtel recommendatfon are in the 
documents being provided separately fn response to Question Sa. above • 

, 
The NRC has been tracking licensee actions which have clear 
implfcat10ns regardfng improvement of regulatory performance. Details 
of many of the recommendatfons ,concern NFS management techniques. In 
those areas, NFS' detailed 'response to the recommendatf.ons' has been 
left to NFS~ discretion, with the NRC focusing on performance' 
1mprovemen~s' resulting from management improvements. The NRC has been: ' 
following 'the licensee actions in the areas of management improvements'; 
AlARA,,~nd health and safety staffing because it believes that licensee 
improvements- in these areas will have the most influence on improving. 
performance. 

NFS.'has-implenienteda number of AlARA initiatives whfch aredeta11ed o~ 
pages 5,and6 of .their August 6, 1985 letter. Some. of the more 
significant aspects of the program include a strong ALARA commitment by 
management; ALARA training for workers. engineers, and supervisors; and 
incorporation of ALARA considerations fnto all relevant aspects of 
facility operation. These actions ,have been ess,:!ntfally completed. 
The only significant actions remaining are completion .. of supervisor 
training and incorporation of ALMA goals and standards into the 
performance appraisals of building' and laboratory .managers. The 
expectedcompletton date 'for both these actions is Novell/ber 1986. 

NFS has madesi~ri1ffcantaddftions to the health. and saf~ty staff. 
The.reis a nel'( Director and a·new Assistant Directorcof Safety" both of 
whom ar.e technically strong managers wi th experience in a Variety of 
operations outside of NF,S. NFS also established a new positfon of 
Health Physics Appraisal and AlMA Manager. and a new posftionof 
Health Physics Supervisor to manage the radiatfon monitor supervisors. 
Two additional, Radiation Monitor Supervisors were also hired to allow 
assignment of,'a, supervisor to each shift. Three Radiatfon Protection 
Special1sts were hired and a fourth is being recruited to perf.onD 
sur.veillances on each shift and other tasks., A Respiratory Protection 
Supervisor was, hfred to, administer the resp'iratory protection program 
.and ardegreed health physicist Ifas added in an engineering capac1ty. 
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An additional Radiation Monitor Supervisoris. being recruited to-permit
assignment of one of the current supervisors as a health and safety
trainer in the training department. Although some positions are yet to

be filled, the NRC considers that adequate staff is currently in, place
to effectively manage the licensee's health aid'safety program.

d. Identify any Bechtel recommendations which NFS has declined to carry
out'.

Response

The NRC is not awareof any. recoamendations that have regulatory
significance on which NFS has not acted. The typeslof recommendations
to which NFS has not comitted-deal.with personnel related issues.

e. What corrective action will the Commission require on Bechtel
recommendations which NFS-does not carry out?

Response -

The NRC I? satisfied that the licensee Is ýdequately addressing the
recoemindations in the Bechtel report which wilt result in radiation
protection progiam improvements'at NFS.

Question 6

With regard to the allegation of vending machines contaminated with uranium,
please answer the following questions:

a. Have vending machines, located in lunchrooms or -elsewhere, been
contaminated in the: pAst: :beyond present allowable levels for
'uncontrolled areas? Identify .each such instance since 1980.

Response

The NRC is aware of only one instance where contamination in excess of
plant.action levels was found'on'a vending'machine since 1980.

DUring an inspection cohdutted'on September 23-27% 1985- and documented
in -Inspection, Report !No. 70-143/85-34, a Region ft inspector reviewed
the results of a contamination survey of the Building 305 lunchroom
vending machines which was performed by lt1eisee personnel on April 11,

1985. NFS had apparently initiated the surVey in response to inquiries
from workers to. Health and Safety management as to -the likelihood of
contamination in the vending machines. Approximately five locations

inside each of the eight vending machines were surveyed for total and
transferable alpha contamination. 'The highest transferable
contamination-found inside the food section of the'vending machines was

-650-dpm/100'cmg and -the highest direct reading was 4100 dpm. per probe
-area. The levels were below the actioir-levels specified in. the license

that-require cleaning, but above the- adtion limits specified in the

licensee's internal procedures. The licensee took action to-clean the

areas (t1:belowdetectable levels. Outside the food section a spot of

Vy

is

fixed contamination' was found on the air intake of;the bottom radiator
(cooling) unit of a milk machine which measured 6000 dpm per probe
area. The intake was cleaned to below the contamination action level.

As a result of these survey results, KFS decided in June 1985 to begin

quarterly surveying and cleaning. if necessary, of the vending
machines. The-first such periodic survey was witnessed during c ne
September 19"5 inspection. Two instamnchne was dound to have_20act i

wee oted. The radiator on the milkmciewsfudt ae20di
were pobe areb rect survey and a spiral rack snack machine was
per probe area~o y,' di _ -ab dr survey, Transferable
found to have 400 dpss per probe area by direct survey. Irans ferbe

ctamination up to 400 dpm/100.cinz was also founld Onto ofhecfe
machine. These areas were cleaned.

NFS also has a second lunchroom with vending machines in Building 100.
HiS aso hs a econdlunc• .. .... d an April 1B, 1986, since the

Those vending machines were first surv r eesut o1 the

lunchroom had been closed during the strike. The results of that

survey were reviewed by a Region •1•inspector during an April-23-
25.

1986 •inspection which is documented in Inspection

Report No. 76a143/86-25. The only contamination detected on the

interior of the eight food machines was on the milk vending machine.

which had direct survey readings of 400 dpm per probe area on the

cooler fins and 200 dpm per probe area on the bottom Of the cooler

unit.- A 100 dpm/100 cm2 smear-was also obtained on the outside of the

machine.ý Some of the selection buttons on the sandwich machine had

-direct readings of 100 dpm per probe area. The cigarette machine was
not surveyed until April 21, 1986, due to a dela in obtaining thekey.
Ro detectable activity was found during the survey.

b. 1'ihat was the disposition of such contaminated vending machines?

RE!sponse

As- note in- the response to question 6a. above, the machines were
decontaminated to less than the appropriate limit.

c. If any contaminated vending machine, or any part of such machine, was
disposed as radioactive waste, identify the burial site or disposal
method for each. - -

Reonse - -

in late 1978 or early 1979, iiidividuals performing surveys of vending

machines detected contamination. Eventually portions of some of these

vending machines were sent for burial at a licensed waste disposal V

site. XFS was removing the old lunchroom that had been in the

Building 300 complex. ••5•surveyed these vending machines to determine
if-they could be returned to the vendor-.- Region 11 inspectors have

interviewed licensee personnel who were present during that time perion.
and were told that contamination was found on many of the machines.-
Decontamination, which involved disassembly of some machines, was

performed. NFS personnel interviewed recalled that some components•-
could not be cleaned satisfactorily and were shipped to a licensed
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An aeldltional Radiation Monitor S \ ~,- ~ . . assignment of one of the upervlso!:'. Is befng recrufted to- emit ~afner in the trafnlngele~~~::~tSuP:ff~sor~ as a heaTth anel sa~ety 
fflled, the NRC consfders that' d .' oug. some positions' are yet to 

to effectfvel.y manage the Ijcenseel~ ~~ualtteh' stflffis currently In, place 
. '.' .~ " an". s,afety program. 

Identify any Bechtel' . • . . ' out~ . ;,:. recOD1D1endatlons. ,which t,(FS has.c:I,!clf.ned to carry 

Response .' 

The NRC Is not aware· of any r' .. ', . 
significance on which NFSlias' n~~o:,~n~ations .that have regulatory 
to whfch HF5 has not committed-deal ftn' The types of recommendations 

. .. 'II "ersonnel related issues. 

What corrective action '1111 T t '. recommendations which NFS'd . he COl1llllssion require on 8ec. htel oes nO.t cal-ry out?· . . 

Response 

The HRP i!f satisfied that the 1i . rec!JlllllE!ndatfons in the Bechtel ~enseejs adequately addressing the 
pro~ectlon l'rO"gi'am improvements·~~~t which ,!'Ii nresulf· in radiation 

Question 6 

With regaMl"to the allegation ~. d" ., 
please ans,,;;;. the following qU~str~~s~ng machl,~es contam.~na~ed with uranium, 

a. Have ~end\ing machines. located i 1 . ' .. ' 
.contamfna.tedfn.the: past' 'be 0 dn unchrooms or -elsewhere~ been 
IIncontro1led' areas? Identify ~a\ pre/isent a 1.1owable levels for . r." , '. csuc instjince since·1980. . 

: ReS.I?8i1se ' . , '. . 

The 'NRC is aware of only ~nei~~taii·.h .'. . ~ . . . .' . 
plant. action levels was found'on'a' 'vce '11 er"e contamination in: excess of , ". .... : enu ng'rnach,ine since 198f), , 

During an fnspection conducted 'on Se . .", •.... 
In .Inspection' Report 'I/o. 70"14318S~3~tembeRr 23-27 •. 01.985 and documented 
the results of a contamination • a egion!I lnspector reviewed 
vending machines Which was perfo~del of.the .~,ulldlng 305 lunchroom 

. .... 1985. NFS had apparently inltiat d they lic~nsee personnel on Apl"il 11. 
~ from workers .to. Health and' 5afet; rna e .survey fnresponse' to inquiries 

contaln.fnatfon fn the vendin . . nagemenl; .as to ·the likelihood of 
inside 'eachot the eightve~d:Chlnes: . Approximately. five rotations 

J' transferable alpha cOiltaminau~nmachl~~S were surveyed fOr total and 
contamination found inside the f d . e ... ,h1ghe~~ tr~nsferiible' 
650,d(!ll1/100 'em2 and .the hfghest~re~e;tio~r the ~endlRg machines was 
area. The .levels were below til" . ,rea. n9, was. 1000 dpm per probe 

, ~~a~ ~require cleaning. but abo;e a,~~!O~~~veTs1fsPieci fi ed in. the' license 
cense.!!'s internal 'procedures. Tit·. on m ts specified In the 

areas (tl1l below" ,detectable levels ~t{f~nsee took action to clean the • u s· e the' food section a s~t of 
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fixed contaminat10~ was found on the air intake of ' the bottom radiator 
(cooling) unit of a milk machine wh1ch measured 6000 dpm per probe 
area. The intake was cleaned to below the contamination action level. 

As a result of these survey results. ItFS decided in J'une 1985 to begin 
quarterly. surveying and cleaning.' if necessary. of, the vending 
machines." The first such periodic survey was witnessed during the 
September 1985 inspection. Two instances of detectable radioactivity 
were noted. The radiator on the milk machine was found to have 200 dpm 
per probe area by direct survey and a spiral rack snack machine was' . 
found to have 400 dpm per probe area by direct survey. 'Transferable 
contamination up to 400 dpm/100'cm2 was also fOUM on top of the'coffee 
machine. These areas were cleane~. ' 

ItFS alsO has a second lunchroom with vending machines In euildlng 100. 
Those vending ma,chines were first surveyed on April lB. 1986. since the 
lunchroom had been closed during the strike. The resul ts of that 
survey were reviewed by II Region n"inspector during an April 23-25. 
1986 'inspection which is doclll\lented In Inspection 
Report No. 70-143/86-25. The only contamination detected on thE! 
Interior of the eight food machines was on the milk vending machine. 
'IIIIich lIad d1 rect survey readings of 4(}0 dpm per probe area 011 the 
cao 1 er fi ns and 200 dpm per probe area on the bottom of the coo

l
er 

unit., A 100 dpm/lOO cm2 smear· was also obtained on the outside of tile 
machine,' Some of the' selection buttons on the sandwich machine had 
.direct readings of 100 dpm per probe area. The cigarette machine was 
not surveyed until April 21. 1986, due to a delay. In obtaining the,key. 
Ho detectable activity was found during' the survey • 

'lliiat was the disposition of such contaminated vending machines? 

Res~nse 

As. noteJ\ i,n. the response to Question 6a. above. the machines ~re 
decontam1nated to less than ~e appropriate limit. 

If any contaminated vending machine, or any part of such machine, was 
disposed as radioactive waste. identify the burial site or disposal 

method for each. 

! 

I 

Response. . 
In late 1978 or early 1979. 1~dividuals performing surveys of vending 
machines detected contamination. Eventually portions of some of these 
vending machines were sent for burial at a licensed waste disposal 
site. NFS was removing the old lunchroom that had been in the . 
8uilding 300 COUlplex. NFssurveyed these vending machines to determine 
if they could be returned to the vendor; Region II inspectors have . 
interviewed licensee personnel who were present during that time period'! 
and were told that contaml nati on was found on many of the machi nes .. 
Decontamination. which Involved disassembly of some machines, was 
performed. NfS personnel interviewed recalled that some components_
could not be cleaned satisfactorHy and were shipped to a 1 icensed 
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An aeldltional Radiation Monitor S \ ~,- ~ . . assignment of one of the upervlso!:'. Is befng recrufted to- emit ~afner in the trafnlngele~~~::~tSuP:ff~sor~ as a heaTth anel sa~ety 
fflled, the NRC consfders that' d .' oug. some positions' are yet to 

to effectfvel.y manage the Ijcenseel~ ~~ualtteh' stflffis currently In, place 
. '.' .~ " an". s,afety program. 

Identify any Bechtel' . • . . ' out~ . ;,:. recOD1D1endatlons. ,which t,(FS has.c:I,!clf.ned to carry 

Response .' 

The NRC Is not aware· of any r' .. ', . 
significance on which NFSlias' n~~o:,~n~ations .that have regulatory 
to whfch HF5 has not committed-deal ftn' The types of recommendations 

. .. 'II "ersonnel related issues. 

What corrective action '1111 T t '. recommendations which NFS'd . he COl1llllssion require on 8ec. htel oes nO.t cal-ry out?· . . 

Response 

The HRP i!f satisfied that the 1i . rec!JlllllE!ndatfons in the Bechtel ~enseejs adequately addressing the 
pro~ectlon l'rO"gi'am improvements·~~~t which ,!'Ii nresulf· in radiation 

Question 6 

With regaMl"to the allegation ~. d" ., 
please ans,,;;;. the following qU~str~~s~ng machl,~es contam.~na~ed with uranium, 

a. Have ~end\ing machines. located i 1 . ' .. ' 
.contamfna.tedfn.the: past' 'be 0 dn unchrooms or -elsewhere~ been 
IIncontro1led' areas? Identify ~a\ pre/isent a 1.1owable levels for . r." , '. csuc instjince since·1980. . 

: ReS.I?8i1se ' . , '. . 

The 'NRC is aware of only ~nei~~taii·.h .'. . ~ . . . .' . 
plant. action levels was found'on'a' 'vce '11 er"e contamination in: excess of , ". .... : enu ng'rnach,ine since 198f), , 

During an fnspection conducted 'on Se . .", •.... 
In .Inspection' Report 'I/o. 70"14318S~3~tembeRr 23-27 •. 01.985 and documented 
the results of a contamination • a egion!I lnspector reviewed 
vending machines Which was perfo~del of.the .~,ulldlng 305 lunchroom 

. .... 1985. NFS had apparently inltiat d they lic~nsee personnel on Apl"il 11. 
~ from workers .to. Health and' 5afet; rna e .survey fnresponse' to inquiries 

contaln.fnatfon fn the vendin . . nagemenl; .as to ·the likelihood of 
inside 'eachot the eightve~d:Chlnes: . Approximately. five rotations 

J' transferable alpha cOiltaminau~nmachl~~S were surveyed fOr total and 
contamination found inside the f d . e ... ,h1ghe~~ tr~nsferiible' 
650,d(!ll1/100 'em2 and .the hfghest~re~e;tio~r the ~endlRg machines was 
area. The .levels were below til" . ,rea. n9, was. 1000 dpm per probe 

, ~~a~ ~require cleaning. but abo;e a,~~!O~~~veTs1fsPieci fi ed in. the' license 
cense.!!'s internal 'procedures. Tit·. on m ts specified In the 

areas (tl1l below" ,detectable levels ~t{f~nsee took action to clean the • u s· e the' food section a s~t of 
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fixed contaminat10~ was found on the air intake of ' the bottom radiator 
(cooling) unit of a milk machine wh1ch measured 6000 dpm per probe 
area. The intake was cleaned to below the contamination action level. 

As a result of these survey results. ItFS decided in J'une 1985 to begin 
quarterly. surveying and cleaning.' if necessary. of, the vending 
machines." The first such periodic survey was witnessed during the 
September 1985 inspection. Two instances of detectable radioactivity 
were noted. The radiator on the milk machine was found to have 200 dpm 
per probe area by direct survey and a spiral rack snack machine was' . 
found to have 400 dpm per probe area by direct survey. 'Transferable 
contamination up to 400 dpm/100'cm2 was also fOUM on top of the'coffee 
machine. These areas were cleane~. ' 

ItFS alsO has a second lunchroom with vending machines In euildlng 100. 
Those vending ma,chines were first surveyed on April lB. 1986. since the 
lunchroom had been closed during the strike. The resul ts of that 
survey were reviewed by II Region n"inspector during an April 23-25. 
1986 'inspection which is doclll\lented In Inspection 
Report No. 70-143/86-25. The only contamination detected on thE! 
Interior of the eight food machines was on the milk vending machine. 
'IIIIich lIad d1 rect survey readings of 4(}0 dpm per probe area 011 the 
cao 1 er fi ns and 200 dpm per probe area on the bottom of the coo

l
er 

unit., A 100 dpm/lOO cm2 smear· was also obtained on the outside of tile 
machine,' Some of the' selection buttons on the sandwich machine had 
.direct readings of 100 dpm per probe area. The cigarette machine was 
not surveyed until April 21. 1986, due to a delay. In obtaining the,key. 
Ho detectable activity was found during' the survey • 

'lliiat was the disposition of such contaminated vending machines? 

Res~nse 

As. noteJ\ i,n. the response to Question 6a. above. the machines ~re 
decontam1nated to less than ~e appropriate limit. 

If any contaminated vending machine, or any part of such machine, was 
disposed as radioactive waste. identify the burial site or disposal 

method for each. 

! 

I 

Response. . 
In late 1978 or early 1979. 1~dividuals performing surveys of vending 
machines detected contamination. Eventually portions of some of these 
vending machines were sent for burial at a licensed waste disposal 
site. NFS was removing the old lunchroom that had been in the . 
8uilding 300 COUlplex. NFssurveyed these vending machines to determine 
if they could be returned to the vendor; Region II inspectors have . 
interviewed licensee personnel who were present during that time period'! 
and were told that contaml nati on was found on many of the machi nes .. 
Decontamination. which Involved disassembly of some machines, was 
performed. NfS personnel interviewed recalled that some components_
could not be cleaned satisfactorHy and were shipped to a 1 icensed 
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waste disposal site. No specific records.of such disposals were

identifiable since shipping records contained only a general

-description such as "contaminated trash.">

The. contaminated componentsp were most likely shipped to the

Barnwell, S.C. disposal site, although during that time the licensee

also made waste shipments to the disposal sites at Beatty, HV and

Richland. WA.

Questio n 7

Documents supplied by, the Conmission indicate that at NFS Erwin, limits for

surface contamination in lunchrooms and other uncontrolled (non-working)

areas are 5000 dpm/I0D cm2 for total alpha radiation, and 1000 dpm/I1 cM2

for transferable alpha radiation.

a. What are the allowable levels for surface contamination in uncontrolled
areas at other NRC-licensed facilities which process high or low
enriched uranium?

Response

ihe. allowable levels of surface contamination vary from one licensee to

,another depending on the commitments made in the application.. The

lowest was 50 dpm/100 cm
2 for removable contamination at the

Westinghouse Electric plant. in Columbia, South Carolina. Most other

facillities specify levels between 100 to 200 dpm/100 cm2. The

Commission's "Guidelines for, Decontamination of Facilities and

•quipment Prior to Release for Unrestricted Use or Termination of

Licenses for Byproduct, Source, or Special Nuclear Material" specify a

maximum of 1,000 dpm/100 cmt for removable alpha and 5.000 dpm/100 cm2

'total alpha which is consistent with the levels to which NFS is

committed.

b.' If there'are differences between these standards for NFS Erwin and

• other plants, what are the' technical bases for these differences?

Response

Licensees, in their applications, propose minimum requirements that

(-• they are willing toaccept as conditions of the license which the staff
reviews for acceptability. The basis for accepting the RFS numbers was

the aforementioned "Guidelines."

,Question 8

Proposed license conditions for NFS Erwin would have required lunchrooms,

administrative offices, and areas outside of process buildings to be

maintained as radiologically. clean areas (Memo from A. F. .Gibson to R. G.

17

Page, December 3, 1982). Immediate decontamination of lunchrooms would have

been required if total alpha surface contamination levels exceeded 500

dpm/lo chm2,. or if transferable alpha contamination exceeded 100 dpm/100 cM2.

a, Were.these license conditions ever imposed at KFS Erwin?

No, these~conditions were never imposed onNVS.F

b. If so, what was the effective date of the conditions?

Response

Does not apply.

c. If they were not imposed, what were the technical bases for.failing to
impose them? :.

The staff concluded that there was no need to impose these requirements

because, NFS.has an internal procedure which sets the maximum allowable
removable contamination in the lunchroom at 500 dpm/square foot of area

or approximately 54 dpm/100 cmg . The licensee is required to follow
this procedure. License condition 14(b) specifies that the licensee
shall establish, maintain, and follow health and safety procedures.

d. Does the Commission consider that the existing license conditions for

surface contamination in uncontrolled areas at HFS Erwin are-consistent

with the concept of "as l. w as reasonably achievable" (ALA•AP) exposure
to radioactWematerial? Please explain your answer.

Response

As previously stated, license conditions are specified as minimum

requirements. Licensees are expected to do more than the minimum

requirements to maintain exposures as low as reasonably achievable.

Examples.Qf. this are the, internlal controls liPS has established to

maintain contamination in the lunchroom as low as reasonably

achievable, and the formal ALARA program.

Questi on 9

With regard to decommissioning, please answer the following:

a. What are the-licensie's plans for decommissiOninq9 the facilities and
grounds at NIFS Erwin?

1
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w~!!te disposal site. No specific records. of such disposals were 
identifiable since shi i d ,description such, as II pp ng reeor s contained only a general' contaminated trash.": 

~~~~~~~~~~td~s:::,n:n!r ~~re most l!kely shipped to the 
also made waste shipments t~ th!h~~~h du1rlng

i that time the licensee 
Richland. \lA. posa s tes at Beatty, NV and 

Ouestio'n 7 

D t' s~;~~ ~o~~:~~~~f~~ ~~e l~:hir~so~sn ~::lcate that at NfS Erwin. Ifm,its for 
areas are 5000 dpm/100 cm2 for total other uncontrolled (non-working) 
for transferable alpha radiation. alpha radiation. and 1000 dpm/lOO cm2 

a. What are the allowable levels f rf ' areas at other NRC.licensed f:;ilsfti:;e hcojnhtamination fn uncontrolled 
enriched uranium? If c process hi gh or low 

Response 

The allowable levels of surface c 'tamf i 
,another depending on the commit~~ts nal Of vahI'Y fr.om one licensee to 
lowest was SOdpm/1OO c 2 f ma e n t e application. The 
Westinghouse Electric Pla~t fnorCo~=~abl~ Ct~t~mination at the 
fa~"n.it'es spedfylevels between lot't o~oo darol1na. Most other 
Commission's "Guideli 'f D ,0 prn/lOO em

2
• The 

Jquipment Prior to Re~~~se °ior t,c:~~~~irc~~~nu of Farcilitfes and 
licenses for Byproduct S S sa or ennination of 

..2... maximum of 1,000 dpm/lOO :~c~. or pedal Nuclear Hater'al" specify a 
'total alpha which is consiste~i ill:atbhle allphal and 5.000 dpm/100 cot2 
committed. ,e eve s to which NFS is 

'Question 8 

Proposed license conditions fo NFS E f ' admini,strative offices and / rw n would have required lunchrooms. 
mai'l.ta!ned as radiologically, c1!:~ :~ts.-!d(eMem°f process 'buildings to be " as ° from A. F., Gibson to R. G. 
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page, December 3. 198Z). Immediate decontamination of lunchrooms would'have 
been required if total alpha surface contamination levels exceeded 500 
dpm/100 cm2., or' if transferable alpha contamination exceeded 100 dpm/1DO cm2. 

Were these 11 cense condi t'lons ever 'i1llp{)sed at' !lfS El"IIinl 

Response, 

a. 

No, these,conditions were never impOsed on·NFS. 

b. [f so, what w,as the effective date of the conditions? 

Response 

Does not app~y. 
c. If they,~ere not imposed. what were 'the technical bases for fail,ing to 

Impose them? ./ 

Response 
The' staff concluded that there was no need to impose these requirements 
because, NfS ,has an fnternal procedure which sets the maximum allowable 
removab1e contamination ln the lunchroom at 500 dpm/square foot of area 
or approximately 54 dpm/lOO em'. The licensee is required to follow 
thls procedure. License condition 14(b) specifies that the licensee 
shall es~blish. maintain, and follow health and safety proc~dures. 

d. noes the Co~ission consider that the existing license conditions for 
surface contamination in uncontrolled areas at!lFS Erwin are "consistent 
with the c~ncept o;f nas, 10w,as Y'l!asonably achievable" (P,l~RA) exposure 
to radioac~ive,matel'1al? Please explain,your answer. 

Response 
As previously stated. l1cense conditions are sPecified as minimum 
requirements. licensees are expected to do more than the mini1!lllRl 
requirements to maintain exposures as low as reasonably achievable. 
Examples Qf. this are the, internal controls NFS has established to 
maintain contamination ;n the lunc!lroOltt as low as reasonably 
achievable. and the formal AlARA program. 

Question 9 
With regard to decommissioning, please answer the following: 

a. What are :the~licensee's plans f,or decolllnrlssioni'1g the facilities and 
grounds at flFS Erwin?" 
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w~!!te disposal site. No specific records. of such disposals were 
identifiable since shi i d ,description such, as II pp ng reeor s contained only a general' contaminated trash.": 
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enriched uranium? If c process hi gh or low 
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The allowable levels of surface c 'tamf i 
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page, December 3. 198Z). Immediate decontamination of lunchrooms would'have 
been required if total alpha surface contamination levels exceeded 500 
dpm/100 cm2., or' if transferable alpha contamination exceeded 100 dpm/1DO cm2. 

Were these 11 cense condi t'lons ever 'i1llp{)sed at' !lfS El"IIinl 

Response, 

a. 

No, these,conditions were never impOsed on·NFS. 

b. [f so, what w,as the effective date of the conditions? 

Response 

Does not app~y. 
c. If they,~ere not imposed. what were 'the technical bases for fail,ing to 

Impose them? ./ 

Response 
The' staff concluded that there was no need to impose these requirements 
because, NfS ,has an fnternal procedure which sets the maximum allowable 
removab1e contamination ln the lunchroom at 500 dpm/square foot of area 
or approximately 54 dpm/lOO em'. The licensee is required to follow 
thls procedure. License condition 14(b) specifies that the licensee 
shall es~blish. maintain, and follow health and safety proc~dures. 

d. noes the Co~ission consider that the existing license conditions for 
surface contamination in uncontrolled areas at!lFS Erwin are "consistent 
with the c~ncept o;f nas, 10w,as Y'l!asonably achievable" (P,l~RA) exposure 
to radioac~ive,matel'1al? Please explain,your answer. 

Response 
As previously stated. l1cense conditions are sPecified as minimum 
requirements. licensees are expected to do more than the mini1!lllRl 
requirements to maintain exposures as low as reasonably achievable. 
Examples Qf. this are the, internal controls NFS has established to 
maintain contamination ;n the lunc!lroOltt as low as reasonably 
achievable. and the formal AlARA program. 

Question 9 
With regard to decommissioning, please answer the following: 

a. What are :the~licensee's plans f,or decolllnrlssioni'1g the facilities and 
grounds at flFS Erwin?" 
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License Condition No. 56 specifies that at the end of plant 'life the
facilities and grounds shall be decontaminated so that they can bereleased for unrestricted use, NFS has not indicated aVdatey for theend of plant life. Once that its determined, NFS will be required toprovide the Commission with a detailed decommissioning.plan.

b. Describe the licensee's' mechanism for providing funds for
decommissioning.

In 1978, NFS set up an escrow account, held by a third party, foraccumulating a decommissioning fund. Money is set aside in this fund
each year for a ten year period. NFS estimates that at the end of tenyears sufficient funds will have been accumulated to finance
decommissioning. NIFS also has committed to reevaluating the estimatedcost of decommissioning periodically and make appropriate adjustments
in the fund.

c. How moch money exists In 'the lfcensee'• decommissioning account? How
large' Is this account predicted to be at.5, 10, and 20years in the
future?

A copy of the information that NRC has concerning the fund is
provided in Attachment C.

The information concerning the amount of money in the account and anypredictions on future amounts iS considered proprietary by thelicensee. We ask that you not disclose this information because it is
exempt from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) exemption 4.

Question I0

With regard to~decomfssioning the r'etention ponds at NFS' Erwin:
a. What is the extent of groundwater contamination attributed to leakage

from the retention ponds?

Responie
A groundwater radioactivity monitoring program has been in-place at NISfor several years. In early 1184, this program was expanded to asystem of 14 monitoring wells, located both within and external. to theNFS property, and included sampling points downstream of NFS discharges

into Banner Spring Branch and Martin Creek,. both of'which are
tributaries of the Nolichucky River., UFS samples all wells vmnthly and
reports 'analytical results to NRC if action limits are exceeded. A
summary is prepared annually. The summary for CY 1985 was issued on
April 1, 1986. The .CY 1985 summary noted thatNIFS operations had not
produced detictable.effects.on groundwater qual:ity at nine wells which
were located near the NFS.'property boundary or.offsite. A review of
the data accompanying. the 1984 and 1985. annual -groundwater reports
indicates. t#e statement is in-question.. Well #7, located just outside
the westeri boundary of the site, and which is one of the nine wells
described as being near or just outside the site boundary, producedý
positive radioactivity concentrations (above detectable.limits) in 10.
of 12 sampjes in 1984, Well. 05, again one of the nine wells, produced
positive concentrations in 2 of 12 samples in 1985. Two wells onsite
indicated measurable radioactivity in groundwater at concentrations.<
averaging less than 1% of the maximum permissible concentrations (MPC)
in 10 CE•R20.i, Appe$6dix B, Table 1I, Column 2 (unrestricted. area). I
Three wells located onsite in the immediate vicinity of the retention.
ponds had radioactivity concentrations averaging approximately 3% to
19%$of the MPC :in 10 CFR 20, Table I!, Column. 2 (unres.trlcted. areas.).
RadionuclAdes-positively identified in the NFS analyses have included
U234, U235, .l238, Th230,. Th23Z,. and Tc99. Týaces of Pu238-and Pu239,
while not positively identified due to low concentration levels, have
been reported at concentrations slightly exceeding a lower limit of
detection (LLD)O}of approximately 0.5 pCi/1 (S x 10-10 uCi/ml). No
non-radioactive chemical, ana~lyses have been reported to NRC by .HFS.

The data indicates that radioactive material is apparently migrating
from the ponds.and. into the -water system monitored ;by the wells.
Groundwater gradient measurements made by a licensee contractor in
1984, indicated groundwater flow in the NFS site area was generally.to
the North and West. Monitor wells located onsite and offslte and
down-gradient from the 5:monitoring wells (for which radioactivity was.
reported) had nht indicated detectable migration of radioactivity as of
the end of CY 1985. The licensee has stated that a hydrological .survey..
of the site indicates the.upper groundwater of concern is a "perched'
water teblemwith no flow .to regional: water tables.. Indication-:of the
spread of radioactivity in groundwater, as evidenced by the sample
program results, show apparent movement of contaminated water in the
ground. The NRC has not further. evaluated the groundwater table at UFS
and regional groundWater tables..

b. Does the..contaminated. groundwater, prvide drinking water or can it flow
into drinking water supplies? If so, how many persons do these
drinking water supplies serve?

Response
Contaminated groundwater at the site is not used for drinking water.
Banner Spritng,-located just outside the eastern boundary of the site,
is "up-gradient" from the NFS site. Banner Spring was recently
purchased by the City of Erwin for possible future use- as an addition
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Uce~se Co~d1tlo/l No 5(j' sp 'fj 'ih" " 
facilities and grounds shaJ~c1e eJeco:ia 8l ~~ end of plant 'Bte tile 
released for 'unrestricted 'NFS m na . , so tIIat tIIey can be 
end of plant Iffe. Once t~!i' is det:~i no! l~~fcated a~date for tile ' 
provide the Commlssfon wfth a detailed de~~iss~o~~;'~n~qUlred, to 

Descrfbe the licensee's' h ' 
decommissionfng., mec anism for provldfng funds for 

Response 
"-

tn 1978, NFS set up an esc' .-
accumulat"1ng a decOJIIQiSSionr;; :u~~oun~ nheldi by a third party. for 
each year for a ten year period ~IF.S 0 try s set aside In thh fund 
years sufficient funds will h~ve 'be:s mates lthatat the end of ten 
deCOIJIIIfssfonlng' NFS also II n ,accumu ated to ffnance 
cost of decOlJlllf~stonlng perl~~f~~yftte~ to "reevaluating the estimated 
in the fund. an ma .. e appropriate adjustments 

HOlt /llfJch money ~l(f$ts' l,:;'th If ,~ d' 
large' fs thts account Predl~tedc~":e:s t e

5
coJIIQl 1ss10n1ng, ai:coun~? HOlt 

future? e a , • 0, and ZO years In the 

llesponse 

A copy of the information that NRC 
provided In Attachment C. ' has concerning the fund js 

The fnformation concerning th " , ,. " . ,. 
P~fctfons on future amount~ ~~unJono~dmDn1 in the account and allY ' 
hcensee. We ask that 0 d s ere proprietary by the 
e(XI!II!Pt from public dis!to~u~t u:J~~o~~e t~iS fdnformation because it 1s 

FOIA) exemptfon 4. ree OIl! of Informatfon Act 

Question 10 

With regard to:decommfssfoning the retentton po~ds at 'HFS"Erwfn: 

iI. liIfhat tihS the extent of grOUndwater' containi'nation rom e retention ponds? 'attributed to leakage 

Response 
( 

A groundttater radioactivfty ~nft f' 
for several years: In early 19:; n~h~rogram has been fn-place at NFS 
system of 14 IIlOnftorfng l'Ie11s located b S throyW was expanded to a 
NFS'PrQperty. and inc7uded Sa~Pljng pOfn~s d~wnst~~nd efx~eFSrnda). to the 
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into Banner Spring ,Branch and Hartfn. Creek., both of, .. Mch are 
tributaries qf. the Nolichucky River., tlFS samples all weHs IIIOnthly alld 
reports ·~naly.tical results -to NRC if action lilllits are exceeded. A 
sunmary is prepared annually. The SUlllll8ry for tY 1985 'lias issued on 
April 1" 1986. Tile ,CV 198$, 'sunQny noted that·NFS, operations had not 
produced detectable effect~. on "groundwater quality at nine wells which 
were ,located near the N!,S,'property boundary or ,offsite. A review of' 
the data accompanying·the 1984 and 1985, annual.groundwater reports 
Indicates, tile Statement Is 1n,question. lrIell,7. located just outSide 
~e western boundary of the site, and which fs olle of the nine wells 
described as being near or just outside the site boundary. produced'
positive radfoactivity concentrations (abolle detectable Hmfts) , in 10, 
of 12 sampJes in 1984. Well 85, again one of the nine wells, produced 
positive concentrations in 2 of 12 salliples ill 1985. Two wells onsfte 
indicated measurable radioactivity in groundwater at concentrations," 
averaging less than IS of the maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) 
in 10 CER!20., Appe/ldix 8. ,Table 11, ColUlnll 2 (unrestricted area), ' 
Three wells located onsite in the inmedtate vicinity of the retention 
ponds had radi~activfty concentrations averagiog approxfmately 3% to 
19$ ,of the MPtin 10 CFR 20, Table U. Column, Z (unrestricted areas). 
Rad10nucl,1de~_posftlvely Identffied in, tile NfS analyses have included 
U234, U235 •. \)238. ,Th230,., Th232., alld Tc99. ll'aces of Pu238'and lIu239. 
while 1I0t pos1~jvely, identified due to low concentration levels, have 
been reported, at concentratfons slightly exceedin9 a lower limit of 
detection (LLO) of approximately 0.5 pCll1 (5 x 10-10 uCi/mll. ,No 
non-radioactfv~,Chemlcal, an.!l.lyses have been reported to NRC byNFS. 

The data indicates that radioactive material is apparently migrating 
from the ponds, and, In,tothe ,water system monitored ;by the wells. 
Groundwater gradient measurements made by a licensee contractor In 
1984. fndicated groundwater flow in the HFS site area was generally,to ' 
the North and West. Monitor wells located onsite and offsfte and 
down-gradient from the 5, monitoring wells (for which radioactivity was, 
reported) had it!!,t indicated d,etectable m1grat1onof radioactivity as of 
the end of CY 1985.Tl!e licensee has stated that a hydrological ,s,urvey" 
of the site indicates the,upper groundwater of concern is II "perched" 
water table) with 110 flow ,to regional: water tables. Indicat.ion,:of the 
spread of rad.joactivity in groundwater, as evidenced by the sample 
program results, show apparent movement of contaminated water lnthe 
ground. The NRC has not further evaluated the groundwater table at NFS 
and regional gr.ound",ater ta)lles.'··,· . .' 

Does thecontamf~~tedgr~Undw~terprQvfde dr1nkingt4ater or ~an it,flow 
into drinking water supplfes? If so, IJOW many ,persons do,.these 
drinking water supplies serve? 

... .' ... 
Response 

Contaminated'groundwater at the site is not used for drinking water. 
BannerSpri.ng.~.Joc.ated just' outsille the ea!;tern boundary of thl!, site. 
fs Uup-gradient" from the NFS site. Ila,nner Spring was recently 
purchased by the' City of Erwin for possible future use· as an addition 
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e(XI!II!Pt from public dis!to~u~t u:J~~o~~e t~iS fdnformation because it 1s 

FOIA) exemptfon 4. ree OIl! of Informatfon Act 

Question 10 

With regard to:decommfssfoning the retentton po~ds at 'HFS"Erwfn: 

iI. liIfhat tihS the extent of grOUndwater' containi'nation rom e retention ponds? 'attributed to leakage 

Response 
( 

A groundttater radioactivfty ~nft f' 
for several years: In early 19:; n~h~rogram has been fn-place at NFS 
system of 14 IIlOnftorfng l'Ie11s located b S throyW was expanded to a 
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into Banner Spring ,Branch and Hartfn. Creek., both of, .. Mch are 
tributaries qf. the Nolichucky River., tlFS samples all weHs IIIOnthly alld 
reports ·~naly.tical results -to NRC if action lilllits are exceeded. A 
sunmary is prepared annually. The SUlllll8ry for tY 1985 'lias issued on 
April 1" 1986. Tile ,CV 198$, 'sunQny noted that·NFS, operations had not 
produced detectable effect~. on "groundwater quality at nine wells which 
were ,located near the N!,S,'property boundary or ,offsite. A review of' 
the data accompanying·the 1984 and 1985, annual.groundwater reports 
Indicates, tile Statement Is 1n,question. lrIell,7. located just outSide 
~e western boundary of the site, and which fs olle of the nine wells 
described as being near or just outside the site boundary. produced'
positive radfoactivity concentrations (abolle detectable Hmfts) , in 10, 
of 12 sampJes in 1984. Well 85, again one of the nine wells, produced 
positive concentrations in 2 of 12 salliples ill 1985. Two wells onsfte 
indicated measurable radioactivity in groundwater at concentrations," 
averaging less than IS of the maximum permissible concentrations (MPC) 
in 10 CER!20., Appe/ldix 8. ,Table 11, ColUlnll 2 (unrestricted area), ' 
Three wells located onsite in the inmedtate vicinity of the retention 
ponds had radi~activfty concentrations averagiog approxfmately 3% to 
19$ ,of the MPtin 10 CFR 20, Table U. Column, Z (unrestricted areas). 
Rad10nucl,1de~_posftlvely Identffied in, tile NfS analyses have included 
U234, U235 •. \)238. ,Th230,., Th232., alld Tc99. ll'aces of Pu238'and lIu239. 
while 1I0t pos1~jvely, identified due to low concentration levels, have 
been reported, at concentratfons slightly exceedin9 a lower limit of 
detection (LLO) of approximately 0.5 pCll1 (5 x 10-10 uCi/mll. ,No 
non-radioactfv~,Chemlcal, an.!l.lyses have been reported to NRC byNFS. 

The data indicates that radioactive material is apparently migrating 
from the ponds, and, In,tothe ,water system monitored ;by the wells. 
Groundwater gradient measurements made by a licensee contractor In 
1984. fndicated groundwater flow in the HFS site area was generally,to ' 
the North and West. Monitor wells located onsite and offsfte and 
down-gradient from the 5, monitoring wells (for which radioactivity was, 
reported) had it!!,t indicated d,etectable m1grat1onof radioactivity as of 
the end of CY 1985.Tl!e licensee has stated that a hydrological ,s,urvey" 
of the site indicates the,upper groundwater of concern is II "perched" 
water table) with 110 flow ,to regional: water tables. Indicat.ion,:of the 
spread of rad.joactivity in groundwater, as evidenced by the sample 
program results, show apparent movement of contaminated water lnthe 
ground. The NRC has not further evaluated the groundwater table at NFS 
and regional gr.ound",ater ta)lles.'··,· . .' 

Does thecontamf~~tedgr~Undw~terprQvfde dr1nkingt4ater or ~an it,flow 
into drinking water supplfes? If so, IJOW many ,persons do,.these 
drinking water supplies serve? 

... .' ... 
Response 

Contaminated'groundwater at the site is not used for drinking water. 
BannerSpri.ng.~.Joc.ated just' outsille the ea!;tern boundary of thl!, site. 
fs Uup-gradient" from the NFS site. Ila,nner Spring was recently 
purchased by the' City of Erwin for possible future use· as an addition 
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to the city municipal Water supply; the spring. snotcurrently in use
rny furpose. If the groundwater table under the NFS site IS not

water table, there may be Potential for movement of the
contaminated groundwater ,toward Martin Creek and the eolichucv River,
which serves as the water supply. for the City Of Jonesboro (population2ý.829). Water samples-are r"utinely collected from the Holichucky
River- both., upstream and downstream of the 'NFtS site; to date, no
radioactivity has been attributable to NFS from any of these
,nvironmental samples. The upstream and downstream analyses showed no

c. What are the company' plans for decommissioning rote

Erwin? ntion ponds at NFS

Resonse
DeCOMIissioning plans are not complete at this writing. NFS recently
submitted Phase I of a 3-phase plan, titled 'Development of a Work
Plan," to the State of Tennessee and NRC. A meeting between the State
of Tennessee, NRC,. and NFS to discuss the NFS proposal to characterize
the extent of radioactivit.y associated with theponds wil: be held in
the near future. Contingent on a satisfawto t evuon of te he
plan by evState, an d a' S , plans for Phase ii and Phase Ile

w eil be haua red and a schedule established for Imleman
Re ni ha reenl co,,ducted inspections toaevettS'poreso.

pond decocmissioning studiee .on P quarterly baS' oTe
C .oinue to onitor XS t t c ,qursston these ponds.

g ' c e d e d n sea c t i o n s t od w F p ' r 'd. dhat are the estimated costs. of d

Respons.

•t e , N F a o r•,ý n - i

A :cost estimate" has not yet been provided to .the NRC by NFS. It is
anticipated that a cost estimate Will be developed from the results ofthe Phase I plan.-

e. What action lhas the company taken to decommission the ponds?

Response

To date. the company has conducted a feasibility•study and plans a
characterization study; This charac'terizationstudy will be the basis
for defining a detailedý plan for pond deco. issioniyg. 'See ts e et
Question 1Oc. for 'Work Plan" status. to

f. What is the time schedule for pond decommissioning?

Resonse C'

The time schedule has not; yet been established.
Question lOc., 'VWirk Plan' status. . . Se response-tO

6T
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9. What plans has the licensee made to protect groundwater from further

Scontamination?

Response-
Use of the holding ponds was discontinued in 1980. Inspections have

not indicated any additions of radioactive material to the ponds since

1980.' Other than discontinuing input to the ponds and studying the

feasibility of stabilizing or decommissioning ponds, the NRC is. not

aware of any other plans by NFS to protect groundwater from further

conta•ina~tion.,:

Question 11

With regard to decommissioning the burial pits:

a. What are the company's plans for decommnssioning burial pits containing

radj.oa~tiYe materi.l on site at NFS Erwin?

Response
There are~no plans .to decommission the burial pits unless there is an

indication that they may adversely Impact the environment. The

material was buried then in accordance with NRC's regulations which

were applicable, at the time.

b. What are the estimated costs of decommissioning the burial pits?

Responseý
To our knowledge, no one has estimated the- cost of excavating,

packaging, and reburying these materials.. In late 1983, the NRC

Resident Inspector asked an NFS management representative for this

information. The NFS management representative's "guess" Was reported

in the first document referred to in your July 28, 1986 letter. This

information was later used in the fourth document referred to!-in that

same letter.

c. What action has the company taken to decommission the burial.pits?

Response
The staff is' not aware of any action by NF.S to decommission the burial

pits..

d. What is- the.-time schedule for burial pit decommisisoning?

Response, .
As stated above, we are not aware'of plans to decommission the burial

pits. Therefore, to our knowledge, there is no schedule.

e. If funds: are •not sufficient to decommission~the burial pi ts,:what is

the NRC's position on who should pay for decommissioning?
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to the c'tty'municipal water supply; the sprfng fs:not'currentlY I'n use' for aAr furpose. If the groundwater 'table under the NFS site'is not a, ftperthi!d.- water table,there may be potential for movement of the contaminated groundwater ,toward Martin Creek and the Holicliucl/Y River, which serves as the wilter supply for the city of Jonesboro (population 2~S29). Water samples are routinely col1ected.from the Nolichucky River- both.- upstream and downstream of tile 'HFS s1 te; to date. no radioactivfty has beel) attributable to' NF5 from any of these envfronmental samples. The upstream and downstream analyses shoWed no difference. ' :' y , ..... ~ . .- .. c. What are the company~~ plans for decommiss10ning retention ponds at NFS Erwin?.1 

I ' 

,:1' 

Decommissioning plans are not complete at this writing. NFS recently submitted Phase I of a 3-phase plan, tftled "Development of a Work Plan,· to the State of Tennessee and NRC. A meeting between the State of Tennessee, NRCo.-and NFS to discuss the NFS proposal to charactei'tze the extent of radioactivity associated wfth the ponds will be held in the near future. Contingent on Ii satisfactory evaluation of thel'hase " , '1 flan by the State. NRC. and "1'5, plans for Phase lJ and Phase III wi 1 be evaluated and a schedule established for fmplementation. Regton II has recently conducted inspections to review HFS' progress on pond deC08IIIiss1on1ng studies on an approximately' quarterly basis. The NRC will continue t~ monftor NFS' actions to decOIIU1!fssion these ponds. 
d. What are the estimated costs of decommissioning Jhe-' ponds? 

Response 

A :cost estimate 'has not yet been provided to the NRC by NFS. It is anticipated that a cost estimate will be developed from the results of the Phase I plan. 

e. What action 'has, the company taken to decommission the pond,S? 

f. 

Response 

To date, the company has conducted a feasfbHity study and plans a . characterization study. This characterization study will be the basis for def1nfng a detailed, plan for pond decorrimissionirig. 'See response to Question' lOco for ·Work Plan" status. _' " -
What is the time schedule for pond decommissioning? " (' Response 

The time schedule has not: yet been established. see' resporise'to Question IOc •• ·Wor~ Plan" status. 
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- . dw ter from further the licensee made to protect groun a , What plans has 

contamination? 

Response-' , ' . ',' , ' , d in i980. Inspections have Use of the holding ponds was diSC:i~~::ieve material to the ponds since;. ' not'indicated any additio:
i
s ~f rainput to the ponds and studying th~ 1980. Other than di scon nu n9 . f oni ng pondS, the NRC is no feasibility of stabilizing o~F~e'tc:m;;:tect'groundwatir from further aware of any other plans by , ' cont~1na,t'on. . " 

Question 11 _. 

i . ning the burial pits: Wlth regard to decomm SS10 -' ",' '.', i :. _' <th '-;~anyls -;'a~s for decOll1lli,s,sioningburial pits, contain ng a. ~:dto:~i1Vee~;terla,l on site at NFS Erwln? .' ,"~" 

b. 

'c. 

d. 

e. 

~ponse ,,' h 'is an ".' " " "', the burial pits unlesS .t ere ' There are ~no plans -to det;011I1Iiss:lO~ i act the environment. The indication that they m~~ adverse ~ a: with NRC's regulations which material was buried there ,ln accO anc ' were appll~able, at .the tl,me. , '. ' What are the estlmat~d costs of decommission1ng the burlal pits? 

Response ' , , i , -I ted the' cost of excavat ng. To our, knowledge. no one has e;:::ililS. In fate 1983, the NRC packaghig" and rebUrYln~ thei~s management representative for thi~d ., Resident Inspector aske an t representative's "guess· was repo{hi information. The NFS managemen i ur July 28. 1986 letter. S in the first document referred.~: f:u~h dOClllllent referred to ,·1n that information was, later used in" . ' ' ' same lettet'. ' , ' : ,.', ' d iS$10n the burial, pits? What action has the company taken, to . e4:OII1II .. _, -
Respons!!. ' ' ," 

100. 1 1 '. b KFS to decOlTllliss10n the ""r a The staf,f 1~ not aware of any action Y '" - , pits. , 
What 1~.the .. tlme,s~hedule for burial pit deCOlmliS'S,ionin

g
?: 

~ponse ' " 11" b 1 1 ' " 'f 1 to decommission t e ur a re not amre 0 pans 1 As stated above, we a k ledge, there is nO:,~chedu e.:: its.' Therefore, to our now - , ' ' ' , ' ' p , ',' '; d omisSion,the burial pits,: what 1s If funds: are ,not suff1~ie~~o~'d ~y for decOilu!lissioning? the NRC's position on w 0 . 
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to the c'tty'municipal water supply; the sprfng fs:not'currentlY I'n use' for aAr furpose. If the groundwater 'table under the NFS site'is not a, ftperthi!d.- water table,there may be potential for movement of the contaminated groundwater ,toward Martin Creek and the Holicliucl/Y River, which serves as the wilter supply for the city of Jonesboro (population 2~S29). Water samples are routinely col1ected.from the Nolichucky River- both.- upstream and downstream of tile 'HFS s1 te; to date. no radioactivfty has beel) attributable to' NF5 from any of these envfronmental samples. The upstream and downstream analyses shoWed no difference. ' :' y , ..... ~ . .- .. c. What are the company~~ plans for decommiss10ning retention ponds at NFS Erwin?.1 

I ' 

,:1' 

Decommissioning plans are not complete at this writing. NFS recently submitted Phase I of a 3-phase plan, tftled "Development of a Work Plan,· to the State of Tennessee and NRC. A meeting between the State of Tennessee, NRCo.-and NFS to discuss the NFS proposal to charactei'tze the extent of radioactivity associated wfth the ponds will be held in the near future. Contingent on Ii satisfactory evaluation of thel'hase " , '1 flan by the State. NRC. and "1'5, plans for Phase lJ and Phase III wi 1 be evaluated and a schedule established for fmplementation. Regton II has recently conducted inspections to review HFS' progress on pond deC08IIIiss1on1ng studies on an approximately' quarterly basis. The NRC will continue t~ monftor NFS' actions to decOIIU1!fssion these ponds. 
d. What are the estimated costs of decommissioning Jhe-' ponds? 

Response 

A :cost estimate 'has not yet been provided to the NRC by NFS. It is anticipated that a cost estimate will be developed from the results of the Phase I plan. 

e. What action 'has, the company taken to decommission the pond,S? 

f. 

Response 

To date, the company has conducted a feasfbHity study and plans a . characterization study. This characterization study will be the basis for def1nfng a detailed, plan for pond decorrimissionirig. 'See response to Question' lOco for ·Work Plan" status. _' " -
What is the time schedule for pond decommissioning? " (' Response 

The time schedule has not: yet been established. see' resporise'to Question IOc •• ·Wor~ Plan" status. 
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- . dw ter from further the licensee made to protect groun a , What plans has 

contamination? 

Response-' , ' . ',' , ' , d in i980. Inspections have Use of the holding ponds was diSC:i~~::ieve material to the ponds since;. ' not'indicated any additio:
i
s ~f rainput to the ponds and studying th~ 1980. Other than di scon nu n9 . f oni ng pondS, the NRC is no feasibility of stabilizing o~F~e'tc:m;;:tect'groundwatir from further aware of any other plans by , ' cont~1na,t'on. . " 

Question 11 _. 

i . ning the burial pits: Wlth regard to decomm SS10 -' ",' '.', i :. _' <th '-;~anyls -;'a~s for decOll1lli,s,sioningburial pits, contain ng a. ~:dto:~i1Vee~;terla,l on site at NFS Erwln? .' ,"~" 

b. 

'c. 

d. 

e. 

~ponse ,,' h 'is an ".' " " "', the burial pits unlesS .t ere ' There are ~no plans -to det;011I1Iiss:lO~ i act the environment. The indication that they m~~ adverse ~ a: with NRC's regulations which material was buried there ,ln accO anc ' were appll~able, at .the tl,me. , '. ' What are the estlmat~d costs of decommission1ng the burlal pits? 

Response ' , , i , -I ted the' cost of excavat ng. To our, knowledge. no one has e;:::ililS. In fate 1983, the NRC packaghig" and rebUrYln~ thei~s management representative for thi~d ., Resident Inspector aske an t representative's "guess· was repo{hi information. The NFS managemen i ur July 28. 1986 letter. S in the first document referred.~: f:u~h dOClllllent referred to ,·1n that information was, later used in" . ' ' ' same lettet'. ' , ' : ,.', ' d iS$10n the burial, pits? What action has the company taken, to . e4:OII1II .. _, -
Respons!!. ' ' ," 

100. 1 1 '. b KFS to decOlTllliss10n the ""r a The staf,f 1~ not aware of any action Y '" - , pits. , 
What 1~.the .. tlme,s~hedule for burial pit deCOlmliS'S,ionin
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Res_ onse

If d&comi-ssIontng of tie burial pits Is necessary, the Commission wvill
require the licensee to pay for it. If these costs are in excess ofthe escrow funds for decoimfsslonfng, the company will be expected to
find funds eltewhere.,

Question.12 -.. :,

With regard to decommissioning:,

a. What progress has been made o~n decommissioning inactive plutonium
facilities at NFS Erwin?

" "s"onse
When plutonium processing activities were completed in 1972, NFScleaned the equipment and facilities. Thfs clean•ng was similar ni..scope to that which would be performed to conduct a-physical inventory.Extensive decontamination was not performed. The resulting wastematerials were sent to the Maxey Flats burialr facility in, Kentucky.The quantity of plutonium remaining in the facility as holdup inproces sing equipment and as, residual contamination is not known.Although -it has' not been measured or estimated, the NRC ResidentInspector requested and received a quesstimate from an NFS managementrepresentative. This guesstimate was erroneously referred to as anestimate in the fourth document referred to in your July 28. 1986
letter. -"

In 1q74, NFS began discussions with the Department of Energy aboutdispoking of waste that would be generated by decommissioning the
* facilities. Very little 'progress was made until 1983. By early 1984,a contract between NFS and DOE was actually proposed but was withdrawn

by DOE. .

InZAprll 1986, NFS and DOE signed a contract which will allow NFS tobegin decommissioning the plutonium processing facilities. DOE inIdaho agreed to accept the Transuranic (TRU) wastes-which will begenerated during the decommissioning. This was the most significant
obstacle to performing the work. NFS must now find a commercial burialfacility which will accept the non-TRU wastes, i.e., wastes containingless than 100 nanocuries of Pu per gram, which will be generated.

NFS has previously asked' the waste burial facility In Bainwell, SouthCarolina to accept waste containing less than 100 nanocuries- of Pu per. ram. The State of South Carolina was unwilling to allow the facilityto accept the waite without NRC guidance. NFS now intends to discuss,with NRC", the )State of South Carolina, and the Barnwell facility, thepossibility of sending all of the waste containing less than 100nanocuries of Pu per gram to Barnwell.

If the non-TII wastes cannot be sent to the Barnwell facility, NFS will
'•'- attempt to send it to the commercial burial facility in the State ofWashington. That facility's license allows burial of those wastes,' bet

.3,.
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using the facility would involve significant additional costs and -
transportation' over much longer distances. In addition, two different
state compacts would have-to approve the shipping and burial.

"FS hopes to have the burial questions resolved and other preliminary
work completed by mid-1987 so that the actual -decommissioning work can
begiv. The preliminary work includes deciding whether NFS will perform
the ,V6ork or use contractors, developing procedures and conducting

-tralOng. -Approximately four years of work will be required to
complete the. decommissioning. - --

b. If plutonium facilities have not been decommissioned, what steps have
been taken to prevent the release of plutonium from fire, flood,
tornado, or other natural disaster?

Response

All readily dispersible plutonium has been removed from the facility,
packaged and shipped either to authorized recipients or to licensed
burial grounds. The only plutonium remaining is in the form of
contaminated equipment. All building air and stack effluents are
continuously. monitored.;, equipment and building surfaces are surveyed
periodically to maintain-contamination levels ALARA. The building is
Inspected: daily to assure that combustibles are maintained at a
minimum. With all of the above and the relatively short time period
expected for -the decommissioning of the facility, the risk to the
,geneeal public associated with an accidental release from natural
phenomena or fire is expected to be minimal.

Question 13

Please Identify all other facilities which are licensed by the NRC and which
convert uranium fluoride to finished uranium material for fuel fabrication.

Response

Other facilities licensed to convert uranium hexafluoride (UF6) to other
uranium compounds, are:

1. Combustion Engineering, Inc. in Hematite, Missouri
License No. SNM-33, Docket No. 70-36

2. Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc. In Richland, Washington
License No. SNM-1227, Docket No. 70-1257

3. -General Electric Company in Wilmington, North Carolina
License No. S1X4-1097, Docket No. 70-1113

4. Westinghouse Electric Corporation in Columbia, South Carolina
License No. SNM-1107, Docket No. 70-1151
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Re~ons~ 

If d8commfssfon'ng of the burt«) pits Is necessary, the Commission Will require the licensee to pay for it. If these costs are in excess of the escrow funds for decommfsslonlng, the company will be expected to find. funds I!.J~ew/Iere... . C:. 
Qges ti on 12 .. :j.t'"' 

:.(; 

With regard to decommfssfori,fng: i : 

a. What progress has bellI! made o,n decoJllllisslonlng Inactive plutonium factlltles at NFS erwin? ' 

When pJutonflllll processing actfvitles were completed In 1972. NFS cleaned the equipment· and faclHtfes. Thfs cleaning was similar InC scope to that which Would be performed to conduct a'PhYsical fnventory. Extensive decontamination was not performed. The resulting waste materials were sent to the Haxey Flats burfal facflity fil Kentucky. The quantHy of plutonium remaln1nQ In the' faCility as holdup In processing equfpment lind as' residual contamination Is' not kllOWll. Although'lt has' nQt been measUl'ed or estfmated, the NIlC Resident Inspector requested and rece1.ved a quesstililate from an MFS management representat've. This guessttmate was el"roneously referl"ed to as an estimate In the fourth document referred to in your July 28', 1986 lettei'." .... .'. 

Inl~74, NFS began d1s~ussfons with the Department of Energy about disposing of wute that would be generated by decommfssfonfng the 

) 

. facUitles. Very lfttle .progress was made until 1983. By early 1984, a contract between NFS 'and ODE was actually proposed but was ~ithdrawn by DOE. . ' 
" 

In.,·April 1~6.·HFS arid DOE signe4 a contract whiCh will allow NFS to begin decomnfssfonfng the plutonium proceSSing faclHtles.. DOE In Idaho agreed to accept the Transuranic (TRU) wastes· whfch wf 11 be generated durfng t/le decomnfssfoning. This was the most Significant obstacle to performing the work. MFS must now find a commercial burial \..r facility which w111 accept the non-TRU wastes. i.e., wastes containing less than 100 nanocuries of Pu per gram, which will be generated. 
NFS has previously asked' the waste buriill facfl1ty 1n Bai'r1well. South carolina to accept waste containing less than 100 nanocurles·of Pu per gram. The State of South Carolina was unwilling· to allOW the facility to act;:f1l1t the waste without NRC guidance. NFS now intends to discuss, with NRC" the ~Stat~ of South Carolina. and the Barnwell facility, the y pOSSibility of. send1ng all of the waste containIng less than 100 nanoCu~ies of Pu per gram to Barnwell. If .;. ;, 
If the non-TRU wastes cannot be sent to the Barnwell facill~. ~FS will '" "- attempt to send it to the cOO'.mercial burial facility In the State of \ Washington. 'that fa~pfty:s license allows burial of those wastes,' bUt 
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~.~~u . 
1 - wIIi h' re licensed by the NRC and which Please Identify a

111 othidertfa~~h~!h:~ ura~fW: material for fuel fabr.icatlon. con'lert uraniulll f .uor eo. . .- ..... .. 
Response 

'Other factlitiesl1censed to con'lert uranium hex8fiuoride 
ura.nium compounds. are: 

1 Co~ustfon Engineering. Inc. in »ematlte. Missouri 
• License No. SNM-33. Docket No. 70-36 

2. Ex~on Nuclear Company. Inc. in Richland, Washington 
License No. SNM-1227, Oocket No. 70-1257 

. General Electric Company in Wilmington, North Carolina 3. Lfcense No. SNH-I097, Docket No. 70-1113 

(UF6) to other 

4. Westinghouse Electric corporation in Collllllbfa, South Carolina License No. SNM-II07, Docket No. 70-1151 
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Re~ons~ 

If d8commfssfon'ng of the burt«) pits Is necessary, the Commission Will require the licensee to pay for it. If these costs are in excess of the escrow funds for decommfsslonlng, the company will be expected to find. funds I!.J~ew/Iere... . C:. 
Qges ti on 12 .. :j.t'"' 
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a. What progress has bellI! made o,n decoJllllisslonlng Inactive plutonium factlltles at NFS erwin? ' 
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. facUitles. Very lfttle .progress was made until 1983. By early 1984, a contract between NFS 'and ODE was actually proposed but was ~ithdrawn by DOE. . ' 
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'Other factlitiesl1censed to con'lert uranium hex8fiuoride 
ura.nium compounds. are: 

1 Co~ustfon Engineering. Inc. in »ematlte. Missouri 
• License No. SNM-33. Docket No. 70-36 

2. Ex~on Nuclear Company. Inc. in Richland, Washington 
License No. SNM-1227, Oocket No. 70-1257 

. General Electric Company in Wilmington, North Carolina 3. Lfcense No. SNH-I097, Docket No. 70-1113 
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It should be noted that while these licensees process uranium hexafluoride(UF6) to finished uranium material. for fuel fabrication, the percentenrichment and the quantity of ,ateria? possess a to is quite different fromthatwat tPS. The licensees. listed above process mostly low enriched uranium(*5 w% U 235). Exxon and Genera) Electric can process small quantities ofUranium enriched up to 20. percent U-235. The low enriched facilitiesnormally receive and process UF6 that was shi ped in 2.5 ton cylinders. - NFS5is the only licensed facility In the Unfted States that converts highenriched uranium (*90 wX U1-236) 11F6 to- finished fuel.:. Because of the highenrichment, the quantity of material. handled is-less and thie equipment ismuch smaller. NFS receives UF6 in cylinders* containing approximately ,

24.95 kelogramsm

Question 14

With regard to the following areas, how does the NFS Erwin factlity comparewith each of the NRC-licensed facilities identified in question 13:

a. Potential effects of an accident on the surrounding population offsite?

-es.one
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b. Internal and external exposure of workers to radioactive material7

Res ponse

Internal Exposure: Only exposures in excess of NRC limits are req
to. be reported by -the licensees. Of, the fi
subject facilities, 'only IFS has had an intel/ • exposure in excess of 9RC limitts ,in the past

uired i

tt

ve
rnal
two

J.-

years. ., 1is event, involving a single worKer,
occurred in October 1984. internal exposure of
workers is evaluated by a bioassay program in
accordance with license requirements and licensee's
safety procedures. The program basically consists
of urinary uranium -analysis and In-vivo lung counts
to. determine lung burdens of uranium. The typical

,exposure of workers is tabulated, below:
EXERA EXPOSURE

U

OOSE TO' NEAREST RESIDENT IN REMS

UF6 Release Nuclear Excursion

Total Body Total Body Thyroid

TYPICAL INTERNAL
EXPOSURES

FACILITY Urinary Uranium In-vivo

Cobut mon **9 5
Combustion *6 *~99

EXTERNAL EXPOSURE r

Sless than 0.5 Rems per year

Engineering t ,

FACILITY

Combustion Engineering

Exxon Nuclear

General Electric

Nuclear Fuel Services

Westinghouse

0.05

0.06

0.01

0.01

0.17-

0.27

0.004.

0.9

2.1

O /

1.7

*1.7 /

2.6

2.2

1.0

Exxon *18 . . *90 o Same as .Combustion
Engineering

General Electric *10 * *100 ° Same as Combustion
Engineering

l*S *10," *100 . Same as Combustion
Engineeri~ng

Westinghouse *"l *100 ° Sam as Combustion
Engineering

External Exposure: External exposure of. personnel is controlled on the
basis of the data from personnel dosimeters. The
external exposure of workers-of all of. the above
facilities.are less than 0.5 Rem per year.
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It should be noted that while these lIcensees process uranium hexafluoride c (UF6) to t'fnfshe4 uranium mater·ial for fuel fabrication, the percent enrichment and the quantity of matedal possessed is quite dffferent from that at HFS. The licensees, J1sted aliove process mostly loll' enriched urarifum ' (*5 WS U~235). Exxon and Genera) EJectr;c can process small quantities of uranium enriched up to 20 percent U~235. The low enriched facilities nonna lly recei ve and process UF6 tha twas sh i pped in 2.5 tilll c:yli nden;. ' HF.s is the only licensed facflfty t"the United States that converts, high enriched uranium (*90 It'J U-235) UF6 to· ffnfshed fuel., Because of the high enr.ichll!ent, the quantity of material handJtld is -:less and tlil! equipment 15 much smaller. NFS receives UF6 In cYlinders' containing approximately' 24.95 kilograms. ~ 
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With regard to the following areas. how'does ·the NFS Erwin facllfty compare with each of the NRC-licensed facilities identified in question 13: 
Potential effects of an accident on the surroundin9 population offs1te? 
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b. ::~~: .M """':'''.''"~ of w"",, to "",,,ti~ .",1,,, 'I 
'Onl exposures in excess of IIRC limits are required lnterna 1 Exposure: 0 ~e re rted by 'the 1,ic:ensees. Of, the five 
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WDl"kers is' eVlIluated by a iMom:; :n71~:n~~e's accordance w1th license requ remen . , f ts 

~~f~~1n~~;C~~~~~~ iI';:fyfr~9;:d f~i::f:~ :{i\:~~~~\S to determine lung burdens of uran um. 
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. a1 ex sqre of personnel Is cDntrolled on the ~:!i~n of t,ie data frOlll personnel doslme\j..rs. b The external exposure of workers ,of all .of, ~ a O'le 
facilities,are less than 0.5 Rem,per year~ 
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c. History of fines and enforcement actions?

Resonse

The escalated enforcement historis sari as follows:

(1.) Nuclear Fuel Services,. Inc., -.

October 4, 1974 Order tw"Show Cause why activities in XaA 0should not be suspended PendInf resolutaol of the large quantityof material unaccounted for (mupF).
.April 12, 2977 - Failure to prbperly Implement'the security

program, Civil Penalty- $53,000'.

April 10, 1'981 - Management mdetin- to d scuss the analysis andevaluation of an apparent internae exposure to a quantity ofmaterial in excess of regulatory limits..

February 8, 1982 - Notice of Violation for overexposure of anindividual to a~quantfty'of material in excess of 10 CFR 20 limits
- Severity Level llI '-N:o civil penalty.

June 27, 2982 - Enforcement Conference to discuss Inadvertentshipment of lowenricied uranium to another licensee.

August'9, 1982 - 'Notice of Violation for inadvertent shipment of;redioactlvematerial - Severity Level III, civil penalty - $2,500.
July 29, 1983 - Enforcement Conference to discuss licenseecortective actions, regarding shipment of (low specific activity)LSA material to waste burial site in 55-gallon drums in which twodrums were punctured by contained metal objects.

August 17, 2983 - Notice of Violation for shipment of LSA wastein which two. 55,gallon drums were punctured by contained metalobjects. Severity Level il1, no civil penalty. State of SouthCarolina imposed $1;000 civil penalty.

September 8, 1983 - Enforcement Conference to discuss repetitiveviolations regarding failure to follow procedures apparentlyiadequate fanaurcaused by in e management controls.
February 16, 1984 - Enforcement 'Conference to discuss probablecause of the recurrent nuclear criticality safety violations.

May 9, 1984 - Notice of Yiolation for failure to comply withnuclear criticality safety requirements - Severity Level III -
Civil penalty $18,750.

June 13, 1984 - Enforcement Conference to discuss the resolution
of Material Access Area barrier degradation.
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July 27, 1984 - Notice of Violation for failure to establish an
adequate physical prote *ton system in allowing degraded Material
Access Area barriers. leverity Level It - $100,000 prposed, but
later mitigated to1 $50,000 afteir.treview of corrective actions
taken. " "

October 29, 1984 - Enforcement-, Conference to discuss the NRC
concerns regarding a'lbuildup of uranium-235 in the ventilation
systems and the licensee's remedial action program.

December 4 and-'19, 1984 and February 1, 1985 - Enforcement
Conferences to discuss airborne exposure and health physics
radiation protection problems.

February 21, 1985 -- Order Modifying License and Not-ice of
Violation .- Severity Level ll- regarding build-up of uranium-235
in ventilation systems - Civil'"Penalty $20,000 proposed but
reduced to $15,000ton basis of the licensee's extensive corrective
actions. "

May 1, 1985 - Notice of Violation for failure to establish,
maintain, and follow-health and safety procedures and to make the
necessary surveys to comply with 10 CFR 20 regulations. Severity
Level III1- Civil Penalty $18,750.

January 7 and 21, 1986 - Enforcement Conference to discuss
failure of security guard to detect weapon in truck which entered
the plant. ,

-March,26' 1.986 - Enforcement Conference to discuss details and
related activities pertaining toea waste drum sent-to burial' site
with small hol-s in side of drum near the top.

June 17, 1986 :- Notice of Violation forfailure to notify NRC of
the introduction of ant unauthorized firearm In the prescribed
manner; failure to prepare procedures which:were sufficiently
detailed to Implement the required level of search; and failure to
fully:implement self-imposedcorrective actions.

(2) General Electric - Wilmington

February 5, 1979 - Enforeement'Conference to discuss the theft of
60 Kg of low enriched Uranium.

Feburary 4, 1980 - Meeting to discuss emergency preparedness
training and procedures.

February. 25, 1950W-. Enforcement Conference to discuss the
inadvertent 'shipment of cylinders containing UF6.

October' 21, 1980 '- Management Meeting. to 'discuss the inventory
difference '(I0) exceeding" its associatid:limit of error (LEID)4.'

J
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Hfstory of fines and enforcement actions? 

Response 

The escalated enforcement h1stol"~&s "ari as follows': " 

(I) Nuc1e~r Fuel Services,- tnc.: -', 

~:~r n!i i:7
:us- ~~~~7 to'-Show 'Cause why activitfes in MBA 6 

,of materfal unacclunted foern~~),:solutfon of the large quantity 

"Aprn 12. 1977 - Faf1~re t 11 l" , , 
program, Cty11 l'enalty': $53~Og;: per Y, fmplement"'the security 

Aprfl 10, 1981 • Management ttf' N 

evaluation of an apparent i;t:rn:'f to discuss the analysis and 
lllaterial tn excess of regulatory 1fm1~~~~sure to a quantity of 

f::~:~~II~' 0019: 2 u· Not1~e of Vfolation for overexposure of an 
- Severfty Level qIW!-:ko o:,~W;!~!l!;. excess of 10 CFR 20 HJII1ts 

June 17. 1982 -' Enf~ceme t c f, 
shipment of low enrfched u:antumon ooereancethto ldiscuss inadvertent 

, ~ -J ' no er fcensee. 
August'9, 1982

q
• ~otfce of Viol tf f 

.'radioactive material • SeverHy tev~i r~~ fnB,dv, e
1
rtent shfpment of 

J • c v penalty - $2.500. 
July 29. 1983 • Enforceirrent Coriference t ' 
cor.r.ectiveactions', regarding shipment f (f discuss Hcensee 
lSA materfal to waste burfa1 site in 5:. lrw S~ifiC activfty) 
dl'UlDS were punctur:ed by contained metal o'i:jec~s. rums in which two 

~~~~C~·t!S:5 ~~~tfce of Violation for shipment of lSA waste 
objects. severlr L::e,drums were punctured by contained llletal 
Carol~~ flllJlOsed r;~OOOct~~~' p:~al,:;~l penalty. State of South 

September 8, 1983 '. Enforc t C ' ' 
violations regarding fallue:'een to %~l:;:ce to dd1scuss repetitive 
ca~~ed by '1nadeqtiatemanagement controls. proce ures apparently 

Feii",ary16. 1984;. Enforcement 'Confere 
cause of the recurrent nuclear crft1cali~esatf~t~f!~~:tf~:~ble 
May 9. 1984 - Notice of Viol t1 ,,' 
nuclear criticality safety re~ui~eme~;s faf1ure ;Ot CLflIIlPly with 
Cfvfl penalty $18.750. ever, Y evel III -

J~~.te13· 1984 • Enforcement Conference to discuss the resolution 
o nq rial Access Area barrier degradation. 
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, July 27. 1984 • Notice o~", Violation flir fai.1tiTe to estab1ish OIn 

adequate physical prote~t1on ~ysteDl in a\lowing deqraded Material 
Access Area barriers. severity ~evel II - $100,000 proposed. but 
later mitigated to $50,000 afte~,_revfew of corrective actfons 
taken. " ' ' _,,' 

" 
October Z9, 1984 - Enforcement) Conference to discuss theHRC 
concerns regarding a ,'buildup' of uran'IUm-235 in the ventilation 
systems and the tfcensee's remedfal action program., 

December 4 lInd,''l9., 1-984 aildFebruary I, 1985 • Enforcement 
Conferences to dfscuss airborne exposure and health physics 
radiation protection problems. 

, February 21; 19S5 ·,Order Modifying L 1cense and Not:lce of 
Violation ,- Severity level 11,' regarding bulld-up of uranium-23S 
In ventilation systems - Civil' 'Penalty $20.()(l0 proposed but 
reduced to $15,000 (on basis o,f the l1censee's exte!)slve corrective 
actions., '" 

May 1. 1985 • Notice of Violation' for' failure to establish. 
maintain, and follow'health and safety procedures and to make the 
necessary surveys to comply with 10 CFR 20 regulations. Severity 
level lII, - Civfl Penalty $18.750. ' ' " ' 

January 7 and 21. 1986 • Enforcement Conference to discuss 
failure of security guard to detect weapon in' truck which entered 

: the plant... -. '~' , 

, 'March'26~' '1986 - E~f~rce1ilent Conference to dfscuss detalls' and 
relatedact1vlties pertaining to 'II waste drum sent ,to burial' site 
with smal1lioll!s in Side of ,drum near the top. ' 

, " .. ! .!. 

June 17, 1986 '- Notice ofVlo1ation for fanure to notffy NRC of 
the 1 ritroductl on of an, unauthorized f1reamin the prescribed 
manner; faflure to prepare procedures which .. were sufficiently" 
detailed to implement the required level of search; and failure to 
fuHy:lmplement'self'ofmposed:cQrrective actions. " 

(2) General Electric· Wilmington 

February 5, 1979 -:- Enforcement 'Conference ,to discuss the' theft of 
60 Kg of low enriched Iiran1um. , " ';" ' '; 

Feburary' 4. 1980 • Meeting' to discuss e\IlI!rgency preparedness 
tt'iI<fn1ng; and procedures. " 
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inadvertent 'shipment of cylinders containing UF6. ' 

Octoi>er' 21~' 1980 :. /4anag!!JD8nt Meetfng, to 'discuss the inventol;'Y 
d1fferelice '(IO) exceeding' its associiited:limft of error (lEID),; 
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March 18, 1983 - Enforcement Conference to.discbss the radioactive

waste disposal program.

March 13. 1985 - Management Meeting to discuss the licrenseels

corrective actions relative to radiation protection surveillance

program.

(3) Westinghouse Electric Corporatlon. --CoTumbia, South Carolina

June 24, 1983 Enforcement Conference to discuss concerns that

corrective action for a previ6usd violation was not successful in

precluding recurrence,

September 7, 1983 - Enforcement C ~ference to discuss the cause of

.a fire in a radioactive waste bo.'placed in. the burial trench at

:.Barnwell. South Carolina and to discuss methods for inerting and

packaging radioactively contaiminated' zircaloy materials..

November 22, 1983 - Notice of Violation. for the improper shipment
of low-level radioactive wastes. -Concurrently, the State of South

Carolina assessed a $6,000 Civil Penalty plus temporary suspension

of their Radioactive Waste. Transport Permit.

d. Presence of'state of the art'technology In process operations?

Response

The staff cannot 'make a direct comparison between NFS and.,the.low

enriched lightwater reactor fuel producers because the unit operations

are so vastly different. In fact, it Is Just as difficult to compare

one low eh riched producer to another. As to NFS.-operations, they are

unique and there have not been many changes In the "state-of-the-art"

since the process was originally developed. NFS has retrofitted over

the years in. some instances to take advantage, of new technologies such

as the ventilation system. upgrade,. addition of scrubber systems, and

furnace modifications.•

a. Presence of~state of the art technology in r.adiation protection?

Response

All the uranita fuel fabrication facilities licensed by the NRC are'

required to have a radiation safety program which, meets minimal

requirements to meet the regulations and license conditions and is

\~ *. approved by the staff. NFS is. no exception. The staff feels that the

NFS safety program is as good as that for other facilities -in most

areas, with the deficient areas being addressed In the Performance

Improvement Plan. In the area of qualiftcationsýfor the professional

A -• health and safety.staff, the NFS program is:even better.

f. Please provide copies of all documents -since 1980 by the Commission or

staff which compare operations at NFS- Erwin to other fuel. cycle

facilities.

29

The staff has not been able to locate nor is it aware of any documents

prepared by-theýCommission or the staff during this time fram th•at

rompared -M., operations to other fuel facilities.

If the ComniSSiOd-were to. receive a, license application for a new uranium

fuel fabrication. plant. based, on the existing plants,. equiptent, and

operating specifications at Nuclear Fuel Services Erwin, would the

Copmmission. licaOnsesUch .a plant? If not, what technical changes to' the

existing plants.'equipment-.and specifications would the Commission require?

lhe. staff woud have:nO. technical basis for not recommending the licensing

of the equipment and operations presently used at KFS at a new facl'lity.

Although the buildings at the FS Erwi, n facility are old, the equipment and

opereatioPs are essentially state-of-the-art for the ,protess.

Question.16
With regard to offsite planning for emergencies, please answer the following

questions for tiErwint.

a. what accident scenarios could result in the- release of radioactive

material which might have potential consequences for persons offsite?

Response
As part'of a recent environmental impact assessment, the staff

evaluated the two worst case accidents, J1) of a UF6 cylinder

and (2) an accidental nuclear excursion. The rupture of the UF6

cylinder is calculated to result in a dose to the nearest resident of

0.01 rem. An accidental nuclear excursion has been conservatively

estimated to result in a Whole body dose to thq nearest resident of 2.1

rems and 2.2 ramp to the thyroid.

b. What is the design basis accident for emergency planning?

,esponse

There is no design basis accident fur emergency planning for

non-reactor facilities. The criteria used by the Commission 'to

determine which licensees had to have radiological iontigen 
plans

was based on the potential. to cause offsite radiation doses to members

of the public in excess .of the .Protection Action Guides (PAGs)

established' by' the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The PAG

doses'-which tay trigger protective actions are 1 res to .the whole body,

5 ram to the thyroid, and 3 rems to other critical organs. one rem

whole body and 5 rems to the thyroid are the minimum doses which may

trigger protective actions suggested by EPA. Three rems to other vital
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urnace modifications.;" ' - • 011 0 scrtlbber systems, and 

Presence ef,---state of the art tec'1Il01~~Y fn, r.adfaticm pr-9tecUon? 

Response ! .", 

An the uranium fuel f, b i i - -' 
required to have a radf~t~~~ on :atcf11tfes licensed by the NRC are-
requfrements to meet the J sa e y program which'meets minimal 
approved by tile staff Ilfse)u attons and Hcense conditions and is 
NFS safety program is'- 5 no exceptfon. The staff feels that th 
areas. with the defjcf!~t g~~8:\!~at f~~ other facilities -tn IIlOst e 
IlIIjIrovement Plan. In the. area of . ng. a ressed In the Performance 
health and safety staff the NFS qualff,icat1ons.for th_e professional 

- " program fs-even better. 

Please provide copies, of all document 
staff- whfch compare operations at Nts-sJnc~- 1980 by the CoIlIn'\ss10n or 
facilities. '.. ' rw n ~ other ,fu~l cycle 
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, Response 

The staff 'h~~~ot been able to locate nor is It awal'e of allY dOCU1Tll!nts 
prepared by-the! Comnission or the staff during this time f'l'lIlm1 thllt -
compo.red'K~ operations to other fuel facilities. 

Question 15 .I 

If theComrii1ssion~were tOl'ece1ve a·, Hcense appHcat}oll f~r a new uranium 
fuel fabricat\on. plant_based. on the existing plants. equip!!l8llt. and 
operating specHt,catlons at Nuclear Fuel Services El"'I'n. 'lIGule! the 
Cotmlfssfon-. l1cense,_such.a plant? If lIot, '9Ihat technical changes to- the, 
existing plants,equ1pment,,·and specifications WC)uld the Comnfssi_on require? 

Resl!onse ~ _ 

111e; staff wo;id have; no- technical !IaSiS' for not recomene!1ng the licensing 
of the equipment and operations presently used at NFS at a new facility. 
Althou9h the bIIf-ld1ngs at the NFS frw1.n fac1Hty are 0'\1, the equipmeht and 
oper;).t11llls 0.1'8 essentially state.of-the-art for the ,process. 

-;J-
Question 16' 

With regard to offslte planning for eme'l'gencies. Il'~se answer the following 
questions for IIFSi Entin:, 

a. What accident scenat'ios could result iii the' release Qf radioactive 
matertal ~bich might have potential consequences for persons offs1te1 

Response . - . 

Ills part : 'of a recent envfronm~ntal illlPact assessment. the staff 
evaluated the two worst case _accidents, (1) rupture of a UF6 cylinder 

. and (2) an accidental nuclear excursion. ,1M_ ruptul'e of the UF6 
cylinder 1s calculated to result 'In a dllse to the nearest resident of 
0.01 rem. An accidental nuclear excuTS'Ion lias been conservatively , 
estimated to result in a \'thole body dose to th~ nearest resident of 2 .. 1 ,', 
rams and 2.2 reR1S to the thyro1 d. ~ 

h. What Is the ,deSign basis accident for emergency planning? 

Response 
There is no ,design basis accident for eme'l'gency \llanning for 
non-reactor facilities. The criteria used by the CQII1II1ssionto 
determine which licensees had to have radiological contillgency plans 
was based on the potential to cause offslte ra\liation doses to members 
of the p_ublic in- excess of the -Protection Action GUides (PAGs) 
established, by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The PAG 
doses-which may trigger-protective actions are 1 rem to ,the whole body, 
5 reR1S to the thyroid. and 3 rams to other critical organs. One rem 
whole body and 5 rems to the tPyro1d are the minimum doses which may 
trigger protective actions suggested by EPA. Three rems to other vita1 
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March 18, 1983 • Enforcement C f ' waste dfsposal program. on erence to,discbss the radioactive 

March 13. 1985 - ManagementM eti' ' '--, - '<' . ./ 
COl"nlctive actions relative toe radl t~O discuss the licenne~s 
Pl'Ogral\l, a on protection slIrveillance 

(3) Westinghouse Electric_Corporatfon, .-CoT~mbfaSouth C I . " • aro fna 
June 24. 1983 ~ Enforcement Cc f" ' 
corrective action for B previb:~e~~fe tlto discuss concerns that 

, precluding recurrence. _' ~ a on was not successful in 

September 7, 1983 • Enforceme~t C ;ff- , . -
a fire _in II radioactfve waste_bo~pfrengef to discuss the cause of 

_ Barnwell. South Carol1na and to ace n_ the burfa 1 trench at 
packllgfng Mldioilctively COritafmfn~1t~CdUSsf met1hodS for tnerting and _ ' __ , z rca oy materIals. . 
November 22. 1983 • Notice of Vf 1 'I -,'-
of low.level radioactive wastes ~ at on for the fmproper sl\1p!1\1!nt 
Carolina assessed II $6,OOOCf i' Concurrently, the State of South 
of their Radioactfve Vaste,Tr~n!~~~a~!~~!uS temporary suspension 

Presenc~ ofJstate of the art 't:~hnol""v f·' -: ~, 
v~ n process operations? 

Response (,J? 

The staff cannot 'mak;- di - : ,-- , 
enrfched lightwater rea~tor rect compar1son between NFS anckthe,-low 
are so vastly diffefent. Inf~~tP~~u~erSjbeCaUse ~he IInit operations 
one low ell.r1ched .p'roducer to- another ; ustas dlff1cult _to compare 
unfque and there Ifave not been " s to (lFS--operations. they are 
sfnce the process was Or1ginall;a~:v~r:n!ds fn-the ·state-of-the-art" 
the years 1n- some instances to t k p. NFS has retrofitted over 
a,s the Ventilation system upgrad~ e ::dvtt~tage fOf pew -technologles Such 
urnace modifications.;" ' - • 011 0 scrtlbber systems, and 

Presence ef,---state of the art tec'1Il01~~Y fn, r.adfaticm pr-9tecUon? 

Response ! .", 

An the uranium fuel f, b i i - -' 
required to have a radf~t~~~ on :atcf11tfes licensed by the NRC are-
requfrements to meet the J sa e y program which'meets minimal 
approved by tile staff Ilfse)u attons and Hcense conditions and is 
NFS safety program is'- 5 no exceptfon. The staff feels that th 
areas. with the defjcf!~t g~~8:\!~at f~~ other facilities -tn IIlOst e 
IlIIjIrovement Plan. In the. area of . ng. a ressed In the Performance 
health and safety staff the NFS qualff,icat1ons.for th_e professional 

- " program fs-even better. 

Please provide copies, of all document 
staff- whfch compare operations at Nts-sJnc~- 1980 by the CoIlIn'\ss10n or 
facilities. '.. ' rw n ~ other ,fu~l cycle 
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, Response 

The staff 'h~~~ot been able to locate nor is It awal'e of allY dOCU1Tll!nts 
prepared by-the! Comnission or the staff during this time f'l'lIlm1 thllt -
compo.red'K~ operations to other fuel facilities. 

Question 15 .I 

If theComrii1ssion~were tOl'ece1ve a·, Hcense appHcat}oll f~r a new uranium 
fuel fabricat\on. plant_based. on the existing plants. equip!!l8llt. and 
operating specHt,catlons at Nuclear Fuel Services El"'I'n. 'lIGule! the 
Cotmlfssfon-. l1cense,_such.a plant? If lIot, '9Ihat technical changes to- the, 
existing plants,equ1pment,,·and specifications WC)uld the Comnfssi_on require? 

Resl!onse ~ _ 

111e; staff wo;id have; no- technical !IaSiS' for not recomene!1ng the licensing 
of the equipment and operations presently used at NFS at a new facility. 
Althou9h the bIIf-ld1ngs at the NFS frw1.n fac1Hty are 0'\1, the equipmeht and 
oper;).t11llls 0.1'8 essentially state.of-the-art for the ,process. 

-;J-
Question 16' 

With regard to offslte planning for eme'l'gencies. Il'~se answer the following 
questions for IIFSi Entin:, 

a. What accident scenat'ios could result iii the' release Qf radioactive 
matertal ~bich might have potential consequences for persons offs1te1 

Response . - . 

Ills part : 'of a recent envfronm~ntal illlPact assessment. the staff 
evaluated the two worst case _accidents, (1) rupture of a UF6 cylinder 

. and (2) an accidental nuclear excursion. ,1M_ ruptul'e of the UF6 
cylinder 1s calculated to result 'In a dllse to the nearest resident of 
0.01 rem. An accidental nuclear excuTS'Ion lias been conservatively , 
estimated to result in a \'thole body dose to th~ nearest resident of 2 .. 1 ,', 
rams and 2.2 reR1S to the thyro1 d. ~ 

h. What Is the ,deSign basis accident for emergency planning? 

Response 
There is no ,design basis accident for eme'l'gency \llanning for 
non-reactor facilities. The criteria used by the CQII1II1ssionto 
determine which licensees had to have radiological contillgency plans 
was based on the potential to cause offslte ra\liation doses to members 
of the p_ublic in- excess of the -Protection Action GUides (PAGs) 
established, by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The PAG 
doses-which may trigger-protective actions are 1 rem to ,the whole body, 
5 reR1S to the thyroid. and 3 rams to other critical organs. One rem 
whole body and 5 rems to the tPyro1d are the minimum doses which may 
trigger protective actions suggested by EPA. Three rems to other vita1 
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organs is an equivalent crfierion. Doses constituting significant overexposures are at least 5 ti.mes greater than those, I.e., 5 rems whole-.body, 25 rems thyroid; and about 15.rems to other critical organs.
c. What accidents could produce'conditions more severe than the designýbasis accident?,..

-Response

The only accident identified at NFS-that could produce conditions morel'
severe than the minimum EPA PAG is a nuclear excursion.

_d. Have such more severe accidents been analyzed by the Commission?. Ifso, how would these accident scenarios change potential.consequences?-.

Response

The accident scenario used to calculate the:nuclear excursion is theone described in NRC Regulatory Guide 3.34, Rev. 1. This assumes that*the accident results in 1019 fissions in a liquid system produced overan eight hour period. The worst accidental nuclear excursion in theUnited States involved enriched uranium in a liquid system whichresulted In 4 x 1019 fissions; however, all other similar accidentswere below 3 x 1018 fissions.
4 e. What accident scenarios were excluded in the Commission's evaluation ofdangers to the offsite population?

Response

Contingency planning is based on "worst case" site specific types of* accidents that appear feasible. Accidents of lesser consequences areassumed to fall within the envelope of the contfgency plan. The staffis not aware of feasible accidents which would result in offsite, consequences greater than the two Identified for planning purposes.
Question 1?

Please answer the following questions on offsite emergency planning at NFSErwin:

a. What provisions exist for warning the offsite population, in the eventof an emergency?

>Response

There are no requirements in the license for having provisions to-notify the offsite population in the event of an emergency. However,
NFS has both standard telephone and two-way radio which interfaces withthe local police. Any time the site emergency plan is activated, theirplan states that they will notify certain local, state, and federalagencies..

4,
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b. Specifically, have the license conditions outlined in SECY-82-311,July 23, .1982, been imposed on the company?

Response

No, a decision was made. to hold all offsite emergency planning
requirements for materials licensees In abeyance-pending the issuanceof the gen~eric rulemaki ng.-

c. If so, when were these conditions imposed?

Response

Does not apply.

d. If not, what is the technical basis for failing to impose such
conditions?

Response

There was no technical basis for not imposing the conditions outlined
in SECY-82-311.; As noted' in (b) above, a decision was made to awaitthe generic rulemaking.

e. What is the expected timetable for the Commission's proposed genericrulemaking on emergency planning at fiel cycle facilities which
includes recommended .protective actions for the public? Specifically,
what are the timetables for publishing a proposed rule and a final rulefor Regulatory Agenda Item 3795. 51 FR 14888, April 21, 1986?

Response

The proposed rule is currently before the Commission for itsconsideration.

Question 18 i

Please answer the following questions on the Clinchfield Railroad propertynorth of the plant site.

a. How much land. remains contaminated at levels greater than the targetvalues established in 1980?

Respons

As of Nay 8, 1986, approximately 1,300 square feet of the Seaboard
(formerly Clinchfield) Railroad property north of the plant site hadnot been released under the provisions of the 1980 targetdecontamination values. The areas involved were re-sampled in July1986. Due to the. need for time-consuming radiochemical separationprocesses, the analytical results are not expected to be availableuntil approximately October 1986, at which time the issue will bereevaluated. Region 1I has conducted two inspections thus far this
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organs is,an equivalent cr~eri~n~ Doses constituting signiffcant over 
exposures are at least 5 times greater than those, 1.e. ,5 rems whole~_ 
body, 25 rems th.rroi d; and ~bout 15, rems to other crf t i ca 1 organs. ' 

," , ~CJ 

c. lIha~ accidents could produce conditions more severe than the design 
cbaslS accident? ," , ' 

'Respbhse '(), 
I.. • .' " t . 

The onli ~cddent 1dentified at HFS that could produce condftions'more/" 
severe tban the,mfn1mum EPA PAG 1s a nuclear excursfon. ' 

,d. Have such IIIOre ~ $ever~ accfdents been a'"aly~ed by t';e ~OJ!inissiOn?' if' 
so, how would these accldent scenarios change potential'conseqllences7" 

Response J 

The accident scenario used to calculate the,nuclear excursion' 1s the 
one described in NRC Regulatory ,Guide 3.34. Rev. 1. This assumes tliat 
the accident results in 1019 fissions 1n a liquid system produced over 
an eight hour period. The worst accfdi!ntiil nuclear excursion in the' 
Un1ted States 1nvolved enriched uranium in a Hquid system which 
resulted in 4 x 1019 fissfons; however, all other similar accidents 
were below 3 x 101S'f1ssions. 

• I • 

e. What accfdent scenarios were excluded in the C~mmission's evaluation of 
dangers to the offsite population? 

.'Response 

Contingency planning is based on "worst casen site specific types of 
accidents that appear feasible. Accidents of lesser consequences are 
assumed to, fall within the envelope of'the contfgency plan. The staff 
is not aware of feasfble accfdents which would result fn offsite 
consequences greater than the two identified for planning purposes. 

Questfon 17' 

Please answer the follOWing questions 'on, offsite,emergency planning at NFS 
Erwin: 

a. What provisions exist for warning the offsite populatfon' in the event 
of an emergency? 

Response 

There are, no requirements in the I icense, for having provisions to 
~otify the offsite population' in the event of an emergency. However. 
NFS has,~th standard telephone and two-way radio Which interfaces with 
the l~al police. 'Any tinie the site emergency plan is activated. their 
'plan states that they w1ll notify certain local. state, and federal 
,agencies., ' ' 
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b. Specifically, have the license conditions outlined ,1n SEC~-,~t:~~,~: ' 
, July 23,' 1982. beentmposed on the cOlllpanyl 

Response 

No. a decision was made to hold an offsite emergency \Ilanning 
requirements for materials licensees 1n abeyance pending the issuance 
of the generic rulemaking'. 

c. If so, when:were these conditions imposed? 

d. 

e. 

Response ": 

Does not apply. ' 

If not, what is the technical basis for fai ling to impose such 
conditi ons1 

Response 

There was no technical basis for not imposing the conditionS outlined 
in SECY-82-3U; As noted' fn{b) above. a 'decision was made to await 
~e generic rulemaking. 

What'is the ex~ectedtimetable for the COIIIIlission's proposed generic 
rulemaking on emergency planning at fUel cyc'e facilities which 
fncludes recolll1lended ',protective actions for the publ1c1 S\Iecifically, 
what are the timetables for'publfshing a proposed rule and a final rule 
for Regulatory Agenda Item 3795. 51 FR 14888, April 21. 19861 

Response 

The proposed rule is currently before the CoIIIIIission for fts 
'conslderatlim; 

flIfflstfon 18 

Please answer the ~ollOWing qU~stions on the Clinchffeld Railroad property 
north of the plant s1te. 

a. How much land, remains contaminated at levels greater than the target 
, values established in 19801 

Response 

As of May ~ 1986 approximately i ,300 square feet of the Seaboard 
(formerly clinchff~ld) Railroad property north of the plant site had 
not been released under the provisions of the 1980 target 
decontamination va lues. The areas involved were re-sampled in July 
1986 Due to the, need for time-consuming radi~hemical sepa~ation 
proc~sses the analytfcal results are not expected to be avulable 
untfT app~oXimatelY October 1986, at which time the issue will b~ 
reevaluated. Region II has conducted two inspections thus far thlS 
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organs is,an equivalent cr~eri~n~ Doses constituting signiffcant over 
exposures are at least 5 times greater than those, 1.e. ,5 rems whole~_ 
body, 25 rems th.rroi d; and ~bout 15, rems to other crf t i ca 1 organs. ' 

," , ~CJ 

c. lIha~ accidents could produce conditions more severe than the design 
cbaslS accident? ," , ' 

'Respbhse '(), 
I.. • .' " t . 

The onli ~cddent 1dentified at HFS that could produce condftions'more/" 
severe tban the,mfn1mum EPA PAG 1s a nuclear excursfon. ' 

,d. Have such IIIOre ~ $ever~ accfdents been a'"aly~ed by t';e ~OJ!inissiOn?' if' 
so, how would these accldent scenarios change potential'conseqllences7" 

Response J 

The accident scenario used to calculate the,nuclear excursion' 1s the 
one described in NRC Regulatory ,Guide 3.34. Rev. 1. This assumes tliat 
the accident results in 1019 fissions 1n a liquid system produced over 
an eight hour period. The worst accfdi!ntiil nuclear excursion in the' 
Un1ted States 1nvolved enriched uranium in a Hquid system which 
resulted in 4 x 1019 fissfons; however, all other similar accidents 
were below 3 x 101S'f1ssions. 

• I • 

e. What accfdent scenarios were excluded in the C~mmission's evaluation of 
dangers to the offsite population? 

.'Response 

Contingency planning is based on "worst casen site specific types of 
accidents that appear feasible. Accidents of lesser consequences are 
assumed to, fall within the envelope of'the contfgency plan. The staff 
is not aware of feasfble accfdents which would result fn offsite 
consequences greater than the two identified for planning purposes. 

Questfon 17' 

Please answer the follOWing questions 'on, offsite,emergency planning at NFS 
Erwin: 

a. What provisions exist for warning the offsite populatfon' in the event 
of an emergency? 

Response 

There are, no requirements in the I icense, for having provisions to 
~otify the offsite population' in the event of an emergency. However. 
NFS has,~th standard telephone and two-way radio Which interfaces with 
the l~al police. 'Any tinie the site emergency plan is activated. their 
'plan states that they w1ll notify certain local. state, and federal 
,agencies., ' ' 
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b. Specifically, have the license conditions outlined ,1n SEC~-,~t:~~,~: ' 
, July 23,' 1982. beentmposed on the cOlllpanyl 

Response 

No. a decision was made to hold an offsite emergency \Ilanning 
requirements for materials licensees 1n abeyance pending the issuance 
of the generic rulemaking'. 

c. If so, when:were these conditions imposed? 

d. 

e. 

Response ": 

Does not apply. ' 

If not, what is the technical basis for fai ling to impose such 
conditi ons1 

Response 

There was no technical basis for not imposing the conditionS outlined 
in SECY-82-3U; As noted' fn{b) above. a 'decision was made to await 
~e generic rulemaking. 

What'is the ex~ectedtimetable for the COIIIIlission's proposed generic 
rulemaking on emergency planning at fUel cyc'e facilities which 
fncludes recolll1lended ',protective actions for the publ1c1 S\Iecifically, 
what are the timetables for'publfshing a proposed rule and a final rule 
for Regulatory Agenda Item 3795. 51 FR 14888, April 21. 19861 

Response 

The proposed rule is currently before the CoIIIIIission for fts 
'conslderatlim; 

flIfflstfon 18 

Please answer the ~ollOWing qU~stions on the Clinchffeld Railroad property 
north of the plant s1te. 

a. How much land, remains contaminated at levels greater than the target 
, values established in 19801 

Response 

As of May ~ 1986 approximately i ,300 square feet of the Seaboard 
(formerly clinchff~ld) Railroad property north of the plant site had 
not been released under the provisions of the 1980 target 
decontamination va lues. The areas involved were re-sampled in July 
1986 Due to the, need for time-consuming radi~hemical sepa~ation 
proc~sses the analytfcal results are not expected to be avulable 
untfT app~oXimatelY October 1986, at which time the issue will b~ 
reevaluated. Region II has conducted two inspections thus far thlS 
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year into the NFS'program for decontaminating this property. The NRC
will continue to closely imnitor NFS acfions to decontamfnatte this
property. -•

Processing of soil sampfes for analysis is. a long, tedious,

-time-consuming.-procedu~e requiring .several. precise separation.
techniques. After each decontamination (by. soil removal) the soil: has
been sampled.with the analysis results in each case showing a decline
in detected ictivity but not to levels.acceptable. per the 1980 target
values. Intervening factors such as winter weather and a strike have
delayed cbmpletion of additional soil removal and reevaTuation
activities. To date, several thousand cubic yards of material have
been relocated to an area within the NFS site-where the contaminated.
materiajlhas been placed in a large mound.

b. Has the. Commission "authorized the release of this land for unrestricted
use?

Response- j

Yes, on September 18,--1980, a portion of the Clinchfield Railroad
property was released by the NRC for unrestricted use. The release was
granted after NRC had confirmed that the area had been sufficiently
decontaminated to meet. the target limitsestablished in. 1980.

c. If the Commission has not authorized release of the contaminated land,
what further measures are required before release will be approved?

Response

Currently the licensee is required to meet the target limits
established In 1980- in order to obtain NRC approval -to release
additional Clinchfield Railroad property for unrestricted -Use. In
order to accomplish this, additional soil may have to be removed. If
the licensee proposes alternate limits and a technical basis for those
limits in accordance with 10.CFR Part 20, NRC will review such a
proposal to determine whether the proposal has merit. - -

d. If the Commission has authorized release qf land Which did not meet the
limits established in 1980, what was the technical basis for releasing
the land?

Response

The Commission has not authorized release of land which did not meet
the 1980 requirements. See also the response to Question 18b aboveý

Question 19

The previous NFS license to handle special- nuclear material expired on
February 29s 1984. . -

a. Has the NRC issued a license renewal? If so, when?

F
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Response

No. See response to Question 19d below.

b. If not, what further information from the company will the Commission
require before issuing a license,?

Response

The Commission is in the process of reorienting the NFS license to
more performance based rather than prescriptive requirements. On
February 14, 1986, the Commission, transmitted to NFS questions and
comments related to the'NFS renewal application and requested a
response by May 1, 1986.-- By letter dated April 16, 1986; NFS requested
an extension to January 1, 1987. This is because the licensee -
estimated that a major revision of their renewal application would be
needed to address NRC's.comments.

c. Is it common practice for the Commission to allow fuel cycle facility
licensees to operate under~an expired license?

Response

The Commission does not allow licensees to operate under Tan expired
license (See 10 CFR 70.38(d)(1)(i)). See response to Question 19d
below.

d. What is the technical basis for allowing NFS to operate without a
license? -

Response -

NFS has not been operating without a license. 10 CFR 70.33(b) states,
"In any case in which a licensee, not less than thirty (30) days prior
to expiration of his existing'license, has filed an application in
proper form for renewal of a license, such existing license shall not
expire until the application for a renewal has been finally determined
by the Commission." This regulation is inaccord with the
Administrative Procedure Act. 5 U.S.C. Section 558(c), applicable to
NRC actions pursuant to Section 181 of the Atomic Energy ActIof 1954.
as amended. NFS filed their renewal application on January 23, 1984,
33 days prior to their license expiration date., Accordingly, the NFS
license has remained in effect pursuant to the regulations and all-
requirements in the license and regulations apply. .-

0

Question 20

With regard to fines against NFS Erwin, has the Commission proposed any
fines which NFS Erwin has .not yet paid? If so, describe the violations and
the licensee's reasons for' opposing the fine. What action-is necessary tow;
resolve the status of any outstanding-fines?

Response - p

-NFS Erwin has paid all fines assessed.
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year 1nto the NFS')lrogram Jor. decontamina·tfng this property, The NRC 
will continue to closely monitor NFS acflons to decontamlna.1;e this 
property. ~ 

Process,1ng of 'soH -ralll;re~ for < analys1s Is· a' long, tedious, 
. time-consuming: . procedure requiring. several precise separ.ation. 
techniques. After each decontaminat10n (by son remava·l) ·t.M .5011: has 
been sampled. with the analysis resu.1ts in each case showing a decline 
in detected act1vity but not to levels . acceptable per the 1980 target,'. 
values. lrtervening factors such as winter weather and a strike have 
delayed completion of add1t10nal 5011 removal and reevaluation 
actJvitles. To date, several thousand .cubic yards of material have 
been relocated to an area wi thin the NFS 5 He'where .the ./:ontamlnated. 
materl~chas been placed in a large mound. 

Has the:c~1s~f~n~uthorl~ed th~rel~ase~f this la~ for unrestricted 
use? " 

. _ Response" 

y~s, on September 18,,1980, a portfon of 'the Cilnchfleld Ra1lroad 
property was released by the NRC for unrestricted u'se. The release was 
granted after NRC had conf1rmed that the area had been sufficiently 

,decontaminated to meet the target 7fmlts<. e~tabl1she4 In, 198(). 

If the COIIIIlission has not .autliorf:z:ed.release ofth~ ~ontamfnatedfand, 
what further measures are required be1'orereJease wHI be approved? 

Response 

Currently the licensee is requfred to meet the target limits 
established in 1980 in order to obtain NRC approvQl . to release> 
additional Clinchfield Railroad property for unrestricted ,u$e. In 
order to accomplish this. additional soil may have to be removed. If 
the licensee proposes alternate lfmfts and a technical basis for those .
limits in accordance with lOCFR Part 20, NRC w111 review such a 
proposal to detenninewhether the proposal has merit. 

d. If the Commission has author1zed release of. land whfch did, not meet the 
limits established fn 1980, what was the technical basis for releasing 

. the land? 

. -
, The Coamisslon has not authorized release of land which dfd not meet 

the 1980 requirements. See also. the response to Question 18b above. 

Question 19 

The previous MFS l1cense to handle speCial nuclear material expired on 
February 29; 1984. 

a. Has the NRC issued a license'renewal? If so, when? 

.J 

b. 

c • 

d. 
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No. See response to Questflln 19d below. 

If not, what further information from the company will the COIIIIlisslon 
require before Issuing a Ifcens~? 

Response 

The Commissfon 1s in the process of reorienting the MFS 1 icense to 
more performance based rather than prescrfptive requfrements. On. 
February 14, 1986, the Cpmnlssion, transmitted to MFS questions and 
comments related to the' NFS renewal ap!!,lication and requested a 
response by May I, 1986. ,- 8y letter dated April 16, 1986;' NFS requested 
an extension to January I, 1987. This Is because the licensee -.J 

estimated that a major reVision of their renewal application would be 
needed to address NRe's.comments. 

Is It cOlJlllOn practice for the COI1IlIis'sion to allow fuel cycle facility 
licensees to operate unde~,an expired license? 

Response 

The Commission does not allow licensees to operate under 'an expired 
license (See 10 CFR 70.38{d){1)(i». See response to Questfon 19d 
below. 

What is the technical basts for allowing NFS ~o operate without a 
license? 

Response 

, .. 
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NFS has not been operat,1ng without a license. 10 CFR 70.33{b) states, : 
"In any case In which a licensee, not less than thirty (30) 'days prior 
to expiration of his existlng'license. has filed an applicat10n in 
proper form for renewal of'a license, such existing license shall not 
expire until the application for a renewal has been finally determined 
by the Commission. D This regulation Is 1n ,accord with the 
Administrative Procedure Act. 5 U.S.C. Section 558(c). app11~able to 
NRC actions pursuant to Sect10n 181 of the Atomic ~nergy Act'of 1954, 
as amended. NFS filed their renewal application' on January 23. 1984, 
33 days prfor to thejr license expiration date., Accordingly, the NFS 
Hcense has rema1ned in effect pursuant to the regulations and all
requirements in the license and regulations apply. 

Question 20 

With regard to fines against NFS Erwin, has the Coomfssfon proposed any 
fines which NFS Erwfn has ·not yet paid? If so, describe the violations and 
the licensee's reaj;ons for' opposing the fine. What action.is necessary to,; 
resolve the status of any outstanding'fines? . 

- ~ " 

. MFS E~in has paid all fines assessed. 
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Mr. MARKEY. For the benefit of the audience,,l want tejidjqpLW
the location of this plant and point out some of the impoirtai. qea-'
tures on the handouts available and the display at the front-of',the
room.

G • The city of Erwin is located in the eastern part of Tennessee ir
the Appalachian Mountains and near the North Carolina border.
The Fuel Services plant is to the southwest of the city, about three-
quarters of a mile away from the city limits, although the closest

-.C residence is only 250 yards away from the facility.
-, ';, The second figure shows the plant in some detail. The uranium

fuel facility is.in the middle of the plant site and inactive plutorii-
um facilities are in the southeastern section.

There may be .discussion about the inactive retention ponds at
the east end of the plant. The waste burial pits are to the east of
them and contaminated railroad land is to the northwest of the
plant. " -

- In addition, TI would like to add a cautionary note on the material
to be discussed. The U.S. Navy has expressed its concern that de-.
tailed information on the process of producing fuel for Naval Reac-
tors is classified. I have received a personal briefing, from Naval

• "Reactors and have reminded them that in preparing for this hear-
' i Lug, subcommittee staff has requested no classified documents aid.

has seen no classified material.
In addition, the Navy has reviewed in advance the NRC's written

-6. _ responses to the; subcommittee. Union members have made clear
that they are' very patriotic and very aware of the need to protect
sensitive material.It goes without •sayin~g that the NRC is also cognizant of classi-,

, fled information. *.Because o the Navy's concern, I do want !to

.. , remind witnesses that information that leaks, spills, accidents and
-contamination have occurred is not classified while detailed infor-
.nation on the Navy's fuel, on equipment and on the manufactur-

V i)g process is classified, and to keep this in mind while testifying.
V Pp It would be very., very helpful if all witnesses could keep those

a distinctions in mind. tc
Before the NAc begins testifying, I want to take this opportunity

.-% to welcome Commissioner Carr to his first appearance before the
subcommittee. Admiral Carr has had a long and distinguished mili-
tary career. Hefoughtin World War II and was' a member of. ýhe
first crew of the Nautilus, the first nuclear submarine. He served
as commanding officer on two nuclear submarines.

The subcommittee looks forward to working with Commissioner
S Carr and we thank you very much for 'all of the work that you
have done in the past and the contributions you have made.

V With that, we suspend the opening statements by members: of
V • the committee and we -turn to our panel.

- Welcome, Commissioner Zech. We would appreciate once again if
you could limit your opening statement as best as possible so, we
could begin questioning,

The Chair now recognizes the Chairman of the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission for an opening statement.
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Mr. M~RKEY. F?r the benefit ~f the audience"I w~ntJtoi:.indlc,~ 
the locatIon of thIs plaIl,t~d pomt out so~e of the ImpQrtan;t.J~a,~ 
tures on the handouts avaIlable and the display at thefrorit-of'L~he .. 
room. '.' .~ "oro( 

The city of .Erwin is l~ated in the eastern part of T~nnessee)lj 
the AppalachIan, Mountams and near the North Carolma bordei~ 
The Fuel Services plant is to the southwest of the city, about thre~ 
quarters of a mile 'away fro!l1 the city limits, although the clos~t 
residence is only 250 yards away from the f~cility. .1 

The second figure· shows . the plant in soinedetail. The uranium 
fuel facility isin.the middle of the plant site and inactive plutorl.:i-
um facilities are in the southeastern section. . , ! 

There may bedis(fussion about the inactive retehtionpondsat 
the east end of .the plant. The waste burial pits are to the east of 
them and coritamiriij.ted railroad land is to the' northwest of the 
plant.',··...' 

In addition, Ilwould like to add a cautionary note on the materHil 
to be discussed. The U;S. Navy has expreSsed its concern that de
tailed information on the process of producing fuel for Naval Reac
tQrs is classified. I have rtkeived a personal, briefing from .Naval 
Reactors and have reminded them that in preparing for this hear
ing, subcommitte~ staff haS. requested no classified documents a:t;l~ 
has seen no classIfied materlal~ " 

In addition, the NaVy has reviewed in advance the NRC's writt~n 
responses to the'-Subcommittee. Union members have made cle~r 
that they are' v~'ry patriotic and very aware of the need' to protect 
sensitive materiaL . 
. It goes without "~aying that the NRC is also cOg'nizantof classi

fied information., Because of'the Navy's concern, I do want ito 
remind witnesses that information that leaks, spills, accidents and' 
contamination have occurred is not classified while detailed infor
mation on the Navy's fuel, on equipment and on the manufacti.lr
ing process is classified, and to keep this in niind while testifyi~g. 

It would be,. very, very helpful if all witnesses could keep those 
distinctions iIi mind. . .• 

Before the NRC begins testifying, I want to take this opportunity 
to welcome Commissioner Carr to his fIrst appearance before ~he 
subcommittee. Admiral Carr has had a long and distinguished mili
tary career. HeJought,in World War II and was a ~ember oC~he 
first crew of the Nauhlus,the first nuclear submarme. He seored 
as commanding officer on two nuclear submarines.:; . 

The subcommittee looks forward to working with Commissioner 
Garr and we thank you very much for' all of the work that you 
have done in the past and the contributions you have made. . .. 

With that, we suspend the opening statements by members: of 
the committee and we turn to our Panel. .. : 

Welcome, Commissioner Zech. We would appreciate once again if·, 
you could limit your opening !;!tatement as best' as possible so' we 
could begin questioning, .: .' .' .- i .. ' 

The Chair now recognizes the Chairman of the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission for an opening statement.' " 
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Mr. M~RKEY. F?r the benefit ~f the audience"I w~ntJtoi:.indlc,~ 
the locatIon of thIs plaIl,t~d pomt out so~e of the ImpQrtan;t.J~a,~ 
tures on the handouts avaIlable and the display at thefrorit-of'L~he .. 
room. '.' .~ "oro( 

The city of .Erwin is l~ated in the eastern part of T~nnessee)lj 
the AppalachIan, Mountams and near the North Carolma bordei~ 
The Fuel Services plant is to the southwest of the city, about thre~ 
quarters of a mile 'away fro!l1 the city limits, although the clos~t 
residence is only 250 yards away from the f~cility. .1 

The second figure· shows . the plant in soinedetail. The uranium 
fuel facility isin.the middle of the plant site and inactive plutorl.:i-
um facilities are in the southeastern section. . , ! 

There may bedis(fussion about the inactive retehtionpondsat 
the east end of .the plant. The waste burial pits are to the east of 
them and coritamiriij.ted railroad land is to the' northwest of the 
plant.',··...' 

In addition, Ilwould like to add a cautionary note on the materHil 
to be discussed. The U;S. Navy has expreSsed its concern that de
tailed information on the process of producing fuel for Naval Reac
tQrs is classified. I have rtkeived a personal, briefing from .Naval 
Reactors and have reminded them that in preparing for this hear
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In addition, the NaVy has reviewed in advance the NRC's writt~n 
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that they are' v~'ry patriotic and very aware of the need' to protect 
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. It goes without "~aying that the NRC is also cOg'nizantof classi

fied information., Because of'the Navy's concern, I do want ito 
remind witnesses that information that leaks, spills, accidents and' 
contamination have occurred is not classified while detailed infor
mation on the Navy's fuel, on equipment and on the manufacti.lr
ing process is classified, and to keep this in niind while testifyi~g. 

It would be,. very, very helpful if all witnesses could keep those 
distinctions iIi mind. . .• 

Before the NRC begins testifying, I want to take this opportunity 
to welcome Commissioner Carr to his fIrst appearance before ~he 
subcommittee. Admiral Carr has had a long and distinguished mili
tary career. HeJought,in World War II and was a ~ember oC~he 
first crew of the Nauhlus,the first nuclear submarme. He seored 
as commanding officer on two nuclear submarines.:; . 

The subcommittee looks forward to working with Commissioner 
Garr and we thank you very much for' all of the work that you 
have done in the past and the contributions you have made. . .. 

With that, we suspend the opening statements by members: of 
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Welcome, Commissioner Zech. We would appreciate once again if·, 
you could limit your opening !;!tatement as best' as possible so' we 
could begin questioning, .: .' .' .- i .. ' 

The Chair now recognizes the Chairman of the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission for an opening statement.' " 
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7TESTIMONY OF LANDO :iV. ZECH, JR., CHAIRMAN, NUCLEAR REG-
ULATORY'COMMISSION, ACCOMIPANIED BY JAMES K. ASSEL-
STINE AND FREDERICK M. BERNTHAL, COMMISSIONERS; WIL-
LIAM CROW,, CHIEF, URANIUM -FUEL LICENSING BRANCH;
DOUG COLLINS, CHIEF, EMERGENCY. PREPAREDNESS AND, RA-
DIOLOGICAL PROTECTION BRANCH; AND JAMES PARTLOW, DI.
RECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF INSPECTION PROGRAMS
Mr. Z~cm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.,
,Before I give my opening statement, and it is a brief statement, Ifeel I should. make several comments concerning the statements

you have made and the statements, Mr. Moorhead has made.
oFirst of al, I would like to say that I certainly agree with Mr.

ad would accept his invitation and yours; Mr.,Chair-
rnin,. to d6 whatever we can. to work closely with your committee.
PKrhaps we could have a session together. I think that will be very
fruitful. I am a personal believer in working together on issues
with all members of our country that are interested in nuclear
power.

Your committee has a large responsibility which I respect very
much, and certainly I would be delighted, and I am sure my col-
leagues would, too, to work closely with you in any way that you. or
Mr. Moorhead would think appropriate.

I also would like to agree with-M 'r. Mooihead's assessment. Ithink NRC has acted responsibly in a situation at Erwin. I. agree
that we should not relax our vigilance and should continue doing
everything we can to improve the situation at NFS Erwin.

Mr. Chairman, I do not agree with several points, you made thatthe danger of accidental exposure to off-site residents is greater
than at any fuel site in the country; I also think -that the statement
in your staff report, which I just saw'this morning,. which said that
it took your request to notify us of pbssible •health problems at NFS

* Erwin in order for us to do.anything; I think that is. entirely incor-
rect.I i think thb reference in'the Statement io NRC, exposure limits
and the implication that our, limits were inadequate, I think that is
not a proper characterization. I think our recognition that. we
should involve the National Institute of Occupational Health and
Safety is a very appropriate and responsible action on our part. It
simply is a recognition that if that organization can be helpful to
us we should call upon -them andthat is exactly what we have
done., i. exactl w w have

I think, 'the NRCs record of nionitoring.and oversight 'of NFSErwin would indicate a responsible action and a concern over a
number of years about that facility. I think we have taken appro-priate actions. I think the facility itself, the management, has at
least recently in enacting their performance improvement program
shown a responsible action.-

I think we are perhaps just starting to see results, but frankly I
am not completely satisfied. I don't think my fellow Commissioners
arem either, but I think the',responsible actions that the facility istaking recently and the specificdthings they have dorii to increase
safety, especially of their workers at that facility, is encouraging,

83

we should feel-we should not rest on our laurels. I think that te
facility is being responsibly managed.

I. think that there is no question but the workers and the man-
agement need also to work closer. together as you and Mr. Moor-
head have suggested, and I think a cooperative and constructive
effort on their part would be most appropriate and show that-and
in my mind anyway be the correct course of action.

In other words, working together at that site as well as working
together on this committee is certainly something that I submit, is
a constructive way to improve.

Let me just make one final statement here, Mr. Chairman. Your
allusion to this Commission as not being aggressive, I think, is en-
tirely incorrect. I think we have been aggressive.

I think you are working here at least in my impression in the
past 2 years, you are working. with some dedicated professionals
who do care about their fellow citizens.

You have a staff that has tremendous competence, working very
hard with a tremendous amount of integrity. and honesty and open-
ness and their sole purpose'is safety and public health and safety
of their fellow citizens. I think that is commendable and I am
proud to serve with these professionals.

Mr. ChairmaAi, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this
subcommittee concerning NRC regulation of. the Nuclear Fuel
Service facility in Erwin, TN.

.On July 16, 1986, I appeared before you'and described the Com-
mission's views on the importance of excellence in the operation
and management of nuclear powerplants in his country. At that
time, I stated that a clear dedication to safety must come from
within the top officials of each nuclear utility. and that discipline,
technical competence, constant vigilance, and management involve-
ment are mandatory if we are to succeed in safely providing the
benefits of nuclear energy to the American people.

I also described the roles of the NRC Regional Administrators,
the key NRC headquarters offices, and the Commission itself to
closely monitor and assess each plant's operational safety perform-
ance and to initiate necessary actions to demand correction of ad-
verse trends. . .. :

In my view, Mr. Chairman, the safe operation of nuclear fuel fa-
cilities demands the same degree of excellence in operations and
management as is expected at nuclear powerplants. The NFS facili-
ty is especially important to our country since it represents a key
element in the production of nuclear fuel for the reactors in our
Navy's nuclear powered ships. I am informed that NFS Erwin h~s
a longstanding reputation of putting out an excellent product.

NFS began processing nuclear materials in 1957. Various i0o-
topes and enrichments of uranium, as well as thorium and plutoni-.
um, have been handled in its facilities and equipment. Some of its
facilities have been used for many years, and some are no longeri in
use as processes and practices have changed.-

The NRC regulatory program at the Erwin facility has been ex-
tensive, with priority attention given to areas of performance re-
quiring improvement and followup to ensure that improvements.
are made. As a comparison, the NRC regional inspection effort at.
Erwin over the past several years has been almost equal to that for.
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,) thin~ th~ re.ference in? th~ ~tatement toNRh exppsu~e limits 
, and the ImplIcatIon that our, lImIts were inadequate, I think that is 
not a J?r0per characte~ization: I think our recognition that we 
should .Involve th~ Nab~nal Institute of Occupational Health and 
~afety I~ a very a~p~opnate ~n.d responsible action on our part It 
SImply IS a recogmtIOn that If that org~niiation Can be helpful to 
us we should' call, upon them and ~h~t is exactly what we. have 
done.. "., - ." . " """" 
I~hink, "~he, ~CJsrecord of ~onitoring,apd oVersIght of NFs 

ErwIn would IndIcate a responsIble, action and a concern over a 
nu.mber o~ years a~out that fa?i,Iity. I think we have taken appro
prIate actIons., I thIn~ the f~cd_Ity itself, the nianagement, has at 
least recelltly In.enactu!-g theIr performance, improvement program 
shown. a responsIble aC

o

b9n: J, ' , '. . . ,," .". • :' 

I thmk we are perh~p,s Just startIng to. see results, but frankly I 
am, n?tcompletely ~!ibsfied: I don'~ ~hink my fellow CommiSsioners 
are~ eIther, but I thInk the'~es~n~Ibleactions }hat ~re f~c~lity is 
taking recen~y and the. speCIfic thIngs they have done to increase 
safe_ty, espeCIally of theIr workers at that facility, is encouraging, 
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we should feel-:"we should not rest on our laurels. I think that ~e 
facility is being responsibly managed. , f 

1 think that there is no qqestion but the workers and the man
agement need also to work closer. together as you and Mr. MQ9r
head have suggested, and I think a cooperative and constructive 
effort on their part would be most appropriate and sl:low that-and 
in my mind anyway be the correct course of action. ' , 

. In other words, working together at that site as well as working 
. tOgether on this committee is certainly something that I submit; is 
a constructive way to hnprove. , . , . 

Let me just make one, final statement here, Mr.Chairman. Your 
allusion to this Commission as not being aggressive, I think, is en-
tirely incorrect. 1 think we have ~naggressive. ' ; 

I think you are working here at least'in my impression in the 
past 2 years, you are working. with some dedicated professionals 
who do care about their fellow citizens. ' 
, You have a staff that has tremendous competence, working very 

hard with a tremendous amount of integrity and honesty and open
ness and their sole purpose' is safety and pUblic health and safety 
of their fellow citizens. I think 'that is commendable and lam 
proud to serve' with these, professionalS. , ,~ 

Mr. Chairmart, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this 
subcommittee, concerning NRC regulation of the Nuclear Fuel 
Service facility in Erwin, TN.·- " .: ' 

On July 16, 1986, I appeared before you' and described the Com
mission's views on the importance of excellence in the operation 
and management of nuClear powerplants .in his country. At th,at 
time, I stated that a clear dedication to safety must come frqm 
within the top officials of each nuclear utility and that discipline, 
technical competence, constant vigilance, and management involve
ment are mandatory if we are to succeed in safely providing the 
benefits of nuclear energy to the American people. : 

I also described the roles of the NRC Regional Administrators, 
the key NRC q,eadquarters offices, and the Commission itself to 
clOSely monitor arid assess .each plant's operational safety perforrn~ 
ance and to hiitiat~ riecessaryactions to demand correction of ad-
verse trends. . ' , : i 

In my view, Mr. Chairman, the safe operation of nuclear fuel fa-
. ciUties demands the same degree of excellence in operations ap~ 

management as is expected at nuclear powerplants. The NFS facilI
ty is especially important to our country since it represents a key 
element in the"production of nuclear fuel for the reactors ~n o]lr 
Navy's nuclear powered ships. I am informed ~hat NFS Erwm njlS 
a longstanding reputation of putting out ~n e~cellent prod~ct. .. ' 

NFS began processing nuclear materIals In 1957. VarIous l~o
topes and enrichments of uranium, as well as thorium and plutot;li
um, have been handled in, its facilities and equipment. Some of its , 
facilities have been, used for many years, and some are no longer, in 
use as processes and practices have changed. ' 

The NRC regulatory program at the Erwin facility has been ~x
tensive, with priority attention given to areas of. performance re
quiring improvemeIit and followup to ensure that improvements, 
are made. As a comparison, the NRC regional inspection effort ~t 
Erwin over the paSt Several years has been almost equal to that fpr 
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a nuclear power station -with a single reactor, approximately four
staff years per year, including an onsite full-time resident inspec-
tor. This level of NRC inspection, which is greater than at any
other nuclear fuel facility, asbeen.'necessary due to the complex
operations involving highly enriched uranium, the labor intensive
nature of the production lines, and the multiple performance areas
where im provements have been necessary.

Over the past 3 years, NRC inspections have identified signifi-
cant deficiencies in NFS operations in the areas of nuclear critical-
ity control, nuclear materials safeguards, and radiological controls.
Problems in these areas have resulted in escalated NRC enforce-
ment actions, including four civil penalties and an order modifying
the license. The details are included in our response to your ques-
tions. In conjunction with the NRC's most recent escalated enforce-
ment action in May 1985, NFS management committed to an inde-
pendent review of their nuclear health and safety program and im-
plementation of their own Performance Improvement Program to
address NRC concerns as well as weaknesses identified by the inde-
pendent review. This review was conducted by the Bechtel Corp. in
June 1985.

Bechtel identified weaknesses in NFS management involvement
in the radiological controls program, deficiencies in staffing levels
and qualifications of the radiation protection staff, and the need for
increased supervision within the radiation protection organization.
In mid-1985, the NFS Performance Improvement Plan was modi-
fied to address the findings of the independent review.

As part of its inspection and enforcement program, the NRC has
been examining a number of alleged violations of requirements re-
ported to NRC by plant workers, principally during a worker strike
in 1985 while the plant was being operated by supervisory employ-
ees. Of the .total 178 allegations, 164 have been investigated and of
these, 38 have been partially or completely substantiated. These
matters have resulted in NRC issuing 13. severity level IV or V vio-
lations of NRC requirements. The violations found by NRC through
followup of these -worker allegations do not individually pose a seri-
ous threat to public health and safety, but they do- deserve-and
NRC requires-management's proinpt attention to such problems
and their underlying causes so that more significant problems are
prevented.

Current operations at •Erwin are considered to be satisfactory in
terms of compliance with NRC requirements and protection of
public safety. During the past year, the results of NRC inspections
and management reviews have indicated that there has been some
improvement in safety performance at NFS. Based upon their ini-
tial actions under the Performance Improvement Program, it ap-
pears that NFS management is willing to commit the necessary re-
sources and to improve performance. Nevertheless, much remains
to be accomplished in upgrading the quality of operations and radi-
ological controls as well as general work station cleanliness at this
•important facility.

In coming months,. we will be observing the extent to which NFS
management is successful in implementing an internal program
which both encourages the reporting of legitimate employee safety
c oncerns and demonstrates managenent's- resolve to promptly ad-

dress safety issues. The Commission acknowledges management's
commitment in their performance improvement plan but reserves
judgment on effectiveness of the NFS program pending additional
NRC staff monitoring and evaluation..

The responsibility for safe nuclear operations at a nuclear fuels
facility such as. NFS is an important task for the licensee. The Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission's regulatory programs are intended,
to ensure that the licensee meets this responsibility.

During a recent visit to the NFS facility, I toured the plant and
met with corporate, plant and local union officials. In my. judg-
ment, NFS management has established a reasonable plan for ad-
dressing their problems. I told the NFS management that I was
disappointed with the cleanliness of the facility and I recommended
management attention in order to prevent contamination and radi-
ation problems. Also, I suggested to management. and to a -union
official that they try to work together in a spirit of cooperation
that would reflect their excellent product.

Let me close my testimony by assuring you and the members of

this subcommittee that the Commission is fully committed to con-
tinued, strong safety oversight at the Erwin facility. Althoukh we

believe NFS Erwin management is dedicated to achieving improved
performance, we want to see results.

Mr. Chairman, this completes my testimony. I would be happy to

address the Subcommittee's questions.
Mr. MARKEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Any other members of the Commission seeking to be recognized

for purposes of giving an opening statement?
Commissioner Asselstine.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES K. ASSELSTINE

Mr. AssmEi•rNE. May I make a couple of comments since. I was
out of town when the testimony was finalized? -

I would say at the outset that I think that the problems with this

plant and the problems that we have seen in a number of facilities

in the materials area indicate a need for some greater attention

and effort on our part to materials licensees.
We on the Commission spend most of our time focusing on the

reactor side and I think the lessons of some of the experiences at

some of these facilities ought to be telling us that we need more
effort on the materials licensing side as well. Whether it is the en-

forcement action that we have had against companies like Radi-

ation Technologies, the accident at the Sequoyah Fuels plant, the

problems with NFS Erwin, difficulties with medical misadministra-
tions or problems vyith industrial radiography overexposures, those

experiences indicate that we should be doing more in the materiala

area.
In recent months, we have set up a blue ribbon panel to. look at

NRC regulation of materials licensees, what can be done to im-

prove the performance of these licensees and our regulatory per-

formance. I think we need to take a fresh look at our requirements
and how effective we have been in ensuring a strong NRC presence
in inspection and enforcement in materials licensing.

i
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a nuclear power stati~n -wi~h a single. reactor,. approximately four 

'. staff ~e~ per year, mcludmg ~n. onsIte full~tlme resident inspec~ 
tor. ThIs level of NR~. inspection,. which is greater than at any 
other ~lUGle!lr fue.l facI~Ity, has~een. necessary due to the complex 
operatlOns mvolvmg ~llghl.y ~nrIched uranium, the labor intensive 
nature .~i the productIOn hnes, and the multiple performance areas 
where Improvements have been necessary. . 

Over ~e past 3 years, NRC inspections have identified signifi
~t defiCIencies in NFS operations in the areas of nuclear critical
Ity control! nuclear matenals safeguards, and radiological controls. 
Problems. m t!tese a.reas hav~ resulted in escalated NRC enforCe
ment. actions, mcludmg four CIvil penalties and an order modifying 
t!te lIcense. The details are included in our response to your ques
tions. In ~onj.unction with the NRC's most recent escalated enforce
ment actIon m May 1985, NFS management committed to an inde
pendent r~view of t~eir nuclear health and safety program and im
plementatIOn of theIr own Performance Improvement Program to 
address NR9 conce~ns as. well as weaknesses identified by the inde
pendent reVIew. ThIS reVlew was conducted by the Bechtel Corp. in 
June 1985. 
. Bechtel !den~ified weakI)esses' in NFS management involvement 
m . the r~dlOl~lcal controls pr<?gram, defi~iencies in staffmg levels 
~d qualificatIons of the radIatIon protectIon staff and the need for 
mcre~ supervision within the radiation protection organization_ 
In mld-1985, the NFS Performance Improvement Plan was modi
fied to addreB!' t~e findi.ngs of the independent review_ 

As part <?f .Its mspectlonandenforcement program, the NRC has 
been exammmg a number of ' alleged violations of requirements re
ported to ~RC by plant worker~, principally during a worker strike 
m 1985 while the plant was. bemg operated by supervisory employ
ees.·Of the, total 17-8 allegatIons, 164 have been investigated and of 
these, 38 have been partially or completely substantiated. These 
m8:tters have resulted in NRC issuing 13. severity level IV or V vio
latIons of NRC requirements. The violations found by NRC through 
followup of these worker allegations do not individually pose a seri
ous threat.~to public health and safety, but they do" deserve-and 
NRC re9uIres--'-m~nagement's prompt attention to such problems 
and thelr underlymg causes so that more significant problems' are 
prevented. ,_ . 

Current oper~tionsat .Ei-vyin are con~idered to be satisfactory in 
terffi;S of compha~ce WIth NRC' reqUIrements and protection' of 
publIc safety. Durmg the past year,. the results of NRC inspections 

,!ind managem~nt reviews have indicated that there has been some 
l.r:npr~lV~ment m safety performance at NFS: Based upon their ini
tIal actIons under the Performance. Improvement Program it ap
pears t!tat NFS.management is willing to commit theneces~ary r~ 
sources and ~ lIDp~ove perf~rmance. Nevertheless, much remains 
to ~ aqcoroplished m upgrading the quality of operatioDsimd radi-

,?logIcal contr?l~ as well' as general work station cleanliness at this 
Important faCIhty. . . '. 

In coming Il!0nthsj. we will be observing the extent to which NFs 
ma~agement 18 successful in iml?lementin~. an internal pro~am 
\V};uchboth encourages the repor~mg. of legItImate employee safety 
cqncerns and demonstrates managetnent's'resolve to promptly ad-
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dress safety issues. The Commission aclq}owledges management's 
commitment in their performance improvement plan but reserves 
judgment on effectiveness of the NFS program pending additional· 
NRC staff monitoring and evaluation.. ~ . 

The responsibility for safe nuclear operations at a nuclear fuels 
facility such asNFS is an important task for tile licensee. The Nu
clear Regulatory Commission's regulatory programs are intended .. 
to ensure that the licensee meets this responsibility. . 

During a recent visit to the NFS facility, I toured the plant and 
met with corporate, plant and local union officials. In my, judg
ment, NFS management has established a reasonable plan for ad
dressing their problems. I told the NFS management that:I was 
disappointed with the cleanliness of the facility and I recommended 
management attention in order to prevent contamination and radi
ation problems. Also, I suggested to management. and to a union 
official that ~hey try to. work together in a spirit of cooperation 
that would reflect their excellent product_ ' 

Let me . close my testimony by assuring you and the mem~rs of 
this subcommittee that the Commission is fully committed ~9 con
tinued, strong safety oversight at the Erwin facility. Althou~h we 
believe NFSErwin management is dedicated to achieving improved 
performance, we want to see results. :: 

Mr. Chairman, this completes my testimony. I would be happy to 
address the subcommittee's questions. I 

Mr. MAnKEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. \ 
Any other members of the Commission seeking to be recognized 

for purposes of giving an opening statement? . ; 
Commissioner Asselstine. -

'TESTIMONY OF JAMES K. ASS~LSTINE 
Mr. A~ELSTINE. May f make a couple of comments since I was 
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I would ,say at the outset that I think that the problems with this 

plant and the problems that we have seen in a number of facilities 
in the materials area indicate a need for some greater at~ntion 
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We on the Commission spend most of our time focusing on the 
reactor side and I think the lessons of some of the experiences at 
some of these facilities ought to be telling us that we need more 
effort on the materials licensing side as well. Whether it isthe en
forcement action that we have had against companies like Radi
ation Technologies, the accident at the Sequoyah Fuels plant, the 
problems with NFS Erwin, difficulties with medical misadministra
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In recent months, we have set up a blue ribbon p~el to look at 
NRC regulation of materials licensees, what can be done to .im
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dress safety issues. The Commission aclq}owledges management's 
commitment in their performance improvement plan but reserves 
judgment on effectiveness of the NFS program pending additional· 
NRC staff monitoring and evaluation.. ~ . 
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Mr. Chairman, this completes my testimony. I would be happy to 
address the subcommittee's questions. I 

Mr. MAnKEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. \ 
Any other members of the Commission seeking to be recognized 

for purposes of giving an opening statement? . ; 
Commissioner Asselstine. -

'TESTIMONY OF JAMES K. ASS~LSTINE 
Mr. A~ELSTINE. May f make a couple of comments since I was 

out of town when the testimony was finalized?,'. ; 
I would ,say at the outset that I think that the problems with this 

plant and the problems that we have seen in a number of facilities 
in the materials area indicate a need for some greater at~ntion 
and effort on our part to materials licensees. . • 

We on the Commission spend most of our time focusing on the 
reactor side and I think the lessons of some of the experiences at 
some of these facilities ought to be telling us that we need more 
effort on the materials licensing side as well. Whether it isthe en
forcement action that we have had against companies like Radi
ation Technologies, the accident at the Sequoyah Fuels plant, the 
problems with NFS Erwin, difficulties with medical misadministra
tions or problems V'(ith industrial radiography overexposur.es, those 
experiences indicate,thl'}.t we should be doing more in the materials. 
area. . '. ;: 

In recent months, we have set up a blue ribbon p~el to look at 
NRC regulation of materials licensees, what can be done to .im
prove the performance of these licensees and our regulatory per
formance. I think we need to take a fresh look at our requirements 
and how effective we have been in ensuring a strong NRC presence 
in inspection and enforcement in materials licensing. 
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In terms of NFS Erwin specifically, I think I would be a little
less positive than the Commission's statement in terms of whether
the operations there are satisfactory. I also have concerns about
the staffs handling of the various allegations that we have seen
from the company employees.

A couple of examples: One of the allegations that we received
had to do with an allegation that there was an individual who was
responsible for ensuring production at the plant and that foremen
were so afraid of this individual that they would lie in order to
avoid problems with that individual. The staff's response was to
say, "Well, there is not any regulatory requirements in this area
and, therefore, there is no regulatory concern."

I am a little troubled by that. If you have a situation where pro-
duction is so important and where you have the person in charge
of that having such a strong role, a logical question is, "Is there a
safety impact from that kind of influence?"

Another allegation had to do with concerns that had been report-
ed by these individuals to management, and management hadn't
done anything about them. The. staff response was to say there
weren't any regulatory concerns and to refer the concerns right
back to the NFS management. I am..not sure that solves the prob-
lems either and I understand where the -union would not be satis-
fled with that response on our part.

Another problem has to do -with the contamination in the lunch-
room and again the response seems to be that the contamination
levels are below our. limits for the plant, which are set at the high-
est level and, therefore, although they violate the company limits,
there aren't real problems there. I am not satisfied with that re-
sponse either.

The failure of 'radiation monitoring equipment, the answer is it is
not-of concern either because the process wasn't in operation or the
particular piece of•.equipment wasn't specifically required. I think
the answers to these allegations misses'the broader lesson from'
this experience-that. when you put these things together-the
practices and thfb quality- of operation aren't what we ought to be
insisting up-on;

-If our re~ulatiodns or requirements areni't high enough to ensure6
a higher level of oper~tion, maybe we ought to take a hard look at
what our requirements are and how we' have been' doing with en1'r
suring compliance.,.

I agree with the chairman that our sense, from the Navy is that'
the product there is pretty good. But the difficulty is when I look ati
the overall history and the allegations, it seems to be a -pretty'
sloppy operation, not up to the standards that we ought to be in-
sisting upon. ... - . .. . . . ,

The enforcement history is not good when you compare this -acfl:
ity 'with others in "this country and abroad, I think that there is al,
clear difference in terms of the quality of operations. We ought to
be working.to ensure substantial improvement here. "I

I have been--to-at-least one other fuellfacility in this country andi
the comparison is like night and day-in terms of cleanliness andl,
attention to maintaining the equipment and facilities. I have been;
to another facility recently in Japan and again I see substantial"
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differences in terms of attention to radiological control and cleanli-
ness in the facility.

I think Chairman Zech visited the same facility and could give
you the same kind of reaction. We need to ensure that the quality
of operations and the sloppiness at this place gets cleaned up. I
would characterize it more as that than anything else.

I am encouraged that the company has an improvement pro-
gram, but I think we have to insist upon real improvement and get
tough with these guys and get the kinds of performpance we need.

I think the Navy ought to get tough with them. They are the sole
supplier of this product and if you have a substantial problem at
this facility, there are potential national security implications from
that. That gives the Navy a strong stake in ensuring that the qual-
ity of operations there improves.

Those are my comments, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MARKEY. Any other members?
Commissioner Bernthal.

I•
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TESTIMONY OF FREDERICK M. BERNTHAL
Mr. BERNTHAL. I will take just a minute.
I agree with manyi of the comments that both the chairman and

Commissioner Asselstine have made. I wanted to emphasize one.-
point.

This is the second or third time around the track with this facili-.
ty for some of us and Commissioner Asselstine hasn't mentioned it,
but we went through a. similar go-around -with the , NFS facility
when Commissioner Asselstine was the lead staff person on the
Senate Committee of Oversight and Environment and Public
Works and I was a staff member in the Senate.

My experience over the last 8 years-and I am going to comment
on the institutional aspect of how you are running this ship there
is that it is a strange way to run and to regulate, if I may say, the
sole source for a strategic material such as Navy nuclear fuel.

Where the Navy leaves it to the NRC, by and large, the NRC-
and I noted this particularly before I became a Commissioner is
put in the position of having to say, "Well, we would like things tb
be better, but we understand that this is a terribly important facili-
ty," and things kind of go on the way they always had.

You have an adversarial union-management relationship, all the
.eormarks of the old-fashioned way and it isn't the good, old way
either, I might say.

'I don't understand why that kind of adversarial management-
labor relationship is considered appropriate for, the sole source of a
strategic material such as Navy nuclear fuel.

So very broadly speaking over the last 8 years or so that Corn-
missioner Asselstine and I have observed this facility, there are a'
number of things that give rise to some concerns. and that none of
ýus.should be terribly happy about.
:Thank you, Mr.: Chairman.

Mr. MARKi.Y. Any other members?So we have two former Senate staffers and two former admirals,
I don't know howyoui got into this job.
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In terms of NFS Erwin specifically, I think I llVould be a little 
less positive than the Commission's statement in terms of whether 
the operations there are satisfactory. I also have concerns about 
the staff's. handling of the various allegations that we have seen 
from the company employees. 

A couple of examples: One of the allegations that we rAC!p.i'ITM 
had to do with an allegation that there was an individual who was 
responsible for ensuring production at the plant and that foremen 
wer~ so afraid of this individual that they would lie in oraer to . 
avol~, problems ~th that individual. The staffs response was to 
say, Well, there IS not any regulatory requirements in this area . 
and, therefore, there is no regulatory concern." 

I ~m ~ littl~ troubled by that. If you have a situation where pro
duction IS ~ lmportant and where you have the person in charge 
of that. haVlng such a str<;>ng ro~e, a logical question is, "Is there a 
safety Impact from that kInd of Influence?" . ' 
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SLet me just start by asking, what is your view with regard to the
role which the Navy should be playing in regulation here?'Do you
think that the Navy should, have some .regulatory responsibility in
this area? ; * . .Mr. ZEcH. I don't think-sa, Mr. Chairman. I think we have the
regulatory responsibility. I think that is-unless the rules are
changed, I see no reason' why we should not be able to carry out
our responsibilities in this regard. I know the Navy is interested in
the product, that the Navy cares about the facility. I don't think
we need another regulatory group. I see no reason. that we can't
carry out our. responsibilities at NFS Erwin.

I think we have done that. I think we have recognized that there
is room for improvement down there, acknowledged that, and I
think that there is no reason that we should try to change the cur-
rent setup. I think we can handle it and I think we should.

Mr. MARKEY. Are there any members of the Commission that be-
lieve there should be a jurisdictional change?

Mr. AssrITirI. I am not sure that there should be a jurisdiction-
al change and maybe the question of NRC or Navy regulation isn't
the right one. I would like to see more Navy involvement. I think
they have got a strong stake in the way that place is operated.
They have a strong stake not only in the quality of the product it
produces, but in the mannerAthey produce it.

I have to say that in previous years when there have been diffi-
culties with this facility on material accounting questions, the atti-
tude of the Navy has been, "Gee, fellows, you can't shut that facili-
ty down. We have to ensure continued operation of that facility be-
cause we depend so heaviXly on this product. It is our sole source of
supply."

I suspect if we had-significant safety problems or a significant op-
erating event at this plant, we would face the same kind of difficul-
ty with the Navy. ..

The Navy would be saying, "We haver to have this product and
there is a strategic iimnact if you-disrupt the production process."

To me,; that says that the, Navy, ought to be fairly strongly in-
volved in telling, this company not only that they are satisfied with
the product they are producing, but also.that they want to see an,
improvement in the manner they produce it and. I think that kind
of assistance wouldn't displace the NRC regulation necessarily, but
it could help us bring about the kinds of changes that, we would
like to see in the place .

I think that Chairman Zech has talked 'vith Admiral McKee at
the Navy about the facility and I think thatkind of interaction is
positive, moves us -in the right direction.

I would like to see a stronger Navy role insisting on good oper-
ations and I hope-we-would see real improvement in the way they
do theirjob. j ..

Mr. MARKEY. I .don't think Admiral Rickover would allow one of
his submarines to' be run the way this plant is run, which produces
the fuel to drive the submarine fleet. I think we have two stand-
ards: One that is very high and 'very conscious 'of health and safety
concerns that the Navy implements 'for its own fleet- of officers and
enlisted personnel, but yet another standard' that applies to the'ci-
vilians who arevworking just as diligently oni'nitiional security ob-
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jectives, but without the same painstaking care taken to enure
that the workers,"the civilian workers in this plant in Tennessee,
are given the' same kind of care and concern.

It is that double standard, I think, which bothers this subcommit-
tee, and to the extent that the Navy turns a blind eye on these con-
cerns as long as the fuel is delivered on time, meeting the specifica-
tions, I think that is an abdication of responsibility.

Although there is no direct jurisdiction, I think that the Navy
has a moral responsibility to exercise whatever clout it has to
ensure that while the national security objectives are being met' si-
multaneously health and safety and environmental concerns
should also be ýmet, as in its military submarine program; and I
don't know why they, can take such a high profile interest on the
one hand, but when'it comes to these civilians 'that they just basi-
cally say that "It is not my job; it is the NRC's.",

So I have very serious problems with the Navy's attitude on this
subject and my hope, is that they will understand that unless they
begin to play a larger role as well, even on an informal advisory
basis, but in a very aggressive and insistent basis, then many of
these problems, I feel, are going to fester on indefinitely.

NFS is the contractor. These 'materials are being manufactured
for the Navy. To the extent that the' Navy wants certain things
done, they will be done if they so request.

If they absent themselves from any of those discussions with
regard to the health, safety and environmental working conditions
there, then unfortunately it reduces the likelihood that these coridi-
tions will be improved.

That is a *fact of life, the way the world works. Hopefully the
Navy will understand that this black eye, this continuing problem
will be with them as long as they resist the opportunity for them to
go in and help as well to clean up the mess.

Mr. ZECH. May I respond?
Mr. MARKEY. .1 would be glad to listen to you.
Mr. ZECH. I have reviewed the history of the problems of this

plant, Mr. Chairman, over many years. It is an old plant, first con-
structed in 1957, as a laboratory and since has changed its mission
rather significantly several different times.

I have noted also the history of problems, but in my recent visit
to NFS Erwin, as I indicated, I was disappointed. I know the Navy
standards and they are high and they are good and the results are
good., I was disappointed in that plant as you alluded and I"so
stated in my statement.

I noted improvement efforts and also told the officials I wanted
to see results. I talked to the union representative, who I thought
presented himself very candidly and very cohstructively, and so
when I came back to Washington, I called Admiral McKee. I told
him essentially what you had said, that although the Navy re-
ceived the product and it was a good product, I knew it was, that-
and that we were responsible for regulatory measures and monitor-
ing, that I thought that he could help by indicating. to NFS man-
agement, perhaps supporting my views, that the plant had plenty
of room for improvement. It would be helpful to me as a regulator.
if he as the product receiver would agree with that and would ap-
proach management. And he did so.
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his submarines to' be run the way this piant is" run, which pr~uces 
the fuel to drive the submarine fleet; I think we have two stand
ards: One that is very high and very conscious 'of health and S8fety 
concerns that the Navy implementS:for iti30wn fleet' of 'officers and 
enlisted 'persOnnel, but yet another standard'that applies to the,'ci
vilians who are 'working just as' diligently ori' national security o~ 
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jectives, but without the same pains~ng .care ~~en. to ens.ure 
, that the workers, 'the civilian workers m thiS plant m .Tennessee, 

are given the'same kind of care and c~>ncern. . . • 
It is that double standard, I think, which bot~ers th1S.subcomIJ1lt

tee, and to the extent that the .Navy turn~ a blmd ~~e on these. con, 
cerns as long as the fuel is debvered on tlme'.Il?~etmg the spec1fi,ca~ 
tiona I think that is an abdication of responsibIlIty. 

Although there is ~~. ~irect juris~ction, I think that ~he N~vy 
has a moral responsIbIlIty to eXer?lSe ,,!ha~yer clou~ It, has; ~ 
ensure that' while the national security objectIves ,I'lrebemg met, Sl
multaneouslyhealth apd .safe~~ and envir~>nmental c~ncerns 
should also be. met". 'f;\S In Its lD,ll1tary s~bmID."me, I?rogram, and I 
don't know why they can take such a h~~ profile mtere~~ on; ~h~ 
one hand but when' it comes to these· civilians that they Just basI-. 
cally say that lilt is not my job; it is ~he NRC's." '". ;: . 

So I have very serious problems Wlth the Navy 8 attItude on th18 
subject and my hope is that, they will- understan~ that unless .t~ey 
begin to play a larger r()le ~ we~l" ~ve~ on an l~formal advls()ry 
basis, but in' a very aggressIVe and mSlste~t basl~, then many; of 
these problems, I feel, are going~ fes~r on Inde~mtely.. " 

NFS is the contractor; These lnaterlals are bemg man':lfact~fed 
for the Navy. To the extentthat the' Navy wants certaIn thl~gS 
done, they will be done if they so request. ' ..' . 

If they abl'!8nt themselves from ~y of those dlS~usslons .'Ylth 
, regard to the health, safety and envlronI?-en~1 workmg condItI<,>n.S 

there, then unfortunately it reduces the likehhood that these; condi-
tions will be improved. , ." 

That is a fact of life, the way the world works .. Hl?pefully the 
, Navy will underStand that this black eye, this. contI~umgproblem 
" will be with them as long as they resist the oppor~unlty for them to 
, go in and help as well to clean up the mess. . ' 

Mr. ZECH. May I respond? .. . . 
Mr. MARKEY. I would be glad to hsten to you. ,. 
Mr. ZECH. I have reviewed the history. of the lroblems of thiS 

plant, Mr. Chairman, over many years. It 18 an 01 plan~, firs~ c?n
structed in 1957 as a laboratory and since has changed Its mISSion 
rather significa~tly several different times. '. ' .. 

I have noted also the history of problems, but m my recent VISit 
to NFS Erwin as I indicated, I~ was disappointed. I know the Navy 
standards ana' they are high and they are good and the results are 
good. I was disappointed in that plant as you alluded and 1: :so 
stated in my statement. ' . . . 

I noted imprQvement efforts and also told the. offiCials I wan~ed 
to see results. I talked to the union represent~~lVe, v.:ho I thought 
presented himself very candidly and very constructively, and·;so 
when I came back to Washington, I called Admiral McKee. I told 
him essentially what you had said, that although ~he Navy ,:re
ceived the product and it was a good product, I knew It was, th~t
and that we were responsible for regulatory measures and momtor
ing, that I thought that he could ~elp by indicating,.,to NFS man
agement, perhaps supporting my. VIews, that the plant had plenty 
of room for improvement. It would be helpful to me as a regulator, 
if he as the product receiver would agree with that and would ap-
proach management. And hE! did so. , 
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Let me just start by asking, what is your view with regard tc)'the 
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I would like to see.a stronger Navy rolemsil;ting on good oper
ations andlhope"we would see real improyement in the way they 
do their j9b., , . . '. ',.,. " , ", .. ,.- ",'; , ' 

Mr. MARKEY~ I ,don't' think Admiral Rickover would allow one of 
his submarines to' be run the way this piant is" run, which pr~uces 
the fuel to drive the submarine fleet; I think we have two stand
ards: One that is very high and very conscious 'of health and S8fety 
concerns that the Navy implementS:for iti30wn fleet' of 'officers and 
enlisted 'persOnnel, but yet another standard'that applies to the,'ci
vilians who are 'working just as' diligently ori' national security o~ 
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jectives, but without the same pains~ng .care ~~en. to ens.ure 
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there, then unfortunately it reduces the likehhood that these; condi-
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structed in 1957 as a laboratory and since has changed Its mISSion 
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to NFS Erwin as I indicated, I~ was disappointed. I know the Navy 
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when I came back to Washington, I called Admiral McKee. I told 
him essentially what you had said, that although ~he Navy ,:re
ceived the product and it was a good product, I knew It was, th~t
and that we were responsible for regulatory measures and momtor
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proach management. And hE! did so. , 
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I just received a day or s& ago a letter from Mr. Charles Taylor,
the President of NFS Erwin indicating to me' that he agreed with
my rather critical assessment of his' performance and he intended
to do something about it. ' .

So I do think thait Admiral McKee and the Navy have takeh
action. I hope that that'will result in improvements in the future. I
will monitor it closely, Mr. Chairman.

I agree that' the Navy should have a greater interest and I have
tried to do what I could and I think Admiral McKee has responded
in a very acceptable manner.

It is something we will have to watch and-as I said, I don't
think any changes are necessary right now, but I am encouraged
by the response I got not only from Admiral McKee, but from Mr.
Taylor.

We will have to watch and see what happens.
Mr. ASSELSTINE. On the contractor question, I think it is fair to

point out that there are a couple of other defense contractors in-,
volved in the Navy fuel production program. While they may be.

JI different in terms of the process that they do, they may not have
the chemistry difficulties and challenges that exist at NFS Erwin.
Generally we haven't" had a problem with those facilities. The
B&W facility at Lynchburg and* the UNC facility in Connecticut,
those tend to be first-class -operations.. I think the message that
needs to be sent is that is the same thing we expect at this facility,
particularly given its impoe`tant defense' role.

I think the chairman is to be commended for what he has been
doing in the last few weeks. By all accounts, the message he sent
the company at the plant was pretty strong. and they seem to have
received that message. I think that the. contacti with the Navy can
only be to-the good interms of helping to get their greater involve-
ment..

I think we need to direct our staff that we want to get to the
bottom of the problems there and stay on topý of this improvement
program. And if they don't shape. up, take enforcement actions,
whatever it takes to get the kind of improvement that we want to
see at that place. . . ..

Mr. MA-KEY. Again, Admiral Rickover or Admiral McKee would
•never allow their submarine fleet to operate with the level of slop-
piness and c4ntamination which. is prevalent throughout the histo-
ry of this plant. They have a responsibility to ensure that this com-
pany understands the standards that the Navy expects to protect
worker health and safety in the environment and the surrounding
areas, and as dbll, let's not forget that NRC staff reports over the
years. have indicated problems here and the -NRC's record is' some-
thing.that is very, very spotty and inconsistent'in its commitment
afid understanding.
', Andiwhat I think the purpose of this hearing will be, amongst
other things, is to help to identify the source of the problem, which
is 'that national security cannot be involved to protect private in-
dustries or' even the Navy from having to abide by values in our
society which have without question evolved over the last 30 years
that place a much higher value upon health, safety, environmental
concerns, while at the same time understanding that national secu-
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rity interests have to remain paramount. But they both can b
done simultaneously.

Mr. As•.ESTINE. I think we all agree. Certainly I do.
Mr. MARKiEy. But it is important for us to understand that people

have been victimized by a lack of understanding of the need to bal.:
ance those interests while maintaining a high level and that is the
objective that hopefully today's hearing will achieve.

Mr. BERNTHAL. A short comment, Mr. Chairman.
I agree that Admiral Rickover wouldn't have approved generally

of the appearance of that plant. Having had some experience in my
professional history with laboratories and what they may or may

not look like, what I would say, though, it is an old plant and it is
a custom-built plant. I don't think Admiral Rick6vei" would ever'
contemplate trying to build or operate a plaint-of that type.

The Navy is, as you knoW, constructing an additional facility
now in South Carolina, I believe. In many respects, a custom-built
plant like this, when I went through it I realized, it would be hard
to make it look pretty after this many years, so the option is that
you either stick with it and continue to accept what is by any ac-
count a very, very high quality 'product, ,or you end up having to
start from scratch and build a new facility. And that is about
where you are there.

So it has been a difficult regulatory dilemma for us in many re-
spects, not the least of which is the Navy's insistence that this is
an important facility to their operations.

Mr. MARKEY. I guess my point here would be that although Ten-!
nessee is very interested in doing, well in the Miss America Pagent,
we weren't talking about the plants prettiness in terms of its 'surr:
face attractiveness. We are talking about whether it, in fact, wasi
clean, whether it provided for the basic fundamental protection of.
the workers and the environment. And there it has failed.

It may not be the prettiest site-in the world, but there are: a lot,
of places like that that still can operate maintaining minimal
levels of regard for safety, health, environment, and worker safety,
and that is really what the concern is here.• I want fo, address the issue of the NFS decommissioning fund. I
understand that the company has claimed that information on esti-
mated decommissioning costs and the amount of money in the fund'
is proprietary. The NRC has supported that claim.

Is this position consistent with decommissioning fund and cost in-
formation on reactors and other fuel cycle facilities?

Mr. ZiCH. As regards proprietary information, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. MARKEY. Maintaining secrecy around the question of how,

much money will be available to ensure that when this plant is de-'
commissioned, that there will be enough resources in this company;
present to protect 'the environment in this area for an indefinite
period of'time against the contamination risk that could potential-
ly be run in the long run if these m'aterials are not properly han-
dled.

And I guess the question goes to the public's right to know what';
type of resources are available in this company to give those kinds'
of assurances and what is the NRC doing to ensure that when this
plant is finally shut down and it is one radioactive hot box, that in
perpetuity there is enough money here that the company has'
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I just received a day or so ago a letter from Mr. Charles Taylor; 
the President of NFS Erwin indicating to me' that he agreed with 
my rather critical assessment of his' performance and he intended 
to do something ai>put, it. ' " ,v" , 

So I do thirik that Adrn.iral McKee and the Navy have taken 
action. I hope that that 'will result in improvements in the future. I 
will monitor it closely, Mr. Chl:l~rman. , ' 

I agree that the Navy shollld have a' greater interest and I have 
tried to do what I could and I think Admiral McKee has respOnded 
in a very acceptable manner. ' ",,' 

It is something we will have to watch and-as I said; I don't 
think any changes are necessary right now, but I ani encouraged 
by the response I got not only from Admiral M~Kee,but from Mr. 
~~' , , , ' ' 

We will have to watch and see what happens. 
Mr. AssELSTINE. On the contractor question, I, think it is faii- to 

point ,out that there are a couple of other deferise ~ontractors' in-: 
volve~ in the Na:vy fuel" production program. While they may be, 
different in terms of the process that they do,they may not have 
the chemistry difficulties a,nd challenges that, exist at NFS EJ"W;in. 
Generally we haven't had a problem ,with those facilities. The 
B&W facility at Lynchburg and' the UNC facility in Connecticut, 
tho,se tend to be first-class ,operations., I think the message that 
needs to be sent is that is the same thing we expect at this facility, 
particularly given its important defense'role. , , 

I think the chairman is to be commended for what he, has been 
doing in the last few weeks. By all accounts,the message he sent 
the company at the plant was pretty strong and they seem to have 
received tl:!at messag~. I think that the contacts with the Navy can 
only be to th~ good in (terms of helping to get their greater involve-
ment.. ~ 

I think we need to direct our staff that we want to get to the 
bottom of the problems there and stay on top' of this improvement 
program. And if'they don't shape up, take enforcement actions, 
whatever it taltes to get the kind of improvement that we want to 
see at tliatcplace. _ 

Mr. MARKEY. Again,' Admiral Rickover or Admiral McKee would 
)never allow their submarine fleet to operate with the level of slop
piness and contamination which is prevalent throughout the histo
ry of this plant. They have a responsibility to ensure that this com
pany understands the s~dards that the Navy expects; to protect 
worker health and safety in the environment and the surrounding 
areas, and as vfell,let's not forget that NRC staff reports over the 
years have indicated problems here and the' NRC's record is' some
thing,_ that is very, very spotty and inconsistent'in its commitment 
and understanding. ' , ' 
"> And-'what I think the purpose of this hearing will be, amongst 
other things, is to help to identify the soilrce of the problem, which 

C is that national! security cannot be involved to protect private in
dUstries or' eVEm the Navy from having to abide by values in our 
soCiety which have without question evolved' over the last 30 years 
that place a much higher value upon health,safety, environmental, 
concerns, while at the same time uriderstanding that national secu-
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rity interests have to remain paramount. But they both can 
done simultaneously. . . 

Mr. ASSELSTINE. I think we all agree. Certainly I do. 
Mr. MARKEY. But it is important for us to understand that people 

have been victimized by a lack of understanding of the need to ball 
ance those interests while maintaining a high level and that is the 
objective that hopefully today's hearing will achieve. 

Mr. BERNTHAL. A short comment, Mr. Chairman. . 
I agree that Admiral Rickover wouldn't have approved generally 

of the appearance of that plant. Having had some experience in my 
professional histQ'ryWith laboratories and what they mayor may 
not look like, what I would say, though, it is an old plant and it is 
a custom-built plant. I don't think Admiral Rick6ver would eve'r 
contemplate trying to build or operate a plBJ).t-of that type. 

The Navy is,' as youkno~, constructing an additiorial facility 
now in South Carolina, I believe. In many respects, a custom-briilt 
plant like this, when I went through it I realized, it would be hard 
to make it look pretty after thiS many years, so the option is that 
you either stick with it and continue to accept what is by any ac
count a very, very high quality product, ~or you end up having to 
start frQ,m scratch and build a new facility. And that is about 
where you are th~re. 

So it has been a difficult regulatory dilemma for us in many re
. " spects, not the least of which: is the Navy'~ insistence that this is 

an important f~cility to their operations. . 
Mr. MARKEY. I guess my point here would be that although Ten~' 

nessee is very interested in doing, well in the Miss America Pagent; 
we weren't talking about the plants prettiness in terms of its .sur": 
face attractiveness. We are talking about whether it, in fact, was) 
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I just received a day or so ago a letter from Mr. Charles Taylor; 
the President of NFS Erwin indicating to me' that he agreed with 
my rather critical assessment of his' performance and he intended 
to do something ai>put, it. ' " ,v" , 

So I do thirik that Adrn.iral McKee and the Navy have taken 
action. I hope that that 'will result in improvements in the future. I 
will monitor it closely, Mr. Chl:l~rman. , ' 

I agree that the Navy shollld have a' greater interest and I have 
tried to do what I could and I think Admiral McKee has respOnded 
in a very acceptable manner. ' ",,' 

It is something we will have to watch and-as I said; I don't 
think any changes are necessary right now, but I ani encouraged 
by the response I got not only from Admiral M~Kee,but from Mr. 
~~' , , , ' ' 

We will have to watch and see what happens. 
Mr. AssELSTINE. On the contractor question, I, think it is faii- to 

point ,out that there are a couple of other deferise ~ontractors' in-: 
volve~ in the Na:vy fuel" production program. While they may be, 
different in terms of the process that they do,they may not have 
the chemistry difficulties a,nd challenges that, exist at NFS EJ"W;in. 
Generally we haven't had a problem ,with those facilities. The 
B&W facility at Lynchburg and' the UNC facility in Connecticut, 
tho,se tend to be first-class ,operations., I think the message that 
needs to be sent is that is the same thing we expect at this facility, 
particularly given its important defense'role. , , 

I think the chairman is to be commended for what he, has been 
doing in the last few weeks. By all accounts,the message he sent 
the company at the plant was pretty strong and they seem to have 
received tl:!at messag~. I think that the contacts with the Navy can 
only be to th~ good in (terms of helping to get their greater involve-
ment.. ~ 

I think we need to direct our staff that we want to get to the 
bottom of the problems there and stay on top' of this improvement 
program. And if'they don't shape up, take enforcement actions, 
whatever it taltes to get the kind of improvement that we want to 
see at tliatcplace. _ 

Mr. MARKEY. Again,' Admiral Rickover or Admiral McKee would 
)never allow their submarine fleet to operate with the level of slop
piness and contamination which is prevalent throughout the histo
ry of this plant. They have a responsibility to ensure that this com
pany understands the s~dards that the Navy expects; to protect 
worker health and safety in the environment and the surrounding 
areas, and as vfell,let's not forget that NRC staff reports over the 
years have indicated problems here and the' NRC's record is' some
thing,_ that is very, very spotty and inconsistent'in its commitment 
and understanding. ' , ' 
"> And-'what I think the purpose of this hearing will be, amongst 
other things, is to help to identify the soilrce of the problem, which 

C is that national! security cannot be involved to protect private in
dUstries or' eVEm the Navy from having to abide by values in our 
soCiety which have without question evolved' over the last 30 years 
that place a much higher value upon health,safety, environmental, 
concerns, while at the same time uriderstanding that national secu-
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rity interests have to remain paramount. But they both can 
done simultaneously. . . 

Mr. ASSELSTINE. I think we all agree. Certainly I do. 
Mr. MARKEY. But it is important for us to understand that people 

have been victimized by a lack of understanding of the need to ball 
ance those interests while maintaining a high level and that is the 
objective that hopefully today's hearing will achieve. 

Mr. BERNTHAL. A short comment, Mr. Chairman. . 
I agree that Admiral Rickover wouldn't have approved generally 

of the appearance of that plant. Having had some experience in my 
professional histQ'ryWith laboratories and what they mayor may 
not look like, what I would say, though, it is an old plant and it is 
a custom-built plant. I don't think Admiral Rick6ver would eve'r 
contemplate trying to build or operate a plBJ).t-of that type. 

The Navy is,' as youkno~, constructing an additiorial facility 
now in South Carolina, I believe. In many respects, a custom-briilt 
plant like this, when I went through it I realized, it would be hard 
to make it look pretty after thiS many years, so the option is that 
you either stick with it and continue to accept what is by any ac
count a very, very high quality product, ~or you end up having to 
start frQ,m scratch and build a new facility. And that is about 
where you are th~re. 

So it has been a difficult regulatory dilemma for us in many re
. " spects, not the least of which: is the Navy'~ insistence that this is 

an important f~cility to their operations. . 
Mr. MARKEY. I guess my point here would be that although Ten~' 

nessee is very interested in doing, well in the Miss America Pagent; 
we weren't talking about the plants prettiness in terms of its .sur": 
face attractiveness. We are talking about whether it, in fact, was) 
clean, whether it provided for the basic fundamenuuprotection of 
the workers and the environment. And there it has failed. , 

It may not be the prettiest site'in the world, but there are: a loti 
of places like that that still can oPerate maintaining minimal' 
levels of regard for .safety, health, environment, and worker safety,; 
and that is really what the conc;ern is here. . ; 

I wantt9.,address the issue of the NFS.decommissioning fund. I· 
understand that the company has claimed that information on esti
mated decommissioning costs and the, amount of money in the fund; 
is proprietary. The NRC has supported that claim. .. 

Is this position consiStent with decommissioning fund and cost in
formation on reacwrs a~d other fu~l cyde facilities? 

Mr. ZECH. As regards proprietary information, Mr. Chairman? , 
Mr. MARKEY. Maintaining secrecy around the question of how, 

much money will be available to ensure that when this plant is d~' 
commissioned, that there will be enough resources in this company: 
present to protect 'the environment in this area for an· indefinite· 
period of 'time against the contamination risk that could potential
ly be run in the long run if these materials are not properly han
dled.· ., .'. 

And I guess the question goes to the public's right to know what;: 
type of resourCes' are available in this company to give those kinds 
of assurances and what is the NRC doing to ensure that when this 
plant is finally shut down and it is one radioactive hot box, that in 
perpetuity there is enough money here that the company has: 

,/' 
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access to that will protect the public forever from the dangers of
the contamination from this plant.

What kind of information can you give this committee, what
kind of assurances can you give? We have'a track record of the
company starting with West Valley in New York which is very
questionable and the people of Tennessee have a right to know
whether this company has those resources,ý and if not, what steps
will the Government take to make sure these people are protected.

Mr. ZECH. First of all, a6 regards decommissioning, I am sure you
are well aware that the Commission has for some time considered
very seriously decommissioning matters.,for our nuclear power-
plants. In the fuel cycle plants, we don't have at the present time
any requirements for decommissioning plants as far as I am aware.

On the other hand, we have placed amendments on the license
conditions for fuel cycle facilities and we have a rulemaking that
should become effective in 1987 that-will codify these requirements.
So it isn't a subject we have ignored; it is a subject we have looked
at very carefully.

I would like to call on someone else to give you more on that
matter.

Mr. Bill Crow. -

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM CROW
Mr. CRow. I am Bill Crow, Chief of, the Uranium Fuel Licensing

Branch.
Back in 1977, we startea adding conditions to major fuel cycle li-

censes to require them, to submit, decommissioning plans in enough
detail so they could estimate the cost for decommissioning. NFS is
one of the facilities that did this and in 1978, we-incorporated their
decommissioning plan and their financial, arrangements as a condi-
tion of the license.

They stated that they felt the financial information was proprie-
tary because the release of it would hinder their competitive posi-
tion in the industry. We accepted this. - -

Mr. MARKEY. Doyou have that information?
Mr. CROW. Yes.
Mr. MARKEY., Can you make them provide the information to

you?
Mr. CRow. Yes, sir. -"

Mr. MARKEY. Are you satisfied that the financial resources avail-
able to this company are sufficient to protect the people of Tennes-
see for-as long as this site will exist?

Mr. CRow. In their financial plan they put. so much money into
an escrow account annually and they periodically look at the esti-
mated costs for decommissioning the plant, and update this cost.

The original estimate was given to us in 1978. We accepted that.
In 1983, they re-evaluated the cost and they essentially doubled the
amount and increased the quantity going to the escrow account.
They estimated that this account would be built up over a period of
10 years.

We have recognized that there are additional areas that need-
we need for them to take a look at and right now We are reviewing
their applicatiop for renewal. We have asked themn to re-evaluate
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the cost of decommissioning the ponds. There is a pile of dirt that
was removed along the railroad that has to be disposed of. We have
asked them to include that as'well as other contaminated areas in
the plant:.-

Mr. MARKEY. What additional areas are they looking at right
now in terms of costs?

Mr. CROW. We have asked -them to take a look-as I say, there is
a mound of dirt. there -that -has to be disposed of and the ponds as
well as some additional buildings that weren't included in the first
cost estimate.

Mr. MARKEY. Where did the mound of dirt come from?
Mr. CRow. There was a contaminated area outside the facility

fence.
Mr. MARKEY. Off-site?
Mr. CROW. Off-site, where a creek used to run several years ago,

and they diverted the creek stream, and apparently even though
the discharges to that creek met regulatory limits, either by ion ex-
change or by settling the material contaminated the soil. This was
picked up, as I understand it, in 1979 and we required them to
remove it.

Mr. MARKEY. How, big is this mound?
Mr. CROW. I have not seen it.
Mr. MARKEY. Is 100P000 cubic feet a reasonable estimate of the

size?
Mr. CROW. About 100,000 cubic feet, I am told, 200,000.
Mr. MARKEY. So from off-site, you have taken contaminated

earth, which is perhaps, the size of 50 by 50 by 40, a very large
area? Would you agree with that?

Mr. CROW. It is about 200,000 cubic feet.
Mr. MARKEY. About 200,000. Does the NRC itself take any time

to calculate what the costs might be. for decommissioning?. Do you.
have an estimate in your own mind? i

Mr. CROW. We evaluated their estimate and: -in 1978 we- agreed
with it. We agreed with the escalated cost in 1983. We feel that ad-
ditional funding is necessary.

Mr. MARKEY. Does-the cost of decommissioning include the waste
pits that have to be cleanedt up?..

.Mr. CROW. No, sir, it. does not, but we-.are asking for that infor-
mation now. ,

Mr. MARKEY.RHave you traditionally included that as a cost?
Mr. CROW. On their original submittal, they identified this as an

area that- they were going to have, to look at. They could not esti-
mate the: cost- because they. were evaluating disposing of it in -a-
bulk form. rather than in a package form...

Mr. MARKEY. Do- you .agree that the NFS decommissioning fund
may just barely cover retention pond decommissioning?,

Mr. CROW. I don't think the fund today would cover that.
Mr. MARKEY. You don'tthink, it would cover that? -

-Mr. CROW. No, sir. .
Mr. MARKEY. So what does that tell us about the funds available

for the rest of the site? .
Mr. CRow. That is why we have asked. them to re-evaluate it and

come up with a new cost for decommissioning and adjust the quan-
tity of money going into their escrow account accordingly.
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access to that will protect the public forever from the dangers of ' 
the contamination from this plant. 

. What kind of information can you give this commit~e what 
kind, of assurances can you give? We have' a track record' of the 
com~y starting with West Valley in New York which is very 
questIonabl~ and the people of Tennessee have a right to know 
w~ether thIS company has those resources;. and if not, what steps 
WIll the Gover.n.ment take, to make sure these people are protected. 
. Mr. ZECH. First of all, as rega.r~ decommissioning, I am sure you 

are well aware that, the CommISSlOn has for some time considered 
very seriously decommissioning ml'!tters·. for our nuclear power
plants. In the fuel cycle plants, we don't have at the present time 
any requirements for decommissioning plants as far as I am aware. 

On the other hand, we have placed' amendments on the license 
conditions for fuel c~cle. facilities and. we h~ve a rulemaking that 
sho~l~ ~ome c::ffectlve m 1987 that· wIll codIfy these requirements. 
So It Isn t a subject we have ignored; it is a subject we have looked 
at very carefully. , 

- I would like to calIon someone else to give you more on that 
matter. ..... . 

Mr. Bill Crow. 

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM C}{OW . 

Mr. CRow. I am Bill Crow, Chief of the Uranium Fuel Licensing 
Branch. ...... '. 

Back in 197?, we st.arted adding conditions to major fuel cyCle li
cens~ to reqUIre them. ~o submit: .. decommissio~ing plans in enough 
detaIl so they. ~o~ld estIm~tet~e cost for decommissioning. NFS is 
on~ of t~e fac~htIes that did th!s and i~ '1978, we' incorporated their 
~ecommISSl(?nmg plan and theIr finanCIal arrangements as a condi-
tion of the lIcense. . . 

They stated that the:r felt. the finaru:ial informaUdn was propria
t~ry .becau~e the release of It would hinder their competitive .. posi-
tion m the mdustq. We accepted this. -

Mr. MARKEY. Do'you have'that information? 
Mr. CROW. Yes. 

. Mr. MARKEY." Can you ma,ke them provide the Information to 
you? 

Mr. CRow. Yes, sir. /. 
Mr. MA~. Are you satisfied that the financial resources avail

able to this company are sufficient to proteCt the people of Tennes-
see for as long as this site will exist? . . . 

Mr; CRow. In their financial plan they put so much money into 
an escrow account annually and they periodically look at 'the esti
mated co~~ for d~ommissioni~g the pla~t, and update this c()st. 

The origmal estImate was gIVen to us m1978. We accepted that. 
In 1983, they re-evaluated the cost and they essentially d"oubled the 
amount ~d increased. the quantity going to the escrow account. 
They estImated that thIS account would be built up over a period of 
10 years. . . . . . . .' ('. 

We have recognized that there .are additional areas that need-: i 
. we ~eed f~r t~em to take a lo~k at. and right now We are reviewing 

theIr apphcatIop for renewal. We have asked theElto re-evaluate 
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the cost ofdeeommissioning the ponds~ There is a pile of dirt that 
was removed along the railroad that has to be disposed of. We have 
asked them to include that ai'well as other contaminated areas in 
the plant;". '. 

Mr. MARKEY. What additional areas are they looking at right 
now in terms oCcosts? 

Mr. CROW. We have asked them to take a look-as I say, there is 
a mound of dirt. there that has to be disposed of and the ponds as 
well as some additional buildings that weren't included in the first " 
cost estimate. 

Mr .. MARKEY. Where did the mound of dirt come from? 
Mr. CROW:. There ~as a. contaminated area outside the facility 

~~. - .. ' . 

Mr. MARKEY. Off-site? J 

Mr. CROW. Off-site, where a creek used to. run several years ago, 
and they diverted the creek 'stream, and apparently even though 
the discharges to that cree,k met regulatory limits, either by ion ex
change or by settling the material contaminated the soil. This was 
picked up, as I understand it, in 1979 and we required them to 
remove it. 

Mr. MARKEY. How big is this mound? 
Mr. CROW. 1 have not seen it. 
Mr. MARKEY. Is 100;000 cubic feet a reasonable estimate of the .: ..? '.' . 

SIZe. 
Mr. CROW. About 100,000_cubic feet, I am told, 200,000. 
Mr. MARKEY. So from off-site, you have taken contaminated 

earth, which is perhaps, th~ size of 50 by 50 by 40, a very large 
area? Would you agree with that? . . 

Mr. CROW. It is abOut 200,000 cubic feet. 
Mr. MARKEY. About 200,000. Does the NRC itself take any time 

to calculate what the· costs might ·be .. for decommissioning? Do you 
have an estimate in your own mind? '. ." .... , 

Mr. CROW. We evaluated their estimate and ,in 1978 we' agreed 
with it. We agreed with the escalated cost in 1983. We feel that ad-
ditional funding is necessary. ". . , . . . 

Mr. MARKEY .. Does:thecost of decommissioning include the waste 
pits that have to be cleaned up? . '. .... . 

Mr. CROW. No,sir, it. does not, but we',are asking for that infor
mation now." . 

Mr. MARKEY. Haveyou traditionally included that as a cost? 
Mr. CROW. On their original submittal, they identified· this as an 

area that· they were going to have' to look at. They could not esti
mate the cost· because they were evaluating disposing of it in '8' 
bulk form rather than in a package form. ,I 

Mr. MARKEY. Do; yoilagree that the NFS .decommissioning fund 
may just barely cover retention pond decommissioning? . . . 

Mr. CRow. Ldon't'think the fund today would cover that;.· 
. Mr. MARKEY. you.don't·thinkit would cover that? . . -
·Mr. CROW. No, sir. ".. '. 
Mr. MARKEY. So what does that tell us about the funds available 

for the rest of the site? 
Mr. CRow. That is why we have asked them to re-evaluate it and 

come up with a new cost for decommissioning and adjust the quan
tity of money going into their escrow account accordingly. 
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access to that will protect the public forever from the dangers of ' 
the contamination from this plant. 

. What kind of information can you give this commit~e what 
kind, of assurances can you give? We have' a track record' of the 
com~y starting with West Valley in New York which is very 
questIonabl~ and the people of Tennessee have a right to know 
w~ether thIS company has those resources;. and if not, what steps 
WIll the Gover.n.ment take, to make sure these people are protected. 
. Mr. ZECH. First of all, as rega.r~ decommissioning, I am sure you 

are well aware that, the CommISSlOn has for some time considered 
very seriously decommissioning ml'!tters·. for our nuclear power
plants. In the fuel cycle plants, we don't have at the present time 
any requirements for decommissioning plants as far as I am aware. 

On the other hand, we have placed' amendments on the license 
conditions for fuel c~cle. facilities and. we h~ve a rulemaking that 
sho~l~ ~ome c::ffectlve m 1987 that· wIll codIfy these requirements. 
So It Isn t a subject we have ignored; it is a subject we have looked 
at very carefully. , 

- I would like to calIon someone else to give you more on that 
matter. ..... . 

Mr. Bill Crow. 

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM C}{OW . 

Mr. CRow. I am Bill Crow, Chief of the Uranium Fuel Licensing 
Branch. ...... '. 

Back in 197?, we st.arted adding conditions to major fuel cyCle li
cens~ to reqUIre them. ~o submit: .. decommissio~ing plans in enough 
detaIl so they. ~o~ld estIm~tet~e cost for decommissioning. NFS is 
on~ of t~e fac~htIes that did th!s and i~ '1978, we' incorporated their 
~ecommISSl(?nmg plan and theIr finanCIal arrangements as a condi-
tion of the lIcense. . . 

They stated that the:r felt. the finaru:ial informaUdn was propria
t~ry .becau~e the release of It would hinder their competitive .. posi-
tion m the mdustq. We accepted this. -

Mr. MARKEY. Do'you have'that information? 
Mr. CROW. Yes. 

. Mr. MARKEY." Can you ma,ke them provide the Information to 
you? 

Mr. CRow. Yes, sir. /. 
Mr. MA~. Are you satisfied that the financial resources avail

able to this company are sufficient to proteCt the people of Tennes-
see for as long as this site will exist? . . . 

Mr; CRow. In their financial plan they put so much money into 
an escrow account annually and they periodically look at 'the esti
mated co~~ for d~ommissioni~g the pla~t, and update this c()st. 

The origmal estImate was gIVen to us m1978. We accepted that. 
In 1983, they re-evaluated the cost and they essentially d"oubled the 
amount ~d increased. the quantity going to the escrow account. 
They estImated that thIS account would be built up over a period of 
10 years. . . . . . . .' ('. 

We have recognized that there .are additional areas that need-: i 
. we ~eed f~r t~em to take a lo~k at. and right now We are reviewing 

theIr apphcatIop for renewal. We have asked theElto re-evaluate 
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the cost ofdeeommissioning the ponds~ There is a pile of dirt that 
was removed along the railroad that has to be disposed of. We have 
asked them to include that ai'well as other contaminated areas in 
the plant;". '. 

Mr. MARKEY. What additional areas are they looking at right 
now in terms oCcosts? 

Mr. CROW. We have asked them to take a look-as I say, there is 
a mound of dirt. there that has to be disposed of and the ponds as 
well as some additional buildings that weren't included in the first " 
cost estimate. 

Mr .. MARKEY. Where did the mound of dirt come from? 
Mr. CROW:. There ~as a. contaminated area outside the facility 

~~. - .. ' . 

Mr. MARKEY. Off-site? J 

Mr. CROW. Off-site, where a creek used to. run several years ago, 
and they diverted the creek 'stream, and apparently even though 
the discharges to that cree,k met regulatory limits, either by ion ex
change or by settling the material contaminated the soil. This was 
picked up, as I understand it, in 1979 and we required them to 
remove it. 

Mr. MARKEY. How big is this mound? 
Mr. CROW. 1 have not seen it. 
Mr. MARKEY. Is 100;000 cubic feet a reasonable estimate of the .: ..? '.' . 

SIZe. 
Mr. CROW. About 100,000_cubic feet, I am told, 200,000. 
Mr. MARKEY. So from off-site, you have taken contaminated 

earth, which is perhaps, th~ size of 50 by 50 by 40, a very large 
area? Would you agree with that? . . 

Mr. CROW. It is abOut 200,000 cubic feet. 
Mr. MARKEY. About 200,000. Does the NRC itself take any time 

to calculate what the· costs might ·be .. for decommissioning? Do you 
have an estimate in your own mind? '. ." .... , 

Mr. CROW. We evaluated their estimate and ,in 1978 we' agreed 
with it. We agreed with the escalated cost in 1983. We feel that ad-
ditional funding is necessary. ". . , . . . 

Mr. MARKEY .. Does:thecost of decommissioning include the waste 
pits that have to be cleaned up? . '. .... . 

Mr. CROW. No,sir, it. does not, but we',are asking for that infor
mation now." . 

Mr. MARKEY. Haveyou traditionally included that as a cost? 
Mr. CROW. On their original submittal, they identified· this as an 

area that· they were going to have' to look at. They could not esti
mate the cost· because they were evaluating disposing of it in '8' 
bulk form rather than in a package form. ,I 

Mr. MARKEY. Do; yoilagree that the NFS .decommissioning fund 
may just barely cover retention pond decommissioning? . . . 

Mr. CRow. Ldon't'think the fund today would cover that;.· 
. Mr. MARKEY. you.don't·thinkit would cover that? . . -
·Mr. CROW. No, sir. ".. '. 
Mr. MARKEY. So what does that tell us about the funds available 

for the rest of the site? 
Mr. CRow. That is why we have asked them to re-evaluate it and 

come up with a new cost for decommissioning and adjust the quan
tity of money going into their escrow account accordingly. 
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Mr. MARKEY. So you agree then that the available funds are woe-
fully inadequate in order to decommission the plant if it had to be
done right now, immediately?

Mr. CROW. I think they are inadequate, yes, sir.
Mr. MARKEJY. Do you think that -the people of Tennessee should

be told that there is not sufficient funding available to decommis-
sion this plant? -

Mr. CRow. I would look to the corporation-irrespective of the
quantity of money in the fund-I would look to the corporation,
really, to provide the increas ed funding for decommissioning. There
is a condition of the license that specifies that at the end of plant
life, they have to decontaminate the facility and ground so they
can be ireleased for unrestricted use.

Mr. MARKEY. I understand, but we are dealing with a company
that left a State holding a $400'million bag that had to be filled
with some money but it wasn't. going to be coming from this com-
pany.,

I think the people of Tennessee might want to, know what the
costs might be over the long' t~rm, over the next 40, 50, 100 years
in terms of decommissioning and, isolating this area so there would
not be threats to the public health.

Mr. Z=CH. Mr. Chair•man, you asked whether it is woefully inad-
equate. Ithink you gre trying to put words in his mouth. `

He said it is inadequate. We have been tracking that system all
along. We have asked for ai, Update of the thing now.

I think-that he is being ve'ry candid with you and whether it may
be-somewhat inadequate now, I think the fact that we have asked
for review should show you; it shows me, that we are trying to stay
on top of the situatioD and be realistic and candid about it.

It seems to me we have acted very responsibly in this matter and
we are not woefully inadequate and it is not a--

Mr. MARKEY. Your top guy just told us that it is inadequate. I am
not putting words in his mouth.

'Mr. ZECH. You said woefully inadequate.
Mr. MARKEY. Inadequate is bad enough.
Mr. ZECH. He said we are reviewing the situation to upgrade that

part of inadequacy that he is concerned about.'
Mr, MARKEY. If itis' inadequate for the retention ponds, how is it

for the rest of the&ite?
Mr. ZECH. I think you are making something out of this that it

isn't. If the cost of decommissioning has increased somewhat and
we are reviewing "it, 'that is what we are doing. I think that is ap-
propriate, responsible action on our part, and the fact that it is
ehind somewhat of perhaps inflation or whatever now, I think is

not something that you should be concerned about. If we weren't
reviewing it, you should be concerned. -

Mr. MARKEY. Give us a ball park figure, then. It doesn't have to
be Fenway Park; it could be Yellowstone Park. Just give us a
round number that you think might approximate what' the cost
would be.

Mr. ZECH. I am not going to throw out a number. I will ask my
staff if he has an idea of a number. .

We are watching the decommissioning cost and, as they :change,
we are trying to change with it.

0
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Mr. MARKEY. I uiiderstand, but you have to understand the skep-
ticism with Iwhich, this committee is looking at this company. We
do not view NFS as a -paradigm of responsibility. Its track record in
New York -and here gives us real cause for concern that they may
not be properly anticipating the full costs of all the contamination
which could potentially; endanger this area in perpetuity, and it
may not-be putting:aside the proper financial resources to ensure'
that those -concerns, will be taken care of, and as a result, they
might be cdming -back potentially to the Federal Government as
the deep pockets of last resort-and we want to properly anticipate,
what those costs might be and to also warn the people of Tennessee .
that there niay be costs attendant to having a plant of this nature
in this area,

Mr. Asselstine.. -

Mr. AgsEIs'INE. I"Would say that the positive part about the de-

commissioning plan they' have is at least the money they have set'
aside is set'aside and it is under a third'-party control so there is
some assurance that that money will be available.

I am skeptical on relying juston the corporate assets of this corn-,
pany beyond the amount separated out in this fund to assure de-;,
commissioning because of its past performance. I think we ought to
take a hard look atthis proprietary claim. -

It is if NFS has to tell the World the size of this fund when they'
go for deconmmissioning bids, everyone will come'in with that'
amount'of money since they know how much money has been set
aside. In the reactor area, things are different.

We have in our proposed regulations set an estimate of what we
think would. be' needed to decommission powerplants. That has;
been, a major area' of interest and concern in terms of public corn-,
ments on the decommissioning rule and it is something I think'
needs attention in this area.. . .. 1"

I look at this proprietary claim skeptically. We ought to look at
it. And I agree that'thp people of Tennessee have a legitimate in-,
terest in knowing what the estimates are for cleaning the place up,
what the company thinks the estimates are for cleaning the place
up, and they ought to have an opportunity to comment on it as!
well.

It is important to ensure that enough money will be available for,
decommissioning the facilities, when. those facilities go out of oper-

- ation. Based upon our past experience, when that happens, it is;
tough to find the money.

Mr. MARKEY. Just to flesh out this point, utilities that run nucle-'

ar powerplants have to make available to public utility commis-;
sions across America the amount of resources they have available'
for the decommissioning of those nuclear powerplants. And that in-.
formation can be made public and is made public.

Mr. AssELSTINE. That is right.
Mr. MARKEY. But here we have a company that creates dangers

to public health and safety, very much akin to what potentially
could happen at a nuclear powerplant if not properly attended to
and properly financed, but they here argue that for some reason
they are to-be put, in a category where this type of information is

- proprietary in nature, whereas for utilities it. is not considered so:
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Mr .. MARKEY. 8? you agreethenthit the available funds are woe
fully madequate m order to decommission. the plant if it had to be 
done right.now,immediately? . 

Mr. CROW. I think they are inadequate, yes sir. " •. 
Mr. MARKEY. Do you think that ·the peopl~ of Tennessee should 

b!'l tolq. that there is not sufficient funding avai1abl~ to decommis-
SIOn this plant? " - . -. . . -

Mr .. CRow; Iwou~d look to the corporation-irrespective of the 
quantIty of m!1ney m. the fund-I ~ould look to the corporation, 
really, to provide the mcreased fundmg for decommissioning There 
~ a condition of the license 'that specifies that at the end of plant 
lIfe, th~y have to decontaminate the facility and ground so they 
can be released for unrestricted use. 

Mr. MARKEY. I understand, but we are dealing with a company 
that left a State holding a $400"million bag that had to be fIlled 
with some money but it wasn't going to be coming from this com-
pany. ~':;,. ..': ... 

I think the people of Tennessee might want to know what the 
costs might be over the loni(term, over the next 40 50 100 years 
in terms of decommissioning and isolating this area ~o there would 
not be threats to the ~ublic health.·~ ... . 

Mr. ZECH: Mr. C~rman, you asked whether it is: woefully inad-
equate. ~,t~m.k roufi-re trying to put words in his mouth. " . 

He saId It IS madequate. We have been. tracking that system all 
along .. We have as}.ted for an,; update of the thing now. 

I think,that.1~e IS bemg ·v. ery can~id with you and whether it may 
be80m~what madequate !low, I thmk the fact that we have asked 
for reVIew sho~dd s~ow you; it shows me, that we are trying to stay 
on top of the situatIou and be realistic and candid about it. 

It seems to me we have acted very respbnsibly in this matter and 
we are not woefully inadequate and 'it is not a-- '. ... 

Mr. M.ARKEY. Yo~r ~P guy just told us that it is inadequate. I am 
not puttmg words m hIS mouth. . '. '. . .' 
·Mr .. ZECH. You said woefuliyinadequate. 
Mr. M~KEY. Inadequate is bad enough.. .... ' 
Mr. Z.ECH. He said we are. reviewing the situation to upgrade that 

part of madequacy that he IS concerned about. -. . .. 
Mr. ~RKEY. -If jt~is' inadequate for the retention ponds, how is it 

for the rest of the~ltite?· . 
. Mr. ZECH. I. thiIik y~uareIIiakingsomething out of. this that it 
ISn't. If the cost of- decommissioning has increased somewhat and 
we ar~reviewing'·~t, that !s what we are doing. I think that is ap
pro~>r1ate, responSible actIon on our part, and the fact that it is 
behmd som~what of perhaps inflation or whatever now, I think is 
not. so~etl:llng that you should be concerned about. 'If we weren't 
reviewIng It, you spould be concerned. ' ..' , 

Mr. MARKEY. Give us a ball park figure, then: It doesn't have to 
be Fenway Park; it could be Yellowstone· Park .. Just give us a 
round number that you think might approximate what' the cost 
would be. ' ". .. . . . .. '. .' . 

Mr: ZECH. I am. not going to thro~ o~t a number. L~llaskmy . 
staff If he has an Idea of a Iiumber. r .'. ••... . 

·We are watching the decommissioning' cost and, as they change 
we are trying to change with it;· .. . . .. ' 

J 
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. Mr. M.ARKEY. I understand, but you have to understand the skep- ,; 
ticism with 'which~ this comm,ittee is looking at this company. We 'I 
do not view NFS as a 'paradigm of responsibility. ,Its track record in 
New York "and· here gives us real cause for concern that they may 

· not be properly anticipating the full costs of all the contamination 
· which could potentially endanger this area in perpetuity, and it. 

may not be putting aside the proper financial resources to ensure \1 
· that those 'concerns- will be taken: care of, and as a result, they; 

might be cOrning~backpotentially to the Federal Government as ! 
the deep pockets ofhist resort 'and we want to properly anticipate . 
what thos~ costs ,might be and to also warn the people of T.ennessee ; 
that there'oiaybecosts attendant to having a plant of thIS nature 
in this area, 

Mr, Asselstine~ . " . ,.' . . . 
Mr. ASSErsTINE; 1 would say that the positive part about the de

commissioI}jngplan they have is at least the money they have set,' 
. aside is set-aside and it is under a third~party control so there is' 

some assurance- that that J.lloney will be available. .': 
I am skepticitl on, 'relying, ju:st.on the co~por~te assets of this com-; 

pany beyond the amount separated out 10 thIS fund to assure de
commissioning because of its past performance. I think we ought to 

. take ahardlookat:this proprietary claim. ',. ','. - .... 
It is if NFS has to tell the world the size of this fund when thet 

go for~ecoriim~ssiiq:ing· . bids, everyone will come' in with that' 
amount' of money SInce they know how much money has been set 
aside. In the reactOr area, things are different. . 

We have in our proposed regulations set an estimate of what we' 
think would be'·· needed' to, decommission powerplants. That has; 
been. a major area',~f i~te!es~ and concern,in . terms of public c<?m-: 
ments on the decomilllsSIOmng rule and It IS somethmg I th,ink i 
needs attention in this area. . " . , 
. I look at this proP'!ietary claim skeptically. We ought, t~ look .at 
It. And I agree that thy people of Tennessee have a legItimate m~i 
terest in knowing what the estimates are for cleaning the place up, 
what the company thinks the estimates are for cleaning the place 
up, and they ought to.have an opportunity t.o comment on it as: 
well. .. , " .... '" .. . ..; 

It is important to ensure that enough money will be available for .. 
decommissioning the f~cilities:when. those facilities go out of o.pe~
atiQn. Based upon our past experience, when that happens, It IS; 
tough to find the money. ..' •. 

Mr. MARKEY. Just to flesh out this point, utilities that run nucle
ar powerplantsp,a,ve to make available to public utility commis-l 
sions across America the. amount of resources they have available 
far the decommissioning of thof;e nuclear j>owerplants. And that in-. 
formation can be made public and is :made public. 

Mr. AsSELSTINE.That is right.. '. . ., 
.. Mr. MARKEY. But here we have a company that creates dangers 

•. to public health and safety, very much akin to what potentially 
-.could happen at a nuclear .. powerplant if not properly· attended to 

. and properlyfinan?ed, but they here ar~e that fo~ 8()me·r~aso.n 

.' they are to be put m a category where this type of mformatlon IS 

. proprietary in n.ature, whereas for utilities it, is not considered SOl 
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Mr .. MARKEY. 8? you agreethenthit the available funds are woe
fully madequate m order to decommission. the plant if it had to be 
done right.now,immediately? . 

Mr. CROW. I think they are inadequate, yes sir. " •. 
Mr. MARKEY. Do you think that ·the peopl~ of Tennessee should 

b!'l tolq. that there is not sufficient funding avai1abl~ to decommis-
SIOn this plant? " - . -. . . -
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~ a condition of the license 'that specifies that at the end of plant 
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can be released for unrestricted use. 

Mr. MARKEY. I understand, but we are dealing with a company 
that left a State holding a $400"million bag that had to be fIlled 
with some money but it wasn't going to be coming from this com-
pany. ~':;,. ..': ... 

I think the people of Tennessee might want to know what the 
costs might be over the loni(term, over the next 40 50 100 years 
in terms of decommissioning and isolating this area ~o there would 
not be threats to the ~ublic health.·~ ... . 

Mr. ZECH: Mr. C~rman, you asked whether it is: woefully inad-
equate. ~,t~m.k roufi-re trying to put words in his mouth. " . 

He saId It IS madequate. We have been. tracking that system all 
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not puttmg words m hIS mouth. . '. '. . .' 
·Mr .. ZECH. You said woefuliyinadequate. 
Mr. M~KEY. Inadequate is bad enough.. .... ' 
Mr. Z.ECH. He said we are. reviewing the situation to upgrade that 

part of madequacy that he IS concerned about. -. . .. 
Mr. ~RKEY. -If jt~is' inadequate for the retention ponds, how is it 

for the rest of the~ltite?· . 
. Mr. ZECH. I. thiIik y~uareIIiakingsomething out of. this that it 
ISn't. If the cost of- decommissioning has increased somewhat and 
we ar~reviewing'·~t, that !s what we are doing. I think that is ap
pro~>r1ate, responSible actIon on our part, and the fact that it is 
behmd som~what of perhaps inflation or whatever now, I think is 
not. so~etl:llng that you should be concerned about. 'If we weren't 
reviewIng It, you spould be concerned. ' ..' , 

Mr. MARKEY. Give us a ball park figure, then: It doesn't have to 
be Fenway Park; it could be Yellowstone· Park .. Just give us a 
round number that you think might approximate what' the cost 
would be. ' ". .. . . . .. '. .' . 

Mr: ZECH. I am. not going to thro~ o~t a number. L~llaskmy . 
staff If he has an Idea of a Iiumber. r .'. ••... . 

·We are watching the decommissioning' cost and, as they change 
we are trying to change with it;· .. . . .. ' 
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. Mr. M.ARKEY. I understand, but you have to understand the skep- ,; 
ticism with 'which~ this comm,ittee is looking at this company. We 'I 
do not view NFS as a 'paradigm of responsibility. ,Its track record in 
New York "and· here gives us real cause for concern that they may 

· not be properly anticipating the full costs of all the contamination 
· which could potentially endanger this area in perpetuity, and it. 

may not be putting aside the proper financial resources to ensure \1 
· that those 'concerns- will be taken: care of, and as a result, they; 

might be cOrning~backpotentially to the Federal Government as ! 
the deep pockets ofhist resort 'and we want to properly anticipate . 
what thos~ costs ,might be and to also warn the people of T.ennessee ; 
that there'oiaybecosts attendant to having a plant of thIS nature 
in this area, 

Mr, Asselstine~ . " . ,.' . . . 
Mr. ASSErsTINE; 1 would say that the positive part about the de

commissioI}jngplan they have is at least the money they have set,' 
. aside is set-aside and it is under a third~party control so there is' 

some assurance- that that J.lloney will be available. .': 
I am skepticitl on, 'relying, ju:st.on the co~por~te assets of this com-; 

pany beyond the amount separated out 10 thIS fund to assure de
commissioning because of its past performance. I think we ought to 

. take ahardlookat:this proprietary claim. ',. ','. - .... 
It is if NFS has to tell the world the size of this fund when thet 

go for~ecoriim~ssiiq:ing· . bids, everyone will come' in with that' 
amount' of money SInce they know how much money has been set 
aside. In the reactOr area, things are different. . 

We have in our proposed regulations set an estimate of what we' 
think would be'·· needed' to, decommission powerplants. That has; 
been. a major area',~f i~te!es~ and concern,in . terms of public c<?m-: 
ments on the decomilllsSIOmng rule and It IS somethmg I th,ink i 
needs attention in this area. . " . , 
. I look at this proP'!ietary claim skeptically. We ought, t~ look .at 
It. And I agree that thy people of Tennessee have a legItimate m~i 
terest in knowing what the estimates are for cleaning the place up, 
what the company thinks the estimates are for cleaning the place 
up, and they ought to.have an opportunity t.o comment on it as: 
well. .. , " .... '" .. . ..; 

It is important to ensure that enough money will be available for .. 
decommissioning the f~cilities:when. those facilities go out of o.pe~
atiQn. Based upon our past experience, when that happens, It IS; 
tough to find the money. ..' •. 

Mr. MARKEY. Just to flesh out this point, utilities that run nucle
ar powerplantsp,a,ve to make available to public utility commis-l 
sions across America the. amount of resources they have available 
far the decommissioning of thof;e nuclear j>owerplants. And that in-. 
formation can be made public and is :made public. 

Mr. AsSELSTINE.That is right.. '. . ., 
.. Mr. MARKEY. But here we have a company that creates dangers 

•. to public health and safety, very much akin to what potentially 
-.could happen at a nuclear .. powerplant if not properly· attended to 

. and properlyfinan?ed, but they here ar~e that fo~ 8()me·r~aso.n 

.' they are to be put m a category where this type of mformatlon IS 

. proprietary in n.ature, whereas for utilities it, is not considered SOl 
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I guess my fear is that this whole shield of national security
which envelopes this plant, somehow or other is used by the plant
owners here to create a shield around information that in any
other setting Would not be considered proprietary, and my concern
is that as a result, the people of Teninessee are put in a very unique
position, that if this was a nuclear powerplant and it was creating
an identical kind of threat over thenext 100 or 200 years as part of
a decommissioning process, that this information, that is the fiman-
cial information, would be available for the people in Tennessee.

But because of the national security twist here, they are trying
to use that as their protective shield against the information being
made public whereas it is completely unrelated to national securi-
ty, this particular question. :

And I guess for my perspective,--I think it would be a very
healthy situation if we could make perhaps a re-assessment of the
appropriateness of allowing this information to be enveloped into
this whole aura of secrecy which surrounds this plant for -other
purposes. "

Mr. ZECH. Mr. Chairnzan, if you. are asking us to take a look at
the appropriateness of this proprietary clause, I think that is a rea-
sonable request to make. '

We have accepted- that proprietary request for some number of
years and perhaps weg'should take another look at it. If that is
what you are asking us to do, I would be pleased to do that.

We don't have too many of these fuel cycle facilities to monitor,
as you know. We have focused more of our attention on the nuclear
powerplants.

I would certainly be willing myself to ýtake another look at why
we are doing this if that is what you are asking us. Perhaps that is
a very legitimate question and I would be happy to do that if that
is what you want us to do.

Mr. MARKEY. That would be very helpful.
Mr. ZXCH. I don't know how the other Commissioners-feel, but I

would support that.
Mr. MARKEY. Commissioner Bernthal. '
Mr. BERlTHAL Mr. Chairman, I suspect that you will have a ma-

jority very quickly to take another look at this question of the pro-
prietary nature or the appropriateness of the proprietary claim by
the company in this regard.

You mentioned, though, a few minutes ago, that it was the job'
perhaps of this hearing, certainly of the NRC, to assist the public
inproperly anticipating the cost of decommissioning, and I want to
focus on that, because Iagree with that.

One of the difficulties in our relationship with the Navy over the.
years-not that it has been contentious-but one of the reasons it,
has been hard to regulate is that sometimes it has been hard to tell
exactly where the ultimate responsibility lay. In the area of decom-
missioning, it is clearly ours, and it seems: to me we can, with no
concern whatsoever, proceed in trying to determine what that cost
will be.

What I would say, however, is that the American people-and
you, Mr. Chairman, I am sure-are under no illusion, nor should
you be, that that c"st will not ultimately be borne by the American*
people and the taxpayers as we go along, and it should be. And I

would, as a resident of the State of Tennessee, do all. in my power
to see to it tliat the State of Tennessee is not left holding the bag
on this matter.

It will be-, pid: by the taxpayers. The money will be put aside
through the fees, they pay this company to prepare the material for
naval nucleadrfuels.

Mr. MARKEY. We are going to have to move on here.
This company is owned by Texaco, and I guess one of the ques-

tions I would ask is that you take a look at that question: How
much money should come from Texaco potentially in view of the
potential contpmination,, the unanticipated risks that are being
posed to the residents of this area over the long run that are not
perhaps in any way related to the Navy or the Federal Govern-
ment but, rather,, this private company's management 7of this oper-
ation? And I would ask that you give us that re-analysis of this
whole financial picture of this plant on a timely basis.

Could you give us an idea of how long it might take you to make
that kind of assegsment; that is, on the proprietary -information
and the potential sources of funding?

SMr. ZECH.2 I may have misunderstood your question. I thought
you were asking about the proprietary part, and. that is what I
committed to. .

As far as the financial things, I would have to look at that.
Mr. MARKEY. How long will it take the Commission to make a

decision as to the app'ropriateness of continued shields of this infor-
mation under the proprietary argument, proprietary information;
how long might it take you to make a review ;of that?

Mr. ZECH. Not long. I am going to go to Vienna Monday for 2
weeks, but I will try to get something out before I go. Maybe in 3
weeks we should have an answer on that.

Mr. MARKEY. How about the other information?
Mr. ZECH. I donrt know. :You are asking me now to look into the

financial; I don't know. I would have to look at that. We will look
to see whether we dan do ýanything about it..

I don't know if-we have the authority to do that. I would have-to
look into the whole question. I just don't know. I Would have to ask
my lawyers ard others, to see. I will look into that, though, and' see
whether it would be appropriate for us to do so; and, if it is, we will
do it. But, if it is not, we can't do it.

Mr. MARKEY. And one final attempt to perhaps give the subcom-
mittee some indication of the amount of money that might be
roughly involved in the decommissioning of this plant?

Mr. ZECH. I will have to again look into that, Mr. Chairman. I
can't give you a number off the top of my head.

Mr. MARKEY. Can you give us a rough idea, a rough number, as
to the total decommissioning of the plant, a range? Do you have

-any idea what the range might be?
Mr. ZECH. I understand we 'are getting an analysis from the li-

Scensee. We are due to get that in January coming up. When we get
t;Ahat, we will be able to give you an assessment.

Mr. MARKEY. Will that analysis include the waste pits?
Mr. ZECH. Yes, it will.
Mr. CRow. The waste ponds. The burial pits, no, sir.
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I gueSs my fear is that this whole shield of national security 
which envelopes this plant, somehow or other is used by the plant 
owners here to create a shield. around information that in any 
other setting would not be considered proprietary, and my concern 
is that as a result, the people of Teiinessee are put in a very unique 
position, that if this was a nuclear powerplant and it was creating 
an identical kind of threat over the.,next 100 or 200 years as part of 
a decommissioning process, that this information; that is the fman
cial information, would be available for the people in Tennessee. 

But because of the national security twist here, they are trying 
to use that as their protective shield against the information being 
made public whereas it is completely unrela.ted to national securi
ty, this particular question. '~ ...., 

And I guess for my perspective;-) think it would be a very , 
healthy situation if we could make perhaps a re-assessment of the 
appropriateness of allowing this information to be enveloped into 
thIS whole aura of secrecy which stll~rob:nds this plant for other 
purposes. '" ~. '" '. .' 

Mr. ZECH. Mr. Chairman, if you. are aSking us to take a look at 
the appropriateness of this proprietary clause, I think that. is a rea-
sonable request to mak~. ~_) ,; , . ". 

We have accep¥ t~at proprietary request for som~ nUntber ?( 
years and perhaps we.cshould take another look at It. If that 18 

what you are asking uS to do, I would be pleased to do that~· 
We don't have too many of theSe fuel cycle facilities to monitor, 

as you know. We have focused more of our attention on the nuclear 
powerplants.. . 

I would certainly 00 willing myself to take another look at why 
we are doing this if that is what you are asking us. Perhaps that is 
a very legitimate question and I would be happy to do that if that 
is what you want us to do. . .': .' . 

Mr. MARKEY. That would be very helpful. . . , 
Mr. ZECH. I don't know how the other Commissioners-fee'l, but I 

would support that.. .r 

Mr~ MARKEY .. Commissioner=Betnthal. .!, 

Mr. BERNTHAL. Mr. Chairman, I suspect that you will have a mao' 
jority very quickly to take another look at this question of the pro
prietary nature or the appropriateness of the proprietary claim by 
the company in this regard.' . . . ..•. 

You mentioned, though, a few minutes ago,that it was the job' , 
perhaps of this hearing, certainly of the NRC, to assist the public 
m properly anticipating the cost of decommissioning, and I want to' 
focus on that, because I agree with that.' . . 

One of the diff?culties in our relat~onship with the Navy over t~e, '. 
years-not that It has bee~ contentlou~-bu~ one of the reasons It .. 
has been hard to regulate IS that sometimes It has been hard to tell 
exactly where the ultimate responsibility lay. In the area of dec om
missioning, it is clearly ours, and it seems· to me we can, with no . 
~ncernwhatsoever, proceed in trying to determine what that cost '. 
Wlll be.' . . .,' .' '. . 

What I would say, however, is that the American people-and' 
you, Mr. Chairman, I am sure-are under no illusion, nor should 
you be, that that cost will not ultimately be borne by the American' 
people and the taXPayers as we go along, and it should be. And I' 
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would, as a resident of the State of Tennessee, do all in,mYlpower 
to see to it tl?at the State of Tennessee is not. left holding the bag 
on this matter.. . .. 
It will be:,p~id: by. the taxpayers. The money will be put. aside 

through the fees. they pay this company to prepare the materIal for 
naval nuclea'f~fuels. ''-'' ." , . 

Mr. MARinlY. We are going to have to move on here. 
This comp~my.is owned by Texaco, and I guess one of the ques

tions I would ask is that you take a look at that question: How 
much money should come from Texaco potentially in view of the 
J)(>tential cont~minatjon" the unantiCipated risks that are ~eiJlg 
posed to the residents .of this area over the longrun that are not 
perhaps irtany way related to the Navy or the Federal Govern
ment but,.rather,. this private companY's management;of this oper~ 
ation? And I would ask ~hat you give us thatre-analysis of .this 
whole financial picture of this plant on a timely basis. '" . 

Could you give us· an idea of how long it might take you to make 
that kind of assessment; th~t.· is; on the' proprietary ·information 
and' the potential sQurcesof funding? . " 
'Mr. ZECH:' i may have misunderstood your question. I thought 

y()u were liSking about the, propri~tary" part, and" that is what I 
committed to. .' ,'. _ '.. ' ... 

AB far as the fihancial things, I would have to look at that. 
Mr. MARKEY. How long will it,take the Commission to make a 

decision as to.the appropriateness of continued shields of this infor
mation under the proprietary. argument, proprietary information; 
how long mighf'it taKe you to make 'a review:of that? .' .. ' 

Mr. ZECH. Not long. I am going to go to Vienna Monday f?r 2 
weeks, but I will ti'yto get something out before I go. Maybe In 3 
weeks we should haveananswel' on that~'" , '" 

Mr. MARKEY. How about the other information? ... " 
Mr. ZECH. I do~t know. You are aSking me now to look into the 

fmancia1; I don't know, I would have tolook at that. We wiU look 
to see whether we' can do 'anything about it. ;.' . ., .. : 

I don't know if:we qave the authority to do that. I would have'to 
look into the ~hole question. I just don't know. I would have tol:l.~k 
my lawyers and others, to see. I will look into that; though, and'see 
whether it would be appropriate for us to do so; and, if it is, we will 
do it. But, if it is not, we can't do it. 

Mr. MARKEY. And one final attempt to perhaps give the subcom
mittee some indication of the amount of money that might be 
roughly involved in the decommissioning of this plant? 

· Mr. ZECH~ I will have to again look into that, Mr. Chairman. I 
can't give you a: number off the top of my head. 

Mr. MARKEY. Can you give us a rough idea, a rough number, as 
to the total decommissioning of the plant, a range? Do you have 

-any idea what the range might be? . 
· Mr. ZECH. I' understand we 'are getting an analysis from the li-
· censee. We are due to get that in January coming up. When we get 

that, we will be able to give you an assessment. 
Mr. MARKEY. Will that analysis include the waste pits? 
Mr. ZECH. Yes, it will. 
Mr. CRow. The waste ponds. The burial pits, no, sir. 
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I gueSs my fear is that this whole shield of national security 
which envelopes this plant, somehow or other is used by the plant 
owners here to create a shield. around information that in any 
other setting would not be considered proprietary, and my concern 
is that as a result, the people of Teiinessee are put in a very unique 
position, that if this was a nuclear powerplant and it was creating 
an identical kind of threat over the.,next 100 or 200 years as part of 
a decommissioning process, that this information; that is the fman
cial information, would be available for the people in Tennessee. 

But because of the national security twist here, they are trying 
to use that as their protective shield against the information being 
made public whereas it is completely unrela.ted to national securi
ty, this particular question. '~ ...., 

And I guess for my perspective;-) think it would be a very , 
healthy situation if we could make perhaps a re-assessment of the 
appropriateness of allowing this information to be enveloped into 
thIS whole aura of secrecy which stll~rob:nds this plant for other 
purposes. '" ~. '" '. .' 

Mr. ZECH. Mr. Chairman, if you. are aSking us to take a look at 
the appropriateness of this proprietary clause, I think that. is a rea-
sonable request to mak~. ~_) ,; , . ". 

We have accep¥ t~at proprietary request for som~ nUntber ?( 
years and perhaps we.cshould take another look at It. If that 18 

what you are asking uS to do, I would be pleased to do that~· 
We don't have too many of theSe fuel cycle facilities to monitor, 

as you know. We have focused more of our attention on the nuclear 
powerplants.. . 

I would certainly 00 willing myself to take another look at why 
we are doing this if that is what you are asking us. Perhaps that is 
a very legitimate question and I would be happy to do that if that 
is what you want us to do. . .': .' . 

Mr. MARKEY. That would be very helpful. . . , 
Mr. ZECH. I don't know how the other Commissioners-fee'l, but I 

would support that.. .r 

Mr~ MARKEY .. Commissioner=Betnthal. .!, 

Mr. BERNTHAL. Mr. Chairman, I suspect that you will have a mao' 
jority very quickly to take another look at this question of the pro
prietary nature or the appropriateness of the proprietary claim by 
the company in this regard.' . . . ..•. 

You mentioned, though, a few minutes ago,that it was the job' , 
perhaps of this hearing, certainly of the NRC, to assist the public 
m properly anticipating the cost of decommissioning, and I want to' 
focus on that, because I agree with that.' . . 

One of the diff?culties in our relat~onship with the Navy over t~e, '. 
years-not that It has bee~ contentlou~-bu~ one of the reasons It .. 
has been hard to regulate IS that sometimes It has been hard to tell 
exactly where the ultimate responsibility lay. In the area of dec om
missioning, it is clearly ours, and it seems· to me we can, with no . 
~ncernwhatsoever, proceed in trying to determine what that cost '. 
Wlll be.' . . .,' .' '. . 

What I would say, however, is that the American people-and' 
you, Mr. Chairman, I am sure-are under no illusion, nor should 
you be, that that cost will not ultimately be borne by the American' 
people and the taXPayers as we go along, and it should be. And I' 
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would, as a resident of the State of Tennessee, do all in,mYlpower 
to see to it tl?at the State of Tennessee is not. left holding the bag 
on this matter.. . .. 
It will be:,p~id: by. the taxpayers. The money will be put. aside 

through the fees. they pay this company to prepare the materIal for 
naval nuclea'f~fuels. ''-'' ." , . 

Mr. MARinlY. We are going to have to move on here. 
This comp~my.is owned by Texaco, and I guess one of the ques

tions I would ask is that you take a look at that question: How 
much money should come from Texaco potentially in view of the 
J)(>tential cont~minatjon" the unantiCipated risks that are ~eiJlg 
posed to the residents .of this area over the longrun that are not 
perhaps irtany way related to the Navy or the Federal Govern
ment but,.rather,. this private companY's management;of this oper~ 
ation? And I would ask ~hat you give us thatre-analysis of .this 
whole financial picture of this plant on a timely basis. '" . 

Could you give us· an idea of how long it might take you to make 
that kind of assessment; th~t.· is; on the' proprietary ·information 
and' the potential sQurcesof funding? . " 
'Mr. ZECH:' i may have misunderstood your question. I thought 

y()u were liSking about the, propri~tary" part, and" that is what I 
committed to. .' ,'. _ '.. ' ... 

AB far as the fihancial things, I would have to look at that. 
Mr. MARKEY. How long will it,take the Commission to make a 

decision as to.the appropriateness of continued shields of this infor
mation under the proprietary. argument, proprietary information; 
how long mighf'it taKe you to make 'a review:of that? .' .. ' 

Mr. ZECH. Not long. I am going to go to Vienna Monday f?r 2 
weeks, but I will ti'yto get something out before I go. Maybe In 3 
weeks we should haveananswel' on that~'" , '" 

Mr. MARKEY. How about the other information? ... " 
Mr. ZECH. I do~t know. You are aSking me now to look into the 

fmancia1; I don't know, I would have tolook at that. We wiU look 
to see whether we' can do 'anything about it. ;.' . ., .. : 

I don't know if:we qave the authority to do that. I would have'to 
look into the ~hole question. I just don't know. I would have tol:l.~k 
my lawyers and others, to see. I will look into that; though, and'see 
whether it would be appropriate for us to do so; and, if it is, we will 
do it. But, if it is not, we can't do it. 

Mr. MARKEY. And one final attempt to perhaps give the subcom
mittee some indication of the amount of money that might be 
roughly involved in the decommissioning of this plant? 

· Mr. ZECH~ I will have to again look into that, Mr. Chairman. I 
can't give you a: number off the top of my head. 

Mr. MARKEY. Can you give us a rough idea, a rough number, as 
to the total decommissioning of the plant, a range? Do you have 

-any idea what the range might be? . 
· Mr. ZECH. I' understand we 'are getting an analysis from the li-
· censee. We are due to get that in January coming up. When we get 

that, we will be able to give you an assessment. 
Mr. MARKEY. Will that analysis include the waste pits? 
Mr. ZECH. Yes, it will. 
Mr. CRow. The waste ponds. The burial pits, no, sir. 
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. Mr. MARKEY.: Why won't the"-ate pits-also be included? Will: not
they have to be decommissioned, as well?

Mr. CROW. That material is disposed of in accordance with the
regulations. What we will do is evaluate that burial ground to see
whether or not there is any potential for adverse impact on the en-
vironment. If we find there is, we will require them to remove the
material.

Mr. MARKEY. Are you going to turn this area into a radioactive
waste dump?

Mr. CROW. We don't intend to, no.
Mr. MARKEY. What does. the, State of Tennessee have as long-

term plans for the site?
Mr. ZECH. The answer ws,• if-there is any radiological problem

here, we will be involved 'insolving it.. We have no intention of
turning it over to the State with a radiblogical safety problem.

Mr. MARKEY. I understand. What we' have to know is what is
going to be done with it and what is the source of funding to
ensure that it is isolated and offers no threat to the environment.

Why are you not including it in the study? I am trying, to get a
total picture of what is gb0ihg on here in Erwin; and to the :extent
that you are eixcluding certain very important ijuestions, we are
not going to have the-total picture. We can't- do this piecemeal.
Let's do it once, do it right, and put together a plan to protect these
people forever.

We can't go on this way. We have been'doing tiisz-with piecemeal
studies for the last decade, and it is time we had a definitive analy-
sis of what the cost will be.

Mr. CROW. We will do: a radiological assessment of the, burial
ground. And if there is potential for adverse impact,"we will re-
quire it to be removed.

Mr. MARKEY. Can we include what the cost might be to have it
removed?

Mr. ZEcH. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We will. do our best to include
that . .. . . . . 4 :: :' ' • " "[Testimony resumes on p. 1 .]

..[The information follows:]
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UNITED STATES
IVNCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHItOToN. 0. 14 1986

October 14, 1986
CHAIRMAN .

The-Honorable .Edward J1. Markey, Chairman:.
Subcomnittee. o Energy Conservation and Power.
Comnittee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington* .C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:;

During the'September 18 hearing concerning Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
(NFS), Erwin, Tepne;see, you requested that we review the proprietary

nature of decommissionlng costlinformuation associated with that facility.
We have done -so. . NFS has now Informed the Commission that it is
withdrawing •ts- request for withholding from public disclosure certain
decommissioning-costinformation previously submitted to the NRC for its
Erwin, Tenneossee facility.

Accordingly;:there are no longer any restrictions on the-use of-the

following'docdments:

1. Dec. .12,"'1983,- Status Report of Decomissioning .at. NFS, T;. Lee

2. Undated, NFS Status Briefing Material: Region II's.Perceptlon

3. Oct.ý'9,s1978,.Ltr.' from W.C. Manser. NFS, toeL.C. Rouse,. NRC

4. June 23, 1983,.Ltr. from J.R. Clark. NFS, to R.G. Page.- HRC 4l
The first
copies of.
documents

two documents are already in your possession. We are enclosing
the latter two documents for your use. Copies of all four
are being placed in'the. Commission's Public Document Room.

'- . Sincerely,

Lando W. Zec Jr.

Enclosures:As stated

cc: Rep, Carlos Moorhead
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. Mr. MARKEY. Why won't the-=waste pits-also be included? Will not· 
they have to be decommissioned, as'well? 

Mr. CROW. That material is disposed of in accordance with the 
regulations. What we will do is evaluate that burial ground to see 
whether or not there is any poteritial for adverse impact on the en
vironment. If we find there is, we will require them to remove the 
material. . '. . . 

Mr. MARKEY. Are you gomg to turn this area into a radioactive 
waste dump? . . . . 
Mr~ CROW. We don't intend to, no. 
Mr. MARKEY. What does the..8tate of Tennessee have as long-

term plElIlS for the site? .... . ". . .... 
. Mr. ZECH. The answer was, if-'~here is any radiological problem 

here, we Will be involved 'insolviilg it.· We have no intention of 
turning it over to the State with' a radiological safety problem. 

Mr. MARKEY. I understand. WhaVwe' 'have to know iswllat is 
going' toPe done with it. and what is the source of funding to 
ensure that it is' isolated and offers no threat to· the environment. 

Why are you not inclu~ing it in the s~udy? I am trying to get a 
total picture o(_'Yhat is_ gofng dn here iIi Erwin; and to the extent 
that you are excluding certain very important questions, we are. 
not going to have the -total picture. We can'tdo this piecemeal. 
Let's do it once, do it right, and put together a plan to protect these 
pe9ple forev~r. . , . . ,:. . . .. 

We can't go on this way. We have been'doing this,With piecemeal 
studies for the last decade, and it is,tiine we had a defmitive analy-
sis of what the cost will be. '. .. ..•. . 

Mr. CRow. We will do a ra.diologicalas~snient o( the. burial 
ground. And if there is potential for adver&e impact,,-we . will re-
quire it to be removed. - , • ,. ,r....,.·· ;" 

Mr. MARKEY. can we include what the cost might be to have it 
removed?' . 

Mr. ZECH. Yes, Mr. Chairman.' We win: <!() o~r ~t to jnclude 
that. ' .:-

[Testimony resumes on p. 144.] 
[The, information follows:] 
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UNITEDSTAT1!8 
NtJCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

'. WAllHINOTON, D. Co :(OII15lI 

october 14, 1986 

The-Honorable,.Edwai'dJ. Markey, Chafman:.: .. 
Subconmittee· oil' Energy Conservation and Power.,. 
Conmittee on ,Energy and C~rce 
United-States House of Representatives 
Washfngton.:O.C. 20515 

Dear Mr.- cha1rma.n:. 

"'1 

During the-September 18 liearlng concerning Nuclear Fuel Serv1ces, Inc. 
(NFS) Erwin Tepness'ee you requested that we review the proprietary . 
natur~ of de~omm1ssioni~gcost.inforlJ!Cltfon associated with that facil1ty. 
We have done 'so; . NFS has . now 1nformed the commiss10n that .it is . 
withdrawingHs- request for withholding.from public disclosure certain 
decommissionirig'.cost'informaUon prev1OUsly.submitted to the NRC for its 
Erwin. Tennessee .faci)ity. 

~ . 
Accordingl.Y~: ~hereare no, longer any restrictions on the, ,use of, the 
following' docume~~~: . . '" . 

1.. ~ec. 12.'1983.' status Rep~rt of Decommissioning ,at NFS,i'; lee 

2. Undated, NFS Status Briefing Ma~rial: Region Il's, Perception 

3. Oct.' 9.0197B •. Ltr~' frO!DW,C, Manser. NFS.tol.C. ~ous~, ~RC 

4. June';3: 1983.l~r. from J.R. Clark. ·IIFS. to R.G; Page.: NRC 

The first two 'documents'arecih'eadY 1n your possessfon. We are ~nClOsfng 
copies of. the latter two documents for your use. Copies of all R our 
documents are ~eing placed' i~'the.,CODIDisslon's Public Docwnent oom. 

•••. r, :X 'Sincerely • 
.~, ,y" ,", 

Enclosures: 
As stated 

'cc: Rep. Carlos Moorhead 
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. Mr. MARKEY. Why won't the-=waste pits-also be included? Will not· 
they have to be decommissioned, as'well? 

Mr. CROW. That material is disposed of in accordance with the 
regulations. What we will do is evaluate that burial ground to see 
whether or not there is any poteritial for adverse impact on the en
vironment. If we find there is, we will require them to remove the 
material. . '. . . 

Mr. MARKEY. Are you gomg to turn this area into a radioactive 
waste dump? . . . . 
Mr~ CROW. We don't intend to, no. 
Mr. MARKEY. What does the..8tate of Tennessee have as long-

term plElIlS for the site? .... . ". . .... 
. Mr. ZECH. The answer was, if-'~here is any radiological problem 

here, we Will be involved 'insolviilg it.· We have no intention of 
turning it over to the State with' a radiological safety problem. 

Mr. MARKEY. I understand. WhaVwe' 'have to know iswllat is 
going' toPe done with it. and what is the source of funding to 
ensure that it is' isolated and offers no threat to· the environment. 

Why are you not inclu~ing it in the s~udy? I am trying to get a 
total picture o(_'Yhat is_ gofng dn here iIi Erwin; and to the extent 
that you are excluding certain very important questions, we are. 
not going to have the -total picture. We can'tdo this piecemeal. 
Let's do it once, do it right, and put together a plan to protect these 
pe9ple forev~r. . , . . ,:. . . .. 

We can't go on this way. We have been'doing this,With piecemeal 
studies for the last decade, and it is,tiine we had a defmitive analy-
sis of what the cost will be. '. .. ..•. . 

Mr. CRow. We will do a ra.diologicalas~snient o( the. burial 
ground. And if there is potential for adver&e impact,,-we . will re-
quire it to be removed. - , • ,. ,r....,.·· ;" 

Mr. MARKEY. can we include what the cost might be to have it 
removed?' . 

Mr. ZECH. Yes, Mr. Chairman.' We win: <!() o~r ~t to jnclude 
that. ' .:-

[Testimony resumes on p. 144.] 
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UNITEDSTAT1!8 
NtJCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

'. WAllHINOTON, D. Co :(OII15lI 

october 14, 1986 

The-Honorable,.Edwai'dJ. Markey, Chafman:.: .. 
Subconmittee· oil' Energy Conservation and Power.,. 
Conmittee on ,Energy and C~rce 
United-States House of Representatives 
Washfngton.:O.C. 20515 

Dear Mr.- cha1rma.n:. 

"'1 

During the-September 18 liearlng concerning Nuclear Fuel Serv1ces, Inc. 
(NFS) Erwin Tepness'ee you requested that we review the proprietary . 
natur~ of de~omm1ssioni~gcost.inforlJ!Cltfon associated with that facil1ty. 
We have done 'so; . NFS has . now 1nformed the commiss10n that .it is . 
withdrawingHs- request for withholding.from public disclosure certain 
decommissionirig'.cost'informaUon prev1OUsly.submitted to the NRC for its 
Erwin. Tennessee .faci)ity. 

~ . 
Accordingl.Y~: ~hereare no, longer any restrictions on the, ,use of, the 
following' docume~~~: . . '" . 

1.. ~ec. 12.'1983.' status Rep~rt of Decommissioning ,at NFS,i'; lee 

2. Undated, NFS Status Briefing Ma~rial: Region Il's, Perception 

3. Oct.' 9.0197B •. Ltr~' frO!DW,C, Manser. NFS.tol.C. ~ous~, ~RC 

4. June';3: 1983.l~r. from J.R. Clark. ·IIFS. to R.G; Page.: NRC 

The first two 'documents'arecih'eadY 1n your possessfon. We are ~nClOsfng 
copies of. the latter two documents for your use. Copies of all R our 
documents are ~eing placed' i~'the.,CODIDisslon's Public Docwnent oom. 

•••. r, :X 'Sincerely • 
.~, ,y" ,", 

Enclosures: 
As stated 

'cc: Rep. Carlos Moorhead 
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-June 2), 1983

Mr. R. G. Page, Chief
Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch
Division of Fuel Cycle and ý. "

Material Safety, NMSS
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission',
Washington, D.C. 20555 JON271983,1

Re: License No. SMN-124 U ffOX,
Docket No. 70-143 MaaM

Dear Kr. Pages-,*

ih accordance with requirements of License Condition 50:..
of SNM-124, relating to the. Financial Assurance for Decommsissioning
.u-235 Facilities, at Erwin, alreview of the estimated cost for
*such decossissioning- is to be made from time to time in order.
to maintain adequate fundingin escrow to accoqOIish'this, work.

A review of the estimated cost for decommissioning of
the Erwin U-235 Facilities has- recedtly been made including
an analysis of the E sprow Fund balance and the. required "
annual contributions. Based upon this review, NFS submits the
enclosed modifications tc Part 2 "Financial Assurance for

- Decommissioning (1-235 Facilities UFS Erwin" contained in NFS1
letter dated October 9, 1978 to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

-Commission.

UFS requests, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790, that the enclosure

to this letter be withheld from public disclosure for reasons
set forth in the enclosed affidavit.

Siporely')

( James Cla
Manag of Quality

Assurance and Licensing

•j

Attachment to
June 23, 1983
Letter: to NRC.
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STATE OF "R~YLAND ) SS:

COU TY OF MONTGOXERY

I hereby certeify that on the 23rd. day of June 1983,
before me, the subscriber, a notary public of. the State
of Maryland, in and for Montgomery County, personally
appeared Peter L. Conti, and made oath, in due form of law
that the matters ýand facts set forth in. the attached
Affidavit,'-dated June 23, 1983, are true to the best of
his knowledge, information and belief...
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Mr. R. G, Page, Chief 
Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch 
Division of Puel Cycle and . 

Material safety, NMSS , ~ . 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory ColIIJDission
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Re. License 110. SIIM-124 
DoCket No. 70-143 

.:)"une 2), 1983 

:ih aCc6rdance with' requ~rements of License Condition 50' 
of SNK-124; relating to the Pinancial Assurance for DeCOmmissioning 
·U-235 Pacilities .. at Erwin, a'review of the estimated cost for 
such decollull1ssioning· is t:Q. be made from time to tiM in order· 
to mai~tain adequate fundS: ~n escrow to accomplish' this. work'. ._. ".' .!. 

A review of the estimated cost for decommissioning of 
the Erwin U-235 PaciH·ties hair recently' been made inClUding 
an analysis of the E,sprow Fund balance and the. required " 
annual contributions. Based upon this review, NPS submits the 
enclosed modifications to- Part 2 "Financial Assurance for ' 
Decommissioning ~235 Facilities IIFS Erwin" contained in liPS' 
le.tter dated October 9, 19?8 to the U.S. lIuclear Regulatory 

. COll1ll\ission.: ' . '." . ,',. " " .. 

tws req~ests; pursuant· to 10 CJ;'R 2.190,. that the enclosure 
to this letter be withheld from public disclosure for reasons 
set forth in the enclosed·~ffidavit. 
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I hereby cert"ify that on the 23rd. day of June 1983, 
before 'me, tJ1e subscriber, a notary public,.of, the State 
of Maryland,'ln and for Montgomery County, personally 
appeared Peter L. Conti, and made oath. in due form of law 
that the mat~ers'and facts set forth in. the attached 
Affidavit,Ldated June 23, 1983, are true' to the best of 
his knowled:e!\ informati~m' and belief •. 
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Mr. R. G, Page, Chief 
Uranium Fuel Licensing Branch 
Division of Puel Cycle and . 

Material safety, NMSS , ~ . 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory ColIIJDission
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Re. License 110. SIIM-124 
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:ih aCc6rdance with' requ~rements of License Condition 50' 
of SNK-124; relating to the Pinancial Assurance for DeCOmmissioning 
·U-235 Pacilities .. at Erwin, a'review of the estimated cost for 
such decollull1ssioning· is t:Q. be made from time to tiM in order· 
to mai~tain adequate fundS: ~n escrow to accomplish' this. work'. ._. ".' .!. 

A review of the estimated cost for decommissioning of 
the Erwin U-235 PaciH·ties hair recently' been made inClUding 
an analysis of the E,sprow Fund balance and the. required " 
annual contributions. Based upon this review, NPS submits the 
enclosed modifications to- Part 2 "Financial Assurance for ' 
Decommissioning ~235 Facilities IIFS Erwin" contained in liPS' 
le.tter dated October 9, 19?8 to the U.S. lIuclear Regulatory 
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tws req~ests; pursuant· to 10 CJ;'R 2.190,. that the enclosure 
to this letter be withheld from public disclosure for reasons 
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dune zi, 1VU4
Letter to NRCA.

k c~C
.• A F F I D A V iT

I, PetermL. Conti, make the following representations
that to the best of my knowledge and beliefs:

1. The document which Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.
wishes to have withheld from public discloiure is Enclosure I -

Financial Assurance foF Decommissioning U-235 Facilities - NFS
Erwin.

2. That I, Peter L. Conti, am Finance Manager and
Treasurer of Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

3. The information contained in the document cited in 1.
above haWe been held In confidence by Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

4. The information is of a type that is customarily held
in confidence by Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. in that it is of a

-financial nature_

S. Nuclear Fues ervices, Inc. has customarily submitted
financial information to !ie Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
and to-its predecessor, the tonic Energy Commission, in con-
fidence.

6. The information contained in these documents has not
been made available to public sources by NFS, nor has NFS
authorized that it be made'available.

7. The public disclosure of the financial information
contained.in the referenced documents are likely to cause

*substantial harm to the competitive position of Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc.

These documents cannot be reproduced by any other company
because the information-is internally generated by Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc.

Peter L. Conti

Zate

Letter to;NRG

Y. )
NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC.

Erwin, Tennessee Plant

Financil Assuranc6 For Decommissioning U-235 Facilities,

ENCLOSURE I

Based upon NFS' recent review of the estimated cost
required for decommissioning the U-235 Facilities at Erwin,
NFS has revised its estimated cost to accomplish this work
from approCxmately $5.2 million as originally projected
in 1978 to approximately $12.1 million; ,Accordingly, NFS
is increasing the Annual Contribution to it's Decommissioning
Escrow Fuqd, .from $516,000 to $1,783,000 per year commencing
in 1983.u Attached are schedules showing the estimated
cost andthe Annual Contributions to be made to the Fund.

C

- SUBJECT1:O10lOP-q 790--:
WITHHOLD FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
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I, peter<L. Conti, make the following representations 
that to the best of my knowledge and beliefs: 

1. The document which Nuclear Fuel Servi~es, Inc. 
wishes to have withheld from public disclosure is Enclosure I 
Fin~ncial Assura~ce fo~ Deco~issioning U-235 Facilities - NFS 
Erwl.n. ,"'" . 

. . 

• 2. That X, Pet'er L. Conti, am Finance Manager and 
Treasurer of Nuclear Fuel Services,. Inc. ' 

f \. 'J'", 

;3.' The information contained in the document cited in 1. 
abov~ have been held' tn confidence by Nuclear Puel Services, Inc. 
'" "\:! • . " 

~ 4. The information is of a type that is cus'tomarily held 
in confidence by Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. in that it is of a 

~financial nature· . 

S. Nucle~r ~ ervices,' Inc. has customarily submitted 
financial informa~~~~~he Nuclear Regulatory Commission, , . 
and to,its predecessor, th~~omic Energy Commission, in con-
fidence. ' . . , 

6. The information con~ained·in these documents has not 
been made available to public sources by NFS, nor has NPS 
authorized that it be made·available. .. 

7. The pubiic disclosure of the financial information 
contained.in the referenced documents are likely to cause 
substantial harm to the competitive position of Nuclear Fuel 
Services, Inc. 

These documents cannot be reproduced by any other company 
because the information. is internally generated by Nuclear 
Fuel Services, Inc. 
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Letter to' NR~ ·r 'r., 

NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC. 
... 

Erwin., T,ennessee Plant 

.) 

Fi~anci_~l As,urance. For DeCo~issloning U-235 Facilities 

" ENCLOSURE I 

./' ~-
Based upon NFS' recent revie""of .. ,the estimated cost 

requireq for decommissioning theU-i35 Facilities at Erwin, 
NFS has revised its estimated cost to accomplish this work 
from appro~';ma·tely $5.2 million as originally projected 

','! . 

in 1978 to approximately $12.1 million; Accordingly, NFS 
is increasing the A~nual Contribution toVit's Decommissioning 
Escrow Fuqd, ,from $516,000 to $1,783,000 per year commencing 
in 1983. L'Attached are schedules showing the estimated 
cost and;the Annual Contributions to be made to the Fund. 

-r" 

, .. SUIIJECTTOIOCFR 2.190- , 
WITHHOLD fllOM PUBUC OISClOSURE 

-1:-

'J 

(' 

~, ./ 
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.June ,/.oJ, J.\ltI.s " 
Letter to NRC /5'<-' 

\, :' ~.", ,~ 
'J>\.:>"'-•• 

·G' 
( 

A. F F I D A V I T 
\ 

) ~ 

I, peter<L. Conti, make the following representations 
that to the best of my knowledge and beliefs: 

1. The document which Nuclear Fuel Servi~es, Inc. 
wishes to have withheld from public disclosure is Enclosure I 
Fin~ncial Assura~ce fo~ Deco~issioning U-235 Facilities - NFS 
Erwl.n. ,"'" . 

. . 

• 2. That X, Pet'er L. Conti, am Finance Manager and 
Treasurer of Nuclear Fuel Services,. Inc. ' 

f \. 'J'", 

;3.' The information contained in the document cited in 1. 
abov~ have been held' tn confidence by Nuclear Puel Services, Inc. 
'" "\:! • . " 

~ 4. The information is of a type that is cus'tomarily held 
in confidence by Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. in that it is of a 

~financial nature· . 

S. Nucle~r ~ ervices,' Inc. has customarily submitted 
financial informa~~~~~he Nuclear Regulatory Commission, , . 
and to,its predecessor, th~~omic Energy Commission, in con-
fidence. ' . . , 

6. The information con~ained·in these documents has not 
been made available to public sources by NFS, nor has NPS 
authorized that it be made·available. .. 

7. The pubiic disclosure of the financial information 
contained.in the referenced documents are likely to cause 
substantial harm to the competitive position of Nuclear Fuel 
Services, Inc. 

These documents cannot be reproduced by any other company 
because the information. is internally generated by Nuclear 
Fuel Services, Inc. 
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Letter to' NR~ ·r 'r., 

NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC. 
... 

Erwin., T,ennessee Plant 

.) 

Fi~anci_~l As,urance. For DeCo~issloning U-235 Facilities 

" ENCLOSURE I 

./' ~-
Based upon NFS' recent revie""of .. ,the estimated cost 

requireq for decommissioning theU-i35 Facilities at Erwin, 
NFS has revised its estimated cost to accomplish this work 
from appro~';ma·tely $5.2 million as originally projected 

','! . 

in 1978 to approximately $12.1 million; Accordingly, NFS 
is increasing the A~nual Contribution toVit's Decommissioning 
Escrow Fuqd, ,from $516,000 to $1,783,000 per year commencing 
in 1983. L'Attached are schedules showing the estimated 
cost and;the Annual Contributions to be made to the Fund. 

-r" 

, .. SUIIJECTTOIOCFR 2.190- , 
WITHHOLD fllOM PUBUC OISClOSURE 

-1:-
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Letter "to

NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, IC..

Erwin, Tennessee Plant.

Letter to NRit

NUCLEAR FUEL STene se INC.

Erwin, Tennessee Plant

* :1

Financial Assurance For Decommissioning U-235 Facilities

Estimated Cost

$(000)

Finanoial1Assurance For Decommissioning U-235ý Facilities

%Summary of Annual Contributions to Fund

$(000)

C-

High Enriched Facilities

High Enriched Facilities
(added Based on License
Condition Requirements)

Low Enriched Facilities

Total Cost

Estimated Cost
2 UX nal Additional Total
$4,2 $3,816 $-8,6

-- 2,596 2#J596

High Enriched. Facili ties

High Enrichgd Facilities
(Added Basedi on License
Condition Requirements)

Low Enriched: Facilities

Total Costm,

$423

93

.... 5.16j.

$ 741

434

Annual Contributions
Original Additional Total*

$1,164

434

92 185

ý$1,267- $1,793

ME

930 492 1,422

$5,160. $6,904 $12,064

J

Current costs are

that the majority

sioning work will

expressed in 1982 dollars and assumes

of on-site decontamination and decommis-

be performed by .NFS personnel.

* Total Contributions. represents revised annual contributions

to be made.,to -the Decommissioning Escrow Fund based on a

recent review ofthe 'cost of decommissioning and contribution

required. Tile revised annual contributions will be made

from 1983 through 1988.

SUBJECT TO 10 CFR 7-790
WITHHOLD FRGM PUaLIC DISCLOSURE

-3-

.SUBIECT4-T 10 CFR 2.790
WIThHOLD FROM PUBUC DISCLOSURE
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NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC. 

Erwin" Tennessee Plant, 

'" t 

Financial Assurance Por Decommissioninq U-235 Facilitiea 
",-t-

Estimated Cost 

; 
-..,: -~, 

High Enriched Facilities 
, . 

High Enriched Facilities 
(added Based on License 
Condition Requirements) 

Low Enriched Facilities 

Total Cost 

$ (QOO) 

Estimated Cost 
Original Additional 

$4,230 $3,816 

2,596 

492 

Current costs are e~pressed in 1982 dollars and assumes " ' 

Total 
$B;ii46 

2:596 

that the majority of on-site decontamination and decommis-

sioning work will be performed by NFS personnel. 

. SUBIECTt TO 10 CfR 2.790 
WltmtOLD FROM PUBUC DlSClGSURE 

-2- , 

':.- --~ ..... -.:- it" 
June 23, 198, 
Letter to N 

, '. ) 

i05 

Erwin, Tennessee Plant 

'. Pina:noia~~;J\8surance For Decommissioning U-235: Facilities 

" Summary of Annual c~ntrli:)\ition9 to Fund 
( ~\j 

" $ (00'0) , , ;, 
/ 

.' .. ~ 

'v 

.;'. 

Annual Contributions 
, Original Additional ~, 

High Enriched,Facilities 

,High Enrich41!,d ra.9,ilities 
(Added Based'on License 
Condition Requirements) 

$423 J 741 $1,164 
·i-.~ . "' 

434 434 

-] 
Total Cost;, $1,267 $lr783 

.. " <,:",:"" 

..... . " 
#;;" 

...... ../ 

• Total Contributiol\s .. ):,epresents revised annual. contributions 

to be made"to .. the''''De~ommissi,()ning Escrow Fund based on a 
. '~'~'" . .,. 

recent review 01., :the 'cost of decommissioning and contribution 
) 

required. Tl'ie revised annual contributions will be made " 

from 1983 through 1988. 
, '("-" ,,,, 

./ 
"\. 

c. SUBJECT TO 10 CfR 2.790 
WITHHOLD FROM I'\Ii)UC DlSQ.O,,·URE 
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NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC. 

Erwin" Tennessee Plant, 

'" t 

Financial Assurance Por Decommissioninq U-235 Facilitiea 
",-t-

Estimated Cost 

; 
-..,: -~, 

High Enriched Facilities 
, . 

High Enriched Facilities 
(added Based on License 
Condition Requirements) 

Low Enriched Facilities 

Total Cost 

$ (QOO) 

Estimated Cost 
Original Additional 

$4,230 $3,816 

2,596 

492 

Current costs are e~pressed in 1982 dollars and assumes " ' 

Total 
$B;ii46 

2:596 

that the majority of on-site decontamination and decommis-

sioning work will be performed by NFS personnel. 

. SUBIECTt TO 10 CfR 2.790 
WltmtOLD FROM PUBUC DlSClGSURE 

-2- , 

':.- --~ ..... -.:- it" 
June 23, 198, 
Letter to N 

, '. ) 

i05 

Erwin, Tennessee Plant 

'. Pina:noia~~;J\8surance For Decommissioning U-235: Facilities 

" Summary of Annual c~ntrli:)\ition9 to Fund 
( ~\j 

" $ (00'0) , , ;, 
/ 

.' .. ~ 

'v 

.;'. 

Annual Contributions 
, Original Additional ~, 

High Enriched,Facilities 

,High Enrich41!,d ra.9,ilities 
(Added Based'on License 
Condition Requirements) 

$423 J 741 $1,164 
·i-.~ . "' 

434 434 

-] 
Total Cost;, $1,267 $lr783 

.. " <,:",:"" 

..... . " 
#;;" 

...... ../ 

• Total Contributiol\s .. ):,epresents revised annual. contributions 

to be made"to .. the''''De~ommissi,()ning Escrow Fund based on a 
. '~'~'" . .,. 

recent review 01., :the 'cost of decommissioning and contribution 
) 

required. Tl'ie revised annual contributions will be made " 

from 1983 through 1988. 
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Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. Eau, TENNSSEE ais0 .
A Subildlwy 0 CifGll 00 COI5pay OHS I55

"Otobe, 9, 178.
14r- Leland P. ouse. ChiefFuel Processing and Fabrication Branch. IADivision Of Fuel Cycle & Material Safety

9- S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.- C. 205.55 ON

Referencei i(a) NRC Letter of January 27, 1978 to is-
S(b) S• License Mo. 124, NRC Docket 70-1431

Dear Mr. Roiseg "

Your letter Of January 27, 1978 (Reference a) stated thatcertain deco •smissioning Information Is required for your
r couitinhIing-review of the MPS pending application for renewalof SNM-124-(Reference b). Accordingly, NFS herewith submits

Its decommissioning program for the U-235 Facilities at the
NfS Erwin Plant. This submittal is in two parts:

.Part 'I - Conceptual Plan for Decommissioning 0-235.
Facilities at NPS Erwinj and'

Part 2 - Financial Assurance for 06commisaioning U-235Facilities at NFS Erwin. • . i ... . - .

MPS requests, pursuant' to 10 CPR 2.790, that Part 2("Financial Assurance for DecoinMissioning U-235 Pacilities atMM Erwin") be withheld from public disclosure for reasons set
forth In the enclosed affidavit.

Inforiiation on the :decmmissloning of the Plutonium and-Urahlum-233 facilities is being submitted under separate cover
on this date.

It is HFS' understanding that with the submittal of this
decommissioning information, the NRC is continuing its reviewof the UPS Erwin pending application for renewal of itslicensei with the objective of the Issuance of a full term(five year) license. - If any additional information is
required from FS 'to allow for the completion of your review,
please so-inform me.

Sincerely,
/~~~ ~ '5"4-"-9 

"- " : 
v•

. ..... w'General Manager

Ihclosures

0c: Mr..James P. O'Reilly 
' ".

Director, Region 11
iffithout Xnalosures)

if1
.~ I"

107.

Attachment to'
October 9, 1978
Letter to X1.

.A FFI D AV I

I, Petr L. Conti, make the following representations
that to the best of my knowledge and beliefs*

1. The document which Nuclear Fuel Services,-.'' Inc.
wishes to have withheld from" public. disclosure is, Part/ 2 -
Financial. Assurance for Decommissioning U-235 Facilities - NUB
Erwin.

2.' That", , Petgr L.' "Conti, am Finance Manager and
Treasurer OffNuclear Fuel Services, Inc.'

3. The .Information contained in' the document C it•d in 1.
above have'bedn held in confidence by Nuclear Fuel Services,
Inc.

4. The information is of a typ& that is customarily held
*in confidence-by Nuclear Yuel Services, Inc. in that it is of a
financial' nature.

5. Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc; has customarily submitted
financial information to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
and to its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission, in con-
fidence.

6. The ipformation contained in .these documents has not
been made avaiable to p)ublic sources by NFS, nor has NIS
authorized .that'it be made available.

7. The public disclosure of the financial information
contained in 'the referZenced documents are likely to cause
subatantialý, harm to the competitive position of Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., .

These' documents ca not be reproduced by any other company
-because the information is internally generated by Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc.

4te, J 2tt-a~t,4ed

) 
c 

"" -<-
~~ ), 

Mr. Leland C. Rouse, Chief 
Fu .. l ,Processing and Pabr,icatlon Branch, 
Division of Fuel Cycle & Material safety 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory COmmission 
"a~hington, Do> f:!. 20!i~5, ;:>' " 

Reeerencei ia) ,NRC Letter of January 27, 1978 'to NiB 
(6) SNM License No. l24~ N~ Docket 70-143 

Dear Mr. ROQse r 
"~ ~ 

Your let~~r of January 27, 1978 '(Reference a) stated 'that 
ce~taln d~l$sioning information' is required for your 

r contin:Uing~review of the lIPS pending application fOI[ renewal 
~f SNM-124~(Reference b). Accordingly, NFS herewith submits 
~t~ decommissie>n1ng program for the U-235 FacUities at the 
NPSErwin P~ant. Th~ssubmi,ttal is,}n two partsr 

.. l. 

'Part 'I -' Conceptual Plan for DecolDIDlsSlonirig 0-235, 
Facilities a~ NPS'Erwinl an6 

. . .' ~ ~ 

'Part 2 - Pinancla1Assurance for D~commls~i~ni~g'~~~3S 
Facilities Itt NFS Erwin. '.'.." 

<., 

• ". '.:1'. 
u NPS requests, pUtBUant' to 10 CPR 2.790, thaI: Part 2 

, ( Plnanci:l Assurance for Dec~issionlng ~235Pacilities at 
lIPS Erwin ) be withheld tram public disclosui:e for reasons set 
forth in the enclosed affidavit. 

, , ,Information on the:decommissioning of the PlutoniUm' and 
,Oranium-233 facilities is being submitted under separate cover 
on tbls 4ate. 

It is lIPS' ~erstanding that with the submittal of this 
decommiSSioning lnformation, tbe NRC is continuing its review 
of the lIPS Erwin pending application for renellal of its 
license' with the objective of the Issuance of a full tem 
(five year) licen~., If any additional information is 
required from BPS to allow for the completion of your' review 
please so'inform me. ' 

',... 
Enclosures' 

CCI Mr. ,Jaiaes P. O'Reilly 
Director, Region II 
(Without Bnclosat'es) 

"'Sincereiy, '," 

• <.> I~' ,~~-W " " '.,...v,. c. u:ls~ 
Gene!;al Manager ' 

" 

" 

(1115)' 

Attachment to' 
October 9, 1978 
Letter to Nit9 

, 
,n • 

J 
j\'. 

107,;, 

AI'I'IDAVI'1' 

I p~~r L. Conti, make the following representati4)ns 
that t'; ~e best of my knowledge and ~liefsa '/',", 

1. 'l'he_ document whieb Nuclear FUel Services,':'}no. ',' 
wishes to have withheld frOID" public' di8910sure is, Part 2 -
Pinancial Assurance for DecOll\lllisSioning U-235 Facilities - NPS 
Erwin.' , 

2.' 'T~" I, "pe~r'L.' 'conti,' 'am 'PinanceManageran~ 
Treasurer (I't-'Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.' \ ", 

-"'~ ' .. ~, . " ':,t ': . i~' ,:. .: .. 

3. The lnforJDatlon contained fn' the 4ocUl1lent cU:ed in 1. 
above have 'be~n 'held in" corifidence by Nuclear Fuel ~erv ices, 
Inc.' .. , ' """ ':" . ' 

4. The i~forl1lation is of a typ~ that is custoJDarily held 
'in confidence, 'by Nuclear .Fuel Services, Inc. in that it Is of a, 
financial'na~re. ' 

5. Nuclear Puel Servi~s, Inc'- has custOlllarily submitted 
financial information to the Nuclear Regulatory commission, 
and to its predecessor, the Atomic Energy commission, in con-
fidence. " W 

6. The ioformation contained in ,these documents has not 
been made avai');able to PUblic sources by NFS. nor has NPS 
authorized ,that'it be made available. 

7. The pUblic disclosure of the financial information 
contained ,in 'the, r~ferenced documents are likely to cause 
substantial"harl1l to the competitive position of Nuclear Puel 
Services, Inc.,..', '" 

. 'l'h~S~' d~~m~n·ts·f c.arlnot be reprodu~ed by any other company 
,because the information is internally 'generated by Nuclear 
Fuel Services, Inc • 

) 
c 

"" -<-
~~ ), 

Mr. Leland C. Rouse, Chief 
Fu .. l ,Processing and Pabr,icatlon Branch, 
Division of Fuel Cycle & Material safety 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory COmmission 
"a~hington, Do> f:!. 20!i~5, ;:>' " 

Reeerencei ia) ,NRC Letter of January 27, 1978 'to NiB 
(6) SNM License No. l24~ N~ Docket 70-143 

Dear Mr. ROQse r 
"~ ~ 

Your let~~r of January 27, 1978 '(Reference a) stated 'that 
ce~taln d~l$sioning information' is required for your 

r contin:Uing~review of the lIPS pending application fOI[ renewal 
~f SNM-124~(Reference b). Accordingly, NFS herewith submits 
~t~ decommissie>n1ng program for the U-235 FacUities at the 
NPSErwin P~ant. Th~ssubmi,ttal is,}n two partsr 

.. l. 

'Part 'I -' Conceptual Plan for DecolDIDlsSlonirig 0-235, 
Facilities a~ NPS'Erwinl an6 

. . .' ~ ~ 

'Part 2 - Pinancla1Assurance for D~commls~i~ni~g'~~~3S 
Facilities Itt NFS Erwin. '.'.." 

<., 

• ". '.:1'. 
u NPS requests, pUtBUant' to 10 CPR 2.790, thaI: Part 2 

, ( Plnanci:l Assurance for Dec~issionlng ~235Pacilities at 
lIPS Erwin ) be withheld tram public disclosui:e for reasons set 
forth in the enclosed affidavit. 

, , ,Information on the:decommissioning of the PlutoniUm' and 
,Oranium-233 facilities is being submitted under separate cover 
on tbls 4ate. 

It is lIPS' ~erstanding that with the submittal of this 
decommiSSioning lnformation, tbe NRC is continuing its review 
of the lIPS Erwin pending application for renellal of its 
license' with the objective of the Issuance of a full tem 
(five year) licen~., If any additional information is 
required from BPS to allow for the completion of your' review 
please so'inform me. ' 

',... 
Enclosures' 

CCI Mr. ,Jaiaes P. O'Reilly 
Director, Region II 
(Without Bnclosat'es) 

"'Sincereiy, '," 

• <.> I~' ,~~-W " " '.,...v,. c. u:ls~ 
Gene!;al Manager ' 

" 

" 
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Attachment to' 
October 9, 1978 
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AI'I'IDAVI'1' 

I p~~r L. Conti, make the following representati4)ns 
that t'; ~e best of my knowledge and ~liefsa '/',", 

1. 'l'he_ document whieb Nuclear FUel Services,':'}no. ',' 
wishes to have withheld frOID" public' di8910sure is, Part 2 -
Pinancial Assurance for DecOll\lllisSioning U-235 Facilities - NPS 
Erwin.' , 

2.' 'T~" I, "pe~r'L.' 'conti,' 'am 'PinanceManageran~ 
Treasurer (I't-'Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.' \ ", 

-"'~ ' .. ~, . " ':,t ': . i~' ,:. .: .. 

3. The lnforJDatlon contained fn' the 4ocUl1lent cU:ed in 1. 
above have 'be~n 'held in" corifidence by Nuclear Fuel ~erv ices, 
Inc.' .. , ' """ ':" . ' 

4. The i~forl1lation is of a typ~ that is custoJDarily held 
'in confidence, 'by Nuclear .Fuel Services, Inc. in that it Is of a, 
financial'na~re. ' 

5. Nuclear Puel Servi~s, Inc'- has custOlllarily submitted 
financial information to the Nuclear Regulatory commission, 
and to its predecessor, the Atomic Energy commission, in con-
fidence. " W 

6. The ioformation contained in ,these documents has not 
been made avai');able to PUblic sources by NFS. nor has NPS 
authorized ,that'it be made available. 

7. The pUblic disclosure of the financial information 
contained ,in 'the, r~ferenced documents are likely to cause 
substantial"harl1l to the competitive position of Nuclear Puel 
Services, Inc.,..', '" 

. 'l'h~S~' d~~m~n·ts·f c.arlnot be reprodu~ed by any other company 
,because the information is internally 'generated by Nuclear 
Fuel Services, Inc • 
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Attachment tý '.
October 9, 19 7 8'
Letter to NRC
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AFFIRMATION

STATE OF'MARYL&HP ) SB: "
COUNTY OF MONTGOMERY

.. I herebyi certify that on the- .9th day of October 1978,before -me, the subicriber, a notary public of the State ofMaryland, In and for Montgomery County, personally appeared
Peter -L. Conti?, nd made oath in~.due form of. law -that the
matters and facts set. forth in the attached Affidavit, dated
October 9, l178,;'are true to the best of his knowledge, Infor-
mation and belief.

%X Coammbska E*f.-s Ju1 I. 1 M

I $

2 r 1 109

PART :

CONCEPTUAL PLAN FOR DECOMMISSIONING.

OF:'URANIUM-235 FACILITIES

c AT

NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC.

ERWIN, TENNESSEE
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STATE oF' KAaYLAN!;)' 

COUNTY OP MON~Y 
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-' I hereby'certify that on the· .9th.day of October 1978, 
before ,me, the subSc;~iber, a notary ,public of the state of 
Maryland, in alld for Montgomery Cobnty, personally appeared 
Peter 'L. Conti~ and made oath in:_due form of. law ·that the 
matters and facts set forth in the' att.sch~d. Affidavit, .dated 
October 9, 1'978,:- are true to the best of his knowledge, infor-

"matioD ~na belief. .. 
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-' I hereby'certify that on the· .9th.day of October 1978, 
before ,me, the subSc;~iber, a notary ,public of the state of 
Maryland, in alld for Montgomery Cobnty, personally appeared 
Peter 'L. Conti~ and made oath in:_due form of. law ·that the 
matters and facts set forth in the' att.sch~d. Affidavit, .dated 
October 9, 1'978,:- are true to the best of his knowledge, infor-

"matioD ~na belief. .. 
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•L2 I,
1.0 INTRODUCTION. AND ý4ýtCTIVR

Nuclear Fuel- Servlfed, Inc. (NES) currently holds NRC
License SNM-124 to conduct various operations at iti-

Erwin, fTennessee facility. In response 'o Condition

No.348 to SNM-124, NýS has prepared and is herein sub-

mitting -a' conceptual plan for th6 .end4of;-life decommissioning

of its Erwin--fadilities.

The conceptual pla•-covei:s .decommissioning of-facilities
presently or formerly used to process high and low enriched

uranium-1-235 -materfs: and has been developed in sufficient

detail to permit a r~asonable tsimate of the work scope
and associated costs. Methods and -teehniques differing

ýrom those presented herein mal be utilized to achieve-
theoultimate objective if, at the time of detailed planning
-ot execution, they appear to offer advantages in performance.

or economics and are cofisistent with the public health and
safety.

The objective and eventual result of the decommissioning

activities will be to restore .the Erwin plantsite to

acceptable levels of contamination such that the land and

remaining facilities can be released for unrestricted use.

- 111

0

2.0 GENERAL SCOPE OF WORK

In order to accomplish the decommissioning project, facili-
ties, equipment, and real estate will be decontaminated tp
acceptable contamination levels. Where decontamination is
not praictial or econoical, contaminated materials will be
disposed of in licensed burial sites.

Location of the NFS-EBrwin plant is shown in Figure 2.1.
Buildings to be decommissioned as a part of this plan are
shown in Figure 2.2 and are specifically listed below:

High Enriched Facilities

.Bldg. 100

105

120:

131

132/133

220

233

300 -

302

303

' 304

310

330

Ponds 1, 2,-3

General Area

Floor Area, ft 2
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Pacilities used for. proessing uranium and for support

operations are constructed primarily.of steel and concrete

or concrete bloqk. Roofs are• mainly poured gypSum, sheet

board, gravel and asphalt.

She three sludge retentiop ponds will fie excavated and the

cotaminated residues disoosed of iti-, a manner yet .'to be
determined It is quite possible, for example, that

radioactivity- levels may be sufficiently low to permit'.

transport in bnlk-t&pa dumpstrae. "

All materials and equipment,being sent to burialý will be

packaged for transport in:accordance with applicable shipping

regulations. .It -is-estimated that approximately 450 shipments

will be required to move 310,000 cubic feet of U
2 3

5-contami-"

ented materials to an off-site burial location (assumed to

be Barnwell, South Carolina)". Packages twould, primarily

. consist of metai -barrels or wooden boxes, with- some low grade,

(LSA) materials such as asphalt paving or. dirt being shipped

in large covered dumpsters.
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Uranium values will be assigned to eachoutgoing package eithe:

by NUA. measurement techniques or by calculated values derived

from a physical radioactivity survey. The RDA -system:•will'

monitor the 185, KeV gamma complex emitted from U
2

3 and

will be calibrated generally -as described in Seition 3.6 of.

the IHPSFNMC plan. -"

The time required to decommission.the high end low enriched

U
2 3 5 

facilities at Erwin is estimated at two years or less.
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3.0 COMNBPTUAL LAN AND PROCEDURS

Acceptable contamination levels for surfaces after .deconta-

-'1inatiom. are shown in. Table. 3.1. All surfaces remaining.

N within theplanIt win be decontami natd to these levels

prior to the application of any coating or covering.

matpri-'s being sent to burial may have coverings applied

:regard less of initial contamination level.

3.1 iasic Procedure

.- J I

a) Detailed dismantling and special health and

safety procedures will. be prepared and shall, when

approved by the NFS Internally Authorized Change

(IAC) Committee, be implemented for the performance

,of this work.

+•

b)" A pr0-survey will be made of potentially contaminated

areas in order, to determine the extent of decontami-

nation required.*

This pre-survey will be reviewed with the NRC and

will include the following:

Survey, of floors.

* Roof surveys and smear samples.

Core samples of earth.

Samples of block or concrete walls to a depth

of 1/8 inch or more.

Smears of roof supports.

Background data from soil samples obtained both

on site and off site.

Records and drawings of. sample locations and results

will be dociumented and maintained.

-7-

!AKE. 3.1.

AVCI&PADLE SURPACECONTAJHATIO~tIAVEIS*

?4UCUjDq AVERACP.C M)UXMUIMbd . RftljhIVASIA
1 '
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WK261431,1.t33
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1  1000 dpnPaa lDyI0csrI

I&d y uvdcei ocer tlmn atha

Uno &~.90 and oteli:,,notcd a"m
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, Aoceptab,le contamination level,s, foi: surfaces after .deconta-
H::£))ainati~ are' shown in, Table 3.1. ..All surface~, ~emaining , 

~> -1 within the ,Plant wUl be decoontaminated, to .. these levels 
~"prior to the appl~cation of any coating ~r covering. 

. *~ia:~S being sent to burial. may have coverings applied 

,reg~less. of initial contamination level. ' 
if~" 

3.1 ... !!Bsic Procedure 

" 

ar Detai1ei1 dlslD8lltling and 'special health and 
safety procedures wlll,},e prepared and shall., when 
approved by the NFS In~ernally Authorized Change 
(.lAC) ComIIIittee, ~ implemented for the performance 

of this work. 

bj· A pre-survey will be ~de of potentially contaminated 
areas in order, to de'te:t1Dine the extent of decontami.

nation ~red; 

Th:l.s pre-survey will. .be reviewed with the NRC and 

will include the following' 

survey of floors. 

Roof surveys and smear samples: 

Core 'samples of earth. 

Samples of block or concrete walls to a depth 

of 1/8 inch or more. 

smears of roof· supports. 

Background data from soil samples obtained !lOth 

on site and off sUe. 

Records and drawings of. sample locations and results 

will be docUmented and maintained. 
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a) Contaminated equipment and: objects containing

levels of contamination in excess of those listedý

in Table 3'12 will be either disposed of by. burial

or decontaminated.'

- pipng, and equipment having interior sirfaces that

-.are inaccesSible -or survey shall :be assumed to be

- contaminated in excess of those levels soutlined in

Tab6 3r. I and will be prepared for waste burial.

I'

td) Overall contamination control will be maintained
4\ through continual surface surveys .and the evaluation'

of air sample data. Access control to Work areas

will be maintained through administrative,procedures':

to preclude unrestricted access to potentially con-

taminated areas pending ultimate- decontamination.:.

e) The a"essment of contamination levels on the sur-

- faces Uf walls,. ceilings, roof supports and floors.

by means of a radiological survey will be used for

the assignment of. uranium values, preparatory .to-

shipment to burial.'

Walls and floors in uranium-235 .processing areas
will be ?decontaminated -as necessary by means of

spraying a detergent solution .on the surfaces using

high~pressure spray equipment. Solutions would be

collected either by' means of a sump or a vacuum devict

and. transferred to the Waste Water Treatment Facility

(WWTF) where it would be processed.. Sludge from WwTF

would be put in 55-gali6n 'metal barrels and sent to

wastq buriaL. [It is planned to m'•intain the Waste"

Water -Treatment Facility;* in '"'operatifg state.until

all decontamination is completed. ]- "

* The verltilation '•ystems will . remain in operation:

until all equipment is removed and all, structures

are decontaminated. At khat point the ductwork, fans

and filter housings will be' disassembled, sealed,

and packag~ed for disposal.

Prior to release of the. premises. for unrestricted

use,. NFS.will make a comprehensive survey establishing

that. the .lqvels of contamination are within the limits

specified in-.Table 3.1.:...A final survey report will

be prepared and submitted to.the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.

J

3.2 Sequential Plan

FolloKing the summation and evaluation 'of.data. obtained

from surveys and-.analyses outlined in Section 3.1, the

fol~owing tasks will be' accomplished:

Removal, p~ckaging and shipment of glove box enclosures.

All process piping will be disconnected and each open

end will be sufficiently wrapped. Open flanges, pipes,

etc., from tanks will be equipped with a blind flange

or adequately wrapped so as to preclude leakage.

S 9-
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~ntaminated equipment and. objects containing 

levels of contamination in excess of those listed, 

in !\'abl.e 3~1 wll1 be ~ithe~ disPosed of by budd 
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walls and floors in uranium-235 'processing areas 

will be )decontaminated ,as necessary by means of 

spraying- a detergent solution .on ':the surfaces using 
high,pressure spray equipment. Solutions Would be 

collected either ~" .ansof a sUIIiP or avacuwa devict 

and. transferred to the waste Water: i'reatment pacility 
(w;rip) wliere it would be processed •. Slu4ge from 1IW'l'P 

,.ould be ,put' 'iii 55-gali6n"metal barrels and 'sent'to 

was~' burial~ [l:t: is planned to maintain the"'Waste" 

water' !\'reatment Faoili ty" in "im' operating state Until 

all decontamination is completed.J~ 

The ve~tilation'systems will:remain in operation 

until all equipment is removed and all. structures 

are decontaminated. At Chat point the ductwork, fans 
and filter housings wi~l be' disassembied~ 'sealed, 
and paCk~g~~ for disposal. ' .-

pr~or to releas,e of the" premises for 'unrestricted 
use~ NFS, will.· make a «;:!Omprehensive survey .establishing 

thCl~' the, ,.lfilvelso,f contll1llinationare within the limits 
, specified in::Tab1e 3.1.; ,A final survey report: will 

be prepared -an,d s,ul>mit,ted to ,the Nuclear . Regulatory 

colD!ll:issio/l. 
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walls and floors in uranium-235 'processing areas 

will be )decontaminated ,as necessary by means of 

spraying- a detergent solution .on ':the surfaces using 
high,pressure spray equipment. Solutions Would be 

collected either ~" .ansof a sUIIiP or avacuwa devict 

and. transferred to the waste Water: i'reatment pacility 
(w;rip) wliere it would be processed •. Slu4ge from 1IW'l'P 

,.ould be ,put' 'iii 55-gali6n"metal barrels and 'sent'to 

was~' burial~ [l:t: is planned to maintain the"'Waste" 

water' !\'reatment Faoili ty" in "im' operating state Until 

all decontamination is completed.J~ 

The ve~tilation'systems will:remain in operation 

until all equipment is removed and all. structures 

are decontaminated. At Chat point the ductwork, fans 
and filter housings wi~l be' disassembied~ 'sealed, 
and paCk~g~~ for disposal. ' .-

pr~or to releas,e of the" premises for 'unrestricted 
use~ NFS, will.· make a «;:!Omprehensive survey .establishing 

thCl~' the, ,.lfilvelso,f contll1llinationare within the limits 
, specified in::Tab1e 3.1.; ,A final survey report: will 

be prepared -an,d s,ul>mit,ted to ,the Nuclear . Regulatory 

colD!ll:issio/l. 
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4.0 T•NTODS OF. DECOMT•mATION .-

4.1 General Considerations -

Piping:and pro.ess equipment will be thoroughly

hlushed upon completion of the, last process phase

to kemove gross quantities of material and the internal

surfaces of glove boxes and. other enclosures will be

wiped down. if-the pre-survey .of BDA measurements

reveal significant residual quantities of uraniumi,

additional cleaning efforts will be made.

(4. Final wet wipe, of all surlcess prior to final

survey and release.

Internal Glove Box Surfaces (Where Required)

(1) Dama rag- wiping (water or mild detergent).

(2) Allow moisture to evaporate.

0''

Typical methods of decontamination will be as follows:

Walls for Unrestricted Use

(1) Wet wiping with damp rags (water or mild

detergent).

• -Floors for Unrestricted Use

(1)" Some- of the- facilities" used for processing

uraniWu as 4ell as support-facilities have'

tiled floors over a concrete slab. -Aitholugho

these tiles contain only minute' levels o0 fixed

contamination, itiLs pianned' to physically

remove and package them. for ultimate wasth burial.

.1
I'-

7-- -~

(2)

(3)

Thoroughly survey concrete fl6ors."

Decontaminate, if necessary, any localized

spots that say exceed levels outlined in Table

3.1 by both wet scraping residual sealer and

wet wiping or spraying with high pressure spray

equipment. It is anticipated that water would

be the wetting agent or in some cases, a mild

detergent.

-: 12. -
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4.1 General Oonsiderations 
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to remoV;;-·-g~SS cpaantities of material and·the inte1:Jlal 

surfaces of giove' ~s'andother enclosures will be 
wiped down. If-th~ pre-survey.of HDA measurements 
reveal significant residua.;L quantiUes of uranium.' 

additional cleaning efforts will be. made. 

Typ,ical methods of decontamination will be as follows: 

Walls for Unrestricted Use 

(1) We~ wip.ing with dUprags (water. or' mild 
detergent) • 

• ·Ploors.for Unrestricted Use 

(l)'Some of the' facilitiefi used for' proces~ii19' 
uraniUJ!l as weil as ~uppOrt.facilities hAveY

-' 

'tiled noon ov~r a concrete slab. ·A'ithoUgh' 
. these tiles" contain only' iniilute'~ level.s ~~ fixed 

, . ·contaminiltion, It'~is pianneci'to physicaily . 
remove and package them, for ultimate ~ast'e bm:ial. 

(3) Thorou~bl.y survey concrete floors.' 

(3) Decont8lllinate, if necessary, any localized 
spots that may exceed levels outlined in Table 
3.1 by both wet scraping residual sealer and 

wet wiping or ,spraying with high pressure spray 
equipment. It is anticipated that water would 
be the ~etting agent or in some cases, a mild 

detergent. 
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(4l Pinal wet wipe of all surf~ces prior to final 

-' survey and release. 

Internal Glove Box Surfaces (Where Required} 
• 

(1) DamP rag' wiping (wa tar or ndld detergent). 

(2) Allow moisture to evaporate. 
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Attachment to "'
October 9, 1978
Letter to. NRC

,Part 2:

FINANCIAL ASSURANCE 'FOR DECOMMISSIONING U-235 FACILITIES

NFS ERWIN

A. Funding Plan

NFS proposes the following financial arrangements to assure
the availabilfty of .funds at time of decommissioning for

the Uranium Processing Facilities (U-235):

1. NFS proposes to provide for decommissioning by estab-
lishing a fund to be held in escrow by a third party,
namely a banking institution, with investment contr -to

be retained by_4W. This fund. is-not to be subject to
3Tf'isof creditors or otherd and is to be dedicated to

decontamination and decommissioning only.

2. Contributions to the fund will be made by annual contri-

butions. This is to be accompli-shed over a ten. year
period. -

0,v 3. Arrangements will be made with the banking institution

for NFS to make the annual contributions to the fund by

specific investment instruments in order to maximize
interest Income.-

4. Investment Income will remain in the fund and will be

reinvested to provide for escalation of costs unless the

fund exceeds the estimated cost of decommilssioning.

S. From time to time, NFS will review. the estimated cost
for decommissioning In comparison to the projected funda
accumulation. Adjustments to the annual contributions
will be made, if necessary..

SUBJECT TO 10 CFR 2.790
WITHiOLD FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

I

I
I

:1

S
''-123
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6. Estimated .cost to decommission the U-235 facilities is
estimated at approximately $5.2-'million in 1978 dollars

(see attached schedules).

7. Based o0 a ten year funding period, we would contribute

$516,1000 a year into the, fund.

B. Inapplicability of Performance Bond I!
As another possible method of providing financial assurance

for the future decommissioning of the U-235 facilities, NFS

explored the potential of obtaining a performance bond. A

performance bpnd is commonly provided by companies under-

taking projects on behalf of others. The surety companies

issuing such bonds are provided the opportunity to review

the project and, on the basis bf prior experience, the

nature of the project.,and the financial condition of the

company seeking the bond, the surety is able to assess the

risk involved and either issues or denies the issuange of

the bond. O the other hand, the decommissioning project

is not readily assessable in this manner because there is

at present no depth of industrial experience in conducting

radioactive decbnmi-ssio'ding projects, :the project is to be

undertaken: at some indefinite time in the future, and is

subject to considerable change due to evolving regulatory

requirements. Accordingly, NFS' examination of the poten-

tial of securing a performance bond disclosed an

unwillingness on the part of potential sureties to under-

take such a project. It is our judgment, on the basis of

this examination, that a performance bond could not be

obtained 'under reasonable terms and conditions, and that

the proposed method of establishing a dedicated fund pro-

vides adequate assurance of the availability of funds to

carry out a future decommissioning of the U-235 facilities.

r
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"Part 2 

FINANCIAL 'ASSURANCE FoR· DECOMMISSIONING 0-235 FACILITIES , 
NFS ERWIN 

A. Funding Plan 

NFS proposes the follOWing financial arrangements to assure 
the availabUi'ty of _funds at time of decommis~sioning for. 
the Uranium processing FacU-fUes (U':'235).: 

1. NFS proposes to provide for decommissioning by ~stab
llsbing a fund to be held in escrow by a third party, 
namely a banking institutio~, with investment contro) ko 

be r~tained by W. This fund .is _not to be subject to 
clalJDS of creditors or, otherd and is to be dedica~ed. to 
decontamination and decommis~ionlng only. 

2. Contributi9ns to the fund wiil be made by annual contri
butions. This is to be accompli'shed over a ten, year 
period. 

,- r 

.i }.y:" 3. "Arrangel!lents, will be made with the banking1nstitution 
for·NFS to mak~ the annual contributions to the fund by 
specific investment instruments in ord~r to maximize 
interest income.' 

" . 

4. Investment inco!"e will remain i~ the fund and will be 
reinvested to provide for escalation of costs unless the 
fund exce~ds ~e estimated cost of decommi~sioning. 

5. From time to time, HFS wi1l review the estimated cost 
for: decommissioning in comparison to the projected fund~ 

accumulation. Ad~ustments to the annual contributions 
will be made~ if necessary_. 

SUBJECT TO 10 CfR 2.190 . 
mmliOlD fROM PUBlIC DISCLOSURE 
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6. Estifuated":cost to decommission the 0-235 facilities is; 
est.!mated at approximately $5.2-,'m1111on in 1978 dollars 

" . (see attached schedules). 
~. . ', .. ..-

7. Based 0lJ- a ten year funding period, we wou~d contribute 
$5.1,6;000 a yea-r into the' fund. 

B. Inapp~ica~ility of Performance Bond . ' 
'As another possible method of providing financial assurance 

for ttle future decommissioning of the U-235 facilities, NFS 
eXP1~red the potentiai of ~btaining a perf~e bond. A 
performance bpnd is commonly provided by companies under
taking projects on behalf of other~. The surety companies 
issuing such ,bonds are prov~ded th~ opportunity to review 

the project and, on tbe. basis of prior experience, th.e 
nature of the project,' and the f!nancial condition of the 
company seeking the bond, the surety is able to assess the 
risk involved and either issues·' or denies the issuange of 
the bond. O~ the other hand, the decommissioning project 
is not readily assessable in this manner because there is 

at present no d~pth of industrial experience in conduct~ng 
radioact;ive dec6mtni'ssiottingprojeets,the project is to be 
undertaken .at some .indefinite time in the future, and is 
subject to considerable change due to evolving regUlatory 
requirements. Accordingly, NPS" examination of the poten
tial of securing a performance bond disclosed an 
unwillingness on the part of potent~al sureties to under

take such a p~oject. It is our judgment! on ~e basis of 
this examination, that a performance ~d could not be 

obtained 'under reasonable terms and conditions, and t:hat 
the proposed method' of establishing a dedic~ted, fund pro
vides iJdequate assurance of tbe availabil.ity of funds to 
carry ~ut a futu~e ~ecOmmissioning of the 0-235 ~acilities. 
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be r~tained by W. This fund .is _not to be subject to 
clalJDS of creditors or, otherd and is to be dedica~ed. to 
decontamination and decommis~ionlng only. 

2. Contributi9ns to the fund wiil be made by annual contri
butions. This is to be accompli'shed over a ten, year 
period. 
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for·NFS to mak~ the annual contributions to the fund by 
specific investment instruments in ord~r to maximize 
interest income.' 
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4. Investment inco!"e will remain i~ the fund and will be 
reinvested to provide for escalation of costs unless the 
fund exce~ds ~e estimated cost of decommi~sioning. 

5. From time to time, HFS wi1l review the estimated cost 
for: decommissioning in comparison to the projected fund~ 

accumulation. Ad~ustments to the annual contributions 
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6. Estifuated":cost to decommission the 0-235 facilities is; 
est.!mated at approximately $5.2-,'m1111on in 1978 dollars 

" . (see attached schedules). 
~. . ', .. ..-

7. Based 0lJ- a ten year funding period, we wou~d contribute 
$5.1,6;000 a yea-r into the' fund. 

B. Inapp~ica~ility of Performance Bond . ' 
'As another possible method of providing financial assurance 

for ttle future decommissioning of the U-235 facilities, NFS 
eXP1~red the potentiai of ~btaining a perf~e bond. A 
performance bpnd is commonly provided by companies under
taking projects on behalf of other~. The surety companies 
issuing such ,bonds are prov~ded th~ opportunity to review 

the project and, on tbe. basis of prior experience, th.e 
nature of the project,' and the f!nancial condition of the 
company seeking the bond, the surety is able to assess the 
risk involved and either issues·' or denies the issuange of 
the bond. O~ the other hand, the decommissioning project 
is not readily assessable in this manner because there is 

at present no d~pth of industrial experience in conduct~ng 
radioact;ive dec6mtni'ssiottingprojeets,the project is to be 
undertaken .at some .indefinite time in the future, and is 
subject to considerable change due to evolving regUlatory 
requirements. Accordingly, NPS" examination of the poten
tial of securing a performance bond disclosed an 
unwillingness on the part of potent~al sureties to under

take such a p~oject. It is our judgment! on ~e basis of 
this examination, that a performance ~d could not be 

obtained 'under reasonable terms and conditions, and t:hat 
the proposed method' of establishing a dedic~ted, fund pro
vides iJdequate assurance of tbe availabil.ity of funds to 
carry ~ut a futu~e ~ecOmmissioning of the 0-235 ~acilities. 
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Schedule 1

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

Erwin, Tennessee Plant

Financial Assurance For Decoinnissioning U-235 Facilities

Estimated Cost

($0o0o)

High Enriched Facilities

Low Enriched Facilities

TQtal Cost -

$ 4,230

930

• , 1• 60S

I

r
Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

Erwin, Tennessee Plant

(.

125

Financial Assurance For Decommissioning U-235 Facilities

Estimated Cost

(000)

High Enriched Facilities

!

t•

Ce

Salaries and Wages

Benefits

Materials

Drums

Boxes

Transportation

Burial L

Contract and Special Burial

Miscellaneous

Overhead

Total

445

119

90

345

97

205

908

350

256

r45

$4,230

Schedu 2

-Ic

Costs are expressed in 1978 dollars and assumes .that

the majority of on-site decontamination and decommis-

sioning work.will be. performed by NFS personnel.....
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(" • u .• ,:, (' Schedllle 1 

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. 

Erwin, Tennessee Plant 

Pinanolal Assurance For Decommissioning U-235 Facilities ' 

Bst,imatedCost 

($000), 

Hig~,Enrlched Pacilities, $,4,230 

, ' 

Low Eiiriched Facilities 
~ " ... 

,; .~. 

:.':' '. >', 

Costs are expressed ill;} 9, 7,8 doHars a,n9-, assum~s ,th~t 

the II)Cljority of on-:sH,ed~contalninatipn ,a.n<:ldec:~!>- < 

sioning worlt,wi1l be, performed ,by NFS personnel.,'·,,' 

.1 ~-., 

"-.. ' 
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( Nuclear PIlel services. Inc. 

r 
rf 'yo), , Brwin. Tennessee Plant' 

( 
l , 

pinancial Assurance Por Decommissioning U-235 Faoilities 
r' 

High Enriched Facilities 

Bstimated Cost 

, ($000) 

Salaries and Wages 

Benefits" 

Materials 

Drums 

Boxes 
;, 

Transporta'tion 

Burial 

Contract and Speciai Burial 

Miscellaneous 

Overhead' 

Total' 

$ ,445 

119 

90 

345 

~7 

205 

908 

350 
;", ,":! 
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r',415 
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C

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc.

Erwin, Tennessee Plant
L:

Financial Assurance Fot Decommissioning U-235 Facilities

Estimated Cost

($000)

1-'

I
Low Enriched Facilities

Salaries and Wages*

- 'BRnefits

Materials

Boxes

Transportation

Burial

Contract and Special Buri4l

Miscellaneous

Overhead

Total

$ 179

37

28

67

33

208

12

56

310

$ 930
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STATUS REPRT
0 r-

-j - O" " D, ISSIONING AT NFS

3 PLA0S/RHQUIRE0M1S/REC M=T1ONS

-) HISTORY OP OPERATIONS

NFS began processiniradioactive materials in late 1957. Thorium, depleted

uranium, low enriched uranium, high enriched uranium, uranium 233, and

plutonium have been processed, at various times since then. Current processing

activities are limited to intermittent low enriched uranium scrap recovery,

cleaning and certification of empty cylinders used to transport low enriched

UP6, production of' high enriched uranium fuel, and recovery 'of scrap associated

with the liEU fuel production. Figure I, shows the time periods during which

the various operations have been conducted since 1957.

Since the beginningof operations, numerous buildings have been used for

processing and storing radioactive materials. Some buildings have been used

for proce.;sing different types of radioactive materials during different time

periods. One building and portions of three other buildings are currently.

unused. Certain areas of these 'buildings have been decommissioned- for

restricted use; while others still contain equipment and contamination associated;

with previous processing. Figure 2 shows the plant site as it currently exists.:

Figure 3 shows all site buildings and indicates those which are currently used

to process or store',radioactive materials, those which have been used for

processing but are now unused, and those which have not been used for processing

or storagv of radioactive materials.

/)

I (

!

Until 1980, liquid wastes from the processes were discarded to, unlined

retention ponds shown in Figure 2. Liquid wastes are now processed through

a treatment facility to remove residual uranium before discard to the

Kolichucky River., Before 1977, some solid waste materials and most contaminated

equipment and trash were buried on the plant site (Figure 2). Since then,
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. Schedule 3 

, ,Nuclear Puel Services, Ina. . '" 

Erwin; Tennesse~ Plant 

'Financial Assurance For Decommissioning U-235 Pacilities 

Estimated Cost 

($000) 

Low Enriched Facilities 

-, 
Salaries and Wages $ 179 

\B$nefits 37 

Mate'rials " 
28 

Boxes 67 

Transportation 33 

Burial 208 

Contract and Special'Buri~l 12 

Miscellaneous 
~ 

56 

Overhead e' m!. 
Total ~ $ 930 
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, , 'DEci»ooSSIOHING AT NFS 

,', 

'J PLANS/RI!QUIREMJ!NTS/RIlCOMMENDATIOHS :J" 

HJSTORYoF OPERATIONS 

NPS began processiDJJradioactive materials in late 1957. Thorium, depleted 

uraniUm, l,ow enriched uranium, high enriched uranium, uranium 233, and 

plutonium have been 'processed: at various times since thlm. CUrrent processing 
.}, 

activities are limited to intermittent low en~iched Uranium scrap recovery; 

cleaning and certification of empty cylinders used to transport low' enriched 
, 7 

1': 

UJl6, production of' high enriched uranium fuei, and ~covery 'of scrap associated " 

with the HEU fuel production. Figure 1- showslbe tilll8perlods during which 

the various operations havo'beenconducted since 1957. 

Since the bellinning'of operatjons, numerous, bUildings have belm uS,ed for 
, - ' ' ( , , 

processing and storing radioactive materials. Some buildings have be~n used 

for proce,:sing different types of radioactive materials during 4ifferent time .. ' '- . " 

periods. One building and JIOrtlons of three other buildings are currently" 

lDIused. Certain areas of these 'buildings have been decommissioned for 
,G I 

restricted uSe~ '''hile others still ccintain equipment and contamination associated ;, .. 
.... 

with previous proCessing. Figure 2 shows the plant site as it currently existS. 

• Figure 3 shows aU site buildings and indicates those'which are, cm:rently u!u;d 

to process or store'radiciactive materials. t!lose whi~ have been used for 

processing bUt are'noli unused, and those whiCh' have not been used for processing': 

or stor,ag,' of iadioactive materfal~. 

Until 1980, liquid wastes from the'processes were discarded to,unlined 
( ,-- '" 

retention ponds shown in Figure 2. Liquid, wastes are' now processed, through 

a treatment facility to remove residual uranitDD before discard to the 

Nolichucky River.' Before 1977, some sol1,d was~e .,materials and IIIOst c;ontmdnated 

equipment and trash were buried on the plant site (Figure 2). Since then, 
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, ,Nuclear Puel Services, Ina. . '" 

Erwin; Tennesse~ Plant 

'Financial Assurance For Decommissioning U-235 Pacilities 
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($000) 

Low Enriched Facilities 

-, 
Salaries and Wages $ 179 
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Mate'rials " 
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Transportation 33 

Burial 208 
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, , 'DEci»ooSSIOHING AT NFS 

,', 

'J PLANS/RI!QUIREMJ!NTS/RIlCOMMENDATIOHS :J" 

HJSTORYoF OPERATIONS 

NPS began processiDJJradioactive materials in late 1957. Thorium, depleted 

uraniUm, l,ow enriched uranium, high enriched uranium, uranium 233, and 

plutonium have been 'processed: at various times since thlm. CUrrent processing 
.}, 

activities are limited to intermittent low en~iched Uranium scrap recovery; 

cleaning and certification of empty cylinders used to transport low' enriched 
, 7 

1': 

UJl6, production of' high enriched uranium fuei, and ~covery 'of scrap associated " 

with the HEU fuel production. Figure 1- showslbe tilll8perlods during which 

the various operations havo'beenconducted since 1957. 

Since the bellinning'of operatjons, numerous, bUildings have belm uS,ed for 
, - ' ' ( , , 

processing and storing radioactive materials. Some buildings have be~n used 

for proce,:sing different types of radioactive materials during 4ifferent time .. ' '- . " 

periods. One building and JIOrtlons of three other buildings are currently" 

lDIused. Certain areas of these 'buildings have been decommissioned for 
,G I 

restricted uSe~ '''hile others still ccintain equipment and contamination associated ;, .. 
.... 

with previous proCessing. Figure 2 shows the plant site as it currently existS. 

• Figure 3 shows aU site buildings and indicates those'which are, cm:rently u!u;d 

to process or store'radiciactive materials. t!lose whi~ have been used for 

processing bUt are'noli unused, and those whiCh' have not been used for processing': 

or stor,ag,' of iadioactive materfal~. 

Until 1980, liquid wastes from the'processes were discarded to,unlined 
( ,-- '" 

retention ponds shown in Figure 2. Liquid, wastes are' now processed, through 

a treatment facility to remove residual uranitDD before discard to the 

Nolichucky River.' Before 1977, some sol1,d was~e .,materials and IIIOst c;ontmdnated 

equipment and trash were buried on the plant site (Figure 2). Since then, 
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solid wastes and contaminated equipment and traWshhave been.transported to

licensed burial facilities. No contaminated materials are currently being
r -

buried on site. Some contaminated. equipment and.trash have been collected in

outside areas on the plant site over a period of years.

DE.COM 1ISSIONING PLANS

In 1978, NMSS instructed NPS to submit. geaeral plans for decommissioning

the facilities 'and grounds at the plant site including financial surety

arrangements to assure that adequate funds would-be available for the

decommissioning efforts. Two plans were submitted and incorporated into the

facility license. One plan provided for decommissioning. the -unused U-233

and plutonium facilities on a scheduled basis. The other -lIen provided for

decovissioning the uranium processing facilities and the plant site at

the end of-plant life. Decowmis~ioning of-the U-233 facilities to levels

-' acceptlle for- restricted use (i.e. uranium'processing) was completed in 1982.

Decomaissiofting of the plutonium facilities has been delayed by the

-unavailability of a burial site for the resulting wastes.

Two escrow accounts, one assoicated with each plan, atere a• tablished by the

decommissioning plans and annual deposits scheduled to provide adequate funds.

The financial arrangements included periodic reappraisal of decommissioning
Scosts with appropriate idjustmeats In annual deposits. Reappraisals- have

beei made and annual depbsits have been increased significantly to cover-large

increases in estimatedrdecomissioning costs. -Current estimates of-decommissioning

costs are 10 million dollars for the Pu facilities anid 35 million dollars for

the uranium facilities excluding the plant burial sites.. Decommissioning

plans include the waste retention ponds but not the burial sites. UYS has no

definite plans tho decomission any plant facilities or grounds, other than

the .Pu facilities, until the end of plant life.

I_

I
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DECOMSISSIONING MWQIRI~eMT (NpEDS)

.1 @4

As noted'pwevious.ly, some of.;the plant buildings are not used for current

operations., Since liquids can no longer be discarded to the ,retention ponds

and contaminated, materials can no longer be buried on site, the ponds and

burial sites... no longer associated with plant operations. Likewise,..

contaminateA, equipment and Irash col ected on site serve no operational,.

purpose. Therefore, -these unused buildings., ponds,, burial:.Aites, and

contaminated trash dumps, as well as some contaminated ground areas could be

subject to decommissioning" efforts prior to the end of plant life. In: the.,.

following paragrapha, these: plant -areas -are described, in greater detail and

the required.. decommissioning efforts% and associated problems are discussed.,, .

One common problem is the availability of adequate or acceptable burial

space for the wastes generated from decommissioning. Most plutonium wastes

cannot be buried in licensed burial facilities iuch as the one locatedin

Barnwe-• i"s. C.. Dicommisioning •as been delayed for this reason. In 1980,

the Barnwell- site' began an allocationi restriction program'for burial space.

The allocations were based on the previous year's usage. In that year NPS

was essentially-shutdown bya labor strike and an excessive Inventory

difference: for eight months.` Consequently, their burial allocation was

much less than"needed even for normal operations. NPS was unable to

negotiate a largei allocation, but has received significant additional burial

space through receipt of alloted space unused by other facilities. This

space is distributed on first come - first serve basis. Upon approyal of the

proposed burial compact among the southeastern states, selected burial sites

will accept ai wastes (except transuranic) from facilities such as UFS.

Jnstil then, the availability of burial space is the most significant limiting

condition 'on decormissioning efforts.
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. solid wa~tes and contaminated equipment and t.rash~have been· transported to 

licensed burial facilities. No cOntaminated materials are currently being 
r ~ 

bUried on site. Some contaminated. equipment and.·trash have' been collected in 

o\ltside areas on the plant site over a period of yean. 

.-
DECOMMISSIONING PLANS 

In 1978. NMSS instructed NFS to submit,geJleral plans: for decommissioning 

the facilities 'and grounds at the plant itte including financial surety 

, arrangements to assure that edequate funds would· be ;r;,ailsbl~ for the 

decolJllllissioning efforts. Two plans were submitted and incorporated into the 

facility license. One plan proYidedf~ decommissioning. the,unused'U-233 

and plUtonium facilities on a schedul~d basis. The other J,lan provided for 

deco~sioning the uranium processing facilities and the ~lant site at 

the end o!~PI8nt life. Decommis~doning of ' the B-233 facilities to levels 

accep,til~e .fo"" restricted use (i.e. uranium" processing) was completed in 1982. - ...... ~ ", . 

Decommlssiofting of the plutonium facilities has been delayed by the 

-Unavailability of a burial s~te for,the resulting wastes. 

. ~- ..... • J 

Two esc,row accomts. one 8Ssoic:ated with each plan. were e1 tebl1shed by tbe· 

decommissioning plans and annual de~sits scheduled to prodde adequate' funds. 

The financial arrangcaents included periodic reappraisal of decommissioning 

costs with appropriate adjustJBeJits in annual deposits. Reappraisals· have 
........ .}:. 

been made and annual depOsits have been increased significantly to cover' large 

<-
'increases in estimatedS"deCOlllldssiqning costs. ,Current estimates· of.,decOllllBissioning 

costs are'10 million dolla~ for the pU facilities an'il 35 million dollars for 
• ' { 0 

the ~nium facUities excluding the 'plant burial sites., DecommiSSioning 

plans include the waste retention ponds but not the burial sites.' NJIS has no 

definite plans ('0 dec:oJllDissioneny plant facilities or ~~unds. other than 
..' .'1.' . 

, the 'Pu facilities. until the end of plant life. \ ( 
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DI!COMMISSIONING REQUlREMI!HTS (NEEDS) 

, As note~' P~~Vious,l~. some .ot: :theplant b~ldings are not used for current 

operation~;~ Sillce ,li'luids can, .no longer. be discarded to the ,retention ponds 
I' . 

and CO!Itaml~ted, ,ma,terials .can .no lonlll'r be buried on site. ~he .pondsand 

burial site,s'illr,e"np longer assqcia~ed with plant, operations., Li.ltewise." 
. A.:. _) '. '-

contamina~eJl, ~ui?ment ,and ,~rll~h col~ected on "s,i~e serve no operational, .. 

purpose. ,Therefore. ,these mused buU,dings •. ponds .• , burial::Utes. and 

contaminat~d trash dUDps as well ~ some contaminated gromd areas could be 
.1 ',". r. 

sUbject to decommissioning' efforts prior to ~~ ~nd of plant life. In,the 

'following paragrapl1s. ~hese plant 'areas ,are described. in greater. detait. .and. 

the requirecl,~~comm~ssioning efforts, and as~ociated problems ,are disc\lssed., , 

( " '. , " '. '. " ,. 
One common problem is the availabllit"y of'adequate or acceptable burial 

space for th~ wastes gen~rited frOID deCollllllissionin~. Most plutonltDD wastes 
, . .' ·:·r 

cannot be buried in licensed budd facilities such as the one located' in 
, ,~), " " ,',. . 

BarnweU;'S. C.,' DecolJllllissioning hilS been'delayed for this reason. In 1980. 
, .0'. ":. ~.',.' ." "" -.. ' ' ," .: 

the Bamwell~ site"'began an altocation' restriction program'for burial space. 

The allo~tioris Ife~e b~sed on the previous years. usage. I~, t~t ye~r NPS 

was essentlally-shutdowriby'a boor strike and an exce~sive inventory 

diff~nncj;;fo~'fi8htmonthS." Con~~uent:lY~ their' ~U;ia:lanoe;ation was 

much less 't~" n~eded eVah f~r normai operations. ~ miS was ~~ie t~ ',' 
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negotiate ai~rger_al1~da:tion.bUt'has ~~eived ~ignifiCant addid~na1 b~ial ';."'( 

space through receipt of slloted spsce mused by other f~cilities. This 

space is distributed on first come - first serve basis. Upon app:royalof ,the 

. proposed burial compact aDiOng the southeastern states. selected burial sites 

will accept ~li wasteil (eit~e~ttr~s~~l~) from' f~cilitie.s such as N~S. 
'0. .' '.\.: .. ,. . '.. .", " .... • ';.'.;' . 

Oltil then. the availability ,of burial 5p!lCe is the most s.ignlficant limiting 

condition bh 'd~e~is~icinlni efforts. ;,'"r 
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. solid wa~tes and contaminated equipment and t.rash~have been· transported to 

licensed burial facilities. No cOntaminated materials are currently being 
r ~ 

bUried on site. Some contaminated. equipment and.·trash have' been collected in 

o\ltside areas on the plant site over a period of yean. 

.-
DECOMMISSIONING PLANS 

In 1978. NMSS instructed NFS to submit,geJleral plans: for decommissioning 

the facilities 'and grounds at the plant itte including financial surety 

, arrangements to assure that edequate funds would· be ;r;,ailsbl~ for the 

decolJllllissioning efforts. Two plans were submitted and incorporated into the 

facility license. One plan proYidedf~ decommissioning. the,unused'U-233 

and plUtonium facilities on a schedul~d basis. The other J,lan provided for 

deco~sioning the uranium processing facilities and the ~lant site at 

the end o!~PI8nt life. Decommis~doning of ' the B-233 facilities to levels 

accep,til~e .fo"" restricted use (i.e. uranium" processing) was completed in 1982. - ...... ~ ", . 

Decommlssiofting of the plutonium facilities has been delayed by the 

-Unavailability of a burial s~te for,the resulting wastes. 

. ~- ..... • J 

Two esc,row accomts. one 8Ssoic:ated with each plan. were e1 tebl1shed by tbe· 

decommissioning plans and annual de~sits scheduled to prodde adequate' funds. 

The financial arrangcaents included periodic reappraisal of decommissioning 

costs with appropriate adjustJBeJits in annual deposits. Reappraisals· have 
........ .}:. 

been made and annual depOsits have been increased significantly to cover' large 

<-
'increases in estimatedS"deCOlllldssiqning costs. ,Current estimates· of.,decOllllBissioning 

costs are'10 million dolla~ for the pU facilities an'il 35 million dollars for 
• ' { 0 

the ~nium facUities excluding the 'plant burial sites., DecommiSSioning 

plans include the waste retention ponds but not the burial sites.' NJIS has no 

definite plans ('0 dec:oJllDissioneny plant facilities or ~~unds. other than 
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space through receipt of slloted spsce mused by other f~cilities. This 

space is distributed on first come - first serve basis. Upon app:royalof ,the 
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Plutonium Facilities

The remains of the plutonium operation's are housed in two'bujidings on

site O(Piguro 4()• with a total floor area of approximately 12,000 t
2

. All

of the processing equipment 'and. the process:and building ven t ilation systems

remain essentially as used aid contain residual holdup and contamination.

Using volume reduction methods during decommissioning, XFS expects to generate

approximately 26,500 ft 3 
of waste.in 55-gallon d .•ms. The decommissioning work

has been delayed by the unavailability of burial .storage space for transuranic
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"182 when most of the groumd floorewas converted to'a development facility

for H•El fuel'. Most of the processing equipment was removed from the'ground

floor, packaged, and buried.' The building..still contains cOlumns, piping'

furnaces. dryboxs', :ducting, etc. contaminated with 'LEU. This •equipment can.

-be packaged and traniported to burial at a roughly" estimated cost of laess tn

'one quarter of a million dollars. The only known problem" is the availability

of burial space,,-but -the volume generated would be relatively small.

JX ~
Equipment, Trash, and Debris in Outside Areas

This material was discarded over a period of years and collected in various '..'".

areas on the plant site., Most of it is located in., a. dump near the incinerator

-,used to burn noncontaminated materials (Figure S). The dump contains metal

and plastic drums and buckets, wooden pallets and boxes, gloveboxes, dryboxes.

motors, pumps, water coolers. water beaters,, tanks,. concrete blocks, office

furniture, pipes, fencing, -'and other varioW end sundry items. Inlother

locations, these items are found In less varietyo, primarily discarded containers.

These items are either sliightly contaminated,, potentially .contaminated, or

uncontaminated and many are very old and.-have been -outside' for a. "long time. All

could be packaged and traisported to burial with relatively small costs.- If

this material had been packaged and stored on site, it could have already been

buried since extra burial spac. has been available' durling recent years.' NFS-

"appears to be reluctant to-dispose of the material.

Contaminated. Gr'unds

Because NFS U•istorica)ly allowed contamination outside of-.the plantt buildings through tr~ick out, material transfers, and outside storage, a ....

significant portio* of the plant grounds are contaminated '(Figure 5). Some

- of.the contaminated concrete, asphalt, and soil was reTved and transported to

burial during thesecurity, ventilation, and drainage upgrade programs.

133

However, these areas are being recontaminated by a continuation of old

practices. Because of RII initiation and promupting, NMSS has informed IPS

that, in the-facility license renewal in February, 1984. commitment must be

made to restricting contamination to the confines of the plant buildings. If

a cleanup of the contaminated grounds is required in conjunction with this
2

restriction, NPS has estimated, several .months of effort will be .required at an

estimated cost of three million dollars, Approximately 60,000 .ft3 of waste

would be generated just from the asphalt and concrete removal. Removal of

contaminated soil has not beeni included in the cost estimates. -If soil

removal is required, substantial additional costs could occur. Again, the.

availability of burial space for the material gonerated is a potential problem.

Significant problems could also be encountered in decontaminating the grounds

to a specific level if that level is as low.as that which was required for the

area outside the. plant boundary near the railroad tracks on the north side of

the plant (Figure 6)., This area was identified during the inventory difference

investigation in 1979. Contamination resulted from settling of radioactive

materials in the stream which flowed between the waste retention ponds. Liquids

from the- ponds were metered into the stream during previous years-.- Later the

path of the stream was changed and the stieam bed dried. After it was identified,

cleanup. consistingiof removal of 'soil and transfer onto plant property, was

required.: Approximately 170,00 'ft of soil was removed, but the required

concentrations in thý remaining soil was still not achieved (Inspection Report

70-143/80-31). No additional soil has been removed since late 1980. NFS has

recently resurrected t heproject and, after resanpling, intends to begin

additional soil removal. If similar limits are required for the plant grounds,

significant problems will be encountered. .
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estimated.cost ,~f three million dollars" Approximately 6O.000,ft3 of waste 

would be generat.ed j01lt from the asphalt and concrete·reIIIOval. Removal of 

contaminated soil has not lleen included in the cost estblates. 'I£soil 

re.oval is req~red. substantial additional costs could occur. Again. the 

availability of burial sp~e for the material g~nerated is a potential problem. 

Significant problems ~ould also be enco~lered in decontaminating t~e grounds 

~o a speci~iea level if that level is as )01':85 thatwbich was required for the 

area outside the, plan.t boundary near the railroad tracks on ·the, ,north side of 

the plant (Fi~re 'to) ~, This area was identified during the inventory difference 

investigation in 1979. Contamination resulted from settling of radioactive 

materials in the stream which flowed between the waste retention ponds. Liquids 

from the: ponds were metered into the ~tream during previous yea.rs·,' Later ~he 
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concentraiions in' th~ 'remaining soil ','85' still n~t achieved (In~pection Report'· 
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"ast. Retention Ponds

From 1957 until 1980, NMI used four ponds on the plant site to retain liquids

discarded from the various processes (Figure 6). The liquids collected were

discharged from' the ponds after settling. The first pond used was filled with

juno and covered with, soil sometime in the early sixties. The other three

remain open 6~nd filled with liquid. The exact contents of the ponds are

'unknown, particularly the covered pond. It probably contains thorium and

perhaps some high enriched uranium. Region 11 performed independent measurements

of the three open ponds'in 1978 to determine the types and concentrations of

radioactive materials present., The results of the sampling and analysis indicate

the presence of low!enriched )uranium, 'high enriched uranium, thorium, and

plutonium. The variabdity of the concentrations determine! preclude accurate

-estimation of the total cofitents of the ponds without extinsive additional sampling.

-The data do, however, indicate thtat all of the waste, which could be generated

if the ponds were decommissioned, could be sent to a licensed burial facility.

(Inspection Report 70-143/78-32)

IO4SS has recently required (L. C. 48) .the establishment of an extensive ground

water monitoring program to determine whether radioactive. miterials are migrating.

from &e ponds. The program will be fully operational in Kirch, 1984. NFS

intends to ol-lect onie year of data from this program and bnse decommissioning

plans onan -evaluation of that data. If the data indicate migiation from the

ponds, prompt deconmissioning or stabilization will be scheduled. If no. migration

is indicated, the')onds will be left in their current condition until the end

-of plant life... " . -

NiS estimates the costp of d ssioning the threeopen ponds would be approximately

11 million dollars including 8 million for burial of the waste generated. A
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contractor who' has the methodology and experience would probably be hired.

Therefore, tht Impact upon routine operations or other decommissioning •fforts

would be minimal.. The primary problem -is the availability of burial space.

Approximately 2l7,000 ft
3 

would be required. Since this .waste resulted

primarily' from procetsing under D0B contracts, burial by DOE seems a

possibility. However, NPS 'has not explored that possibility with DOE.

NFS has no plans 1o0 decommissioning the covered pond since they consider'it

to be essentiallyea burial pit. Burial pits.have been excluded from

decommissioning pla~s.

I

Burial Pits.

Radioactive solid wastes, not packaged and shipped for disposal at a licensed

commercial site, have been placed in' burial pits near the northeast edge of the

site property (Figure 6). Although some of these wastes were generated prior

to 1966, none were buried until then, except for those placed in the covered

waste retention pond mentioned previously. From 1966 until 1977, approximately

30 pits were used including two on the southwest edge of the property which

reportedly contain zero quantities of radioactive materials. An inventory of

the materials, plaIced in each pit has been kept by NlPS Table 1). Small pits

contain uranium a:nd thorium contaminated wastes in buckets or plastic bottles.

Larger pits contain a variety of items similar to those found in the trash dump

on site and others including incinerator ash, combustibles, and a trailer. Both

contaminated and uncontaminated items are buried. The pits are probably no

mere than 20 feet: deep with a covering of approximately five feet of soil and

are marked-with .cement cornerposts and identification plates.

In 1982, Radiation Management Corporation, under contract -to the NRC, performed

an evaluation of the plant burial site. (IRECG/CR-3486). Radiological survey

measurements were made to determine if migration is. occurring from the pits

to the environment. The conclusion of the evaluation was that no migration

has occurred and that the burials have had little or no effect on the environment.

-a

NiPS has no plans to decommission these burial pits even at the end of plant

life. Financial surety arrangements for decommissioning do not include funds

for removal of on site burials. NFS has no calculated estimate but "guesses"

that decommissioning the burial pits would require 6 years of effort and cost

100 million dollars.
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FroIIi 1957 until 198,0, NP8 used four ponds' on the plant' site to retain liquids 

discarded from the various, proces~es (Figure 6).' The liquids collected were 

dischaXged frOD the ponds after settling. The first pond used was filled with' e • . . 

j~lind ~,vered with, soU sometime in the early sixties. The other three 
~ r 

remain open '!lid filled with liquid. The eXact contents 'of the ponds are 

'unkncnfii, p,articul/lr'ly the covered pond. It probably contains thoriuni and 

perhapi !lome' high' enriched uranium. Region '11 performed independent measurelnenu 

oE the three open po6ds' iD 11178 to determine the t,pes and ~ncentrations of 

radioactive materials present., The results of the sampling and ~lysis indicate' 

the presence of 10wJenriched.uranium, 'high enriched ~raniIDD. thorilDD, and' 
/" J 

plutonium. The variabYity of the concentrations detennine'j preclude accurate 
- '\. "' ,~.. 

-e~tfrilation of the totel contents of the ponds without, extensive additional sampling. 
, ( , 

~TJ.Ie data do, however, indicate t~t all of ,the waste. which Could be generated 

if the ponds 'were decollllDissioned, could be sent to a licensed burial facility. 
), " 

(Inspection Repore 70-143/78-32) 

'-
NNSS has recently required (L. C. 48) ,the establishment of an extensive ground 

water ~nitoring program to determine whether radioactiVe m,terials are migrating, 

from the ponds. The program will.) be fully operational in M.lrch, 1984. NPS 

btends ·~o CbUect ClJ!,e year. of data from this program and blls,e deCOllllllissioning r ,. 
plans on_!UI 'evaluation of that data. If the data indicate migration from the 

') , r- ' 

ponds. prompt deco~ssioning or stabilization will be scheduled. ,If~, migration 

is indicated, theiponds will be left in their current condition until the end 
,'(':~ " " -, 

~"oE plant life. '>. \ 

NPS estimates the~st of decommissi~g the three ,ePenPonds would be approxiaatdy 

11 million dollars ~'n"'cludi~. 8 million for burial oE the w';t~ generated.' A 
.; .... : ~ <:.' 

.) 
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coatractor wh;'has the methodolOgy and experience would probably be hired~ 

Therefore; thee impact UpOn routine operations or other decollllllissioning 4/fforts 

lfOuld'be minima~':, The primary problem ·is the availability of burial space. 

Approximately' ~7,OOO tt3 w01,l1d i.e required. Since this .waste resulted 

primarily: from proces's1n4 ,under DOS contracts. burial by DOS seeu a 

possi~~lity • However. NFS'has not explored that possibility with DOS. 
, ~, 

NFS has no pl';;;s ;flll- decOmmisSlo~ing the covered poJ)d since they' consider"it 

to be essenti'allia burial pit. Burial pits.have been excluded from 

decommissioning ~la~d: 

Burial Pits" 

Radioactive solid was'tesi no~ packaged and shipped for dis~sal at a licensed, 

commercial site, have been piaced in' burial pits,near the northeast edge of the 

site property (Pi"gure 6). Although some of these wastes were generated prior 

to 1966. none were buri~d ~til then. except for those placed in the covered 
" i . 

waste retention pond mentioned previously. Prom 1966 until 1977. approximately 

30 pits ~~re ~.ed inCluding, two on the southwest edge of the pro~rty which 

reportedly contal~ zero quantities of radioactive materials. An inventory of 

the materials pl~ed in each pit has been kept by NPS "(Tab~e 1). Small pits . , ; . 
contain ,uraniIDD,ahd thorium contaminated wastes in buckets or plastic bottles. 

Larger pits contain a varietY,of items similar to tho~e found in the trash dump 

on site'and otl1~rs in,cluding incinerator ash. combuStibies. and a trailer. Both 

contaminated 8nci uncontaminated items are buried. The pits are , probably no 

IIIOre than 20 f~et deep, with a covering of approximately five feet of soU and 

are marked.witli ,cement ,comerposts and"'identification plates. 

In 1982. Radiation ~gement Corporation. under contract -to the NRC. performed 

an evaluation of the ,plant burial site, (NUREG/CR-3486). Radiological survey 

, measurements .were made 1:0 detennine if migration is. occurring from the pits 

to the environment. The conclusion of the evaluation was that no migration 

.J 

has occurred and that the burials have had little or no effect on the environment., 

NFS has no plans to ~ecollllDission these burial pits even at the end of plant 

life. Financial surety arrangements for decommissioning do not include funds 

for removal ~f on ,site burials. NPS has no calculated estimate but "guesses" 

that decommissioniri'g the burial pits would require 6 years of effort and cost" 

100 millibn dollars. 
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remain open '!lid filled with liquid. The eXact contents 'of the ponds are 

'unkncnfii, p,articul/lr'ly the covered pond. It probably contains thoriuni and 
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oE the three open po6ds' iD 11178 to determine the t,pes and ~ncentrations of 
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11 million dollars ~'n"'cludi~. 8 million for burial oE the w';t~ generated.' A 
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coatractor wh;'has the methodolOgy and experience would probably be hired~ 

Therefore; thee impact UpOn routine operations or other decollllllissioning 4/fforts 

lfOuld'be minima~':, The primary problem ·is the availability of burial space. 

Approximately' ~7,OOO tt3 w01,l1d i.e required. Since this .waste resulted 

primarily: from proces's1n4 ,under DOS contracts. burial by DOS seeu a 

possi~~lity • However. NFS'has not explored that possibility with DOS. 
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NFS has no pl';;;s ;flll- decOmmisSlo~ing the covered poJ)d since they' consider"it 

to be essenti'allia burial pit. Burial pits.have been excluded from 

decommissioning ~la~d: 

Burial Pits" 

Radioactive solid was'tesi no~ packaged and shipped for dis~sal at a licensed, 

commercial site, have been piaced in' burial pits,near the northeast edge of the 

site property (Pi"gure 6). Although some of these wastes were generated prior 

to 1966. none were buri~d ~til then. except for those placed in the covered 
" i . 

waste retention pond mentioned previously. Prom 1966 until 1977. approximately 

30 pits ~~re ~.ed inCluding, two on the southwest edge of the pro~rty which 

reportedly contal~ zero quantities of radioactive materials. An inventory of 

the materials pl~ed in each pit has been kept by NPS "(Tab~e 1). Small pits . , ; . 
contain ,uraniIDD,ahd thorium contaminated wastes in buckets or plastic bottles. 

Larger pits contain a varietY,of items similar to tho~e found in the trash dump 

on site'and otl1~rs in,cluding incinerator ash. combuStibies. and a trailer. Both 

contaminated 8nci uncontaminated items are buried. The pits are , probably no 

IIIOre than 20 f~et deep, with a covering of approximately five feet of soU and 

are marked.witli ,cement ,comerposts and"'identification plates. 

In 1982. Radiation ~gement Corporation. under contract -to the NRC. performed 

an evaluation of the ,plant burial site, (NUREG/CR-3486). Radiological survey 

, measurements .were made 1:0 detennine if migration is. occurring from the pits 

to the environment. The conclusion of the evaluation was that no migration 
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has occurred and that the burials have had little or no effect on the environment., 

NFS has no plans to ~ecollllDission these burial pits even at the end of plant 

life. Financial surety arrangements for decommissioning do not include funds 

for removal ~f on ,site burials. NPS has no calculated estimate but "guesses" 

that decommissioniri'g the burial pits would require 6 years of effort and cost" 

100 millibn dollars. 
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Mr. MARKEY. I want to move on t6 the issue of emergency plan-
ning at the Erwin plant. The NRC staff has identified several rea-
sons why this plant poses unique dangers for accidental exposure

-to off-siie residents. These include a higher dose per gram of urani-
um released, a history of accidental releases, the fact that NFS is
lfcated, ini a hole so that a low altitude release will blow into homes
and surrounding hills, and the nearest resident is closer to NFS
than at similar plants, homes within 250 yards of the plant. So, you
have gdt a serious problem.

In July 1982,_the NRC staff proposed additional emergency plan-
ning measures for the plant, including a warning system and in-
struction brochures for nearby' residents. Why did the Commission-
ers not approve these measures back in 1982?

Mr. ZECH. Mr. Chairman, let me first say that, of course, emer-
gency -planning at a fuel- facility is quite different from emergency
plafining at-a nuclear powerplant facility. There: are no radiological

- fission products, no inventory of that at a fuel cycle facility. And,
therefore, you don't really have that type of radiological hazard.
That is very important, to recognize, that.

* - Mr. MARKEY. So you don't think an emergency plan is necessary?
-Mr. ZECH. Please, let me go on. I will get toi that.
You dont have decay heat removal, so it is a different situation.

You don't have any' long-term cooling problems and those kinds of
things. You have to recognize that the hazards are quite different.

You have chemical and toxic hazards to be concerned about,. and
therefore when yout make an emergency plan on a fuel site it is a

* different approach. `Bui we do have a contingency plan fobf emer-
gencies at a fuel si, and they require prompt notification; they re-
quire attention to medical aspects of on-site problems. And, there-
fore, I think that is important to recognize that there is a plan in
place, but it is focused on that specific type of facility..Again, I would like to call on Mr. Bill Crow to elaborate a bit on
that emergenlcy planning.

Mr. MARKEY. Before we do that, the question here specifically is,
in 1982 the NRC-that is, the staff-recommended to the Commis-
sion that there be additional planning measures for the plant, in-
cluding a warning system and instruction brochures for nearby
residents. It is now 1986, and we still don't have an emergency
praf.I
r Mr., ZlCH. We d6 have an emergenpcy plan for that facility.

i Mr. MARKEY. You don't have the additional instructions that the
sfaff rec6mmended for the plant. The question is, why not? And
when do you have any plans to do anything about that?
t Mr. ZECH. The proposed rule is now before the Commission. It

has gone through a lengthy period of review, We have tried to, I
believe, incorporate events that have happenied recently in order to
-ensure that the rule is going to be a satisfactory one.

My understanding is, it is before the Commission now. It is being
reviewed, and I' anticipate that the rule would be out some time
before the end of the year.

Mr. MARKEY. Does this rule include these additional recommen-
dations that were made by the NRC staff in 1982?

ll V
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Mr. ZECH. I believe it does not, but I would prefer to call on a-
staff member who might be able to give you more accurate infor-mation. -m

Mr. Crow.
Mr. CROW.' he new rule will require the licensee to submit thelcontingency or emergency plan to local authorities and to the State.iand get comments on it. These comments then will be given back'i

to us for review and for inclusion as we see necessary.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Crow, let me ask, does the proposed rule inZl

clude the staff recommendations made in 1982?
Mr. CROW. No, sir. -i

Mr. MARKEY. It does not? Why not, Mr. Crow? What decisions:didyou make on that?
r. CROW. One of the reasons for the requirements in 1982 waSibecause of the--we made a calculation-it was a very conservativeý

calculation-that if a kilogram of UF6 was released, there was apossibility of a specific dose to the nearest resident. This was be-.
cause we calculated the release at ground level. Since that time,the NFS has installed a 3 0 -meter stack; and when you add plume
rise on top of that, there is no danger of that plume hitting right'into the hillside across from the plant.

Mr. MARKEY. .Let me read from William Dircks, from the NR&staff, in 1982:'
Accidents in plant areas not served by the new ventilation system could, however,ýstill have sufficient: potential impact on the public to require prompt notification.

That is from the NRC'staff, now, to the Commissioners in 1982.Commissioner Asselstine, can you help enlighten us on what. hascaused the delay and deletion of the recommendations made by the?
staff?

Mr. AssEmTINrJ. I think the Commission decision in 1982 was-pre-ýmised on the assumption, based upon what we had heard from the:staff, that we were going to get the proposed rule shortly, within a,couple of months of when we received this proposal in July 1982. I'would have to, say, I was part of that decision. I supported it at the:time bec'ause it made *sense to look at all these facilities together,and look at the rule. And I think, frankly, we dropped the ballthen and didn't get the rule until after the accident at the Se-ýquoyah Fuels facility.
I thinkthe 1982 decision was wrong. And, in hindsight, we .wouldhave been better off--
Mr. MARKEY. The- 1982 decision not to have regulations at thattime?
Mr. ASSELSTINE. That is right.
I think we should have imposed the license conditions. That is a. .change in view. I supported'the other position at the time.
I have real problems with the rule that the staff sent down be-cause of its lack of :measures on off-site emergency planning. Thereare additional questions that I have about the rule because it also'weakensi some. of the on-site emergency planning measures thatwere imposed by order on materials facilities early on.
It seems to me that the lack of these kinds of provisions in -this;.proposed rule, and' the weakening of the on-site emergency plan-ning provisions, sort of flies in the face of the lessons learned from'

j!
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staff, that we were gomg to get the proposed rule shortly within a: 
couple of mont~.ofwhen we received .th,is. proposal in J~ly 1982. I' 
:ould

b 
h~v~ to,. SE!y, I was· part of that decISIOn. I supported it at the' 

de I eckause It made· sense to l?okat all these facilities together: 
an 00 at. t~e rule. And 1 thmk, frankly, we dropped the ball 
then ahnFd dldn t .~et the rule uIitil after the accident at the Se~ 
quoya. . uels facIlIty.-·_ 

halthblllk tbhe 1982 decision was wrong. And, in hindsight we would 
ve een etter off-- ,. 

ti!?' MARKEY. The· 1982 decision not to have regulations at that 

Mr .. ASSELsTINE. That is right; . ' 
hI thm.1t w~ should have imposed the license conditions. That is' a.:. 

c ange In VIew. I supporte~the other position at the time. . , 
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cause o~ I.ts lack of '~easures on off-site emergency planning. There 
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· wea ~ns, some· of theon-SIte emergency planning measures that 
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· It seems to me t?at the lack .of these kinds of provisions in this" 

proposed, ~~e, and· the ~ea~enlllg of the on-site emergency· plan-
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. ~ (' 
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the Sequoyah fuels accident. Indeed, many of the things that Kerr-

McGee has done in Sequoyah fuels are very'similar to the kinds of

measures the staff had originally proposed be imposed on NFS

Erwin.
I think we ought to.take a hard look at the lessons learned from

the Sequoyah fuels accident in terms of what we need to do about
emergency planning for these facilities in general. And I think the
kinds of conditions the staff had proposed in 1982, the kinds of

changes that Kerr-McGee is making, are precisely"the kinds of

things we ought to be thinking about for NFS Erwin and for some

of these other facilities.
This process also got bogged down, the rule got bogged. down,

with our Committee To Review Generic Requirements,.,and much
pf the focus was on: Do we need to do any of this? I think that
largely'-the way it has comdi-out, which is a rule that waters down
on-site emergency planning, and- it doesn't make these kinds. of

-jchanges on off-site planning, is a result of that process where
'peoplehave .challenged-- -

Ma . M tKEY. You are saying that, in hindsight, you believe that

a mistake was made in not implementing a specific plan for this
plant while awaiting a generic rule, because even as this rule is
being promulgated it does not provide adequate planning for emer-
gency measures for the Erwin plant, 4 years after the great antici-

' .-p a t i b n ? •.. .

Mr. ASSELsINE. That is right. And in some respects, it is actually

even worse than what is in place now. It relaxes it.
Mr. MARKEY. Poyouu disagree, Commissioner?
Mr. ZECH. I ainstill reviewing it. I have not come'to a conclusion

yet. I agree with certain Aspects of it.
-- I do think that it- is'important to incorporate what we have

learned at the Kerr-McGee plant, and I 'think we! should give it a
lot of thought. And I intend. to do that. I -don't have a conclusion

y e t . - b . ......
Mr. 'MARxE`Y. May I say, for my part, that I just think' it is so

important' for us to just do it right when we do it the first time. We

don't want to have a continued protracted debate---
Mr. ZECH. We always try to do it right the first time. If we make

mistakes, we -admit them. If we have made mistakes, we correct
them and-do it right'the second time.

JMr. MAmýEy. I prefer in this: case, since we have been waiting so
long, that the expecation could be that we' do it right.the first
time. If it was"done in a._6-monith time frame in 1982, it would be

,understandable. But "now, 51 years later, it would be hoped that as
part of that 5-year period of timer that' we would have been very
sensitized to.the community sentiments on these issues, and that
we not still continue to have wideSpread'community dissatisfaction
at the conclusion of this rulemaking process.-.,

Let's have it finished once and for all, and that is my one request
to you. <2

Mr. ZECH. I aMi sure each of my colleagues will respectfully take
your thoughts into consideration, and we will try very hard to do

what we think.is right.
, Mr. MAiiKEY. Because this is an area where: 1I think 'we definitely'

can find some agreement, so w6`don't' have to revisit it. I hope that

whatever recommendation is being made, that the staff recommen-
dations of 1982 will be looked at by the whole Commission.

I would like to move on to the allegation of kidney problems;
among the NFS workers. • Why wasn't the NRC on top of this issueI
Mr., Chairman? .

Mr. Z.ECH.'I am not sure we were not on top of it, Mr. Chairman..,
But perhaps if that is not true, I better call on somebody who has
followed that more at the.regional level perhaps.

Mr. MARKEY: The point is, so you can understand why I raised&
the question in that fashion, the NRC didn't know about the allega-*
tion until' the subcommittee brought'it to the NRC's attention; and,
because you don't have medical expertise at the Commission staff,
level, the Atomic Union had to wait months and months for the
study to even start.

Have' you even started medical tests on the workers yet, Mr.
Chairman?

Mr. ZECH. I don't think so, Mr. Chairman, and' I don't know that'
really that is in: our area of expertise. But certainly that is why we
are talking with the National--'

Mr. MARKEY. You are talking about uranium.
Mr. ZECH. Yes, but let me say, too, Mr. Chairman, if somebody

brings to our attention a problem, anything to do with uranium,
we willlook into- it. I don t know why it was not brought to our
attention. I thought that it was. If it came to -you or whatever
first-we will look into it whenever we get the information.

We are not trying to duck our responsibilities.
Mr. MARKEY. Why would the union come to a congressional sub-

committee--
Mr. ZE•H. I have: no idea. You will have to ask them.
Mr. MARKEY. What I am afraid of, Mr. Chairman, is that the

union just didn't have any faith, any confidence in the NRC any,
longer.

Mr. ZECH. That is their decision, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MARKEY. It" is' their decision, but I have talked to these

people. This is not some granola-chomping crowd we are talking
about. These are people from Tennessee, the Volunteer State,
working at a high security defense plant, who have tremendous
loyalty to our country and'deference to our Government, who by-
passed the key agency that has responsibility for providing for
their health and safety. It has to raise some concern that they
wouldn't come to the commanding officer, but instead feel they
have to go higher almost in order to ensure that their concerns are
being taken care of.

It gives me great concern.
Mr. ZECH. It concerns me, also. I have lived in Tennessee for 2

years and I know the folks of Tennessee as wonderful citizens and
great Americans. I 'have many friends in the State of Tennessee, so
I have. no qualms about saying that they are true-blue Americans.

But let me say this: There are various reasons they may not have.
come to ,the NRC. I invite them to come to us with any concern.
But if they don't, as soon as we hear from you or the union, we will.
look into it.

I hope they would come to us first. That is certainly' the way we
have our system set up.
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. Mr. MA:RKEY. It is their decision, but r have talked to these 

people. This is not some granola-chomping crowd we are talking 
about. These are people from Tennessee, the Volunteer State, 
working at a high security defense plant, who have tremendous 
loyalty t.o our country and deference to our Government, who by~ 
passed the key agency that has responsibility for providing for 
their health and safety. It has to raise some concern that they 
wouldn't come to the commanding officer, but instead feel 'they 
have to go higher almost in order to ensure that their concerns are' 
being taken care of. . 

It gives me great concern. 
Mr. ZECH. It concerns me, also. I have lived in Tennessee' f(}r 2 

. years and J know the folks of Tennessee as wonderful citizens and 
great Americans. I have many friends in the State of Tennessee, so 
I have. no qualms about saying that they are true-blue Americans. 

But le.& me say this: There are various reasons they may not have 
come to ,the NRC. I invite them to come to us with any concern. 
But if they don't, as soon as we hear from you or the union, we will 
look Into It. . . '. . 
. I hope~they would come to us first. That is certainly the way we 

have our system set up, 
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Mr. MARIKEY. Have you started the medical tests?
Mr. ZUcH. I will call on Mr. Collins.

TESTIMONY OF DOUG COLLINS,

'- Mr. COLLINS. I am Doug Collins. I am from the NRC Region II,

Chief' of the Emergency Preparedness and Radiological Protection

Branch in Region II.
To summarize, once we received your letter which indicated that

there, were some potential health effects, problems among the

workers ateNFS, and your referencing us to some transcripts which

detailed these -concerns, we immediately contacted the OCAW to

attempt to get a copy of the transcripts, or a copy of the tape, so

that we could evaluate the information.
There was some delay in our getting the transcripts, I think of a

coupleý of months, but we finally did get transcripts. When we got

the transcripts, we reviewed the information. We then proposed to
the National Institutes of Occupational Safety and Health [NIOSHI

A studyito determine whether there were any health impacts. That

organizatiion, in fact, as I understand it, is a legislatively mandated

gro,4p to review these. kinds of things..
VWe have, back in April, begun preliminary discussions with

lýLNIOSI to determine if they were available, the, real experts were

ývaifle'. We have met with them. We have given them back-

-grou~nd information ,on the circumstances.
We now have another meeting scheduled- at the site for October

15iwhere these medical experts from NIOSH will be able to look at

the info&?nation that is available at the site so that they can better

fashion or put together the type of Study, that might best meet

the--
Mr. MARKEY. So, when will the workers have the answers, then,

Mr. Collins? That is what they want to know.
Mr. COLLINS. I can't give you a schedule becadse it would really

< be speculative.
-• ' Mr. MARKEY. Will they know this year?

Mr. CoLLINs. From the discussions with NIOSH, it could-de-

pending. on. the study, it could, be a relatively quick study or it

- could take several years.
Mr. MARKEY. Several years?
Mr. COLLINS. For .some epidemiological studies. It depends upon

the study that!NIOSH proposes.,
Mr. MARKEY. Why can't they get a quick answer?
Mr. COLLINS. I am not an expert on epidemiology., We depend on

the experts. We have indicated some of the studies would require

looking into public records on causes of death, goigg back.into the

-• NFS records to determine what exposure---.
Mr. MARKEY. IS it possible, Mr. Collins, for us to get a prelimi-

nary, albeit not definitive but preliminary, and relatively quick

study pending the completion of yourdecadelong study that might

ensu-in the wake of that, so that the workers might be given some

indication' of what the likelihood is that their concerns which' they

have are in, fact. valid?
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Mr. COLLINS. If NIOSH can scientifically, validly conduct such a;
study, we will request that such a study, I think, be initiated. I..
can't speak for the Commission-

Mr. MAR•EY. NRC cannot conduct such a study?
Mr. CoLLINs. We don't know about the study yet.
Mr. MARKEY. Can you request that that kind of study be done?
Mr. COLLINS. We can, yes.'
Mr. MARKEY. Will' you: request that?
Mr. COLLINS. We have 'requested a range of studies. One of the

options that they are determining the feasibility of is. such a study.
Mr. MARKEY. There are apparently other studies on. kidney

damage to uranium mill workers that indicate that the NRC's ex-
posure regulations may be too weak. Could you describe those stud-
ies, Mr. Collins?

Mr. COLLINS. I was not involved in the studies, but the represent-
ative from, NIOSH, who we have requested to perform the studies
at NFS, was the physician who was in charge of those studies.
Those studies were presented-the results of those studies, along
with other studies, werepresented at a symposium last October on
uranium. Some.of the information presented included information
on animals as well as humans. That information is now under con-
sideration, as I understand it, by our Office of. Research, and is
being peer reviewedi and referred to-the National Scientific. Study
Committees of the. National Academy of Sciences for consideration
as to whether, any standards need to be changed.

Mr. MARKEY.. Mr. Collins, what do the studies on human beings
indicate?

Mr. COLLINS. I have not read the study. Recently, there are indi-
cations that there may be: effects discernible now with more sophis-
ticated medical testing that would show some effects that were not.
discernible when our regulations were initially drafted. '

Our regulations, though,, werebased on .the best science 'available
at that time. As science progresses and new information becomes
available, we review it and take that into consideration in adopting
new standards.

Mr. MARKEY. Let me read this to you, a memo to Robert Mino-
gue, Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research-to
him, from J. Nelson Grace, the Regional Administrator-on' the
proposed study of health effects from exposure to uranium at NFS.

Mr. Grace says amongst 'other things,

In addition, recently Dr. Paul Morrow, Dr. Michael Thun and others have noted
changes in kidney function in animals and man when exposed to concentrations of
uranium below NRC limits.
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That is a great concern, you can imagine, among workers at theplant, if they have been operating under the assumption that exist-
ing NRC regulations were sufficient to. protect them, and if now
studies are forthcoming indicating that exposure below those levels
could be life4hreatening.

Mr. COLLINS. Thati is why we highlighted it in that. memo. We
are pursuing it with the National Academy of Sciences for appro-
priate scientific review..

Mr, MARKEY. But the question is, how much information do you
need before recommendations are forthcoming to make the regula-
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~~, :Mr. COLLINS. I am Doug Collins. 1 am from ~he ~RC Region. II, 
Chief of the Emergency Preparedness and RadIologIcal ProtectIon 
Branch in R~gion II. ..' .... . . 'h' d' 4-~d th t 

To summarize, orice we received your letter WhlC m lea...., a 
there were some potential health effects, problems a~ong ~he 
workers afNFS, an~ your ref~renci~g us to some transcrIpts whIch 

. detailed these ··concerns, we ImmedIately contacted the DCA W to 
attempt to get a. copy of t~e transc:ripts, or a copy of the tape, so 
that we could evaluate the mformat~on. . .. 

There was sOme delay in our gettmg the transcrIpts, 1 thmk of a 
coupl~ of months, but we finally .did get ~ranscripts .. When we got 
the transcripts, we reviewed the I~formatlon.We then proposed to 
the National Institutes of Occupational Safety and H~alth [NIOSH] 
~ study..J;o ~etermine whether there w.er~ any h~alt~ Impads. That 
organization, in fact, as. I unders~nd It, IS a legIslatively mandated 
gro,!p to reView these kmds of thmgs. ...... . .. . 

'We· have, back in April; begun prehmmary dISCUSSIons With 
'f-l"HOSH to determine if they were available, the.1'.eal experts were 
s\raifagle:' Vf e have met ~th theIn. We have gIVen them back-

. ground information_on the CIrcumstances. . . 
We now have another meeting scheduled· at .the SIte for October 

·15~where these medical experts from NIOSH WIll be able to look at 
the info'trrlation that is available at the site so that ~hey can better 

." .~. £' fashion or ~put together the type of study that mIght best meet 

th~r:-MARKEY. So, when ~ill the workers ha:~e the answers, . then, 
Mr. Collins? That is what they want Jo know.. . 

~ - -.: Mr. CoLLINS. I can't give you a sched\lle :because It w~.uld really 
< he sQeculative. . .... . . .. '. 

~ ~ Mr. MARKEY. Will they know this year? . . 
\ A) Mr. COLLINS. From the discussions with NIOS~, It could-d~ 

"? pending on~he stu~y) it co~ld be a relatively qUick study or It 
_ -. CQuid t~ke several years, .. 

. Mr;MARKEY. Several years? ..:. 
Mr. CoLLINS. For .some epidemiplogical studies. It depends upon 

the study that'NIOSH proposes. . ... '. 
Mr. MARKEY. Why can't they"get a quick an~wer? '. 
Mr. COLLINS. I am not an expert on epideml010~.We depend .on 

the experts. We h~ve indicated· some of the stud~es would. reqUire 
lOQking into public· records on causes of death, gOl~g backmto the 

_. NFS records to determine what exposure~-. . - . . v, Mr. MARKEY; Is it possible, Mr. Collins, for us toge~ a preh~l
nary, albeit not definitiv~ but preliminary, and relatIvely. q~llck 
study pending the completIOn of yourdecade"lon~ study t~at mIght 

. ensue-in the wnke of that, so that the worke~smlght be gIV~n some 
indication~ of what the likelihood is that theIr concerns whIch they 
have are iIi· fact. valid? . . . 
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. Mr. MARKEY. Will you: request that? .: ." . . 
Mr. CoLLlNs.Wehave··requested a range of studies. One of the 

options that they are determining the feasibility of is such a study .. 
Mr. MARKEY. There . are apparently other studies on kidney 

damage to utanium mill workers that indicate that the NRC's ex
posure regul~tions may be too weak. Could you describe those stud-
Ies, Mr. Collins? ... ", . .. '. .' . ;' . ,: .... 

Mr. COLLINS. I was not involved in the studies, but the represent
ative fror~t'NI0SfI, ..who. we have requested to perform the studies 
at NFS, waS the physician who was in charge of. those studies. 
Those stUdies were presented-the results of those studies, along 
with other studies, were presented at a symposium last October on 
uranium. Some· of the information presented included information 
on animals as well as humans. That information is now under con
sideration,as I understand it,· by our Office of. Research, and is 
being peer reviewed; and referred to ·the National Scientific Study 
Committees of the.NationalAcademYof Sciences for consideration 
as to whether, any standar.ds need to be changed. ... . 

Mr. MARKEY .. Mr. Collins, what do the studies on human beings 
indicate? . . : 

Mr. COLLINS. I have not read the study. Recently, there are indi
cations that there may be effects discernible now with more sophis
ticated medical testing that would show some effects that were not 
discernible when our regulations were initially drafted. ., 

Our rem,zlations, though,. were based on the best science available 
at that time,. As science progtesses and new information becomes 
available, we review it and take that into consideration in adopting 
new standards. 

Mr. MARKEY. Let me read this to you, a memo to Robert Mino
gue, Director of th~ Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research-:-to 

.. him, from J. Nelson Grace, the Regional Administrator-on the 
. proposed study ofhe~lth effecudrom exposUre to uranium at NFS . 
. Mr. Grace says amongst other things, . 

In addition, recently Dr. Paul Morrow, Dr. Michael Thun and others have noted 
changes in kidne}' .function.in animals and.man when exposed to concentrations of 
uranium below NRC limits. . . 

That is a great concern, you can imagine, among workers at the 
plant, if they have been operating under the assumption that exist
ing NRC regulations were sufficient to. protect them, and if now 
studies are forthcoming indicating that exposure below those levels 
could be life"threatening. 

Mr. CoLLINS. That; is why we highlighted it in that memo. We 
are pursuing it with : the National Academy of Sciences for appro
priate scientific review .. 

Mr. MARKEY. But the question is, how much information do you 
need before recommendations are forthcoming to make the regula-
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We now have another meeting scheduled· at .the SIte for October 

·15~where these medical experts from NIOSH WIll be able to look at 
the info'trrlation that is available at the site so that ~hey can better 
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Mr. COLLINS. If·NIOSH can scientifically. validly conduct such a :'\ 

study, we 'will request that such a study, 1 think, be. initiated. I., 
can't speak for the Comtnission-- ... 

Mr. MAR~EY. NRC cannot conduct such a study? 
Mr. Col.dNS. We don't know about the study yet. . 
Mr. MARKEY. Can you request that that kind of study be done? , 
Mr. COLLINS. We can, yes. . '. 

. Mr. MARKEY. Will you: request that? .: ." . . 
Mr. CoLLlNs.Wehave··requested a range of studies. One of the 

options that they are determining the feasibility of is such a study .. 
Mr. MARKEY. There . are apparently other studies on kidney 

damage to utanium mill workers that indicate that the NRC's ex
posure regul~tions may be too weak. Could you describe those stud-
Ies, Mr. Collins? ... ", . .. '. .' . ;' . ,: .... 

Mr. COLLINS. I was not involved in the studies, but the represent
ative fror~t'NI0SfI, ..who. we have requested to perform the studies 
at NFS, waS the physician who was in charge of. those studies. 
Those stUdies were presented-the results of those studies, along 
with other studies, were presented at a symposium last October on 
uranium. Some· of the information presented included information 
on animals as well as humans. That information is now under con
sideration,as I understand it,· by our Office of. Research, and is 
being peer reviewed; and referred to ·the National Scientific Study 
Committees of the.NationalAcademYof Sciences for consideration 
as to whether, any standar.ds need to be changed. ... . 

Mr. MARKEY .. Mr. Collins, what do the studies on human beings 
indicate? . . : 

Mr. COLLINS. I have not read the study. Recently, there are indi
cations that there may be effects discernible now with more sophis
ticated medical testing that would show some effects that were not 
discernible when our regulations were initially drafted. ., 

Our rem,zlations, though,. were based on the best science available 
at that time,. As science progtesses and new information becomes 
available, we review it and take that into consideration in adopting 
new standards. 

Mr. MARKEY. Let me read this to you, a memo to Robert Mino
gue, Director of th~ Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research-:-to 

.. him, from J. Nelson Grace, the Regional Administrator-on the 
. proposed study ofhe~lth effecudrom exposUre to uranium at NFS . 
. Mr. Grace says amongst other things, . 

In addition, recently Dr. Paul Morrow, Dr. Michael Thun and others have noted 
changes in kidne}' .function.in animals and.man when exposed to concentrations of 
uranium below NRC limits. . . 

That is a great concern, you can imagine, among workers at the 
plant, if they have been operating under the assumption that exist
ing NRC regulations were sufficient to. protect them, and if now 
studies are forthcoming indicating that exposure below those levels 
could be life"threatening. 

Mr. CoLLINS. That; is why we highlighted it in that memo. We 
are pursuing it with : the National Academy of Sciences for appro
priate scientific review .. 

Mr. MARKEY. But the question is, how much information do you 
need before recommendations are forthcoming to make the regula-
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tions more ,stringent for t!ie-public health and safety? Would -it not I
make more sense for .us to err on the side of caution rather than

continuing to operate in an area which clearly has some scientific

murkiness to it, and contradictory information is now at hand?

Would it not make more sense-and perhaps it is better to ad-

dress this question to the Commission-'would it not make* more

sense, for at least the interim period, to tighten the level: of the

standards for worker exposure and for conditions at the plant

pending a final resolution: of the scientific . inquiry, whatever the

period of time might. be, and then at the conclusion of that scientif-

ic study to then, with careful precision, establish standards for the

long term?
How much longer do we have.to wait before we begin toimple-.

mept.ýregulations that, in fact, do reflect this scientific;uncertainty

taPt theoanger for the workers?:
T. -Z.cl. In a situation like this, Mr. Chairmaný 4, think it is ap-

piopriate and responsible for us to consult with experts in the field.

We are doing -that. In consulting with the experts, if they look at

,the. prelifiiinary statements and comments that we have made, and

f- they- give us any indication that it would be appropriate to-

mdify our regulations, I-think we should consider that.

But. they are the \experts, and I think it is appropriate that we

get some:.kind of recommendation from them. If we get such a rec-

ornmendation, I think- we could take such approach. But I think it

is important to rely on expert advice rather than to go off and do

something without thoroughly reviewing and trying to get the best

information we can.
Mr. MARKEY. I understand tliat..

5- The. question is-,-Mr. Chairman,'are the union workers being used'

as guinea, pigs( waiting. for this .study- toý be completed',: that may

leave themp xposed; for, months and years to dangerous levels of ra-,

diation, wit~hout any real information available to the Commission
as- to the health consequences for the. health and lives of these

workers?
Mr. ZECH. First of all Mr. Chairman, it is certainly my personal

view that the plant is hot operating with guinea pigs at all. I un-
derstand ýthat:we are operating that' plant at a level of about 10-

percent of what our regulations might call for, 101 percent of the

limitsg. So far'as I-know, there is absolutely Io har to'the workers'g

at all.
Let me calt again on my expert. . •
Mr. MARKEY. The point is, we don't know. We are still operating 1u

in'an 'area where 10. percent higher might not be safe.

Mr. ZzcH. Not 10 percent higher. The whole limits; as I under-

stand it, is so high, 100 percent high, we, are operating that plant,

generally at -the '10-percent -level, well below the NRC require:

ments. We are not operating that plant:above NRC requirements.*

And although, I understand that has happened two or three times:

over the years, we have documented those situation-s.

But, again, you are asking -me specific questiodns in an area that:

is very impoktant. I would like, to call on my -expert ,to respond to,1

yU: C Let m t. -
-Mr,. CoLLINs. ,Let me try. -:' ... ".-

li
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The limits for kidney damage, the limit that was based on thd
potential for kidney damage, is for low-enriched uranium, It i;
based on a quantity of heavy metals in the kidney.

Nuclear Fuel Services, on the other hand, processes high-en-
riched uranium, where our limits, the NRC's limits, then are based
on the radioactivity present..-

So, for the materials that are being processed now, the limits are'
very, very conservative., It will keep workers' intakes of heavy
metals well below the levels that we would be talking about for:
low-enriched material. So,; the standards are based on radioactivity
now, which presents a much lower intake than if the standards
were based on the chemical damage.

Mr. MARKEY. So why: are these-workers still complaining, then,
Mr. Collins?

Mr. CoLLINs. I can't speculate as to -why they might be complain-
ing.

Mr. MARKEY:-, You don't have communication with them at all?
Mr. COLLrNs. We: understand what their concerns are. We under-

stand that in the general population people have similar concerns.
Mr. MARKEY., You think it is paranoia, then?
Mr. COiaANs. No, sir. We take this seriously.
Mr. MARKEY. You are saying they might have additional com-

plaints, but there is no basis for it?
Mr. COLLANS. No:* I am saying in order to reach conclusions, we

need to get experts in who need to look at the actual exposures and
the actual physical condition of these individuals; run the tests.

Mr. MARKEY.. Will you get the workers as quick an answer as
possible?

Mr. CoLLNs. Yes, sir. -... ..

Mr. Asszr~miNE. Mr. Chairman, you asked what could be done in
the interim. Let me suggest one other thing that I think that we.,
could do that might provide some additional assurance to the work-
ers until we.can get them a definitive answer that we are doing'
everything possible to ensure that there isn't a serious health' con-;

sequence from their working down there. I think one of the things.-
we can do is get serious about requirements, keeping radiation ex-
posures to workers to a •level as low as is reasonably achievable.
Whatever the. limits are, that is what our regulations require,
which is basically do as. much as you can to reduce radiation expo-,
sures.

That is an area -that was highlighted'as a weak area in NFS's
performance in the Bechtel review. It is an. area that they have tar--'-
geted for some attention in their improvement program. I think.
that is something we could do in the interim to help assure work-
ers that we are going to keep exposures throughout the facility to
levels as low as can be achieved. That means cleaning up the
lunchroom, getting serious about radiological controls so that
people don't bring contamination out of the work areas; and that
means taking a.hard look at the way the process is run and the:`
way the facility is maintained to get the exposures and contamina-
tion down...

That is somiething we can do right now and one step that would'
be helpful in the interim,
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, tions more stringent for tne'public' hea:lt~ and safeti?' Ylouldit not 
make more sense for ,us to err on the sldeof cauttontathe.r t~an 
continuing to operate in an .area ~hich cle~rly. has"some sClentIfic 
murkiness to it, and contradlctQry mformatlon 1S ~o~ at hand? 

Would it not make more sense-and perhaps It IS better to ad
dress 'this question to the Commission-would it not make more 
sense for at least the' interim period, to tighten the level of the 
stand~rds for worker exposure and for conditions at the plant 
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period,oftime might be; and then attheconclmllon of that SClenttf

, ic study to then; with careful precision, establish standards for the 
long term? " : ' , " , " , ' 
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}l~e,nt.{r~gulabons that, In fact, do reflect t~~ sClentIfic uncer~~unty" 
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x. ~r .. ,.zECH.ln a situation like this, Mr. Charrman;Tthmk'ltis ap-
proprif).te 8:n~ responsible for u.s to c?nsult withexpe~ in the field.: 
We' are domgthat. In consultmg wIth the experts, If they l()ok at 
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''\L t~ey ~give us a~y indic~tion that ~t, woul~ be' appropriate to' 
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. But.:they arc the experts, and I thmk It IS approprIate that we, 
get some ,kind of rec'ommendation from them. If we get such ~ r~
ornmendation, I think we could take such approach. But I thmk It 
is important. to rely on expert ad,:ice. rather th~to go off and do 
something Without thoroughly revlewmg andtrymg to,get the best 

'\, information we can, ' .,' 
/ Mr. MARKEY. I unlierstand that.' ,',', '. ," 

, Th~ question is,;'.Mr.Chairman; are the union workers, being used' 

J 

J 

~' as guinea pigs.waiting ,for this study to; be completed;that may 
leave th,e~~xp<O.sedfQr, mC!nths an~ years ~o dangerous levels,?f .ra-' 
q,iation, without any real mformabon ,available to th~ ComrfllsslOn, as to the health consequences' for the health and hves of these:, 

"workers? \.' ~~ ',',:, ~ , , ,', ", " 
Mr. ZECH. First of aU Mr. Chairman, it is certainly my pe!'80nal" 

view 'that the plant is bot operating with guinea pigs at all. I un- , 
derstan:d "that0we are operating that plant at a leve.1 of about 10:; 
percent' of what our regulati6nsmight'caU'for, 10'pe:cent of the " 
limits~ So far as I know, there is absolut~lynoharm to the workers'\ 
at all. ' ," " ' 

Let me calL again on my expert." '.'. 
Mr,. MARKEY. The point is, ~e don't. know. We are'~t1noperatmg'J 

inJ an .area where 10. percent hIgher mIght not be safe., ' 
Mr. ZECH. Not 10 percent higher. The whole limits; as Iunder~ 

stand it, is so high, 100 percehthigh, weare operating-that pl~t,; 
generlilly a~"the '10-percept level, wel1,b~low:the NRC. reqUlre:~: 
ments. Weare not operatmg, that plant 'aoove NRC reqUlrem~nts .. 
And although I understand that has happ~ned ~w:oor three times: • 
over the years, we have d~cumentedtI:0s~~sltu~t~O!l~' ' ' .. ' 

But, again, you are asking lIle speCIfic questIOns',man area that,· 
is very impot;,.tant. I would like to call on mY'~xp~tt~)t(j respond to'i 
y\ou',' '" '" " :;.. (" , ' 

:Mr; CoWNS.:Let me try/ ; ,,'.:' , ,i,,:: ,',', Y' 
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The .limits fo~ kidney damag~, the limit that was based on thJ 
rtentlal for kl~ney damage, IS for low-enriched uranium. It is 
ased on a qu~ntItyof heavy metals in the kidney. ! 
. Nuclear ~uel Services, on the other hand processes h' h-en~ 

nched ura~llu~,yvhere our limits, the NRC's li~its, then are1,ased 
on the radlOactIvlty present. ',' ; '" 

So, for the materia~s that ar~ being processed now, the limits are, 
very, very conservatIve., It wIll keep workers' intakes of heavy 
metals .well below .the levels that we would be talking about for: 
low-ennc.hed.,matertal. So,, the standards are based on radioactivit 
now, whIch presents a much lower intake than if the standar~ 
were based on the chemical damage. ' " 
M Mr. ~AR~EY. SO why are these workers still complaining, thtm, 

r. Colbns. , " ' ' 
. Mr. CoLLINS. I can't spectIlate ~ to ,why they might be complain-
mg. " ~ , .,,' , i 

Mr. MARKEy'> You don't have commu,:!icationwith them at all? 
t!r

d
. CoL~NS. We: understand what thelr concerns are. We under~! 

S M tMhat m the general population people have similar concerns 1 
r. ARKEY.YoU ~hink it is paranoia, then? . 

Mr; CoLLINS. No, SIr. We take this seriously., I 

l ~r. MARKEY. You are saying they might have additional com-
p amts, but there is no basis for it? ' , 

Mr. CoLLINS. No,) am saying in order to reach conclusions we 
need to lfct ex~rtsm w~C? need to look at the actual ex'posures 'and 
the actual phYSIcal. condltIon of these individuals; run the tests. ',' 

M!. MARKEY. WIll you get the workers as quick an answer as' 
possIble? 

Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. ' ' ' 
M!'. AS~ELSTINE. Mr;Chairman, you asked what could be done in 

the mterlm. Le~ me sugqest one other thing that 1 think that we, 
CQuid d,? that might prOVIde some additional assurance to the work-' 
ers unt~l weca~ get them a definitive answer that we are doing; 
everythmg pos~!lbl~ to ens.ure that there isn't a serious health' con-' 
~uence f\om theIr .workmg down there. I think one of the things 
we can do IS get serlOUS ~bout requirements, keeping radiation' ex
posures to work~r~ to a level as low as is reasonably achievable. 
W~ahte~er t~e, lImIts are, that is what our regulations require, 
w IC is basIcally do as, much as you Can to reduce radiation expo- , 
sures. 

" That is an . area that was highlighted 'as Ii weak areairi NFS's; 
" performance In the J~e?hte~ revie~: ~t is an area that they have tar-.' , 

geted. for som~ attentIOn 'In theIr Impr(lVement program. I think} 
that 1S somethmg ~e could do in the interim to help assure work- i 

irs that we are gomg to keep exposures throughout the facility to . 
evels as low ~ can b~ achieved. That means cleaning up the 
lunchroom" ge~tmg serl0~s a.bout radiological controls so that' 
people don. t brmg contammatIOn out of the work areas' and that 
means takll}~a :hard)oo~ at the way the process is ru~ and the 
ti~~ ~~!~~Cl~Ity ,l~ mamtamed to get the expo~ures and contamina- • 

That is ~ometh!ng ~e can do right now and one step that would, 
, be helpful In the mterIm. 

<; , 
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, tions more stringent for tne'public' hea:lt~ and safeti?' Ylouldit not 
make more sense for ,us to err on the sldeof cauttontathe.r t~an 
continuing to operate in an .area ~hich cle~rly. has"some sClentIfic 
murkiness to it, and contradlctQry mformatlon 1S ~o~ at hand? 

Would it not make more sense-and perhaps It IS better to ad
dress 'this question to the Commission-would it not make more 
sense for at least the' interim period, to tighten the level of the 
stand~rds for worker exposure and for conditions at the plant 

, pending a final resolution of the scientific"inq';1iry, whatev~rtl:te 
period,oftime might be; and then attheconclmllon of that SClenttf

, ic study to then; with careful precision, establish standards for the 
long term? " : ' , " , " , ' 

How ~much ,longer do. we have,to wait ~be~ore :we ?eg~hto'in':Ple-.: 
}l~e,nt.{r~gulabons that, In fact, do reflect t~~ sClentIfic uncer~~unty" 
'as"tp £he,d-anger for the workers?·, '. ",' " " 
x. ~r .. ,.zECH.ln a situation like this, Mr. Charrman;Tthmk'ltis ap-
proprif).te 8:n~ responsible for u.s to c?nsult withexpe~ in the field.: 
We' are domgthat. In consultmg wIth the experts, If they l()ok at 
the prelifuirlary statements and comments that we have made; and 

''\L t~ey ~give us a~y indic~tion that ~t, woul~ be' appropriate to' 
m()(hf:r'our regulatIOns, Vthmk we sho.uld~o~slder that: ' , 

. But.:they arc the experts, and I thmk It IS approprIate that we, 
get some ,kind of rec'ommendation from them. If we get such ~ r~
ornmendation, I think we could take such approach. But I thmk It 
is important. to rely on expert ad,:ice. rather th~to go off and do 
something Without thoroughly revlewmg andtrymg to,get the best 

'\, information we can, ' .,' 
/ Mr. MARKEY. I unlierstand that.' ,',', '. ," 

, Th~ question is,;'.Mr.Chairman; are the union workers, being used' 

J 

J 

~' as guinea pigs.waiting ,for this study to; be completed;that may 
leave th,e~~xp<O.sedfQr, mC!nths an~ years ~o dangerous levels,?f .ra-' 
q,iation, without any real mformabon ,available to th~ ComrfllsslOn, as to the health consequences' for the health and hves of these:, 

"workers? \.' ~~ ',',:, ~ , , ,', ", " 
Mr. ZECH. First of aU Mr. Chairman, it is certainly my pe!'80nal" 

view 'that the plant is bot operating with guinea pigs at all. I un- , 
derstan:d "that0we are operating that plant at a leve.1 of about 10:; 
percent' of what our regulati6nsmight'caU'for, 10'pe:cent of the " 
limits~ So far as I know, there is absolut~lynoharm to the workers'\ 
at all. ' ," " ' 

Let me calL again on my expert." '.'. 
Mr,. MARKEY. The point is, ~e don't. know. We are'~t1noperatmg'J 

inJ an .area where 10. percent hIgher mIght not be safe., ' 
Mr. ZECH. Not 10 percent higher. The whole limits; as Iunder~ 

stand it, is so high, 100 percehthigh, weare operating-that pl~t,; 
generlilly a~"the '10-percept level, wel1,b~low:the NRC. reqUlre:~: 
ments. Weare not operatmg, that plant 'aoove NRC reqUlrem~nts .. 
And although I understand that has happ~ned ~w:oor three times: • 
over the years, we have d~cumentedtI:0s~~sltu~t~O!l~' ' ' .. ' 

But, again, you are asking lIle speCIfic questIOns',man area that,· 
is very impot;,.tant. I would like to call on mY'~xp~tt~)t(j respond to'i 
y\ou',' '" '" " :;.. (" , ' 

:Mr; CoWNS.:Let me try/ ; ,,'.:' , ,i,,:: ,',', Y' 
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The .limits fo~ kidney damag~, the limit that was based on thJ 
rtentlal for kl~ney damage, IS for low-enriched uranium. It is 
ased on a qu~ntItyof heavy metals in the kidney. ! 
. Nuclear ~uel Services, on the other hand processes h' h-en~ 

nched ura~llu~,yvhere our limits, the NRC's li~its, then are1,ased 
on the radlOactIvlty present. ',' ; '" 

So, for the materia~s that ar~ being processed now, the limits are, 
very, very conservatIve., It wIll keep workers' intakes of heavy 
metals .well below .the levels that we would be talking about for: 
low-ennc.hed.,matertal. So,, the standards are based on radioactivit 
now, whIch presents a much lower intake than if the standar~ 
were based on the chemical damage. ' " 
M Mr. ~AR~EY. SO why are these workers still complaining, thtm, 

r. Colbns. , " ' ' 
. Mr. CoLLINS. I can't spectIlate ~ to ,why they might be complain-
mg. " ~ , .,,' , i 

Mr. MARKEy'> You don't have commu,:!icationwith them at all? 
t!r

d
. CoL~NS. We: understand what thelr concerns are. We under~! 

S M tMhat m the general population people have similar concerns 1 
r. ARKEY.YoU ~hink it is paranoia, then? . 

Mr; CoLLINS. No, SIr. We take this seriously., I 

l ~r. MARKEY. You are saying they might have additional com-
p amts, but there is no basis for it? ' , 

Mr. CoLLINS. No,) am saying in order to reach conclusions we 
need to lfct ex~rtsm w~C? need to look at the actual ex'posures 'and 
the actual phYSIcal. condltIon of these individuals; run the tests. ',' 

M!. MARKEY. WIll you get the workers as quick an answer as' 
possIble? 

Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. ' ' ' 
M!'. AS~ELSTINE. Mr;Chairman, you asked what could be done in 

the mterlm. Le~ me sugqest one other thing that 1 think that we, 
CQuid d,? that might prOVIde some additional assurance to the work-' 
ers unt~l weca~ get them a definitive answer that we are doing; 
everythmg pos~!lbl~ to ens.ure that there isn't a serious health' con-' 
~uence f\om theIr .workmg down there. I think one of the things 
we can do IS get serlOUS ~bout requirements, keeping radiation' ex
posures to work~r~ to a level as low as is reasonably achievable. 
W~ahte~er t~e, lImIts are, that is what our regulations require, 
w IC is basIcally do as, much as you Can to reduce radiation expo- , 
sures. 

" That is an . area that was highlighted 'as Ii weak areairi NFS's; 
" performance In the J~e?hte~ revie~: ~t is an area that they have tar-.' , 

geted. for som~ attentIOn 'In theIr Impr(lVement program. I think} 
that 1S somethmg ~e could do in the interim to help assure work- i 

irs that we are gomg to keep exposures throughout the facility to . 
evels as low ~ can b~ achieved. That means cleaning up the 
lunchroom" ge~tmg serl0~s a.bout radiological controls so that' 
people don. t brmg contammatIOn out of the work areas' and that 
means takll}~a :hard)oo~ at the way the process is ru~ and the 
ti~~ ~~!~~Cl~Ity ,l~ mamtamed to get the expo~ures and contamina- • 

That is ~ometh!ng ~e can do right now and one step that would, 
, be helpful In the mterIm. 
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Mr. MARKEY. Let me move to the- lunchroom' question. There -has
been information forthcoming that there has been. radioactive con-
tamination of the lunchroom that.'these atomic workers ate in.

..How long has there been a problem there, Mr. Chairman?
-Mr. ZECH. That problem has, to, rmy knowledge, occurred some

time ago, Mr. Chairman, and contaminated vending machine-that
problem has been resolved. I think it was several years ago.
* Again, I would have to check with my expert on that to see the

exact date. -

Mr. MARKEY. Are you saying that there.is no longer any con-
tamination in the lunchroom?

Mr. ZECH. That is my understanding.
Mr. MARKEY. Is that the staffs understanding, as well?
Are you giving total assurances that there is no contamination?
Mr. ZECH. Let me call on my expert to verify'that. I don't. believe

there is contamination, but I would ask for support on that.
Mr. COLLINS. We have focused our effort significantly over the

last' several years to assure that NFS has improved; its contamina-
tion control program. There are-have been over the past-

-through the many years. in the past-occurrences of low levels of
Ncontamination in the lunchrooms, levels above the licensee's action', oints; and we have reviewed the' licensee's' records for cleaning up
'•these contaminations. And as part of the NFS performance im-
provement plan that we have discussed here.today, the licensee has
instituted already some:actions with regard, to wearing' of process
clothing in clean areas. And by the end of this year we will have
eliminated the use of process clothing in-clean areas,'including the
lunchroom.1 4

That could,,well 'be one of the sources for these low levels of 'con-
tamination to have beeni in the lunchrooms."Over the past 2 years,
there have •been significant! decreases, sinceApril 1985, for exam-
ple, in the nulmber of instances of .contamination above action
points in the lunchrooms, and it is my understanding, from the last'
we reviewed the records there Was less than a handful' of instances
of such over th'}.Iast y•ar or. so ..

Let•-me also say--c-,
Mr. MA-R(kY. Let3me6 get back to you.
You do agree that in th-e late Seventies parts. of the vending ma-,

chines in the lunchroom were so contaminated 'that they had to be
disposed of as radioactive waste?

Mr. COLLINS. We have talked.to 'the! People who were-ýtheý licens-
ee,., and the licensee has. talked to the people, who were involved in
these• surveys. And, although there; are no specific 'numbers record-.
ed, it was the understanding at the:'time that this was an old ma-
clAine, and rather.than-= . ' .

Mr. MARKEY., Did they dispose.of. the. machines. as, radioactive'
waste in the late SeventieS?:.i . '

Mr. 'COLLINS. They took partst of the. machines .particularly the,;
parts where the. air was, ard took those parts and disposed of them,
in. aburial drum. . .-'",.;' ' '

Mr. MARKEY. So they disposed of parts of the vending machine as I
radioactive waste? ' - ' ..".

Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir.
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Mr. MARKEY. So I can understand the present situation, you aresaying right now that there is no radioactive exposure in thelunchroom?
Mr. COLLINS. I can't say none.
Mr. MARKEY. You cannot say that?
Mr. COLLINS& I can say that the surveys that are being performedthere have identified very few instances of contamination abovethe licensee's action point, and any exposures that might resultfrom these low, levels of contamination-
Mr. MARKEY... Do you think that a company ought to be able to,provide an. area where people can have lunch without any danger.of radioactive exposure?
Mr. COLLINS. We and the company have agreed that that. is:where they should move to, and that is where the performance im-provement program is leading the company. And the mainsource--
Mr. MARKEY. So these workers have a legitimate beef, then, don't.they?
Mr. COLLINS. Their health is not being affected. There are nolimits being exceeded.
Mr. MARKEY. You can. say that with no question right now?
Mr. COLLINS. I can say that they are below our standards.
Mr. MARKEY. Are, you saying that you can scientifically say thattheir health is not being affected?
Mr. COLLINS. I am not a physician. I can't make--
Mr. MARKEY. Then don't make that statement. That is the criti-cal question that we are trying to determine, here, and we don'thave that information.
Mr. COLLINS. The situation, based on the licensee performanceimprovement program, and our review of it, has reduced signifi-cantly those instances, yes.
Mr. MARKEY. How long will it take before you think you aregoing to be able to guarantee a radiation-free lunchroom for theworkers?'- ,
Mr. COLLINS. Well, let me say that the assurance is going to bedependent upon how well' these individuals leaving contaminatedareas survey 'themselves. OK? That is a key aspect, as well as thewearing of process clothing.
The licensee, NFS, has committed to not having process clothingin lunchrooms by the end of the year, and has purchased-but notyet on site-more reliable instrumentation to meet that end;Mr. MARKEY. So you are saying that the primary responsibilitylies with 'the workers to protect themselves?
Mr. COLLINS. No, 'sir. I am saying the primary responsibility toprotect the workers lies with the licensee management, and theyshould provide adequate training facilities, equipment, and proce-dures to assure that that is done.
Mr. MARKEY. Well, their track record is abysmal, and as a resultit would seem to me there would have to be intense oversight onthe part of you, the Navy, and the Commission.
Mr. COLLINS. We are monitoring this.
Mr. MARKEY..To ensure that this deficiency is eradicated.I have one last question-we have a roll call on the floor-andthat is one that relates to a complaint that has come from at least

I
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~,Mr. MARKEY .. Let me move to the Junchr.oom' que~tio.r;t~ Th,ere:has 
been information forthcoming that there has been. radIoactive con
tamination of the lunchroom that these atomic workers ate in. 

.. Jlow long has there been a problem there, Mr. Chairman? 
".Mr. ZECH. That problem has; to" ~y knowled~e, occur~ed some 

time ago, Mr. Chairman, and contammated vendmg machme-that 
problem has been resolved. I~hink it was several years ago.· , 

Again, I would have to check with my expert· on that to see. the 
exact date. . ' 

Mr. MARKEY. Are you saying that there. is no longer any con-
tamination in the lunchroom? 

Mr. ZECH. That is my understanding"" . •. " :. . .. . 
Mr. MARKEY. Is that the staff's understanding, as well? ..... . 
Are you giving total assurances that ther~ i~ no~onta~inat~on? 
Mr. ZECH. Let me calion my expert to venfy that. I don t. beheve 

there is contamination, but I would ask for support on that. 
Mr. CoLLINS; We have focused our effort significantly over .the 

/P last several years to assure that NFS has improved' its contamma
. ~ .£: tion control program. ~here are-'-have been o"er the past

..,. 5, through the many years.m the past-occurrences?f .low !evels. of 
L- contamination in the lunchrooms, levels above the·lIcensee s actIon 

~ tF points; and we have reviewed the·licensee'sr.ecords for cleaning. up 
Q:", ~tnese contaminations. And as part of the NFS performance Im

provement plan that we have discussed here.today, th~ licensee has 
instituted already some actions with regard t? wearmg of .process 
clothing in clean areas. And by the end of thIS year we wl~l have. 
eliminated the use of process' clothing in'clean areas,'including the 
lunchroom. " {.,' ~ . . . 

That could;, wen~be one of the sources for these low levels of 'con
tamination to have' been in the lunchrooms: Over the past 2 years, 
there have peen significant' decreases,. since,'~pri~ 1985, for ex~m
pIe, in the nUP.lber of insta~ce.s ofcontammat~on above actlOn: 
points in the lunchrooms, andltIs my understandmg, fro~ the last· 
we reviewed the .records there' was less than a handful-of mstances ' 
of such over th~iast y~a'rorso: . .', ,: -, '. - . 

LeLme also say,;;-:- ~ ,,;'-. " . ; . 
Mr .. MA'ru(EY~ Let[me;ge~backto you.. . - - :. '-. 
You do agree that in-the late Seventies parts of the vendmg ma-' 

chines in the'lunchroom were so contaminated -that they had to be 
disposed of as radioactive waste? .. ,.' ~ 

" Mr .. CoLLINs. We have talked' to the ,people who were~the' hcens-
l r' eeand the licEmsee has_talkedtothe_people'who were involved in 

th~sesurveys. And, although there: are no specific-numbers 'record- : 
ed, It was the understanding at the ·time' that this was an old ma-
c})'ine, and rather,than-. " _ '. - . 

¥r .. MARKEY., Did they dispose of. the machinesasi'radioactive 
waste in the late Seventies?: i >.':' , ", .; >.,,' ';; ",' . , 

Mr, 'CoLLINS. ,They took parts' of the, machines;pa'rticularly the;; • 
pal'ts .wher~ the: air was! arid took those parts a:nd,d:ispc;>~ed of them' 
in a··burial drum.,' ., .. / ~ :-,;' c., ' , ' .. ' '- ,i;. .' :",.-; ", _' 

Mr'- MARKEY. So they disposed of parts of the ven~ing machine ast 
radio~ctive waste?.;., <" "'", ... 

Mr. GOLLINS.· Yes, sir. r.,._ ,<,_ i;: ~ .':. 
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~r. M~RKEY. So I can un:de~tand the ~resent situation, you are II 

saymg rIght now that there IS no radIoactive exposure in the 
lunchroom? 

Mr. COLLINS. Icah't say none. ' 
Mr. MARKEY. You cannot say that? 
Mr. CoLLI~S.1 ~an say that the. surveys that are being performed 

there. have ,IdentI.fi.ed v~ry few mstances of contamination above 
the lIcensee s actIOn pomt, and any exposures that might result 
from these low.levels of contamination--
M~. MARKEY. Do you think that a company ought tQ be able to: 

provI~e an: area where people can have lunch without any danger 
of radIOactIve exposure? . ' ' 

Mr. CoLLINS. We and the company have agreed that that is. 
where they should move to, and that is where the performance im-' 
provement ,program is leading the company. And the main 
source~- _ 

Mr. MARKEY. So these worker~ have a legitimate beef then don't. they? , ' , . 
. ~r. C<;lLLINS. Their health is not being affected. There are no 

lImIts bemg exceeded. . 
Mr. MARKEY. You can say that with no question right now? 
Mr. COLLINS. I can say that they are below our standards, 
~r. MARK~Y. Are you saying that you can scientifically say that 

theIr health IS not being affected? 
Mr. COLLINS. I am not a physician. I can't make--
Mr. M~RKEY. Then don't make that statement. That is the criti

cal questIon that we are trying to determine here and we don't 
have that information. ' 
. Mr. COLL!NS. The situation, based on the licensee performance 
nnprovemen~ program, and our review of it, has reduced signifi-
cantly those" mstances, yes. , ' . :B 

~Ir. MARKEY. How long will it take before you think you are 
gomg to be able to guarantee a radiation-free lunchroom for the workers?' . . 

Mr. COLLINS. Well, let me say that the assurance is going to be 
dependent. uI?on, how well these individuals leaving contaminated 
are~ survey ~hemselves. OK? That is a key aspect, as well as the 
wearmg of process clothhig. . 
. The licensee, NFS, has" committed to not having process clothing 
In ]uncl~rooms by the end of the year, and has purchased-but not 
yet on SIte-more reliable instrumentation to meet that end, 
. Mr .. Mf\RKEY. So you are saying that the primary responsibility 

hes WIth-the workers to protect themselves? 
Mr. COLLINS. No,sir. I ani saying the primary responsibility to 

protect the .workers lies with the licensee management, and they 
should prOVIde adequate .training facilities, equipment, and proce
dures to assure that that IS done.. ' .. 
. Mr. MARKEY. Well, their track record is abysmal, and as a result 
It would seem, to me there \\i'ould' have to be intense oversight on 
the part of you, the Navy, and the Commission. 

Mr. COLLINS. We are monitoring this. .' 
Mr. MARKEY;: To ensu~e that this deficiency is eradicated. 

. I h.ave one last questIOn-we have a roll call on the floor-and 
that IS one that relates to a complaint that has come from at least 

:31 
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~,Mr. MARKEY .. Let me move to the Junchr.oom' que~tio.r;t~ Th,ere:has 
been information forthcoming that there has been. radIoactive con
tamination of the lunchroom that these atomic workers ate in. 

.. Jlow long has there been a problem there, Mr. Chairman? 
".Mr. ZECH. That problem has; to" ~y knowled~e, occur~ed some 

time ago, Mr. Chairman, and contammated vendmg machme-that 
problem has been resolved. I~hink it was several years ago.· , 

Again, I would have to check with my expert· on that to see. the 
exact date. . ' 

Mr. MARKEY. Are you saying that there. is no longer any con-
tamination in the lunchroom? 

Mr. ZECH. That is my understanding"" . •. " :. . .. . 
Mr. MARKEY. Is that the staff's understanding, as well? ..... . 
Are you giving total assurances that ther~ i~ no~onta~inat~on? 
Mr. ZECH. Let me calion my expert to venfy that. I don t. beheve 

there is contamination, but I would ask for support on that. 
Mr. CoLLINS; We have focused our effort significantly over .the 

/P last several years to assure that NFS has improved' its contamma
. ~ .£: tion control program. ~here are-'-have been o"er the past

..,. 5, through the many years.m the past-occurrences?f .low !evels. of 
L- contamination in the lunchrooms, levels above the·lIcensee s actIon 

~ tF points; and we have reviewed the·licensee'sr.ecords for cleaning. up 
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~r. M~RKEY. So I can un:de~tand the ~resent situation, you are II 
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source~- _ 
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one union member, who will testify today, that the company has

harassed him for making complaints to- the NRC and testifying

here.
What is the NRC's reaction to that, and what kind of protections

might you be able to build in to:. make' sure that whistleblower

workers can feel completely protected in coming forth to bring in-

formation to the NRC or to the Congress that might require addi-

tional cost to a company?
Mr. ZwcH. We don't condone: harassment or intimidation of any

kind. I am sure you know that. We also have a' system whereby

workers can report to the NRC, and we: will, to the best of our abil-

ity, guarantee them that they will remain anonymous, and we will

investigate their charges.
. Anything in intimidation or harassment is serious, as far as we

are concerned, and we don't condone it in any way, shape or form.

I think that there is no question but that the Commission has

taken a strong stand on that, and I feel personally committed to

ensure that that doesn't take place, to the best of our ability.

Mr. MARKEY. I want to thank the Commission for their testimo-

ny today. 
"-

We are going to also hear from other witnesses, including union

officials.
And it is my understanding thait you will allow the NRC:staff to

remain behind?
Mr. ZE•H. Yes, sir, ,we certainly' will. They will be here to answer

any questions you nifay have.
'Mr. MARKEY. I4Would 'like to close with this final point. I recog-t

- nize the strategicý iihortance of this plant, .as I know you do, Mr.

Chairman-
Mr. ZECo1. Yes, A 

to

Mr. MARKEY [con'tinuing]. Commissioner Carr, and all of us in

this room, we clearly, recognize how important this plant is to us.

But there are serious prol&lems at this plant. I think all of us want'

this plant to operate 'but-we wantit to operate safely.
To the extent tliat the)e could- potentially be an accident here,

that there could be6•onie deteriorating condition that,.does cause se-

rious public healti or safety concerns,, there, could be a public

outcry to close the plant down. I don't think, any of us :want to be

put in a position where conditions at this. plant are such that we

get into a public debate over;,whether or not we have to weigh

public health and safety lagainst national security.
We need this plant. for our Nation's protection. The submarine

carrying nuclear warheads is our' greatest deterrent against Soviet

attack. It seems to me-it is in all our interests to make sure that

this plant operates abiding by all regulations we have in the 1980's;

with regard to health, safety, ,or conditions in the environment in I

the surrounding~area. _, .... .

To, the extent that we can all help to build that into the working,

understanding of the plant operators here, we 'won't have to reach

in another year or two or whenever some major confrontation that :

has us debating something which should never be out, on the public

tables with the risk -that the disgruntlement, the sense of frustra-

tion and betrayal that our citizens mightfeel -might. be something
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tentially preyed upon by those who don't have the best interests:
of thistcountry at stake.

Let us pay the. price it takes for the: concern that these loyal
Americikns have,, and make sure that national security will not be.
compromised, at the same time that the health and safety of their
families are properly taken care of.

We appreciate your participation.
We will take a brief recess for about 10 minutes, and at that

point we will• take testimony from our second and concluding:
panel.

[Brief recess..
Mr. MARKE•. We will reconvene the hearing and we will turn to

our panel of representatives -from the Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers International Union. We will request that each of them
try to limit their opening statements to 2 to 3 minutes or so, so
that we can. get the highlights of each of their testimony, and then
we will go into some- extensive questioning which will allow you to
flesh out some of~the points which you seek to make.

Let me begin by recognizing first Nolan Hancock, who is Citizen-
ship-Legislative Director of the Washington Legislative Office of
the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union.

Wetl•com.e," Mr. Hancock. Please begin the presentation of your
testimony.
TESTIMONY OF NOLAN W. HANCOCK, CITIZENSHIP-LEGISLATIVE

DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON LEGISLATIVE OFFICE, OIL, CHEMI-
CAL AND ATOMIC WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION, ACCOM-
PANIED BY- REPRESENTATIVES OF LOCAL 3-677: LONNIE
TOLLEY, PRESIDENT; HUBERT METCALF, JR., VICE PRESIDENT;

SMIKE K. HAMPTON, RADIATION. MONITOR AND MEMBER; AND.
JOHN WILLIAMS, DISTRICT. DIRECTOR

Mr. HANcocx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate very
much the opportunity to testify here today on behalf of OCAW. I
am the Citizenship-Iegislative Director. With me is Lonnie Tolley,
the local union president; Junior Metc"lf, the local union vice
president; Mike Hampton, a union steward and a health physicist
monitor who works at the Health and Safety Department in Erwin-
and John Williams, the district ,.rector for 10 southern States. He
also has the distinction of being a former employee in that particu-
lar plant. ri

Our union. represents somb. 110,000 workers nationwide. We also
represent some 10,000 workers that work in the nuclear industry
in 12 States, in 2 different plants. Suffice it to say, Mr. Chairman,
that our meipbers encounter' the full range of occupational health
and safety problems existing in the nuclear industry, and as in all
industries where we represent workers, we take a strong position
in' support of the' right of workers to work in a safe work place.
OCAW has had the bargaining rights at this particular plant since
1959, and' currently we' represent some 360 workers at the Erwin,
TN, plant.

The Nuclear Services Co. used a highly purified 97 percent urani-
un solution for the production of nuclear fuel, and during the proc-
esses of the.nuclear fuel production, the workers must work with a
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highly purified uranium solution while it is in the -form of a gas
and also when it is in both a liquid and a dry powder form.
1. For many years our officerst and our members and our union
have tried to improve the health and safety working conditions at
the NFS plants. In April of this. year, the union concluded an 11-
month strike at the plant over the bargaining impasse of health
and safety. This facility has a long history. of employee overexpo-
sure to radiation. Much of the radiation overexposure has been in-
ternal congestion of alpha contamination.

A review of some of the exposure records show that many of the
overexposures have been for a period of many years. Some have
been. very -high. What these overexposures show is a lack of com-
mitment by the company to correct plant equipment problem -areas
that continue to cause these overexposures. The. plant has a long
history -of sloppy plant cleanup procedures: Safe working conditions
at nuclear plants demand a commitment for good. housekeeping.

Mr. Chairman, I worked in a nuclear plant for over 20 years and
I have had the opportunity of touring a number of the nuclear
<plants in this country., I can tell you that g9od housekeeping proce-
dures are a must to keep down the low radiation. dosage that union
members receive. Over a period of my experience, I have seen
plants-and I came ,out of a:plant that in the beginning had very
poor sloppy housekeeping conditions, and we were forced to wear
special work clothing to work in these areas. In the last few years
those areas have been cleaned, to 'the point now that workers work
in ilibre in their street clothing: .know and .1 testify that nuclear
plants can be a safe place to work and they can be clean:and they
can protct members from adverse health and safety problems. In
all the nuclear plants that we represent, Mr. Chairman, we do not
hear any complaints today about health and safetyiproblems. Only
at this one facilitj:rdo we hear'the problems 'that you will hear
today as theihembeis of this local testify. '

The NRC -has been cqntacted humerous time in the past by many
NFS employees complaining -about bad plant conditions. And the
Nuclear Reg'ulat~ry Agency appears to be lax- in their follow-
through of employee complaints. Therefore the NRC must assume
their fair share of the burden of employee overexposures at the
NFS plant. Emplbyees at the plant tell me they no longer have any
confidence in the NRC or its ability to force the company' to comply
with health and safety regulations. Had&,they had confidence in the
NRC, we would not be here today, Mr. Chairman. At this hearing
you will hear, testimony from a health and safety monitor at the
plant, and we,:have' enclosed statements given us'.by other health'
and safety monitors "belying; the company's contention -that they
have' an adequate health and -safety department for ,the ,protection
of workers at the NF, '
-I will 'also be turning in to -you :approximately-'30 statements

from' individual members 4vho work- in that.plant there who want
to be heard about the issue, of health and,. safety. Included in these
statepaents is a lengthy statement by our health and safety physi-
cian, Dr. Ken Miller, who is an industrial health specialist. His
statement, is also 'included, in some of. those that I turned in this
morning. The health and safety monitors will be the first. to critii,
- ,-hf 1ffe.ctiveness. of their. own health and safety. programim
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These health and safety personnel have a great desire to do a goo
job in protecting plant Workers, but they are frustrated by manage4
ment directives, lack of management support and good procedures'
and constant equi'pment-failure.

Employees are required to check hands for contamination by
equipment that is either already contaminated or does not work.

* Employees continuously complain that radiation monitors for
checking employees' hands do not work properly.

We are not here today to criticize the health and safety of anyother plant across the country, nor are we here today calling for
the shutdown of the NFS Erwin for their failure to properly pro-
tect the workeir who work daily in their plant. We are here trying
to correct the injustice of the ongoing health and safety problems
that exist at the NFS plant.

We are calling for the right of the employees at NFS to be able
to work -in a safe and, healthy work place. We are requesting the
NRC to enforce its health and safety regulations at NFS as a condi-
tion of its licensing authority. There is no excuse for the long-term
exposure to radiation that many employees have suffered. You will
hear from employees on the current status of the NFS health and
safety program.,

I thank you and. would be happy to answer any questions.
Mr. MARkEY. Thank you -very much. Thank you for bringing this

issue to the attention of the subcommittee
[Testimony resumes on p. 17.]
[The prepared' statement and attachments of Mr. Hancockfollow :) • . : -.: . . . .
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. highly purified uranium solution while it is in theforrp. of a gas 
and also when it is in both a liquid and a dry powder form. 
'. For many years our officers and our members and our union 
have tried to improve the health and safety working conditions at 
the NFS plants. In April of this. year, the. union concluded an 11-
month strike at the plant over the bargaining impasse of health 
and safety . This facility has a long history of employee overexpo
sure to radiation. Much of the radiation overexposure has been in
ternal congestion of alpha contamination. 

A review ,of some of the exposure records show that many of the 
overexposures have been for a period of many years. Some have 
been very .high. What these overexposures show is a lack of com
mitment by the company to correct plant equipment problem ·areas 
thaf continue to cause these overexposures. The. plant has a long 
history of sloppy plant cleanup procedures; Safe working conditions 
at nuclear plants demand a commitment for good. housekeeping. 

Mr. Qhairman, I worked in a nuclear plant fOr over 20 years and 
.I have had the opportunity of touring a number of the nuclear 
plants in this country. I can tell you that gt;>od housekeeping proce-

~~, dures .. are a must W keep down the low radiation dosage that union 
P( members receive.' Qver a· period of my experience, I have' seen 
~" ~ plants-:-and· I came (out of a plant that in the beginning. had very 

"'.... poor' sloppy housekeeping conditions, and we were forced to wear . 
. special work clothing to work in these areas. In the last few years 
those areas have been Cleaned,tothe point now that workers work 
in tlfere in their street clothing; Lknow and I testify that nuclear 
plants ca~ be a safe place tO$ork and they can be clean. and they 
can protect members from adversehealthand safety problems. In 
all the nuclear 'plants that we represent, Mr. Chairman, we do not 
hear any comp1aints today about health and safety·problems. Only 
at this one faciliti"~do we hear the problems 'that you will hear 
today as the1hembers of ~his local testify. ' ... ' .. . 
. The NRC ,has been'c~ntacted numerous time ill the past by many 

NFS'employees .coinplaining 'about bad plant conditions. And the 
Nuclear RegulatOry Agency appears to be lax" in their follow
through of employee complaints. Therefore the NRC must assume 
their fair share of the burden of employee overexposures at the 
NFSplant. Emplbyees at the plant tell me they no longer have any 
confidence in the NRC or its ability to force the company" to comply 
with health and safety regulations; Had'.theyhad confidence in the 
NRC, we would not be here today, Mr. Chairman. At this hearing 
you will hear, testimony from a health and safety monitor at the 
plant, and we,have enclosed statements given us'. by other health' 
and safety monitors belying; the company's contention ·that theY. 
have an adequate health and 'safety department for tbeprotection 
of workers at the NF8. ' " .. " , ." .. ' 
'1 will 'alsobe turning in to you: approximately '30 statements 

, froni' individual members '>Who work in thabplant there who want, 
to be beard about the iss~ of health and,. safety. Included in th~·· 
statep,ients is a lengthy statement by our health and safety phySi~ 
cian, Dr. Ken Miller, who is an industrial health specialist. His· 
statement, is also 'included. in some of those that 1: turned in this 
morning. The health and safety monitors will be the first·· to 
(>, ..... t.hp; ~ffp.d.i:veness·' of their. ownhe~lth and safety.\. ...... "<no·"'m·'" 

• 
~h~e health ,and safety personnel have a great desire to do a ood 
Job In ~rote~tmg plant )'Vorkers, but they are frustrated by ma;ageJ 
ment dIrectzves, !ack of~ m~nagement support and good procedur~ 
and constant eqUIpment faIlure. 

E!llployees ar~ re~u'ired to check hands for contamination b 
eqUIpment that !B eIther already contamina:ted or does not wo { 
~Pkl?Y.res . contmu,ously complain that radiation monitors ~o~ 
c ec mg employees hands do not work properly. 
tfe arfl not here today to criticize the health and safety of any ili erhP::rt across the country, nor are we here tOday calling for 
e s uo~nRf the NfS Er~~.for their failure to properly ro

tect the worke~ .wh? work dally In their plant. We are here t ~n 
ttoh 

con-~t the IllJushce of the ongoing health and safety prob7en! 
at eXIst at the NFS pJant. . .. '. 
We ai~calling for the right of the employees at NFS to be able 

to work.m a Ba!eand, healthy. work place. We are requesting the 
~C to.enf?rce ~ts health ~d safety regulations at NFS as a condi
tIOn of Its hcelli!m~ authonty. There is no ex;cuse for the long-term 
exposure to radIatlOnthat many employees have suffered. You will 
hear from employees on the current status of the NFS health and 
safety program, " 

I thank you. and, would be happy to answer any questions. 
. Mr·tMAhRKEY. ~ank you very much. Thank you for bringing this 
ISSue ~ t e attentIon of the subcommittee 
[Testlm.q~yresumes on p, 117.J . . 
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~C to.enf?rce ~ts health ~d safety regulations at NFS as a condi
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exposure to radIatlOnthat many employees have suffered. You will 
hear from employees on the current status of the NFS health and 
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I thank you. and, would be happy to answer any questions. 
. Mr·tMAhRKEY. ~ank you very much. Thank you for bringing this 
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NOLAN W, HANCOCK, CITIZENSHIP-LEGISLATIVED!RECTO!t

-,OIL# CHEMICAL AND ATOMIC WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is

Nolan W. Hancock. I am Citizenship-Legislative Director for the

Oil, Chemical and Atomic -Work~ers International Union. I

appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of OCAW

concerning the operating record of the Nuclear Fuel Services

facility in Erwin, Tennessee.

OCAW is. the primary representative of workers employed in

the energy or fuel producing industries with the exception of

coal, with a total membership exceeding 110,000 members in 48

states.

-• Our union represents approximately 10,000 workers in the

nuclear industry, located in 12 states. These workers are

employed in the-6clear fuel cycle and in government operations.

Their work includes nuclear reactor operations, maintenance,

reactor safety testLng, nuclear power generation, fuel

reprocesig, nuclear fuel fabrication, gaseous diffusion, waste

calcining anda'storage, waste disposal and many other segments of

the nuclear industry too numerous to mention at this hearing.

It suffices to say that our members encounter the full range

of the occupational health.2and safety problems existing in the

nuclear industry.

As in. all industries where OCAW represents the workers, we

take strong positions to support the right of workers to a safe

and healthful workplace.

159. 0
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* In order to better voordinate and foster improved health and-.

safety standards and-assist our Locals in problem solving and

collective bargaining, the InternationalUnilon has set up a

National Atomic Energy Council which is coordinated through our-

International President's office. Through this Council we bring

* together delega'te_ from .all the nuclear facilities that are

represented by OCAW. This Councili which has functioned for more

than 20 years,. mebts twi'ce each year -to.-provide Local Union

leaders the- opportunity for -improving their-education and-

comparing working, conditi6ns and bargaining contracts. : At'-our

next Council, jeeting -to-be held -in. Toronto-, -Canada in October, we-

will be meeting with worldwide union delegates. - We will be

meeting with7+ union -members -who work in nuclear facilities- from

many of the' industrialized countries - in the -world to- discuss

common interests, lsuch as health- and safety and radiation

standards. " • " - •

As you are aware,ijurisdiction over the radiation-health and

safety standards- at -nuclear faciIties generally falls under the.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). .... -. -. -

OCAW` has held the: bargaining rights- for- the- opelrations and,

maintehance.- employees -at--Nuclear Fuel 'Services- -since 1959,.

- Presently -OCAW represents -approximately 360 employees- at Nuclear

Fuel Services throughour Local 3-677. The Nuclear- Fuel Services-

- plant is- located in- Erwin, a small -town in Eastern Tennessee.

The company headquarters is in Rockville, Maryland. -- "
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c,oncerning the operating record of the -Nuclear Fuel Services 
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tbe nU~l~~'t fndustry too numerous to mention at this hearing. 

It~suffices _to say that our members encounter tbe full ran~e 
of the occupational bealth;' and safety problems existing in the 
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As in _ all industries where OCAW rePresents 'the workers, we 

take strong positions to support the right of workers to a safe 

7 and' healthful workplace. 
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In order to better ~oordinate and foster improved health and--

s-afety standards arid -assist our Locals in problem solving and 

coiiect-i've bargaining, the' international- Oni'on has set up a 

National Atomic Energy councn which is: coordinated through our 

International President's office. Through this Council we bring 

together -delega'tes from-all the n-ucilear facilities -that are 
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represented byOCAW~' This-Council; which bas functioned for more 
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leaders the oppor"t:un1ty for 'improving their, education and 
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comparirig working; conditi'6ns and bargaining contracts. 

next council ,)1Ieetingto"be held in Toronto', Canada in October, we 

will be meeting with -wo'-rldwide union delegates. We will be 

meeting with' uni~n 'memb~rs'who work in nuclear -facilities -from 

many of the' industr-ia:lized countries - in the -world to- discuss 

common iote-r'ests, "SUCh as health' and safety and 'radiation 

standards. " 

AS' :you are aware', j jurisdiction over tbe radi"ation' health and 

safety standards at nuclear lacH .. cities generally falls -under tHe-

Nuclear Regulatory COIDIDission '(NRC-).-

OCAW' bas- ,held the'barcjaining rights- 'for- the- operations and' 

maintena'riee'- empl'o-yees 'at-NuclearJ!'uel 'Services' since 1959'. 

Presently -OCAW represEintaapproximately 360 employees- at Nuclear 

Fuel Services' through -our' Local 3'"-677. Tbe Nuclear Fuel servfces-.J 

plant is" located- in- Erwio, a slllalltoWD ioRastern Tennessee. 

The com¥any beadquarters is in Rockville, Maryland. 
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At Nuclear Fuel Services, the company uses a highly purified

97%. uranium solution for the production of. .nuclear fuel. The

company. is.now the sole provider of nuclear fuel for the United

States Navy. ,. . .

Alpha radiation contamination -from the uranium is a major

radioactive health and safety, problem at the plant, however, some

beta and gamma.. radiation As also present. ,During the. course of

the nuclear fuel. production -the workers...must work with the

uranium solution while it is. in the form of a gas, and alsowhen

it is. in .both a liquid and. dry'powdered.form.

For a period of many. years. our Local union officers: have

diligently, struggled to improve health. and safety. working

conditions at the Nuclear Fuel Services plant.., In April of this

year, the Local concluded an 11-month str.ke at theplant, mainly

over a bargaining >impasse on health and safety issues.

This facility has a long. history of employee overexposure to

radiation. <'Muci /)6f.7ithe 'radiation overexposure has been by

internal -igeslton-of alpha contamination. A review of. some of

the employee. e-xposure records, and, NRC records shows many

overexpos breSC•ovef a:-period of .many years. Some, of the

overexposures have been'very, high. What these overexposures show

is. a lack of -'feal commitment by the company to correct plant

equipment problem ar~eas t~hat cont~i~nue to- cause these

overexposures.

I r
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The plant, has a long history of sloppy plant clean up,

procedures., The safe working. conditions at nuclear plants demandi

a commitz~ent for good housekeeping .. Radiation contamination can;

quickly be, spread throughout a plant by just one employee

tracking through a contaminated area or. from airborne radioactive:

particles beingmo.ved throughout the plant through the air.

systems. of. a.plant. -Most nuclear, facilities, throughout the. PU..Si

have excellent health and -safety records and as you tour through:

those plants" you become immediately kware-.of thei.r plant:

cleanliness.. This is in contrast to the testimony of the..workers;

at Nuclear Fuel.; Services, where there appears to be no commitment'

to keep: the plaint clean and free of radioactive contamination. -

Alpha.contamination is routinely found-in the work areas, in

the employee locker• rooms and. even in the. lunch -rooms where,:

employees eat in a frequently contaminated atmosphere.. Even the:.

soft drink vendipg machines in the-past have become radioactively,

contaminated.... . -- *. .

The company. is required by its license with-NRC to maintaink.

operating personnel's radioactive exposure as low as reasonably

possible. Nuclear Fuel Services appears.not to. be complying with,

this regulation with its sloppy radiation clean up methods.and

its lack of commitment to. correct faulty equipment.defects.

The NRC. ,as been. contacted numerous......... he Past by.t

many NFS eýployees, complaining about bad plant :€onditions and-:

They also appear to be lax in.their follow through of. employee
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The .lan~has a long histo~y .of sloppy plant clean ~~ 
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operating personnel's .radioacti.ve exposure as l~w as reasonably 
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Tile N~C, ~as been . contacted n~rous ti~es';~nthe ,past by.·: 
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complaints. Therefore, the NRC must assume their share of the

burden of employee overexposure at the Nuclear Fuel Services

,plant. Employees at the plant no longer have any confidence in

the NRC or' its ability -o -force the'.company to comily with its

healh and gafety regulations.

Employees in nuclear plants depend on health and safety

,,monitors to protect them from radiation overexposure. Health and

safety monitors depend on their"'4instrumentation for measuring

levels of contamination. These measurements are made through

direct; instrument' readings and through the reading of smears

taken from floors and equipment, and by reading the filter

samples taken from-air filiers.

-- At 'this hearing you will hear testimony from a health and

-"-aafety monitor at the plant and we have enclosed statements given

-. to us by- other health and safety monitors, belying the company's

contention 'that they .ave an adequate health and safety

department for the prýtection of the workers at Nuclear Fuel

Services.

'The health and safity monitors will be the first to

criticize the eefectiveness of their own health and safety

program. Thede lealth and safety"personnel have'a great desire

to do a good job-bf protecting plant'workers, but are frustrated

by management directives, lack of, management support and good
r

procedures and constant ,equipment failure.' Employees are

routirely required to check their hands for contamination by

J
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equipment that is' already contaminated or does not work.,I

Employees continuously complain that radiation monitors forl}

checking employees' hanrds are not working properly.
r-.

We are not. here today to criticize the health tand safety of.

any. other nuclear :plan'ts across" the, country. . The 'nuclear;.

industry- in. America.has an outstanding. safety4record for 'the:.

protection .of workersi. Nor are we "here todaycalling for- the

shutdown of 'Nuclear::Fuel Services "for their. failure to properly;-

protectuthe workers.,who .work daily in'their'plant.

We. are."here: trying to. correct-the injustice of the ongoing:,

health and"' safe.tjý problem,. that: exists at the Nuclear Fuel"i

Services plant;. We arecalling for 'theright of. the employees at:!

NFS to be able to work in a safe and healthy workplace.

"We.' are. requesting": the NRC. to. enforce. its health and'.safety

regulations -6t;.: NFS as" a,.'condition of' its 'licensing authority'..

There-.is .no'.excuse.,for' the long-term overexposures to radiation-

that many of,.the employees have suffered.

You will now.hear from some of the plant, workers about their

personal testimony. on the: current-.status:.ofNFSts'.health and.

safety,.program., You .also'have received written statements from

workers about theil.ealth and' safety conditionsat. the plant and

about some..of- the~i~r .health-.problems.,. In. additiOn., you have'

received a. statement from our Medical..Consultant,ý Dr. Kenneth

Miller, who sites what he, feels is .a medical -problem.: Thank you

Mr. mhairman, v..nd,•.:.•l be hap'py to try-andan.•,wer :any questions

you may~halve.,-~
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STATEMENT OF'

KENNETH H. MILLER, M. D.

on behalf of the

AND ATOMIC WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNIONOIL, CHEMICAL

My name is Kenneth B. Miller, M.D. and.1 am submitting this

startement on behalf: of the members o.f the Oil,.. Chemical and

Atomic Workers International. Union. ý I am a specialist :in

occupatiOnal-medicine and,..as such, .have served for the past four

-years,-as a consultant -to OCAW on matters pertaining,. to. the

, adverse health consequences that- may result• from. human expbsure

to. toxic. substances." In particular, the statement which follows

will address the concerns of' the members. of Local 3-677. who are

employed 'at: the Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) facility in Erwin,

Tennessee.

v I would like to 'begin 'by stating that the information and

opinions regarding the health and safety of.:: our members at the

N -HFS facili..ty are a result of my review of'..the 'following "sources:

1) Extended personal interviews of current NFS. employees in

Erwin, Tennessee.

2)},Analysis of 180 minutes of taped interviews with current

ýNS employees which were conducted in Erwin,. Tennessee by

,folan Hancock, Legislative Direc~to], OCAW. .

3).The published scientific, literature regarding the

toxicity of uraniumand its derivative compounds..as they

'are used in the' nuclear fuel cyc'le.

4) The publiclyavailable documents contained:in the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) Docket #70-143 on' the NPS

facility in Erwin, Tennessee.

h

In as much as the public record and the testimony of

employees with firsthand'knowledge of operational failures at the

Erwin facility is available to the Subcommittee, I will direct my

testimony to those areas in which I am most qualified to speak;

that is, the known toxicity of soluble uranium "compounds and the.

indications*of Yfthese' effects in our members' who hive been

overexposed to these compounds in th4 course of their employment

at the NFS'faciiity.

Needless to say, the scientific literature regarding the

health effects of exposure compounds is extensive. In an effort

to summarize these effects. it is useful to view the toxicity of

these compounds from two distinctly different perspectives as

follows:

1).Radiation Effects.

Most uranium isotopes are-described as 'internal emitters"

because of their prIpensity to emit mostly alpha and beta

radiation. These forms of radiation are' hazardous in that the

inhalation or ingestion of these internal emitters :can result in

the deposition of-radioactive particles in such internal organs

as the lung, lymph nodes, bone. marrow and other soft tissues.

Once' deposited and retained in these tissues, they continue to

emit both alpha and/or beta radiation (depending upon the

isotope) for long-periods of time. This continuous local

radioactive bombardment of the' surrounding tissue is believed to

result in cancers of the lung, lymphatic system and leukemia.
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~ 1) Extended personal int~rviews of current NFS employees in -, , 
Erwin, Tennes~ee. 

. f 180 . t of taped interviews with current 2),5 AnalYSIS 0 mlnu es 

-:NFS employees which wez:e conducted 'ln Erwin" Tennessee by 
r\.v ",C'A ,(.. 
~ :~olan Hancock, Legislative Direc}o',J:, OCAW., 

3) The published scjientif ic, l:!terature regarding the 
toxicity of, uz:anium;'and its derivative compounds" as they 

'are used: in the' nucleJir fuei cye'l~: 

4) The publiciy' available documents 'contained' in the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commisf!,ion (NRC) Docket 170-:-143 on'the NPS 

facility in Ez:win! Tennessee • . _\ 
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In as much as the public record and the testimony of 
employees with firsthand 'knowledge of operational failures at the 
Erwin facility is 'available to the 'SUbcommittee, I will direct my 
testimony to those areas in which I am most qualified to speak; 
that is, the known toxic! ty of soluble uranium "compoundS and the, 
indications '~f >'these:effects in our membe'rs' who have been 
overexposed to these compounds in the course of their employment (' j" 

at the NFS'faciiity. 

Neediess to say, the scientific literature regarding the' 
health effects o'f' exposure compoundS is extensive. In an effort ( 

to summarize'the$Ei"effects'; it is useful to view t:he toxicity of 
these' compounds from two distinctly different perspectives as 
follows: 

1) Radiation Bffects,' 

M~st uranium iso'topes are' described as D' internal emitters" 
,.: ." . because of' theit pr'bpe.nsity to emit mostly alpha and beta 

radiation.' 'These 'forms 'Of radiation are' hazardous in that the 
inhalation' or i'ngestion of these internal emitters can result i~ 

. . , .' . thedepollition of' 'radioactive patt'icles in such internal organs 
as the lung, lymph nodes, bone marrow and other soft tissues.' 
Once' deposited' and 'retained in these tissues, they continue to 
emit both alpna a~d/or b~ta radiation (depending upon the 
isotope) for long- periods' of time. This ~ontinuous locai 
radioactive bo~b~rdment'of the surrounding tissue is belie~ed to 
result in cancers of the lung, lymphatic system and leukemia. 
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<% During'-the past ý28 years of operations at NFS, it is my

understanding that the employees of NFS have been exposed to

'adioactive isotopes of uranium, thorium and plutonium, all of

,which-can be categorized as internal emitters.

2) Chemical Toxicity

Since the days of the Manhattan Project in the 1940's, the

chemical toxicity of uranium and its compounds have been

extensively studied. These studies have identified the kidney as
C

the "critical organf for soluble uranium exposure. Exposure to

"•uranium compounss can produce acute renal (kidney), injury. Acute

renal.failure progressing to death has been induced in exposed

laboratory animals. While these. immediate acute effects have

r k been well studied in animals and, to a lesser degree in man, the

results of repeated, chronic exposures have never been adequately

investigated. In fact, a National Institute- for occupational

P Safety and Health -(NIOSH) Hazard Evaluation of uranium miners

(exposed to low-enriched uranium compounds) stated that "no

systemati& medical or epidemiogical studies of renal function in

uranium workers have been published." Furthermore, those

studies which, have been performed have never utilized the most

sensitive andkreliable-methods of ascertaining the presence of

kidney damage'. Such tests, which are widely available to the

scientific commufnity, provide the only appropriate way to ensure

that exposed workers are not suffei4ng either acute or chronic

kidney damage.

i5 167-
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With. respect to the..employees at-the NFS facility, it is my

opfnion:ztf~at many of: our: members have: been slgnificantly and

severely overexposed- to saluble uranium compounds* (as well as

other radio-isotopes).- Further, I-believe that many have

unknowingly experienced acute.'kidney damage as a 'result of these

exposures and that the, long-term effects on their. kidneys -and

otherorgans have never been assessed. The basis for these

opinions is summarized' below; however, I must emphasize the fact

that a great-'deal. of further investigation:will be required to

adequately confirm these opinions... It is my sincere hope that:

these hearings--will result in the performance of this kind of in-

depth investigations.

Nonetheless, I. believe that- my fears and suspicions

concerning the exposures that our members have experienced and

the adverse e:ff:ects that these exposures have caused, are

supported by both, my extensive personal interviews with exposed!.

individuals as well *as Nuclear Fuel Services!.'*publicrecord.

concern-ing the. adequacy-of exposure- control, exposure monitoring,

and medical.surveillance.-. During the course of my visits to the!

Erwin area where I. interviewed more'than 30. current employees, I.

was struck by- the remarkable similarity among the accounts that

were presented to- me. Many employees stated that they were often

"restricted"' from: returning' to work because they., were too "hot"'

to work in:. a -contaminated;rarea. It appeared .to. me that theý

rather routine way in which they reported these obvious

I4;1
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overexposures indicated that being "hot" was considered a

c•opmonplace occurrence. Indeed, many were restricted- more than

once and some were .unable to return to,.work for long periods of

time :until: .their urine samples: returned to normal levels of

meagured radioactivity.. Some had been restricted more than five

times in- their working careers.. It was clear.:to me that. these

employees were not adequately informed as to the'dangers of being

"hot" and acted as if such overexposures were not a significant-

-' threat .to their well-being.. Given -this,. attitude, one can only

wonder whether Nuclear -Fuel Services-considers these types of

overexposures a routine method of operation..

However, even more striking. was. the -frequent.ly reported

episodes of signs and symptoms of kidney disease. Many

individuals stated, that: they had.seen their doctors-for- such

symptomsja-s back pain, blood.. in.their urine or ."kidney

Infections't .It.should, be pointed out-that in the general

population, such episodes of kidney infections in men (in

contrast to women) is an. exceedingly uncommon. occurrence. oMany

of these episodes were never diagnosed and. it. is my...unconfirmed

suspicion,ý-tha.t those who were. diagnosed as...having "kidney

infections-" er.e? in fact, experiencing episodes of acute, kidney
r1

toxicity whi6h may produce. a very similar clinical picture to

that of a urinary tract infection. Most of the. individuals who

reported such episodes did not even know that the kidney was' the

target organ for the effects of exposure to. the uranium. compounds

with which. theyw.were working.
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With respect -to the. levels, of exposure and .the adequacy of..

Nuclear Fuel Serv.ices' jhe.alth and safety program, our:

allegations are a matter ýof public record and are the proximate

precipitating. factor -in the. conduct of these hearings. I think.,

it is important, howeve.rito briefly highlight some of these1

assertions ,so asý to lend credence- to the notion, that it is,

reasonable to expelct kidney damage. in slight of-,Nuclear Fuel.

Services' .inabillty to -adequately control and..monitor. uranium.

exposures- and-, their. .obvious* :fai-l.ure- to.-accurately assess the.-

magnitude of these exposures.

In.anfNRC inspection report. #70143/84-39,.NFS was cited for

multiple instan.ces .-of- failure to conduct operations in;

accordance with NRC -regulations. These- violations resulted in:

the. "unnecessary exposurel.of. individuals :to concentrations of.

radioacti-Ve, mater~ialtin air..". Moreý disturbing is the-.

systematic failure to -performl adequate evaluations of employee-

exposures 'and. theirrfailure to take corrective actiqns toprevzent.b

recurrences. CNucleax Fuel:: Services has, failed,:to appropriatelyý

monitor the amount of radioactivity in-the-.air, and has,. An. my.,

opinion, displayed a::.call.ous, and cynical disregard for the health,

and well-being.of its employees. They have not included.urine,:

fecal. ýand: M-v;ivo,:bi.oassay- results in their as~sessments of:

employee exposures.:.- I consider:. such violations ýto be a critical

flaw in: -the system which has been put into place to protect our

members. These. violations are so numerous and so•frequent that
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that they can only be viewed as a systematic, and .:programmatic

fa-ilure of the licensee to adequately-operate and maintain a

hazardous facility. I-s it any wonder that such outrageous

examples of- a facility "out-of -control" as the contamination, of

locker ,rooms,, lunchrooms and-vending machines,"have been. reported?

Are expdsure"accidents" truly uncontrollable, when the operator

of the facility does not. have an approved-procedure for the

performance of the work and-does not.provide'-such basic exposure

protectioti-as respirators or appropriately, positioned exposure

sampling devices? - -

It is my view that there has"been -a longstanding,;.ýwillful

neglect on -the-part of Nuclear-.-Fel Services-.to provide:an

.adequate hea-l-th, and safety program for lour-members. The

allegations of such misconduct are so numerous that they cannot

be adequatily presented at one time-in -a proceeding such as this.

Once again, -I can only wonder where the. system. has so utterly

broken down'-that conditions *in so.: critical:,a..facility. have

deteriorated to such an- extent. Several questions still remain

unanswered. I would like to pose a--few of these- questions and

propose to the Sukcommittee a few.recommendations for further

investigation of the existing problems at the.NFS-Erwin facility.

1) Has the NRC on-site inspector adequately. ensured that

Nuclear Fuel Services adhere to the- appropriate

guidelines and regulations?- After-a11, our. members trust

that-the on-site- inspector will guarantee proper

-J
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s•operating procedures, exposure monitoring and control,

and adequate- employee-exposure evaluation. Manymembers

;;of our. Union feel that the performance of the on-site

-inspecto hasx.been. less than adequate. How can such

serious&:biaches of performance as were outlined. :In the.

most recent -inspection reports-have occurred under the- -

.auspicds~of the.on-site inspector?

2)- Is Nuclear Fuel- Services an appropriate operator for such

a critical facility? I need only quote the NRC in their

conclusion.on;<this question when they stated that "the

inspection- findings indicated a significant inability of

the licensee to cofntrol,.radiologicalwork and adequately

*evaluate radiologicaL- onditlons as demonstrated by

descriptions of.-the.events and the resulting violations."

Should the only.,facility in the- nation which is presently

producingthe.-nuclear fuel elements- for our entire

nuclear Navybe brought: under the control of, the

- ,Dep ar tme n t. o f En er gy ? . "---

3) What has been.the- result of Nuclear Fuel Services!%
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. , 

locker ,rooms., lunchrooms and 'vending machines, 'have been, reported? 

Are exp6sure' "'a~cidentB" truly uncontrollable, when the operator 
'-- ' . , , I 
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p}:opo'seto the su~commi ttee a £t:;.w; recommendations for further 
~ .. 

.... -
investiga~ion of ~he eiciating pJ:oblems at' the NFSErwin facility. 

~ < 
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Nuclear Fuel Serv·ices adhere to 'the' aPPJ:opJ:i-ate 

guidelines and !:egula,tions1. After ,a.ll, oUJ:.members trust 
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arlege have occurred? Is there radioactive material

"unlawfully buried on and off-site as has been alleged?

The answers to these questions as well-,as many. others which

could be asked regarding Nuclear Fuel Services' ..28-year history

of plant _Operations in Erwin, Tennessee remain. obscure. We are

hopeful that the Subcommittee's ongoing investigation. will shed

some meaningful 'light on these questions. 'In. an: attempt to

adequately explore these issues# we feel-. strongly that the

following recommendations be given consideration and support by

-the Subcommittee:.

I). We recommend that. an independent scientific agency of

the government, such as the Nationali.-Institute of

Occupational Safety. and Health (NIOSH), initiate a

" comprehensive study of ýthe-health effects of uranium

• exposures in. our members, with a particular emphasis on

renal toxicity., Further, -a mortality study and. an

ongoing registry of the mortality experience. of this

population be initiatedinm an effort to ascertain.

whether or not excesses due to. cancer, kidney disease or

other radiation-related effects have occurred.

2) We vrecommend that the NRC "conduct: frequent. and thorough

follow-up inspections"to ensure that all NRC regulations

are being-strictly adhered to. Further, we recommend

. that the NRC require Nuclear Fuel.Services ýo submit a

comprehensive new Pealth. and.safety program and that the

NRC monitor the conduct of such a program.

S 0l
173

3) We recommend that the Environmental Protection Agency be

called upon to study the facility's impact upon the

surrounding environmenti.including a detailed study of

all environmental media (air, soil and water) and the

surround-*ng. biota-.

If adopted, these recommendations would be an important

contribution to our understanding of the impact of NFS'

operations upon our members and their neighbors. I am grateful

for the Suocommittee's attention to these matters of critical

importance to all of us. I remain hopeful that these hearings

will shed further light upon some serious problems which I fear

have been hidden in the shadows for far too long. The health and

well-being of our members who both litve and work in the
surrounding communities are to a large extent, in your hands. We

hope you will.act to safeguard our right to a safe and health

workplace and the desire of our members to lead, long and

productive lives.

*1
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TESTIkONY- 6

of

. DEBREE'GREEN;."".

on behalf of the

ERWIN, TIRNESSEE LOCAL'3-677

of .the:-

OIL, CHE•ICAL AND ATOMIC WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Debee

Greene. I have worked in the Health and Safety Department at

Nuclear',Fuel Services for five years. It is not what the name

suggests. It has been a 'constant struggle between the radiation

monitors and the health and safety management to maintain a :safe

workplace for all employees and especially the operators.

"e have constantly had to fight for. the right to do our job

correctly,' especially now. Instead 'of facing up to. the

contamination problems and focusing' oin howito stop the

contamination, they are focusing on how to limit and discourage

ihfoxadiationl monitors from finding and reporting the' problems.

Upon,_jreturning to work after the strike, the monitors had

high hopes-of a better health and safety program. The two-week

radiation monitors' training was great. We felt. that things were

going to change and that we would be working in a concerned

health and safety department.

When we-got out of-class and on the job we immediately

realized that it was not so. For whatever reason that training

class was put on, it was not for us.

We realized that they'had not been 'operating many health and

safety functions per S.O.P. We observed numerous things that had

not functioned as they should have. The health and safety is in

worst condition now than it ever was. Time seems to be the

factor now and not safety. They are mofe interested in how much

time it takes to do a job than how it is done. Time limits have

C 175
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been placed upon us and many times I do not do my job as well as

I would-like to because I am not given the appropriate amount of

time to dOq.it.completely and correctly.

After receiving reprimands and warnings, we have backed Up

and are overlooking things and not performing our jobs as we know

we should I, have been told. by my supervisor, Steve Fair, that

the problem with me was that I did too good of work and that is

why I coul'dn't meet their times and was reprimanded.

In a conversation with. health.and, safety supervisor Steve

Fair on May 4, 1986, we were discussing the reprimand that Smith

Davenport had gotten for taking. too long on picking up air

samples..I r stated that he probably took longer because he did

his work right, according. to S.O.P. and that *we had. to look out

for ourselves. .Steve Fair stated,"they aren't watching the work;

they are just. watching the.times"..
On May 17, ;1986, 1 was. instructed by S. Fair.not .to chec*

calibration dates.so closely and not to take the 'time to see if

the hand monitor reads the source. correctly, but to. Just check

and see if there,.is a response. Hand monitors are a big problem.

Most. of the time. the. monitors in the.hall of the main areas .have

backgrounds so h'igh. that they are either turned up on a higher

scale or turned off. They are of no use. in this condition and

they are.not maintained as,.they should be. These monitors are

only checked once 'a day, and proper time is not allowed to do. them

correctly.:,
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been, place<luP?n, uSQnd many times I do not do my job as well as 

I would,.like. to because I &1\1 not g'iven the appropriate amount of 

time to d.Q.i t. ~ompletely and correctly. 

Afte,r rec~iving reprimands. and warnings, we have backed up 

andare.overlo()king things and ~ot performing our jobs as we ~now 
,-, 

we shouldr: . ,I ilave been told by my supervisor, Steve Fair, that 

the prob~em with me was that I did too good of work and ,that is 

why ~,coui'dn 't l!Ieet their time/iand was repr iman.ded. 

In a conversation with .. heal·th and safety supervisor Steve 

Fair on May 4, 1986, we were discussing the reprimand that Smit.h 

Davenport had gotten for taking too long on picking up air 

samples. ,I ) stated that he probably took longer ,because he dt,c;I 
.'. , '. . 

his work right, according, to S.O.·P. and tbat ·we had to look oui: 

for ourselves. ,Steve Fai r ,stated ·they aren'.t watching the work ~ 

they are jus.t, watching the Hmes·. 
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,-, 

we shouldr: . ,I ilave been told by my supervisor, Steve Fair, that 

the prob~em with me was that I did too good of work and ,that is 

why ~,coui'dn 't l!Ieet their time/iand was repr iman.ded. 

In a conversation with .. heal·th and safety supervisor Steve 

Fair on May 4, 1986, we were discussing the reprimand that Smit.h 

Davenport had gotten for taking too long on picking up air 

samples. ,I ) stated that he probably took longer ,because he dt,c;I 
.'. , '. . 

his work right, according, to S.O.·P. and tbat ·we had to look oui: 

for ourselves. ,Steve Fai r ,stated ·they aren'.t watching the work ~ 

they are jus.t, watching the Hmes·. 

On May 11, ,1986, I was, instructed by S. Fair,not.to ch~jI: 

calibration dates so closely and not to take the 'time to see if 

the band .monitor rellds. the sOllrce ~orrect1y, bP:t ,to just cbeck , 
and see if .there; . .is a response. :Hand mOllitors are a big probl~lI1. 

Host. of the time'the,m9ni,tors in .the. hall of the main areas have 

backgrounds so h~gh, that they are' either turned up on a higher 

scale or turned off. Ifheyare o~ no uS,e, in th"is condition a~~ 

they are not: m~intain.ed as .. they should, be. These monitors. are 

only checked once 'a. day, and proper time is ,not allowed to do them 

correctly. ': 
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On May 6, 9., 10 and 13,"lO86- I hnot' only'; respohse'checked,

butt source checked the monit!ors and' found: 12,total ionitors'

incorrectly reading the 6ourbe. (some higher; some lowdr)Y. On one

occasion, the mojitor' at the mein -exit "of' production read-only

1,'600-2,400 on 3,200 source, and-'on 5/9/86: the bne4 in' the' 105

locker room read 1,200"on 3,200 source." I have: seen one'* read 0

It is very possible fof a person. 'to think :,that hi's-hands or

clo6thlfig isý not contaminated when they are, 'and this person may

eat, smoke:or even: .go home contaminated'.

*"These hand moni'tor.- are all`"we havei to determine if"w*e are

c6ontaminated or :fibt,"• and 'th'4y shbuldi be high :priority in the

Heailth and 'Safety 'Department. The'only' tfime ;they ae .maintalined

as they should be is':when vsiitors-are in -the pliant.

To my knowledge, a rradiation moni-tor' has not: source checked

the 'h'and'monitots" since" I was -instructed not t6o' :o'so on May 17,

'4 We `6a'r not being" allowed to report problems on' paper.' They

are dfdc8uragihg us from commenting on our paperwork 'concerning*'

spills,'ý.leaks',.problems with' equipment'oi0'afnything that might not

look good\for them. it -has- been past experience that verbal

reports don'tt 'get' the problemvitaken"care of.

'"',.There" is so uch more-to be •aid than"an po.ssibly be

written.: 'It "is my opinion', that' i'f 'thie lHeaelth and Sa'fetf'"

Department continues to operate on the downward trend whichit is

presently operating on, then NFS will not be able to operate

safely and it will. be a threat. to the workers and community

around it.
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Mr. -MARKEY. Our next witness is Mr. Tolley, the President A
Local 3677. Mr. Tolley, we would ask that perhaps if you could
summarize in 2 to 3 minutes.

TESTIMONY OFLONNIE TOLLEY

Mr. TOLLEY. Mr. Chairman, I too would like to thank you for the
opportunity to. come here today and testify, I have been an employ-'
ee of the NFS for 21 years. I have been president of the local 14
years. It is really unfortunate forus to be here today. We wish that-
things were good in the plant so we. wouldn't have to come here
and testify. We are here because we are concerned about the
health and safety problems inside the plant and what is goingto
happen to the workers out there.

Mr.* MARKEY. Can you giveus a little sense of what your peicep-
tion is? .1

Mr. TOLLEY. We went on strike' on May 15, 1985. We went on
strike for health -and safety reasons out there. After an 11-month
strike we were trying to hold on to what health and safety we had,
after an 11-month strike we retained the right to refuse to work in
an area that we felt was unsafe but gave up the right-each week
to meet with the company to discuss health and safety problems.

The health and safety committee of the union and the company
health and safety cohmittee would meet once a week for 2 hours to
go over health and safety problems we might have. The company
took this right- away.;.'Now we meet once a month. We have only
had two meetings since we went back to work because they don.It
have time to meet. ' se.they do. '

The. company is takinfg a position'that health and safety is a low
priority in the plant. Production, we got behind 11 months as far as.
supplying fuel, and right now it seems that is all they are interest-
ed in is' trying toý get caught up. We have many workers in the
plant on disability. We have a clause in our contract that if people
become disabled they can draw 60 percent of their wages.

Prior -to the strike in 1985, the company left them. alone. We
didn't have many problems with them. But since we came back off
strike, they are harassing these people, trying to rehabilitate themn
and force them odt to work in service stations* or low-paying jobs.
We heard comments what is going to happen if they shut down the
plant and who' is going to pay for: decommission of the plant. We
are concerned, about our people with disabilities, and there is. o
way to cure them.

The company.,don't want to accept the' responsibility of the
people they burn, out,.' the. people. suffering from disabilities. If they
don't take care of our people now, what are they going to do.aboiut
the plant as far as its condition there?

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tolley follows:]
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On HaY'6~ 9,; 10 and 13', >,1986; l:ilot i;nlyresponse' checked, 

bu,t: source checked the 'monitors and' fou~d"12 ~ total 'riionltiin' 

incorrectly reading the ~our'Ce' '(some h'i'gher,'some 10wJr)';' On one 

occasi on~ th~ 'monitor, at: 'the main'eid t -of' produCtion read only 

1,bOO-2,400 on '3,200 source, and "on '5/9/86 the 'one'ih' the'I05 

- ', .. sou'rc'e.', t, have: 'S'ee'h one-':read 0 
l ocker rOom read 1,200 ;'on 3,200 

( ,J , 

\..... ; .i. ~ ": .~. 

on' 'sourc'e. 
j -:" .. '" 

It is very' possible for' a person'tothibk "thathi'ff'hands or 

cloth'lng is' nol: conl:i:i'mfnated when I:hey are,'" and thIs person may 
_r~ 

~ eat, smoke or even: go' home contaminated'. 

These hand'moni'tor,s 'arealf"'we' havetodel:ermine if"weare 

contaminated o'r "h'ot,:; and' 'Hi'ey'sbould' behighpdorityiri the 

Heal'thand "S'afety ':Department~ The"only' l:ime;'.'theY are' inaInl:lii'ned 

as 'they sb'ouldbi! 'is "whenvb;itors"are in 'the 'plant. 

" To my knowledge, a 'radiation' inoni'tor,'hasriot:"'source che'cked 

;the"hand":inoriito"tS; sinde~'l waS ''insl'r'ucteC!' not t'o':do'so on May 17, 

... ".j .'{:-'..c: <I:'; .':J.~ '-~:I' .. ~.' J'~ 
,J( 1911'6. 

\. 

i~We ':al:~ not being/ all'owed, to report p~oblems, on:pa,Per'.'" Tbey 

are d1:sci:)uragiD'g us from comment'ing on our' paperwork' 'concerning' 

spl11s,"leaks',' problems witb:'equipmen"t"or'ariythingthat might not' 

10oICgood'-l.for them.' {t, 'bas' been past' expedimce 'that verbal 

z:epor t's don' t" "get"~ the' p;oblem" ' .. :talteri·" c'arif' of". .... 

, ,. .. 'Tber'Q" is' so"lffuch m'oi'Eit'o: l:ie~aid, 'tllan':C:c'sn' possibly be' " 

writteri~-' 'ft,iS my opinion'· that' ff,th'eHEia'ltil aridSa'feti" 

Department continues to operate on the downward trend wbiqh'.':it, is 

i th'en NFS wi 11 not be able to operate presently operat ng on, 

safely and it will, be a threat to,'the workers and community 

around it. 

r l7'1 et 
Mr. -MARKEY. Our next witness is Mr. Tolley, the President f 

Local 3"677. Mr. Tolley, we would ask that perhaps if you cou,d 
summarize in 2 to 3 minutes.' 

J 

_. .~ TESTIMONY OF'LONNIEJOLLEY 

Mr: TOLLEY. Mr. Chairman, I too woufd like to thank you for the 
opportunity to,come here today and testify. I have been an employ~ 
ee of the NFS for 21 years. I have been president of the local 14 
years. It is really unfortunate for·us to be here today. We wish that
things w:~re good in the plant so we. wouldn't h,ave to come here 
and testify; We are bere because weare concerned about the 
health, and safety problems inside the plant lind what is going to 
happen to the workers out there. 

Mr. MARKEY. Can you give,.us a little sense of what your percep-
tion is? ~ 

Mr. TOLLEY. Wewerit on strike' on May 15, 1985. We weiltbn 
strike for health·and safety reasons out there. After an ll-montih 
strike we were trying to hold on to what health and safety we had, 
after an l1~month strike we retained the right to refuse to work in 
an area that we felt yrasunsafe but gave up the right-each week 
to meet with the company to discuss health and safety problems. 

The health and safety committee of the union and the compan'y 
health and safety; committee would meet once a week for 2 hours to 
go over health and s~fety problems we might have. The compaIiy 
took this right, away> Now , we meet once a month. We have only 
had two meetings since, we went back to work because they don't 
have time to meet. ' -:, ' , . ' , " 

The company is takirfg a position that health and safety is a lOw 
priority in the pl~nt. Production, we got behind 11 months as far as 
supplyirigfuel; and right now it seems that is all they are intereSt. 
ed in,.is,trying to g~t caught up. We have many workers in the 
plant on disability. We have a clause in our contract that if people 
become disabled they can draw 60 percent of their wages." 

Priqr to the strike..in 19~5, the company left them alone. We 
didn't have many problems with them. But since we came back off 
strike, they' are harassing these' people; 'trying to rehabilitate thein 
and force them Q4t to work iJl service stations. or low-p!iying jobs. 
We heard comments what is going to happen if they shut down the 
plant aIidwho- is going to pay for decommission Of the plant. We 
are conc~rned, about OUr people with disabilities, and there is ~o 
way to cure t1Iem. - " ',. ' . , ' ' , .. , ' 

The company',don't want to accept the' responsibility of the 
people they burn, out,' the, people suffering from disabilities. If they 
don't take care of 6urpeople now, what are they going to do about 
the plap.t as far as its condition there? ' , ., 

[The pr:epar~d _stateqtent of Mr. Tolley fo~lows:] 
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cloth'lng is' nol: conl:i:i'mfnated when I:hey are,'" and thIs person may 
_r~ 

~ eat, smoke or even: go' home contaminated'. 

These hand'moni'tor,s 'arealf"'we' havetodel:ermine if"weare 

contaminated o'r "h'ot,:; and' 'Hi'ey'sbould' behighpdorityiri the 

Heal'thand "S'afety ':Department~ The"only' l:ime;'.'theY are' inaInl:lii'ned 

as 'they sb'ouldbi! 'is "whenvb;itors"are in 'the 'plant. 

" To my knowledge, a 'radiation' inoni'tor,'hasriot:"'source che'cked 
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are d1:sci:)uragiD'g us from comment'ing on our' paperwork' 'concerning' 

spl11s,"leaks',' problems witb:'equipmen"t"or'ariythingthat might not' 

10oICgood'-l.for them.' {t, 'bas' been past' expedimce 'that verbal 

z:epor t's don' t" "get"~ the' p;oblem" ' .. :talteri·" c'arif' of". .... 

, ,. .. 'Tber'Q" is' so"lffuch m'oi'Eit'o: l:ie~aid, 'tllan':C:c'sn' possibly be' " 

writteri~-' 'ft,iS my opinion'· that' ff,th'eHEia'ltil aridSa'feti" 

Department continues to operate on the downward trend wbiqh'.':it, is 

i th'en NFS wi 11 not be able to operate presently operat ng on, 

safely and it will, be a threat to,'the workers and community 

around it. 

r l7'1 et 
Mr. -MARKEY. Our next witness is Mr. Tolley, the President f 

Local 3"677. Mr. Tolley, we would ask that perhaps if you cou,d 
summarize in 2 to 3 minutes.' 
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_. .~ TESTIMONY OF'LONNIEJOLLEY 

Mr: TOLLEY. Mr. Chairman, I too woufd like to thank you for the 
opportunity to,come here today and testify. I have been an employ~ 
ee of the NFS for 21 years. I have been president of the local 14 
years. It is really unfortunate for·us to be here today. We wish that
things w:~re good in the plant so we. wouldn't h,ave to come here 
and testify; We are bere because weare concerned about the 
health, and safety problems inside the plant lind what is going to 
happen to the workers out there. 

Mr. MARKEY. Can you give,.us a little sense of what your percep-
tion is? ~ 

Mr. TOLLEY. Wewerit on strike' on May 15, 1985. We weiltbn 
strike for health·and safety reasons out there. After an ll-montih 
strike we were trying to hold on to what health and safety we had, 
after an l1~month strike we retained the right to refuse to work in 
an area that we felt yrasunsafe but gave up the right-each week 
to meet with the company to discuss health and safety problems. 

The health and safety committee of the union and the compan'y 
health and safety; committee would meet once a week for 2 hours to 
go over health and s~fety problems we might have. The compaIiy 
took this right, away> Now , we meet once a month. We have only 
had two meetings since, we went back to work because they don't 
have time to meet. ' -:, ' , . ' , " 

The company is takirfg a position that health and safety is a lOw 
priority in the pl~nt. Production, we got behind 11 months as far as 
supplyirigfuel; and right now it seems that is all they are intereSt. 
ed in,.is,trying to g~t caught up. We have many workers in the 
plant on disability. We have a clause in our contract that if people 
become disabled they can draw 60 percent of their wages." 

Priqr to the strike..in 19~5, the company left them alone. We 
didn't have many problems with them. But since we came back off 
strike, they' are harassing these' people; 'trying to rehabilitate thein 
and force them Q4t to work iJl service stations. or low-p!iying jobs. 
We heard comments what is going to happen if they shut down the 
plant aIidwho- is going to pay for decommission Of the plant. We 
are conc~rned, about OUr people with disabilities, and there is ~o 
way to cure t1Iem. - " ',. ' . , ' ' , .. , ' 

The company',don't want to accept the' responsibility of the 
people they burn, out,' the, people suffering from disabilities. If they 
don't take care of 6urpeople now, what are they going to do about 
the plap.t as far as its condition there? ' , ., 

[The pr:epar~d _stateqtent of Mr. Tolley fo~lows:] 
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;TESTIMONY
"IC-

of

LONNIE TOLLEY ii PUESIDEVT

on behalf-of the.

ERWIN, TENNESSEE LOCA.L 3-677

'of the

OIL, CHU4ICAL AND ATO.MIC WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UnION

Mr. Chairman and- Members of the. Subcommittee, my name i.s

-Lonnie Tolley. I live--in;Erwin, TenneSgeej.-'I- have been employed

at Nuclea-r Fuel Services for almost- tiwenty-one years as a

production operator.: I •have been an-officeri-of the oil, Chemical

and Atomic Workers. International. Union, Local .3-677 for nineteen

years.. I have served as President of Local 3-677 for the past

fourteen years. " "

S- During the time of my'empnloyment with Ndclear Fuel Services,

we have had good health -and safety programs but there has been

- ., .
times when the health and safety in the plant was bad..

SIn' -1979, we had-a four-month-strike due .to healthý and safety

problems. in 1981 a three-yea r contract. was agreed upon

apprQx-imately 'six months.!early without-any problems concerning.

health~and safety. • . ." .,

- In 198;3 problems concerning health and safety resur'faced.

These. problems lasted. until the.,strike of- May 15, 1985,-. which

.lasted unti'l April, 1986.-.' 'he: stri-kb lasted :almost eleven

months, due to the fact-we -were-trying to hold onto- what health

and safety language .,we pkesently had i n the contract.. After

returning to work in April.of 1986-,, we- found ..that the health and

safety problemsd were-worse than before.the strike of May 15,1985.

Before the strike, if a union member had a problem- in any:area,

he had the right to ask one of the union's health and safety

committees to try'and solve the problem. But since the strike

ended and we returned to work as of April, 1986, the company

r, 179

refuses to let myself or any other committee person go into

another. area where there are health and safety problems, when

requested by -a-concerned member.

Contamination always exists in the production buildings that

should be. cleane 1 wp. The ceiling and overhead pipes are highly

contaminated, lintiznd dust fall from overhead onto our heads,

but the company refuses to clean these areas. The equipment. in

the buildings- needs repair to. prevent materials in which we work

with from getting into the work area, but the company also

refuses to make. these.repairs."

We are not, allowed to shower on company time after working

all day exposed-o. contamination. The company doesn't require:,a

shower to be taken before. leaving the plant. We feel there a;e

people who leaveý the .plant.without showering and go into public

places,. increasing the possibility of, exposing %the public to

contamination. .If the company would require that showers be

taken and allow for showers to be taken on company -time, people

would have to shower before leaving the plant which would

decrease the possibility of carrying contamination outside the

plant. Less. :than> 10%- of people shower. before leaving the -plant.

due to the fact they are not required to shower- on their own.

time..,.. If they -do choose to. shower, there are limited showers

provided.

Before t4,e strike of May 15, .198-5, health and safety

monitors were allowed to discuss health and safety problems wsth
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Mr. chairman ana- Memb~rs of the, SUb~oillmittee,my name i,s 
, ',' '\..... 
. , 

'Ii.onnie Tolley. llive.in;sr.win, TennesseeiJ' l' have been employed 
-" 

" .at Nu~lea·r 'I!'uel_ Se_~vices fot, almos~·tw.e;n~.y.~one, year~ as a 

y 

r -, 
) 

r 

prC?"ducti'ori oper·ator~:. I 'have been an· office~ ·',of the Oil, Chemical 

ana. Atomicw~rkers, Internatio~al. u~ion, Local .3;6'TJ for nineteen 
. • . I 

years.· I have' served as ~resident of Local" 3-f{'1.7 f,or the past 

fo~r.teen years. 

. During the time of my' enq)ioyment with NuClear Fuel Services,. 

~e( have had go~ he!llt):1 ·and safei:Y progr~ins but,. there has., been 
?>,' . _ ", .... ' 1· • . • 

times .when the health and safety in the plant was bad. 

. iii! 1.979,· we had-a. four-month",stri:ke due; to health; and safety 

problelDs~' "in 1981'~' ~bree-yearcontract. was agreed. upon 

apprQlC:imatell'six months'. ·early without'any, problems c~ncerning' 

" t: " , ~'. 

,:tn 198:3· problems' -concerning h~al th and' safety' reriiu~faced. 
. ') '. I- :. .. • " 

These problems lasted. ~nti~' the_,strike:~t Ma.i ~5:, 1985,:, which 

lasted until. April, 1986.'" -Thestri·k'; lasti:la' :almost"eieven 
: ..•.. ,.;. ',' 

months, due to the fact:we ,weJ:e· trying to hilld onto. ",h~t healtb 

and safety 'ianguage ;;,;~ pi:e~erit:i.~ had in the contract-:After 

returning to work in. April:'of1986',; we·-found.:.that the heaith and 

safety problemS were .!,orse tban: b~for~, the st"iike of Kay 15,1985. .. . .:. . ~ '.' 

Before the strike. if a union ,member' had. a probrem'> in any. a'rea,' 

he had the right to ask o"ne "of the urhbri'~ health' and safety 

committees to try' and solve the problem. But since the strike 

ended and we returned to work as of April, 1986, the company 
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refuses to le.t myself or any other cOlDIDittee person go in,to 

another are. a wher'e , .. there are he l"h d f . '. a.. an sa ety problelDS, wh~n 

requested by:a-doncerned.member. 
. ~f? =1 

Contamination always exists in the' production buildings that 

should be clean~~~~p. The ceiling and overhead pipes are highly 
1/ 

contami.nated, lintJ"liInd dust fall from overhead onto our heads, 

but the company refuses to clean these areas. The equipment. In 

the buildings· -need.s repair to. prevent materials in which we work . 

with frOID getting into the work area,. but the company al~o 

refuses to make., these repairs.' 
r '. 

We are not, allowed to shower. on company time after workir:1g 

all day exposed',.to contamination. The company doesn't require;! a 

shower to be taken before. leaving the plant. We feel there a,;e 

people who leave' the.plant .without .showering and go into publ~c 

Places,inc:.reasingthe p.ossibility of exposing the public to 

contamination.~ If the company would require that showers be 
r 

taken and .allow for showers to be taken on company time, people 

would have to s,hower before leaving the plant which would 

decrease the poslilibility of c,arrying contamination outside t,he .. 

plant. LesS!',tha,!, 10%' of people shower. before leaving thepl B::r:1t 

due to the fact they are .not req~ired to shower. ,on ~heir o~ll. 

time.. If .they ·do cbooseto sh.ower, tber~ aJ:e limited sho~ers 

provided. 

Before .th,e strike .of May 15, 198'5, bealth and safety 

monitors weJ:? allowed to discuss h~alth and ,saf~ty. prob.lellls Wi.ttl 
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Mr. chairman ana- Memb~rs of the, SUb~oillmittee,my name i,s 
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'Ii.onnie Tolley. llive.in;sr.win, TennesseeiJ' l' have been employed 
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" .at Nu~lea·r 'I!'uel_ Se_~vices fot, almos~·tw.e;n~.y.~one, year~ as a 
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prC?"ducti'ori oper·ator~:. I 'have been an· office~ ·',of the Oil, Chemical 

ana. Atomicw~rkers, Internatio~al. u~ion, Local .3;6'TJ for nineteen 
. • . I 

years.· I have' served as ~resident of Local" 3-f{'1.7 f,or the past 

fo~r.teen years. 

. During the time of my' enq)ioyment with NuClear Fuel Services,. 

~e( have had go~ he!llt):1 ·and safei:Y progr~ins but,. there has., been 
?>,' . _ ", .... ' 1· • . • 

times .when the health and safety in the plant was bad. 

. iii! 1.979,· we had-a. four-month",stri:ke due; to health; and safety 

problelDs~' "in 1981'~' ~bree-yearcontract. was agreed. upon 

apprQlC:imatell'six months'. ·early without'any, problems c~ncerning' 

" t: " , ~'. 

,:tn 198:3· problems' -concerning h~al th and' safety' reriiu~faced. 
. ') '. I- :. .. • " 

These problems lasted. ~nti~' the_,strike:~t Ma.i ~5:, 1985,:, which 

lasted until. April, 1986.'" -Thestri·k'; lasti:la' :almost"eieven 
: ..•.. ,.;. ',' 

months, due to the fact:we ,weJ:e· trying to hilld onto. ",h~t healtb 

and safety 'ianguage ;;,;~ pi:e~erit:i.~ had in the contract-:After 

returning to work in. April:'of1986',; we·-found.:.that the heaith and 

safety problemS were .!,orse tban: b~for~, the st"iike of Kay 15,1985. .. . .:. . ~ '.' 

Before the strike. if a union ,member' had. a probrem'> in any. a'rea,' 

he had the right to ask o"ne "of the urhbri'~ health' and safety 

committees to try' and solve the problem. But since the strike 

ended and we returned to work as of April, 1986, the company 
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refuses to le.t myself or any other cOlDIDittee person go in,to 

another are. a wher'e , .. there are he l"h d f . '. a.. an sa ety problelDS, wh~n 

requested by:a-doncerned.member. 
. ~f? =1 

Contamination always exists in the' production buildings that 

should be clean~~~~p. The ceiling and overhead pipes are highly 
1/ 

contami.nated, lintJ"liInd dust fall from overhead onto our heads, 

but the company refuses to clean these areas. The equipment. In 

the buildings· -need.s repair to. prevent materials in which we work . 

with frOID getting into the work area,. but the company al~o 

refuses to make., these repairs.' 
r '. 

We are not, allowed to shower. on company time after workir:1g 

all day exposed',.to contamination. The company doesn't require;! a 

shower to be taken before. leaving the plant. We feel there a,;e 

people who leave' the.plant .without .showering and go into publ~c 

Places,inc:.reasingthe p.ossibility of exposing the public to 

contamination.~ If the company would require that showers be 
r 

taken and .allow for showers to be taken on company time, people 

would have to s,hower before leaving the plant which would 

decrease the poslilibility of c,arrying contamination outside t,he .. 

plant. LesS!',tha,!, 10%' of people shower. before leaving thepl B::r:1t 

due to the fact they are .not req~ired to shower. ,on ~heir o~ll. 

time.. If .they ·do cbooseto sh.ower, tber~ aJ:e limited sho~ers 

provided. 

Before .th,e strike .of May 15, 198'5, bealth and safety 

monitors weJ:? allowed to discuss h~alth and ,saf~ty. prob.lellls Wi.ttl 
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employees while on the job. After returning to work whený the

strike ended in April, 1986, health and safety monitors were no

longer allowed to communicatd with iimployees at any time while in

the plant. ' r

Some areas- where our 'people work require full faced

respirators to bd worn either most or all day, due, to the fact

that- airborn&cnJ•onamination e*ists. This is ciuse'dby improper

equipment. Equipment could be desigried to contain the airborne

ý:ontamination.

As Chairman of the Health-and Safety Committee, I feel it is

useless to have a health and'safety committee because the company

only meets once a month with the Committee to discuss problems

that exist, whereas before the strike we met approximate ly two

hoursý wekly to discuss the' existing problems.

Before'the' Strike,! the kea'lth and"•Safety Committee met

weekly' with the company. Many of t.he problems employees had

concerning health and safety couldl be solved. Presently we are

scheduled" to meet once a ImonthI but thus far we have only met

twice with top management, concerning health and safety, since

the strike was settled "March, 30, 1986." Problems& tend' to pile up-

and the 'company ignores most" of the problems.;.

We arie very concerned about the pep'le who-have health-

related problems. We have several people on long-term disability

at this time.: ' We feel most of'the illness 'the people have are

job-related," but have no way:to prove 'it."' The' companyIharasses

I

-- 5 -

these people all the time.' They send them to doctors to try and

get them-released to *go to work at whatever type jobs they can

find --. 1ower paying, such as service stations, etc.-!..

"Nuclr Fuel management Is always threatening the Union:with

a plant shutdown that would cause our people to loose their jobs.'

Supervisors tell the,.workers that the Union is going.,to get...the..

plant' shut down if. we.. go to Washington and testify-: in this

hearing.

I feel after the strike. was settled, Nuclear Fuel was far

behind' on their contracts. In- order to operate the plant in a

safe matter, it cut down' on productivity on certain jobs where it

took time to perform the jobs safely. The company disregards

safety to get more production. -The result is people are forced to

work most of the shift wearing a full-face respirator. Greater

amounts of contamination is spread in the work areas.

Harassment of.radiation monitors-is another serious problem

in the plant. Nuclear Fuel pushes' for more work from: the

radiation monitors' than they can perform. They don't have

adequate time to perform their jobs properly. If they take the

time, Nuclear Fuel takes disciplinary action against them.

Thank you.
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these peOPl~ all tbe time. ' They send them to doctors to try and 

get them"-r::ele~sed togo to work at whatever type jobs they can 
: "J"f 

find ,;,-",lower paying, such as service stations, etc.:,' 

'Nucl;;~r Fuel management is ,always threatening the Unionwitli 
",' I~'" -'", , ,'.., '.' ", , . 
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a plant sh\ltdown that would cause our people' to loose ~heir jobs. ' 

Supervisors tell th~ ~ork~rs that the'unioni~ going,t~, get.j:he< 

plant'shut down i{ we~90to washin~~on and:testify~n~his 

bearing. 
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radiation monitors than tbey can p~rform. TblitY don't halLe 
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'The followifig group of Nuclear Fuel Service, Inc..-fUniof employeesý have

had cancer, heart problems, joints deterioriating, severe back problems,

including surgery. and severe skin, and. circulatory problems including

-4-fton (Ion term)&

YEARS OF SERVICE
20-28 yrs. (67.9%)

*Oarren iFoster•
Fred Davis

*Albert Tittle
*George Henley
*Dayton Rice
•Bobby, Carpenter
*Gene.Rice
John Williams
Ed Tolley

*Alvin Wilson
*Shelby Willidms

.•H 'armon Gouge
*Oliver Henley •
*Howard Buchalahn
*Kein Foster.
Charlie Duncan

*Howard Bradshkw
*Alvin Haun
*Raby Foster

Lee Esteep:"
Carroll Tester
Burnie Cole

*Theodore Harris
*Glen Williams
-Clarence Vknover
Elden Broyles
Sherrill Cage
Dana Johnson
Paul Foster
PhillipGuinn.

*Doug Johnson
'Kermit Cole
*J. D. Grindstaff
•Hay. Brunitt
'Frank Tipton
*Darrell Woods
*Gene Tipton ý
*James Correll
*Robert Tilson.
*Harvey Bryant
Richard Bradford

*Elmer Lance
Russell Wattsa

*Dan Stricklnd
'Henry Reaves
'Leroy Johnson ¢
Terrell Bowers-
Larry caddy -ý

*Charlie Tittie
Hubert MetqciAf,
Doran Shellt ,

*Kenneth Tipton
*ArnoldFoateir
*Reece Moore
* Hiram Jones

YEARS OF SERVICE

), 15-20 yrs. (501)

• Pat .Sniatecki-,.
'*Lonnie Tolley
*James Pate
Worley Shelton

*James Thompson
'Bob Bochanan
*Gerald Briggs
•Dorseg 'Edwards"'*Tick Oeboae ..

*Ed Lingerfelt
Dale Masters
Ray Tanner
-Crawford Vanover.
*J. O. Bailey
Wil-lford Ollie
Clarence Willis'

'Charles Rice
*Carmel Burleson:
*Arnold Hensley
*Charles Peaks -

Phillip Harris
•Everett Edwards
Ike Price'

'William Tipton
,*James Campbell
'Paul Berry
*Nate Woody

Dean Thompson
NOrman AdMns

*David&.Stepp.
'Jack Williams
James Arr wod
James Whit son

*James Waddell.
*Jack King
Amadine Cox
*Wayne' Randolph.
* Larry Abel .,.Ike •ailey .

Larry-Paterson
Harmon Shelton
Vern Miller
Larry Sparks

*Clarence Sparks
twinston Shelton
Mac White
*Claude Hensley
Dwight Shelton

I*ike Light
*Ed Mullins
*Calvin Wilson
Kim Phillips

*Jack Lewis
Roy Coffee
*Carl Sisk
Bob Grims
Larry Erwin

*Charles Johnson
Buford Adkins.
SGary Rice
ai Boy.d -

Larry Masters
tGerald Webb

YEARS OF SERVICE
10-15" yrs. (:12.5%)

Danny Stockton...
*Hermi Biiti -
Phillip" Husking
Jerry W illis ... .

Floyd .Mlnfurff
-David.H.iogins.
Lynn Bagby

'Roy Willis,
Willard' Adkins
Ronald Ambrose
Carlos Bryant
William Tramell

.- John Miller
Charles Douglas

*Tim Sheehon
Floyd AmbrOse
Tony Tittle
Keith. Tolley,

*Denise Haun-Rb~er Ri4ce..
SaraRhodes o " '

Margaret Love,
Theron Johnson
Jim Richards
Darrell Stockton
Gordon Hoyle
Doug Williams
James English

*Garney Wilson
-Bob Ray..
Hubert Tapp
Mitchell:-Watts:
Alford Haun

*Mike. Roberson..
Mike Edney.
James Bailey
Larry Whitson
Rick Runnion

YEA OF SERVI

0-10 yrs.; (1.2

.175. people in
this. group -
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15-20 yrs. (501)

* . Harold Hensley
Bill Lewis

*Bob Campbell
Ronnie-Lewis
Smith Davenport
Jack Calloway.• Alvin Higgins
Coy Faulkner
Robert Edwards

.Kyle Tipton
'Roger Bradley
Oscar Brown
Larry Tilson
Phillip Shipley

*James Johnson
Grady Hilemon
Norman Miller

*Albert Laws
•Dorsie Harris
'*Frank Padgett
*Carlos.Smith
*James Presnell
Darrell Wilson

*Brice'Teague
John Harris

" • Roger' Birchfield
' • Roe rt-'Downard

*Herman Davis
Doug Shook

el

OTHER HEALTH-RELATED PROBLEMS AT NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES, INC.:

Deceased: -Joe Tolley (59),.Charles Shook (53).. Ralph Miller (40),
RaBoid7Iost-ei (45), Sam Haun: (28), Clark Wallace. (49), Roger Laws (49),
Ern Tapp (48), David.Honeycutt (24)..

L.T.D.: Roy Ollis (56), Tom Kimery (56), Dan Strickland (47), Arnold
Foster (50), Claude Hensley :(40), NadineCox (49)i Ted Harris (46),
J. B. Griffith (50), Gene Wilson (34). Alvin Shelton (42), Doug Johnson
(42),. Roger Bradley (42), Jesa Gillis (40).

on•-TRem.Restricted: George Hensley_(retired),ElmerLance, Everett
Ear a, an Strckand (L..T.D.), Wayne Randolph, Herpman Davis,

Clarence Vanover (retired). . .

Restricted: Darrell Stockton, Gail Boyd. Mary Moore, Lidia
son, Rames Hal, Jayne-Vault.

* Indicates people with health problems.
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'The £ol1o"Ul.g group of Nuclear Fuel Service. Inc.-·Union employees· have' 

had cancer. heart prob~ems. joints deterior1ati~g. severe back problems. 

inc~udil.lg surgery. andse_re .. ~ltin:an~, drculat~,ry probl~s including 

Uranlum, Restric;:tion t(lon~~term) I ...'. 

YEARS OF snVlCE YEARS OF SERVICE YEARs 'OF SERVICE YEARS' OF' SWII 

20-28 yrs. (67'.91) 15-20' iTs: (Sot) 10-15' yrs. (12.51),0-10.yrs.,.·(l.2 

*Warren ,Foster ·PatSn:l:atecld,,.. Dannl'). Sto.ck~on. 
Fred Davis *Lonnie. Tolley" *Hermsn·Britt 

*Albert Tittle *J81II8S Pate· Phillip' Huskins 
~eorte Henley Worley Shelton ;jerry' Willi.s" .. 

. *Dayton Rice *J81II8S Thompson Floyd .McInturff 
*Bobby, Carpenter *Bob Bochanan' .David.,H1sgins. 
~ene .. Rice *Gerald Briggs Lynn Bagby '. 
Joh.n Williams *iiorsey'Edwards ., .. ,Roy Willis 
Bd Tolle . - *Tt'ck Osbcinui . '" '. Willard' Adkins 

*Alvin Wirson "\ *Ed Lingerfelt Ronald Ambrose 
*Shelby Williams Dele Masters Carlos Bryant 

.~ *Harmon Gouge Ray Tanner William Tramell 
'~l1ver Henley, '- "Crawford Vanover .. "John Mlller 
*Howard Bucharian ~ ~ *J. O. Bailey Charles Douglas 
*lCen Foster . .Wll·lford Ol11s *Tilll She,ehon 
Charlie Duncan Clarence WUl1s' Floyd Ambrose 

*Howard Bradshaw *Charles Rice Tony Tittle 
*Alvin Haun ' . *Carmel Burleson Keith· Tolley' , 
*aaby Foster *Arnold Benslay *Denise Haun 

175' pe~ple in 
thi's. group-

r. 

Lee Esteep' *Charles Peake llbger RiCl!: 
Carroll Tester Phillip Ha~is 5am Rhodes 

': ..... ,. -, 

Burnie Cole *Everett Edwards Margaret Love,. 
*Theodore Harris Ike Prille' ' Theron Johnson 
*Glen Williams *William Tipton Jilll Richards 
'Clal'ence Vanover ·.*James Cllllipbell Darrell Stockton 
Elden Broyles *Paul Berry Gordon Hoyle 
Sherrill Gage *Naee· Woody Doug Williams 
Dana Johnson Dean Thompson James English 
Paul· Foster . Norman Adkins *Garney Wilson 
Phillip' Guinn '" *David"',Stepp" . Bob Ray'" 

*Doug Johnson *Jack Williams Hubert TaJ>p . . 
*Kermit· Cole . James Arrowood' Mitchell.'Vat.ts: 
*J. D. Grindstaff James Whitson Alford Raun 
*Key Brumitt *James Waddell. 1rM1.ke. Roberson .. 
*Frank Tipton *Jaclt Jt1US . Mike Edit ,. . 
*Darrell Woods .!Nadlne Cox James Batley 
*Gene Tlpton' ~ayne'IRandolph·· LarryWhtuon 
*James Correll *Larry Abel . Rlck Runnion 
*Robert Tilso.n. . .. IlteBalley. _ 
*Harvey Bryant J Larry-PetersOn 
Richerd Bradfl;)rd Harmon Shelton 

*Elmer Lance ,- Vern Hiller 
Russell Watts ~ Larry Sparks 

*Dan StrickUnd *Clarence Sparks 
*Henry Reaves ~ ., . ~inston Shelton 
*Laroy Johnson {: Milc White 
Terrell Boweri\: ~laude Hensley 
Larry Gaddy ,,' Dwight Shelton 

*Charlie Tittu 'ilH.ke Light 
Hubert MetcJ'1f. «Ed Hulllns 
Doran Shell.:. " *Calvin Wllson 

*Kenneth Tiptpn 1t1m Phillips 
*Arnold~Foste'r *Jack Lewis 
*Reece Moore Roy Coffee 
*Hiram Jones *Carl Sisk 

Bob Grimms 
Larry Erwin 

-.charles Johnson 
Buford Adkins· 
Gary. Rice 
Gail- Boy-'d 
Larry Rasters 
~erald Webb 
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lS-20 yrs. (SOl) 

Harold Hensley 
Bill Lewis 

*Bob Campbell 
Ronnie' Lewis 
Smlth Davenport 
Jack Calloway 
Alvin Higgins 
Coy Faulkner 
Robert Edwards 

*Kyle Tipton 
*ROger Bradley 
Oscar Brown 
Larry Tilson 
l?hillip Shipley 

"'James Johnson 
Grady HileiDon 
Norman Miller 

"'Albert Laws 
*Dorsie Harris 
'*Frank l'adgett 
*Carlos.Smith 
"'James P,resnell 
Darrell Wilson 

*Brice"Teague 
John Harris 
Roger' Birchfield 
Robert.. Downard 

*Herman Davis 
:D~$ Shook'. 

_____ ~;.t _ _ :- ___ -.. __ '" _____ • ____________ .... ______ ..... ____________ .. ___ .......... __ _ 

OTHE~_ HEAL~-RELATED PROB~ AT IlUCLEAll FUEL SERVICES. INC.: 

• 

Deceased: • JC?e Tolley (59t. 'Cha~les Shook (53) Ralph Kil1er (40) 
Harold·, Foseer·(4S) .. Sam Haun· (28). Clark Walla~e. (49). Roger Lew. s' (,49). 
Ern Tapp (48). Davi1i.Honeycutt (24). 

~~!t~~ : (5~~ gt~!~e (i!~~I!~(~;:1a~~:~' ~an (~~~~C~!~~I! . Arnold 
~42 B) •. Griffith (SO). Gene Wi1:.son(34). Alvin Sbelton (42) n....~4~~hn 

•. Roger Bradley (42). James GUlis' (40). • ~~"5 son 

Lotig'-Term Restricted: George Renal (' 1 d . 
!aWards. ban Str1ck1~nd (L T D) w:Y · r:!nd\)h E~r, Lance. Everett 
Clarence Vanover (retlred)::_' .• l/Ue 0 p, erpulU Davis. . ' 

~. 

Mercury Restricted: Darreli Stockton. Gall Bo 
IIIlson. James Halt. Jayne'Vault.· yd, Mary Moore. 14d1a 

:.' 

* Indicates people wlth healtb problems. 
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Sherrill Gage *Naee· Woody Doug Williams 
Dana Johnson Dean Thompson James English 
Paul· Foster . Norman Adkins *Garney Wilson 
Phillip' Guinn '" *David"',Stepp" . Bob Ray'" 

*Doug Johnson *Jack Williams Hubert TaJ>p . . 
*Kermit· Cole . James Arrowood' Mitchell.'Vat.ts: 
*J. D. Grindstaff James Whitson Alford Raun 
*Key Brumitt *James Waddell. 1rM1.ke. Roberson .. 
*Frank Tipton *Jaclt Jt1US . Mike Edit ,. . 
*Darrell Woods .!Nadlne Cox James Batley 
*Gene Tlpton' ~ayne'IRandolph·· LarryWhtuon 
*James Correll *Larry Abel . Rlck Runnion 
*Robert Tilso.n. . .. IlteBalley. _ 
*Harvey Bryant J Larry-PetersOn 
Richerd Bradfl;)rd Harmon Shelton 

*Elmer Lance ,- Vern Hiller 
Russell Watts ~ Larry Sparks 

*Dan StrickUnd *Clarence Sparks 
*Henry Reaves ~ ., . ~inston Shelton 
*Laroy Johnson {: Milc White 
Terrell Boweri\: ~laude Hensley 
Larry Gaddy ,,' Dwight Shelton 

*Charlie Tittu 'ilH.ke Light 
Hubert MetcJ'1f. «Ed Hulllns 
Doran Shell.:. " *Calvin Wllson 

*Kenneth Tiptpn 1t1m Phillips 
*Arnold~Foste'r *Jack Lewis 
*Reece Moore Roy Coffee 
*Hiram Jones *Carl Sisk 

Bob Grimms 
Larry Erwin 

-.charles Johnson 
Buford Adkins· 
Gary. Rice 
Gail- Boy-'d 
Larry Rasters 
~erald Webb 

r 

•. ' l. 
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lS-20 yrs. (SOl) 

Harold Hensley 
Bill Lewis 

*Bob Campbell 
Ronnie' Lewis 
Smlth Davenport 
Jack Calloway 
Alvin Higgins 
Coy Faulkner 
Robert Edwards 

*Kyle Tipton 
*ROger Bradley 
Oscar Brown 
Larry Tilson 
l?hillip Shipley 

"'James Johnson 
Grady HileiDon 
Norman Miller 

"'Albert Laws 
*Dorsie Harris 
'*Frank l'adgett 
*Carlos.Smith 
"'James P,resnell 
Darrell Wilson 

*Brice"Teague 
John Harris 
Roger' Birchfield 
Robert.. Downard 

*Herman Davis 
:D~$ Shook'. 

_____ ~;.t _ _ :- ___ -.. __ '" _____ • ____________ .... ______ ..... ____________ .. ___ .......... __ _ 

OTHE~_ HEAL~-RELATED PROB~ AT IlUCLEAll FUEL SERVICES. INC.: 

• 

Deceased: • JC?e Tolley (59t. 'Cha~les Shook (53) Ralph Kil1er (40) 
Harold·, Foseer·(4S) .. Sam Haun· (28). Clark Walla~e. (49). Roger Lew. s' (,49). 
Ern Tapp (48). Davi1i.Honeycutt (24). 

~~!t~~ : (5~~ gt~!~e (i!~~I!~(~;:1a~~:~' ~an (~~~~C~!~~I! . Arnold 
~42 B) •. Griffith (SO). Gene Wi1:.son(34). Alvin Sbelton (42) n....~4~~hn 

•. Roger Bradley (42). James GUlis' (40). • ~~"5 son 

Lotig'-Term Restricted: George Renal (' 1 d . 
!aWards. ban Str1ck1~nd (L T D) w:Y · r:!nd\)h E~r, Lance. Everett 
Clarence Vanover (retlred)::_' .• l/Ue 0 p, erpulU Davis. . ' 

~. 

Mercury Restricted: Darreli Stockton. Gall Bo 
IIIlson. James Halt. Jayne'Vault.· yd, Mary Moore. 14d1a 

:.' 

* Indicates people wlth healtb problems. 

) 

.,; 
i 
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ýMr. MARKer. Thank you. The subcommittee shares your concern

about the resources available for decommissioning and taking care

of employees of the plant. We will have time for questions and an-

swers.
We turn next to Hubert Metcalf, Jr.,, the: vice president of local

3-677. If you could kind of highlight the points you want to make.

Mr. METCALF. OK, Mri. Chairmann. .

TESTIMONY OF HUBERT METCALF, JR.

Mr.'MrrcAi. As Mr. Tolley said, we are happy to be here today

to reflect our views at this hearing. We wish that we could have

come during the strike to reflect our views; I think we could have

done more good. I have been employed at the Nuclear Fuel Serv-

Aicýs for 23 years. My job title is Production Operator. I am vice

president of local 3-677 of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers

International Union.
I would like to say if we get into any classified information that

we do not intend to-if it slips out, it is just a mistake. -We have

asked the NRC back last July to have the companfy train us on

classified information. We have never been told in this facility

what classified information is or nothing to reflect classffied infor-

mation.
Mr. MARKEY. You are saying that you don't have any guidelines

on what is classified and what is. not?
Mr. METrcAL. No, sir. There is no guidelines in that plant on

what, is classified and what isn't, to production people,. to bargain

unit people. Now, the company does have a program where man-

agenment people: will run stuff that:is released to the bulletin

boards and. stuff like that where. it is- to be posted for people to

read. They do have people what they call declassifiers, or some-

thing of that nature. They work on stuff that goes maybe on bulle-

tin boards where uncleared people would have access to it. But as

far as telling the bargaining unit or the .cleared people in that

plant what is classified and what isn't, we have never been told,

and, the NRC is well aware of this.

Mr. MARKEY. That is pretty outrageous.

Mr. M.ETCALF. That is a fact.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Metcalf follows:]
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0n behalf of the

ERWIN, TRNHESSER LOCAL 3-677

Of the

OI1,CHnx AND AfOKnC ORKES In'3RUAYIONAL ONI~y

Mr. Chairm~an d Members of the Committee, my name is Hubert

i 4etcalf, Jr. I have been employed at Nuclear Fuel Services (vFS)

sincertApr. 16,M (23years) J fly job title is Production

• Operator.• I am Vic' President of rocal 3-677 of the Oil,

Schemical and Atomic Workers International Union.

Since returning from the strike I have brought several

health and safety, c4plaints to the company and the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission.s (NRC) attention. One complaint was the

wearing of respirators, to perform Production work. When I

returned to my old job, I"-found that respirators were required.

I had run this job for sPPt-oximately 15 years. After complain- ing

to the health and safety department and NRC for about two months

the respirators were no longer required..This seemed like a way.

of punishing the people for being on a 10-1/2
of~~~~~ Puihn nal- -month strike.

Another practice since returning is before the. strike the

company always had. someone scrubbing and mopping the floor in

302-303 facility each shift. I have talked to Tom Lee (Resident

IRC Inspector) about an operator being 'scheduled to scrub the

floor, and •then, the supervisor would pull him. off and put the

operator somewhere else,, but the list for scheduling People would.

show someone scrubbed the floor.
Since the! strikethe company has said each person is

responsible for his own work area. This is fine. We have always

tried to .keep our Work area clean when we had time but each

Person has never moped the floor In his work area consistently-- .

if
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IMr. MARKEY. Thank you. The subcommittee shares your concern 
. about the resources available for decommissioning and taking care 

I of employees of the plant. We will have time for questions and an
swers. 

We turn next to Hubert Metcalf, Jr., the vice president of local 
3-677. If you could kind of highlight the points you want to make. 

Mr. METCALF. OK, Mr~ Chairmaii- - ... ... 
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TESTIMONY OF HUBERT METCALF, JR. 

Mr.~M~LF. As Mr. Tolley said, we are happy to be here today 
. to r~flect our views at this hearing. We wish that we could have 
"come during the s~rike to reflect our views; I think we could have 

. dgne more good. I have been employed at the Nucle!U' Fuel Serv
~~ic~ for 23 years. My job title is Product~oli Op.erafor. I am vice 

,.J. preside~t of local· 3-677 of the Oil, Chemical, an<f; Atomic Workers 
International Union. . ... '. .. ... . -. -.. '-

I wou)d like to say if we get into any classified infotination tbat 
we do not intend to-if it slips out, it is just a mistake. ,We bave 
asked the NRC back last July to have the compan'y trrun us on 
classified informa:tion. We have never been told in (this facility 
what classified information is or nothing tot-eflect classified infor-
mation. . 

Mr. MARKEy. You are saying that you don't have any guidelines 
on what is classified and what is not? _ .. o. • 

Mr. METCALF. No, sir. There is no guidelines in that plimt on 
what,is classified and. what isn't, to· production people,. to bargain 
unit people. Now, the· company does have a program where man
agement people' will run stuff that .. is. released to the bulletin 
boards and. stuff like that where. it is· to· be posted for people to 

..,. - re~d. They do_}:}ave _ people what· they call· de classifiers. or some
~.fc. thing of that natQre; Tbeywork on stuff that goes maybe on bulle

tin boards where uncleared ·people would have access. to it. But as 
+far as tel~g. the ~argaining unit. or the·cleared·people in that 

plant what l.S classified and what lsn~t, we have neyer been told, 
and> the NRC is well aware ofthis~ .. 

Mr. -MARKEY. That is pretty outrageous: 
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[Tl).~ prepared statement of Mr. MetCalffollows:] 
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IMr. MARKEY. Thank you. The subcommittee shares your concern 
. about the resources available for decommissioning and taking care 

I of employees of the plant. We will have time for questions and an
swers. 

We turn next to Hubert Metcalf, Jr., the vice president of local 
3-677. If you could kind of highlight the points you want to make. 

Mr. METCALF. OK, Mr~ Chairmaii- - ... ... 
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we do not intend to-if it slips out, it is just a mistake. ,We bave 
asked the NRC back last July to have the compan'y trrun us on 
classified informa:tion. We have never been told in (this facility 
what classified information is or nothing tot-eflect classified infor-
mation. . 

Mr. MARKEy. You are saying that you don't have any guidelines 
on what is classified and what is not? _ .. o. • 

Mr. METCALF. No, sir. There is no guidelines in that plimt on 
what,is classified and. what isn't, to· production people,. to bargain 
unit people. Now, the· company does have a program where man
agement people' will run stuff that .. is. released to the bulletin 
boards and. stuff like that where. it is· to· be posted for people to 
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~.fc. thing of that natQre; Tbeywork on stuff that goes maybe on bulle

tin boards where uncleared ·people would have access. to it. But as 
+far as tel~g. the ~argaining unit. or the·cleared·people in that 

plant what l.S classified and what lsn~t, we have neyer been told, 
and> the NRC is well aware ofthis~ .. 

Mr. -MARKEY. That is pretty outrageous: 
Mr. MFicALF .. That is a fact. . . ... , . 
[Tl).~ prepared statement of Mr. MetCalffollows:] 
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maybe sometimes, but not all the time. Since the company has

established this policy-,"the floor in. the 302-303 building has

not been scrubbed. .

Another complaint is that the hand monitors are not working

properly. I have also talked to Inspector Lee about this.

People exiting a MM (material access area) are going through the

motion ofcbeck ing -themselves. The company video tape. people

exiting' MA to show NRC that people are checking themselves, but

what 'they ar6,not telling the NRC is that--te monitors are not

working roperly• The S.O.P. "itandard operating procedure) for

contamination control sa'ys if the monitor is off the fiýrst scale,

then proceedd -to the next nearest monitor, check yourself and

report monitor to your supervisor:. I have reported these

monitors so many times that I am tired of reporting them. I have

reported them as many'as three time in one day' The company says

the reason the monitors don't work is that our people abuse them.

This is not so.

I filed an allegation with NRC for a union brother because

he was 0 0o1d he c6uld not Itaik to Resident Inspector Tom Lee on

company -time. Even though his supervisor told the employee he

could not talk to the: NRC on company time, 'the NRC AdeDied the

allegations. i have also been denied the right to talk to the

NRC Reaident inspector, but after arguing with the supervisor and

four hours later I got to talk to Tom Lee. I asked Bruno0Urich

of. Region. 2, Atlanta, to hav4& the company post & letter-to talk

witkVthe NRC on company time and:Bruno; said that he didn't see

anything wrong with this but it has never beendone.

In closing, I-would like to:thank:each Committee Member for

their ýtime.

II
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Mr. MARKEY. Thgnk you, Mr. Metcalf. We we will move to Mik•
Hampton, who is a radiation monitor and a member of Local 3-677.

Give-us your brief overview of the plant and the problems you see
there.

-3 • TESTIMONY OF MIKE K. HAMPTON
Mr. 3I'N. Thank you for allowing us to speak to you about

the popyAeis at NFS. Since we have come back from our strike, I
have found that we are being punished for our role in tellingpeopIe wýigt is going on in the plant. As far as the NRC is con-
cerned, thex are aware of the problems at NFS. One individual
commented that they did not think there was many problems as
far as contaifiination in the lunchroom. There is problems as far
back as 1969, 25,000-

Mr. MARKE-i. 1969?
Mr. HAMPTq¶Nc. 1969, in a letter from Senator Gore, Senior, to a

radiation monitor in reference to contamination in the lunchrooms
and on the incident--

Mr. MARKEY. Albert Gore, Senior?
Mr. HAMPTON. Yes, 425, vending machines in the lunchroom. We

were in a full-face respirator while we decontaminated the ma-
chines.

They say it is carried by employees. That is not true. I show
large levels of contamination is in the ventilation system. That is
where the contamination in the new lunchroom is being brought in
from. If you go to Erwin, TN, I will show you contamination in the
lunchroom.

We have problems-when we came back to work, we were being
punished by management. We have been put on strict time limits
where they tell us to do our job in an unreasonable amount of time
and if we don't do the job in the amount of time they tell us to do
it, they are taking disciplinary action against us.

They know if we have to run to get back we don't have time to
see any of the problems in the plant involving health and safety.

Talking about allegations to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
I have received3 14 letters from the NRC and I have a stack of 233
pages here. In my opinion, they make me out as being an idiot. I
give them dates, times; I have spent many hours on the phone with
them.
SI give them everything they asked about as far as problems at

NFS and they have done little to correct any of these problems.
We are trying to do our job as radiation monitors, but don't have

much time to do'our jobs because we are running. At the moment,
I am ashamed to be a radiation monitor, because I am not a radi-
ation monitor. I am trying to keep my job at the plant. We have
severe problems with spills occurring now.

One spill was noticed July 1986 and it was fixed after August
1986. I have been told by the NRC personnel that we are guinea
pigs and we are pioneers in this industry for the simple fact that
we deal with high, enriched uranium and that only studies done on
these people as far as uranium workers are low levels.:i
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b • 11 the time Since the company has maybe sometimes, ut no .. a " " 
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b • 11 the time Since the company has maybe sometimes, ut no .. a " " 
established ~his policy:/the flo~r in the 302-303 building has 

not been scr~bbed. 
'~.' :; . 

Another complaint is that the hand monitors are not working 
:~., 

properly. I ha,v.e also talked to Inllpec~or, Lee about" thls. 
People exi~ing a ~ (material access ar~a) are going through the 
m~ti~n ~f" cb~ckin9 ,them~el~es~" ~heCO~pany; ~ide~ tape, people 
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, " ' , i' h t h didn't see wi'th'theNRC on 'company time and',:Bruno; sa d' t a' e 
anything wrong witb this but it has never, beeri.'done. :~, 

I .would like' to ;'thank ':each cOJiUni ttee Member for ,', 'lncrosiog, 
--<. 

their 'tillie.' -', ~:':. 
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Mr. MARKEY. Th~nk you, Mr. Metcalf. We we will move to Mik Hampton, who is a radiation monitor and a member of Local 3-677. Give~us your brief overview of the plant and the problems you se.e there. ~ " ';'" :" '" " . .! "" 

-x:...; TESTJMONY OF MIKE K. HAMPTON 
Mr.~~N. Th~nk you for allowing us to speak to you about the p~~lem~ at NFS. Since we have come back from our strike,:J have foupd ;that we are being punished for our role in telling people wn~t is going on in the plant. As far as the NRC is concerned, thw are aware of the problems at NFS.One individual commented that they did not think there was many problems as far as contamination in the lunchroom. There is problems as far backas 1969, 25,000- '. Mr. MARKEY. 19691 

j Mr. HAMPN~. 1969, in a letter from Senator Gore, Senior, to a radiation monitor in reference to contamination in the lunchroom's and on the incident--
Mr. MARKEY: Albert Gore, Senior? 
Mr. HAMPTON. Yes, 425, vending machines in the lunchroom. We were in a full-face respirator while we decontaminated the ma-chines. '.' . They say it is carried by employees. That is not true. I show large levels of contamination is in the ventilation system. That is where the con~amination in the new lunchroom is being brought in from. If you go to Erwin, TN, I will show you contamination in the lunchroom. , ' We have pr061ems-when we came back to work, we were being punished by management. We have been put on strict time limits where they tell us to do our job in an unreasonable amount of tim~ and if we don't do the job in the amount of time they tell us to do it, they are taking disciplinary action against us,. .' They know if we have to run to get back we don't have time to see any of the problems in the plant involving health and safety. Talking about allegations to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, I have received--'14 letters from the NRC and I have a stack of 233 pages here. In my opinion, they make me out as being an idiot. I give them dates, times; I have spent many hours on the phone with them. ' . 

. I give them everything' they asked about as far as problems at NFS and they have done little to correct any of these problems. .' We are trying to do our job as radiation monitors, but don't have much time to do' our jobs because we are running. At the moment, I am ashamed t6 be a radiation monitor, because I am not a radiation monitor. I am trying to keep my job at the plant. We have severe problems with spills occurring now. ,. One'spill was noticed July 1986 and it was fixed after August 1986. I have beeQ. told by the NRC personnel that we are guinea pigs and we are pioneers' in this industry for the simple fact that we deal with high, enriched uranium and that only studies done on these people as far as uranium workers are low levels . 
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That is probably. all I want to say., Thank you, Mr Chairman.

Mr.-MARKEY. Thank you very much.______

[Testimony resumes on p. 202.11
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hampton follows:]
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N!. of

, )MIKE K. HAMPTON

- - on behalf of the

ERWIN,. TENNESSEE LOCAL 3-677

of the

,;,OIL,- CHEMICAL AND ATOMIC WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION J

Miý Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Mike

K. Hampton. I am a Radiation Monitor in the Health. and Safety

Department at the Nuclear Fuel Services plant in Erwin, TN. I

appreciate this opportunity to testify on health and safety

conditions and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) role at

Nuclear Fuel Services.

Since my retur~n to work on May 12, 1986, following the

strike at Nuclear Fu'el Services, I have noticed many changes in

the Health and Safety Department. Unfortunately, none of the

changes are for the best. On my return to work, I was told

health and safety was what we screamed for during the strike and

that was what we were going to get. But all we have received is

harassment and humiliation. In fact,.we are not given time to do

our jobs correctly.

Management has come up with a time study on health and

safety jobs. Unqualified people attempting to do my job during

the strike were the models for the-study. When a monitor is

given a job, he is given a short period of time to perform this

job. Many monitors have received verbal warnings, letters and

reprimands because they did theirjob correctly but failed to

meet the brief time limits. We are the eyes and the ears in the

plant concerning health and safety, but when you are forced to

run to complete your job you do not have time to see or hear

anything.- It is apparent to me that this is what the management

at NFS is after. Several monitors have been injured and forced

.3-
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on sick leave since our return to work from the strike. This is
-due to the unreasonable and unsafe speed at which we are now

forced to work. (See: attachment entitled "Time Study".)

There is no health and safety at Nuclear Fuel Services since

the return to work of-'union employees. Many highly contaminated

areas have been observed.- These b1right yellpw dried spiells are

lefto~r-rnminders from an inexperienced ,workforce during the

strikw. One spill rpported by myself continuously leaked for

over two months before the three leaks in the area were fixed.

Contamination levels in this area were as high as sixteen times

contamination limits. Gross levels of contamination of I million

durations per minute have been hidden under coats of paint.

Many employees have been subjected to high levels of

airborne contamination of uranium and plutonium. Urine samples

are requested late on many employees exposed to high levels of

potential airborne contamination. On 8/1/86 fifteen air samples

Were above action limits in the 303 building; urine samples were

requested three days later. On 8/13/86 sixteen air samples were

above action limits in the 302 building; urine samples were

requested days later. These urine samples should have been

checked for internal contamination immediately.

There is a severe problem with uranium contamination at NFS,

both inside and outside of the facility. There is even

contamination problems in the lunchrooms, inside vending machines

and in buildfing vveontjatiot4o,. Wells 'at NFS have detected.

contaminations leaking in Banner Hill Spring,"a primary source of'

drinking water for area resdents..

Many grievances hake been' writter on hialth and safety

problems at this facility.' `'ll have been denied by the company

as grievances','.`but deficiency reports admittifngt these 'problems

are written. Monitors are told not to write down problems they

observe on their, paperwork'. All paperwork is "ubject to NRC

overchecks. fSee examples -of surface contamination report-

Bldg. 105, admin". 'and cha ge rooms). Computer surveys now tell.

health and safety personnel where to survey for contamination;

areas now surveyed ore known-clean areas.

The management and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are

aware' of the se and other problems, and nothing has been done to

correct them.* As Radiation Monitors at NFS, -it is a* continuoust !.•

struggle with management to perform our jobs correctly. Here is'

one ezample'i 1 pe'formed a "sear survey for sdrface contamination'

on 8/8/86 at 22406and my supervisor performed a recheck at 2315.'

Notice b;elow the tremendous difference in the readings. - She! i6':

one of the unqualified' people:who ýattemptedto'do my-job during'

the strike.:' On -/7-/66 'a' aditon Monitor rechecked - the same'

contaminated'are's and 'he readings are similar to ýmy own. On .

8/7/86omn' Foreman (nt Mo'aore) servisor . Grindrtaffe

accompaniedý a Radiatio6n Monitor for a se'cond_ recheck;' after' this
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on 8/8/86 at 1240''and my superviso~'peiiformed a re~hE!ck at 2315.' 

Notice bei~w the' tr~iliendous 'd"ifference in the readinqs~ ShEi'is': 

one of the unqualified' per?Ple:' who :attempted t~' do inY"jobduringi 

the stri~e." On '8'17186 a 'RadIation Monitor recbecked:' t:besame"; 

contamina'~ec!( areas iUld 'the readings iite siiailar to' mytiiJn.' On 
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'J Moore) "Supervisor J. Grindstaff" 

accompanied' a Radiati6n; Monitor for a secolid' recheck;' after"this ," 
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third monitor found readings. similar to my own, management was

satisfieo with my findings.

k M. Hampton.

IDate:- 8/6/86

_ Time: 224• .

* Instr: 4148

V BKG: 300d1m

1.D 40,000

2. 100,000

3. 23,000 -,

4. 7,000

5. 50,000

Since my return to work.

personnel for talking to the

Recheck

M. Moore 0. Greene

8/6/86 8/7/86

2315 0543

4148 4148

300dlm 
200dlm

1. 12,000 1. 20,000

2. 6,200. 2. 100,000

3. 5,200 .3. 40,000

4, 3,2001

5. 3,200

I have been harassed by management

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. On

-193

newspaper article thatý mentioned my name as one to testify in the

hearings <was plastered all. over the. plant and dirty comments were•

Writt'n 1/ these articles. Supervisors have, told me ,my days!

are nImbered at ..' I.I do not think it is fair that a health' andi

Safety emjAoyee who, wants a clean 'workplace for all employeeti

should ,Ja'ce such harassment.

The Nuclear/ Regulatory Commission is not doing their job.:,

They are aware of problems at NFS and, they have done nothing to.

correct them. I went on trips to Washington, D. C. on June 22,

1985 •nd. to Atlanta,. GA in January, 1986, to talk: to members of

NRC, Region II. :During the meeting . in Washington, they Promised:

not to!allow,-NS to restart until all alleiations.were completely,

investigated.. A short time later NFS-.restarted with unqualified

workers.- Many months .later these allegations were answered and

eight.were substantiated. ..Listed below are dates of letters

received from the. NRC concerning my allegations:

2'

8/27/86 I asked two supervisors if I could trade days off with a

fellow employee. This is common practice in all departments in

the plant. Andy Maxin, a health and safety supervisor, told me I

could not trade days off because I was stirring up operators on

the floor over health and safety problems, and talking -to the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission about problems in the plant.

Since the announcement of the Congressional Hearing there

has been countless rumors started by management that those who

were to testify were trying to close down the plant. One

July 24, 1985-

August. 14., 1.985.,

September 23, 1.985

October 16, 1986

Decembier 27,j 1985-

January 1, .1986

January 22, 1986

March,26, 1986

April,-:0, 1986

April 18, 1986 -

May 21, J986

August . 1986

August 7, '1986-

:August. 25, 1986.
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. similar to my own, mana9~m~nt was third moni tor found rea~in9s. 

satisfie~ with my findings. 

Recheck 

" 
H. Hampton .. ,. M. Moore D.Greene 

-... 
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•. J 
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On February 2 , I drove to Johnson City, Tennessee'where I

met with three NRC employeep about problems at Nuclear Fuel

Services. The meeting. laste1ost of the day and the transcript

t>of -the meeting is 233 pages longý On many occasions I talked to

NRC. investigators on the -telephone.- On January 27, 1986 1 talked

to Bill Crow in Washington, D.c. I- have tr-ied to help all

employees at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in solving health

and safety problems at NFS. I have given them names,* dates and

times on many~incidents.

I have seen no changes or improvements on. long time problems

or allegations earlier made to the NRC. Many allegations made

duin•,..the dates.listed. earlier have. been :violated repeatedly

since my return to work. It appears to me ýthat he NlRC and NFS

are closely working together-. -I1 only wish they would work

together to solve the problems at NFS in the health and safety

department.

I hope this Committee can do something to help correct the
C

serious problems bt NFS.7 1.:believe it is a disgrace that the

employees at NFS have dedicated their lives and sacrificed their

health for our country's: national; security. All the union

employees want, at this facility isa clean workplace, free of

harassment and nervous tension.- _Ioam proud to be a worker in

Local 3-677 who helps make ;the b1est fuel for the best Navy.

Please give us aid.

Thank you.

11
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Arjni s4iatj'Jr

Smear.. Sur~vgys t -

Location Smear Time

10r1 22 min.lO5Labs s15
105 A6 & C.R. 3s- 33 Min.

1:- ;12 23 Mi n.
1100 12 22 min.IIOA(MBA) ' 13. , 22 Min.
111 Info Not Available 26 Mi.
120 15 26 Hin.
130 . Info Not Available
131 Info Not Available
230 . , . 15 20 Min.
233 15 29 Min.
220 Info Not Available
234A 10 20 Kin.
234C FAB * . 10 "o 20 min.
234 J&K 10 20 min.
300 15 15 Min.
301 BAST 10 16 Kin.
302 15 35 Min.
303 15 36 Min.
304 13 33 Min.
306 13 33 Min.
310 s15 30 Min.
330 s15 25 Kin.
340 12 25 KIn.
305 L.R. 10 21Vin.

Personnel Surveys 4 Persons-- 13 Kin.

Transition Zones 15 Smears " 25 min.

Controlled Zones 15 Smears 30 Min.

Personal Item Cups - ,q", CUPS 20 min.

Hi Volume Samples i20 Min Average in 302.303 & 233

Air Sample Pick-up 'Average 125 Kin. Each Shift

j
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N.V. Air Sa4upes .2 hrs.

TIME STUDY

OS

Air Sample

*233-234

ES

" Air Samples 1 hr.

233-234

Stacks

L. R. Survey

H.V. Check

,02Jsv3

1
2

hr.

1/4-hrs.

hr.

* 302/303 & Others 2 1/4 hrs.

B B.S.C. & KC 45 Kin.

* Stack ImpingerS & 1 hr.

* Hyder to Follow-up
on lab work.

N H.V. Air Sample 2 hr.

• Air Sple

233-234 1 hr.

* 302/303 Other 2 1/2 hr.

.- L. R. Survey 1/2 hr.

* N.M. Check 1 hr.

/-2 hr. Prep Work

I hr.. inside IH0, Sewer 1/4 hr.
and Sewel Replicate

Distribute Lapels 1 1/? hr.

4N.V. Air Samples 2 1/2 hr.

• Resp. Survey 1 hr.

Campbell to
continue 7 hr.

Old Work. Prepare

Stack Impinger & Filters

Pull Air Sample Cards

For All Three Shifts

Other Work As Needed

Guinn Lab Dutys'

Prep of Lapels!
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hr. 

S <l2../ J,G: ~ 0 ..l.',_, 

t I~ ~ J 

TIlE S~Wy (!) 
; :.:: ~ . 

~ 
Air Sample. 

• 233-234 1 hr. 

• 302/303 " others 2 114 hrs. 

• 8.S.t. " Me 45 Min. 

stack Impingers " 1 hr. 
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VIGUJU 1: Hap of Irwin. Tennesseee, Area IndSicstiMS the Location of the
Nuclear Fuel Services Facility.
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: My.MARKEY-v Mr.-ýWilliams, would you like to add anything?

-. ~- 'TESTIMONY OF JOHN WILLIAMS

Mr. WILLIAMS. I would like to add a couple ;of comments, Mr.
qhairman.

I Phave been involved with this plant for 28 years. I went to work
there in 1959 as a chemical operator. I worked there 131/3 years
and I was also president of the local, but I have been involved as
the international representative and a district director since.

;• I am coordinator of the Atomic Energy Council for all of our
plants throughout the United States. Our experience with NRC is,
NRC is an arm of management. They are not out to help-we go to
them, and that is why we are here.

We have had to come here several other times on NRC, and we
go to them and try to get something done, and as the chairman
said this morning, they are looking, but that is all they ever do is

4 look and we get no action out of them.
They are always looking at something; that is the comment we

get. I don't know how long they intend to look before they do any-
thing.

We went to NRC with the kidney problems and the health and
safety before we went to anybody. :They said this morning we
didn't. We did. I was there when' we told them abouit it. That was
before we brought the chart and asked' for a congressional hearing.

Mr. MARKEY. You said you took the information on the kidney
problems to the NRC before you' brought them to the subcommit-
tee?

Mr. WILLIAMS. We talked to them.
Mr. MARKEY. Who did you talk to?.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We went to them twice before we asked for a

hearing. All the problems-Nolan was there. Lonnie and Junior
were there at the meeting. That was during the strike-July 1985
and also in August 1985.:

Later that year, we came up and met with some of your people
and on the lunchroom thing, they knew-about the one'vending ma-
chine-the whole vending machine had to be buried right before
the strike.

Mr. MARKEY. What was in that vendi:ng machine?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Coffee or Cokes. It was highly enriched uranium

contaminating it. Right before the strike, 1V'2, 2 months, they
opened one of the vending machines and the dust spilled out on the
floor. They had to decontaminate the whole lunchroom. It took 2
weeks to get the company to open the rest of them. Then they
opened them up and the whole lunchroom had to be decontaminat-
ed.

Mr. MARKEY. When was that?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Two or 3 months before-we went out in 1985 on

the strike. -

Mr. MARKEY. We are not talking about 1979; we are talking
about vending machines contaminated :in 1979 and buried and a
repetition of almost the same problem identified again in 1985?

Mr. WILLIAMS. He was talking about Albert Gore, Senior. I did
that. That was AEC at the time. It has been a continuous problem.

203

There would be times when you get a plant manager or somebý.dy
that you could •work with for a period of time, that things would
clear up a*little. Then that wouldn't last long, and then-and ihe
management that we got now at the plant, from Charlie Taylor
down-I knew Charlie Taylor in 1959 when he was at the pl~t.
They have no concern at all. The only thing they want to do is sget
the product out and make the money.

Health and safety comes third, fourth-well, it comes last. Every-
thing else comes before health and safety.

Mr. MARKEY. -Mr. Tolley.
Mr. TOLLEY. Getting back to the. vending machines, the company

and the management they have their own vending machines, sepa-
rate from our vending machines. Back prior to the strike, Bill
Manzer, the plant manager at that time, he agreed to let us bring
our own coffeepots into the plant and we could make: our own
coffee, but this took profits away from the vending machines,::so
when we came back off the strike, the company would no longer
allow* us to~bring our own coffee into the plant.

They make us use the vending machine. Yet they have their own.
coffee machine. They would not use ours. They have their own.
They, make their own coffee.

Another thing is. the restrooms out there, they have their own
restrooms. They don't allow us to use their restrooms and they
don't use ours. But also in a meeting the plant manager told us; I
was complaining about one area in the scrap facility that is so con-
taminated, I was complaining about that. I asked how he would
like to work'.in therefor 8 hours and he told me I wouldn't even
walk into it. There is no way I would work in that facility. I would
quit if I was forced to work into it.

Yet he expects us to go into those areas and to work.
Mr. MARKEY. Let me ask you, your strike is over now, is it, right?
Mr. TOLLEY. Yes, it is.
Mr. MARKEY. Were any .of your people harassed in terms of your

participation in this hearing here today?
Mr. TOLLEY. Yes, I have been-rumors has come back through

supervisors and- so on that if we came up here and testified that we-
were going to'be fired' and if anything that we was told up here if
we--

Mr. MARKEY. Were you told that directly?
Mr. TOLLEY. I was told by the supervisor.
Mr. MARKEY. By a management person?
Mr. TOLLEY. No, [was told by supervisors inside the plant. A
Mr. MARKEY. That is management.
Mr. TOLLEY. Yes. But they wouldn't pinpoint who.
Mr. MARKEY. You are saying that a management supervisor told

you that someone who was his boss, somebody above him, was inai-
cating that there would be reprisals taken against those who p r-
ticipdted':in this hearing?

Mr. TOLLEY. Yes, this,'come down through isupervisors but theyý
would nbt tell us who told 'them. -.

I do know Charlie Taylor, the plant manager, told the operatbr
Gene Rice, he said that we were coming up here to shut the piaht
down. If we come up here and testified then this plant could be
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we--:-

Mr; MARKEY. Were you told that directly? ' I 
Mr. TOLLEY. I was told by the supervisor. , 
Mr. MARl{Ey. By a managemeilt person? - ,,'.' 
Mr. TOLLEY. No, I'was told by supervisors inside the plant. 
Mr. MARKEY. That is management. 
Mr. TOLLEY. Yes. But they wouldn't pinpoint who. ': 
Mr. MARKEY. You are saying that a management supervisor told 

yo~ that someon!'l who was his bQss,somebody above him, was in<1i
ct~~m~t td~~t tthh~l'eh ~?~ld?be reI>.risa~~ taken against those whop~r-
lClpa em IS earmg. '" " ' 

Mr.! TOLLEY. ,Yes, this' 'c9me down through; supervisors but tltey ~ 
would not ten us who told them. ", ': ' , ' 

I do know Charlie Taylor, the plant manager, tOld the operator 
Gene Rice, he said that we were coming up here 'to shut the plant 
down. If we come up here and testified then this plan~ could be 
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shut down and' he would be without a jobl-and he should take over
leadership and put a drive on to stop this investigation..

I.Mr- MARKEY. Mr. -Metcalf, were you threatened? Did you hear
•a~nything?. ". •

e- Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir, I have heard. rumors throughout the plant
same as Mr. Tolley has, that if we come up here we were putting
our jobs on the line. If there was any way they could get back at us
in the future, that they will. Or that they got a lifetime to get us
and we may shut the plant down and cost everybody their job.

" Mr. MARKEY. Did anybody say that to you directly, Mr. Metcalf?
Th~ey said it to Mr.-Tolley. Did they say it to you?

Mr. METCALF. No, sir, not directly. .
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Hampton, did anybody say anything to you di-

rectly? .
Mr. HIAMPTON. As far as this hearing, I have been t6ld I wouldn't

be working at Nuclear Fuel very much longer.
:Mr. MARKEY. Who told you that?

Mr. HAMPTON. A supervisor. The supefVisor told me I could not
trade days off with another employee for the simple fact that I was
going to testify here, that I have been talking to the NRC, that I
have been talking to operators about health and safety problems in
production, stirring up problems with the operators.

Mr. MARKEY. Why don't they want you talking?
Mr. HAMPTON. I reckon they don't want anybody to know what is

going on in the health and safety of Nuclear Fuel because it is ap-
parent the NRC wasn't going to tell nobody about it.

Mr. MARKEY. How about other people at the plant? 'Have they
been harassed as well? What is the general sentiment amongst the
workers in terms of the attitude that they, that management has?

Mr. HAMPTON. They are scared.
Mr. MARKEY. About information that would come out from the

workers about plant operation?
Mr. -HAMPTON. Most operators are scared because they think the

plant will be shut down. Management said if we come up here-
they have to keep us from testifying for the simple fact if we come
up here we are trying to shut down the plant, and they would all
lose their jobs.

In the labs I found notes about me and little articles where I was
trying to shut down the plant, and there was derogatory state-
ments about myself in different parts of the plant. Even my close
friends are starting to get hostile, before the hearing. .

Mr. MARKEY, Why would you people want the plant shut down so
you are all unemployed? Do you want to shut the plant down?

Mr. MgrCALF. We don't, sir. No, sir.
Mr. HAMPTON. No.
Mr. TOLLEY. No.
I have been told by the plant manager in many meetings that,

OK, go to NRC. If you go to NRC they are going to come in and
shut the plant down and you people will be out a job, and where
are you goin' to find a job, they say. I was told many times that if
we went to NRC. and they shut the plant down, we couldn't find a
jo b . - , - - . .-
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Alsor anbther thing you got to realize, once you work in a nucle.ar plant for 20 Years there is nobody going to hire you. We was onstrike for 1.1 months, we had---
Mr. MARKEY. Why is no one going to hire you? *1Mr. ToLL Y. Because we have been overexposed, we are a health1

risk to them, there are companies in the area now that asks on theý
applications have you ever been exposed, have you ever worked im
a nuclear plant, have you ever been exposed to radiation. That is
on most applications of East Tennessee now. Everybody is afraid

Mr. MARKEY. Can we go back over something Mr. Metcalf said
you piqued my interest, and perhaps some other panelists that tes-
tify on-this issue, you raised the issue about classified informationi
that comes into the possession of workers at the plant.

Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir.
Mr. MARKEY. I don't clearly want you-to discuss what that infor-i

mation is, but I want. you to be clear as to what, as to the conten-f
tion .that you are.alleging here which is that the information is:
classified but it is not properly protected in terms of the warningsýý
that are given to workers as to the sensitivity of that information.'

Mr. METCALF. What I was talking about, sir, was that I have'.
been involved in several meetings with NRC since 1979 and then !
this time on this strike we were up here in June 1985, and we were
back again in August 1985, and in talking to the NRC on allega-
tions and stuff, classified information may come out. And before Iý
always start a meeting-and you can ask Admiral Zech because I!
was the union. representative that he talked to for about 45 min-.
utes in the plant before he made his tour-I always ask everybody,
does everybody got a clearance? And most of the time they say yes,.
you know, but if there is nobody there that don't have a clearance,
then I couldn't talk to them because we have been told if we re-.
lease classified information in any way we would be told if we re-'
lease it up here today, in rumors, not directly but in rumors,' that-
we could be prosecuted, because it is, a lot of documents in that
plant have at the bottom, this document must not be copied or it is
punishable by prison.

Mr. MARKEY. So there is a warning?
Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir. On the documents in the plant if it is clas-

sified.
Mr. MARKEY. Right.
iMr. METCALF. But this is, you know, it wasn't only up here today,is for all the time. On every document inside the plant.
Mr. MARKEY. So everybody understands that then.
Mr. METCALF. Yes. It is like this paper here which you know it

may have at the bottom it says it may not be copied. If it is, it is
punishable by prison or something like that.

But this is like all procedure operations, standard operating pro-..
cedures, SOP's, they will have it on there. Letter of authorization,
LOA's, which tells you how to do a job, they will have it on there
and stuff like that.

Mr. MARKEY. OK.
Mr. METCALF. We have a letter here dated August 29, 1986, from

the production manager, Eddie Brandon. This was 10 days before
Admiral Zech made his tour and they had something like 10 days
to prepare for Admiral Zech. It also dated September 18, which is
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shut down and' he would be without a jptvand he should take over, 
leadership and put a drive on to stop this investigation. ; . 

'1\5r;· MARK.EY. Mr. ·Metcalf, were you threatened? DId you hear 
:-}lpything? ., , ':. . 
~,/ Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir, I liave heard rumors throughout the pl~t 

.,/ same as Mr. Tolley has, that if we come up here we were puttmg 
our Jobs on the line. If there was any way they cou!d ~et back at us 
in the future, tJ::~at they will. Or that they got a hfetIm.e ~ get us 
and we may shut the plavtdown and cost ever:ybody theIr Job •. 

.J)~ ,Mr. MARKEY. Did anybody ~ay that to you dIrectly, Mr. Metcalf? 
" Tw.y said it to Mr~.·'folley. Did they say it to you? 

Mr. METCALF. No, sir, not directly. '...J '. 

, Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Hampton, did anybody say anything to you dI-
rectly? .- " '. I ld' 

Mr. HAMPTON. As far as this hearing, I have been told wou n t 
be working at Nuclear Fuel very much longer .. ' .... . ' , ... 
. ,Mr. MARKEY. Who told you that? . . . " 

Mr. HAMPTON. A supervisor. The supervisor. told me I could not 
trade days off with another employee for th~ SImple fact that I was 
going to testify here, that I have bee!! talklp.g to th~ NRC, that. I 
have been talking to operators about health,. and safety problems m 
production stirring up problems with the operators;' . 

Mr. MAn'KEY.. Why don't they want you talking? . 
Mr. HAMPTON. I reckon they don't want anybody to know .w~at IS 

going on in the health and safety of Nuclear Fuel. because It IS ap
parent the NRC wasn't going to tell nobody about It. . . , 

Mr. MARKEY. How about other people at the plant? ,Have they 
been harassed as well? What is the general sentiment amongst the 
workers in terms of the attitude that they, that management has? 

Mr. HAMPTON. They are scared., ' .' 
Mr. MARKEY. About information that would come out from the 

workers about plant operation? ., .' . ' .. 
. Mr. HAMPTON. Most operators are scared because they thmk the 

plant will be shut down. Management said if we come. up here
they have to keep us from' testifying for the SImple fact If we come 
up here we are trying to shut down the plant, and they would all 
lose their jobs. ' . 

In the labs I found notes about me and little articles where I was 
trying to sh~ut down the plant, and there was derogatory state
ments about myself in different parts of the pla~t. Even my close 
friends are starting to get hostile, before the hearmg. ' 

Mr. MARKEY.. Why would you people want the plant shut down so 
you are all unemployed? Do you want to shut the plant down? 

Mr. METCALF. We don't, sir. No, sir. .' '. 
Mr. HAMPTON. No. " 
Mr. TOLLEY:. No.,., ,': ';,-' 
I have been told by the plant manager in many meetJ,ngs that, 

OK, go to NRC. If you go to NRC the~ are~going ~o come in and 
shut the plant down and you people WIII be out a Job,. and wher.e 
are you goin' to find a job,_ they say. I was to,1d many tIme~ that If 
we went to NRC. and, they shut the plant down, we couldn,t find a 
job, . '" 
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Also; another. thing you got to realize, once you work in a nucle, 
ar plant for 20 years there is nobody going to hire you. We was ori: 
strIke for 11 months, we b.ad-- i 

Mr. MAR~EY. Why is no one going to hire you? il 
. Mr. TOLLEY. Because we have been overexposed, we are a health! 

Tlsk .tot?em, there are companies in the area now that asks on thel 
applIcatIOns have you ever been exposed, have you ever worked iUl 
a nuclear plant, have you ever been exposed to radiation. That is 
on most applications ·of East Tennessee now. Everybody is afraid!i 

Mr .. MARKEY. ,Can we go back over something Mr. Metcalf said;i 
~ou pIque~ 1!ly Interest, ~nd perh~ps some other panelists that tes
tIfy on thIS ISSue, you raISed the Issue about classified information I 
that comes into the possession of workers at the plant.:: 

Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir. .: 
Mr· ~ARKEY. I d9n't clearly want you to discuss what that infor-) 

n;tatJon Is,but I want- you to be clear al) to what, as to the conten-' 
tlOn ,that you ~re' alleging here which is that the fnformation is, 
classified ~ut it is ,not properly protected in terms of the warnings: 
that are gIven to workers as to the sensitivity of that information.:: 

Mr .. METCAL~. What I was talking about, sir, was that I have:, 
been Involved m several meetings with NRC since 1979 and then: 
this time on this strike we were up here in June 1985 and we were'i 
~ack again in August 1985, and in talking to the NRC on allega-, 
tIOns and stuff, classified information may come out. And before I' 
always start a meeting~and you can ask Admiral Zech because r 
was the,uniori representative that he talked to for about 45 min
utes in the {.>lant before he made his tour-I always ask everybody, : 
does everybOd.y.got a cl~rance? And most of th; time they say yes, 
you kno""" bu~ If there IS nobody there that don t have a clearance,' 
then I couldn t talk to them because we have been tOld if we re
lease ~lassified information in any way we would be told if we re-' 
lease It UP here tOday, in rumors, not directly but in rumors' that 
we could be prosecuted, because it· is, a lot of documents ir: that 
plant have at the bottom, this document must not be copied or it is 
punishable by prison. 

Mr. MARKEY. So there is a warning? ' 
. Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir. On the documents in the plant if it is clas

SIfied. 
Mr. MARKEY. Right, 

. ~r. METCALF .. But this is, you know, it wasn't only up here today,' 
It IS for all the tIme~ On every document inside the plant. 

Mr. MARKEY. So everybOdy understands that then. 
Mr, METCALF. Yes. It i~ like this paper here which you know it 

rna>: have at the bottom It says it may not be copied. If it is it is 
pUnIshable by prison or something like that. ' 

But this is ,like all p~ocedure .operations, standard operating pro-, 
cedures, SOP s, they WIll have It on there. Letter of authorization 
LOA's, which tells you how to do a job, they will have it on ther~ 
and stuff like that. ' , 

Mr. MARKEY. OK. 
Mr. METC~LF. We have a le~ter here dated August 29, 1986, from 

the J?roductJon mana€5,er, EddIe Brandon. This was 10 days before 
AdmIral Zech made. hIS tour and they had something like 10 days 
to prepare for AdmIral Zech. It also dated September 18, which is 
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shut down and' he would be without a jptvand he should take over, 
leadership and put a drive on to stop this investigation. ; . 

'1\5r;· MARK.EY. Mr. ·Metcalf, were you threatened? DId you hear 
:-}lpything? ., , ':. . 
~,/ Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir, I liave heard rumors throughout the pl~t 

.,/ same as Mr. Tolley has, that if we come up here we were puttmg 
our Jobs on the line. If there was any way they cou!d ~et back at us 
in the future, tJ::~at they will. Or that they got a hfetIm.e ~ get us 
and we may shut the plavtdown and cost ever:ybody theIr Job •. 

.J)~ ,Mr. MARKEY. Did anybody ~ay that to you dIrectly, Mr. Metcalf? 
" Tw.y said it to Mr~.·'folley. Did they say it to you? 

Mr. METCALF. No, sir, not directly. '...J '. 

, Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Hampton, did anybody say anything to you dI-
rectly? .- " '. I ld' 

Mr. HAMPTON. As far as this hearing, I have been told wou n t 
be working at Nuclear Fuel very much longer .. ' .... . ' , ... 
. ,Mr. MARKEY. Who told you that? . . . " 

Mr. HAMPTON. A supervisor. The supervisor. told me I could not 
trade days off with another employee for th~ SImple fact that I was 
going to testify here, that I have bee!! talklp.g to th~ NRC, that. I 
have been talking to operators about health,. and safety problems m 
production stirring up problems with the operators;' . 

Mr. MAn'KEY.. Why don't they want you talking? . 
Mr. HAMPTON. I reckon they don't want anybody to know .w~at IS 

going on in the health and safety of Nuclear Fuel. because It IS ap
parent the NRC wasn't going to tell nobody about It. . . , 

Mr. MARKEY. How about other people at the plant? ,Have they 
been harassed as well? What is the general sentiment amongst the 
workers in terms of the attitude that they, that management has? 

Mr. HAMPTON. They are scared., ' .' 
Mr. MARKEY. About information that would come out from the 

workers about plant operation? ., .' . ' .. 
. Mr. HAMPTON. Most operators are scared because they thmk the 

plant will be shut down. Management said if we come. up here
they have to keep us from' testifying for the SImple fact If we come 
up here we are trying to shut down the plant, and they would all 
lose their jobs. ' . 

In the labs I found notes about me and little articles where I was 
trying to sh~ut down the plant, and there was derogatory state
ments about myself in different parts of the pla~t. Even my close 
friends are starting to get hostile, before the hearmg. ' 

Mr. MARKEY.. Why would you people want the plant shut down so 
you are all unemployed? Do you want to shut the plant down? 

Mr. METCALF. We don't, sir. No, sir. .' '. 
Mr. HAMPTON. No. " 
Mr. TOLLEY:. No.,., ,': ';,-' 
I have been told by the plant manager in many meetJ,ngs that, 

OK, go to NRC. If you go to NRC the~ are~going ~o come in and 
shut the plant down and you people WIII be out a Job,. and wher.e 
are you goin' to find a job,_ they say. I was to,1d many tIme~ that If 
we went to NRC. and, they shut the plant down, we couldn,t find a 
job, . '" 
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Also; another. thing you got to realize, once you work in a nucle, 
ar plant for 20 years there is nobody going to hire you. We was ori: 
strIke for 11 months, we b.ad-- i 

Mr. MAR~EY. Why is no one going to hire you? il 
. Mr. TOLLEY. Because we have been overexposed, we are a health! 

Tlsk .tot?em, there are companies in the area now that asks on thel 
applIcatIOns have you ever been exposed, have you ever worked iUl 
a nuclear plant, have you ever been exposed to radiation. That is 
on most applications ·of East Tennessee now. Everybody is afraid!i 

Mr .. MARKEY. ,Can we go back over something Mr. Metcalf said;i 
~ou pIque~ 1!ly Interest, ~nd perh~ps some other panelists that tes
tIfy on thIS ISSue, you raISed the Issue about classified information I 
that comes into the possession of workers at the plant.:: 

Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir. .: 
Mr· ~ARKEY. I d9n't clearly want you to discuss what that infor-) 

n;tatJon Is,but I want- you to be clear al) to what, as to the conten-' 
tlOn ,that you ~re' alleging here which is that the fnformation is, 
classified ~ut it is ,not properly protected in terms of the warnings: 
that are gIven to workers as to the sensitivity of that information.:: 

Mr .. METCAL~. What I was talking about, sir, was that I have:, 
been Involved m several meetings with NRC since 1979 and then: 
this time on this strike we were up here in June 1985 and we were'i 
~ack again in August 1985, and in talking to the NRC on allega-, 
tIOns and stuff, classified information may come out. And before I' 
always start a meeting~and you can ask Admiral Zech because r 
was the,uniori representative that he talked to for about 45 min
utes in the {.>lant before he made his tour-I always ask everybody, : 
does everybOd.y.got a cl~rance? And most of th; time they say yes, 
you kno""" bu~ If there IS nobody there that don t have a clearance,' 
then I couldn t talk to them because we have been tOld if we re
lease ~lassified information in any way we would be told if we re-' 
lease It UP here tOday, in rumors, not directly but in rumors' that 
we could be prosecuted, because it· is, a lot of documents ir: that 
plant have at the bottom, this document must not be copied or it is 
punishable by prison. 

Mr. MARKEY. So there is a warning? ' 
. Mr. METCALF. Yes, sir. On the documents in the plant if it is clas

SIfied. 
Mr. MARKEY. Right, 

. ~r. METCALF .. But this is, you know, it wasn't only up here today,' 
It IS for all the tIme~ On every document inside the plant. 

Mr. MARKEY. So everybOdy understands that then. 
Mr, METCALF. Yes. It i~ like this paper here which you know it 

rna>: have at the bottom It says it may not be copied. If it is it is 
pUnIshable by prison or something like that. ' 

But this is ,like all p~ocedure .operations, standard operating pro-, 
cedures, SOP s, they WIll have It on there. Letter of authorization 
LOA's, which tells you how to do a job, they will have it on ther~ 
and stuff like that. ' , 

Mr. MARKEY. OK. 
Mr. METC~LF. We have a le~ter here dated August 29, 1986, from 

the J?roductJon mana€5,er, EddIe Brandon. This was 10 days before 
AdmIral Zech made. hIS tour and they had something like 10 days 
to prepare for AdmIral Zech. It also dated September 18, which is 
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to~day) it gives, the, senior manager, from, Capitol, -October 8, Dr.Graye, and a Mr' Roe, senior NRC manager.
<It goes on to list approximately 20 plant deficiencies and it says
we havygot to get our facilities in perfect condition for these.visits.
As a maitter of fact' Congressman Markey, you' are scheduled on
here-but they don't have a date. I don't knowwhether you plan on
visiting the plant or not..

It says some work orders have been written,. many will follow.
Frequent tours will be conducted to identify additional items.
Please help us to identify and correct plant. deficiencies.

This is to night shift superintendent, building managers, stuff
like that from the production manager. He says our corporate man-
agement is committed to creating a situation whereby all laid-off
employees will be recalled into the yard crew if an agreement can
be reached with WCAW. This represents' 'A substantial commitment
to keep our facilities ship shape. Attached" are, typical areas need-
ingccorrective action. Please check inside and outside-our plant fa-
-ilities that other items may be corrected. Please have deficiencies
cdrrfected or if within your area--,

Mr. MARKEY. OK, let me ask you, Mr. Metcalf-"-
Mr. METCALF. It goes on to list about 20 of these.
Mr. MARPEY. I understand.
Let me ask you, have Conditions in your opinion changed at the

plant over the past year or since the c6nelusion of the strike. Do
you think things are better or do you think this is just a superficial
change in order to deal with the visiting dignitaries, but that the
underlying problems are still there and that we*.really are not
much closer to a resolution of these issues?

Mr. METCALF. No, sir, sadly to say since we returned from strike
conditions have gotten worse in that plant:

Mr. MARKET. Conditions havegotten worse.
Mr. METCALF. They have gotten worse.
Mr. 'MARKEY. How have they gotten worse?
Mr. METCALF. They have gotten worse. Admiral Zech asked me

the ,same question in my talk with him. When I came back off
strike I had run a job down there for 15 years and I had never been
required to wear a respirator doing that job. I cannot tell you the
job because it is classified. I cannot even tell you the job title be-
cause it is classified. If I told you the job title that would tell you
the description of the job, and that is the reason.

But in 15 years of me doing that job, I had never been required
to wear a respirator to do that job: But when we came back off of
strike, evidently some salaried personnel performing those jobs
while we were on strike had gotten contaminated and had some
high urine counts and therefore. we were told to put respirators on
while we were doing these jobs.

But I felt like that it was a way to punish the people for being oni.strike for 1(W? months. We are now required to wear a respirator:
while we are doing this job because now you have to; do it. I com-
plained about it to- the NRC.

Mr. MARKPY: That seems, contradictory to me, maybe! I am conv ,
fused. That would seem to indicate a concern for your health -that .i
you.rare forced to wear a respirator.
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Mr. METCALF. Why did I go for 15 years without having to.wer
Mr: MARKEY. You understand my point for 15 years maybe youneeded it, now they are giving you one and now you are complain--ing, I am trying, to-you just think it is harassmentI am tryingto-- 

aMr. METCALF. It is directly a harassment. I had done this job for15 years before the strike and never wore a respirator at this job.We didA't even ave ventil onstervike 'atio the boxes until we went on
Mr. MARKEY. So you are saying one of two things, for 15 'yearsyou ha. e been endangered in a serious fashion, or all of a suddenthey have decided to harass you because otherwise for 15 years y"uhave gone from having almost no protection to now being encasedin a respiratbr.
Mr. METCA•LF. That is my point.
Mr. MARKEY. OK.
Mr. TOLLEY:. We might discuss the monitors further. I can under-stand why the-NRC can say they have seen some improvement asfar as results up there. But you got to understand, the way theysmear for contamrnination inside that plant. They don't smear wherethe contamination is at. They have been told if they walk by andsee a puddle on the floor, you don't smear those areas. They aretold before they leave the office what areas to smear. They may gointo production areas and smear in the offices where there is nocontamination. But they never smear where contamination is at!Also, the monitor system, has been changed since we came back offstrike. It is not the same as it was before we went on strike.Another thing management does all the calibration to their mon-itoring equipment. Our people have tried for years to get some ofour people:into the position to qualify to do this-but they refuse toput our people into the position where they may be calibrating orcan recheck these monitors to see if they are reading correctly.Another thing that we are concerned about is as far as contami-'nation in the lunchrooms, the equipment that we check ourselves;before we go to the lunchroom, it don't work properly. Sometimes'it don't work at all. But we have been instructed to go through themotions because they have cameras to where NRC reviews thesekwe have to show we check ourselves before we go to the lunch-'rooms.

But the instruments don't work.Mr. MEwCALF. Mr. Markey, can I relate to that.Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Metcalf.
Mr. MErCALF. I don't have the date but I brought this to the at-tention of Inspector Lee, he is the resident inspector, Torn Lee, I1brought this to his attention. I don't have the date on it but I told"him I said Mr. Lee, you know that we are going through the mo-tions of checking our hands, checking our coveralls, checking ourfeet, before we enter the locker rooms or the lunchrooms. He said, VIýknow it, and if they don't shape up they are going to get them-,selves cited for it.

Nothing has been done about this.
They put these video cameras on and I think I have documenta-tion to prove the fact that the NRC told the company to put videoJ
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topay;,jt'gives)the, senior, manager from Capitol,October 8, Dr. 
, Grace, and a Mr: Roe, senior NRC manager. " 
{It goes on to list approximately 20 plant deficiencies and it says 
we haVllgot to get our facilities in perfect condition for these,visits. 
As a ~atter of fact; Congressman Markey, you are scheduled on 
here -but they don't have a date. I don't knoWJwhether you plan on 

',- .J visiWng the plant or noL'" . . ,,' 
,It says some work orders have been wntten,imailywill follow. 

Frequent tours will be conducted to identify additional' items. 
Plea~ help us to identify and correct pUmt deficiencies. ' 

ThiS is to night shift superintendent, building managers, stuff 
like that from the production manager. He says OUr Corporate man-

- agement is committed to creating a situation whereby ailiaid-off 
employ~~s will be ,recalled into the yard crew-if ari agreement can 
be reached: with OCA W. This represents'a substantial commitment 
to, keep our faciUtiesship shape. Attached" are, typical a:reas need
ing(corr~t1ve action. Please check inside andoutside-o~r_plant fa
'cilities that other items may be corrected: Please have deficiencies 
'coi'~ected orif within your area~-' ',' , ' 

'- Mr. MARKEY. OK, let rne ask you, Mr. Metci:llf..:...-'~'; 
j" Mr. METCALF. Jtgoes on to list about 20 ofthese; 

Mr. MARKEY. I understand. ." 
Let me ask you, have 'conditions in your opiniott changed at the 

plant over the past year or since the conclusion of the strike. Do 
you think things are Detter or do you think this isjust a superficial 
change in order to deal with the visiting dignitaries, but that the 
underlying problems are still there and that we '. really are not 
much Closer to a resolution of these issues? ., . 

Mr. METCALF. No, sir, sadly to say since we returned from strike 
conditions have gotten worse in that plant: " . 

l\1r. MARKEY. Conditions have gotten worse.··~ . " , 
Mr. METcALF. They have gotten worse. ,', ' 

, Mr. MARKEY. How have they gotten worse? . 
Mr. ME'l'CALF. They have gotten worse. Admiral Zechasked me 

t11e ;,Same question in my talk with him. When I came back off 
strike I had run a job down there for 15 years and I had never been 
required to wear a respirator dOIng that job. I cannot tell you the 
job because it is classified. I cannot even tell you the job title be
cause it is classified:. If I told you the job title that would tell you 

, the descriptjpn of the job, and that is the reason. ' .• 
But in 15 years I)f me doing that job, 1 had never been required 

to wear, a respirator to do that job: But when we came back off, of 
strike, evidently some ~laried personnel performing those jobs 
while we were on strike had gotten contaminated and had soine 
high urin.e counts and therefor~ we were told to put respirators on 
while we were dqing tllese jobs,. , ' . . . . '".,. , , ' . 

But I felt like that it was a way to punish the people for being on, ' 
strik~ for 1<\V2 months. We are now required to wear a respirator 
while we are doing this job because now you have toi do it. I com-
plained about it to the NRC" '" ' . . . 

.Mr. M.i\.RKEY; Thatl'leems contradictory to me, maybe: I am coni.: 
fused. That wo~ld s~m to indicate a.concern for your health ,that;, 
you)are forced to wear a r~spirator.' '.,',,' _> 'I) 

-I 

i' ') 
-I ~ 

on!~t . METCALF~ Why did I go for 15 years without having to we~r 
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Mr:M'AltKEY. You understa d . t Ii : 
~eeded)t,now they are givin: yor:;~~~~d ~o!5 years maybe y.~u 
mg, I am trying. to-you just think 't' h you are compl~m"-
to-- ;: - 1 18 arassment? I am ~ryIng 

Mr.,METCALF. It is directly a ha t I h ..' 
15 years before the strike and rassmen . ad. done thlB job for. 
W~ didih even have ventilatiC:v:~ ~h:eboa resPlrat~l rat tliis job. 
stflke~ ! . Jees un I we went on 

o~ha-WARKEY. So you are .saying one of two things, for 15, ea~s 
[hey ha:e ~~id:d~~ng:~:d m a berious fashion~. or all of a sidden 
~ave gone from having al:ls~~o epc~~::cti~~ertoWlSe forb 1.5 years you 
m a respiratOl;. now emg encasea 

Mr. ,METCaLF. That is my point. 
Mr. MARKEY. OK. 
Mr. TOLLEY~ We might discuss th 't ; 

stand why the=NRC can say th h mom ors furt~er. I can under-
far as results up there. But yo ey ~v: seen some Improvement as 
smear for contamination inside rh!~pI~nrn.;hrstadnd~tthe way the;y 
the contaminatiort is t Th h . ey on smear where 
see a puddle on the flo~r, ;lu ;;;:}:en tol1hif they walk byanq. 
~ld b~fore they leave the office what a~ear t ose areas. They are 
mto pr?duc:tion are,:asand smear in thee::;m 0 smehar. Thhey m~y go 
contammatIOn. But the ICes w er~ t ere lB no 
Also, the monitor s s y never smear wher~ contammation is at! 
strike. It is not the ~a~~a~~~ ~eenbchfianged SInce weca:t;ne back off 
. Aftother thing mana erne as e ore we ~ent ?n strIke. , i 

ltorIng equipment. Ou~ peo~fe dhes al: ~hd i,abbratIon to theIr mon~ 
OUr people into ~he position to qu:lify r:,e do ~h:ebrs t~hget ~me of 
put our people 11lto the positi h h u e,y reJ!Jse to 
can recheck these monitors to on ":f rhre t ey may. be calIbratmg or 

Another thin th t see 1 ey are readmg correctly. " 
nation in the l~nchrJ~s a~h concerned about is as far as contami': 
before we go to the lunch' e egUlpm;nt that we check ourselves 
it don't work at all But w~Oh~J It don ~ work properl~. Sometimes' 
motions because the hav ve een Instructed to go through the 
we have to show w% check ca~eri tobwtihere NRC . reviews. thesej; 
rOOms. . 0 rse ves e ore we go to the lunch-I 

But the instruments don't work. " 
~r. ~~A.LF.,_Mr. Markey, can I relate to that 

r. m,aRKEl'. Mr. Metcalf. . 

te!i~nMo~~F~;t:rolt have ~he date ~ut I ~rought this to the at. f 
brought thisJ hisat~~ti~~ Ii J~~.{esh ldentthlnsdpector, .Tom Lee, F 
him I said Mr Lee . ave e ate on It but I told'! 
tions of checking O~;h~;dsoW that. we are going through~he mo- ' 
feet, before we enter the locke checkmg o~h cl>veralls,checkmg our 
know it, and iLtheydon't sh~::'~ps th e unchrooms. He said, Ii' 
selves cited for it. ey are gomg to get them-' 

, Nothing has been done about this . .' ' 
They put these video cameras on'a d I th' k I h 

tion to prove the fact that the NRC tId th In ave docume!lta-· 
, 0 e company to put VIdeo' 
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cameras on these material access areas which is a door conming out
of a material area.

It is where you go to the hand monitors,. check your hands and
coveyalls and things. A video camera shows the NRC when workers
are checking his hands, checking his. coveralls, checking his feet,
and exiting away. What it don't show is that monitor is not func-
tioning. That monitor doesn't work. It is running ,off the scale. We

Ahave what they call SOP on contamination control. It says that if
- you approach that monitor and it is on Scale 1 you may check

yourself, if it is on Scale 2 you proceed to the next nearest monitor
and report it. Report that monitor that is out of whack.

Mr. MARKEY. Let me ask Mr. Hampton, you made an earlier alle-
gation .that some NRC official made a comment to you that work-
ers at the plant are guinea pigs.
"• Mr. HAMPTON. Yes.

Mr. MARKEY.-"WhO made that comment, statement to you?
'Mr. -HAMPTON. An allegation specialist investigator out of region

2 in Atlanta.
Mr. MARKEY. Who was that?..
Mr. HAMPTON. Bruno Urich. On the. phone. He also made the

statement comment to another union member. It was during the
f strike.

Mr. MARKEY. And the point being that--
Mr. HAMPTON. They just don't-they are trying: to do what theycan to keep their employees protected on these matters of health

and safety but there is just not that much known about high en-
riched uranium right now and that we are the pioneers in this
area and that they are using us as guinea pigs to see what willhappen to people down the road, we are kind of like the model,
they are using us.

Mr. MARKEY. So you are stating that even though NRC testifiedbefore Congress today that the workers are not guinea pigs, that aregional NRC official commented to you that in fact the workers
are?

Mr. HAMPTON. Yes.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Tolley.
Mr. TOLuzY. I wasý told, also, that by Mr.. Urich, at the Holiday:

'Inn in Johnson City in the presence of Mr. Gerald Briggs that we,
were pioneers, guinea pigs, in the nuclear field. That we were then
complaining about health and safety as far as-and also about dis-
abilities to the plant, you know, I have always been told by some
NRC people we shouldn't give up our figh-. That we should contin-
ue to fight.

One of these days somebody is going to hear us. I think that NRC
siuffers the same thing as we do at Nuclear Fuel, I think top people'over them controls them. I think there are people within NRC that
want to help us but--

Mr. MARKEY. You are saying the lower'officials that have contact!
with you, you think they want to help you. You say it is the upper
level officials that block real aggressive programs to correct these
deficiencies.

Mr. TOLLEY. That is my personal opinion. It: seems like they are
being held down. It seems like somebody is- stopping them because
we have been promised we are, going to do something in this area.

I
Mr. MARKEY. Why would somebody want to stop?Mr. TOLLEY. That I don't know. I don't know why. I -have beentold at Nuclear Fuel, I have been told by the Director of Safetythat I'could eat this uranium and it wouldn't hurt me.Mr.: MARKEY. Is it that they don't want to spend the money?Mr. TOLLEY. I don't know. I have been told by the Director ofHealth and Safety and Nuclear Fuel that I could eat these materi-als, it would not hurt me.

Mr. MARKEY. Eat the materials?
Mr. TOLLEY. Yes.
Mr. M4ARKEY. OK.
Mr. -TOLLEY. I have been told I could drink pure plutonium ni-trate and it wouldn't hurt me.
Mr. MARKEY. As a joke?
Mr. TQLLEY. No, no, he was serious. This was in 4a meetinghaving- i do with a lot of people. Mr. Metcalf was in this meeting.Mr. METCALF. Mr. Markey, what Mr. Tolley is referring to wassome time ago when the plutonium facility was operating downithere and they brought in a new health and safety director andthis was one of his comments in a meeting in a health and safetymeeting that we had that if you didn't have any breaks in yourstomach lining, any ulcers or anything like that you could drinkpure •plutonium nitrate and it would eventually flush out of yoursystem sooner or later which I don't know it may be later before itwould happen.

Mr. MARKEY. When was this?
Mr. MEwALF. Probably late 1960's or early 1970's.Mr. MARKEY. Was this a meeting for just you or--Mr. METCALF. No, for several. The whole bargaining unit.Mr. MARKEY. How many people are you talking about?Mr. METCALF. Probably at that time 60, 80 people.Mr. MARKEY. Sixty to 80 people heard this?Mr. METCALF. Yes.

Mr. MARKEY. A company official said this, what was his job?Mr. METCALF. The manager of Health and Safety, and which heýstayed manager of Health and Safety until we felt like we got him!run off by the NRC.
Mr. MARKEY. When was that?
Mr. METCALF. This past July 1985 because--
Mr. MARKEY. So the man that made this comment, a decade ormore ago, was still the Director of Health and Safety up until lastyear?
Mr. METcALF. True. And the way he got run off, I personallyasked the NRC if they knew what his education was and they saidno. This was in a meeting last July with myself, Mr. Williams, Mr.Tolley, Mr. Hancock---his degree was in agriculture.So after the meeting it went on about less than a month andwhile we were on strike, we found out that he had been replacedbut you know who they replaced him with? Bruce Knight whocame from West Valley.

Mr. MARKEY. The Director of Health and Safety there.Mr. TOLLEY. 'He is now.
Mr. METCALF. And he was at West Valley.
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cameras QD these material acceSs areas which is a: door coming out 
of a material area. "-

It is where you go to the hand mopitors, check your hands and 
cove~ralls and things. A video camera shows the NRC when workers 

, are chec;king his hands, ·checking his,·coveralls, checking his feet, 
and exittng away. What it don't show is that monitor is not func

"t\oning. That monitor doesn't work. It is running 'off the scale. We 
.> J;iave what they call SOP on contamination control. It says that if 

), you approach that monitor and it is on Scale 1 you may check 
yourself, if it is on Scale 2 you proceed to the next nearest monitor 
and report it. Report that monitor that is out of whack. 

Mr. MARKEY. Let me ask Mr. Hampton, you made an earlier aUe
gatio!]., that sonie NRC official made a comment to you that work
ers atthephmt are guinea pigs. 

,'"'-Mr. HAMPToN. Yes. 
~, Mr. MARKEY:"Who made that comment, statement to you? 

,J.\iIr. -HAMPTON. An allegation specialist investigator out of region 
2 in Atlanta. 

Mr. MARKEY. Who was that? ~ ,. ' 
Mr. lIAMPToN. Bruno Urich. On the. phone. He also made the 

statement comment to another union member. It was during the 
, strike. , . . 

Mr. MARKEY. And the point being that--'-'- . 
Mr. H,<\MPTON. They just don't-they are trying to do what they 

can to k~p their employees protected on these matters of health 
and safety but there is just not that much known about high en
riched qr~ium right now and that we are the pioneers in this 
~rea and that they are using us as guinea pigs to see what will 
happen to people down the road, we are kind of like the model, 
they are using us... . . 

Mr. MARKEy. So you are stating that even though NRC testified' 
before Congress today that the workers are not guinea pigs, that a 
regional NRC official commented to you that in fact the workers 
are?' ., 

, ,'Mr. HAMPTON. Yes. " .. " 
>§f' t, Mr. MARKEY. Mr. ~olley. , ..• c '.,. . ' .. '. ; 

_ . Mr. '1'OLLEY. 'I was told, also, that by Mr. UrIch, at the HolIday' 
'Inn in Johnson City in the presence of Mr. Gerald . Briggs that we· 
were pioneers, guinea pigs, in the nuclear field. That we were then' 
complaining about health and safety as far as-and also about dis
abilities to the plant, you know, I have always been told by some 
NRC people we shouldn't give up our fighl. That we should contin-
ue to fight. " , 

One' of these days somebody is going to· hear us. 1 think that NRC 
suffers the same thing as we do at Nuclear Fuel, I think top people' 
over them controls them. I think there are people within NRC that 
want to help us but-- . . 

Mr. MARKEY . You are saying the lower officials that have contact! 
with you; YOu think they want to help you. You say it 'is the upper' 
level officials that block real aggressive programs to correct these' 
deficiencies. . 

Mr. ToLLEY. That is my personal opinion. It seemS like they are 
being held down. It seems like somebody is'stopping them because 
we have been promised 'V!eare going to do something in this area. 
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were pioneers, guinea pigs, in the nuclear field. That we were then' 
complaining about health and safety as far as-and also about dis
abilities to the plant, you know, I have always been told by some 
NRC people we shouldn't give up our fighl. That we should contin-
ue to fight. " , 

One' of these days somebody is going to· hear us. 1 think that NRC 
suffers the same thing as we do at Nuclear Fuel, I think top people' 
over them controls them. I think there are people within NRC that 
want to help us but-- . . 

Mr. MARKEY . You are saying the lower officials that have contact! 
with you; YOu think they want to help you. You say it 'is the upper' 
level officials that block real aggressive programs to correct these' 
deficiencies. . 

Mr. ToLLEY. That is my personal opinion. It seemS like they are 
being held down. It seems like somebody is'stopping them because 
we have been promised 'V!eare going to do something in this area. 
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. Mr. MARKEY: Why would somebody want to stop? I 
tottr. tT*LL~Y. T~ilt I don't know. I don't know ~hy. I ,have be~n 
that i,co,uw

c ::[th~~e~r!n~:~e a~dU ~~~13~'tt~~rp~~~tor of.Safety 
MI'. MARKEY. Is It that they don't want to spend the ? 
Mr ,ToLLEY I don't k I h money. 

~:~ft~~~fd S::~~u~r~~~cl~ar ~~! t~:f I ~~~13~;r~h~~e~~:-er~~ 
Mr. MA.RKEY. Eat the materiais? 
Mr. TOLLEY. Yes. 
Mr.~MARKEY. OK.: 

tr~'!a~~~~Jl~~~ehUbeten told I could drink pure pluto~ium ni-
M 

r me. 
r:: MARKEY. As a joke? : 

ha~~g,~~L::'it~O~ l~~' Fe was serious. 'This w~ in fi meetin~ 
Mr METe M M 0 kPeople. Mr. Metcalf was m thIS meeting 

some'. ALF. r. ar ey, what Mr. Tolley is referring to wa~ 
there ~::de tli~~ b~:~~~~ plutoniuh facility was oper~ting down 
this was one of his c . In a ~ew ealt~. a~d safety dIrector and 
meeting that we' hadO~~~~}s mad l?d~ttInhg In a health an~ safety 
sto h 1", I you 1 n ave any breaks m your 

mac . m~ng,a~y ulcers 0; anything like that ou could drink 
pure ,plutOnIum m,trate and It would eventually fl~sh out of .' 
~:~~\~:ee~. or later which I don't know it may be later befo~~i~ 

Mr. MARKEY. When was this? 
Mr. METcALF. Proba~ly late 1~60's or early 1970's. 
Mr. MARKEY. Was thIS a meetmg for just you or~-
Mr. METCALF. No, for several. The whole bargaining unit. 
~r. ~ARKEY.How many people are you talking about? 

M
r. ETeALF.~r:obablyat that time 60, 80 people; . 
r. MARKEY. SIxty to 80 people heard this? 

Mr. METCALF. Yes. 
~r. ~RKEY. A company official said this, what was his job? • 

r. ETCALF.The manager of Health and Safety, and which he: 
~~ b;~h~eNR~~ealth and Safety until we felt like we got him i 

Mr. MARKEY. When was that? 
Mr. METCALF. This past July 1985 because--
Mr. MARKEY. So the man that made this comment d . 

~:? ago, was still the Director of Health and Safety' u~ u~tifia~~' 
Mr. METCAI;F True' And th h . ' . 

asked the NRC'if they knew wha~h1s ede gott' run off, IdPersonally 
no Th' ;.. uca Ion was an they said 
~ il IMwaHm ameetI!ig last July with myself, Mr. Williams Mr 

Os ey, r. ancock-:-hu~ degree was in agriculture. ' . '. 
.0 after the meetI~g It went on about less than a month d .: 

b~Ile we t ere 0h strIke, we found out that he had been repla~~d . 
cam:1~m W:stV:ll!~~y replaced him with? Bruce Knight who 

MMr. TMAR~E" Th.e Director of Health and Safety there. 
r. OLLEY. He IS now. " 

Mr. METCALF. And he was at West Valley. 

~.' 
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-Mr.-ToLLkY. We have got serious problems. at Nuclear Fuel ton-

Scerning health and safety. 
:,

Mr. MARKEY. I' can understand that;...
MrTOLLEY. The -conIipAy is not willing to try-you know,; I sat

here and I heard -the Admiral say, there should be communication
'betwee' the union and the company. We should try to work our

diffire.nces out. They won't even meet with. ,us to work them out.

They dof,'t have to. You know.
Mr. MARKEY, Let me ask Mr. Williams, you will. completh it but

is there a corporaie representative here of NFS? Is there anyone

from that com'pany here today?
-'(No'response from the audience..]
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I can understand why they fare not here. But my

•point .is on NRC -that I agree with Lonnie that there are times that

they have indicated they would like to do' something; but nothing is

ever done. But. I think NRC has to be held responsible for-as

much as the, company or, more so for the:things .that. has! gone on

there. They cannot say that they didn't know about this.

This Started back in the 1961s. with. a 40- 50-page document that

we took to AEC at that time and we sent Al-Gore senior, and all-I

guess the. joint chiefs of,' you, know, your .Congressmen .that was

over the AEC, and-we must have sent out 100 copies6fit'.' And air

sampling 
allareasn 

.

We worked with thorium, plutonium, and uranium all at that

time.
We h4d the problem then. We had a health. and safety director, I

;;don't know where. he come from.. I know -when Eyedecker come

there, the .one that made the statement, that you can drink pluto-

ni-Um or eat it. In fact; the health and safety director prior to him,

I- was complaining about 93 percent enrichment,. U. H.crystals, we

was making it, he said if we ate enough or breathed enough to hurt

us, we would not be able to walk, we would be so heavy.

You know, these are the kind of statements they are making in

health and safety meetings. " to m e' w no -
So I think that the point I am trying to make; we have n cf

clence in NRC no more. The people don't. The workers, don't. The

community don't. The union don't. And it is their fault. As I Lis

tened to the chairman this morning, they are looking. That is all

they ever do is look. I think that is where, it has got to come down

to. If.. they are held responsible for doing, something by someone

then we will get something done at this plant.

Mr. MARKEY. Let me. ask, what is the NRC reaction to this testi-

mony? Is any one of you willing to volunteer to get up and contra-

dict or confirm the concerns that these workers have here?

+E'ST1MONY* O 1 JAMESý PARTLOW ..

Mr. PARTLoW.. I am James Partlow, Director of the Division of Ino

spection Programs, Office of Inspection and -Fnforcement. We have

been listening to these. I don't know that without a lot of time we

are prepared to go into each one of them.

Our people think, that it must be a matter of communication that

we are not understanding .each other on. The' matter onthe phone,
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was it :pioneer or guinea pig? -Those words have, different connota-
tions,: at least. to, me, and so I am very, confused about some of the

things we have heard this morning.
, We. want-the NRC wants the trust and confidence of the work-

ers at NFS Erwin. That bothers me very much to hear that we

have apparently, we are perceived to have lost their confidence; We

want to maintain their confidence. We want to continue hearing

from the. union about:the concerns and try to,.show them that we

are not always studying things and are willing to take the ste's

necessary to have the NFS management, the responsible people,
address-the concerns.

Mr, MARKEY. Thank you.
Mr. Tolley.
Mr. TOLLEY.. -OK, concerning health and safety maybe I could talk

in a language he might understand. In the-building I work in,

there is not even a facility in there to wash your hands. If you get

contaminated in that building, there is no way to wash your hands.

There 'is no restroom facility. For years we have tried to get a place

in there to wash contamination off our hands before you walk to

the lunchroom. NRC.:never done anything about that. They never

forced the company to put a facility in there that if you get con-

tamination you can even wash it off your hands.
Mr. MARKEY. Here is what we are going to do now. We will have

to wrap up the hearing. But I would like to have each one of you

give me 1 minute summarizing your view of this plant, the prob-

lems, what has to be done. A minute a piece. No more.
Mr. Tolley.
Mr. TOLLEY. I would like to say that we are in a sad situation In

Erwin plant. We 'have 'people who are spending their lives there.

We have had people now faced the problem if these plants shut

down there is: no way of supporting their families. We are not here

asking you to shut the plant down, we are asking you people to

clean this plant up to where we can continue to work and make

fuel for the Navy..'
Wejust want to have a safe place to work in and we want some

protection if we get burned out and develop illnesses that we are

no longer able to, work there is somebody that will support our
families.

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Metcalf. "
Mr. MgrCALF. Mr. Markey, I feel about the same way Mr. Tolley

does. Myself, for example, I went to work. in the Nuclear Fuel Serv-

ices when '1 was 19 years old and I have been there 23 years and

where could I go get a job? If it shuts down? I am taking a chance

by being here totday. We know this. But we cannot continue, either.

Mr. MARKrY. Mr. Hampton.
Mr. HAMPTON. All I can say is I would like to be able to work in

a health and~safety department where bur job is truly health and

safety, and I am hoping you all can do something to help us there.

I would like to say to the NRC, if they would work as diligently to

regulate nuclear fuels as they have here today to protect them,

then maybe we 'could all get along together and there would truly

be health and safety at Nuclear Fuel Services in Erwin, TN.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Williams.i

J 
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~Mr.-TpLl.EY. We have got serious problems at~~clearF~elfon-
....;>'-ced'i:inghealthandsafety.i. f .. ' .'.' •... ,r.;"" 
~, Mr. MARKEY. lean ,understand that; . ., .: :;" ". . 

"Mr,,-,),OLJ.EY. Thecompaily, is not .willing· to try-you kno~; I ~at 
here ,and I heard' the Admiral say, there should' be commuUlcatlon 
betwee' the ,\,lnion and the 'company. W~ .should try to work our 
diffe'reZces out. They won't even' meet wIth, ,us to work them out. 
TheydoQ,'t have to. You know. ' .... ,'. ,;, " : 

Mr~ MARKEY. Let me ask Mr. Williams, you will. complete It but 
) is there a corporate representative here of NFS? .ls, thel'~,anyone 

from that company here today? ' . ., .. : ' .' 
. . ,{No'response from t~e .audience.]; . :.. " 

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. WIllI,ams.,.' " .. '. . . 
Mr. WILLIAMS. I can understand why they.are not hert:., But my 

,-point .. is on NRCthat 1 agree wit~ Lonnie that th~r~ are ttme~ th~t 
they have. indicated they would hke, to do'somethmg; but nothIng IS 
ever done> But.! think NRC has to be he~d. responsIble for-as 
much' as the company or· more so for thethmgsthat; has, gone on 
there. They cannot say that they didn't know about thls. 

,This $tarted back in the 196(}'switha 40- 50-page' ~ocument that 
we took' to AEC at thatJ.ime:and we!,:\eht Al Gore seUl~r; and a11-1 

~ gue$!? the joint chiefs of, you' know,· your. .Congrt::ssme~, ~hat w~ 
r'" o,ver the,AEC, and we must have sent out 100 COpIes of It. And aIr 

\ 

sampling.all areas; .. ' ,.' ,";> • ,,: "" ..;,' ;' .. ' ' . 
. We worked with thorium, plutomum, and uramum an at that 

tiw~ nQd the problem then. We .had ahe~lth'and safety director, I 
;don't know where he come from. I know ~when Eyedec.ker come 

, there, the ,one thatmade the statement, that~ou can d!mk ph~to
niUm or eat it, In fact; the health and sa~ety dIrector prIor to hIm, 
1 was complaining about 93 percenten1'lchment,. UH.crystalsh w~ was making it, he said if we ate enough.or breathed enough to u 
us, we would not be able to walk, we would be sol;teavy. '.. . 

You know, these are the·ldnd of statements they .aremakmg m 
health and safety meetings. .' '",: ' ... '. ,.. .. ,. fi 

./ So I think that the point 1 ant trying to make;' we have n~ con 1-

dencein NRC no more. The peo~le don't: rr:hew~rkers, don t. TJ:te 
community don't. The un~on don .t. And It lS theIr. fault. As .1 lIs
tened to the chairman thIS mormng, they are )ookmg. That IS all 
they ever do is. look. I think ~hat is wht::re, it has g~t tacome down 
to. If-they, .are held r~ponslble for ~omg, somethmg by someone 
then we will get somethmg done at thIS plant. . . ' 

Mr. MARKEY. Let me ask, what is the NRCreactlOnto thIS testI-
mony? Is anyone of you willing to volunteer to get up ~d contra~ 
dict or confirm the eoncerns that these workers have here. . . 

TESTIMONY OF JAMES'PA~'J'LOW; -:':> 
··Mr. PARTLOW,. I am James Partlo~, Oirectc>rof the Division ofln~ 

spection Programs, Office of 1nspectiOn and ·~nforcement. W. e have 
been listening to these. I don't know that wlthout a lot o~ time we 
are prepared to go into each one of them, '. ." .". {, . 

Our people think tha:t it must be a matter of communlcatlon· that 
we are not understandmg.each other on; The matter on the phone, 
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~as itpion'eer or gUiiW8 pig? Those words have different connota
t1O.n8, at)east .to, me, and S9 I am very confused about some of the 
thmgs we have heard this morning. . . 
, We want-the .NRC wants the trust and confidence of the work

ers at NFS Erwm. That bothers me very much to hear that we 
have appare~tly? we a~e perceived to have lost their confidence; We 
want to mal,ntam theIr confidence. We want to continue hearing 
from theumo.n about. the concerns and try to·.show them that we 
are not~lways studYIng things and are willing to take the steps 
necessary to have the NFS management,. the responsible people, 
address~the concerns. . 

Mr, MARKEY. Thank you. 
Mr.'ToHey.. . .' . 

. Mr. TOLLEY. 'OK, co~cerning health and safety maybe I could talk 
In a language he mIght understand. In the-building I work in 
there is. not ev.en a facil~ty. in there t? wash your hands . .If you g'~t 
conta1l?mat~d In that bu~l~hng, there IS no way to wash your hands. 
'Fhere'ls no restroom facIl.Ity. !'or years we have tried to get a place 
In there to wash contammatlOn off our hands before you walk to 
the lunchroom. NRC., never done. ~nyt.hing about th~t. They never 
forc~d. t~e compf\py to put a f~Clhty In there that .If you get cori-
tammatlon you can e,:,en wash It off your hands. '. 

Mr.MARKEY. Here IS what we are going to do now. We will have 
~ wrap up t~ehearing; But I would like to have each one of you 
gIve me 1 mmute summariziri/.f your vi~w of this plant, the prob-
lems, what has to be done. A mInute a pIece. No more. . 

Mr. Tolley. ~ . • 
M~. ,TOLLEY. I would like to say that we are in a sad situation in 

Erwm' plant. We have 'peop!~ who are spending their lives ther~. 
We have h~dpeople now faced the problem if these plants shut 
do~n there IS ,no way of supporting their families. We are not here 
askmg Yf>u to shut the plant down, we are asking you people to 
clean thIS plant up to where we can continue to work and mak~ 
fuel for the Navy.' ( . ' 

Wej1fst,:"ant to have a safe place to work in and we want sorrl~ 
protectIOn If we get burned out and develop illnesses that we ar~ 
no l.0!lger able tc? work there. is somebody that will support our 
famIlIes. .'; .'. . 

Mr. MARKEV, Mr. Metcalf. J; 
Mr. METCALF. ~r. Markey, I feel about the same way Mr. Tolley 

~oes. Myse~f, for e1Cample, 1 went to work in the Nuclear Fuel Serv
Ices when I was 19 yea.rs old ~nd I have been there 23 years and 
wher~ could I go get a Job? If It ~huts down? 1 am taking a chance 
by belp.g here,Wd~y. We. know thIS. But we cannot continue, either. 

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Hampton. '. 
Mr. HAMPTON.·AllI can say is I woul~ like to be able to work ill 

a health and:"af~ty ~epartme.nt wher~ our job is truly health and 
safety, a~d I,am hopIng you all can do something to help us there. 
I would hke to say to the NRC, if they would work as diligently to 
regulate nuclear fuels as they have here today to protect them, 
then m~ybe we could all get along together and there would truly 
be health and $afety at Nuclear Fuel Services in Erwin TN. 

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Williams.. ' 

J 
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~Mr.-TpLl.EY. We have got serious problems at~~clearF~elfon-
....;>'-ced'i:inghealthandsafety.i. f .. ' .'.' •... ,r.;"" 
~, Mr. MARKEY. lean ,understand that; . ., .: :;" ". . 

"Mr,,-,),OLJ.EY. Thecompaily, is not .willing· to try-you kno~; I ~at 
here ,and I heard' the Admiral say, there should' be commuUlcatlon 
betwee' the ,\,lnion and the 'company. W~ .should try to work our 
diffe'reZces out. They won't even' meet wIth, ,us to work them out. 
TheydoQ,'t have to. You know. ' .... ,'. ,;, " : 

Mr~ MARKEY. Let me ask Mr. Williams, you will. complete It but 
) is there a corporate representative here of NFS? .ls, thel'~,anyone 

from that company here today? ' . ., .. : ' .' 
. . ,{No'response from t~e .audience.]; . :.. " 

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. WIllI,ams.,.' " .. '. . . 
Mr. WILLIAMS. I can understand why they.are not hert:., But my 

,-point .. is on NRCthat 1 agree wit~ Lonnie that th~r~ are ttme~ th~t 
they have. indicated they would hke, to do'somethmg; but nothIng IS 
ever done> But.! think NRC has to be he~d. responsIble for-as 
much' as the company or· more so for thethmgsthat; has, gone on 
there. They cannot say that they didn't know about thls. 

,This $tarted back in the 196(}'switha 40- 50-page' ~ocument that 
we took' to AEC at thatJ.ime:and we!,:\eht Al Gore seUl~r; and a11-1 

~ gue$!? the joint chiefs of, you' know,· your. .Congrt::ssme~, ~hat w~ 
r'" o,ver the,AEC, and we must have sent out 100 COpIes of It. And aIr 
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. We worked with thorium, plutomum, and uramum an at that 

tiw~ nQd the problem then. We .had ahe~lth'and safety director, I 
;don't know where he come from. I know ~when Eyedec.ker come 

, there, the ,one thatmade the statement, that~ou can d!mk ph~to
niUm or eat it, In fact; the health and sa~ety dIrector prIor to hIm, 
1 was complaining about 93 percenten1'lchment,. UH.crystalsh w~ was making it, he said if we ate enough.or breathed enough to u 
us, we would not be able to walk, we would be sol;teavy. '.. . 

You know, these are the·ldnd of statements they .aremakmg m 
health and safety meetings. .' '",: ' ... '. ,.. .. ,. fi 

./ So I think that the point 1 ant trying to make;' we have n~ con 1-

dencein NRC no more. The peo~le don't: rr:hew~rkers, don t. TJ:te 
community don't. The un~on don .t. And It lS theIr. fault. As .1 lIs
tened to the chairman thIS mormng, they are )ookmg. That IS all 
they ever do is. look. I think ~hat is wht::re, it has g~t tacome down 
to. If-they, .are held r~ponslble for ~omg, somethmg by someone 
then we will get somethmg done at thIS plant. . . ' 

Mr. MARKEY. Let me ask, what is the NRCreactlOnto thIS testI-
mony? Is anyone of you willing to volunteer to get up ~d contra~ 
dict or confirm the eoncerns that these workers have here. . . 

TESTIMONY OF JAMES'PA~'J'LOW; -:':> 
··Mr. PARTLOW,. I am James Partlo~, Oirectc>rof the Division ofln~ 

spection Programs, Office of 1nspectiOn and ·~nforcement. W. e have 
been listening to these. I don't know that wlthout a lot o~ time we 
are prepared to go into each one of them, '. ." .". {, . 

Our people think tha:t it must be a matter of communlcatlon· that 
we are not understandmg.each other on; The matter on the phone, 
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~as itpion'eer or gUiiW8 pig? Those words have different connota
t1O.n8, at)east .to, me, and S9 I am very confused about some of the 
thmgs we have heard this morning. . . 
, We want-the .NRC wants the trust and confidence of the work

ers at NFS Erwm. That bothers me very much to hear that we 
have appare~tly? we a~e perceived to have lost their confidence; We 
want to mal,ntam theIr confidence. We want to continue hearing 
from theumo.n about. the concerns and try to·.show them that we 
are not~lways studYIng things and are willing to take the steps 
necessary to have the NFS management,. the responsible people, 
address~the concerns. . 

Mr, MARKEY. Thank you. 
Mr.'ToHey.. . .' . 

. Mr. TOLLEY. 'OK, co~cerning health and safety maybe I could talk 
In a language he mIght understand. In the-building I work in 
there is. not ev.en a facil~ty. in there t? wash your hands . .If you g'~t 
conta1l?mat~d In that bu~l~hng, there IS no way to wash your hands. 
'Fhere'ls no restroom facIl.Ity. !'or years we have tried to get a place 
In there to wash contammatlOn off our hands before you walk to 
the lunchroom. NRC., never done. ~nyt.hing about th~t. They never 
forc~d. t~e compf\py to put a f~Clhty In there that .If you get cori-
tammatlon you can e,:,en wash It off your hands. '. 

Mr.MARKEY. Here IS what we are going to do now. We will have 
~ wrap up t~ehearing; But I would like to have each one of you 
gIve me 1 mmute summariziri/.f your vi~w of this plant, the prob-
lems, what has to be done. A mInute a pIece. No more. . 

Mr. Tolley. ~ . • 
M~. ,TOLLEY. I would like to say that we are in a sad situation in 

Erwm' plant. We have 'peop!~ who are spending their lives ther~. 
We have h~dpeople now faced the problem if these plants shut 
do~n there IS ,no way of supporting their families. We are not here 
askmg Yf>u to shut the plant down, we are asking you people to 
clean thIS plant up to where we can continue to work and mak~ 
fuel for the Navy.' ( . ' 

Wej1fst,:"ant to have a safe place to work in and we want sorrl~ 
protectIOn If we get burned out and develop illnesses that we ar~ 
no l.0!lger able tc? work there. is somebody that will support our 
famIlIes. .'; .'. . 

Mr. MARKEV, Mr. Metcalf. J; 
Mr. METCALF. ~r. Markey, I feel about the same way Mr. Tolley 

~oes. Myse~f, for e1Cample, 1 went to work in the Nuclear Fuel Serv
Ices when I was 19 yea.rs old ~nd I have been there 23 years and 
wher~ could I go get a Job? If It ~huts down? 1 am taking a chance 
by belp.g here,Wd~y. We. know thIS. But we cannot continue, either. 

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Hampton. '. 
Mr. HAMPTON.·AllI can say is I woul~ like to be able to work ill 

a health and:"af~ty ~epartme.nt wher~ our job is truly health and 
safety, a~d I,am hopIng you all can do something to help us there. 
I would hke to say to the NRC, if they would work as diligently to 
regulate nuclear fuels as they have here today to protect them, 
then m~ybe we could all get along together and there would truly 
be health and $afety at Nuclear Fuel Services in Erwin TN. 

Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Williams.. ' 
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Mr. W•ILiJAMS.' Well, my comments would be that [-feel that we
are respon'sible as the representative of the union to the people in
that ,plant, and we feel that somebody has to put the pressure on
AEC-- mean NRC and see that they do their job and also pressure
marjAgement into being responsible management and dedicated to
health.andsafety and the l~ople in that plant.

Mr. M-ARk.VYo••Yowant to add one more thing, Mr. Tolley?
Mr.. TOLLEY. Yes,:I would like to say this. I know from past expe-

rience what'is goinito happen when we go back in the plant. They
are going to single out probably from .5 to 10 people and they are
going to fire them for health and safety violations, even though
they worked in it for years and they force them to do it, they will
come and they will fire them and they' say the union committee got
this -done. They went to NRC, they went to Washington, they com-
plained because you wasn't doing your job safely, so we are taking
disciplinary action. That will happen every time.

Mr. MARKEY. We are going to give you our subcommittee tele-
phone number, and if that happens, you call us 1 minute after that
happens.

Mr. ToL.EY. Thank you.
Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Metcalf.
Mr. METCALF. Mr. Markey, this same thing happened on critical-

ity violations. We turned in about four or: five criticality violations
to. the NRC, and they came, back and there is no telling how much
disciplinary action they have taken against our people.

Mr. MARKEY. Give us a call this time, all right?
Mr. Hancock.
Mr. HANCOCK. Mr. Markey, a: few months ago I made a trip down

to Erwin, TN and I interviewed about 30 people in the process of
two trips to Erwin, TN. I made a trip down to Erwin, TN last week
and interviewed a number of other people.We have a serious health and safety. problem at that plant. We
have medical problems at that plant. Anyway, our doctor believes
we have medical problems at that plant. We have people who have
worked there for many, many. years. who are ill. We believe that
steps should be taken, studies should be taken and an overall eval-
uation ought to be made .of those people.

But the company bears some responsibility to clean that plant up
and make it a safe workplace. I think you summarized it very*well
before the last committee, that the employees at that- plant deserve
to work in a safe'and healthful Workplace. As you said, the Admi-
ral- wouldn't condone that kind 'of sloppiness -and' that kind of infe-
rior' health and safety management at any of his nuclear' facilities
aS' far as his submarines are concerned, or. the base. But 'they are
allowing something to go on that must be corrected, Mr. Markey.

Mr. MARKEY. I thank you very much; -gentlemen, each' of you, for
coming- here and -testifying. All of your written• comhments will be
included in the record in:their entirety as you have- prepared them.

I know that each of you could speak'for much greater lengths 'of
time, but as you: understand, the congressional schedules are limit-
ed."

I want to comm'end your union for coming,!before this subcom*-
mittee. You have 'showna great deal' of patriotism -in the work that
you do every day to provide this fuel that helps to protect this
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country, but you have also shown today the highest form of patriot-
ism Ahich is to speak out when things are wrong, and to urge that
they bý' made right.

I share your concerns about this plant, and I pledge to you that I
am going to do everything in my power, as will the subcommittee;'
to work to demand that the things be made right that are now
wrong at this plant.

I thank, you for your testimony, and with that, this hearing is ad-
journed..ý

[Whereuipon, at 12:55 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[The following material was submitted for the record]'.
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4 UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

- WASHINGTON. D.C. C2055

November 14, 18e6

The Honorable Edward J. Markey, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power
Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
WHashngton, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As requested in your letter dated October 15, 1986, this letter forwards
the Comission's responses to post-hearing questions concerning the Nuclear
Fuel Services uranium facility in Erwin, Tennessee. The response to
Question 4(B) will be forwarded under separate cover.

Sincere

ý alo io er, fairs

Enclosure:

As stated

cc: Rep. Carlos Moorhead

I
QUESTION 1. By Chairman Zech's own testimony, much remains

to be done to upgrade the quality of operations

-+ and radiological control, as well as cleanliness,

at NFS Erwin. Please describe the NRC's overall

plan for such an upgrading, and estimated dates

that the NRC will require for completion' ofmajori

improvements.

ANSWER.

A number 'of initiatives are in progress at NFS. Ln the physical

security area the licensee has essentially completed the upgrade

of the physical security program to include security organization

improvements, special training for response personnel, and

improved security hardware.
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In the area of nuclear criticality safety, the licensee has made

improvements as a result of NRC initiatives and enforcement

action. Nuclear criticality safety procedures have been-revised.

Supervisors-and operators: have been retrained in nuclear criticality

safety procedures. Surveillance frequency and number of measure-

ment points have been increased for determination of quantities Of

spectial nuclear material in ventilation systems and ducts. The

enforcement action taken by NRC resulted in the upgrading of
r
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I ., (Continued):' -2- : •

management controls relating to early management involvement in
?prob~lem solving and p-rompt Investigations following nuclear safety

action levels being exceeded.

An operation safety assessment Is planned for the NFS facility

dyring the week of December 8-12, 1986. Thiswill be a multi-

disciplined team type assessment. Areas expected to be covered

during the assessment Include radiological safety, nuclear criti-

cality safety, chemical safety, fire protection, and emergency

preparedness. A major objective of this assessment is to evaluate

the adequacy of the licensee's safety controls. Information gained

- through this assessment will be used as a basis for future program

-d.yel.opment efforts in the area of fuel facility regulations..

The •RC is following closely the NFS Performance Improvement

Program (PIP) which addresses comprehensive improvements In the

area of radiological, control. Monttriting of this PIP includes

review of NFS improvements 'and quar ter lYy meetings between NRC and

NFS management to discuss progress. In addition, if there are

significant, licensee or 14RC findings that affect the health and

safety area, they are added to the PIP. The dates for completion

of action are tracked by Region 1i. There has been some slippage

of completion dates, resulting from the effects of the strike and

delaysin some major-caPital purchases and construction of new
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,QUETION 1. (Continued). -3-

,facilities. Documents outlining the PIP and showing PIP progress

have been sent in previous communications. Enclosed are copies of/
a recent letter dated October 1, 1986, from NFS giving a PIP

update and a copy of a handout from a meeting between NFS and NRC

held on October 8, 1986 to d.iscuss the status of this program.

The Commission has directed the staff to advise the Commission of

proposed actions and inspection efforts to assess the

effectiveness of the NFS Erwin PIP and its ALARA (As Low As
Reasonably Achievable) Program.'

Enclosures:'

i.:l Ltr dtd10/1/86 from James R. Clark, NFS,

to Philip Stohr, Region 1I, NRC, describing

NFS1 Performance Improvement Program

2. A copy of a handout from a meeting between

NFS and NRC held on October 8, 1986

J 
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Spajetor eventa influencing the mrS Perfomance Improvement Program
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Cprotectionf fcilIty. The building Will be orected In November

IS4 at which time electrical and mehanical Installation will
begin. Pull oporation of the facility Is scheduled for
fetbery-Narch 1907.

no has Selected a contractor for fimal negotiations to provide
oan-sits In-vvo capability. Buildiag 350, which will be completed
In October. has been modified to aeoept the larMe in-ivo counter.
all onf-site,. Capability Is Leqected about siN months after

contract agreement.

Is September, SAM tch•miol Associatee, Inc. of Oak R1dge,
enmeasee, coapmplted sn appra•%le of the radiological safety

Program at the 2rwin plant. The results Of the audit wort,
repoeted to 3S8 on September 2 S and ree nder Carporto review
for expeditious action.

- Zn Auguat 0 N1 establiahed the pofitLon of Corporate supervisor
of Planning and Auditi to assist tn corporate oversight of capital
projects and HnC regulated activitles. This position has been
filled with a graduate enginser who served in the Nuclear Navy.

ne status of 315 performance I•provenent Program a. of September 30

is sumeamried below.

A. Outeide Aeseeatnce ""

1. 3.,'. Norton

During Nay-Beptember lI96, Mr. U. W. Norton, MIS' Realth

Physics consultant, assisted "a5 tag

4. valuation of the responses to MIrS' Request for Quote
to provide on-site in-vivo capability. Sr has selected

.- contractor and icoIn final negotiations on the tarms
*and • conditions Of a contract to provLde a
state-of-the-art coonter. " operational services and
quality assurance oversight.

MISM w

acc Willism T. Crow, acting chief

Uranium rel Li40ng1n6 branch
DivisesO of -uel cycle and

material safety# Moo5
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b. 56011" of a Rafts temoval system tO *e*ure a lw
beeakground aVir•nmt gor the in-,ivo facility.

e. .epara•tloe of the Quality Assuranco Plan for Rladiation

" safepty oaasmremants .ohich was isseod in 3sun 980s.

2. ean wTeenical Aesociate$,. Zno. 426R)

n S"ptember: loss, ass sompleted on, appraiasl of the
radiologioal Safety program at the 1vwi Plant. the report
*ontaining the review. teomsn Osbervations, results- and
conclusions was delivered to Nps President on September 39
and Ls =der review for oapeditious action. the report
itAtes .. it is our "eneral finding "at. Much progress
Wae ben made in uprading ad. improving the radiologicel
safety program at the Irwin facility since the last

a. AL ror

mP, has implemented a formal M'AIMP (As Low as fleesonebly
Achievable) roygoam. Progreso duinga this period iA developing.

" 3P' MtMA Pcogram lacludeas

1. A review of documente in the Susan Resources Department
for appropriate incorporapion of &ZARA philosophy. the

present ompany ruvie we* . found .to be adaeuastot the
personnel job descriptions reviewed by. S' lery Cm.• ittee
"a mew being eviewed for en opproprLat* statement on
AINIAl the peroAReo l pefOraInWsO Ovalation forsn for
aeleried personnel equire a paoifle determination by

the supervlior that -the. Incumbent understands, io oc**itted
to, and "oaphlso with the principles, of AMAI•I the MPS

New., hich. La published every two to three" months, now

routinely carries an ite= on hL " progress; and, the early

October UPS Supervisory Personnel Newsletter will reiterate,
the oepanye' commitment to AIAUrA.

2". 'the SAM Charter which 'formali. Lzs the mechanism for operation
of the 1Wc (soon to be callsd the Safety and Security

o Comkittee) has been lassed.

3. The estensive upgrade of the radtologicel safety training

program. at rs ZrwLa was reported in the Nay 25, 1906 PIP
S Status Report. ?hs itemasnot then completed were,

a. Upgraded refresher training to be in place to meet
the L1907 training. requiremants. This task focusee
on Improved ,video ftlame Iboth ipuchaesed and produced

in, houae).. laxtensiLy contacts have hoen made with
sappliere. a4d vith. other nucisar fuel faoilities that
a utiliO 'cleasifled, Information. The -upgrade plan is
' I t06 final eteges of evaluation.

b. supervisory •raining - In September, about 150 MrS
salaried perasoel mosat of whom have eupervisory

\\J

.. • respoinsibility) empleted M•I m aWrah"ena supervisory
traimim. program. t•h8 pegra enmmpeed five soesiena
at -f tw to four b oreeo, Imeld" goutr teats, andwat targted at rvidiftm supervisore With trainingiN security, health ed afety, an" nuclear sateriel
eantrol sella0r to that provided to bergaining 1WAt1 - personmel upon hsir return to work iA April.

4. MU1• o Sala are in. pious. Irtormanc aganese t•hes jalo
to being traced by the SAMs ftordintor who monthly reportson progress to Plant anagesent,.. Corporate management andthe MASS Coordinators.

. The "ALMk. Progreso Report" mentioned above includes
J graphical comperisons of perfoamnace versus goa for the

various plant growpn.

0.. .y November i. 1996, the perfoimince Zreview ao each uiltdingend laboratory Nanager will Include an evaluation o aefasy
and contaminatin oocntrol within big/her operational area.

71. M, top's are' boatg reviewsd bay the. SM to asisure, that.. reasonable dole reduction opportunities are being included,
Oversight of thiu activity it being conducted by the ALWA
-Coordinator.

a Septembr, 3il technical easociates. 'In*. performeden independent follow-up aUit of SYS' radiologi•al
protsetio program at the KwiSa plant. The "esulte ofthe audit were resolved on Ieptmaber 29 acd era under review

C. sfeaty aenat•ent Organisation ad Staff_ fa.. .,

Srheg nu•erous addition& to the safety Departmaent staff were.
discussed in the May 289 1956 report under *lescurce Allocation
ZnProv1e6nt.. Remaining task$ ti0 conlets the safety pirector's
Phase Z_.argauttion area
•:.' a med•iation N•itor Supervisor iA beingt recruited othat

n.i the icnmbent can transfer to a Training Departme.nt assignment
... -provide;health and safoty orientations.

P"rinel negotiations are proceediog towards on-ait. in-vivo
capability.

A fourth Reipiratory Protection •pecisaist In being recruitedwith availability targeted toward the completion of the
Roepirstory Protection Pacility,.

0: The computer Records Clerk position I being filled by a
temporary conttactor, until the computor records task canbe clarified.

. .2. .
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•. "1,,,, ft.,oi;i~tion. u~ P.--e41I1,··to ... rd. on-d.te ill-vivo 
... ""lIi!!t)'. 

• 1\ to\l~t" .aip'ratory Protlction 'pechlht h beb" recoruited 
,with availabUity tar,ned t_rll the """Pl.U... of ,h. 
"',"UDrll.Prot.cUon ' •• 11i\),. 

•. 711. C:ooputar. Jlecor4~ Cl.rk poei"on h ""in, fUl.4 !If , 
"lIIPOrUI' contractor. IInUl "" coap.,tu "Icoud. t .. t cen 
lie 01,1'11'''. 
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oa ei•iLtt to having the Pnase 21 gaety Depeartmnt
Oersnation establieshed by 10t4 1 .e. tr About a year

i Samoa "s ation. 15 tact, the long-toes Organi•ation, to
ew under Corporate revien and provisions have ben made In

IWI Opreattal uouget ter v•arian tstaffing decisions.

S. SPA Imlooleme it~et lon , \ .

the yet to be eplet6d tal% Irom the gealth- physic. Appraisal
(on) are discussed below.

.1, h~ian nsut" eide Cmtanination Armea

"a detailat Survey neoessary to implement the plan for
the reduotionoellasition' of outside Contsoinetlon areas
ban bess oompleted. The sesling and blacktopping of arots
fosnd to be Clean Is pFroeeodLn toward a major reduction
In th. strol some teao during @tobet. Approprat- e cammges
have been made in *a-4C-1, ObetArusnation Control Procedure.

A final plan Lt being drafted. with any .naecessary paving
•- nOwle ad~t etroofLag Scheduled for athe spring 1987. Whie
final plan will be presented to the.:W in WoveMber 1986.

. lMinaa rko 2tect~ve Clothing In ocnrlaAea

lhbae I of thse took hea bee" copleted- with the elltalntion
of protectire clothing La nest offcet arease. Nesing has
bee budget"d to implement the eltumnation Lo other
moneotelled armes suoth as lunchrooms. The critical path

ts mow the evsilab ty of Sew lawdry ftailities to bhnde
the expanded clothing usage. The design of the new laundry
facility bao bee assigned a high engineering priority

Ma. 20 of so priority a projects) Ong is expected to be

operational La the spring 1957.

3. lamar Ailllmwbla~n.t~eaaineiion lmit " "

Samed o sults of limited field testi.g, M has

. .purchasee l alpha 0ntardnatior. Monitor.s (ORI CHXC)
Irm Vaultler %fteorprieaevwich will be extensively tested

at tlh major UM exists. "agSe uJlt have been shown to

be readily maintainable and have appropriate alpha background

compenastion. ".

-4. Cotainent 0Ikoe

the conteinment dike project -has been subdivided into nine

projecte an" pgorttatd. Three dike projects (2,500 gallon
lUb waste tank. Snildial 130 scrubber, and two laundry

vaste taks% h•ve been released to an engineering contractor

for expeditius design in 1908.
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ams' 111 metlom Syte e 
5
epertme hAs been eyvluting

the appropristf mathod of mfgrding "a' eomputSJ ecapability
to saeiSfa n"t only the IPA's COmpUtersed eoposuro "eCarteaM but elso te bandling of the classified Informan46Included In JMg' uclear MAteiel control tak (e e ,emsur" nt, .. and the ba far lm e I OAt -go e e
that a de clsion am the "e1e A.. . . d nt io. ot t e xup ented
w i l l b e m a d e I n e a r l y O ct o b e r. h e S PtA c o np ut or i se d e x o s ur e

reserds progrem As expected to be 'in oheckout operationLa late 1387.

."ifunding for the Respiretor
7 Clesaing and storage Faclitybha been approPvd; The. building dosig. baa been "odifisto "plud" three otffl-s for safety Departmht "Wrsfo el.

ghe building bee been Purolhese. And Vi I be ercte byOwMber when thf slectricaland - mechanial inetallation
will begin, Full OperatiOn iL Scheduled for •bernary..turch
1937.

U Is negtilautin with RAadmilato maniagmena Corporation-. to have . Provide a- ta-o-theo-rt, in-VIVo conterto be housed La the new building 2S5O a, operator to pe--ormthe counting and maintain the equipment aend o69-alto qualityo~qtrnl oae•ifloatme of th tounning roeulte, NhgotJatilons
ar ex• dpected to be compleed in early October and the on-site
ceapbillty to be fully functional to about six conths tfrm
Contra*t are0 ement.

ixi. cVaL N paOAM ,
In addition to the task* described above, there are several majorprojects going forward that relate to Improveaents to radiologic

0 aSafety at the grwin plant.

A. ft NUILdaio DenRmuLEeLftU.

Personnel ar e now, being assigned to the Vu suildiapDecommisuioning, project for conceptual planning, For 19,7,the project antlcipates the construction and preparation ofa decontanlnation. facility, finalisation of all proceduresend contingency plans, and equipment procurement.

In August, NUP award"d P54 Uagineerlng Phaaes I and 112 ofoSn pond i'Charaterlsoaicn Study., The" phasea provide forilt the ý radiological, chemical and hydrogeologlealLharsoure lration of the ponds and adjacnt areas, and 120evaluation of remedial alternatives through the devolopeantof am engineering feasibility ftudt. A presentatio Of tmePlned activities was' made by no to Me ead #tat* of fatnneseseaeormnel min, gipte60r IS.

9M5 vobilised and **wed theIr activiute on site during theweek1 Of September 22 nd ra-S Impeeted to renal• an fite intoNoveomer. Phase $I1 ý ilrebl9ty studyl completion is Scheduledfor February 1097.

C. f50 S aran e ovs r Plant ( aml,

oseed upon Ut review Of the conceptual design ofe new 3g0scrap Recovery Plant, MPS hba decided to O so easistanca trucsnational erghiteoctural/enginoorLnl flrie sho have both. eperienostn the nuclear fuel cylo end the Protest Capebility to handleclaeeified Infornetio. t hree auch tfie have soured theguilding $00 Complex and have been briefed by the UPS suglaeertagVeportnent an the Project end the resulte of engineeri•g todate. A Requet tor guoat it being developed tor subisea•onIn early. Octoher to provide Preliminary Engineering -(Title 2Design) of th sew ims1. A detailed material tlovsheet boabeen developed to as&ist in expediting prelimnitnry Ungisering.

f,
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If ... "dU'· ~~MI9 ... td'. . 
.... aefo_tiM ,- .,.-.. ....rtMat ... lie." .".l ... tlA, .,.. atP&'0prid. _tho« of ~aUa."'· o_ut ........ ,llt,. to """1' aot 0017 tile .,1\'. OOOIpIItoru.4 'IIpCIn... ...e.r4. .... ht' .1'0 U. llall41l1\t of Ue 01 ... Uk4 S,,'uMi:l ... 1ulu4,' til' lIN' .. cl .... _".1".1 .... "'01 bill. ft .... '· .... "'_ah· .114 ... -.-,_ ........ 11'·,. It it o.,.ot •• .u, • «0 ... 1. 0/1 tIM .h. uv. 100ltion of .qullWOftt "ill'" .,. U 001'1, Oot.NI'. 'ilia D" _plltor".4 .lIIIOtIu.,. l'uOI',h .rotr.. t. • ... n.. to ... -ill oII.c:Iloll\ OJIIl'athll '.l.to III'. 

t. Itltl,,,," .1' ..... r·\. :' .... , ,.,11£11, lor ,:tho ... .,ir.tNy elwta,.a4 ........ ,."Uh, ,ha. llee" ,ppr.""~ lbo, IlUtl"lA, 4"'tII U. 110.11 _'U." : ,. ie,l. ...... 0'11... '01' oa'ot, ... ,...\11011' ,,'00lIII01. the IMdlttll, .... Il0011 ","lie," 0114' Win lie .nat.« lay 114M1111M. .,", .". .1.01:""1 ... 4 ucdlolli .. l inua11.tiOll wU! 101,1". PIlll o ..... aUon b lollohh4 'N ".rllU)",lI&rch 1t17. 

,. pn-tl', P ,IYO 

:"'.,, III,O\l.till. With Iodf8t'A, _,.II!6J\' CorpOJ-.UOll f 'to IIOya Me' prewi'.' •. "'to~-.-:-.". u"" V. 0"",01' to lie lIoII •• 4 U tile aow lull"., 'SQ ••. .,.r.tor to po,',;ra ilia "lIIIdaf &04 .. &atdll ........ t, .114 off-dt. quall" ,0000uol .. n'liostiA 0' tIM _t&at hauitO. ......IOU ... ".'" -..oot., to ...... let04 iD .. d,. OfteN .. alii .... • • .tto ,N,.IIUh,. , .... 10117 lutlUM&! , ... Mut, ob lICIatU I •• POIIt ....... _t. 
III. O'£BII! am'lm no"Jtt.8 

1II .. 4itLon to til. to.". «O.e.,tbe4 a_. tiler ............. 81 IIOjor proj,eto fOiII, ,or.rd lllat .. l.t. t.' 1IIIprov_fth "' l'.diol",ion oa'.tv ot tho 1ISWl1I .1.1It. ' 
a. b ',i14f1L' pes_f..aAppl8' 

.. nOM.1 ...../ fth' "d", .. ., .... 4 to the tu .uUlli, 1Io~ .. j0ll1"" Jo7o-,-n 'or __ ptu&1 p1 ... "t .. ,. 'or 1'". t.h. projeot onUd ... t.. tit. COII.trucUOII ... 4 prep6"'''Uon of • da"""~II.UM '.4Otll". 't"dil.ti.... of .11 prOCKU .... 0114 _tlA'any,pl .... , .nd .",lpunt .,_ ..... t. 

•. 'AA' Shn'g!eri If U on 
III "ugUAt •• PI ...... u.t YW ... 't .... r"" Pha ••• II ... 4 III .t .,.. ..."., FClYr •• terhadoll BtUCy., 'til ... pbIo ••• , provt,. '.r '11 tile" n,Jolqle.J. cllemct.l u4 ",4ropol", .. 1 ,011 .... 0\6.-18."'" of tlla ........ 0114 .",._t or.... A114 U' ."atuatiOft of r.a,lIlal .1t.maU... \111' .... ,,, ~ ,,,oyelGpOelll of .. ..,'_ria, 1_'.'11.'7 ".. • ",,''''''''011 .f thO fSAIIOd .aUv," ....... ..". "" ... '" DC .. , n.to ., t'olIn ..... .....-S cia. lift"" If. 

ftO IIObU".. an. """'. tlleu aet:i"ht.. 011 ott. .U'1Dt tho ... ,,' of Ie","" tJ 1114 ." .• .,.... \It .. adD 011 ott. iat. ~r. ",. .. UI, ' .... U,iUt' ftlldJ' ...... ,'" ,. ,oh04uh4 lor ,ellnel')' It". 
C. DR ",., "pma Elm 1!IfIIlI 

..... .poll u. .... vi ... 01 .". _pt .. , ".'''' 01 • aow BIll ...... "-rr .10l1t, .,. b.. Io4It4&. to taU ••• 1.\011.. IftIIJ IIOtt_l .nh"eotllnV ... ,,,,,.rlll, .. now .tie have botll. ..... d.n .. ta til. aucl.ar ,g.l OJ'C1 ... tho fP_t .,.bl1£t,. to llae"l. 01 ... 111 .. latona.tt.... ~ .. o~ lint "-YO '.OllQd til. 1IlS1""'f ,00 c:oaopl •• 0lI4 have ... '" br,., .. "" ...... ,"-l'ilI. DeJlUtaII. 011 tile' pro-,-ot OIl« till nrote .f u,1JlHda, to let.. .II Ioquelt '''I' QUot. Ie ... ,,,. ...,.10J11. 'or oll=U.i_ SIt .. r1r. Oote..... to pro",'", hoUalAa2)' 1Il,11I •• dll'· ('I"tl. Z Pad",) of tile a." nllU'. .II "taUod .. t.d.l U_b •• t II •• .... n '.yd ..... t" .. d •• ill • .,..sttlll, 'nUalD.&')' JII,tll •• "U,. 
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OUESTIOH 2.
DURING THE HEARING.. CHAIRMAN ZECH MENTIONED A

LETTER FROM CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT OF NF.S

ERWIN, WHICH THE CHAIRMAN HAD RECEIVED A FEW

DAYS BEFORE THE HEARING. PLEASE PROVIDE A COPY

OF THIS LETTER.

NIefTeI F1801 SOMlo@s, lInO- 60M Ex-tu~vs 0OU141-M. Mue GOO. Rlockviln. Maty~so

Oi"A, + W.Ta'o September 1,,

W_4WER.

ENCLOSED IS A COPY OF THE LETTER.REQUESTEDI•.

ENCLOSURE:

LTR DTD 9/12/86 FROM CHARLES W, TAYLOR, PRESIDENT,

NFS, TO CHAIRMAN. LANDO W, ZECH, KRC

The sonocabe taM. H. Sn<h, .7f,

Cha irman teahl

M. apprecalteo your taking the time .. tour.or Irvln facility.

and sharing with "S you r frank 6oberv tlone 'I and the senior managoement

staff raecnlzse the need for improvement in the acea" you cited "d

Intend to escalate our efforts towards achieving the desired results.

Our goal &A to establish the highest degree o ' 0l*SAXnLAn 402

profeslionalism at the RVin plant, nad I can assure you that we will

consistently give those obloltivas oaur closest attention. In particular.

a pvan is already being developed to ins"re the cleanliness Of yard

an4 inside facilities.

we vWir pleaised with your comen~ts regarding the excellent quality
oour pr'oduct. Additional~ly, you_.were advised of the copany's

sniquficant" Impbovements in Its Safety Departmant through the tleformmce

Improvement Program and of the formal and informal employee to employer

cnmmnication methods. at the Itrwin facility. megrettabLy# time 41d
not Permit roenntstrions an the coapane'r security and material control

program. I am certain you would have been mpressed with the results

we have ahlArevd in these programs.

Coming off a difficult eleven month strike placed many strains

on our ability to completa eli the task* we Would ike to have

accomplished. ixta•mive retraining efforts ot. the hourly work force

vas completed prior to the ceumptLon of production operations. we

are pleased that product delLveries are ow- mating our customer needs.

I can as&ure you that ve shell now turn outr attention to accomplishing

all necesary improvements in them important areas You noted.

We would like to etnd an invitation for you to revisit the plant

in the future to view the results' of this Important effort and look

forward to your return. in the itterie.. we will be working closely

with Region Is personnel with respect to the ongoing peafoauinct

mprovemsnt Proram and the meo progress described herein.

Sic zty.

Charles X. Taylor
President

Gas Dr. J. Nelmon gora
Regional Administrator. Negion is
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QUESTION 2. Ouring the hearing, Chairman Zech mentioned a

letter from Charles Taylor, President of NFS

Ervin, which the.-Chairman had received a-few.

days before the hearing. Please provide a copy

of this letter.,

ANSWER.

Enclosed is a copy of the letter requested.

Enclosure:

Ltr dtd 9112/86 from Charles W. Taylor, President,,

NFS, to Chairman Lando . -Zech, NRC
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Nu ýiw fuel Vleo, fldo 60M EsL' live Dogleard, Guilt MOO. 11ockvifle, wymwt~

U4UnVs. V%1"W
September 12, 1986

the c•acrable Lends V. Loch, av.
Chairma
V. f. Nulear Regulatory cmmissiom
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear. €•*inn Sch,

1 appreciatam your takiag the time to tour our ,rwia facility
and saraing w1th us your frank observa~tions,. I and the senior Managemet
staff reoc1gnise the need for improvement in the ace" you cited and

'Lntemd..th escalate ou efforts tords aechievig the desired resulti.
Our goal Is to establish the highest dogree of cleanliness end

'professionali•m at the Rewin plant, and 2 m assure you that we will
consistently give those objectives our climse, attention. Ia particular,... .. xpnd..s already being developed to i•nesu the cleanlines or! lard
and inside feallties.

se wore pleased with your comments regarding the excellent quality
of . our product. Additionally, yout ves advised . othe company's
significant Improvements in Its safety Department through the Performance
mpzrovement Program and of the formal and LnormaL,'employee to employer

comoaulction methods et the Srwin facility. Regrettably, time did '
not permit Prementationns on the company's security and material control
program. I am. certain you. would have been lapressed with. the, results
we have achieved in theise progrems.

an off a diftiailt eleven "mowt strike placed many stra&Ln
on our ability to complete all the tasks we would like to - have
aeocoplished.: 2xienael gretraining etfortn oa the hourly work force
was completed prior to the crsumptio• of production operations. We
.are, peaed that.:product deliveries' are• mow meeting our customer heetds.

" can assure you that we shall now turn our attention to accomplishingall n¢e, se"y improvamnte. in those important areas you-noted.

We would like to extend an Invitation for you to revisit the plant
in .the futur. to ;vite thbe results of this Important effort and look
forward to your return. In the Inteim, we will be working closely
with Recioq Il. Personnel . with mpect to the ongoing Pqrforxmnc
Improvement' Progra aend the n•w program* described harain; -

Carlese V. Teyi"-
president

cot Dr. J. 1elnoit Grace
Regional Administrator. Rneion II
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QUESTION 3. What is the Commission's position on what

involvement the U.S. Navy should have in regard

to health and safety issues• at the Erwin

farility?

ANSWER.

DOE/Naval Reactors (NR) has regulatory responsibili'ty•for

governme'nt owned facilities associated with the Naval'Nuclear

Propulsion Program. These-facilities are"opera-ted for DOE/NR by

corporate-contractors. Nuclear Fuel Services" (NFS),.Erwin
fac ility,".'on the othe r hand`,"ts,.wned .and oper ated "by"Nuclear Fuel

Service, Inc., a private enterprise, and as such, the NRC has

regulatory responsibility Yf6r this facil'ty. 2.

DOE/NR does,, however, have oversight responsibi'lity over NFS

regarding the production of fuel for the U., S. Navy. In addition,

as the Navy is essentially the sole- vient/customer, of NFS, it may

be necessary for NFS to renegotiate its financial arrangements

with the Navy-to provide support :for necessary: program tmprove-

ments planned at NFS. It is necessary therefore, that the Navy be

kept apprised of. the situation at the facilityý To the extent that

the NFS product supplied to the Navy is important to the national

defense and security, it is in the Navy's interest to have the

plant operate safe'ly and efficiently to assure continuity of

supply...

Commissioner Asselstine believes that direct Involvement by the

Navy is needed to help ensure that this facility operates safely.

He supports Chairman Zech's efforts to encourage greater.Navy

involvement and he believes that the Commission should continue

these efforts on a more formal basis.

-QUESTION-4. During his testimony, Commissioner Asselstinej
referred to a blue ribbon panel to examine NRC

regulations of materials licensees.
-I

A. What Is the composition Of this Panel?

The panel Is composed of the following persons:

Dr.- Clifford V. Smith, Jr., currently Chancellor, University of
W isconsin, Hi],Waukee. -Formeryý Chairman of the Department ofN ''1 .'I:. . F . ,, ... .

Nuclear Engineeringt'Oregbn State University. Dr. Smith has alsoheld responsible Positions with both the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). In EPA
'he ý:erved inpPositions up toeegional- Admistrator. In NRC he

terve4 as Director, Division of Fuel Cycle and haterial Safety. and
Direc tor, Office of Nucl ear Material• Safety and Safeguar ds.

Edson:G. Case. currently retired.` Mr. Case has many years of
experience in the Atomic Energy Commis'sion (AEC) and NRC in the
regulation of reactors. His last position in the NRC wa-s as Deputy
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

I
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jQUESTION 4. (Conti.nued) • -2- ..

Ralph G. Page, currently retired. Mr.'Page has many years of

experience in the AEC and the NRC in regulation of non-reactor

licensees. His last position in the NRC was as Chief, Uranium

Fuel Licensing Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle and Material

Safety. .

Thomas F.'Engelhardt, currently retired.. Mr. Engelharddt. s an

attorney and has many years of experienc.e. in the AEC and. the NRC.

His Iast position in the NRC was Deputy Director., Office of the-

Executive Legal Director. .

Dr. John M. Googin, currentl-y Senior StaffConsultont, Development

Division of the Oak Ridge Y-12 facility. Dr. Googf.n was the 1982

recipient of the Chemical Engineering Award for Personal Ac~hievement

in Chemical Engineering. Dr. Googin has many years of experience in

the handling and processing of uranium in many chemical and physical

forms.

: " ; ..' . , . : • .. • .• -. 1

991S"iO4. (Continued)

QUESTION 4.

-4-

(C) When is the Panel expected to complete its

work?

ANISWEi.

The'panel has completed its work, A report was received by the

NRC on October 24, 1986.
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iThe Commssion made a comm~ittmept. uring the'..

hearing to reexamine the issue of whether

amounts in the NFS decommissionin9 fund and

mated costs of decommiSssioning should remainestimt e cos. :.'!TI ...

propriietarY Infor'5ation.

A. What has been the result of the Commission s 1 1 1 s

reexamination?
........... .... £. ....... :i ...... •-.. T

ANSWER.

The Commission responded to Congressman Mlarkey's request that it

reexamine the issue of whether amounts in the NFS decommissioning

fund and estimated costs of decommissioning should remain

proprieta-rY information in an October 14, 1986, letter from

Chairman Lando W. Zech, Jr. to Edward J. Markey, Chairman of the

Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power. The Commission

was able to release the information at issue because NFS, in an

October 2, 1986, letter to William T. Crow withdrew its request

for withholding under 10 CFR 2.790 of the, Commission's regulations-

Enclosed is a copy of the NFS letter.

Enclosure:

Ltr dtd 10/2/86 from Hell J. Newman, NFS.

to H. T. Crow, NRC

241,

Nuclear Fuel Services, iM. 6000 Executive BouWevard. Suite 600. Rockville. Maryland * 201

(130U770-4

October 2. 1986

Mr.)W. T. Crow, Acting Chief

Uragium Fuel Licensing Branch
Divisi'on of Fuel Cycle and Material

Safety, WSS
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Crow:

This letter Is to confirm our conference call of yesterday with Mr.

t. C. Shemaker, Mr, J. R. Clark. you and me concerning the NFS proprietary

data regarding decommissioning cost at the NFS Erwin facility contained in

NFS letters 6f October 9, 1978 and of hJune 23, 1983 and referenced In NFS

letter of August 29, 1986. The specific documents are "NFS' Financial

Assurance for Decommissioning U-235 Facilities - UFS Erwin (October 9,

1978 and June 23, 1983)" and the bracketed data contained in two NRC

Reports ("Status Report - Decommissioning at UFS - Plans/ Requirements/

Recommendations" and 'NFS Status Briefing Manual") respectively.

You have informed RFS that the Chairman of the Subcosmittee on Energy

Conservation and Power of the U.S. House of Representatives has requested

that the NRC review the withholding of these documents in order to allow

them to be publicly released. Although UFS continues to maintain that the

above financial information is Company proprietary information and meets

the withholding from public disclosure requirements of 10CFR2.790. the

Company informed you that it is willing to withdraw its "1OCFR2.790

requests regarding these specific documents as a courtesy to the

Subcommittee. .This action by UFS is made without prejudice to any future

requests for withholding from public disclosure pursuant to NRC

regulations of NFS' proprietary financial data. including, but not limited

to. decommissioning costs or funding. RFS' agreement to the release of

these documents is made therefore upon its understanding that the NRC

concurs that NFS has not prejudiced or walved any such past or future

rights.

Sincerely,

General Counsel

ccJN:dmr
cc: Mr. E. C. Shomaker, Esq.

Zfctoausz/qdes~ttO 5
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~:hl=~~~rD~~ul~~~ Coltlllf$Sfon 

Dear Mr. Crow: 

13011 770·5 

October 2, 1986 
,\., 
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NJN:dmS 

cc: Mr. E. C. Shomaker, Esq. 
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71.w I. !1.euWl,fA.... It; J. ,-:l-E 
. Genera' Counse I 

ElICLOsuat/qUIIS'ttOK S 
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pro~~t~tary 1·~f~~~at10~.< ." \, ,.;' 

A. 
What has been the result of the Comm1sS 10n 's ,.:'.:\: ' 

reeltBmination? 

~. '. 

The Commission responded to Congressman Markey's request that it 

reell,amine the issue of whether amounts fn the NFS decommissioning 

fund and estimated costs of decommtssiontng should remain 

proprieta,ry informatton in an October 14. 1986. letter from 

Chairman Lando W. lech. Jr. to Edward J. Markey. Chairman of the 

.subcommittee on Energy conservation and power. The Commission 

~as able to release the information at issue because NFS. in an 

October 2. 1986. letter to William T. Crow withdrew its request 

for withholding linder 10 CFR 2.790 of the' Commission's regulations. 

Enclosed is a copy of the NFS letter. 

[nclosure : 
Ltr dtd 10/2/86 from Ne11 J. Newman. NFS. 

to W. T. Crow. NRC 
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'iJ·~ : NFSN __ ucle~.::::r~F:.:"::.::1 ;:.Se::!!rv~lc:!.~.!., !!1no!!:..~6000~~Ex~ec~ut~Ive~B~~~~~~~~~~~' ~ . ouIeYard. Suite 600, Rockvll'- .. ~. Maryland' :!Of 

. ~. 

:r.)Il. T. Crow. ~tin9 Chief Di:nr FU;1 Llcensfng Branch' 
safe~,owJsel cycle. and Material 

~:hl=~~~rD~~ul~~~ Coltlllf$Sfon 

Dear Mr. Crow: 

13011 770·5 

October 2, 1986 
,\., 

TIlls letter Is t £. C. Shomalce M 0 confi rID our confere"ca c 11 data .rdl r, r. J. R. Clark, you and me co~ of yesterday with Hr 
NFS l~ers ~, ~~~:~S~ion~;~8cost at the NFS ~~~!'a~~lfsproprletary .,i 
letter of August 29 1986 and of '!Une 23, 1983 an6 l contained In 
Assurance for De '. • The speCIfic doc re erenced In NFS 
1978 and June 2iomml~io)~fngndU-23S Facilftfe~n~~s'E:w;NFS('Ocflnanelal 
Reports ("Statu R' a the bracketed 'da ta n tober 9 • 

. ReCOIIJIIen6atfons"S an~~;;~s-srrm'~SSfonfng at NfS _ ~:!:}nedReqfnf two NRC " a us rfeffng Manual") res tI I u rements/ 

You have Informed NFS t pec ve y. 
Conservatfon and Power of ~~! the Chafrman of the SubcOlllDlttee !:::! t!he NRC revIew the w1th~i~i ~~se of Representattves has o~ ~~:~y :::-:..:El:;t::'I:,:::::r.:. I. ,= :Il'~":l:::::'l.I:,;;::;. ":': ':E 
CoeIpany fn1~ng !rOlD public disclosure' r~~::!:!a? Information and meets 
requests nne you that ft Is willi n s of lOCFR2.790, the 
Subc01lJllttte~ar~~9 ~se sped flc d~~~S W!~hdraw its 'lOCFR2. 790 
requests f~r s Ie on by IIfS is lllilde with a courtesy to the 
regulations of H~~!hph~pdf'?tafrOlll public dfSC~:!U~ejUpud~ce tOt allY future 
to, dec_is I f r e ry ffnanclal data f I suan to NRC 
these docume~t:n ~9 c~sts or fundi ng. NFS' ' ag~ ng, but not lfmi ted 
concurs that NFS s,:: e ~herefore upon its undersUnd~ to ~::: release of 
rights. no prejudiced or w.ived allY S ~g t the NRC . . uc put or future 

NJN:dmS 

cc: Mr. E. C. Shomaker, Esq. 

Sincerely. 

71.w I. !1.euWl,fA.... It; J. ,-:l-E 
. Genera' Counse I 

ElICLOsuat/qUIIS'ttOK S 

~ I 
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QUESTION 5. (Continue

QUESTN. 5..

*d) -2-

If the Commission still considers this

information proprietary, what is the basis

for this position?

ANSWER.

No answerlnecessa ry.,

ODES1rON ý6.

ANSWER.

This Information w

October 14, 1986.

als enclosed in a letter to- the Subcommittee dated
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If the Commss on no longer considers material.
described in Question 5 to be Proprietary,4please
provide the following:

(A) The Information on decommissionlng, cost
estimates deleted-from UStatus Briefing
Report: -Region 11's Perception,0 Prepared:
during the fai'l of 1985 and released with

Mr. Carlton Kammerer's letter of September 7,

1986i to the- Subcommittee.
. ,A

Enclosure: .- .,-

Ltr to the Subcommittee dtd 10/14/86

-J

+':.•.,':., ' -,,

• 
S!!EST[ON 5. (Continued) ·2-

'\'" 

. '.~ " i-
t '. 
L. ," 

J~) ,If the Commission still considers this 
information proprietary, what is the basis 
for this positiori? .. ' .:: 

., .... 

No an~wer necessll.r.y •. 

", 

',i 

.. :~ .. 

"t. 

' .. ; 
" , 

, 
; ",,' 

. ., .... 

. '"I ,,",". ':\ . ~ .,.,.~ :.' .. ';" '. .-
.;: 

::." 

"'! " 

qUESTlON-!. 
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I 
! 
t , 

If the' Commfssion no longer considers materf~t 
~e$crfbed in Question 5 to be propriet~ry~ il~ase 

q provfde the following: 

" 

(A) The informatfon on decommlssfoning.cost 
estimates deleted'from uJtatus Brieffng 
Report: . R.gion II's Perception,U pr.pared' 
during th~ 'ail of 1985 and released With ' 
Mr. Carlton Kammerer's letter of September:l7, 
1986; .to· the Subcommittee. 

Tbis information w~s enclrised in a letter to the Subcommittee da~ed 
October 14'.J~8~. , 

) 

Enclosure: 

l tr to the Subcominf ttee dtd 10/14/86 
,<, 
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" 

(A) The informatfon on decommlssfoning.cost 
estimates deleted'from uJtatus Brieffng 
Report: . R.gion II's Perception,U pr.pared' 
during th~ 'ail of 1985 and released With ' 
Mr. Carlton Kammerer's letter of September:l7, 
1986; .to· the Subcommittee. 

Tbis information w~s enclrised in a letter to the Subcommittee da~ed 
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Enclosure: 

l tr to the Subcominf ttee dtd 10/14/86 
,<, 
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UNITI'O sTATES
NUCLEAR REGULATO Y COMMISSIONW~A o.Yae. 0. C. *0 I

October 14, 1986

Th Noable Edward J. NarkCY. Chairman-the 
ioono n n y.... and Power .

Subcommittee on EnergY. CO"*""•
C.iittee on Energ and Coerce

iteSt s H.ouse of Representatives
Washfniton: D.C. 2061.

Mear-Ne. Chai rmn- ocIear Fuel Services, Inc.During the September 18 hearing concerning Nuitae revi %he proprietSr.(S" Erwin, Tenfsees You requested that--- t popiea y
nature o d[r O"' ? in 9c. t i• o rfmation associtted with that facility.
We have done so. NFS has now inoedteCoeSinta it iiwithdrawing it, request for wi thhtolding from public disclOsurecrti
decommuissioning cost Information Previously Submitted to the NRC for itsErvin, Tennessee facility,

AccordiaglY, there are no longer any restrictionso:i the use Of the,
following documents

1. ac, 12, 1963, Status Report of Decommissioning at NfS, T. Lee

2. n4dated. Nt75 Status Briefing Naterial: Region 1I's Perception

3. Oct. 9, 1978, Ltr. from W.C. Nanser, KFS, to L.C. Rouse.

4. %fut 23 1983, Ltr, from '3.R. Clark, NFS. to R.G. Page, NnC

The .first two documents are, already in, Your possession. Wee are enclosing.
copies of the latter two document•S for Your ue. Copies of all four
documents are being placed in the Comnission's Public Document ROOM,

sincerely,

Lando W. ZeCj Or

QUESTION 6.

QUESTION S.
(B) The amount of money presently in the NFSdecommissioning fund, and the estimated

amount for 1988.

246

-2-(Continued)

ANSWER.

NFS has Informed the staff that presently theres $1is L.5

million in the fund and by 1988 there will be. approximately
$18 million.

QUESTION 6. (C). Any more recent estimate.s on the costs of.,decommissioning the retention ponds, the
,waste burial pits, and the entire site at

NFS Erwin.

ANSWER.

NFS has been requested to reevaluate decommissioning cost and
provide th.is Information to the Commission. Receipt of -this
information is currently scheduled for January 1, 1987.Enclosures:

As stated

cc: Rep.. Carlos goorhead

gNCLOSURE/QUESLION 6"

• 
;. ,...""~,' 

'lWi) , 
....... 

UNITEOSTATlS'" 

NUCL~ REGULATOI.W COMMISSION 
, ,', , __ INOTOH. O. Co 20111' ' 

October 14, 1986 

CHA.-" 

" -.. 

The'Kot,or«ble EdWard d. Mark~. Chail'lQln 

SUbcommittee on,EneTgY conservation end Power 

CQlaiUee on fMl"9Y and COIIIIIeJ'te 
UnUe4,Sui;es !!ouse of Represelltatives' 

Washtngton. D.C. 20515 ' 

Dear-""~ Chainun:, 

" I 

OUrl~ Ute September 18 he .. ring concern1nglluc\t&r fuel Se.,.y1ces. tnc. 

(linl. (rwin, Tennessee. you requested that '''' review the proprtetar,y 

nature of decObft1sstontng cost \nforroat~on 1$$oc1lted with thAt flc11i~. 

We haye done so. NFS ha~ now informed the Commission that tt ts 

withdl'llwtng ttl r&Quest for vltnhOldtng frDlll publfc: disclosure certain " 

OeCOUltsstonfng cost Information previously subnntted to the NRC for Its 

EMn, Tennessee facility. . 

AcCo~dlngl)', tbere are no 10ng.r "nl r.strfc:tio"~: OI! ~lIe,use of tile. ' 
, followtll9 docuIIIents: ' ,,' , 

1. Dec. 12. 1983. Status Report of Decomnrln toning a~ M'S ,T. Lee 

Z. lIMate!!, ItfS status Briefing Material: Region n', Perception 

3. Ott. 9. 1978. Ltl'. from w.e. Mans!!r, KFS, to l.C. Rou,se, lIIIt 

4. ~ t3. 1983, Ltl'~ from J.R. Clark, KFS, to ~.G. page, NRC 

The first CWO documents .,. a1ready'1nyour P9.ssess10n.; Weare,ene'osin9, 

copies of tltl! letter tIfI:I cIoclllll.nU for YOlir lise. Copies of an fou'i' 

documel\u are Iletll9 placed tn the C0llIII1ss1on's Publ1c IlOwraent ROOlll. 

Sincerely, 

~~w.z~ O,L. 
Lando W. Zec:~ ~r. 

Enctosures: 
As sUted 

C(;: Rep., Carlos Moorhead 

ENCLOSURE/QUESTlON 6A 

• 
(Contfnued) -2-

,QUESTION 6. (8) The amount of money presently tn the NFS 

decomm lssfonln9 fund. d h an t e estfmated 

amount for 1988. 

ANSWER. 
:; .... 

HFS has Informed th 
e staff that presently there 'is $ui.s' 

IIIf1lion fn the 

$18 ml111on. 

gUESl',ION 6. 

, " 

ANSWER. 

fund and by 1988 th ere will be,approximately 

ie) Any more recent estfmates on the costs of 

'·decommtssfonfng;th. retentfon ponds. the 

-waste barfal pits" and the f .nt re sfte at 

NFS Erwin. 

NFS has been req • t d ,use ,to re,evaluate decommfssfonfng cost and 

prov;de th'h Informatton to the Commhsfon. Receipt ofthfs 

informatton is currently scheduled for January I, 1987. 

, . , 
i 
! 
I 

:, ." 
• 

;. ,...""~,' 

'lWi) , 
....... 

UNITEOSTATlS'" 

NUCL~ REGULATOI.W COMMISSION 
, ,', , __ INOTOH. O. Co 20111' ' 

October 14, 1986 

CHA.-" 

" -.. 

The'Kot,or«ble EdWard d. Mark~. Chail'lQln 

SUbcommittee on,EneTgY conservation end Power 

CQlaiUee on fMl"9Y and COIIIIIeJ'te 
UnUe4,Sui;es !!ouse of Represelltatives' 

Washtngton. D.C. 20515 ' 

Dear-""~ Chainun:, 

" I 

OUrl~ Ute September 18 he .. ring concern1nglluc\t&r fuel Se.,.y1ces. tnc. 

(linl. (rwin, Tennessee. you requested that '''' review the proprtetar,y 

nature of decObft1sstontng cost \nforroat~on 1$$oc1lted with thAt flc11i~. 

We haye done so. NFS ha~ now informed the Commission that tt ts 

withdl'llwtng ttl r&Quest for vltnhOldtng frDlll publfc: disclosure certain " 

OeCOUltsstonfng cost Information previously subnntted to the NRC for Its 

EMn, Tennessee facility. . 

AcCo~dlngl)', tbere are no 10ng.r "nl r.strfc:tio"~: OI! ~lIe,use of tile. ' 
, followtll9 docuIIIents: ' ,,' , 

1. Dec. 12. 1983. Status Report of Decomnrln toning a~ M'S ,T. Lee 

Z. lIMate!!, ItfS status Briefing Material: Region n', Perception 

3. Ott. 9. 1978. Ltl'. from w.e. Mans!!r, KFS, to l.C. Rou,se, lIIIt 

4. ~ t3. 1983, Ltl'~ from J.R. Clark, KFS, to ~.G. page, NRC 

The first CWO documents .,. a1ready'1nyour P9.ssess10n.; Weare,ene'osin9, 

copies of tltl! letter tIfI:I cIoclllll.nU for YOlir lise. Copies of an fou'i' 

documel\u are Iletll9 placed tn the C0llIII1ss1on's Publ1c IlOwraent ROOlll. 

Sincerely, 

~~w.z~ O,L. 
Lando W. Zec:~ ~r. 

Enctosures: 
As sUted 

C(;: Rep., Carlos Moorhead 

ENCLOSURE/QUESTlON 6A 

• 
(Contfnued) -2-

,QUESTION 6. (8) The amount of money presently tn the NFS 

decomm lssfonln9 fund. d h an t e estfmated 

amount for 1988. 

ANSWER. 
:; .... 

HFS has Informed th 
e staff that presently there 'is $ui.s' 

IIIf1lion fn the 

$18 ml111on. 

gUESl',ION 6. 

, " 

ANSWER. 

fund and by 1988 th ere will be,approximately 

ie) Any more recent estfmates on the costs of 

'·decommtssfonfng;th. retentfon ponds. the 

-waste barfal pits" and the f .nt re sfte at 

NFS Erwin. 

NFS has been req • t d ,use ,to re,evaluate decommfssfonfng cost and 

prov;de th'h Informatton to the Commhsfon. Receipt ofthfs 

informatton is currently scheduled for January I, 1987. 

, . , 
i 
! 
I 

:, ." 
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QUESTION 7.

247

Present plans are for NFS to add: money to -the

decommissioning 
fund until 1988, what will

.happen to the fund after 19881?

QUESTiON 

~: A.

U~Isi teJS fund, PPOvesinsufficient to Pay for decommissioning.

wOUld.the NRC attach the assets of 
Texaco:

or previous Parent companies to fulypa

fo~r decommission ing. 
l a

ANSWER.

NFS will be required, to add money

decommissioning 
costs are funded.

held in the e.scrow account..

to the fund until full

The funds will continue to be

QUESTION 8. What agreements does"NFS have with the State of

Tennessie for management of waste buried at

Erwin? Please provide copies of all such

agreements.

ANSWER.

The NRC is not "awaire of any agreements betweeh NF ahd the State

of Tennessee; regarding 
this waste.;

• B, If the NRC woul4 not attach the assets of:

Texaco or Previous Parent companies, what

is the basis for such a positson?:

C , If the NRC. would attach the assets Of suc h.

comPanies, does It have the statutory

authority to do so?

ANSWR.

It its likely that Some form ofcourt order WOul

before assets could lawfully be *attachedN 
d be needed

since.the Atomic

Energy Act does. not, by its terms, establish any security

interest for decommissioning 
funding or give NRC any authority

But if th e 
Po s essed by courts, to "att ach n assets.

Commissioning fund provedprovee 
tsufin 

cient, NFS was

unabdeto, contribut.wmore, 
and lack of Progress on

deCommssfoning created a potentil safety haz,

examine all POtentiAl 
s ources otf has'ardo NRC I'ud

previous parent 
soures of funds, including Texaco and

"ComPiftes, dad all potential sourcesp o legal

liability, Including the Atomic Energy Act and CERoLA

(Comprehensfve Environmental Response, ComPensation and

Liability Act). 
CHopefta in"andiabOwever, maintenance of adequate financial

assurance by the licensee itself is the most assured way of

meeting the costs of decommissioning 
Under current law.

Rulemaking Is currently under way on the subject of adequate

decommissioning funding 50 FR 5600 (Feb. 1, 1985).
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Present plallS 
a. ~d llIon.e'y. to ,the.' ar.e. for Nft ~() . 

f nd unt11 1988. decommissioning II . the .fund after 1988.1 .1\I\ppen ~o. . . . "" 

'(". ' 

Wha·t w111 

to the fund until fun ,R: 
. 

i ed to add money 
to be 

N£OS W·i 11 be reqll l' . . 
." "o .. t,,,ue The funds' 'II J J J ..... , 

. 
t are funded. decommissioning COS s . 

bel d in ttl~e,strO'll, a~count .• ", . 
._. ,.0" 

. ., 
lennesS~'e 
Erwin? Please 

".:': 

gUESllON 9·, 'A. 
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If the NFS deeolllmissfonin, fu'nd proves 
. 
J fnsufffc1ent to pay fo1' decommtss1onfng. ' would the NRC attach tile II5$eU of TeXllco' or previous parent companies to fully pay fo·r decomllliss1on.hg. 

.., S. If the NRC wou1'd not attach the a$Set50f~; Texaco or prevtou,s parent· companies. what h tile /)asisfor such a positionf 

,J 
If the HRC would attach the assets of such'companies, does it have tile statutory authority to do so? 

It is Hkely that SODle for~ of' court orderwovld be needed before assets could lawfully be·atta~hed· since the Atomic Energy Act does. not, by tts terms. establish any securfty interest for decomm1ss10~fng fundfng or g1ve KRC any authority, akin to that normally possessed by courts. to Aattach" B.ss~ts. 
But .fthe decommfs'~10nfng fund pr~vecf insufficient, MfS was uMble' to ,contr1butemore. and la,clt of progress on dec:ommi55ion1ng created 1\ potenttal safety "a~ard. NRC 'wo~ld examine all potent1.a~ sourees of funds, including Texaco and prevtous parent companies, and all potenttal sources'of legal Itab"ity. including the AtomiC Energy Act and CERClA (Compre.hens he Env 1 ronmenta 1 Response. COlllpensat i on and liability Act). However, maintenance of adequate financial assurance by the licensee itself is the ~ost assured way of meeting the costs of decommissionfng under c~rrent law. Rulemaktng is currently under way on the subject of ~dequate decommissioning funding. 50 FR 5600 (Feb. 11. 1985). 
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If the NFS deeolllmissfonin, fu'nd proves 
. 
J fnsufffc1ent to pay fo1' decommtss1onfng. ' would the NRC attach tile II5$eU of TeXllco' or previous parent companies to fully pay fo·r decomllliss1on.hg. 

.., S. If the NRC wou1'd not attach the a$Set50f~; Texaco or prevtou,s parent· companies. what h tile /)asisfor such a positionf 

,J 
If the HRC would attach the assets of such'companies, does it have tile statutory authority to do so? 

It is Hkely that SODle for~ of' court orderwovld be needed before assets could lawfully be·atta~hed· since the Atomic Energy Act does. not, by tts terms. establish any securfty interest for decomm1ss10~fng fundfng or g1ve KRC any authority, akin to that normally possessed by courts. to Aattach" B.ss~ts. 
But .fthe decommfs'~10nfng fund pr~vecf insufficient, MfS was uMble' to ,contr1butemore. and la,clt of progress on dec:ommi55ion1ng created 1\ potenttal safety "a~ard. NRC 'wo~ld examine all potent1.a~ sourees of funds, including Texaco and prevtous parent companies, and all potenttal sources'of legal Itab"ity. including the AtomiC Energy Act and CERClA (Compre.hens he Env 1 ronmenta 1 Response. COlllpensat i on and liability Act). However, maintenance of adequate financial assurance by the licensee itself is the ~ost assured way of meeting the costs of decommissionfng under c~rrent law. Rulemaktng is currently under way on the subject of ~dequate decommissioning funding. 50 FR 5600 (Feb. 11. 1985). 
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QUES 10ON ~ (A),:What measures have been taken to-stablize

the pi-le%,of'contiminated dirt on site at HFS

-Erwin whichl was-.v emoved from railroad

:.propertY northWest"'of the site?

ANSWER. :

.,:..:; .2... ... . , . ... fill over the
In March 1985, M.FS placedsiKx i-nchesof clea f n

entire pile and stabilized the pile with rye grass. No

contaminated soil h.s, beensadded' to t.the pile since then.

ANSWER.

The following information was obtained from the New York State
Energy Research and Development Authority.

On May 15, 1963, the New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority (then Atomic Research and Development)

entered into a Waste Storage Agreement with Nuclear Fuel

Services, Inc. By the the terms of that agreement, Nuclear
Fuel Services, Inc., made payments into a replacement fund.

and a maintenance fund for the storage of high-level waste
at West Valley.

Those funds were consolidated into a restricted fund by New

York State in 1982 and amounted to about $5.5 million at the
time the Department of Energy assumed control of the West

Valley site under the West Valley Demonstration Project. As
of March 1986, the fund had grown to about $8.3 million.

249

QUESTION 11. (A) At the time that NFS turned over responsi-

bility for perpetual care of the waste at

West Valley to New York state, how much money

was fn the company's long term waste

management fund?

_STAijo. (B) What are the plans for ultimate disposition

of this dirt?
.a, '' ... ,:•:. : .....

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 .2 ..•• ' .....:.".,• ....

radtol~gio9 l assessment wjll be necessary to evaluate the,_

ultimate disposition of the soil. .f necessary, it will be sent
to a licensed burial ground.

j.

• .;> , 

ANSWER.,' --
• ",j 

:(A}:What measuees ~ave ~een taken 

the pi'le .. of 'contamin'ated dirt 

to ·sta'b1hi'e ' 

on sHe at HFS 

, , '.Erw1n which' was·,:,.·emoved' from railroad 

northwe'st"- Of the sHe? 
l: ,property 

, . ~", . , " 

d' 

, '1'nches l",'of"',cl eil" f111 over the 
In March 1985: ... N.F~' placed'"s.,,.; No 
ent~re pile and stabilized the pile wtth rye grass. 

been:added,to~tfie ~11e sfnci then. 
conta~~n4ted so1' h~s 

" i~~:"" " 

. ~. . :."' ....;: 
• , .... r~ ~ ~,' ~ 

f ultimat,e dis'p,os',t l'on 
(8) What .are the p~ansor, " ' 

of th1~ dirt? \, \, .. ,:: 
.' ~';. ',.' 

') 

ANSWER. 
~" 

.". ~~.. .' 

··r·.·· 'f,' 
r· ," "'" 

':. 

',. 1 ~: ~ .. 
. ..... "; ,:!. 

> ;:> .. 

, ,.: 

'.j .:-.; 

-:", ...... ', .... ; :~. , ' 
r, .. ~ .. '" .~:,," 

~;. '. 
": .. '; 
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(A) A~ the tfme that NfS turned over responsi

bflity for perpetual care of ~he waste at 

West Valley to New York state. how much money 

was fn the company's long te,rm waste 

management fu,nd? 

The fonowfng fnformation was obtllfned from the New, York State 
;:: " .,: 

Energy Research and Development Authority. 

. . " 

On May 15. 1963. the Hew York State Energy Research and 

Development Authority (then Atomic Research and Development) 

entered fnto a Waste Storage Agreement wfth Nuclear Fuel 
. ~" 

Services, Inc. 8y the the terms of that agreement, Nuclear 

Fuel Services, Inc., made payments into a replacement fund, 

and a maintenance fund for the storage of high-level waste 

at West VaHey. 

Those funds were consolidated into a restricted fund by New 

York State 1n 1982 and amounted to, about $5.5 millfon at the 

tfme the Department of Energy assume-d control of the West 

Val1~y sIte under the' West Valtey Demonstration ProJect. As 

Df Harch 1986. the fund had grown to about $8.3 million. 

• .;> , 

ANSWER.,' --
• ",j 

:(A}:What measuees ~ave ~een taken 

the pi'le .. of 'contamin'ated dirt 

to ·sta'b1hi'e ' 

on sHe at HFS 

, , '.Erw1n which' was·,:,.·emoved' from railroad 

northwe'st"- Of the sHe? 
l: ,property 

, . ~", . , " 

d' 

, '1'nches l",'of"',cl eil" f111 over the 
In March 1985: ... N.F~' placed'"s.,,.; No 
ent~re pile and stabilized the pile wtth rye grass. 

been:added,to~tfie ~11e sfnci then. 
conta~~n4ted so1' h~s 

" i~~:"" " 

. ~. . :."' ....;: 
• , .... r~ ~ ~,' ~ 

f ultimat,e dis'p,os',t l'on 
(8) What .are the p~ansor, " ' 

of th1~ dirt? \, \, .. ,:: 
.' ~';. ',.' 

') 
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J.EST O1 1.,I (Continued)
-2-

,QUESTION 11.

QUESTION 11.

+(Continued)

(B) What

solidify

Valley?

-3-

are the present estimated costs to

and stabilize the wastes at West

Upon transfer 'of the West valley solidified high-level waste

to final disposal, this Lfund wwill be turned over to the

Department of Energy.

In addition, at the time that NFS turned over responsibility

for perpetual care of the waste at West Valley to ewYork

State, NFS agreed to make payments to or .for the account of

the New York State Energy Research and Development

Administration totaling $19,914,728. See Section. 3 of.the

etl t AgreemetStipulation' and order in civil Actionetleent AgreementSt"•

NOs. B1-18E and 81-683E in the 
U.S. District Court 

for the

District of New York., which was approved by the

oestern Debruat o 1982.
court 0n February 19, 1982- . ::+--t'.

ANSWER.

The Department of Energy has reported a cost of approximately 454

million dollars for the West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP).

QUESTION It. (C) What portion of costs, for waste management at
West Valley will be paid by the federal,

government, the state government, and

NFS?

ANSWER.

The West Valley. Demonstration Project Act, Public Law 96-386.
directs the Department of Energy to *pay 90 percent of the

costs.-and the State to pay10 percent of the costs of the waste

solidification project. .. Upon payment of he sums stated in the

Settlement Agreement, NFS was relieved Of further responsibility

with-respect to the cost of the project.. -(See Settlement

Agreement, Section 3.)
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JESTION·ll. (Continued) 

"'-
) 

SOl;i'dified high-level waste 
'., .. of the w~siVa 11 ey 

Upon transfer ',L .;.'; i 11 b'~' turned over to the 

to final disposal. this fund w 

Department of Energy. 

respons i b11 ity 
that NFS turned over 

In addition, at the time Y k 

at West Valle~ to,,~ew, or, 
1 care of the waste , , , 

for perpetua or' ,;~or th~. a,~c".o.un".t, Of, 
~., ke payments to 

State. NFS agreed toma _,' ,,' ,',. D' lopment 

' "f gy Research and eve 
he New York State ner f th 

t $19 914 728. See Section 3 0 e 
ti n tota 1 i ng , " . " , .' 

Adm1nistra 0 " ',' ',' ., 'd' in Civil Act10n 

. . ,",,' t Stipulation and at: .er" ": 

Settlement Agreemen , , .•.. , ,; " n, t~ict Court for the 

81 683E in the U.S. s.,. _.' , 

Nos. 81-18E and -.. <;.: "'a ;~oved by the 

• . ." f New York., WhlCh was pp , ;',; , 

Western DlStrict ,0; 

Court on February 19, 1982. 
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. :; 9U£STI0H11. • (-Continued) -3-

IDlEST} ON 11. 

ANSWER. 

(8) What are the present estimated costs to 

solidify and stabf11ze the wastes at West 

Valley? 

The Department of Energy has reported a cost of approximately 454 

million dollars for the West Valley DemonstratfonProject (WVDP). 

.gUESTION..ll. 

ANSWER. 

(C) What portion of cost~ for waste management,at 

West, Valley will be paid by the federal 

,government. the state government. and 

NFS? .. (. 

' ..... 

The West,Valley Demonstration Project Act. Public law 96-386. 

directs the Department of Energy to pay 90 percent ~f the 

cost~;a.nd the .5tateto pay 10 percent of the costs of the waste 

Sol idiffcation project •. Upon paYlllent of ,the SUII,5 stat.ed in the 

Settl.ement Agreement, NFS was relieved ,of further responsfbility 

wHhe respect to the ',costof the project~.,(See Settlement 

Agreement, Section 3.) 
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JESTION·ll. (Continued) 
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IDlEST} ON 11. 
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QUESTION 
12. (Continued)

•EST1ON 12. (A) Are there other facilitties, active or i-nactive,reactors or fuel cycle plants, 1icensed by AECor NRC at which radioactive waste is presentlyburied?

pSWR.

Yes, there are other facilities, 
active and inacteve, reactors and

fuel cycle plants, licensed by AEC or NRC at which radioactive waste
is presently buried.

LOW~lOV, raiatvewseLLW) 
land di'sposal for these licensees

Low-l'ev4el radioactive 
wsa 

in f1 ~ at2,nml
has been permitted under two sections of 10 CFR Part 20, namely
§ 20.302 and % 20.304.

ti 20•302 of 10 CFR part 20, authori~zes 
a licensee dr' applicant

Secti on " 3iO 0C' at2,atVlo 

proposedfor a license to apply to the CommissiOn 
for approval of popo se -

procedures to" dispose of ljicensed material"in a manner not otherwise
authorized in the regulations-

Section 20.304 of 10 CFR part 20 was rescinded by the Commission onJanuary 28, 1981. Prior to that date, NRC licensewreatoidquantities"of 
radio ,active mat W byl an

to dispose of specific 

m 1 .b. s.land
burial provided' certain requirements were met;. Section 20.304specified t Ne max imum act ivitY per bur ial , th e mini mu m depth , tmaximUm number of buri als per year alocati • fl.S N- ro "ords relating to § 2 0" 3 O4dts•osa. ' required

to be sent to eithr the .Atomi*c EnergY "Comm sion.' o0 ' the'ý NuclearRegulatory Commission.

(B)If so, please provide 
a list of all such

facilities, 
a brief description 

of the buriedwaste at each site, and a description 
of what

financial arrangements 
have been made

for long term management 
Of t:he waste at eachsite. ..

ANSWER.'

List of Sites

The Commission 
does not have a comprehensive 

list of all licensees
authorized 

to dispose of low-level radioactive 
waste (LLW) under '

either §. 20.302 or the, rescinded § 20.304 of 10 CFR Part 20 since
these two provisions 

were first promulgated 
on November 17, 1960.

(25 FR 10914) .

Enclosure ,1 prebsehts ai.'lstC of LLW land disposal authorized 
by NRCe

under §2o.,3O2 forý;fiel cycle and nuclear material licensees 
sInce

1982. Staff is ilso"aware 
of one large nonconiercial 

LLW dispo0salI

site located at the West Valley, New York, reprocessing 
facility

which was authorized 
under § 20.302 and contains LLW material from

the operation of the reprocessing 
facility.

• 
ru!fFION g. 

) 

ANSWER· 
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(A) Are there other fBcillttes~ a~t1ve or tnactive, 

"uctors or fuel cycle plants. l1ce'nsed by AEt 

or NRC at which radioactive waste is presently 

buried? 

Yes. there are other facilities, active and inactive, reactors and 

fuel cycle plants. licensed by AEt or NRC at which radioa~tive waste 

is presentlY buried. 

Low-l"e'Je{ radioaCtive w~;te\;(LlW) land disposal ;~oitheSe licensees 

has been permitted under two sections of 10 CFR Part 20. namely 

§ 20.302 and § 20.304. 

Sec't1 on 20~ 30'i of 10 CF'R Part 20. authorizes iI' 1 i censee or' app1 i cant 
." • <!, ' .\" ',. 

for a1 i censeto apply to the'Comln1ssi on for approva
l 

of proposed 

procedure's to"irspose' of It icerised" lIIateri~l' in a manner not otherv1Se' 

authorized in the regulations. 

section 20.304 of 10 CFR Part 20 was rescinded by the commlsslonon 

January 28, 1981. Prior to. tbat date, NRC licensees- were authorized 

to dispose of' specifiC quant'ltl~s' of ~adfo~ftive m~terf~l by'hnd 

burt a 1 prl>V i ded' certain req~i reman'tS were:' lII~t'~';'Sec't ion 20:~ l04 

sp'ecHied thli'Riaximum'actiVity':per burfal1 'the intn;1m'iJlii~ depth. tile 

ma'Kflllum' numb'';" of buri:als 'per"yea:r; anti" the'dfstanCe 'be'tw~eh burial 

1(;c~t'i6ns<";' N'o i~C'~t(fs relatingt<i §20.3114::d1s'p,osaf'were,'ieqU'lred 

to be sent:to "8 ftlUlrtbe 'Atomfc Energy"commf$si on or :tite: 'N'ue 
1 
ear 

Regulatory Commission. 
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'. QUESTION 12. (Continued) -3-

CB) , ase provide altst of all SIlC~ If$o ple 

hell it ies, a brf ef descrfpt 10no'f' the buried 

waste at each sft e, and a description 
ffnancial' . of what 

arrangements have been ~ade ie 

for long term management o· f t'he waste at'ea'"h 
site. ... 

,'j 

comprehens ive 1t .' The Comm;iss i on' does:' not have 'a ," 
4uthorlzedto dispose fl' st of all lfcen'~ees 

o ow-level radioactive waste (LlW) ":. 

either § 20.302 or the rescinded § . under' tne.~e two provisions 20.304 of 10CFR Part 20 sh'ee 
were f'rst promulgated 

(25 FRI0914)'" on November 17, 1960. , , 

'":,' >('. 

Enclosure:.l II .. , resents ai~lht' oreLli' " . und § lan'dd.isposa'l ailthor1 zed "y" .' NRC:" 

er .20 .• '302 for"fuel'c' l' " .ye e' .and nuclear' 'material Heen~' ..... \I 

1982. St~ff is also'" .' . '. . ees sfnce 
aware of one large noncommercfal lLW df' '" 

site located at the West Valley, sposal whi h Hew York. repr~ces~trig fac11ft"y' 

c was authorized under § 20 302 . . ' and contains LlW 
the operation of the re~rocessin9 material from facility. 

• 
ru!fFION g. 
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ANSWER· 
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'. QUESTION 12. (Continued) -3-
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hell it ies, a brf ef descrfpt 10no'f' the buried 
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.QUESTION 12. (Continued) -4- .

Enclosure 2 ts..a list of LLW. land ditsposal authorized by NRC

under § 20.302 for reactors.

Since § 20.304 did not require speci-fic NRC approval for such

burial, the Comipss.ionhas no comprehensive. list of all sites or

licensees that may have used this provisfon to dispose of Its LLW.

Nuclear fuel cycle facility sites known to have burial areas used

by current licensees or predecessor licensees for disposal of LLW

under the provisions of 10 CFR 20.304 are: Babcock & Wilcox site

at Parks Township, PA; Combustion Engineering site at-Hlematite,

NO; Nuclear Fuel Services site at Erwin, TN; Sequoyah Fuels site

,at Gore, OK; Sequoyah Fuels s~ite at Crescent.,*OK; and Texas-.

Instruments site at Attleboro, MA.. The above sites lcontain

varying quantities of source material and enriched uranium.

It should be noted that since January 28, 1981., the Office of,

Nuclear Haterial Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) has granted approval

for land disposal of low-level radioactive.wasteI(LLW), under

§ 20.302 only if the quantities and concentrations of the LLW are

such that the site may~be released for unrestricted use upon

termination of the IIcenseý.

QU.TION 12. (Continued).

In the pipairat"t* of the financial assurances Provistons for I

10 CFR Pa'rt 61For commercfal LLW land disPosal, itt was determined
that theo•i,6mssfon lacked'statutory authority to require its~i

licensees to have funds for any long-term maintenance or ý"!:
monitoring of a LLfn s'te. This lan k of authority was raised by
the Commission before Congress and resulted in the enactment of
Section 151(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

Under Section. 152(a)(2), if the Commission determines that any'
long-term maintenance and/or monitoring will be necessary at a-'
licensed LLW site, the Commission Is to ensure, before terminating
the license, that the licensee has made available such bonding':
surety, or other financial arrangements as may be necessary to
ensure that any needed long-term maintenance or monitoring will. be
carried out by the person having title and custody for the site
after license termination.

The Commission's General Counsel has determined that the statutory
authority under Section 161(a) Is not limited to LLW disposal and
is sufficiently broad to support developing a regula~tion to
require current licensees who have disposed of LLV under § 20.302
and rescinded § 20.304 to have adequate financial arrangements for

-7

i
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,guEsrroN 12. (Continued) 

Enclosure 2 is.1 ltst of LlW lan4 dispos~l authorized by NRC 

u~,der. § 20.302 for react.~rs. 

Since § 20.304 did not require specH,ic NRC approval for such 

buria.1. the Coml)lhs.ion, bas M c~mprehens,1ve 11st of all sites or 

licensees that may have used this provisfon~ t~ dfspose of its LLV. 

Nuclear fuel cycle. facility sites known to have burial areas used 

by current licensees or predecessor l1tensees f.or dfsposal of LUI 

under the provisions of 10 efR 20.304 are: 8abcock & Wflcox site 

at Parks Township. PA; Combustion Engineering sfte at:Hematite. 

MO; Nuclear Fuel Services site a(Erwin. TN; Sequoyah Fuels site 

: lat Gore. OK; Sequoyah Fu.~1s .s,ite at. Crescent" OK; and Texas" 

Instrumen.ts site at Attleboro. MA. The above sites 'contain 

varying quantities of source ma.teriat and enriched uranium •. 

It should be noted that since January 28. 198L. the Office of. 

Nuclear Material Safety and Safe9uar~s (NMSS) has granted approval 

for land dtsposatof low-l~vel. radioactive nsta ,(LLW). under 

§ 20.302 only if th,.quantitie~ and con~e~trat1~ns of lhe LLV are 

s~ch ~hat the site ~ay,be relea$edfor unre~,r1cted use upon 
., , 

termination of t"~ }fce';se'.' 

. ".' 

>- : 
.,,:0. 
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the statutory 

authority under Sect10n 151(a) is not Ifm1ted 
to LLW dfsposal a~d 

1s sufffcfently broad to support developfng a regul~t10n to 

require current licensees who have disposed of LLW under § ~O.302 
and rescfnded § 20.304 to have adequate ffnancial 

arrangements for 
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monitorfng of It LLW site. Thfs lack of authority was rafsed by 

the Commfssion before Congress a~d resulted fn the enactment o~ 
Section 151(a) of the N 1 uc ear Waste Policy Act of 1982. !I 

Under Seetion 151{a)(2). if t'he CommiSSion determfnestllat I 

any' 
long-term maintenance and/or mo~rtorfng wilt be 

necessary at a; 
sfte, the Commission fs to ensure. before t f 

1 fcensed nW 
erm natfng 

the license. that the lfcensee •. a5 made . 
available such bonding.: 

surety. or other ffnancfaJ arrangements as may be necessary to 
ensure that any needed Ion t 

g- erm mafnter,ance or monitoring wl1( be 
carried out by the person havfng title and custody for the site 
after Ifcense terminatfon. 

The Commfssfon's Gener~l Counsel has determined that 
the statutory 

authority under Sect10n 151(a) is not Ifm1ted 
to LLW dfsposal a~d 

1s sufffcfently broad to support developfng a regul~t10n to 

require current licensees who have disposed of LLW under § ~O.302 
and rescfnded § 20.304 to have adequate ffnancial 

arrangements for 
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QUESTNON 12. (Continued) -6.

long term monitoring and maintenance, if needed. The. staff is

currently considering undertaking a rulemaking under Section

I51(a) to require licensees to provide financial-assurance-for any

needed long-term maintenance or monitoring for those LLW land

disposal sites which could not be released for unrestricted access

after license termination.

Enclosures:

1. A list of LLW land disposal authorized by

NRC under § 20.302 for fuel cycle and nuclear

material licensees since 1982.

2. A list of LLW land. disposal authorized by NRC

under § 20.302 for reactors..

ENCLOSURE 1

" ..ECTION-20302 AUTHORIZATIONS FOR BURIAL
FOR.FUEL CYCLEAND NUCLEAR MATERIAL-LICENSEES

DECEMBER 1982 TO OCTOBER 1986

1. OHIO AGRICULTURE -R&D -WOOSTER, OHN-"
PAPER, PLASTIC, TRASHa,CARCASSESSCINTILLATIONMEDIA

2. MONTANA "STATE UNIVERSITY - NORRIS, MT
LABORATORY'TRASH, AQUEOUS WASTES,

3. ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION -'ALEXANDRIA, VA
So l "t

4, HARVARD :UNIVERSITY - BOSTON, MA
PAPER, PLASTIC, TRASH, CARCASSES

5. HALLIBURTON SERVICES - DUNCAN, OK

SAND

6. HONEYWELL, INC. - MINNEAPOLIS, MN

SEDIMENT

Z, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA - FAIRBANKS, AK

CARCASSES

8. -GENERAL.ELECTRIC - CLEVELAND, OH

PAPER., PLASTIC', GLASS, WIRE
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ENCLOSURE 2 QUESTION 13. During the hearing. Chairman Zech noted -that:.,

there were no generic requirements for

decommissioning fuel cycle facilities, but that

plans were imposed as licensing. conditions.

FACIL-TY

SAN ONOFRE

OYSTER CREEK

'HB ROBINSON

MCGUIRE

OCONEE

BIG ROCK POINT

TURKEY POINT

VOLUME

~1~EAk DJ

TOTAL ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION

(MC0* PCI/GM OR/CC

SA0D

SOIL

.SEDIMENT

SOIL

SLUDGE

FEEDWATER

HEATERS

SAND

SOIL

SOIL

300

500

9000

1.5

240-380/YR

S160 TONSI

0,05-0.20
' 4

95

.0.01

0.1O/YR

6.5.

<0.5
5.

<45

1
0,24

12

'150

0.14

.465

45

150

70

'-12
0.03

35

(A) Which fue.l cycle facilities have submitted.

decommissioning plans, including pla.ns for.

funding?

ANSWER.

Enclosure I is a list of fuel cycle facilities that have

submitted decommissioning plans, only NFS has a funding plan..

Enclosure. 2 is a list of uranium mills and the status of these

decommissioning plans.

Enclosures:

1. List of fuel cycle facilities that have

submitted decommissioning plans.

2. List of uranium mills and the status of

.these decommissioning plans..I, . .,.Z • .;• ¢ : . " . " ' : " . ' ;'" ' "" 'i

:k
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SOIL 70 .. 

TOTAL ActIVITY CONCENTRATION 
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4 
95 

0.01 

O,IO/vR. 

6.5. 

< 12 

0.03 

.35 

-, .. 
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< 0.5 
5. 

< 45 

~ 

0.24 

12 

< 150 
0,14 
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,. 
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qUESION 3..(Conti nued) -2

4.. *1

V.'

;ENCLOSURE 1

QUESION _1 3.
(t) Which of these plans has NRC approved?

ANSWER.

All plans have been approved.

ALLIED CORPORATION

BABCOCK & WILCOX

BABCOCK & WILCOX

BABCOCK & WILCOX

BABCOCK & WILCOX

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING

COMBUSTioN ENGINEERING

ENERGY SYSTEMS GROUP

EXXONý" NUCLEAR

GA TECHNOLOGIES

GENERAL ELECTRIC

NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES

SEQUOYAH FUELS CIMMARON URANIUM

SEQUOYAHJFUELS CIMNARON PLUTONIUP

SEQUOYAN FUELS CORPORATION

UNC, INC.

UNC, rNC.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRI C

METROPOLIS, ILLINOIS

PARKS-TOWNSHIP, PENNSYLVANIA

LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA

APOLLO, PENNSYLVANIA

LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA

HEMATITE, MISSOURI

WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT

CANOGA PARK, CALIFORNIA

RICHLAND, WASHINGTON

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA

ERWIN, TENINESSEE

CRESCENT, OKLAHOMA

I CRESCENT, OKLAHOMA

GORE, OKLAHOMA

MONTVILLE, CONNECTICUT

WO6D RIVER JUNCTION, RHODE i'SLAND:

COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

qU!ESTION 13. (C) Which fuel cycle facilities have not submitted

decommissioning plans and plans for funding?

ANSWER.

All fuel cycle facilities have submitted decommi.. ssing

plans, as previously noted, only NFS has a funding plan.

~2
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SEQUOYAH lUELS C'~MMARON PLUTONIUM 

SEQUO~AH fUELS CORPORATION 

UNC, (NC. 

UNC, I'NC. 

WEST{NGHOUSE ELEcTR1C 

\.," 

" . \:.' 

METROPOLIS, lLLfNOIS 
, , 

PARKS, TOWNSHIP, PENNSYLVANI'A 

,LYNCHBURG, VI~GINIA 

:ApOllO. PENNSYLVANIA 

LYNCHBURG. VIRGINIA 

HEMATITE, MISSOURI 

WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT 
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... if 
, WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA ' 

•• ' l~. 
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LiST OF.NRC-LICENSED URANIUM MILLS

STATUS OF RECLAMATION PLANS AND SURETIES

APPROVED

STATE REC PlAN

9 268

-2-

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

UNC CHURCHROCK.

QUIVIRA

HOMESTAKE MINING CO.

ANACONDA MININGCO,

KENNECOTT/SOHIO

SD

NM:

HM

NM

NM
NM

YES
No*

UNDER REVIEW

No*

No*

UNDER REVIEW

U.S. GOVT
No**

No**
No**

No**

No**

MILL

WY UNDER REVIEW,

PATHFINDER SHIRLEY BASIN

PETROTOMICS

EXXON HIGHLANDS,

BEAR CREEK URANIUM

AMERICAN NUCLEAR CORP

IUMETCO

PATHFINDER LUCKY MC

MINERALS EXPLORATION CO.

WESTERN NUCLEAR CORP.

PLATEAU RESOURCES.LTD

UMETCO

-ATLAS MINING CORP.

RIO ALGOM

WY

WY

WY

WY

WY

WY

WY

UT

UT

UT

UT

UNDER REVIEW

YES

YES

YES.

YES

UNDER REVIEW

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

UNDER REVIEW

APPROVED.,

SY-E

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

UNDER

REVIEW

No

YES

* NRC HAS COMMITMENTS TO SUBMIT RECLAMATION PLANS BY LICENSEES

** NEW MEXICO HOLDS SURETIES. NRC HAS COMMITMENTS FOR NEW SURETIES

WHEN RECLAMATION PLANS ARE APPROVED,

.: i
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RIO ALGOM UT 

ApPROVEP ApPROVED, 

R,gc PLAN .,~ 

UNDER. REVIEW. YES 

UNDER REVIEW YES 

YES YES. 

YES YES 

YES YES 
" 

YES YES 

UNDER REVIEW YES 

YES YES 

YES YES 

YES Yes 
., .. 

YES UNDER 

REVIEW 

YES No 

UNDER REVIEW YES 
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ESTIO " During the hearing, the Commission indicated that

it might reexamine the Issue of whether the

emergency plannin.g conditions proposed by the

NR C staff in SECY.- 2-
3 11 for RFS Erwin should

be approved.

(A) Has the Commission reexamined this issue?

(6) ifso, what 414 the Commission decide?

(C) if not, when does the Commission expect to

revisit this issue?

ANSWER.

In acting on .the NRC staff's proposed rule on emergency

preparedness for fuel cycle and other radjioactive material

licensees, SECY 86-99, the Commission voted that the rule be

revised to address more directly the need to consider and plan

for any serious non-radiolo9ical hazards to the public and to

reflect the lessons learned from the Sequoyah Fuel accident.

The NRC staff is working to redraft the proposed rule and

resubmit it to the Commission for consideration early next

year.

265

QUESTION 15 During the hearing. tommisston staff made a
commitment that, If possible, the 01aSH study on

1IFS workers would be designed so that quick

answers might be obtained.

(A) is it possible to design the study so that

relatively quick answers might be obtained?

ANSWER.

Representatives of NIOSH met with NFS and Oil, Chemical, and Atomic

Workers Union (OCAW) representatives at the site on. October 15, 1986.

rTo determine the feasibility of studies at NFS, NIOSH representatives

reviewed records systems in the areas of dosimetry, urinalysis, and

invivo counting and reviewed the medical recoqrds system.. During this

r eview, NZOSH focused attention on workers who worked in areas where

foerger quantities of low-enrfched uranium were processed and on some

workers who have been restricted from further exposure to uranium

based on previous Internal depositions of uranium or thorium. NIOSH

also requested that OCAV cooperate in providing NFS worker medical

records W1• the possession of the OCAU Medical Consultant, Dr. Kenneth

Miller. Testimony provided by Mr. N. W. Hancock at the September 18,

1986. hearing Indicated Dr. Miller had relevant medical records and

had concluded that there was a problem. OCAN representative$ agreed

to cooperate with NIOSH and provided NIOSH with Information necessary

for NIOSH to obtain these records,

NIOSi agreed to look at.the records for those individuals

who have:medici'l ciomplae•s:to deteruine if the comiplaints aie-

Indicators of"!'kidneydahi&ge-'thbtcbuld resu.lt from urahnif", "

exposure. NIOSH indicated that after review of these records they

would make further recommendations to the NRC as to what type of

study might be appropriate. The Commission intends. to ask NIOSH

to conduct such a study expeditiously.
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>OquEsTIO_ 18. (Continued) -2-
OUEST -' 1 (Continued) -3-

9UESTION 1S. (8) If so. what is the estimated date for an

initial determination of whether workers

might have been Injured by uranium exposure?

ANSWER.

NIOSH indicated they could have recommendations on a study to the

NRC within a few weeks of receipt of the medical records from the

OCAW. The type of action recommended by NIOSH will define the

schedul-e for determining whether workers might have been injured,

by uranium exposure. NIOSH is aware of the need to answer

workers' questions promptly. The NRC has requested that proposals

include, if scientifically appropriate, methods to obtain answers

relatively quickly.

In summarizing their preliminary findings, NIOSH representatives stated

that:

o It appeared that a study to determine if there might be an

increase in cancero rates among workers was probably not

feasible because there has been too short-a time between

exposure and the present and-because there are too'few workers

exposed.

o A study:of kidney. damage: might involve medical examination of.

current workers or anepfdemlological study utilizing.fiFS:

-ir,ecords. :-There was no recommendation on. the feasfbffty of a

either study at that time. but an epidemiological study ikely
would not provide answers as promptly as the medical
evaluations.

QUESTION 16. Please describe the procedure, that NRC woul-d

follow to reduce occupational limits for uranium

exposure.

A-NIR. R

Be.ause NRC has been concerned about exposure to soluble uranium,
severs.1 steps have, already been taken.,The.Oftce of Nuclear
Regulatory Research is sponsoring animal experiments to better
define the kidney concentration of uranium that produces toxic
responses. NRC has also contracted with the NationO Academy of

Sciencesfor the BEIR IV Committee to make a recommendation

regarding intake, limits for-soluble uranium. Xf so indicated,
as necessary, NR will follow the Agency's procedures- for amending

its regulatitons -to loweerthe limits.

ý , ." 1ý
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, >QUESTIOR 16. (Continued) -2-

qUESTION 16. (8) If so, what i; the estimated date'for an 

Initial determination of whether workers 

mfght have been fnjqred by uranium exposure? 
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QUS0N 17. During the hearing, union wittngsses claimed that,

the union had informed the NRC of kidney

problems among workers as early as July 1986.

Does the NRC agree with this statement?. If so.

why did the. NRC-ignore these, allegations unt4l

the Subcommittee brought them to the - -

Commi'ssion's:attention?,

ANSWER.

The MRC staff does not agree with this.statement. The NRC staff

met with the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW) on two

occastons in July 1985. During the 'dtcussion many things were

alleged, but no staff member in attendance remembers allegations

about ktidney damage. As a result of these meetings, NRC's Region

11 staff contacted the OCAW and requested specificS regarding the

allegations. None of the allegations related to kidney pioblems

among workers. By letter dated September 3, 1985 (Robert Wages,

Vice President. OCAO.'to Chairman palladino). the'OCAW listed•20

specific allegations, none of which identified kidney problems.

When the NRC became aware of this concern on the part of the

workers, noted in the Subcommittee's letter dated January 7. 1986,

the NRC promptly-initiated action to obtain details on the potential

hellth effectS. The NRC requested, from the Subcommittee and the

OCAWj, copies of-the tapes noted by the'Subcommittee.to contain

information on health effects. After several calls and a:

letter dated January'30, 1986, to the OCAW, the NRC received

a copy of the transcripts of the tapes on March 11, 1986. In

addition, the NRC contacted individuals making allegations'and

arranged to interview these persons near the site to obtain

details of allegations involving any healtbheffects.

Based on the information in the Subcommittee's letter of January 7.

198V, steps were taken in January 19"86 to have NIOSH review any

information on potential health impacts of NFS operations on MfS

workers. The progress.on the NIOSH involvement is detailed In the

answer to Question IS.*

2N9

.US 1. DurIng. the hearing, a union witness Stated that

uranium contamination was present In the

lunchroom ventilation sYstem, and not merely '

tracked Into the lunchroom by workers.,.

(A) Does the NRC agree with this 1nailfsi ?

ANSWER.

During an onsfte inspection on September' 23*27, 19865 TIns Oe in , " :

Report No. 70-143/85-34), a Region 11 radiation specialist't "

evaluated potential sources of low level contamination foqnd

infrequently in the lunchroom. This review Inc uded,performanc.

of contamination surveys-in the lunchroom input *and'output

ventilation ducts. No contamination was found in the 'ventfIattion",

ducts. Durng. the most recent meeting with'RFS to review the PiP

stafus, IlFS stated that only two smears out of approximately 2700

taken sinceNay 1985 exceeded theplant's action level for

decontamination and these were taken Prior to the end of the

strike. The NRC continues to believe that a more likely source of

contamination in the..lunchroom is probably protective clothing.

with low levels of residual contamination, worn by workers into

lunchrooms. -

QUESTION 18.<- (9) If so, will merely prohibiting work clothfng :

in the lunchroom area be sufficient tQ solve

the. problem of lunchroom contamirnation?"

ANSWER.

Prohibiting wearing of protective clothing along with contfnuous

emphasis on contamination monitoring by workers when they leave

controlled areas should eliminate the problem of lunchroom contami-

nation. NFS has notified the NRC that the complete elimination of

protective clothing in lunchrooms will now take place In Spring 1987:.

The new Implementation date'is due to delays in the installation of

a new laundry with sufficient capacity to handle the Increased use

of protective and clean clothing.

IJ
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cOJlmhsion' s; 'a ttentl on?' .. 

Tile IIRC staff does not agree with thts .statement. lhe HRC staff 

met with the Oil, Chemical. a~d Atomic Workers UnIon (OtAW) on two 

oecasions in July 1985.00r11l9 the' diScussion ,many things were 

alleged. but no staff member In attend'ance remembers elleg&tlons 

about k.ldney da.age. As a result of th~se meetings. NRC's Region 

11 staff contacted the OCAW and request~d .speclflcs regarding the 

allegations. None of the allegations related to ~idney problems' 

amollg workers. 8y tetter dated September 3, 1985 (.Robert lIages, 

Vice President. OCA"" t~ Chalr~an Palladino); tbeOcA~'\1~ted '20 

speCific a"e9atto~s, none of Which identified kidney problems. 

When the NRC' became aware of this concern on the part of the 

workers', ri~ted tn the Subcolllmittee's lIItter dated Januliry 7, ,1986. 

tlul IIRC promptly' initiated action to obtain detall5 oAthe potential 

hd'''h . effects. Tile NRC recjue~ted. from theSubi:'~q;mI'ttee an'd 'th'e 

: OCA". cop\es oftbetapes ~otijd'i,y the" S~bcD!uml ttee. to contain 

itlfOl'lIIulon 011 h,al-tll effects. After seYiira1 e'alls and a" 

letter dated January' 30, 1986, to the OCAW, the NRC' received 

II. eopy of the transcripts of the ·tapes on March 11, 1986. In 

addition, the NRC contacted Ind1Ylduals making allegations .·and 

arranged to interview these persons near the site to obtain 

details of allegations inv~lvlng any health·effects. 

Based on the information in the Subcommittee's letter of January 1. 

1986', steps were taken In January 19'86 to have N10SH review any 

information on poteR~lal health Impacts of MfS operettolls on MrS 

workers. The progr~5s. on .the NIOSH Invo !velllent 1$ detaUed in the 

answer to Quest'on 15: 

.1 
During. the heerfng, a ullion wftneu Hated that. I 
uranlUIll contlllllAatlon was present tn "the 

, lunchroOlll YentllaUon SYsteit. and' 'IIOt~.lIIereiy 
tracked Into tbe luncbroOm 'by worhr,.;. 1/ 

" ...•. !r.· .... 

, ,,,,. ,;;;;;J,:;:';:;~'.'_ 11" , 

'" D, ....... C." ........ " '''\:''!l,:,;f~t~''fr 

ANSWER. , ...... "H:;:.:'.i'~:(;ld 
DurIng an oRslte Inspection on Septe.ber '23',;27 ,19$5 ';l'insiJ~:~}t:?~; 

Rejlort No. 70-143/85-34), a Reghn II radfaUon spiiclalis.fi;tJ.~~j:f 

eYaluated potential sources of low level. cont.mlnatlo!! f:o.~n.d . ';" ' .. 1 

'infrequently In the lunchrool'D. This reVIew 

ta.hn stnce.'Miiy··1985 exceeded th.e: plant's ~ct1on level for' 

cont8mlniitlon In the,-.. lunc~room Is probably protective clothlnq. 

with low levels' of resldulil- co~taJIIlnatfon. "o~n by workers Into 
t_ '. 

lunchrooll)s. 

gU£sTioll is.;: 
( 

i 

(,8) I.f 50,"111 lIer:ely P~~hfbftj/lg wOl'k clothing. :;. 

fn the lunchroom area iie Sufflclent'tll solve q 

!!!m.! .. 

Prohibiting wearfng of protective c'lothfng along with .contlnuous 

elDPhasls on contamination monltorfng by workers when they 'Ieave 

co~trolled areas should eliminate the problelll of lUnchroom contami

nation. NFS has notified the NRC that tbe complefe elimination of 

protectlYe clothIng In iunchrooms Will now tate place In Spring 1987~ 
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a new laundry with sufficient capacity to handle the fncreased use 

of protectIve and clean clothfng. 
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August 27, 1986.

smuw~Ie*mD~
m ~

Nsmsq

ft. FAIL liew9,1
Geaneza? Counsel
Nuclear Pool ev CuaY
Suitj 600 ,4
6000 BtzeatiWv Boulevard
RLockv1ler, Maryl••d 202 .

peat Nt. Ioman .. ..

o n 5 O +t O e i S . . .19 8 6 , at j 9 s, a ... ,m . i i C o w 3•1 3r a ". r '
"oume Offisept .m~u6 , the'sub@coUttee Will hold..ft bearing ..

souse Office-s.nldiog 1 ,. of the'.ucleat Fuel Seovices

aciit,-1.Erw n, S5 iii.. 8uboomittee will. takce

testiso.y oin worker -llegatiof5 conocerning problematidftealth, and

safety practices, themsraer atfug j secor of. the f acil ity.

and the ou 5 5ear Res.leo CO 5 •i v . regulation of the

facility. , ,

you and/or othe company .epresentativea age invited- to ,

testify at the sBnb Iimttse ihearg enthe Erwin- facility. Tout

oral statements at the hearing will be 1limited to.a total of ten.;

minutes, to be followe" by questions feom .mba ... of the.

Please submit ......itt. St at" e ntm -for insertion -I-tp .

hearind record. - out writtenl statement , ay be of sayr length# ~l
should be typed, double spaced. in -addition, p•pleas deliver. nonte-

copy of the compoa Is answers to tb+e enclosed questions to the

Suicommittee.s off ias by S100 p..M, September 12, 1986.

Please deliver 30 copies of your written statement to the

Subcommfittee' a office by 5 %OO p.m., # eptember .l6 1986. .Plea"

bring an additional 50 ,coptes of' yo +r written statement t.o t ...

hearing room by 9q0* a.m. on he day of the hearing.

if you have any questions concerning your appearance, pleas*

contact John hbbottn .of the SubooUnittee stsff at (202) 226-2424.

Sincerely.

Chairman

2/71

Paw.m INC UBSTIONS FOR HUCLBM PUEL SWurIS 98 TRB BSEMI!,
f8NO8SSR PACMITY." "

Please answer each of the following questions,

2. With regard to the Nuclear Regulatory Commiesitn's findings 01
allegations by Me8 ErVin workers$ reported In Director's Decision
Under 10 CPR 2.206, Docket 70-143, Match 3, 1986t

a. Identify those NRC findings with which the company
I disagrees. Explain why the company disagrees.

bi. Wth regard to NRC findings with which the company does
not disagree, Identify what corrective action the company
has planned, and when it should be completed. For each
such item, what corrective action, has been completed?

2. One of the union's allegations is of kidney problems among

many IUP workers.
a. What is the company's* posltion on this-allegation and its

relation to tbe renal toxicity of:.uranlum exposure? -;:
b. Are there other factors, such as local viral infections,.

which- might explain a high incidence of 'kidney problems
among UP1S Erwin workers?

3. In 1981, the NBC performed a Health' Physics Appraisal at UPS

Ervin.a. Do any deficiencies Identified In 1981 remai-,.uncorrected
at present?

b,. If noMt, what was the last deficiency to be corrected and
when was corrective action. completed?

c. if deficiencies from 1901 remain uncorrected, please
identify them.

d. What action does UFO plan to correct remaining
deficiencies, and when is correative action expected to
be: completed?

4. In 1985" Bechtel Nuclear, Iaon co•pleted a radiation

protection- assessment at KIr srvin.
a. Please provide a copy of all recommendations made by

Bechtel NMclear.-
b. For each recommendation, what -corrective action does BPS

propose, and-when In the expected date of'completion?
Yd. rdetify any Bechtel recommendations which NPS -has
declined- to carry out, and state why.

C-,

J+

)

Enclosure

C .- ~

• 
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
SUBC~1l1U ON EN£RyV CONSERVATION 

, ,', AND POWEll' ' 
, Q111III 

COMMmH ON ENEIIGY AND COMM£RCP, 

"W~~N, DC ~Ol" 
, ,Allgust 27, uell 

))ear lU:. lIeVuiant"'''' ... ~; -::,~.: ' ' 
'Oil sePttiJDbet U~ 1986', at g,'3d' a.~. i .. iIIr~' 1322 l\aYbIldi";' 

BOUse Office ,&u1l61Dg, the aubcOma1ttee dll bola"a budB9, .. " ' .. 
CODC81:blB9' u:eopetatt.B9 1:.!cord o£. ·the "Nuclear' PIl61 ,Servlcea ' , 
fe"Uit! 'in Bnill., \'eDIIIIssee~ 'lbe. ,suboOllllllittee ,,111 talte ' ' ". , 
t:est'iIllO!If' oil worker alletaUOll8 cOaCa,rillll9 problemaUC 'luJalth' aaa' 
safety practice., the tenecal oPln:at~lIgncos:~.of the, f~illtlr" ,. 
aIId the lfUelea.: aegll1.to1:! <:0\II1II1881011'8 r89UlaUon ot the' " 
facility" ,,",~' , 'b 

YOU anUot otbeJ; c~IIf,,,replt~.nta!:l"~s a,e,1nv1t.e6·t.o, I , 

test1fY at: tbe SQbCOaIII1Ue.'s lleadll9 011 .the, Bn1n ,fiICUity.' Yow: 
oral stat_elluat: the headD'II wUl,.be·UJlll te6 ,to a cotal of ten,. 
.1nut •• , to be foll0we4 by qllesUonti fs:OIII _bare of the' .;}.. '. 
SubCOIII!IIlt:t:e •• '.: ., . . o';, • 

'Please .ublalt :~:.~lt:teD:.statemellt;.'~,oc ,bse~tlon'lntp thJ!!., " '. !'::.: 
beadll<i record. Yous: vdtten statelDent 1II11J'be of any 1~. tIItt 
should be typeA, double·spaClIa. :tn. :aMiUoll, 'pleue , Clali"er. OM':', ' 
copy of the _~'. _eu to the ellclosea questions to the . 
subcollllllittee-'s offices by 5100 p.m., september 12. 1986. ;,::" :;"OJ· 

please deliver 30 coples of youI: wdtt.en stat.lIlIIent t.o the 
Sabe_itt.e9

'
,s ofUce by alOo p.III., 8.ePt.embet.16 • 1985 •. ,lepe ... , 

bdnCJ aD adc11 Uo* ' 50' coples of' 'yolir wd tt.eil st.at.ement to 'i'lie';<" ' 
heaJ7ing 1:001II by 'a!lO' a.1II. on t.he ClaY of t.~e beadng. 

_." ". " -.:'" ';'j, ..•. "':-.-' 

U you have any qlles!:101l8 concerning yO\Sf; appearance, please 
contact. ~ohn Ahbot.t.s.of the SUbCOmmit.t.ee st.eff at (202) 226-2.2 •• 

Sil\Cel:el)'. 

·et ' 
~ar~ 
Cba1;CII~ .: " ,," ': ,,' .• ':"l 

.. :". r" ';1""' :i::;.: 

{' ;:: 

• ; i 
.... ,' 

.. ~.. ;:', 
'~.1. , 

·.::r;···· 

" ~.", . , ;', t" .,' .. '-? 

" " 

(' 

}. 
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~BAltDIG QllUTIONS POB lroCLBlIII ro-
.... "' .. BSSBB rACI£I'lY.' , - S..,XCBS OR ftS SlIIfIll , , ' .' .' 
,lease answer each of t.be foll-ing .... .\ . -. que .... ionea 1 
1. IfUh regarCl to the Huele ' allegatIons ~ NPB Brwin wor:! Regulatory Comaisslon's findings 0 
Under 10 CPR 2.206, Docltet: 7o-r:i r~rt.lId in Director's DeCision 

a. Identify those RRC f1 i' db 3, 19861 
. disagrees. BlEPlain"l:; ~s with wbleb \:be COlllpallY 

~. With regard to IIRC findin e compallY disagrees • 
. bot diSagree, identify wh:~ :!~~ttch the cOlllpany dOeG 
; bas p1alUllilil, anil wben it ahOU1~ ve action the 00II\pll1lY 

SUOh item,- what corrllctive act10~hcOlDPlete4. fOr eaob , " as been completeil? 

Z. One of the union's 81189 U' . many NPS workers. a ons is of kidney problems among 
a. ,What is the company'.,po it! ' ," 

'relation to,the renal to:tci:n 0;, tbis'allegation ana,its 
b. Ars therll 'othel: factors, 'SUchY 0 "uranium exposure? ",,: 

'whioh. might explain a Ugh inc~: loealf~hal infectic)fts,: , 
aJDong ars Brwin workers? "eDCe 0 ktdney'problems : :' ;, 

3 I '1981" ' ' B;win~ , ,the NRC performed a Be'41tb' Physics ApprAisal at'WPS 

a. 00 any defiCiencies identified' .' '. . at present? . " in 1981 reille'in',·uncorrected 
b., If not, what vas the lut deft' .. 
c. w:en was corrective action' com:~:~?to,be cOI:Eeeted and 

ide:~f~;i:::;~S from 1981 reBa1n uncorrecteil, please 

d. Wbat action does aFS Ie deficiencles' aaa wb p n to correct r_aining 
be: cOlll~let.edl en.Ls corrective aeUon 8xpectea to 

.c. In 1985, Bechtel NUClear"! ' ' 
protection'assesement'at Nes'.r:1;.complet:ed a radiation 

a. Please proviae a' coPf tal" allehtel MllOleu:. ' 0 I r_endations lIlade by 

b •. : ,~~r each recommendation Itb t . . . p~opose, arietwheR J.s th~ e';ectc::
r
::

1ve 
action does Nes 

c. I entify any Bechtel r8COlUlendati e of completion? ' 
declined .. to carn. 'Ollt _.... t ODS which BPS'has _~ , ...... sate "by. 

) 
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please deliver 30 coples of youI: wdtt.en stat.lIlIIent t.o the 
Sabe_itt.e9
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prehearing' Questions for 388, p. 2

s. with regard toethe allegation of vending j machie -snotaminated
with uranium, please answer the tollowing;questions : " ..

a. Have vending machines, located in the lunchrom or

elsewhere, been contaminated in the past beyond p rese.
a-lowable levels for uncontrolled, areas? .- •entify see

such - In~stanlce since. 1980.
b Whtasthe disposition, of such contam.i Ln .ated v..ending

a. If any.contaminated vending machiner or, any part of such

machine,- was disposed asdradioactive Waste, identify the
burial site or disposal methOd for each.

6. Documents supplied by' the NRC -indicate that ait, NPF Erwin$'
limits forsrface contamination -in lunchrooms and other, . •

uncontrolled. (non-working) areas are 5000 dpm/1
0 0 square cm for

total alpha, radiation,. and 1000 dam/100 square.cm for
totranferabl ,alpha :radiation- 'ese identifyi all instances
since 1e0,•ai which either of these' limits have' been exceeded.

7. With regord to, decommissioning, pleases:4nswer the. followings:

a. What are'the company's plans for decommissioning the' -

facilities and grounds at UPS Erwin? -

b. Describe"the meohanisl for providing'funds for

dc ommissioning......"... .. .. ..eC. ow in c•o e ex st ', " p-i-y- a ' d*ecommissioning

account? H olarge..a thi~saccount. predicted to be at 5,

10, and 10 years in the future?

i rd tO: thel *rIetenticn ponds- at.NFS .Erwin&

a. What s•sth. extent of groundwater contamination.
attributed to leakage from the retention ponds?

b. Does the contaminated qroundwater provide drinking water

or can it flow into drinking water, supplies? Ifs.. how

many persons do these drinkin water. su pplies serve?.
c. What re the company'a plans 'or deoommissionitng

retention- nds at. NPSErwin? - te .
d. What are the estimated+costs of decor6issedoning the

- -pon~ds? -s-

e. What action has th :companyX,,taktnf to decommissio'n the

ponds?
f. What is the time schedule for pond decommissioning?
g. In the absence of decommissioning, what plans has the

company made to protect groundwater from further
contamination?

273

Prehearing Questions for NPS, p. 3

9. With regard to decommissioning the burial pits: :1
a. What are the company's plans for decommissioning burialt

pits containing. radioactive material on site at NP8
Erwin?

b. What are the estimated costs of decommissioning the
burial pits?

c. What action has the company taken to decommission the
burial pits?

d. What is the time schedule for burial pit decommissioning?
a. If funds are'not sufficient to decommission, the burial

pits, what is the co•pany's position on who should pay
for decommissioning?

10. With regard to decommlssioning:
a. What progress has been made on decommissioning Inactive'1!

plutonium facilities at NPS Erwin?
b. If plutonium facilities have not been decommissioned,

what steps have been taken to prevent the release of
plutonium from fire, flood, tornado, or other natural
disaster?

11. With regard to off-site planning for emergencies, please
answer the following questions for NPS Erwins . . -

a. What accident scenarios could result in the- eleaseiof -A
radioactive material which might'have potential
consequences for persons off-site?. " ... j(

b. What is the design basis accident for emergency planninig?
c. What accidents could produce conditions more severpe than

d the design beais accident?acc.. nts .n ` L "
d.f ave such more severe accidents been analyzed by 9.W f

company? If .so, how would these accident scenarios
change potential consequences? .

a. what accident scenarios were excluded iq the company's
evaluation of dangers to the off-site population? i.

12. Please answer the following questions on off-site emergency
planning at NPS Brwins

a., What provisions exist for warning the off-site population
in the event of an emergency?

b. Specifically, has the company installed warning sirens or
alarms, or. other provisions to directly warn nearby
citizens of an accident at the MPS facility?

c. Has the company distributed instructions to nearby
citizens on, the conditions requiring evacuation or
requiring citizens to take shelter in the event of an oni
site accident?

•d. If the-company has not carried out the actions in parts
b. or a. please explain the company's position on such
provisions.

13. Please answer the folliowing questions on the Clinchfield
Railroad property north of the plant sites

a. How much land remains contaminated at levels greater than
I . the target values established -in 1980?
b.' Does the company's analysis of part a. differ in any way

from the NRC's? If so, please explain the company's
position.

14. With regard to fines against NPS Erwins
a. Has the NRC proposed any fines which RPS has not yet

-• paid?
b. If so, please describe-the violation identifed and the

company's reasons for opposing the fine.

J, 
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Preheari~~'ouestioft8 for "FB, ;P~;-2' 
.,_ .. '. ....• . r .,.:s' ....... r·· J ;.:, .. ".. ,'1,' ", 

5. With regard to .the ai'legB'Uon of vending macUnes oontaminated 
with urllJlium, please ,sDave.1: the .follOl'fing;,questio!U', , ... , . ..:,.... : .. " 

.. a.Bave'll'ending ·machines,. located in ,t!2e lunchro.,?"!, or... .,., 
. elsewhere, been contaminated in the past.~eyond prese!lt· ... 

allowable levels for uncontrolled· areas? 'IaentUy eaCh 
sucb:'lnstance ,since 1980.. .,,'. .,,, .'C' ..... ": •. 

,,:~. What .vas 'the di!lliOiiltion ofsnch contaminated vending 
"maChines? ,. '." : '.'. " '.' ' .::'.ci;' "If 8JIY.cc~taioii\ated vendi.Mmaohlne, !>.r:.,.any part of such 

-: ,,' .lI\achlne,' vas' ~sp'osed. a.s. :radioactive ,waate, ld'!nUfy tbe 
burial site or disposal I118tbad for each. 

6. Do~ulI~nt~'~uwliea by~t~~ NR~;i~ai'date t.ha{:~i::NFs E.r,~ln~ 
limits for .. surface' coDtlll!linatton ·i!l 1uDchroom.s ana otber· , 
unoontrolled. '(Don-working) areas .at·e 5000 dPDI/l90 ,square, em for 
total alpha, .radiation. ·lIJId 1000 ·dpm/1CtO squal,'e, CJII f,!r. ,,' . 
trllJlsferrable 'alPha' radiation. .pl~se .i.denUfy, all instanCes 
since 1980' in whlch either of these limit;1' .Ilave:been exceeded. 

7. With regard to. decommissioning, please.answer the following' 
a. What are'the company's plans foi:: 'deccuimissioning the '. 

faoilities and grounos, at NFS En/1n?:.·· " : 
" b •. Desoribil"the mechanUmfor pl:oiiiding·f~d.S for .. 

, :' decommissioning. . .. ...' '1 .' " • 
c. Bov' much' money e!liBtB ~n tbe company! s. decoll!lllissioning 

account? Bow.1srge is th1s'account predicted to be at s, 
10, and 20 years in the future? .. 

8 With r~ilr~ to thfir~t~ntlon FndS' ~t,NF8 .. Enin.: 
• a. Wliat ls"the extent. of groundwater contamination, 

attributed t.o leakage from t.he retent.ion ponds? 
b. Does the cent.uinet.ed g~oundwate~ provide drinking"ater 

or can it. flow into arink,lng water. fJuppUes?·If so,.how 
m~ persons do these drinking water, supplies serve? 

c~ What are the company's plans'for ,deoOlllllil:!'sionin.g 
·ret.ention·.ponds at BFS.,Erwin? .' .'. , ... " ','. -. "<4.' -what are the -estlmated-,··co.sts ·of .de.~mml:Bs.l;C?ti.l~ti· the '.-
ponaS? . ", - <~d' -.- ;:- ~" , ·'.-:t .' -', ,"": :-; :"" 

e. What 'ac~ioD bas, the.COlDpany, . .'tak~~· t.o 'l1ecomiD~:iililo" the 
ponds? 

f. What 1s t.he t.ima schedule for pond decoll!lllissloning? 
g. In the absence ofdecomm1ssioning, what. plans has the 

oompany made t.o protect groundwater from further 
contaa!nat.ion? ~ 

~rehearing Questions for NPS, p. 3 , 

!I. With regard to ·decommissioning the burial pits .j 
a. What are the company's plans for decommis!ioning burililt 

pits containing .radioactive mat.erial on site at NFS .,. 
Erwin? 

b. What are the estimated costs of decommiSSioning the 
burial pits? 

c. What. action has the company taken to deoollllDission the 
budal pits? .' .. 

d. What is the time schedule for burial fit decommissionin'? 
e. If funda are'not sufficient to decomm ssion the burial ~ 

pits. whst is the coapany's position on who' should pav '! 
for decommissioning? .. " 

10. With regard to decommissioning. . ,i, 
a. What progress has been made on decOUIIIIissioning inactive 'II' 

plutonium facilities at NPS Brwin? . ,; 
b. If plutonium faCilities have not been decommissioned, i! 

what steps have been taken to prevent tbe release of ;! 
plutonium from fire. flood. tornado, or other natural' II 
disaster? \' 

11. with regard to off-site planning for emerftenC1es'~ ",' .. ""'/1 
answer the following questions for HFS Erwina ~ , p ease I 

a. What accident scenedos could result iii thii·iie1ea~·'iif'·.''' 
radioactive material which might,havepotenUa1 ":', ,.,:' 
consequences for 'persons off-site? ' ... , '. .. .~:.' . j:1 

b. What is the design basis accident. for' emergenCy" pI luin'iiig'?, 
c. What aCCidents could produce conditions more severe than" 

the deSign basis accident? ' .' '.' II 
d.' Bave such more severe accidents been alllllyaed,"hi fha' ~;, 

company? If ,so, how would these acciclent 'acenarlO'.t··,· 
change potential consequences? .. . ' , '; 

e. Wbat. accident scenarios were excluded ill t.he company' s 1\ 
evaluation of dangers to t.he off-sit.e pOpulation? '. I· . . :1 

12. Please answer the fOllowing questions on off-site emergency ;\ 
planning at NPS Brwina :i 

'. a.' Wbat provisions exist for warning the off-site poPu1atio~ 
in the event of an emergency? II 

".,-b. Specifically. bas ~he COIIpany installed warning sirens cit 
alarms. or· other provisions to directly warn nearby ;'1' 
citizens of an accident at t.he BPS fac:Uitry? i 

.0. Bas the company distributed instructions to nearbry : 
citiaens on,t.he conditions requiring evacuation or : 
requirin~ citizens to take shelter in the event of an on: 
site accident? . " 

. d~ If t.he 'company has not 'carried out. the actions in part.s :: 
b. or o. please explain the collpany's position on such 'i 
provisions. :j 

13. Please answer the fOllOwing qUestions on the clinchfield >: 
~ilroad property north of the plant sitea ' 

a. Bow much land remains contaminated at levals great.er th~ 

14. 

the 'target values established 'in 198O? ' 
b.' ,Does the company's analysis of part a. 'differ in any wtit 

from the NRC's? If so. plealie explain the co ..... A ""· s 1 posl tion. - ...... .. 

With regard to fines against. BPS Erwina 
a. Bas the NRC proposed any fines which NPS has not yet 

paid? 
b. If so, please describe"the violation idenUfed and the 

company'.s reasons for oppoSing the fine. 

, ~ '. 

/ 
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, • U•.. ,HOUSEOPF REPRESENTATIVES
~~ ~ SUSCOMMMrE ON ENERGY CONJSERVATION

AND POMWR

waft. cOMurITEs ON ENERGY AND C4MiERC.
WASIINwrON. DC 20515,

• : " .... Septemb•er 9, 1086. .. ,.

ft. Nell Nevuwa.
General CousOel
Nuclear Fuel- services Company.
Suite 600
6000 flecutive Boulevard-
Ktockville, Mry.and" 20852

Dear Mr. Newman.

oi:August .27, 1 -invited.Y'Orseif ea/oz Other Nuclear Fuel
servic8 .representatsves to testify. at the Suboomittee's bearing
on September 18, 1986, on the ErWAn, Tennessee uranium fuel
facility. The invitation to testify included-'a request that the
company answer written questions which were enclosed. -

Subsequent to theý Invitation to testify, Leonard'• lkwit, of
the law firm of miller G Chevalier' and outside counsel to NPS,
met with Lawrence S a•on, Subcommittee staff director. mr.
Bickwit conveyed the company's request that the hearing be
postponed or, in the alternative, that BPS.be excused from
testifying, due to schedul ng conflicts involving support staff
and a key witnesaý

Iin view of the fact: tlhat the Subcommittee. postponed thia
hearing earlier in the Congress to accomodate BPS scheduling
problems and in light of the very limited time remaining in this
Congress, I cannot postfone the hearing. Although ', find the
reasons for the company ; Inability to testify to, be less then
compelling, I em prepared to% excuse -PS" from testifying.

In doing soi however, I.Vant to make it. aboan•ntly clear that
rcimary purpose in inviting the. company to testify in the first

Instance was to afford UPS the opportunity-to respond
contemporaneously and in person to the allegations which the
Subcommittee will be reviewing.., go. the extent that you are
forfeiting that opportunity, the responaibility for doing so rests
with the company. I continue to request the company's answers to
written questions, and a schedule for receiving answers will be
discussed in-future correspondence.

r regret that .the Subcosmittee ;will not have the benefit of
the company.'o otal.-testimony- at the hearing, and, I vent to.9rovide
the company the- opportunity to express its views, The
Subcommittee will therefore hold the record open for a. reasonable
time period for. the company's response to issues raised at the.
hearing.

Sincerely,

Chairman

cas The Honorable Carlos 1. Roorhead

Leonard Bickwit
Killer a Chevalier
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Nuelear Fu el00 fkxsuuve Bou.evard, Suite 600, Rookvisle, MarYlhnd 2M,

4301) 77066•1'

September 12, 1986

The Honorable Edward J. Jlrkey
Chef rman, Subcomiutttee on Energyand Power

•Committee on Enor y and Commerce
khshington, 0C 20515

Dear Congressman Markey:. " -

NFS appreiates the courtesy the Subcomittee has extended to it regardingthe Company's preparation of responses for and Its appearance. at.. theSeptember 18th hearing. As has beiendiscussed with Mr. Lawrence Sidon of
your stsff, NFS Is Involved in a number of previopsly scheduled major

-activities during the first few weeks of Septemhepe.that involve the samepersonnel as those needed to answer the Subcoeittee's

Considering these activities, NFS is not able to assemble and preparecomplete responses to the Subcommittee's questions in time for use*( ? the.hearing. Nevertheless. NFS Staff has assembled doc•.mnts and preliminary
rep)Ies which we believe are relevant to the questions forwarded to us.We acknowledge that they do not fully respond to the questions and we'appreciate the opportunity to prepare full responses and to provide
additional information to the Subcoemittee in October.

Sincerely,

General Counsel
NJN:dms

Enclosures
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--
.~.S.HOJ~EiOF REPREsENTA1WE$ : .. 
suacOMMlTTE£ ON ENEROY CONSERVATION 

IINDPOWEfI·· . 
• twTH/! . 

COMMmEe ON ENEIIOY AND COMMERC'F :' 
'. WASHINGTOH, DC iOS111,., . 

. ~ .. - . .' Sa?t~r· 9, 1:986 .. 

"'10"'" 

1lI:'. NeU \!leVII4II. 
GGDeul Counsel .. 
hOlMI: h&!' SeniClts c:oiDpany 
Saite 600 
6000 BlIecuUve joul!S'1ucl 
RockvUle, IIilUl,liB4' lO1l52 

Deu k. Reviaan. 
on'Auguat . 27~' Ilnvlt84'yoii1:eelf .~n4/ol: . other Nuclear !,lIel 

Sel:vi~es.represeDtatlv.s to testify. at·the·Subcomittee's beal:inq 
011 Septembet 18, 1986, Oft the In.Jn, Tennessee Ilran~WII'fuel 
facUl~y. 'flle invU:ationto testify included- a request. that the 
COIIIpalIY anwet wdtteJ) «Juestions wblch ware enclosed •. , 

siiblieciueid: to the'invitation to testify, f;9oDud'liickw1t, of 
the law tim of Killer ICbe9ali8l','aiId outside Cc;unsal to !IPS, 
met w1th Lawrence S1dmlUl, 8ubci:imlllittee staff dh:actcir. iii. 
8ickwitconveyed the company's 1:equest that the headng be 
postponed or, in the alternative, \:bat. H1'S .. be uouse4 from 
t.estifyt:n'C,. we to sCheduling' conflicts .involving 8,ullPOrt. st.aff 
and a key vitaess. 

'" .. ~ vie., of the fact tb~t the 8ubco;mitteePo~pone(I"';bi .. · 
bearing earUn in the Congress to acoolllodate .I'S scheduling 
·ptoblellls and in ligbt of th .• vezyl1mit.ed tiJlle remaining in this 
Congress, I cannot post~De the .hearing. Although '·1 find the 
reasone for theCOlllpany ,s lnabllU:y to 1;.estUy to, be less t.han 
co.pelling, I am Pt~pare4 to'exo~.e·NIS f~~ testifying. 

. Xn: dolng so; hOwever:, lwut: to lIIakeit.ab!liidantly clear that 
lIlY p:r1l1lary purpoae iil inviting the company '~o testify.L1l the first: 
IDBtaace vas to afford US the opport.unlty·to rellpolld, 
contemporaneously ana In,persoll.to the allegations which the 
Subo_ittee. will be reviewing.',' TO ,the extent that you are . 
fOl:feitlng that opport.unity, the responsibility for doing so rests 
with the COJIIpany. I continue to request thfl companl"s'ansvers to 
wl:ltten queat:iollS, and a sebadllle for' nCltivingansvers will be. 
discusaed in·future correspondenCe. . ,', 

... I regr~t that. "the Sllbcollllllittee'~"Ul 1\Qt:' b.e the 'benefit of 
the c:oapany's 01'al :testimony. ilt· the beadng. IUldt ,vant to.:Pl'ovide 
the COJIIpany.the· opportunity t.oexpres8 its ~ievs. The . 
Subcollllllitt:ee w111 therefore bold tbe record open for·a.reasonable 
tiJH petiod fOI:. the CoIIIpany'S response to isaues uised at the' 
heaEing. ',,; 

. sillOsreiy," 
. ":, 011 .... . . 
WI(.~ Bdward_~; i';ke;(J- '.' 

Chairman 

COt ~be Bonorable Carloa J. ~orhead 

Leoll8rd Bickwit 
Killer I Che9alier 
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'!Je. (. 
. HIIOIe., Fuel Be . NFS rvIcee, Ino. 6000 ExQcut/vo Boulevard. Suite 600. ROCkville, Maryland. 2085; 

ne Ilonorable Edward d. Har~ 
Chafl'll!an, SubcOllJlff ttee on Energy 

and Power 
.. COlJlllfttee on Energy and CoIII!Ierce 
1Ia~h1ngton. DC 20515 

Dear Congressman Nariey: . 

September 12. 1986 

NFS apprecfates t~ courtesy the Subc f· . .' . 
~ ~~panY'spreparatlon of respon~s t~ =~ ~!ended to .1t regarding 

P"" • .,er 18th hearfng As has bee" df appearance· at the 
your staff, NFS 1s fnvolved 1n n scussed wfth Hr. lawrence Sfctman of 

'activities during the ffrst few w:e~~r.:af prevlo\lSly ,scbeduled major 
personnel as those needed to BnSlier the °SubcPteaDef I' ·~t involve the same 

01IIII . ttee 5 questf ons. . 
Consfderlng these activltfes NFS f ' 
complete responses to the Su~OIIIliftte!, not able to ass"!Jlble and prepare 
heartng. Nevertheless NFS Staff Ita $ quesUons In tIme for use' in the 
repJfes whfch we belfe;e are relann: :S::led ~ts and prel1ll1fnary 
lie acknowledge that they do not full !:Jes ons forwarded to us. 
appreciate tile opportunft t Y rBSf to the questfons and we 
additional Informatfon to ~e ~~=~ full ac:responses end to provide . e n tober, 

t~M 
General Counsel . 

. HJN:cims 

Enclosures 

1 .;: 

13(1) 770-661' 
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your staff, NFS 1s fnvolved 1n n scussed wfth Hr. lawrence Sfctman of 

'activities during the ffrst few w:e~~r.:af prevlo\lSly ,scbeduled major 
personnel as those needed to BnSlier the °SubcPteaDef I' ·~t involve the same 

01IIII . ttee 5 questf ons. . 
Consfderlng these activltfes NFS f ' 
complete responses to the Su~OIIIliftte!, not able to ass"!Jlble and prepare 
heartng. Nevertheless NFS Staff Ita $ quesUons In tIme for use' in the 
repJfes whfch we belfe;e are relann: :S::led ~ts and prel1ll1fnary 
lie acknowledge that they do not full !:Jes ons forwarded to us. 
appreciate tile opportunft t Y rBSf to the questfons and we 
additional Informatfon to ~e ~~=~ full ac:responses end to provide . e n tober, 

t~M 
General Counsel . 

. HJN:cims 

Enclosures 

1 .;: 

13(1) 770-661' 
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NFS PRELIMINARY RESPONSES. TO

PREHEARINS QUESTIONS FOR NUCLEAR FUEL SERVICES

ON THE ERWIN. TENNESSEE FACILITY

1. NFS has previously submitted to the NRC its comments, evaluations
and corrective, actions regarding the Union allegations which were the
subject of the NRC Director's Decision under 10 CFR Part 2.206, dated
March 3, 1986. The enclosed documentst 1(a)-(f)r contain this
information. "

2. NFS has no data to support this allegation.. NRC regulations set
forth permissible exposure limitations. Such 'standards are developed
by the NRC on the basis of the-:most reputablescientific data and
analysis available. In its efforts to provide for maximum employee
protection, NFS has'. established exposure limits, which are more
restrictive than those required by the NRC.

3-4. The status of NFS's efforts in response to -the NRC's Health Physics
Appraisal and the Bechtel National, Inc.'s audit recommendations is
set forth in the enclosed documents 3-4(a)-(e).

5-6. NFS is proceeding to assemble.' the :data. requested. However,
discussions of items relative to these questions are noted in
documents. 1(a)-(f).

7-9. In support of its: 1979 and 1984 license renewal requests, NFS has
submitted preliminary--decommissioning plans for the NFS Erwin
facilities. The enclosed documents, 7-9(a)-(b), set forth this
information.

In accordance with licensing requirements. NFS has established an
escrow fund at the Chase' Manhattan Bank to which NFS makes an annual
payment. The amount-being contributed to the fund and the dollar
estimates for decommissioning have been submitted to the NRC on a
proprietary basis pursuant to 10'CFR Part 2.790. NFS will supply
this information to the Subcommittee, but would request this be
treated as proprietary information.

In regard to retention ponds, NFS has. commenced a characterization
study of the lagoons, its contents, and surrounding areas to
determine what future actions-will be required regarding ultimate:
disposition of the lagoons. NFS is contracting with an outside
engineering firm for this phase of the program. This. project will
encompass a feasibility study to determine remedial alternatives..
Both the State of Tennessee. and the NRC have been advised regarding
the progress of this project.

10. NFS has recently signed an agreement with the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) which permits NFS to dispose of plutonium-contaminated
wastes resulting from the decommissioning of the inactive plutonium
facilities. Such disposal will take-place at the U.S. DOE Idaho
Falls site. This decommissioning project is scheduled for completion

9
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by 1992. In the i nterim, tefc
51gown condiion.h in accor c the facilities are maintained in a safe,
shtd o o ordance wth the NRC license.

11-12. NFS complies with -all applicable NRC r emers"nolnnng Th IF .,,_ . R riqieetsregarding emergeny
'lan The NFS Radological Contingency Plan (document.has been sutuitted, and approved by the NRC (see document 11-12(a).
(d)). S (see documents 11-12(b

13. The enclosed documents (13(a)-(c)) set forth the fnformation
requested regarding the Clinchfield Railroad property.

14. There are no proposed NRC fines not paid by NFS.
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Enclosures:

1. (a) NRC to NFS letter- dated September 20, 1985, "Investigation of
Health and Safety Concerns".

(bj. NFS to NRC letter..dated November .1,,1985..
(ci NRC to NFS letkeridated Decembeir 34 985, 'Report No,• 70-143/85-

34..
.(d. NFS to NRC letter dated December 9, 198•;, -

NFS to NRC letter dated December 23j. 1985...
NRC to NFS letter dated December 27,1 t985, j"Report No. 70-
143/85-46".'

3-4. NFS to NRCletter dated April.22, 1985.. ..... .

lb FS to ' RC- letter dated: Augjust, 6, 198&
NFS to:NRC letter dated March 7, 1986.'

d NFS to NRC letter dated Nay 28, 1986.

7-9. (a) "Part 1. Conceptual Plan For Decoum'ssloning of Uranlum-235
Facilities At Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin, Tennessee",
October 9, 1978.

(b) "Decomissioning, Uranium-235 Facilities", January 23.,1984.

11-12. (a) "Radiological Contingency Plan, Revision 2, Nuclear Fuel
Services, Inc., Erwin, Tennessee", November 1984.

b NRC to NFS letter; May 17,1984
NRC to NFS letter; July 29, 1983.

d NRC to NFS letter, March 24, 1982.

13. (a) NFS to NRC letter; Nay,30, 1986.
NRC to NFS letter; June 10, 1986.

-NRC to NFS letter; August 13, 1986.

#duelear Fuel Services, Inm. m00 iemuov Df weVard, Sute WO0, hoCkVile, Maryland 20852

1(3QI) 770-5510

October 17, 1986

The Honorable zdward j. narkay
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rnergy

Conservation and Power.
Committee on Bnergy and Cmmerc
Ui S. Rouse of Representatives
Washington D. C. 20SIS

Deer Congressman Markey,

Pleeso find enclosed Nuclear Fuel Services' additional
responses to prebearing quastions concerning our facility
in •rvln. -Tanneasee.

Sincerely,

General comes]l

NOTE: ENCLOSURES ARE RETAINED IN THE SUECON)4ITTRE VILES.
W ou jn "

Bnolonure

,i"
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~ Nuclear Fuel 8ervlcea. Inc. 6IlOO ExacuUve Boulevard, SuIte 600, ROCkVIlle, Ma~land • 20852 

.r-

'l'IIe Honorable BdwaJ:<!' J. 1Ia,,1te7 . 
Chairman, S\lbcOIIIIIIittee on IInexn 

Conservation and !'ower. 
·Comml.ttee on Bnergy aDd Coaaarca 
u. s~ Bouse of Represent:at:lves 
lfaablngton D. C.' 20515 

Dear CongrosllDtllD Harkey •. 
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NUCLER PRL SERVICRS ADDITIONAL •ESPONSES

TO PRREEZARING QUESTIONS ON THE ERWIN, TENNESSEB FACILITY

3-4 Questions Concerning WC', Health Physics Appraisal and Bechtel
National, Inc. Audit

The updated status of MYS's efforts regarding the NRC's Realth
Physics Appraisal and the Beothel National, Inc,'s audit recommendations
is set forth in the enclosed documents 3-4(1).

5. With regard to the allegation of vending machines contaminated
with uranim, please answer the following questions:

a. Rawe wending machines, located in the -macrace or elsewhere,
been contaminated in the past beyond present allowable levels for
uncontrolled, areas? Identify each such instance since 1980.

NFS has performed an extensive search of the, thousands' of records
necessary to attempt to identify the requested occurrences. Vending
machine surveys were not (until very recently) recorded 'on separate
logs. In the past, vending machine surveys were grouped with other
lunchroom items on lunchroom survey sheets. : MPS performs, surveys on
its lunchrooms a minimum of once a day (and often'a -once-a-shift, three
shifts per day) in order to quickly identify and correct any potential
problems. NFS has made a thorough, diligent effort to provide a complete
and accurate listing of requested instances to the Subcommittee.
However, 'based'on the large .number of records that were examined, as
well as the potential.. for human error in Interpretating these records,
no assertion as to the absolute completeness of our findings cen,-be
made.

Since 1980, only two instances were found in our records that
indicated that a lunchroom vending machine had surface radioactivity'
beyond present allowable levels for uncontrolled areas. One instance
occurred on March 9, 1982 and the other instance occurred on October
13, 1980. Both machines had surface radioactivity on a portion of
their top, outer surfaces (the associated initial total alpha radiation
surveys read 6,700 dpo/lOO cma in each case). In neither 'instance
did contaminated surfaces come in contact with food items or food item
containers.

b. Wmhat was the disposition of such contaminated vending machines"?

In each case, the, machines were decontaminated to a level lowerthan our plant action limit for total alpha radiation.

c. If contaminated vending machine, or any part of "such machin,
was disposed as radioactiwe waste, identify the burial site Ocr disposal
method for each.

hs stated above, mrS has found no records indicating that any vending
machine or part was. ever disposed of as radioactive waste. It is M '.
belief# however, that part of a vending machine's refrigeration unit

e .281
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may have been disposed of in the late 1970's or early 1980's.Refrigeration units are located in the rear of some vending machihnesand do not come in contact with any food item or food item contai-er.Verification of this disposal is not possible because the machine partwould likely not have been labeled as such on any waste shipment.;i Insuch a case, the machine or part would most likely have been labeledas *metal w4ste" or "noncombustible waste*, packed with other similarlylabeled, unrelated items, and then shipped for disposal to the Barnwell,South Carolina burial site.

6. Documents supplied to the Won Indicate that at W9 urwio, limitsfor surface contamination in luschreoost and other Uncontrolled areasare 5000 dpm/100 sq. am. for total aljpa radiatton, and 1000 dpimlO0sq. ca. for transferrable alpha radiation. Please dentify all Instancessince 1980 in which either of these limits have been exceeded.
MPS has performed an extensive search of the thousands of recordsnecessary to attempt to identify the requested occurrences. NFS surveysits lunchrooms a minimum of once a day (and often once-a-shift, threeshifts per day) in order to quickly identify and correct any potentialproblems. Laboratory 105 is routinely surveyed three-four times perweek, and other uncontrolled areas are surveyed either on a weekly,monthly or quarterly basis, as appropriate. MPS has made a thorough,diligent effort to provide a complete and accurate listing of requestedinstances to the Subcommittee. However, besed on the large numberof records that were examined, as well as the potential for human eirorin interpreting these records, no assertion as to the 'absolutecompleteness of our findings can be made.

Enclosure 6-(a) is a listing of instances where uncontrolled arealimits were exceeded since 1980. In each case described, once theareas of surface contamination were identified, these areas were cleaned'to a level lower than our plant action limit for total alpha radiation.

Enclosure 6-(a) is subdivided- into four sections. One sectionsummarizes the titles of the 5,700 (approximate) records reviewed.The other three sections list instances requested pertaining to lunchroomareas, laboratory 105 areas, and all other uncontrolled areas. Bagedon NF3' License Condition (Section 400, Subsection 421) designationfor "Ron-controlled Areas," NVS considers uncontrolled areas for thisresponse to be areas where the wearing of protective clothing is notrequired. Additionally, because only partial protective clothing; isrequired in the 105 Laboratory area, this area was covered in thisresponse. The uncontrolled areas examined were Building 100, Building105 (change room and administration areas), Tuilding 110 (office areas),Building IIOA (VMA lab) , Building 325 (guard house), Building 340 (guardhouse), Building 305 (women's locker room, offices and stairwellk),-Building 220 (Safety Department offices), Building 130 (office areai),Building ý01 (secondary alarm station), Building 330 (waste watertreatment facilities), auxiliary locker room (contractor area), guardtowers, and outdoor uncontrolled areas.
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indicate<! that a lunchroom vend nq machine he surface 
beyond present allowable levels foruncon~rolled areas. One instance 

d March 9 1982 and the other instance occlU"red on . October ocourre . on, i it a porHon of 
13 1980. Both /lUlchines had surface radioac.t v Y, on 
th~ir top, out~r surfaces (the associated initial total alpha radiation 

d 6 700 d ..... /100 CIIl' in each case). In neither instance 
surveys rea...... . i h f ad iteu or food it6lll did oontaminated surfaces come in contact w t C. 

containers. 
A ' 

b. 1Ibat __ the dis{108ition of sucb contaminated ftIldf.J1q machiJae8? 
J -

In eacb case, the 'IIIIIJhines were deccmtaminated to a level lower 
than our plant action l1q!t for total alpha radiation. 

If c:omaminat:e4 ven4iIIg _chiDe, or any part;Of 'ls1JCh _~. 
was :tspoaecl as radioactive waste. la-tif~ t:be blU:ial site or Oisposal 
method for _eb. 

b stated above, NFS has found no· records indicating that any Vandin! 
di posed of as radioactive .ste. It is NF8 . :~~!:~ ~:::r. wa~:ve;rt sOf a vending IIIIIchille's refrigeration unit 
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/lUly have been disposed of in the late 1970's or early 1980's. 
Refrigeration units' are located in the rear of SOllIe Vending machines 
and do not COllIe in contact with any food it_ or tood item co,nte.iher. 
Verific:at:f.on of this disposal is not possible because the maohinePart 
would likely not have !?een labeled as such on any waste shipment.;! 1:n 
suoll a case, the machine OJ: part would II\OstUkely have been lab.!.led 
as -metal wlIste

W 
or "noncombustible tIllste-, packed with other Similarly 

labeled, unrelated items, and then shipped fer disposal to the Barnwell, 
South Carolina burial site. 

6. DocuaIeots supplied to the IUtC !JIcUcate tbat: at: rms JrZ1fiD. lil!dts 
for surface contlulilllltion in l~ and otber unCODtrollea areas 
are 5000 dPIII:IIOO sq. CIII. for total alpba zadiat.ton. 4DCI 1000 d";loo 
sq. CIII. for transferrable alpha racU.attoa. Please tdeati.fy all iIIstaJices 
since 1980 in which either of t:bese liJllits ha"lO IIeert OlWeeded. 

NFS has peJ'formed an extensive search of the thousands of recJrds 
necessary to attempt to identify the requested occurrences. NFB su~eys 
its 1unohrooms a minimum of once a day (and often once-a-shift, three 
shifts per day) in order to quickly identify and correct any potent;ial 
problems. Laboratory 105 is routinely su.rv.eyed three-four times iper 
week, and other uncontrolled areas are surveyed eiths.!:' on a weeit'll(, 
monthly or quarterly basis, as appropriate. NPS has JIUIde a thoroU;gh, 
dil.f.gent effort to provide a complete and acourate listing of reques'ted 
instances to the Subconunittee. However, based on the large nunlber 
of records that were examined, as well as the potential for human e~ror 
in interpretinq these records, no assertion as to the 'abso~ute 
completeness of' our findings can be made. 

BIlclosure 6-(a) is a listing of instances ~ere uncontrOlled area 
limits were exceeded since 1980. In each case described, ORce ,the 
'areas of surface contamination were identified, these areas were cleaned 
'to a level lower than our plant action limit for total alpha radiation. 

BIlclosure 6-(al is subdivided' into four sections. One section 
summarizos the titles of the 5,100 (approximate) recorda reviewed. 
!be other three sections list instances requested pertaining to lunchrOom 
areas, laboratory 105 areas, and all other uncontrolled areas. BaRed 
on NFS' License Condition (Section 400, Subsection 421) designat.ion 
for "!fon-controlled Areas,· !I1!'S considers uncontrolled areas for this 
1:esponse to be areas where the wearing of protective clothing is not 
1:equired. Additionally,. because only partial protective clothing': is 

y required in tbe 105 Laboratory area, this area was covered in t:1tis 
response. The uncontrolled areas elCalDine<! were Building 100, auUding 
105 (Change room and administration areas), aul1ding 110 (office are~~', 
Buildillg llOA (RDA lab), .Building 325 (guard house), Building 340 (~rd 
house), Building 305 (women's locker room, offices and stairwells)" 
BUilding 220 (Safety Department off1ces), Building 130 (office area'~I, 

' Building 301 (secondary alarm station), auilding 330 (waste wiI.ter 
'I treatment facilities) , aWdliary loc.ker rOOm t contractor area), ~rd 

towers, and outdoor uncontrolled areas. 
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NUCLBAR PUEL SDVlCBS ADDITIONAL llBSPONS£8 
'.' I ,., 

10 PaBaBARING QUSSTIONS ON THE ERWIN, TBNNESSBB ~ACILtTY 
'. ". " i I," . . ,. 
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made. 
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indicate<! that a lunchroom vend nq machine he surface 
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th~ir top, out~r surfaces (the associated initial total alpha radiation 

d 6 700 d ..... /100 CIIl' in each case). In neither instance 
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completeness of' our findings can be made. 
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towers, and outdoor uncontrolled areas. 
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7-9 Additional Dlecommislsioninig Zafofttion
1 n_,:•its . September 12,'. 16 responses'; 1F :orwared':to he,

Subcommittee " preliminary- plans for'" decommissioning the facilities 'and
grounds at the Erwin site ;which had been. submitted to the NRC* (see
7-9 :(a) & (b)). In that there 'is no: requirementt or:n"d to. decommissionf
the burial pits, NrS does not include them in its, decOmmissioning -plane.

As'l:noted -in its October 8, 19861 responses,:NFS has! withdrawn its
request to the. NRC - that the UPS financial data " regarding ' the
decommissioning escrow fund.'be withheld" from public disclosure 'pursuant'
to 10 CYR 2.790."'. &Accordingly, NFS id' enclosing. two -.documents. (7-9
(o) 6 (d)) which had been. previously: submitted tof"the: ,NRC under the
provisions of 10 CPR 2.790. They are "NPS' Financial Assurance for
Decommlssionilng. U-235 Pacilities - UPS Erwin" dated October 9,. 1978
and June 23, 1983. . Based upon, the schedules set forth in these
documents, the escrow fund currently has approximately $10.5 million
in the account, and is estimated to 'have approximately $18 million
in the account at the end of, the ten year funding period' (1988) before
any adjustments resulting from reviews currently being made, as•mentioned'
belgw.

However, as noted in the October 8,. 1986 responses,", the escrow -
fund has been and will be reviewed -and adjusted !periodically in order
to meet current or latpst estimates of anticipated decommissioning
costs. A review is currently being-performed by' the company. Therefore,.
projections as to the amount~in the fund for future years is dependent
on the amount of any adjustments needed to maintain the fund at a level
estimated .to be required at a given period in the future.

S. With regard to the retention ponds at UPS Erwin:

a. Mat is the extent of groundwater contamination attributed
to leakage from the retention ponds?

The NRCs.- Limit. for . Unrestricted Area, Release pertaining to.
groundwater contamination is' a value which was established such that
individuals' could use groundwater of that concentration as their sole
source of water intake over their' entire lifetime with no expected'.
detectable biological effects,' either somatic or 4inetic. It was "a.
limit imposed by the NRC to, insure the health and' safety. of, all
individuals of the surrounding communities. "

UPS supports "the NRC's9 goals by continually, monitoring :theý
groundwater at its Erwin site in accordance with% all regulations. NFS:
performs this monitoring 'by sampling fourteen groundwater wells.. "The:"
location, depth and construction of 'these wells were, approved "by, the
NRC and the State of Tennessee, as. well as ware the types- of.ana'lysee'
to be performed.

Groundwater sample results are routinely provided to the NRC and
the State of Tennessee as required, and their agency inspectors
periodically monitor NFS' groundwater sampling and sample analyses
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procedures. Additionally, groundwater samples are sent to Outsidelaboratories to . ensure the accuracy of NPS' laboratory analysis
procedures. , Approximately 450. groundwater samples have been !takenand over 5,400 sample analyses have been performed.

The highest average level of radionuclide contamination obsrved
in any one well is less than 14% of the NRC's Limit for Unrestricted
Area Release. The level of contamination observed in the majority
of the wells is so low as to be less than detectable by st' dardanalytical procedures. Additionally, no single sample has ever ex I ?eded37% of the NRC's Limit for Unrestricted Area Release. Therefore, Lased
on the principle by which the NRC's limit was established,!! the
groundwater contamination attributed to the NFS Erwin retention ponds
poses no threat to the health or safety of the surrounding communitids.

b. Does the contaminated groundwater provide drinking water or
can it flow into drinking water supplies? If so, how many persons'do these drinking water supplies serve?

Current geological information indicates that the monitored
groundwater is not a source of drinking water to persons livin inthe Erwin area. The perched water table in the vicinity of the ponds
is, however, sloped towards the Nolichucky River. NIB, there )re,
routinely monitors both the sediment and the water in the Nolic&cky
River downstream from all potential Erwin facility sources as a ' eans
of insuring the health and safety of surrounding communities. To date,sample results have shown levels not quantifiably different than ihosetaken upstream from all potential Erwin facility sources.

The nearest municipal user of water from the Nolichucky River isthe city of Jonesboro, eight miles downstream from the Erwin site.Approximately 4,500 customers utilize the Jonesboro City water supply.

Listing of Enclosurest

3-4(f) NPS Letter to the NRC dated October 1, 1986

6(a) Record Search Data Sheets
7-9(c) "Financial Assurance for Decommissioning 0-235 Facilities,NFS, Erwin," dated October 9, 1978

7-9(d) "Financial Assurance for Decommissioning U-235 Facilit'Ies,
NIS Erwin," dated June 23, 1983

0
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7-9 ,MdiUcmal. ,DeodJmDi,saf.ODiJIg' IDfoi1llaUon 

In, ".',its SepteJ!lber 12, 1986' responses'; NFS',forwarded<"to the '," 

Subcommittee' preliminary .. ' plans fOi!' decommissioning thefaoilities 'and 

grounds at the Brwin site :~ich had been, submitted to the NRC' (see ," 

7-9'(8) " (b»; In that tbere",is no rllquirement' or"need to, dec~iasion ' 

the bUrial pits. HPS does not include them in its, decommisSioning 'Plans'~ n ' 

, ,,'As':"1\ot.ed .. in 'its October 8, 1986" response's,:: HPS has' withdrawn 'its 

reques,t to the, NRC that the lIIPS financial data regarding' the 

-' dec01lllllisaioning esorow fund:,be withhe1d'frompublic disclosure 'pursuant' 

to 10 CPR 2.790", , .. Accordingly, HI'S iifenclosing' two "docwnents', (7-9 ' 

(0) " (d) which had been, previously: submitted' to '''tbe, ,NRC Under' ,the 

proviSions of 10 CPR 2.790. They are "Ni'S' Pinancia1 Assurance for 

Decommissioning, U-235 Pacilitills - '!lIPS Erwin" dated october 9" 1978 

and June' 23, 1983. Based ,upon, ,the schedules set forth in these 

documents,' the escrow fund currently has 'approximately $10.5 million 

in 'the account. and is estimated to 'have approximately $18 'adll1on 

in the account at the end of' the ten year funding period' (1988) before 

any adjustments resulting from reviews currently being' made. as mentioned' 

belQw. ,: ' '" 

However, ',!I.S noted in ,the October 8" 1986 responses ,', thll escrow,'" 

fund" has been ",nd will be revietled' and adjusted 'periodically in order 

to meet. . current or latl'st estimates of anticipated', decommissioning 

costs. A review is curren~ly being ,performed by .. thl!.. company. Therefore.," 

projections as to the amOunt;". in the fund fOr future years is dependent 

on the amount of any adjustiDents needed to maintain the fund at a: level 

estimated,to btl required at a given period in 'the future~ 

8. With re,rar.l to the retention ponds at liPS BrwJ,D. 

a. What i8 the' GZtent of groundwater' contaDiination at:1:ributea 

to leakage from the retention, pondS? '\ ,.. I, 

The NRC,~s" Limit, 'for Unrestricted Area Release pertaining to. 

qroundwat.er contamination is' a value which was established ,such that 

individuals could USe groundwater oil that concentration as their 'llole 

source of water intake over their' entire lifetime with no expected'.' 

detectable biological effects;,' either somatic or <ienetic. It was' 'a 

limit, imposed by the NRC to' insure the health and' safety, of, all 

individuals of tnll surrounding communities. 

N1'S supports 'the !llRC's" goals by continually,' mi:ioitoiinq , ,the 

groundwater at its' Erwin site in accordance with· a'll' regulaHons; HPS' 

performs this iIIOnitoring' 'by lIampling fourteen groundwater wellei. 'The ,', 

location, depth and canst'ruction, of ' these wel'Is were' approved :by' ,the 

NRC and the State of 'l'ennes!ee, as, well' as were the types' of',"ana'lyseli' 

to bll performed. ~ 

Groundwater sample reSults are routinely provided to the NRC an,d 

the State of Tennessee as required, and their ag'ency inspectors 

periodically moniter ,}JFS' groundwater sampling and sample analyses 
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procsdurea. Additionally, growidwater 1 
1 b ' samp es are SlInt to outside 

a orat~, ries to ensure the ,accuracy f 'I 
o HFS' laboratory analysis 

procedures.' Approximately 450, groundwate~ samples have been :ltaken 

and over 5,400 Sample analyses have been performed. 'i! 

The highest average level of radionuc1ide contamination oblerved 

in anyone well is less than 14\ of the NRC's Limit for tlnrest~leted 
Area Release. The level of contamination observed in th f i 

of the wells is so low as to be lesa than detectable ~ m: Ih~ t~ 
analytical procedures. Additional11' no single sample has eVllr sxd~ dra 

37'l of the NRC's Limit for Unrestricted Area Release. 'Pherefor: ~:S:d 

on the principle by whlch thII NnC's limit was IIstablishe~,!I the 

groundwatllr contamination attributed to the NPS Erwin r t t' il 

P th t ' e en ... on ponds 
oses no rea to the health or Safety of the aurrounding communitiTIS' 

b. Does the CODtallliDatec1 grollDdw&t8r provide drinJr1Dg vate~ or 

can it flow iDto dr:lJlJtiD9 water supplies? :If so, how IIIIUI i! " 
do these drinking vater supp1ies sene? Y pe !I~s , 

Current gec10g'ical information indicatlls that thll moniJl~ed 
groundwater is, not a SOurce of drinlting water to persens livin~ in 

the Brwin area. The perched water table in the vicinity of the ~bnds 

is, however, sloped towards the Nolichucky River. HPS, therefb
re 

routinely monitors both the aediment and' the water in the Nolia.l'uck' 

River downstream from all potential Erwin facility sources as a 't'ean! 

of insuring' the health ,and safety of surrounding' communities T ~ 

sample results have shown levels not quantifiably diffllrllnt' tha~ i;:::~ 
taken upstream frOJll all potential Brwin facility sources. I! 

'The nearest munioipal user of vater from the Nolichucky Riv~t is 

the city of Jonesboro, eight miles' downstreut from the Brwin a'ite. 

Approximately 4,500 customers utilise the Jonesboro City water supply:. 

" 
'I 

Listing of Enclosures: 

3-4(f) 

6(a) 

7-9(0) 

7-9(d) 

HPS Letter to the NRC dated October 1, 1986 

Record Search Data Sheets 

·Pinancial Assurance for DeODmDdssioning 0-235 

HPS, Brwin,· dated October 9, 1978 

i 
pacilit+es, 

, 
~ [ 

"pinancia1 Assurance for Decommissioning U-235 paCilit~es. 
NPS Brwin," dated June 23, 1983 : ( , 

o 
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7-9 ,MdiUcmal. ,DeodJmDi,saf.ODiJIg' IDfoi1llaUon 
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7-9'(8) " (b»; In that tbere",is no rllquirement' or"need to, dec~iasion ' 

the bUrial pits. HPS does not include them in its, decommisSioning 'Plans'~ n ' 

, ,,'As':"1\ot.ed .. in 'its October 8, 1986" response's,:: HPS has' withdrawn 'its 

reques,t to the, NRC that the lIIPS financial data regarding' the 

-' dec01lllllisaioning esorow fund:,be withhe1d'frompublic disclosure 'pursuant' 

to 10 CPR 2.790", , .. Accordingly, HI'S iifenclosing' two "docwnents', (7-9 ' 

(0) " (d) which had been, previously: submitted' to '''tbe, ,NRC Under' ,the 

proviSions of 10 CPR 2.790. They are "Ni'S' Pinancia1 Assurance for 

Decommissioning, U-235 Pacilitills - '!lIPS Erwin" dated october 9" 1978 

and June' 23, 1983. Based ,upon, ,the schedules set forth in these 

documents,' the escrow fund currently has 'approximately $10.5 million 

in 'the account. and is estimated to 'have approximately $18 'adll1on 

in the account at the end of' the ten year funding period' (1988) before 

any adjustments resulting from reviews currently being' made. as mentioned' 

belQw. ,: ' '" 

However, ',!I.S noted in ,the October 8" 1986 responses ,', thll escrow,'" 

fund" has been ",nd will be revietled' and adjusted 'periodically in order 

to meet. . current or latl'st estimates of anticipated', decommissioning 

costs. A review is curren~ly being ,performed by .. thl!.. company. Therefore.," 

projections as to the amOunt;". in the fund fOr future years is dependent 

on the amount of any adjustiDents needed to maintain the fund at a: level 

estimated,to btl required at a given period in 'the future~ 

8. With re,rar.l to the retention ponds at liPS BrwJ,D. 

a. What i8 the' GZtent of groundwater' contaDiination at:1:ributea 

to leakage from the retention, pondS? '\ ,.. I, 

The NRC,~s" Limit, 'for Unrestricted Area Release pertaining to. 

qroundwat.er contamination is' a value which was established ,such that 

individuals could USe groundwater oil that concentration as their 'llole 

source of water intake over their' entire lifetime with no expected'.' 

detectable biological effects;,' either somatic or <ienetic. It was' 'a 

limit, imposed by the NRC to' insure the health and' safety, of, all 

individuals of tnll surrounding communities. 

N1'S supports 'the !llRC's" goals by continually,' mi:ioitoiinq , ,the 

groundwater at its' Erwin site in accordance with· a'll' regulaHons; HPS' 

performs this iIIOnitoring' 'by lIampling fourteen groundwater wellei. 'The ,', 

location, depth and canst'ruction, of ' these wel'Is were' approved :by' ,the 

NRC and the State of 'l'ennes!ee, as, well' as were the types' of',"ana'lyseli' 

to bll performed. ~ 

Groundwater sample reSults are routinely provided to the NRC an,d 

the State of Tennessee as required, and their ag'ency inspectors 

periodically moniter ,}JFS' groundwater sampling and sample analyses 
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procsdurea. Additionally, growidwater 1 
1 b ' samp es are SlInt to outside 

a orat~, ries to ensure the ,accuracy f 'I 
o HFS' laboratory analysis 

procedures.' Approximately 450, groundwate~ samples have been :ltaken 

and over 5,400 Sample analyses have been performed. 'i! 

The highest average level of radionuc1ide contamination oblerved 

in anyone well is less than 14\ of the NRC's Limit for tlnrest~leted 
Area Release. The level of contamination observed in th f i 

of the wells is so low as to be lesa than detectable ~ m: Ih~ t~ 
analytical procedures. Additional11' no single sample has eVllr sxd~ dra 

37'l of the NRC's Limit for Unrestricted Area Release. 'Pherefor: ~:S:d 

on the principle by whlch thII NnC's limit was IIstablishe~,!I the 

groundwatllr contamination attributed to the NPS Erwin r t t' il 

P th t ' e en ... on ponds 
oses no rea to the health or Safety of the aurrounding communitiTIS' 

b. Does the CODtallliDatec1 grollDdw&t8r provide drinJr1Dg vate~ or 

can it flow iDto dr:lJlJtiD9 water supplies? :If so, how IIIIUI i! " 
do these drinking vater supp1ies sene? Y pe !I~s , 

Current gec10g'ical information indicatlls that thll moniJl~ed 
groundwater is, not a SOurce of drinlting water to persens livin~ in 
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NFS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

This information is presented in response to questions raisedi at a public
meeting, conducted by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, on December 4,
1980, at Erwin, Tennessee. A copy of the transcript of this meeting has
been provided to the Mayor of Erwin, Tennessee; the County Supervisor, of
Unicoi County, Tennessee; and to the local news media. Additional copies
the transcript are available for a fee from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Region II, Suite 3100, 101 Marietta Street, Atlanta,
Georgia 30303.

The questions presented herein were developed from over 60 questions raised
during the.public meeting. The questions are followed by a short "answer"
which is then expanded upon in the "discussion". The generic questions were
designed to answer several related specific questions raised at the public
meeting.
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NFS QUESTIONS ANDANSWERS OUTLINE

I. RADIATION AND RADIOACTIVITY

A. What radioactivity is associated with NFS and the NFS fuel?
B. What are, the NFS exposure pathways and how are doses calculated?
C. What are the maximum permissible release and exposure limits?

II. NRC INSPECTION PROGRAM

A. What is the NRC inspection program?
B. What is the NRC doing to assure the protection of the health and

safety of the public?
C. What happens during an NFS strike?

III. NFS FACILITY

A. What is the NFS facility manufacturing and for whom?
.B. What is the NFS inplant monitoring program?
C. What is the NFS environmental monitoring program?

IV. NFS RELEASES TO THE ENVIRONMENT

A. What have been the routine releases from NFS since its initial
operation in 1957?

B. What radiation related effects have been observed or are expected
from the radioactive releases on the local population?

V. ACCIDENTS

A. What accidents have NFS had and what accidents could happen?
•- -->B. What happened August 7, 1979, and how did the NRC investigate it?

C. What would the "worst-case" for August 7, 1979 have been?

VI: EMERGENCY PLANNING

What emergency plans are in effect and what changes are planned?

VII. NRC - NFS IMPROVEMENTS

What requirements or improvements resulted from the lessons-learned
from the NFS August 7, 1979 accident, and the Three Mile Island nuclear
plant accident?

VIII. INFORMATION

Why are some people excluded from some information relating to NFS?

Appendix A. Exposure and Risk Data
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Table Al Whole-body Radiation Doses to Individuals in the
United States From Various Sources

Table A2 Radiation Risk and Relative Risk
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i.A. What radioactivity is associated with NFS and the NFS fuel?

ANSWER:

Uranium is the principal radioactive element associated with the NFS
processing. Natural uranium has three principal isotopes: U-238,
U-235, and U-234. The .uranium processed at NFS is enriched in the
isotopes U-234 and U-235. Most of the radioactivity is due to U-234.
The principal radiation of interest is alpha radiation, although weak
gamma radiation is also present.

DISCUSSION:

In nature, uranium-ore contains the isotopes U-238, U-235, and U-234.
However, in uranium-ore almost all of the uranium by weight is U-238,
although all the isotopes are actually natural. After the mining of
the uranium-ore and prior to processing by NFS, the ore has been
processed to selectively increase the relative percentages of U-235 and
U-234. This process of increasing the relative concentration of
uranium-235 is called "enrichment". (the more enriched a fuel, the
higher the relative percentage of U-235)

The ratios of U-238, U-235, and U-234 in uranium ore, were once very
different. When the earth was created, several billion years ago, the
U--235 and U-234 were more abundant in uranium-ore. These isotopes have
halflives, which mean they disintegrate randomly at a rate such that
only half Is left after: 4 billion years (U-238), 700 million years
(U-235), or 250,000 years (U-234).

Several years ago, NFS also processed plutonium, a man-made element.
However, NFS no longer processes plutonium and is planning to decommis-
sion the facility which was used to process plutonium.

When uranium undergoes radioactive decay the principal radiation is
emitted alpha radiation. Alpha radiation has an effective range in air
of only a few millimeters, and can be absorbed by a. sheet of paper or
the dead layer of cells which comprise the outer layer of the skin.

Thus, alpha radiation is not dangerous unless the radioactive element
(uranium) enters the body. Once in the body, alpha radiation is in
close enough proximity to live cells to cause damage. Some low-energy
gamma and beta radiation are also emitted by uranium, but these produce
relatively little damage compared to the alpha radiation.

Uranium-235 atoms fission when they absorb thermal neutrons. When a
uranium atom fissions (breaks apart by splitting), gamma rays,
neutrons, and fission products (other radioactive isotopes) are
produced. If sufficient quantities of U-235 are assembled in the
proper geometry, volume, concentration, and moderation, a chain
reaction can result. An uncontrolled chain reaction is a criticality

• 
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accident which will terminate itself by expansion to a noncritical
configuration.

Special precautions are required by the NRC and are taken by NFS to
preclude even approaching a situation where enough fissionable material
(U-235) could come together to have a "criticality".
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I. B. What are the NFS exposure pathways and how are doses calculated?

ANSWER:

The principal radiation exposure pathway for individuals in the
community is by the inhalation of uranium particulates from NFS
airborne effluents. The individual most affected by these effluents
would be a child, and the organ of the body affected the most would be
the bone. Exposures are calculated by determining the amount of
uranium inhaled (based on stack and environmental sample results, and
meteorology) and applying dose factors (based on ICRP dose models).
The nearest inhabited location is 250 meters SE from the facility.

DISCUSSION:

The materials released from NFS routinely and those materials which
could be released during an accident due to the materials processed,
are forms (chemical) of uranium. If a criticality accident occurred, a
spectrum of fission products (gamma radiation emitters) would be
produced and a burst of gamma radiation and neutrons would occur.

Materials released in water are well below regulatory limits, and with
the added dilution of the Nolichucky River, do not contribute signifi- y
cantly to doses (less than 0.1 millirem per year). Levels of radio-
activity in fish and other organisms in the Nolichucky which can be
eaten by humans, show no increases above the levels found further
upstream or downstream. It should be noted that the Nolichucky does
contain a natural "background" level of uranium and other radioacti-
vity, (from erosion of rocks containing trace amounts of uranium,
thorium, radium and other radionuclides).

A minor exposure pathway is from the ingestion of food products which
have been contaminated by material deposited directly on plants or from ,so "
the uptake of material deposited on the ground. 'However, if the food
is washed, some of the material deposited will be removed. Only a small
fraction of uranium deposited on the ground will be ingested, because
plants do not "uptake" heavy metals such as uranium, readily.
Therefore, the food chain is not a principal pathway for human exposure
(less than I millirem per year).

The chemical form of the uranium released to the atmosphere from NFS is
dependent on the chemical process preceeding the release. Preliminary
results from studies currently underway indicate the fraction of
released uranium which is soluble is around 70-80%. If it dissolves in
lung fluids, the bone is the highest exposed .body organ. If the
material is insoluble, the lungs are the highest exposed organs.

Dose factors have been developed based on the International Commission
on Radiation Protection (ICRP), Task Group Lung Model, for converting
the quantity of material inhaled into resultant doses to various
organs. The NRC uses these dose factors in' a computer code to assess
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each effluent pathway which results in exposure to humans. The
computer code is "DACRIN" - A Computer Program for Calculating Organ
Doses From Acute or Chronic Radionuclides Inhalation", BNWL-B-389,
1975.

In reviewing the ICRP dose factors for uranium, the critical organ,
that is the organ which receives the highest exposure level, is the
bone for soluble forms of uranium. Also, the member of the population
most affected would be a child.

In determining the exposure to uranium inhaled or ingested into the
body, consideration is given as to the total dose which results from
the material, rather than just an annual dose. Once in the body,
uranium is biologically removed by the body's metabolic and circulatory
system. For example, if a given amount of uranium is in the bone on
day 1, within 300 days the body has eliminated half of the material,
and in another 300 days half of the remaining material is removed, etc.
Therefore, at the end of one year a person would be exposed at about
one half the original dose rate; by the end of the second year, a
little less than one fourth of the original rate, and so forth. Dose
factors are normally used to compute the total dose which will be
delivered over a 50 year period, although for uranium, most of the
resultant dose is received within a few years.
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I.C. What are the maximum possible release and exposure limits?

ANSWER:

The maximum permissible airborne release limits for NFS are governed by
the maximum allowable average annual concentrations in air for unre-
stricted areas (fenceline). These concentrations are specified in Part
20 Appendix B of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR 20) and apply
to all NRC licensed facilities. Emissions must be controlled so that
the air concentrations in the unrestricted area do not exceed these
concentrations. At NFS the radionuclide resulting in highest radiation
exposure is U-234 and the annual average air concentration which may be

inhaled by individuals in unrestricted areas is limited to 2X10 1 1

microcuries/ml. Continuous exposure for one year to this concentration
would result in a dose commitment of 16 Rem to the bone for a child and
8 Rem to the bone for an adult. For comparison purposes, the risks
associated with these doses are the same as risks for whole body doses
of 2 Rem and I Rem for a child and adult, respectively (see Table A2).

Internal exposure of radiation workers from inhalation is limited by
restricting exposure during any calendar quarter to the quantity that
would result from inhalation for 40 hours per week for 13, weeks at
concentrations specified in 10 CFR 20 Appendix B, Table I, Colummn I.

For U-234, the concentration corresponds to 6X1O 10 microcuries/ml.

DISCUSSION:

The release limits and exposure limits discussed above refer to the
maximum limits and these would not normally be approached during
routine operations. NFS is expected to keep actual doses as far below
limits as is reasonably achievable. NFS license conditions require
that action be taken to reduce gaseous emissions if the monthly average 'I

radioactivity concentrations exceed 8X10- 14 microcuries/ml at any of
the environmental air sampling locations. This concentration is 250
times lower than the maximum allowable air concentration for U-234 as
specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 1. This air
concentration of U-234 would lead to a dose commitment of .06 Rem and
.03 Rem to the bone of a child and adult, respectively assuming contin-
uous exposure for a year.

Corrective action by NFS is also required if the U-234 concentration at

the stack exceeds iX10i10 microcuries/ml for any seven-day period. In
addition to these specific conditions to limit releases, NFS management
is required to provide a semiannual review of employee exposures and
effluent release data to determine if exposures and effluents may be
lowered under the concept of as low as reasonably achievable.

For purposes of clarification and ease of comparison, the following
table presents current release limits, action levels, and maximum
permissible concentrations (MPC) and their associated doses as appro-
priate.

• 
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Limits And
Action Levels

Worker MPC
(10 CFR 20)
Table 1,
Column 1)

6X10- 1 1 micro-
curies/ml

Unrestricted area
MPC (10 CFR 20)
Table 2, Column 1)

2X10 11 micro-
curies/ml

Associated Dose*

65 rem to bone
7.8 rem whole body

Child-16 rem to
bone, 2 rem whole
body, Adult-8 rem

to bone, 1 rem to
whole body

Child-.06 rem to
bone, .008 rem to

whole body, Adult-
.03 rem to bone,
.004- rem to whole
body

Not applicable

Exposure to MPC for 52 weeks,
40 hours per week

Continuous exposure to MPC for
365 days per year

Remarks

Envi ronmental
Action Level

8X10 14 micro-
curi es/mi

Stack Action

Level 1X10_1
0

mi crocuri es/mi

Continuous exposure 365 days
per year. If this concentra-

tion is exceeded, corrective
action required.

If this concentration is

exceeded corrective action
is required

.*Doses base

• 

• 
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II.A. What is the NRC inspection program at NFS?

ANSWER:

The NRC inspection program at NFS consists of: a permanent
resident inspector at NFS; periodic unannounced inspections by
technical specialists from the NRC Region II office; confirmatory
measurements by the NRC; use by NRC of consultants (experts) and
contracted special programs. These various methods are used to
independently review and assess the adequacy of NFS programs and
NFS's compliance to NRC license conditions.

DISCUSSION:

The permanent resident inspector, Mr. Tom Lee, was assigned to NFS
in August 1978. Mr. Lee has daily contact with NFS management and
personnel. As resident inspector, he performs inspections and
observes operations. He is the NRC focal point for onsite activi-
ties.

The NRC Region II office has technical specialists who perform
unannounced inspections of facilities in areas of their technical
expertise. Some of the areas inspected at least annually include:
environmental protection; emergency planning; radiation control;
radiation monitoring; security; criticality; fire protection;
personnel exposure monitoring; special nuclear materials control
and accountability; and radiological laboratory analysis. The
frequency of the inspections is determined by licensee perfor-
mance, with more inspections of areas needing improvements.

The NRC, Region II, has two mobile laboratories which have been to
NFS. One laboratory is equipped to confirm the NFS measurements
relating to accountability of special nuclear materials. The
second laboratory is equipped to perform measurements of plant
effluent and environmental samples, such as air, water, soil, and
vegetation.

Finally, the NRC Region II uses consultants (experts) and performs
contracted studies on NFS. Some recent examples of this include:
aerial monitoring of the site and nearby environment for radio-
activity; special studies of the NFS stack air cleanup system
(stack scrubber) and air sampling system (stack sampler); and
periodic sampling of air, water, soil, and vegetation in the
environment by the State of Tennessee's Department of Public
Health.

The NRC reviews data and records prepared by NFS, and compares
them with information independently determined to assure that NFS

$
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complies with regulatory requirements. At the end of the inspec-
tion, the inspector discusses his findings with licensee manage-
ment and identifies areas which need managment attention. The
inspector then writes a report. Unsafe practices and items of
noncompliance are recorded and this report is forwarded to the
licensee. The licensee must respond in writing to safety issues.
If the safety issues are of great significance, the NRC may issue
an order terminating the licensee's activity or may impose a
monetary civil penalty to ensure that corrective actions are taken
and that licensee management takes sufficient steps to prevent
recurrence. The civil penalty is based both on the licensee's
ability to pay and the seriousness of the violation. NFS was 7
issued a $53,000 civil penalty in 1977 because of violations of
security program requirements.

In the event that a licensee has a history of poor performance,
the inspection frequency may be increased until the licensee
demonstrates an ability to operate safely. As a final enforcement
action, the licensee may have his license modified or revoked by
the NRC.

All inspection activity is documented and copies of inspection
reports and related correspondence are sent to a public document
room in Washington, D.C. and also the State of Tennessee.

. I
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II.B. What is the NRC doing to assure the protection of the health and

safety of the public?

ANSWER:

The NRC reviews plant operational experience and the results of
new studies relating to radiation, health effects, process con-
trol, and effluent treatment systems, and when improvements are
required, the NRC will modify, change, or revise portions of the
NFS license.

DISCUSSION:

As cited in answer II.A., the NRC conducts a comprehensive inspec-
tion program, and improvements have resulted from these inspec-
tions.

The NRC is also looking at the industry in general, and many times
information generated from the experiences of other similar
plants, or studies which relate to NFS activities, will be used by
the NRC to revise, on a generic basis, the NFS facility license.
Two major areas of this type are effluent control and monitoring,
and the maximum permissible concentrations of radionuclides in
effluents and the environment. A specific example of this type is
emergency planning, which is discussed in more detail in question
VI.

In the area of effluent control and monitoring, the NRC has been
reviewing recent improvements in the technology of making radia-
tion measurements and the technology of effluent treatment. Since
the plant was first built in 1957, improvements have been made in
these areas. Currently, the NRC is looking into state-of-the-art
detection equipment to determine if it would be beneficial to
require NFS to install such a device in the main plant stack. NFS
has agreed with the NRC, and has installed a pilot-study device.
The NRC is considering imposing a requirement for such a device
and giving performance specifications to be 'met. In addition, an
amendment to the NFS license is being considered, to significantly
reduce the gaseous effluent limits.

In the area of effluent treatment, NFS has installed a waste-water
treatment system. This was done because the technology of waste-
water treatment was such that NFS could improve the quality of
liquid discharges to the Nolichucky River. The NRC is currently
evaluating various alternatives for NFS to .reduce the airborne -
emissions from NFS stacks.

When information becomes available which relates to NRC standards,
the NRC reviews this data and determines if the standards should
be revised up or down. An example of this is the maximum permis-
sible levels of radionuclides in effluents and in the environment.

• 

• 
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Currently, the NRC is using the limits established in Title 10,
Code of Federal Regulations, Part 20, (10 .CFR .20), which were
derived over 20 years ago by the Atomic Energy Commission based on
recommendations from the National Council on Radiation Protection
(NCRP) and the International Council on Radiological Protection
(ICRP). However, over the years, data has been developed which
suggested that changes to the limits were prudent or that lower
exposures were technologically achievable. The NRC has subse-
quently revised some of the 10 CFR 20 limits.
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II.C What happens during an NFS strike?

ANSWER:

When a stike occurs at NFS, the NRC increases surveillance of NFS
activities. If the plant can operate safely and in accordance
with all license conditions, the NRC will allow continued opera-
tion; if the facility can not be run safely or in accordance with
the license conditions, the NRC orders suspension of operations
until compliance can be assured.

DISCUSSION:

During the last strike at NFS, in the spring of 1979, the NRC
issued an order for NFS to cease operations pending a review of
their ability to operate the plant safely using management
personnel. Following this review and the NRC's determination that
the plant could operate safely, the order to cease operation was
rescinded. The NRC review included an onsite evaluation by
technical specialists of the potential effects on safety and
compliance with NRC regulations in the areas of security, physical
protection, critciality control, effluent control, and special
nuclear material control and accountability.
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III.A. What is the NFS Facility manufacturing and for whom?

ANSWER:

The NFS facility manufactures nuclear fuel for the U.S. Navy.
Additionally, the NFS facility recovers uranium from commercial
nuclear fuel scrap.

DISCUSSION:

The NFS facility was initially licensed by the Atomic Energy
Commission and began operation in 1957. The NFS facility pri-
marily makes enriched uranium fuel for the U.S. Navy and recovers
uranium from nuclear fuel scrap. Some fuel related work was done
in the past with plutonium and thorium, but currently the NFS
facility is only processing uranium.

Highly enriched uranium (i.e., uranium enriched in the isotope
U-235) is used to prepare most of NFS fuels.. High enriched
uranium fuel that does -not meet specifications, and various scrap
materials generated in the fabrication uranium fuel, are repro-
cessed to reclaim the uranium. Similarly, a low enriched scrap
recovery process is also conducted. An inactive processing
facility onsite was once used to fabricate low enriched uranium,
thorium, or thorium and uranium blend fuel rods. Uran-ium hexa-
flouride cylinder cleaning is also performed for various custo-
mers.
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III.B. What is the NFS inplant monitoring program?

ANSWER:

NFS continuously samples plant exhausts, stacks, and building air,
periodically monitors waste-water quality, and performs radiation
monitoring of plant employees with personal radiation monitors and
periodically by bioasssay tests.

DISCUSSION:

NFS has continuous air samplers on the process building stacks.
These samplers collect air particulates on a particulate filter
with an efficiency of over 90% for particulates greater than .5
micron. Uranium particulates are typically between .5 and 10
microns. The air filters are collected and analyzed daily for 7 -
radioactivity.

NFS continuously monitors building air with samplers placed at
work stations throughout the buildings. The air samplers are
similar to the stack sampler and collect particulate radio-
activity. The samples are collected daily and analyzed for
radioactivity.

Criticality monitors are also placed throughout the process areas.
These monitors will alarm if a criticality accident event occurs,
and personnel would immediately evacuate by the fastest route.

Liquid wastes are routed to the plant wastewater treatment
facility. The wastes are treated to conform with USEPA and the
State of Tennessee's water quality standards and NRC radiation
limits, and are sampled and analyzed prior to release to the
Nolichucky River. Liquids from drains and laundry waste below
radiation limits are. discharged to the sanitary sewer system.
Plant runoff is collected in storm sewer lines which are sampled
periodically.

Plant employees are provided personnel dosimetry monitoring
devices which measure gamma radiation. Periodically, plant
employees provide urine samples which are analyzed for uranium
content. If a- high level of uranium is found, the employee is
restricted from further exposure immediately, and a sensitive,/
whole body radiation analysis is performed to determine the amount
of uranium or other nuclide present in his body. Periodically,
whole body counts are administered to selected employees. Plant
employees are furnished annually with an expos'Ure record and are
furnished with a complete report upon employment termination. The
NRC routinely reviews all exposure records and all monitoring
results.
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III.C. What is the NFS environmental monitoring program?

ANSWER:

The NRC requires NFS to conduct a comprehensive monitoring program
of air, water, soil, and vegetation. Additional samples to
confirm the NFS results are routinely made by NRC and the State of
Tennessee. These programs indicate no significant buildup of
radioactivity in the environment.

DISCUSSION:

Effluents from the NFS facility are released from stacks and
through the waste-water treatment facility. The NRC requires NFS
to monitor the releases for radioactivity, as discussed in answer
III.B., and also requires NFS to monitor the environment sur-
rounding the plant.

Air concentrations are monitored at five (5) locations aroundthe
plant at the inside perimeter fence at 100 meters from the: main
plant stack. These locations have continously running air
samplers. Analysis of the filters are made weekly, with special IV
isotopic analysis performed periodically. Currently, three (3)
air samplers are also located offsite, with two nearby (at 300 and
800 meters) and one six (6) miles away as a background sample.
One offsite sampler is on Carolina Avenue, the other is located on
Little Mountain. Improvements pending to this system are dis-
cussed in answer VII.

Water samples from Banner Springs, upstream and downstream in the
Nolichucky River where the wastewater treatment facility dis-
charges, are taken monthly.

Periodically, soil (top ½ inch) and. vegetation (grass, tobacco,
vegetables) samples are taken from locations adjacent to air
samplers or water sampling locations.

The NRC, as discussed in answer II.A., has also sampled various
environmental media, and performed isotopic analysis on them.
Also, as discussed in the answer II.A., the NRC funds the State of
Tennessee's Department of Public Health, Division of Radiological
Health, to monitor offsite locations where NFS routinely samples.
The State of Tennessee's results are reviewed by the NRC and
compared with NFS sample results to assure validity. Addition-
ally, the NRC has provided NFS with "spiked• samples (a known
quantity of radioactivity added), to verify the accuracy of the
NFS laboratory. Finally, the NRC periodically has had aerial
overflights made of the NFS site with sophisticated radiation
sensing devices to "map" radiation levels of the site and nearby
environment (1000-1500 meters), and detect any buildup of material
in the environment.
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With the exception of an area by the railroad tracks northwest of
the site, the results of these monitoring programs have not
indicated a significant buildup of material in the environment
above background radiation levels. The contaminated area near the
railroad tracks resulted from dredging of a former discharge
ditch. Corrective action taken by NFS involved removal of the
contaminated soil.
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IV.A. What have been the routine releases from NFS since its' initial
operation in 1957?

ANSWER:

Since 1972, routine releases from NFS have averaged approximately
500 grams of uranium per year for an average maximum individual
yearly exposure of approximately 200 millirem to the bone (child
at 250 meters). Prior to 1972, information on the release totals
is not well documented, as this was not required.

Inspection reports indicate that release limits were met, but the
limited information available on quantities released is not
sufficient to permit precise dose assessment.

DISCUSSION:

Prior to 1975, the NRC did not require NFS to submit reports on
the releases of radioactive material. Information obtained by the
NRC, prior to this time was limited to that gathered during
inspection visits by NRC personnel. Records were not maintained
by the AEC, but they are now by the NRC. Information has been
received from NFS for the 1972-1975 period.

The NRC, has reviewed the results of NFS release information for
the period 1972-1980. This period is considered representative of
the NFS uranium operations prior to this period. Thorium and
plutonium were also processed by NFS prior to 1972. The informa-
tion available within the Regional Office does not allow extrapo-
lation for assessment of doses for these nuclides for 1957-1972
period. However, the review if inspection reports for this period
indicates that the average annual limits on releases, i.e.,
environmental concentrations, were not exceeded.

In reviewing the routine releases for 1972-1980, the NRC has
performed preliminary dose assessments on the effects of the
uranium released. The calculations indicate a range of values,
calculated for the maximium exposed individual (child at 250
meters), of between 70 millirem and 300. millirem per year bone-
dose. The average exposure during this period may be considered-to - be" ap•p•ro-rt ieiy' 200 millirm 'per year dose to the bone- of a
child at 250 meters.
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IV.B. What radiation related effects have been observed or are expected
from the radioactive releases on the local population?

ANSWER:

No effects have been observed, and it is not expected that there
will be any. What is generally expected from low doses to radia-
tion is a small increased risk of deleterious health effects,
including cancer. The relative risk from radioactive material in
effluents from NFS is considerably less than that accepted as
normal in day to day life. (See Table A2).

DISCUSSION:

The critical pathway for exposure of the local population is
inhalation of uranium with subsequent deposition in the bone. The
primary effect from additional exposure of the bone will be a
probable increased risk of bone cancer.

As shown in Table A2, any increased risk of cancer for the general
population in the vicinity of NFS is quite low. The average
annual dose commitment to the maximum exposed individual has been
calculated-to be 200 mrem per year to the bone of a child. The
increased risk for cancer of the bone is estimated to be about one
in a million. Actual doses received by individuals in the vicin-
ity of NFS are significantly lower since the dose would decrease
rapidly as the distance from the plant increases. In addition the
NRC has used conservative assumptions in the dose calculations
which tend to overestimatedoses.

It is important to realize that risk numbers are only estimates.
Many difficulties are involved in designing research studies that
can measure any small increase in cancer incidence due to low
exposures to radiation as compared to the normal incidence of
cancer. There Is still uncertainty and controversy with regard to
estimates of radiation risk. The numbers used here result from
studies involving high doses and high dose rates, and they may not
apply to the lower doses that radiation workers are exposed to or
the still lower doses that the general public is exposed to. At
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Appendix A contains additional information on risk and the
relative risks associated with everyday activities.
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As mentioned in the public meeting on December 4, the Center for
Disease- Control (CDC) of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. (HEW), conducted a study in 1978 of the incidence of
cancer in the areas around the NFS site. This epidemiological
study reviewed the death records for Unicoi County and the
surrounding counties from 1955-1965, 1965-1975, and 1975-1977.
They concluded:

"In the summer of 1978, a study of cancer mortality in Unicoi
County, Tennessee, was conducted after an apparent two-fold
increase in cancer deaths was reported to be possibly asso-
ciated with the nuclear fuel manufacturing facility in the
county. No significant excess in cancer mortality was
apparent when the effective age in the population was con-
sidered. Cases were not clustered in plant employees or in
residents living near the plant. No statistically signifi-
cant incidences were found for digestive cancers, respiratory
cancers, or leukemia."
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V.A. What accidents has NFS had and what accidents could happen?

ANSWER:

NFS has had three significant releases of uranium hexafluoride. No
criticality accidents have happened at NFS. No significant radio-
logical rel~ated fires or natural events (floods, tornados) have
occured.

DISCUSSION:

The NFS process operation has been reviewed by the NRC, to deter-
mine the various potential accidents and to assess the NFS facil-
ity from a hazards evaluation standpoint. The NRC has determined
that accidents at NFS could involve: criticality, release of
material (i.e., uranium hexafluoride fire.

A criticality accident at NFS has. never happened. See answer I.A.
for more information on criticality accidents. If a criticality
accident should occur at NFS, the NRC has reviewed data. which
indicates the expected production of fission products would result
in a dose to the nearest adult at 250 meters of: approximately 28
Rems to the thyroid from the isotopes of iodine; and approximately
8 Rems to the -whole body from the noble gases (krypton and xenon
isotopes).

NFS has had three significant (greater than 100 grams) releases of
uranium hexafluoride since 1957. The most recent, and well
documented, is the August 7, 1979 release which is discussed in
more detail in Answer V.B and V.C. The other releases occured in
May 1962 and March 1964.

The May 24, 1962 release was the largest releast at NFS. Fifteen
(15) kilograms were released into the metals processing building
in five minutes. Within 15 minutes, 10 kilograms had been released
from the building by the building exhaust fan. Five kilograms
were recovered from the scrubber system and building walls/floors.
The 1962 release occured at approximately 5:45 a.m. on May 1962.
The wind direction (to the NW) was such that no individuals were
present immediately downwind.

The March 20, 1964 release involved the release of less than 1
kilogram.

The potential dose to the nearest individual (SE at 250 m) from
atmospheric releases has been calculated for "'worst-case" meteo-
rology. This represents the maximum exposure and corresponds to a
child bone dose of 7 rem per Kg of uranium hexafluoride released.

A fire at NFS or a natural disaster (tornado, flood), to cause
nuclear-related releases has not occured at NFS. Small localized
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fires (some involving less than 10 grams of uranium have occured
but no significant fire involving uranium has occured.
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V.B. What happened August 7, 1979, and how did the NRC investigate it?

ANSWER:

On August 7, 1979, NFS had an accidental release of airborne
uranium as uranium hexafluoride. Due to unknown problems at that
time, the release was underestimated by NFS. Subsequent NRC
investigations unravelled a series of conflicting information and
disclosed that a much larger release had occured.

DISCUSSION:

On August 7, 1979, NFS had an accidental release of uranium. At
1:50 p.m. the material was discovered because of the splitting of
a flexible tubing which released a visible uranium gas (Hydrolized
uranium hexafluoride into the process building, which was seen by
plant employees, who terminated the release. Immediately, NFS
began taking samples and performing analysis. By 5 p.m., sampling
had indicated that the release was minor and no offsite problems
existed.

The NRC was notified on August 8, 1979, of the accident. NFS was
cited for failure to promptly report. NFS provided the infor-
mation it had, and the NRC resident inspector began reviewing the
situation.

The NRC inspectors then (September) discovered that some problems
existed with the plant stack sampling program. An item of noncom-
pliance was issued for failure to take a proper sample and NFS was
required to investigate and recalculate the August 7 release.
Shortly thereafter, NFS, in an unrelated audit, reported an
inventory difference in the amount of special nuclear material
unaccounted for in the plant's total operation, and the NRC
launched an investigation of this matter in October 1979.

During the inventory investigation period it was discovered by the
NRC that the air treatment system was not properly operating and
material passing through the system would not be efficiently
removed. Special consultants from the Department of Energy's
contractors were utilized by the NRC to investigate this situa-
tion. In May 1980, the contractor's report was finished and
analyzed by the NRC, Region II staff.

Recognizing the seriousness of having more, material released than
was initially reported, the NRC rescheduleo an environmental
inspection to investigate the 1979 monitoring data and the envi-
ronmental data taken during the accident. This inspection (IE
Inspection Report 70-143/80-18) conducted June 15-17 and
July 13-17, 1980 disclosed that environmental data indicated a
larger release than initially reported. The NRC, Region II also
performed detailed technical evaluations of the release and J
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meteorology of August 7, 1979. In September 1980, the NRC
completed the reanalysis of the August 7 accident and briefed the
Commission. Also, a special unannounced emergency planning
inspection (IE Inspection Report 70-143/80-39) was conducted
December 8-11, 1980.
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V.C. What would the dose for the August 7, 1979 release, have been if
the weather had been "terrible"?

ANSWER:

Release of 300Og under "worst-case" meteorological conditions
would have resulted in a bone dose of 21 Rem to a child at the
location of the nearest resident.

DISCUSSION:

The meteorology could have been better or worse. Concentrations
downwind from the plant could have been much lower (resulting in a
lower dose) if there had been higher wind speeds, less stable wind
conditions, or more fluctuating wind direction. Concentrations
downwind from the plant could have been. much higher (resulting in
a higher dose) if there had been lower wind speeds, more stable
wind conditions, or less fluctuating wind directions.

In performing accident assessment, the NRC defines a "worst-case"
configuration of wind speed and stability class, and the wind
direction is assumed to blow directly toward the nearest person
all the time. These conditions normally occur between 1% and 5%
of the -ime at NFS, i.e., 95% to 99% of the time conditions at NFS
are "better" than "worst-case". The "worst-case" conditions are a
0.5 meter per second wind speed; constant direction, with a
fumigative atmospheric stability class (F); and a small correction
for minor plume meander (M-4). If the 30OOg release had occured
worst-case meteorology, the dose to the bone of a child at the
nearest residence would have been 21 Rem.
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VI. What emergency plans are in effect and what changes are planned?

ANSWER:

The NFS current emergency plan has been in effect since 1977 and
has been periodically updated since then. Current NRC plans are
to improve all fuel facility emergency plans (see answer VII).

DISCUSSION:

NFS has had contingency plans for responding to emergencies since
it was built in 1957. Formal* emergency plans were developed in
1977, and incorporated into the NFS license by the NRC in 1978.
Since then, NFS has had minor revisions to various plans and
procedures. The NFS plan currently addresses reacting to the
emergency onsite, and for notifying the State of Tennessee for
offsite support. Currently, the State of Tennessee will provide
all notifications to nearby people. The NRC is currently upgra-
ding (see answer VII) emergency planning at all fuel facility
installations.
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1977, and incorporated into the NFS 1 icense by the NRC in 1978. 
Since then, NFS has had minor revisions to various plans and 
procedures. The NFS plan currently addresses reacting to the 
emergency onsite, and for notifying the State of Tennessee for 
offsite support: Currently, the State of Tennessee will provide 
all notifications to nearby people. The NRC is currently upgra
ding (see answer VII) emergency planning at all fuel facility 
installations. 
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VII. What requirements or improvements resulted from the lessons
learned from the August 7, 1979 accident and the Three Mile Island
nuclear plant accident?

ANSWER:

Significant improvements to upgrade emergency planning and radia-
tion monitoring are currently being considered for NFS.

DISCUSSION:

Based on the NRC review of the NFS August 7, 1979 accident (as
discussed in section V.B), the NRC recognized deficiencies in the
NFS stack sampling, monitoring, and air treatment systems. Also,
the length of time NFS requires to assess the accident event, the
time the State of Tennessee. requires to notify local residents,
are identified weaknesses in the NFS emergency plan.

The NRC recognizes that the failures of the stack equipment must
be corrected. Currently, the NRC is considering additional J
license conditions to the NFS license to improve stack sampling,
monitoring, and air treatment systems.

The offsite doses from the NFS August 7, 1979 accident and the
potential for larger doses, caused a comprehensive review by the
NRC of the NFS emergency plan. Several areas needing improvement
were identified, and the NRC is currently considering additional
license conditions to correct identified weaknesses. Also, the
location of air samplers in the environment were recognized,
during the NRC Emergency Planning review of the local meteorology,
to be improperly placed. The NRC will require NFS to install
additional air samplers in more suitable locations.

The NRC, in January 1980, convened a "Task Action Plan" Committee
for the agency to review the lessons-learned from the nuclear
plant accident at Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania. *This committee
identified tasks which groups within the agency were to plan to
implement. In regard to fuel facilities, the NRC inititated a
Task Action Plan to upgrade all fuel facility emergency plans and
procedures. This action is being coordinated with the current NRC
imposit.ion of license conditions specific to NFS.
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VIII. Why are some people excluded from some information relating to
NFS?

ANSWER:

Congressionally passed laws forbid the disclosure of information
relating to classified materials and proprietary information on
processes, and protects the rights of privacy individuals have
with the federal government. All other information is made
available to any member of the public.

DISCUSSION:

Some of the material relating to NFS is considered classified
material, of a sensitive nature to the U.S. Navy nuclear program.
Access to the information is restricted to individuals with a
proper security clearance level and a "need to know". Some NRC
Commission meetings have been closed to the public, or to public
representatives, on this basis.

Some of the material relating to the physical-protection security
measures and plant processes are considered NFS proprietary infor-
mation, and are protected by federal statute from public disclo-
sure. Access to this information is controlled in a manner
similar to that of classified material.

Additionally, plant employees are protected from federal disclo-I
sure of personal information without their express permission.1
Such items would include exposure history information and allega-
tions made with a request to remain anonymous. The NRC controls
access to this information in a manner similar to that for
proprietary information.

Other than for the above all inspection reports and correspondence
are placed in the public document room and copies are provided to
the State of Tennessee.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE Al Whole-Body Radiation Doses to Individuals in the. United
States From Various Sources

TABLE A2 Radiation Risk and Relative Risk
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TABLE Al

Whole Body Radiation
United States

Doses to Individuals in the
from Various Sources

Nuclear Power

Smoke Detector

0.003

0.03-1.5

Aircraft Transportation
Radioactive Material

Wristwatch-Luminous Dial-
Tritium

Occupational Exposure
to Radiation

Medical Use of Radio-
pharmaceuticals

I Global Fallout From"
Nuclear Weapons Tests

Exposure From Building
Products

Natural Radionuclides
Inside the Body

Natural External Gamma
Radiation

Cosmic Radiation

Medical Diagnostic X-Ray

Total

0.2

0.6

0.8

1.

4.

7.

18.

40.

44.

72.

(b) (1970)

(a)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b).

(b)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b)

BEIR-I

NCRP-56

NCRP-56

NCRP-56

BEIR-I

BEIR-I

BEIR-I

NCRP-56

BEIR-I

BEIR-I

BEIR-I

BEIR-I

189

(a) Average dose to the exposed population
(b) Average dose to the U.S.population
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TABLE A-2

Radiation Risk and Relative Risk

The average risk of dying of cancer is about "/I (20%) in the U.S.

*(Ref. 1)

The average risk of inducing a fatal cancer from radiation exposure is
taken as being in the region of 10- (1 in 10,000) per rem (.0-' per mrem)
for moderately low doses of most types of radiation (that is x-ravs and
gamma-rays rather than of alpha rays and neutrons). (Ref. 2).

0 The average risk of inducing a non-fatal cancer z about tne same a
the risk of inducing a fatal cancer. (Ref. 2).

o The following activities all na'e an estimated lifetime risK of ea•tr
to an average indivicual of 10- (or 10 in a milion';,

o 100 mrem of radiation exocsure (Ref. 3)

o smoking 15 cigarettes (Ref. 4)

C 2500 miles of air travel (Ref. a)

C drivino a car 500 miles (Ref. 4)

o rock climbing for 15 minutes (Ref. 4)

o drinking 5 bottles of wine (Ref. 4)

The following activities all have approximately the same estimated risk
of death of i0-O (or 1 in a million).

o 10 mrem of radiation exposure (Ref. 3)

o 2 months of living with a cigarette smoker (Ref. 6)

o 40 tablespoons of peanut butter (cancer caused byaflotoxin)
(Ref. 6)

o 30 cans of diet soda (cancer caused by saccharin) (Ref. 6)

o 3 hours in a coal mine (accident)

o 1 hour in a coal mine (black lung cisease) (Ref. 6)

o Smoking a cigarette has the risk of 7 mrem of radiation. (Ref. 5)

o An overweight person eating a pie a-la-mode runs a risk equal to
that of 35 mrem of'radiation. (Ref. 5)
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TABLE A-2

People's perceptions of probabilities are freouently in gross error.
There is evidence tnat many people rgcognize ittle difference between
probabilities of 10-":, 10- and l0-'. To provide an expression of
risk that is more understandable risk is expressed in minutes or days
of life lost. These estimates are made by considering a large numoer
of individuals, the different ages at which aeatn occurs from different
causes, and estimating the total number of minutes cr days lost as a
result of early aeath from eacn cause. The total numoer of -inutes or
oavs of life lost is then averacea over the total numoer of 3eoDle in
the group.

References

Cancer Facts & Fioures-1980, "Mortality for Leading Causes of :eazn:
Unite States, 1977," p. 13, American Cancer Society, 1979.

2. Sources and Effects of Ionizina Radiation, United National Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) - 1977 Report
to the General Assembly, with Annexes.

The radiation exposure of 100 mrem corresponding to 'he 10-" risk is
taken from the UNSCEAR-77 (Ref. 1) risk value of 10-t per rem for
fatal cancers; this is also consistent with tne statement below tnat
smoking one cigargtte sas risk of 7 mrem and that smoking 1$ cigarettes
has a risk of 10- (7 mrem/cigarette x 15 cigarettes = 1-05 mrem,.-*

4. The non-radiation risks are from E. E. Pochin, "The Acceptance of
Risk," Br. Med. Bull. 31 (#3), pp. 184-190 (1975) as. given in
SECY-78-560 (10/26/78), proposed response to the Honicker petition.

5. Bernard L. Cohen, "A Catalog of Risks," Health Physics 36, 707-722,
June 1979.

6. Richard Wilson, "Risks Caused by Low Levels of Pollution." The Yaie
Journal of Biolocy and Medicine 51, 37-51 (1978).
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Nuclear Fuel Services Fenceline TLD Report 1999
______________ I _______________________ I

I First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quar
TLD# GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG

NFS,7.0 0 0 0 & 12 22
0 FK0 4 0 0 0 ',' 20 22

NFS00 0 O 21 22
JNESA, 0 0 0 01 0 15 22

0,ý .<V 0 1 17 22~

ter Year to Da,
NET GROSS BKG

%, 12 22
0 20 22
0 21 22
01 15 22

• 17 22
_________________________________________________________________________________ I F I _j

'A 17.0
* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

• • • 
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* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

• • • 

Nuclear Fuel Services Fenceline TLD Report 1999 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Nuclear Fuel Services Fenceline TLD Report 2000
U U U

First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Year to Date
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS BKG NET

NFS-I 31 16 25 21 15 24 17 19 88 8040 16 14 2 0 22 24 0 24 1

NFS 50 16 34, 48 21 2 47 24 43,, 40 19 2 185 80 5
NFS..4Y 32 16 A 17 21 0,,' 14 24 13 16

•NFS-5 34 16 - 4 0 2 18T 24 21 80
'BKG]'2 2 8_ 2 9 '

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing
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* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 
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Nuclear Fuel Services Fenceline TLD Report 2000 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Nuclear Fuel Services Fenceline TLD Report 2001

I .First Quarter
TLD #GROSS* BKG

18 7
kNFS- 19 7

'NFSIý7 27 7
N 12 7
... 18 7 IS

I I

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

• • • 

,-. 

Nuclear Fuel Services Fenceline TLD Report 2001 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

• • • 

,-. 

Nuclear Fuel Services Fenceline TLD Report 2001 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Nuclear Fuel Services 2002 Fenceline TLD Report

-- - -~ U ----- - .-- - U -. --

First Quarter | Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Year to Date

I- -

TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS*' BKG NET GROSS* 8KG NET GROSS* ___ NET GROSS BKG NET
N 14 8 ý6" 14 149 12 19. 49 52
NFS2 15 8 7 25 14 1 12 1 1 22 19 3 74
NFS-i3 16 8 8 24 14 1 16 11 5 26 25 19 6 81 52i F 4 20 14 1

"14 8 21 8 11 16 19 58 -
N~S5x. 17 8 1 14 74Z 13 H VJ2V 21 1 2~ 69 5

B8KGý " O NILWA

*"0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

• 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2002 Fenceline TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

• 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2002 Fenceline TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Nuclear Fuel Services 2003 Fence-line TLD Report

I U

First Quarter Second Quarter I Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Year to Date
I hr u Fourth Quarter Year to DateTLD # GROSS' BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS' BKG NET GROSS NET

7Nrs 1. 11 15 ~04 12 .15 12 14 0 10 16 ~I~ 45 K
>NFS&2Y 20 15 5 18 15 ~3j 2 4~O 2 6\0 88
NFS:-3 30 15 15 35 15 26 Oý; 41 14 27 30 16 1j4Y 136
~NFS-4 20 1 5 21 15 \6~ 14 14 0 20 16 A4 75

~NFS-5> 18 15 3 18 15 31 16- 14 ~2 19 16 ~3 71 ~ ~
BKG I

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Nets

• 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2003 Fence-line TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Nets 

• • 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2003 Fence-line TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Nets 

• 



Nuclear Fuel Services 2004 Fence Line OSLD Report

I First Olr SAr~nnd (Dn~artr I Third Oiinrtp~r IFnurth Ouarter Year to Date
Fis uue ecn uatrThr urtrFurhOar- a- on

TILD # GROSS* 8KG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROWS BKG NET GROSS ___NET

~NF-t 9 12 ~K~ 9 14 >4 6 1Sir 10 12 34
~NFS-ý2ý **-

NFS13~ 25 12 1 27 14 13 20 11 ~9 22 12 L1 94

'-NFSI-5 13 12 1 12 14 11~7 11~ ~A 15 12 51

BLI 6 12 0 28 14 14 18 11I 7 17 12 2669I2

BL-2 5 1 0 23 14 13 18 11I 7 23 12 1 931

BL-3 18 12 6 19 14 5 20 11 9 22 12 1 7930
BL-4 15 2 3 26. 14 12 22 I1 1 1 -5 1 3 8 39
BKG 1 .12 14 1 11 12

* indicates this location no longer monitored

• • 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2004 Fence Line OSLO Report 

BL-1 6 12 0 28 14 14 18 11 7 17 12 5 69 26 
BL-2 5 12 0 23 14 . 13 18 11 7 23 12 11 69 31 
BL-3 18 12 6 19 14 5 20 11 9 22 12 10 79 30 
BL-4 15 12 3 26 14 12 22 11 1.1 25 12 13 88 39· 
BKG 12 14 11 12 

* indicates this location no longer monitored 

• • 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2004 Fence Line OSLO Report 

BL-1 6 12 0 28 14 14 18 11 7 17 12 5 69 26 
BL-2 5 12 0 23 14 . 13 18 11 7 23 12 11 69 31 
BL-3 18 12 6 19 14 5 20 11 9 22 12 10 79 30 
BL-4 15 12 3 26 14 12 22 11 1.1 25 12 13 88 39· 
BKG 12 14 11 12 

* indicates this location no longer monitored 



0

Nuclear Fuel Services 2005 Fence Line OSLD Report

First Quarter I Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Year to Date
TLD # GROSS* 6KG NET GROSS* 6KG NET GROSS* 6KG NET GROSS* 6KG NET GOSNET

12S- 70 74 PW,` 711~C 12 "i E 0~
*' NO#***

~N~2~ 19 7 ~f~i 24 12 1 24 14 1O 30 12 97 ~ 2
NNF94C 8 1 7 ~2ir 11. 1 '0- 13 1 eU3 .2 gmi 4
ýý-NFS7-5, 12 7 1 13 14 37 19 12 ý-rT 61

~BKG 1

BL-1 17 7 10 18  12 6 19 14 5 21 12 M 75 30
BL-2 18 7 11 21 12 9 20 14 6 26 12 ff44 85 40
BL-3 18 7 11 24 12 12 26 14 12 29 1 97 52
BL-4 18 7 11 28 12 16 26 14 12 27 12 99 54
BKG 1 7 12 14 - Izj

* indicates this location no longer monitored

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs

• 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2005 Fence Line OSLO Report 

* indicates this location no longer monitored 

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th atr NETs 

• 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2005 Fence Line OSLO Report 

* indicates this location no longer monitored 

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th atr NETs 



Nuclear Fuel Services 2006 Fence Line OSLD Report
-- -- I -~ I - --- - -

I First Quarter I Second Quarter I Third Quarter I Fourth Quarter I Year to Date
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET H GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS NET

10 8 11 0 9 14 0 8 13 0.3........_NFS9 10 ...... -
-3 20 10 i ! 21 11 10 23 14 18 13 5 82 34

S 10 [ 13 11 `2 12 14 9 13 "IP43i_
161E•-5 118 1 16 14 f 17 13 67

F-5 -8 -0 % - `-,

BL- 20 10 10 15 11 4 19 14 5 19 13 73.25•73 
25

BL-2 26 10 16 21 11 10 23 14 9 23 13 Vo 93 45
BL-3 22 10 12 29 11 18 27 14 13 -30 13 ',,17 108 60
BL-4 23 10 13 19 11 8 26 14 12 19 13 87 39
BKG 10 11 14 13

* indicates this location no longer monitored

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs

• • 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2006 Fence Line OSLO Report 

• indicates this location no longer monitored 

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th atr NETs 

• • • 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2006 Fence Line OSLO Report 

• indicates this location no longer monitored 

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th atr NETs 

• 



Nuclear Fuel Services 2007 Fence Line OSLD Report

S First Quarter - Second Quarter I Third Quarter I Fourth Quarter I Year to Date I
EE

TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS NET
`SM 12 13 , 14 12 12 14 I 12 12 50

'MF-8V 34 13 I 22 12 J;1 19 14 16 12 ", 91E
•F-, 22 13 2i 16 12 9 84•• 1I1=; 16 12 18 14 IA 15i11 63 '

ffF$5'i 22 13 I 21 12 9 5 141 128
Nk•.-,- ""'- . .. .

*~22T~I I ~ I I

BL--1 21 13 8 18 12 6 24 14 10 18 12 .. 81 30
BL-2 29 13 16 21 12 9 32 14 18 26 T! T1.108 57
BL-3 27 13 14 24 12 12 32 14 18 30 1218 113 62
BL-4 23 13 10 25 12 13 32 14 18 23 -12 1V 03 52

13 12 14 12

* 0 In This Column Indicates Monitor Was Missing

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs

• • 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2007 Fence Line OSLD Report 

• 0 In This Column Indicates Monitor Was Missing . 

YTD NET = Sum of 1 st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs 

• • • 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2007 Fence Line OSLD Report 

• 0 In This Column Indicates Monitor Was Missing . 

YTD NET = Sum of 1 st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs 

• 



e

Nuclear Fuel Services 2008 Fence Line OSLD Report

EVia4M A ua,4l. I Q~-^. Mia.rfar I Thh.,4 n1112Aur I Fousrth Quarter I Year to DateU-0 I
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET ýGROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG

8 12 0 9 14 7 17
16 12 4 16 14 1,2' 14

_,NFS-4 17 12 5 14 14 0 16 17
13 12

GROSS* BKG NET GROSS NET9 12 • 33 - ___

17 12 5 63 _____

13 12 1 4 60 ______

~.16 12 4AI 57 - P
UVIý 2MEMEM I INANN-MM I HaMWAAMM . yaý I

BL-1A 20 12 22 14 8--- 20 317 IA t 19 12 7 81- -
BE-2 20 12 8 26 14 '12" 22 - 17 51 24 12 I12 92 37

B- 25 1 13 28 14 -1~4 23 1724 12 12 10
____ 2_1 1 24 14 10 217 3 26 12 14 9

BKG

* indicates this location no longer monitored

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs

• 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2008 Fence Line OSLO Report 

.. indicates this location no longer monitored 

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs 

• • 

Nuclear Fuel Services 2008 Fence Line OSLO Report 

.. indicates this location no longer monitored 

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs 

• 



Nuclear Fuel- Services - BLEU 2009 Fence Line OSLD Report
-~ £ - -~ U -- I I

i-irst nuarter I S~eond OI~nrtAr Third O~iartar FnlJrfh O:a:•rfAr YAgr In nnf•
Ieon~ FnTirna orth O.a rt Vo~n r fn nfl2*M m m I NE ROS KGNT RS

TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS*GROSS* BKGROSS* BKG NET GROSS NET

:N7NF$S1- -8y 14__ 0___ 1__ 0__0 8
•NFS•a_ 15 14 1 A 0 __CE_ 15

ý,,'NiA 12 [14 -.0_O _12

%,,, 15 114 "1 . 15,

BL-IA 17 14 '31"---'
BL-2 20 14 •A( - -

BL-3 23 14 1

BL-4 21... '4 T .

Dr\%j 1 -1 44

YTD NET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs

• • • 

Nuclear Fuet Services - BLEU 2009 Fence Line OSLD Report 

YTDNET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs 

• • • 

Nuclear Fuet Services - BLEU 2009 Fence Line OSLD Report 

YTDNET = Sum of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Qtr NETs 



Studsvik Fenceline TLD Report 1998
I S U -- -

First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Forth Quarter Year to Date
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS BKG NET

STVK-1I 0 <0, 20 19.2 .O8• 10 19.8 r 0 20 19.7 0..3 50 58.7 1.1
SVK-2 A0 0 20 192 08 20 19.8 02 30 19.7 10.3: 70 58.7 -1 ¶1.3:
STVK-3 0 0 10 192 0 10 19.8 0 20 19.7 0 40 58.7 0.3
STVK-A, 0 0 20 192 08 0 19.8 20 19.7 3 40 58.7 11
STVK-5 0 0 20 192 U 20 19.8 0,2 20 19.7 U 60 58.7 i!
STVK-6 0 0 20 19.2 0O8 20 19.8 0 30 19.7 10.3 70 58.7 •,13•
S1VK-7 0 0 10 19.2 0 10 19.8 0 30 19.7 10.3 50 58.7 f10l3•
SVK7.8 0 20 192 08 10 19.8 0 20 19.7 ý0.3 50 58.7

KSTVBKG fy21 I WERRA

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

• • • 

Studsvik Fenceline TLD Report 1998 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

• • • 

Studsvik Fenceline TLD Report 1998 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Studsvik 1999 Fenceline TLD Report
U U

First Quarter ISecond QuarterI Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Year to Date
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS' 8KG NET GROSS' BKG NET GROSS- BKG NET GROSS BKG NET

STK1 20 22.9 tY~§ 16 20 0 15 19 0ý 18 22~:W 69 83.9 0
VST'K2 10 29 00'720~ 18 19 0 34 22 ~12~ 79 83.9 1~2~

~SY-3. 20 22.9 -0. 1 0~ 5 1 O 19. 22 ~0 67 83.9 0
-4 20 23 18 19 0 25 22 3 86 83.9 6

•STK-5ý 20 22.9 0 18 20 0 17 19 0' 31 22 9 86 83.9 9
!SThIK-6 20 22.9 01" 16 20 0 21 19 2 56 22 834 113 83.9 36
ySTVK'7 20 22.9 90 16 20 ~0 16 19 0 30 22 '~8§ 82 83.9 8
S1VK-8~ 20 22.9 90 21 20 1~ 17 19 0, 26 22 K4 84 83.9 5

Firs Qure 22 Scond Qure M-1 Thir Qu1e orhQatrYaoDt

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

• • • 

Studsvik 1999 Fenceline TLD Report 

• "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

• • • 

Studsvik 1999 Fenceline TLD Report 

• "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Studsvik 2000 Fenceline TLD Report
U I

First Quarter I Second Quarter Third Quarter I Fourth Quarter I Year to Date
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* 6KG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS- 6KG NET GROSS BKG NET

SV 1• 33 16 17 TI 18 21 0 20 24 21 19 2 92 80 19
ZS1K72! 47 16 31 27 21 6 42 24 8 40 19 21 156 80 76

TSTV K 35 16 f9' 16 21 0 25 24 1 17 19 0 93 80 20
STVKA, 40 16 24' 22 21 1 22 24 23 19 4 107 80 2

•S1.K--5 41 16 25 27 21 6 32 24 8 28 19 9 128 80 48
•S1VIY • 60 16 44: 42 21 21 54 24 30 51 19 32 207 80 127

S1VK. 57 16 41 46 21 25 46 24 22 41 19 22 190 80
•STVK78 44 16 28 28 21 7 39 24 15 32 143 80 63:
STVK-9, 60 16 44 45 21 24 66 59 19 40 230

6680IUK0

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

• • • 

'" 

Studsvik 2000 Fenceline TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

• • • 

'" 

Studsvik 2000 Fenceline TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Studsvik 2001 Fenceline TLD Report

I - - - £ -- - -

Firet Ouanrter •er~nnrd O.ahr*_r Thirdl flnartgr I Fnnrth Onarter Year to Date
First Oue- - - m -ird Quarter Fourth• Year t Date

TLD# GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS BKG NET
S1VK'-1 14 7 7 16 11 ~5 24 18 ~6 17 12 5 . 71 48 2 3
S.VK.2 35 7 28 32 11 21. 36 18 18 32 12 2061 135 48 87
~STVK-3~ 16 7 n9, 18 11 19 18 1 21 12 9~ 74 48 26
<~S1VK-4, 21 7 147 21 11 10- 29 18 ~11~ 27 12 15k 98 48 50
ýSVK-5' 21 7 14~ 25 111 1j4& 24 18 ~T 6 K 27 12 t615 97 48 ~49,
~STVKz6 47 7 40-, 43 11 ~32S 43 18 2 38 12 ~262 171 48 123w

1TVK-ý7, 48 7 41<1 41 11 ~30~ 33 18 ~'15< 35 12 '?2.3A 157 48 ~109~
SVK78. 33 7 26 31 11 20 29 18 1 27 12 120 48
S.1VK•9- 54 7 53 11-.42J, 42 18 }2 14 58 12 46• 207 48

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

• • • 

Studsvik 2001 Fenceline TLD Report 

.. "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

• • • 

Studsvik 2001 Fenceline TLD Report 

.. "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Studsvik 2002 Fenceline TLD Report

-- - - -- I -- £ -- ~ ICaa....4 fl. ia~ar Thiw f1.I~w4~F U ,-nu.rrn ~unrrnr ie~r 10 LJdL~
M Ei4 .4 Thi.;.. 110n4rf~ IP tlll rl'n ullaner • ear [o uaLu

I II.U 1I III'lUd 4 E~ IU.~~

TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS BKG NET

S1.VK-li 16 8 8 27 14 13 '_13 11 ~2 23 19 4- 79 52 A..27..
,SK72 40 8 32 46 14 32 34 11 23 , 56 19 37@ 176 52 , 124-

SNK73 18 8 010 31 14 17 18 11 7 31 19 -,12, 98 52 <46,
SK 28 8 2 43 14 "29 30 11 41 19 22 142 52 90

~S1V/K5 24 8 1A6 35 14 ~21~ 27. 11 >16~ 44 19 125 130 52 78'
50 8 42 64 14 :50>, 50 11 <39• 72 19 C53• 236 52 1,84•>

STVK-7 47 8 ,39 50 14 36! 34 11 123 58 19 139 189 52

SWK.'•:98 30 8 - -22I 35 14 1,21 31 11 ?20, 33 19 - 29 52 •'2>...
STVK-9 67 8 j59 88 14 174 54 11 W43j 46 1 2 25 52 ~23;
SBKG, jM. MM 52

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

• • • 

Studsvik 2002 Fenceline TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

• • • 

Studsvik 2002 Fenceline TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 



Studsvik 2003 Fenceline TLD Report
-- - -~ U ~--- - I --

First Quarter S~lt.nnd Oius~rftr Third Onarter Fourth Ouarter Year to ate I
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS NET

TS1VK7,- 23 15 8 18 15 3 18 14 > 4 29 16 1-3! 88 28
STVK-2 32 15 17' 32 15 •17j 46 14 , 32 51 16 35: 161 101
>STVK-3' 24 15 -9 21 15 6 24 14 ~10 28 16 12, 97 3
'~STYK4~2 5 1 5 1 19 32 14 >18 43 16 27ý. 127 6
,STVK-5: 32 15 -17-: 26 15 11 29 14 ~15~ 45 16 29r 132 72
.ST.K6 41 15 ; .26 49 15 34 62 14 •48& 73 16 •57-• 225 165

•S1V(-:7, 32 15 16' 37 15 22- 52 14 •38 62 16 46 183 122
S1VK8' 28 15 '13 28 15 •13 35 14 ý21 41 16 251 132
~STVK-%9L4' 37 15 22 22 15 ~7j 45 14 /31. 46 16 :s3o 150
13BKG5 M

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums

• • 

Studsvik 2003 Fenceline TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• • 

Studsvik 2003 Fenceline TLD Report 

* "0" in this column indicates TLD was missing 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 



e

Studsvik 2004 Fence Line OSLD Report

U -- I UFirst Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter I Fourth Quarter I Year to Date
TLD# GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS NETF.. 20 12 p ; 17 14 3 19 11 21 12 • 77KS1VK-, 57 12 -45 # # 50 11 &39 75 12 =63 [228.5] [179.25y

.S•TVK"3, 28 12 16 22 14 8.r- 22 11 •11 31 12 .19• 103
,TVK-4" 41 12 29 34 14 20 33 11 22 ; 43 12 311 151 ....8T.VK-5 37 12 25. 28 14 14. 29 11 18 41 12 29 135 -86STT1KL&, 70 12 458~~ 69 14 55 70 11 ~59~ 85 12 ~73 294 2__ 45

.63 12 51. 60 14 46 51 11 ,40 64 12 •52,• 238 .189
ý!ST\/K-8 238 ** * ~ *

1,K-'S.9•>j 46 12 34• 45 14 •317• 46 11 35 1 47 12 36 184 ....135

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored
# indicates monitor was missing
Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums [YTD] values include average of the 4 qtrs previous to any missing monitor(s)

• • 

Studsvik 2004 Fence Line OSLO Report 

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored 
# indicates monitor was missing 
Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums [YTD] values include average of the 4 qtrs previous to any missing monitor(s) 

• • • 

Studsvik 2004 Fence Line OSLO Report 

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored 
# indicates monitor was missing 
Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums [YTD] values include average of the 4 qtrs previous to any missing monitor(s) 

• 



0

Studsvik 2005 Fence Line OSLD Report
I I

First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter Year to Date

TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS NET
STVK-1 17 7 10' 20 12 8 21 14 26 12 14 1 84 3-9
STVK-2 54 7 47 57 12 45 57 14 43 72 12 6 240 l195
STVK-3 23 7 1!i6 26 12 ,14 29 14 15 31 12 19',ý 109 64
-S1VKA 38 7 :31 40 12 28 35 14 21 44 12 -32 157 112
•STVK-5 29 7 22 32 12 20 39 14 25 45 12 33' 145 1O
S1YK,6 69 7 62; 74 112 62, 74 14 60 90 12 78 307 262
SSTVK-7 50 7 43 55 12 3 70 14 "56 99 12 87 274 229

.STVK-8; * ... ##### 1..........###A4 .I#•F 8 I Ff

•STVK-9 29 7 '22 40 12 28-, 46 14 32• 49 12 37 164 119
•iBI w- I• I •

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums

• • 

Studsvik 2005 Fence Line OSLO Report 

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• • • 

Studsvik 2005 Fence Line OSLO Report 

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• 



e

Studsvik 2007 Fence Line OSLD Report

I I

First Quarter I Second Quarter I ThirdQare I Fourth Quarter I Year to Date
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS NET

STVK-1 19 13 K6 19 12. >7JV 28 14 14> 22 12 10 88 37r
STVK-2i 58 13 ;45 44 12 '32j 74 14 60 66 12 54 242 .191
STVK-3~ 20 13 ~S7> 21 12 9~. 2 14 1'5,X 26 12 14 96 45
STVK-4 16 13 ~3 14 112 2> 18 14 44 19 12 7, 67 ~ 16~
STVK-5~ 19 13 Y6. 19 112 ~7< 25 14 ~i~ 23 12 11 86 ~ 35
SVK-6 61 1 48 49 12 37 85 14 •71t 69 12 757 264 213
.. VK-7 73 13 60. 74 12 s62• 90 14 76, 74 12 62 311 <260
STVK-091 45 13 32ý 44 12 ý32> 56 14 42 58 12 46 203 152BK 3 412 1 4' '12

* 0 In This Column Indicates Monitor Was Missing

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums

• • 

Studsvik 2007 Fence Line OSLO Report 

.. 0 In This Column Indicates Monitor Was Missing 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• • • 

Studsvik 2007 Fence Line OSLO Report 

.. 0 In This Column Indicates Monitor Was Missing 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• 



Studsvik 2008 Fence Line OSLD Report

- - I

I First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter IYear to Date
TLD # GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS* BKG NET GROSS _ _NET

STVK-17 23 12 1! 21 14 7 24 17 7 18 12 6 86 v386
•STK-2 61 12 49 57 14 43 40 17 23 40. 12 28 198 143
SK3 27 12 15 23 14 9 20 17 3 19 12 7 89 34

ST• K4 21 12 9 18 14 4 17 17 0: 16 12 4 72 17
!STVK-5• 21 12 '9< 23 14 9 20 17 3 21 12 9 85 30

76 12 80 14 66 55 17 38 47 12 3 258 •203
S1VK-7 87 12 75, 102 14 •88 66 17 49 61 12 49 316 2
STVK-9 53 12 4l; 39 14 25 27 17 10 36 12 24 155

12K 41 3 4 25 2

in this column indicates this position no longer monitored

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums

• • 

Studsvik 2008 Fence Line OSLO Report 

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• • • 

Studsvik 2008 Fence Line OSLO Report 

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• 



Studsvik 2009 Fence Line OSLD Report

- - I
I F-irst Quarter 0 Second Quarter Third Quarter I Fourth Quarter Year to Date

TILD # GRKOSS* BKG NET GROSS' BKG NET GROSS' BKG NET GROSS' BKG NET GROSS ___NET

~STVK-1 17 14 ;3 O .0 17 3
~S1VK-2 38 14 ;24 00 <0 38 24

~S1VK,3 18 14 4 0~ 0 0 18 4
~STVK-4 17 14 ~3 0 0, 0~ 17 3
STVK-5 19 14 5 0 0 ~0 19 5
S1YK-6K 49 14 - 35 0 0 4 35
~STK-7 48 14 '34~ 0 434~

B5KG 14

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums

• • 

Studsvik 2009 Fence Line OSLD Report 

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• • • 

Studsvik 2009 Fence Line OSLD Report 

* in this column indicates this position no longer monitored 

Year to Date NET = Sum of Quarterly Sums 

• 



CERCLA Priority Hazardous Substances & Non-listed Chemical and Radioactive Effluents into Air and Water
Discharged by NFS

2005 Rank Erwin Air Nolichucky River Water via

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

(1)
(2)
(3)
(6)
(8)

(11)
(16)
(28)
(31)
(46)
(55)
(71)
(74)
(77)
(78)
(81)
(92)
(95)
(98)
(99)

(107)
(108)
(110)
(112)
(118)
(123)
(128)
(133)
(135)
(136)
(156)
(175)
(178)
(183)
(213)
(217)
(233)

Arsenic
Lead
Mercury
Benzene
Cadmium
Chloroform
Trichloroethylene
Cyanide
Tetrachloroethylene
Carbon Tetrachloride
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37 Priority Hazardous Substances of which
12 (about 1/3) are Radiotoxins

4 Priority Hazardous Substances were discharged
into the air (through the stacks) & into the Nolichucky
via WWTF, POTW & BLEU Sewer
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CERCLA Priority Hazardous Substances & Non-listed Chemical and Radioactive Effluents into Air and Water 
Discharged by NFS 

2005 Rank Erwin Air Nolichucky River Water via 

1 (1 ) Arsenic WWTF 
2 (2) Lead WWTF POTW 
3 (3) Mercury WWTF POTW 
4 (6) Benzene POTW 
5 (8) Cadmium WWTF POTW 
6 (11 ) Chloroform POTW 
7 (16) Trichloroethylene POTW 
8 (28) Cyanide POTW 
9 (31) Tetrachloroethylene WWTF POTW 
10 (46) Carbon Tetrachloride POTW 
11 (55) Nickel WWTF POTW 
12 (71) Toulene POTW 
13 (74) Zinc WWTF POTW 
14 (77) Chromium WWTF POTW 
15 (78) Naphthalene POTW 
16 (81) Methylene Chloride POTW 
17 (92) Chlorine WWTF 
18 (95) 1,1,1-Trichloroethane POTW 
19 (98) Uranium WWTF 
20 (99) Ethyl benzene POTW 
21 (107) Uranium-235 (R) Stacks WWTF POTW BLEU Sewer 
22 (108) Thorium-230 (R) Stacks WWTF POTW BLEU Sewer 
23 (110) Uranium-234 (R) Stacks WWTF POTW BLEU Sewer 
24 (112) Thorium-228 (R) Stacks WWTF ·POTW BLEU Sewer 
25 (118) Plutonium-239 (R) WWTF POTW BLEU Sewer 
26 (123) Plutonium-238 (Pu-238)* (R) WWTF POTW BLEU Sewer 
27 (128) Americium-241 (AM-241)* (R) WWTF 
28 (133) Copper WWTF POTW 
29 (135) Neptunium-237 (R) WWTF 
30 (136) Plutonium-240 (R) WWTF POTW BLEU Sewer 
31 (156) Ammonia WWTF 
32 (175) Uranium-233 (R) WWTF POTW BLEU Sewer 
33 (178) 1,2-Dichloroethene, Trans POTW 
34 (183) Phenol POTW 
35 (213) Silver WWTF POTW 
36 (217) Cesium-137 (Cs-137)* (R) WWTF 
37 (233) Actinium-227 (R) WWTF 

37 Priority Hazardous Substances of which 4 Priority Hazardous Substances were discharged 
12 (about 1/3) are Radiotoxins into the air (through the stacks) & into the Nolichucky 

via WWTF, POTW & BLEU Sewer 
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Non-CERCLA-listed Chemical &
Radioactive Effluents discharged
by NFS into--

1. Radium-224
2. Radium-226 (Ra-226)*
3. Uranium-232
4. Uranium-236
5. Uranium-238 (R)
6. Thorium-231
7. Thorium-232 (R)
8. Technetium-99 (R)
9. Sodium-22

10. Protactinium-231
11. Lead
12. Plutonium-241
13. Fluoride, Soluble
14. Total Phthalates
15. Nitrite plus Nitrate

Erwin Air Nolichucky River Water via

Main Stack 416

Stacks
Stacks
Stacks
Stacks

WWTF

WWTF
WWTF
WWTF
WWTF
WWTF
WWTF
WWTF
WWTF
WWTF
WWTF
WWTF

WWTF

POTW
POTW

POTW
POTW

POTW

BLEU Sewer
BLEU Sewer

BLEU Sewer
BLEU Sewer

12 of the 15 (80%) additional contaminants discharged by NFS are radioactive.

Total of 52 hazardous and other substances discharged by NFS (46% of those are radioactive)

Seven (7)

U-234
U-235
U-238

Th-228
Th-230
Th-232
Tc-99

Radionuclides
Emitted into Air & Water

of which Four (4) are considered
"Priority Hazardous Substances"

by ATSDR

Notes: (R) = Radioactive

*= Radionuclides of Concern (GAO-08-598), June 2008, pp. 13-14.

Prepared by LCM, June 3, 2009
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NFS Air Emissions, 1992-2006.xls

YEAR FEE PAYMENT RATE PARTICULATES VOCs S02 NOX CO MISC /l/ HAPS /2/ EXEMPT TOTAL EMISSIONS
.($/year) ($/ton) (tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) (tons)

1992 $2,280.67 $3.00-5.00 187.0 15.0 361.0 24.0 13.0 35.0 n.a. 21.0 656.0
1993 $2,870.00 $5.00 185.0 20.0 322.0 15.0 4.0 32.0 n.a. 21.0 599.0
1994 $1,488.00 $4.00 157.0 20.0 162.0 10.0 3.0 23.0 n.a. 0.0 375.0
1995 $1,432.00 $4.00 157.0 20.0 162.0 10.0 3.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 361.0
1996 $570.00 $3.00 121.0 23.0 24.0 13.0 2.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 192.0
1997 $573.00 $3.00 114.0 23.0 24.0 15.0 2.0 15.0 n.a. 0.0 193.0
1998 $573.00 $3.00 114.0 24.0 24.0 15.0 2.0 14.0 n.a. 0.0 193.0
1999 $348.00 $3.00 62.0 8.0 24.0 13.0 2.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 118.0
2000 $1,643.75 $13.00 66.4 9.0 24.1 21.0 2.2 10.0 1.0 0.0 131.5
2001 $1,468.75 n.a. 64.4 4.0 24.1 21.0 2.2 10.0 1.0 0.0 126.7
2002 $1,356.25 $12.50 49.4 4.0 24.1 21.0 2.2 9.0 1.0 0.0 110.7
2003 $1,953.75 $12.50 53.8 4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3
2004 $1,702.50 $12.50 53.8 4.1 26.3 42.0 2.8 9.0 1.0 97.2 236.2
2005 $1,953.75 $12.50 53.8 4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3
2006 $1,953.75 $12.50 53.8 4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3

1992-2006 CUMULATIVE TOTALS 1492.4 187.3 1293.4 391.3 48.8 211.6 7.6 430.8 4061.0

Notes:
/1/ Miscellaneous pollutants include SiF4, Ammonia, Nitric Acid & Hydrogen Sulfide
/2/ HAPS include HF, HCI & Mercury

Source:
Tennessee Department of Environment & Conservation, Air Emission Fee Payment forms, NFS Files, Johnson City Field Office

Date: 16Feb07
Revised: 30June09
Preparer: LCM
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• • • NFS Air Emissions, 1992-2006.xls 

YEAR FEE PAYMENT RATE PARTICULATES VOCs S02 NOX CO MISC /1/ HAPS /2/ EXEMPT TOTAL EMISSIONS 
($!vear) ($/ton) (tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) (tons) 

1992 $2280.67 $3.00-5.00 187.0 15.0 361.0 24.0 13.0 35.0 n.a. 21.0 656.0 
1993 $2870.00 $5.00 185.0 20.0 322.0 15.0 4.0 32.0 n.a. 21.0 599.0 
1994 $1488.00 $4.00 157.0 20.0 162.0 10.0 3.0 23.0 n.a. 0.0 375.0 
1995 $1432.00 $4.00 157.0 20.0 162.0 10.0 3.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 361.0 
1996 $570.00 $3.00 121.0 23.0 24.0 13.0 2.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 192.0 
1997 $573.00 $3.00 114.0 23.0 24.0 15.0 2.0 15.0 n.a. 0.0 193.0 
1998 $573.00 $3.00 114.0 24.0 24.0 15.0 2.0 14.0 n.a. 0.0 193.0 
1999 $348.00 $3.00 62.0 8.0 24.0 13.0 2.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 118.0 
2000 $1 643.75 $13.00 66.4 9.0 24.1 21.0 2.2 10.0 1.0 0.0 131.5 
2001 $1468.75 n.a. 64.4 4.0 24.1 21.0 2.2 10.0 1.0 0.0 126.7 
2002 $1356.25 $12.50 49.4 4.0 , 24.1 21.0 2.2 9.0 1.0 0.0 110.7 
2003 $1 953.75 $12.50 53.8 .4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3 
2004 $1 702.50 $12.50 53.8 4.1 26.3 42.0 2.8 9.0 1.0 97.2 236.2 
2005 $1953.75 $12.50 53.8 4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3 
2006 $1953.75 $12.50 53.8 4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3 

1992-2006 CUMULATIVE TOTALS 1492.4 187.3 1293.4 391.3 48.8 211.6 7.6 430.8 4061.0 

Notes: 
/1/ Miscellaneous pollutants include SiF4 Ammonia, Nitric Acid & Hydrogen Sulfide 
i2l HAPS Include HF. HCI & Mercury 

Source: 
Tennessee Department of Environment & Conservation Air Emission Fee Payment forms NFS Files Johnson City Field Office 

Date: 16Feb07 
Revised: 30June09 
Preparer: LCM 
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1992 $2280.67 $3.00-5.00 187.0 15.0 361.0 24.0 13.0 35.0 n.a. 21.0 656.0 
1993 $2870.00 $5.00 185.0 20.0 322.0 15.0 4.0 32.0 n.a. 21.0 599.0 
1994 $1488.00 $4.00 157.0 20.0 162.0 10.0 3.0 23.0 n.a. 0.0 375.0 
1995 $1432.00 $4.00 157.0 20.0 162.0 10.0 3.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 361.0 
1996 $570.00 $3.00 121.0 23.0 24.0 13.0 2.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 192.0 
1997 $573.00 $3.00 114.0 23.0 24.0 15.0 2.0 15.0 n.a. 0.0 193.0 
1998 $573.00 $3.00 114.0 24.0 24.0 15.0 2.0 14.0 n.a. 0.0 193.0 
1999 $348.00 $3.00 62.0 8.0 24.0 13.0 2.0 9.0 n.a. 0.0 118.0 
2000 $1 643.75 $13.00 66.4 9.0 24.1 21.0 2.2 10.0 1.0 0.0 131.5 
2001 $1468.75 n.a. 64.4 4.0 24.1 21.0 2.2 10.0 1.0 0.0 126.7 
2002 $1356.25 $12.50 49.4 4.0 , 24.1 21.0 2.2 9.0 1.0 0.0 110.7 
2003 $1 953.75 $12.50 53.8 .4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3 
2004 $1 702.50 $12.50 53.8 4.1 26.3 42.0 2.8 9.0 1.0 97.2 236.2 
2005 $1953.75 $12.50 53.8 4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3 
2006 $1953.75 $12.50 53.8 4.4 30.6 57.1 2.8 9.2 1.2 97.2 256.3 

1992-2006 CUMULATIVE TOTALS 1492.4 187.3 1293.4 391.3 48.8 211.6 7.6 430.8 4061.0 

Notes: 
/1/ Miscellaneous pollutants include SiF4 Ammonia, Nitric Acid & Hydrogen Sulfide 
i2l HAPS Include HF. HCI & Mercury 

Source: 
Tennessee Department of Environment & Conservation Air Emission Fee Payment forms NFS Files Johnson City Field Office 

Date: 16Feb07 
Revised: 30June09 
Preparer: LCM 
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Similarities Between NFS (Erwin, Unicoi Co., TN) & NUMEC (Apollo, Armstrong Co., PA)

NFS NUMEC

Demogranhic Parallels (based on 2000 Census & other government data. media & other renorts)

Median household income in host counties well below national average ($41,994, 1999 dollars)
Median household income as % of national average
College and advanced degrees achieved at less than '/2 the national average rate (US avg: 24.4%)
Rural, Appalachian counties, both with low population densities (density as % state average)
12-18% greater unemployment in host counties than national rate, Jan. 2009 (US avg: 8.5%)

Geographic/Community/Geologic Similarities (based on government, media & other reports)

Nearby property owners lost value of their businesses or homes
Elementary schools nearby (# miles from licensee)
Facilities on small reservations, located in residential community (# acres)
Underlying geologic structures/manmade tunnels could collapse, causing groundwater contamination
Citizen groups formed to address radiation and chemical exposures/health issues

Comparison of Licensee Facilities (based on government, media & other reports)

Commercial & Navy nuclear fuel manufactured (# decades)
Privately-owned companies (at some point in history), founded by former employees of:
Oil companies owned both licensees in past

Babcock & Wilcox acquired NUMEC in 1971, went bankrupt in 2006, then bought NFS (acq. yrs.)
Facilities considered to be jury-rigged, sloppy operations

Operators & regulators always told public that facilities were safe
Public/workers expressed concerns that they were used as "guinea pigs"
Government/corporate cover-ups exposed
Radioactive waste buried on site, causing land contamination

$29,863
71.1%
10.6%
68.8%

9.5%

$31,557
75.1%
10.4%
40.4%
10.0%

Business
< 2 mile
63
Karst caves
Erwin Citizens
Awareness Network

Homes
< 1 mile
110
Mine shafts
Citizens Active for a
Safe Environment

5
Nuclear Assurance Corp.
1969-Skelly/Getty
1984-Texaco
2009
"nuclear nightmare"

Media
Markey Hearing File
House Energy Com.
NRC, EPA, TDEC

3
Westinghouse
1967-ARCO

1971
"one of the hottest
risks on our books"
Media
Media
Media
Media, NIOSH
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NFS NUMEC

HEU, enough to make multiple nuclear weapons, washed downstream (quantity)
Municipal drinking water intakes downstream of licensee (# of intakes)
Facilities exposed community to HEU through catastrophic fires
Fallout from incinerator fire (NFS) and HEU fire (NUMEC) contaminated air, water & land (quantity)

Public Health Parallels (based on TN Dept. of Health, other government and media reports)

Alarmingly high cancer mortality rates (Latent Cancer Fatalities) prevail in both communities
Breast cancer mortality rates well above state averages (# times greater than state rate)
Chemical contamination found in drinking water wells, monitoring wells & surface water

Operational, Workplace & Public Exposure Similarities (based on NIOSH reports)

NIOSH reports prepared on both licensees
Substantial NIOSH reports prepared within past year
Both companies employed similar processes & materials & operated an incinerator
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Parallels between Armstrong County (Apollo and Parks Townships) and Unicoi County
(Erwin) regarding nuclear fuel plants (Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) and Nuclear Materials
Equipment Corp. (NUMEC) (as of April 25, 2009)

Disclaimer: Source of information on Apollo/Parks plants is from newspaper articles, the
Baron and Budd attorney website and (CDC) NIOSH website. Sources of information on
NFS are from NFS and NRC documents, (CDC) NIOSH website, and newspaper articles.
(ECAN cannot verify that any of the information provided in this document is 100%
accurate).
Plant Ownership/Management (NFS):
1957 - Davison Chemical

1964 - Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc, formed by W. R. Grace & Company

1969 - Getty Oil and Skelly Oil acquire NFS (became Texaco, Inc.)

1984 - Texaco, Inc. acquires NFS as part of its buyout of Getty Oil (now Chevron)

(1986 - Congressional Hearing on NFS by Representative Ed Markey)

1987- NFS Services, Ltd, a private, Atlanta-based limited partnership purchases NFS, Inc.
from Texaco. (Paul Schutt, Dwight Ferguson, Bo Woodall, and Chuck Johnson bought
NFS, see Johnson City Press, March 16, 2009, "CEO Ferguson reflects on 21-year career at
NFS"). Paul Schutt was primary owner, and formerly ran Nuclear Assurance Corp. (NAC),
and Ferguson was CFO of NAC. Johnson was first NFS president under new ownership.
Ferguson was both President and CEO and is still at NFS until April 30, 2009. Ferguson
was CEO when 37-liter spill and fitness-for-duty events occurred on March 6, 2006, during
the three-year OUO policy. Kerry Schutt, the primary owner's son, was NFS President
from Jan. 2004 to May 1, 2006 (according to known NRC documents).

Dec. 31, 2008 - Sale of NFS to Nuclear Operations Group (NOG), Erwin (affiliate of
Babcock and Wilcox)

A Few Parallels: NFS (Erwin, TN) and NUMEC (ApollolParks, PA)

(Note: Lawsuits in Apollo/Parks Township were about cancer, wrongful death, and 100
claims were filed on the basis that the plants depressed property values in the area).

Plants establishment/location/management:

NFS and NUMEC both began in 1957; NUMEC closed in 1986 (same year as Congressional
Hearings re: NFS); NFS still in operation (for 52 years).

Both located in residential areas and in poor, job-short Appalachian towns.

It never made sense to build such hazardous facilities in the heart of established towns.
Houses and business across the street (Apollo/Parks) -- and in the case of NFS, residential
property actually adjoins the plant property. Several schools are less than a mile away.
Near NFS, an elementary school (Love Chapel) is only a few hundred feet away.
Supermarkets, shopping centers, nursing homes, town hall, the county seat, and Erwin's
only hospital are all less than a mile from NFS ..... and Studsvik. Additionally, "NFS is
located in hole," and stacks are at the level of the surrounding residences. (1986 Markey
Hearings)
In both cases, it was taking an unnecessary risk to locate these plants in residential areas,
even with the most carefully managed plant, which NFS is not, nor were the plants in
Apollo and Parks. Internal documents for both suggest a constant slipshod and sloppy
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approach to operation of plants that deal with one of the most dangerous materials on
Earth. Compounding the decades long safety issues and regulatory noncompliance was
the apparent cavalier attitude of management in the plants.

Hottest risk on books and Nuclear Nightmare:

In 1966, the Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association said the Pennsylvania plant
was "one of the hottest risks on our books." In 1986, Rep. Ed Markey called NFS a "nuclear
nightmare," and the most dangerous plant the NRC licenses. And it still is due to lack of
safety culture, lack of management oversight, configuration management, degraded
equipment and inadequate infrastructure (see 2008 Safety Culture Board of Advisors
(SCUBA) Report).
Navy fuel and fuel for commercial power plants:

Both processed fuel for nuclear powered Navy submarines and commercial power plants,
although NFS always claimed that they were the ONLY source for Navy fuel.

And, in 1998, NFS was allowed (by the agreement State of Tennessee) to further
compound their environmental pollution and danger to the community's health and safety
by bringing in Studsvik, Inc. - a radioactive waste processor, and leasing them land
adjacent to NFS on which to operate. "Studsvik processes ion-exchange resins, some of
which can be the hottest so-called "low-level" radioactive waste." (Out of Control - On
Purpose, May 14, 2007, Diane D'Arrigo and Mary Olson, Nuclear Information and Resource
Service).
In the Studsvik January-March 2009 Interim Report, it states "To date, they have signed
contracts with four power companies under the "new" model devised for this facility.
Negotiations are under way with several potential customers. The new business model
means that Studsvik will treat medium-level waste at the Erwin facility, as before" (?)
(emphasis added). What happened to low-level? "Thereafter, they will take responsibility
for storage and final disposal of the waste through cooperation with Waste Control
Specialists (WCS)." (Currently being challenged legally).
Contamination of the Environment

Both have spewed radiation over the surrounding residential and commercial
neighborhoods for decades. For about 20 years, radiation emitted from smokestacks of a
nuclear fuel processing plant and fell in Apollo/Parks. For 52 years, radiation has emitted
from smokestacks of a nuclear fuel processing plant (NFS) and fell on Erwin, Unicoi
County, and into the nearby Nolichucky River, Banner Spring Branch and Martin Creek.
(The Nolichucky River is a source of drinking water for communities of Jonesborough and
Greeneville).
In Erwin, the plant has acknowledged to the NRC that in 1977 it released an estimated five
pounds of enriched uranium and a microscopic trace of plutonium through its smoke
stacks. (The plutonium was left over from a plutonium processing operation which ended
at Erwin in 1972). Radiation maps submitted to the NRC in 1976 by NFS indicate the
uranium particles from the plant are deposited within a five-mile circle of the plant.
Considerably higher concentrations are shown on the company's radiation map within one
mile of the plant, an area with a population of 3,700. (Atlanta Journal and Constitution,
4/30/78).
An analysis of the plant's 1977 radioactive effluent reports to the NRC shows that NFS
discharged 15 pounds of Uranium-235 and 235 pounds of Uranium 238 into the Nolichucky
River. The liquid effluent also included 1112 ounces of the little-known isotope Uranium
234, which is highly radioactive. The Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 4/30/78.

An NRC report states that (Unicoi County) residents in the area have routinely been
exposed to at least 4 to 5 times more radiation than had been predicted in the 1978
Environmental Impact Appraisal (EIA) when NFS was relicensed. (The Tennessean, Jan.
26, 1981)
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A Sept. 29, 1981 NRC report indicated a number of possible health and environmental impacts
continue to exist at the plant (NFS) and has ordered the plant to install new waste treatment
facilities in hopes of reducing radioactive discharges, but they won't be in place until Dec.1982.
The contamination is re-suspended into the atmosphere and also discharged from plant environs
through surface water runoff. Licensee has no control over the quantity discharged nor is
licensee able to satisfactorily measure the quantity of material released. (Atlanta Journal and
Constitution, 11/29/81).

Both have released radioactive material and other chemicals into branches, streams, and the
rivers, sewers, and publicly owned treatment works. Contamination from the former Babcock &
Wilcox plutonium processing plant has found its way into the Kiskiminetas River, and
contamination from NFS into the Nolichucky River, according to several NFS/NRC Environmental
Assessments, 1999-2002. The 2008 SCUBA Report stated that the old wastewater filter press at
NFS was run to catastrophic failure.

In July 1992, radioactive material from NFS escaped and spilled into Banner Spring Branch, a
small creek that feeds into the Nolichucky River. About 100,000 gallons of uranium and thorium-
contaminated water from an inactive settling pond ran into a storm sewer and flowed off the site.
The TN Emergency Management Agency (TEMA) was not notified of this event, which TEMA
officials at the time said was required by law since it involved a release to the environment.
(Johnson City Press, 12/10/92).

Outside areas and roofs of buildings are contaminated. Process equipment frequently leaks
contaminated solutions. Due to the age of the facility, contamination containment has not been
well engineered into the process equipment. NFS uses dikes around areas where leaks
frequently occur, but NFS performs no surveys in these areas and intentionally discharges
contaminated liquids into these areas. Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Enerqy
Conservation and Power, p.10, 9/18/86

Plutonium, Other Contaminants found Offsite Near NFS. A 13-acre plume of chemical and
radioactive contamination, including plutonium, identified in groundwater located offsite from
NFS in Erwin. NFS sampling results from monitoring wells located along property boundary
line-Plutonium 234, 238, 239, 240,and 241 were detected in groundwater samples as early as
September 1993. In Nov. 2001, radioactive plutonium, thorium, and uranium were observed in
monitoring wells located in the county Industrial Park, which parallels NFS on the northwest side.
Technetium 99, which does not exist in nature and is radioactive, also was detected in two of nine
offsite wells. Total uranium present in on-site groundwater was above EPA's safe drinking water
standard. Offsite chemical contaminants leaving NFS property have federal officials concerned.
PCE, TCE, cis-1,2-DCE and vinyl chloride all were detected beyond acceptable limits. PCE was
found in seven of nine offsite wells during the fourth quarter of 2001. Highest level charted was
1,403 mg/L (milligrams per liter); 0.005 mg/L is considered safe, says EPA. Groundwater in the
area generally flows in a northwest direction toward the Nolichucky River. According to future
projections, the uranium plume will be almost identical in 2003 to what it is now with
concentrations dipping below maximum contaminate level by the year 3850. Banner Springs
Branch had "elevated, or greater than the action limit of 25 picocuries per gram" radioactivity
levels "ranging from 38 to 73 pCi/gram for gross alpha activity. Elizabethton Star, 4/03/02
From 1990-96 review of the surface water data indicates the gross alpha activity in downstream
water samples Banner Spring Branch and Martin Creek have increased over the past 6 years,
p. 4-12, 1999 NRC EA, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards, NMSS.

Both NFS and NUMEC have land contamination because of burial pits containing uranium,
plutonium, and other dangerous chemicals. Both decommissioning plans do not include cleaning
up the burial pits.

Both plants' management failed to conduct proper monitoring (especially in early years); many
releases into the air and water were greater than allowable limits. Both managements were
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projections, the uranium plume will be almost identical in 2003 to what it is now with 
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From 1990-96 review of the surface water data indicates the gross alpha activity in downstream 
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managements were grossly negligent in how they ran the plant with respect to health and
safety. They allowed uncontrolled releases into the community - and never revealed that
information to the community. If they did, they always said "there was nothing to worry
about," and in the case of NFS, the NRC always backed them up.

In Armstrong County, the Corps of Engineers has determined that the ground water could
move into the water (River) if subsidence occurs. "Subsidence is always a concern and
adds another aspect to what we have to do at the site, said Patrick Shuster, a Dept of
Environmental Protection (DEP) spokesman. "If subsidence causes the radioactive
material to fall into the ground water, we'd have a real mess on our hands." NFS has
geological structures and tunnels, which could also collapse and create a disaster, and it
is situated on two fault lines with five fractures.
In Apollo, the DEP has detected TCE, industrial solvent, in the Kiskiminetas River.
Babcock and Wilcox originally found TCE in the groundwater under the facility in Parks 10
years ago and monitoring wells have since detected its slow movement towards the river.

In Erwin, the Railroad Well, 0.5 miles from NFS, a source of drinking water for the people
of Erwin/Unicoi County currently has groundwater contamination and cannot pass the
EPA standards. (Johnson City Press, March 8, 2009). In the case of NFS, contamination
has affected NFS' neighbor industry (Impact Plastics) who sued them.

Contamination Lawsuit:

A lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court seeks unspecified damages from NFS for alleged
contamination of the groundwater and allowing nuclear and other contaminants to migrate
outside the plant. Impact Plastics, Inc., Preston Tool and Mold Inc., and Gerald M.
O'Connor Jr. are owner, lessor and lessee of the property at 1070-A Industrial Drive, to the
north of the NFS plant. They charge that NFS has allowed substantial contamination to
occur to its property, leading to contamination of the groundwater in the area around the
plant. O'Connor cites environmental reports prepared by or on behalf of NFS over a
number of years. It cites violation of state law by discharging pollutants into the waters of
Tennessee, allowing the migration to pass through the groundwater and into the waters of
the Nolichucky River, an act the suit charges as an "ultra-hazardous activity.

Contaminants specifically cited in the suit include Uranium (U-236), depleted U isotopic,
TC-99, U-233, 234, 235, 236 and 238; plutonium 238, 239, 240; thorium 223, 239, 234, 129,
iodine, 1,2 dichloroethylene, tetrachloroethylene, trichloroethylene, vinyl chloride, tributyl
phosphate and other chemicals regulated as hazardous substances under state and
federal law. The depleted uranium, TC-99 and 129 Iodine are said to be unique to the NFS
operation. (Johnson City Press, June 4, 2002).

Impact Plastics Suit Remanded to Federal Court in Greeneville. On Sept. 13, the lawsuit
was sealed by Circuit Court Judge Jean Stanley under three to four protective orders.
(Johnson City Press, 12/14/04). Why? The public has a right to the environmental
information in this court case.

Property Values Diminished.

Elaine Waldenville in Apollo said "But it's not like you can sell houses here, so we can't
move." (Gerald O'Connor, Impact Plastics, Erwin, can't sell either due to the
contamination). It is doubtful that any homes could ever be sold within a mile radius of
NFS. That may be one reason that NFS buys every house on Banner Hill when the people
die.
Loss of Special Nuclear Material:

Both have lost significant amounts of uranium - enough to build many bombs.
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NFS lost 246 pounds of highly enriched uranium from January 1968 through December
1978, the NRC said. Government records say that is enough to make six atomic bombs.
Johnson City Press Chronicle, April 26, 1981

In the 1983, 1992 and 1996 fires at NFS, it appeared that the lost high enriched uranium
and other carcinogens were simply "vented out the stacks." Who knows how much
radiation the people within a mile radius and less were exposed to.

On three or more occasions in the past, the NFS plant has accidentally released into the
atmosphere a cumulative total of more than 40 pounds (18,144 grams) of radioactive
uranium hexafluoride. The exact amount of uranium lost in the two-month period was not
made public, but individuals in a position to know placed the total at 48 pounds. Total
losses have never been disclosed by the NRC, but published figures have ranged to 400
pounds and more. (The Progressive, April 1981)

In the case of Apollo/Parks, one engineer for the plant's insurer, writing in 1966 about the
loss of 66 pounds of uranium (more than enough to build two bombs), said: "Apparently
and fortunately, this material was effectively washed downstream with no one being the
wiser.... I would say that the less publicity given to these incidents at this time, the better.
They would make quite startling tabloid headlines."

Plant repeatedly cited for nuclear safety failures. NFS was shut down for four months
because of a security matter after the NRC discovered in September that 22,085 grams of
highly enriched uranium-enough to make two atomic bombs, was missing from the
plant's June to August inventory. Atlanta Journal Constitution, 12/02/81

Regulatory violations and noncompliance:

Both have hundreds of violations and regulatory noncompliances.

Atomic Energy Commission (and Nuclear Regulatory Commission) set limits for stacks to
protect the public health - and regulations were repeatedly violated. And (AEC) and NRC
allowed both of them to continue operating.

Experts examine both industries:

Arjun Makhijani, president of the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, a
Takoma Park, MD group that has studied fallout throughout the world, has knowledge of
both the Apollo/Parks radiation issues and NFS radiation issues. (NUMEC) It was
impossible to calculate the amount of radiation exposure because company records of
releases were poor, incomplete, or in some cases, nonexistent. From 1957 to 1962, the
company kept only some "extremely sketchy data from the stacks" and none off-site,
Makhijani said. "They, themselves admitted they couldn't tell what was going on in the
stacks." But what records the companies do have on emissions show hundreds of
violations, he said.
At Apollo "on Feb. 9, 1963, some highly enriched uranium caught fire, and some of it
escaped the plant. Plant workers couldn't recover almost 7 pounds of it, which might have
been emitted from the plant. If all 7 pounds did escape into the air, a person just walking
by the plant at the time would have been exposed to the equivalent of 600 to 9,500 chest X-
rays, testified Bernd Franke of the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research."
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Employee and Public Exposure:

Both sites have NIOSH "Special Exposure Cohorts" approved because there were
insufficient records to estimate worker radiation dose with sufficient accuracy, and thus,
workers were given presumption in favor of compensation.

In the 1996 DOE-EIS-0240, p E-4, "Radiation can cause a variety of ill-health effects in
people. The most significant ill-health effect to depict the consequences of environment
and occupational radiation exposures is induction of cancer fatalities."

"Apollo nuclear plant case drags on," Tribune-Review, July 29, 2007. Baron describes
B&W's arguments in the new trial as "breathtaking." According to a July 28 court filing,
B&W objected to the assertion that enriched uranium is capable of causing cancer. Baron
said, "The government already determined that certain kinds of cancers are caused by
uranium" citing the U.S. Department of Labor's Energy Employees Occupational Illness
Compensation Program.
It's the height of arrogance that in B&W filings to regulatory agencies and previous court
filings, they have routinely described the hazards of enriched uranium," Baron said. "This
not only destroys their credibility, but it should be investigated by the federal government
before they allow B&W to be involved in activities in the nuclear industry." (and they
bought NFS!)
(NUMEC) One document, a 1973 Atomic Energy Commission Report, showed that within a
7.5-hour period, the emissions from one stack exceeded allowable limits by 102,866 times.
That stack was not tested again for weeks.

(NFS) During a routine stack sample collection on May 2, 2005, NFS determined the
sample from the (redacted) dissolution stack (redacted) BPF Process Exhaust (redacted)
indicated an initial elevated reading of 53,961.90 disintegrations per minute (dpm) for
alphas, and 102,528.74 dpm for betas. The samples were held for 7 days and recounted by
NFS to allow radon and its associated daughters to decay. After the 7-day recount, the
alpha reading indicated 3,381.48 dpm and the beta reading indicated 1,267.10 dpm. NFS's
action limit for alpha is 130 dpm and 5,000 dpm for betas. As of May 19, 2005, (17 days
later) the alpha reading on the stack air filter was still above licensee's action limit of 130
dpm. (Over limits on Alpha's 415.1 times the action limits, Over limits on Beta's 38.5
times the action limits for three weeks or longer). An investigation was unable to state
how much material might have been vented out the stack on May 2, 2005. The system
normally operated continuously and no system isolation or lockout was utilized. The
inspector questioned how NFS maintained control over the system. Poor maintenance
practice resulted in increased exposure. (ML081480308).
In Erwin, and Unicoi County approximately 16,000 residents have been exposed for 52
years. NFS is within the City Limits of Erwin with a population of approximately 5,000.
Cancer is prevalent throughout the City and County. The October 11, 2007 Supplemental
Analysis to DOEIEIS-0240 stated on page 11, that the Latent Cancer Fatality for the
Maximally Exposed Individuals (MEOIs) around NFS is I in 71.

Cancer:

"In the summer of 1978, a study of cancer mortality in Unicoi County was conducted after
an apparent two-fold increase in cancer deaths was reported to be possibly associated
with the nuclear fuel manufacturing facility in the county." Because of concern over the
continued discharge of uranium effluents from the facility, in 1981, the CDC began a new
study of cancer deaths in Unicoi County, where the plant is located. The cancer death rate
remains higher in the rural area than the state average or that of surrounding counties
according to 1981 statistics obtained from the Tennessee State Department of Health.
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people. The most significant ill-health effect to depict the consequences of environment 
and occupational radiation exposures is induction of cancer fatalities." 

"Apollo nuclear plant case drags on," Tribune-Review, July 29, 2007. Baron describes 
B&W's arguments in the new trial as "breathtaking." According to a July 28 court filing, 
B&W objected to the assertion that enriched uranium is capable of causing cancer. Baron 
said, "The government already determined that certain kinds of cancers are caused by 
uranium" citing the U.S. Department of Labor's Energy Employees Occupational Illness 
Compensation Program. 
It's the height of arrogance that in B&W filings to regulatory agencies and previous court 
filings, they have routinely described the hazards of enriched uranium," Baron said. "This 
not only destroys their credibility, but it should be investigated by the federal government 
before they allow B&W to be involved in activities in the nuclear industry." (and they 
bought NFS!) 
(NUMEC) One document, a 1973 Atomic Energy Commission Report, showed that within a 
7.S-hour period, the emissions from one stack exceeded allowable limits by 102,866 times. 
That stack was not tested again for weeks. 

(NFS) During a routine stack sample collection on May 2, 200S, NFS determined the 
sample from the (redacted) dissolution stack (redacteej) BPF Process Exhaust (redacted) 
indicated an initial elevated reading of 53,961.90 disintegrations per minute (dpm) for 
alphas, and 102,528.74 dpm for betas. The samples were held for 7 days and recounted by 
NFS to allow radon and its associated daughters to decay. AfJ:er the 7-day recount, the 
alpha reading indicated 3,381.48 dpm and the beta reading indicated 1,267.10 dpm. NFS's 
action limit for alpha is 130 dpm and 5,000 dpm for betas. As of May 19, 200S, (17 days 
later) the alpha reading on the stack air filter was still above licensee's action limit of 130 
dpm. (Over limits on Alpha's 415.1 times the action limits, Over limits on Beta's 38.5 
times the action limits for three weeks or longer). An investigation was unable to state 
how much material might have been vented out the stack on May 2, 200S. The system 
normally operated continuously and no system isolation or lockout was utilized. The 
inspector questioned how NFS maintained control over the system. Poor maintenance 
practice resulted in increased exposure. (ML081480308). 
In Erwin, and Unicoi County approximately 16,000 residents have been exposed for S2 
years. NFS is within the City Limits of Erwin with a population of approximately S,OOO. 
Cancer is prevalent throughout the City and County. The October 11, 2007 Supplemental 
Analysis to DOE/EIS-0240 stated on page 11, that the Latent Cancer Fatality for the 
Maximally Exposed Individuals (MEOls) around NFS is 1 in 71. 

Cancer: 

"In the summer of 1978, a study of cancer mortality in Unicoi County was conducted after 
an apparent two-fold increase in cancer deaths was reported to be possibly associated 
with the nuclear fuel manufacturing facility in the county." Because of concern over the 
continued discharge of uranium effluents from the facility, in 1981, the CDC began a new 
study of cancer deaths in Unicoi County, where the plant is located. The cancer death rate 
remains higher in the rural area than the state average or that of surrounding counties 
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But the researchers expressed concern about the "unexpected" increase in leukemia-
often viewed by cancer specialists as the first sign of a link to radiation exposure. Dr.
Glyn Caldwell, chief of CDC's cancer research branch in Atlanta, ordered the follow-up
study after learning of an Oct. 7 release of 100 grams of uranium fluoride gas from the
facility. "We know that radiation causes cancer and we know that there have been
releases, that's why we're continuing to watch it" Caldwell said. Dr. James Ruttenber, Jr.,
who will coordinate the CDC research, said "They really haven't, in the past, come up with
accurate off-site monitoring methods that would adequately reflect what those people are
being exposed to." (Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 11/29/81). Note: Attempts by ECAN
to locate the 1978 or 1981 reports have been unsuccessful.

State Health Dept. found cancer "slightly elevated" in the Apollo/Parks area. In Apollo, 350
residents of 1,895 have cancer. In 2006, Tennessee State Cancer Study showed some
cancers higher in Unicoi County than other counties in Tennessee (i.e. leukemia, non-
hodgkins lymphoma, colon-rectal, and breast). (Unicoi County Cancer Information,
Northeast Tennessee Regional Health Office, 1990-2006 (where available)). These are four
cancers directly related to radiation exposure according to the Dept. of Labor EEOICP List.

Tennessee ranks third in Cancer Mortality, according to Johnson City Press article, April
23, 2009. Unicoi County has some of the highest incidences for breast cancer and the rate
is rising.
In the case of Apollo/Parks, "residents say they inhaled white radioactive dust from the
plant for three decades (for NFS, it has been five plus decades). They said microscopic
particles of uranium from the plant caused an unusually high cancer rate in the riverside
town of 1,900." "The eight plaintiffs who settled were considered bellwether cases among
the 120 cancer victims who sued." (Note: The first eight were from Apollo where NUMEC
processed uranium. The others are from Parks Township, about five miles from Apollo,
where another plant processed plutonium).

In the case of Apollo/Parks - "did the plaintiffs prove absolutely that their cancer was
caused by the emissions? No, but they didn't have to because due to the number of
carcinogens in the environment, it is virtually impossible to prove that long-term exposure
to a single source caused a specific cancer.

In both cases, NFS and NUMEC, the government has already determined that certain kinds
of cancers are caused by uranium. Both in Erwin and Apollo/Parks, the government has
offered $150,000 in a lump sum as compensation to nuclear weapons workers who have
developed cancer through the U. S. Department of Labor's Energy Employee Occupational
Illness Compensation Program.

In both NUMEC and NFS, the company's response, as well as the NRC and the DOE, are
like a broken record - there is no problem; everything is OK; and even if things are not
OK, it doesn't prove that the emissions cause the cancer.

Guinea Pigs:

"We were just guinea pigs," said Jack Balogna, an environmental activist and long-time
Parks resident. Similar statements have been made in Erwin regarding NFS. "I have been
told by the NRC personnel that we are guinea pigs and we are pioneers in this industry for
the simple fact that we deal with high enriched uranium, and that only studies done on
these people as far as uranium workers are low levels" (Valley News Dispatch, PA, and
1986 Congressional Hearings).
NFS/Framatome/Siemens consortium selected by TVA for test of conversion of DOE HEU
into LEU fuel for TVA reactors. (1998). First time HEU material will be used for commercial
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power. One of the contracts NFS got had to do with prototype material for TVA job, which
was processed in 1998.

Additionally in Erwin, Studsvik experimented with their THOR processing system for the
first time in 1998/99 .... and it continues to date. It is believed that Erwin is the only place
where THOR is used.

According to Dan Guttman, executive director of the President Clinton's Advisory
Committee on Human Radiation experiments, who is an attorney and fellow at John
Hopkins, private companies such as NUMEC used what was around them - workers and
the environment - to learn more about detecting radiation and leaning the thresholds of
contamination. "They were experiments of opportunity." Same for NFS?

"Private contractor sites like NUMEC fell off the map, Guttman said. We (the government)
did a crummy job of keeping records for private companies."

In the mid 60's NUMEC established a study for fallout, distributing about 26 fallout
collectors in and near the community of Apollo. Cindee Virostek, environmental activist of
Apollo, said if the studies were conducted to check safety, then we were guinea pigs. She
tried to get the results of the study for 12 years to no avail. In an April 2, 2008 public
meeting with NRC, DOE and SAIC, NFS reps (Marie Moore) said they have collectors
around the community too, but the public never sees any reports. Where are the collector
reports and what do they say?
Some of the Apollo study results were secured by attorney Fred Baron who represents
about 400 people claiming illness or property damage from the Apollo plant. Baron said "it
was a study done to show support for a variance permit - to exceed the AEC regulations
for effluents from the stacks." Same for NFS?

Some members of ECAN have suggested that both Erwin and Apollo/Parks are obviously
"sacrificial zones," and that we are "expendable people" in the eyes of the NRC and DOE.

Safety

NRC documents show that for years both NFS management and NRC officials in both
Region II in Atlanta, and at NRC HQ, to include some of the Commissioners, knew that NFS
had a safety and configuration management problem. According to newspaper accounts,
they knew about Apollo/Parks too. The plant management and government officials (NRC
and DOE) wanted to keep it quite.

On Nov. 30, they (NFS) notified us (NRC) that they had discovered some uranium in a
batch of waste that had been processed through their wastewater treatment system and
the amount of uranium exceeded their administrative criticality limit. They determined
there were 395 grams of Uranium-235 in a waste batch, which exceeded the licensee's
administrative criticality safety limit of 350 grams. Kingsport Times News, 1/26/91

Between November 1991 and December 2000, NFS reported 10 Criticality Safety Events.
Criticality Safety Event Reporting Experience at NRC Regulated Fuel Cycle Facilities,
3/29/01, p.3, ML010880027.

From system startup in 1999 until May 14, 2004, an engineered control was unable to
detect an undesired situation, was unable to implement corrective action without requiring
human intervention, and was not capable of performing the criticality safety purpose for
which it was specified), 9/24/04, ML081500428 & ML081430457 (Six Yearsl) License
Violation?
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NFS President Kerry Schutt and CEO Dwight Ferguson spent an hour telling officials of
the NRC about progress they have made in improving safety, security, and procedural
compliance at the NFS Facility. NFS Officials Present Details About Improvement Efforts,
Greeneville Sun, 2/06/04.

OUO Policy:

For NFS (Erwin) and BWXT (Lynchburg), the plant management in an "informal
arrangement" with federal government officials (NRC and DOE/NNSA) in August 2004
instituted an "Official Use Only" policy for both plants. All documents, effluent monitoring
reports, inspection reports, and license performance reviews, were withheld from the
public for three years (until August 2007). This was supposedly done under the guise of
"homeland security."
The community would still be in the dark here in Erwin/Unicoi County had it not been for
actions of the U. S. House of Representatives Energy and Commerce Committee in June
2007, when they uncovered NRC's policy of official secrecy with respect to all non-
classified NRC licensing, enforcement, and safety matters concerning the two high-
enriched uranium-processing facilities in Virginia and Tennessee. Ironically, the NRC
policy itself was labeled "official use only" and redacted from public disclosure.

The email conversation between David McIntyre and Eliot Brenner on 8/27/2007 talking
about the 60-minute interest in the NFS OUO policy. McIntyre: "Actually, the radio piece
was probably based on Duncan Mansfield's AP report, which apparently ran Friday
evening or overnight. I hadn't seen it when I blamed the 60-minutes guy." Brenner: "Let's
hope for something else to drive it off the air. By the 8:00 feed, the NFS story had been
replaced with something on the 4 0 th anniversary of the Beatles' "Penny Lane," so sanity
and perspective were restored." Michael Weber: "Good job!" (NRC ADAMS ML073380183).

State Environmental Offices:

Both Apollo/Parks and Erwin have State environmental offices who are less than proactive
and seem intimidated by the industry, NRC and DOE. In Apollo/Parks they complained to
the Department of Environmental Resources and other agencies, but "they really never did
anything." TDEC is not responsive to the public's questions and concerns, have never
held any meetings here, always have "no comment" on NFS license amendments, and the
Radiological Health Office is located over 100 miles away.

AEC/NRC Oversight (or lack thereof):

Both plants were supposedly regulated (but appeared to be protected) by AEC (until 1974)
and the NRC thereafter. Nothing changed. In both cases, the damage to the community's
health and safety could have been limited had the federal government done anything
approaching a rigorous job of regulating the plants.

Frustrated plaintiffs who lived in neighborhoods near the plants (Apollo/Parks) say they
had no reason to suspect they were in danger because they believed the government was
monitoring the operations. Some people in Erwin/Unicoi County believe the same thing
but the Erwin Citizens Awareness Network and others certainly know better.

(September 1981) despite chronic problems at the facility (NFS) over the years, which also
include waste discharges as well as inventory discrepancies, most security breakdowns,
including the latest, have been treated as routine occurrences, NRC officials say. Critics
of the Erwin facility, including some past and present NRC staff members, say the NRC is
sometimes reluctant or hesitant about enforcing strict regulations against the facility
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"homeland security." 
The community would still be in the dark here in Erwin/Unicoi County had it not been for 
actions of the U. S. House of Representatives Energy and Commerce Committee in June 
2007, when they uncovered NRC's policy of official secrecy with respect to all non
classified NRC licensing, enforcement, and safety matters concerning the two high
enriched uranium-processing facilities in Virginia and Tennessee. Ironically, the NRC 
policy itself was labeled "official use only" and redacted from public disclosure. 

The email conversation between David Mcintyre and Eliot Brenner on 8/27/2007 talking 
about the 60-minute interest in the NFS OUO policy. Mcintyre: "Actually, the radio piece 
was probably based on Duncan Mansfield's AP report, which apparently ran Friday 
evening or overnight. I hadn't seen it when I blamed the 60-minutes guy." Brenner: "Let's 
hope for something else to drive it off the air. By the 8:00 feed, the NFS story had been 
replaced with something on the 40th anniversary of the Beatles' "Penny Lane," so sanity 
and perspective were restored." Michael Weber: "Good job!" (NRC ADAMS ML073380183). 

State Environmental Offices: 

Both Apollo/Parks and Erwin have State environmental offices who are less than proactive 
and seem intimidated by the industry, NRC and DOE. In Apollo/Parks they complained to 
the Department of Environmental Resources and other agencies, but "they really never did 
anything." TDEC is not responsive to the public's questions and concerns, have never 
held any meetings here, always have "no comment" on NFS license amendments, and the 
Radiological Health Office is located over 100 miles away. 

AEC/NRC Oversight (or lack thereof): 

Both plants were supposedly regulated (but appeared to be protected) by AEC (until 1974) 
and the NRC thereafter. Nothing changed. In both cases, the damage to the community's 
health and safety could have been limited had the federal government done anything 
approaching a rigorous job of reg,ulating the plants. 

Frustrated plaintiffs who lived in neighborhoods near the plants (Apollo/Parks) say they 
had no reason to suspect they were in danger because they believed the government was 
monitoring the operations. Some people in Erwin/Unicoi County believe the same thing 
but the Erwin Citizens Awareness Network and others certainly know better. 

(September 1981) despite chronic problems at the facility (NFS) over the years, which also 
include waste discharges as well as inventory discrepancies, most security breakdowns, 
including the latest, have been treated as routine occurrences, NRC officials say. Critics 
of the Erwin facility, including some past and present NRC staff members, say the NRC is 
sometimes reluctant or hesitant about enforcing strict regulations against the facility 
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the Navy's Nuclear Propulsion Program. "What you're talking about is a matter of national
security", said one staff member. That puts us sort of between a rock and a hard place. We've
got a 24-year old facility that's had some problems, without it our nuclear fleet wouldn't have any
fuel. "That's what you have to consider," said one former high-ranking NRC official, who
described the aging facility as a "crock of a plant." (Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 12/02/81)

In both cases NUMEC and NFS, violations were issued one after another, but no number of
violations, fines or severity levels were deemed significant enough to permanently shutdown the
plants. In the case of NFS, it appears that when they got in trouble - exceeded effluent limits -
then the NRC came to their rescue and changed the standards through~license amendments to
allow the plant to come into compliance, and as if by magic, the releases that had exceeded the
limits by factors of thousands were suddenly OK. (see NFS Bi-Annual Effluent Monitoring Report:
January through June 2000, and NFS Amendment 12, Adjust Liquid Effluent Discharge Limits)

Believe both citizens groups in Armstrong County and Unicoi County view the regulators in a less
than favorable way: For example, the agency avoids tackling the most pervasive safety issues;
has limited public participation in decision making and licensing; has failed to enforce safety
standards or conduct adequate regulatory investigations, and has maintained a fraternal
relationship with the industry it was created to regulate, serving as its advocate rather than its
adversary. In the case of the taxpaying public, we are viewed by the regulators as
obstructionists.

While we cannot speak for Apollo/Parks, ECAN believes this problem is not with the staff
members who are capable of enforcing the agency's safety regulations and who would do so if
instructed. Instead, it is the NRC's upper management and the Commission where ultimate
responsibility and blame lies, as well as with other agencies such as the DOE.

Citizens Groups:

Both communities Apollo/Parks and Erwin established concerned citizens groups to educate
themselves and investigate the radiation problems: Apollo/Parks (Citizens Action for a Safety
Environment) and Erwin (Erwin Citizens Awareness Network).

And in the end:

One of the keys to this case is NUMEC's checkered history, which includes admissions by its own
managers of lax safety measures in the 1960s. The same applies to NFS and it continues to date
(2009). Additionally, in the case of NFS, the NRC has knowledge of the problems and have
commented about them publicly as well. After the NFS SCUBA report was made public in 2008,
Tim Lindstrom, NFS General Manager, stated publicly that NFS put production over safety, but
later both Lindstrom and Dwight Ferguson, CEO, contradict themselves in other news articles
saying that the plant is always run safely. The resident NRC inspector also tells the public that
the plant is safe.

In a 15-page recommendation, retired San Francisco Superior Court Judge Daniel H. Weinstein
wrote that there were risks to both sides if they went to trial, but he enumerated several for the
defense.

The company would have to defend its operation of these facilities in a residential
community for decades. In addition, Judge Weinstein wrote, there was a potential for a verdict
against Babcock & Wilcox that could approach $1 billion. Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, April 21,
2009.

(A product of the Erwin Citizens Awareness Network, P. 0. Box 1151, Erwin, TN 37650)
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ATTRIBUTION/REFERENCES

NFS (Erwin, TN)

CDC (NIOSH) website (http://www.cdc.gov/Niosh/ocas/pdfs/tbd/wrgrace-rl .pdf)

CDC (NIOSH) Special Exposure Cohort
http://www.cdc.gov/Niosh/ocas/ocassec.html#cancers)

Dept. of Labor (EEOICP) website (W. R. Grace)

DOE-EIS-0240, 1996, and DOE-EIS-0240-SA1, Oct. 11, 2007

Unicoi County Cancer Information, Northeast Tennessee Regional Health Office

1986 Congressional Hearing (often referred to as the Markey Hearing)

NFS/NRC Environmental Assessments, 1999, 2001, 2002 (2) (ML050600258, ML050130093,
ML050130098, ML050540096)

NFS/NRC documents on ADAMS

2008 SCUBA Report

Studsvik, Inc. January-March 2009 Interim Report (Studsvik website)

Out of Control - On Purpose, May 14, 2007, Diane D'Arrigo and Mary Olson, Nuclear Information
and Resource Service

Safety Second, Union of Concerned Scientists, 1987

The Progressive, April 1981

News articles: Atlanta Journal Constitution/The Tennessean/Johnson City Press/Erwin
Record/Greeneville Sun/Elizabethton Star/KingsportTimes News

NUMEC (Apollo/Parks, PA)

CDC (NIOSH) website

Dept. of Labor (EEOICP) website

Baron and Budd Attorneys website: Case Study: Radiation Poisoning Affecting Two
Communities.

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Aug. 12, 1998 Apollo cancer trial opens with tough case to prove
Sep. 18, 1998 Cancer victims win suit
Sep. 19, 1998 Apollo mulls its losses in wake of legal victory
Sep. 22, 1998 Jury hears case for punitive damages in Apollo residents' cancer lawsuit
Sep. 23, 1998 Uranium fuel processor to pay punitive damages
Sep. 24, 1998 Punitive damages verdict delayed in Apollo case
Sep. 27, 1998 Lawsuit turned on official's memos
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Oct. 5, 1998 Editorial: The dust settles
Oct. 12, 1998 Commission (NRC) approves razing nuclear plant in Armstrong County
Feb. 6, 1999 Armstrong nuke plan owners back in court
Jul. 18, 2001 Nuke site cleanup uncovers more contaminated soil
Jul. 11, 2001 Chemicals no threat to river, state says
Feb. 12, 2002 Government holds meetings where nuclear workers can apply for aid,

and Former workers exposed to radiation have yet to receive federal
remuneration

Mar. 30, 2002 Bill to fund atomic waste dump study

Valley News Dispatch (Pittsburgh Tribune-Review)
Aug. 28, 2002 NUMEC used Apollo, Parks as guinea pigs

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Aug. 27, 2004 Portion of former nuclear facility ready for reuse
Nov. 17, 2005 E. Huntingdon landfill backs out of deal to take Kiski's radioactive ash

WTAE-TV (Pittsburgh)
Jan. 31, 2007 Former NUMEC Workers Blame Company for Cancer

Tribune-Review
Jul. 29, 2007 Apollo nuclear plant case drags on

AP
Feb. 2008 Settlement Offered to Some Residents Near Pa. Nuke Fuel Plant

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Mar. 20, 2008 Armstrong County residents accept deal with ARCO in nuclear plants

case

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Apr. 27, 2008 New life for decades-old lawsuit blaming nuclear plant for cancers

Tribune-Review
May 4, 2008 Nuclear settlement money little solace for survivors in Armstrong County
Apr. 19, 2009 B&W settles radioactive emissions lawsuit for $52.5 million

UPI.com
Apr. 19, 2009 Babcock & Wilcox settles suit for $52M

Philly.com (AP)
Apr. 20, 2009 Pa. Nuke victims get $52.5M from Babcock & Wilcox

Leader Times
Apr. 20, 2009 Kiski Valley paid price for nuclear contamination legacy

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
April 20, 2009 Owner of Apollo nuke plant settles suit with residents
April 21, 2009 Nuclear company settles lawsuit for $52.5M
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Erwin Utilities hopes
railroad well project will be
included in federal budget
ft JM Wwoa
Erwin Bureau Chief
joznark@johrcncrttYress..oOM

ERWIN - No matter what form
the omnibus budget bill pding in
the U.S. Senate finally takes,
Erwin Utilities is rooting for one of
the projects in the package to be
included when it eventually
becomes law.

The office of Sen. Lamar
Alexander, R-Ten., said last week
th $1.1 million ha been inserted
into the bill to improve Erwin
Utilities' railroad we=l, which pro-
vides about 30 percent of thatagency's water supply. Erwin
Utilities constructed the well in
1986 in response to a severe
drought, and now it needs some
revisions.

Acrn to information from
Erwin Utilities, the project will
involve construction of larger
facilities to treat water from the
well. The improved treatment
process will include pressure fil-
ters, provisions for future installa-
tion of activated carbon filters,
chemical addition, permanent
piping and a well house.

'There are going to be some new
regulations coming down that are
going to require us to meet some
additional (Environmental
Protection Agency) requirements
that we can't meet with what's out
here right now," Erwin Utilities
General Manager Lee Brown said.
"It doesn't by any means say that
the water's not safe to drink. We've
got some of the best water in the
country"p

He said the project, which has
been In the works ftr three years,
will increase the well's capacity,
Later, Erwin Utilities could
increase the capacity even more,
he said.

The well is located at the end of
Main Avenue near the National

Guard Armory and, as ts namoesugstywfhnarfew feet of the

• And that proimity is being
addressed in this project. T pre-
vent ay spill from the yard or
other s from the railrod
reaching the well, Erwin Utiities
is ai the well's elevation,

B "w sad.
Alexander's office said the well

has groundwater contamination
and is in need of repair. Brown said
there are contaminants that Erwin
Utilities has to monitor that are at
"slightly elevated levels." He said
Erwin Utilities can remove those
contaminants at the well.

Brown said Erwin Utilities is not
having a major problem.

"We're not beyond the max-
imum levels required by the
state," he said "If we do cross that
threshold, this plant would take
care of it."

In addition to the railroad well,
other sources of water for the
system are the O(Brien ring off
Hulen Drive, the BirchT ld well at
the foot of Bogarts Hill and a well
at the Elks Club. The Eks well is
the largest water supplier, taking
care of the north end of the system
and providing water for purchase
by the Unicoi Water Utility
District a

The rafirad well AniBrchfield
are about tied as the second
biggest water source, but the
project Erwin Utilities is under-
taking might put the railroad well
alone in second place.

"If we get these upgrades made
(at the railroad well), it would
allow us, if we need to do some
maintenance over at Bi d,
we could probably during a low
demand time of the year take thatw
facility out of service and do main-
tenance over there and this would
carry the load for both of them"
Brown sJd

• 

• 
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Introduction
* It is important that residents of karst areas be aware

of how day-to-day activities affect their groundwater
and ecosystems. in 1997, the Cave Conservancy of
the Virginias recognized the need for information
about karst resources and published a 28-page
booklet, targeted toward readers in their area, entitled
"Living on Karst; a Reference Guide for Landowners in
Limestone Regions," by Carol Zokaites.

The Cave Conservancy, established in 1980, was
chartered to protect karst in Virginia and West Virginia,
and has dedicated its efforts toward the conservation
of over 5,000 wild caves found in these states. The
organization works to protect cave resources such as
habitat for endangered species, cave watersheds and
springs, and recreational caves.

Karst resources not only contain beautiful features
such as fragile cave formations, they also can hold the
key to the health of entire towns by their links to
drinking water. Thus, "Living on Karst' was originally
published in hopes promoting a greater understanding
of karst resources among the people who live, work

* and play in karst areas.

In 2003, the Cave Conservancy of the Virginias
generously gave permission to The Nature
Conservancy to reprint portions of "Living on Karst,"
edited for audiences in the Ozark hills of south central
Missouri. With assistance from Ozark experts on wells,
septic tanks, caves, forestry and hydrology, extra
sections have been added to the original, with the
goal of using local examples to illustrate karst as it is
found in the Ozarks, and to foster better protection of
karst watersheds throughout the Ozarks.
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same purpose for this south central Missouri edition. Contents are intended to be of a general educational nature and should not be
considered as technical advice or direction for correcting existing problems. Technical consultation should be obtained where
appropriate. The Nature Conservancy is solely responsible for developing the content of this edition.
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Section 1: Defining Karst Challenges

Karst and Groundwater Protection

KARST

A land area that includes sinkholes,
springs, losing streams, and caves.

Webster's Dictionary defines "karst" as "an irregular
limestone region with sinks, underground streams and
caverns." In karst areas, fractured limestone rock for-
mations have been dissolved by flowing groundwater
to form cavities, pipes, and conduits. Springs, sink-
holes, caves, and losing streams (sinking or disappear-
ing streams), signal the presence of underground drain-
age systems. The term karst originated in Europe, and
approximately 10% of the earth's surface (and 20% of
the U.S.) is composed of karst. However, about 25%
of the world's population lives on these areas!

Watersheds, Surface Water
4Wnd Groundwater

A watershed is an area of land from which all surface
water drains into a common body of water, usually
stream, river, lake, or bay. In a karst watershed,
surface water enters the groundwater through both
direct and indirect means. Runoff from rain or snow
can enter the aquifer directly by going underground
through a sinkhole or into a losing stream. Or, it can
enter indirectly by seeping through the soil and
bedrock. Drainage in karst watersheds tends to be
three dimensional, flowing laterally across the surface,
as well as vertically underground.

pollution potential. In karst terrain, streams and surface
runoff entering sinkholes or caves bypass natural
filtration through the soil. Such openings provide direct
conduits for contaminants. Groundwater can travel
quite rapidly through these underground networks -
up to several miles a day - and contaminants can be
transmitted quickly to wells and springs in the vicinity.

Unless watersheds are protected, the direct
connections between the surface and the subsurface
can threaten the quality of our drinking water. The
safest watersheds are those in which all residents
understand the karst landscape and work together to
reduce soil erosion, plan developments, minimize land
disturbances, control agricultural and urban stormwater
runoff, avoid overgrazing, properly dispose of waste,
and carefully manage commercial facilities.

How Karst in the Ozarks was Formed

Geologists believe that eons ago, the geographic
area now occupied by the eastern United States was
predominantly covered by a calm, shallow, tropical
sea. The sea was populated by microscopic (and
larger) organisms that lived, died, and sank. Over time,
the deposits of calcium-rich shells and skeletons
solidified into the bedrock of limestone (CaCO3),

dolomite (CaMg(C0 3)2) and gypsum (CaSO 4.2H20).
These rocks can be dissolved by dilute acids. Water
becomes slightly acidic when it takes up carbon dioxide
while passing through decaying organic debris in the
soil. The interaction of acidic water with soluble rocks
such as limestone produces the characteristic
landscape known as karst.

At some point in prehistory, the shallow sea was
displaced when magma deep within the Earth's crust
uplifted the bedrock into a gentle domed-shaped
plateau. This covers parts of present-day Missouri,
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Kansas, and is known as the
Ozark Plateau or Ozark Dome. The geologic stresses
of uplift and erosion created cracks and fissures in the
rock, through which rainwater and groundwater enter-
ed and actively dissolved the limestone intolcaves,
conduits, and underground drainage systems. Similar
mountain-building events also created karst areas in
many states throughout the eastern and central U.S.

Everyone lives in a watershed. Even if a
home is not next to a stream, it is in a

watershed, and common everyday
practices can contribute to pollution

entering the watershed.

Why "Karst Protection?"

O Groundwater that travels through karst subsurface
channels provides human and livestock drinking water
through wells, springs and surface streams. But the
hollow nature of karst terrain results in a very high
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becomes slightly acidic when it takes up carbon dioxide 
while passing through decaying organic debris in the 
soil. The interaction of acidic water with soluble rocks 
such as limestone produces the characteristic 
landscape known as karst. 

At some point in prehistory, the shallow sea was 
displaced when magma deep within the Earth's crust 
!-lplifted the bedrock into a gentle domed-shaped 
plateau. This covers parts of present-day Missouri, 
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Kansas, and is known as the 
Ozark Plateau or Ozark Dome. The geologic stresses 
of uplift and erosion created cracks and fissures in the 
rock, through which rainwater and groundwater enter
ed and actively dissolved the limestone into 'caves, 
conduits, and underground drainage systems. Similar 
mountain-building events also created karst areas in 
many states throughout the eastern and central U.S. 

Section 1: Defining Karst Challenges 

Karst and GroLindwater Protection 

KARST 

A land area that includes sinkhole~, 
springs, losing streams, and caves. 

Webster's Dictionary defines "karst" as "an irregular 
limestone region with sinks, underground streams and 
caverns." In karst areas, fractured limestone rock for
mations have been dissolved by flowing groundwater 
to form cavities, pipes, and conduits. Springs, sink
holes, caves, and losing streams (sinking or disappear
ing streams), signal the presence of underground drain
age systems. The term karst originated in Europe, and 
approximately 10% of the earth's surface (and 20% of 
the U.S.) is composed of karst. However, about 25% 
of the worlds population lives on these areas! 

Watersheds, Surface Water 
, _n~.Groundwater 

A watershed is an area of land from which all surface 
water drains into a common body of water, usually 
stream, river, lake, or bay. In a karst watershed, 
surface water enters the groundwater through both 
direct and indirect means. Runoff from rain or snow 
can enter the aquifer directly by going underground 
through a sinkhole or into a losing stream. Or, it can 
enter indirectly by seeping through the soil and 
bedrock. Drainage in karst watersheds tends to be 
three dimensional, flowing laterally across the surface, 
as well as vertically underground. 

Everyone lives in a watershed. Even if a 
home is not next to a stream, it is in a 

watershed, and common everyday 
practices can contribute to pollution 

entering the watershed. 

Why "Karst Protection?" 

e Grou~dwater that travels through karst subsurface 
channels provides human and livestock drinking water 
through wells, springs and surface streams. But the 
hollow nature of karst terrain results in a very high 

pollution potential. In karst terrain, streams and surface 
runoff entering sinkholes or caves bypass natural 
filtration through the soil. Such openings provide direct 
conduits for contaD1inants. Groundwater can travel 
quite rapidly through these underground networks -
up to several miles a day - and contaminants can be 
transmitted quickly to wells and springs in the vicinity. 

Unless watersheds are protected, the direct 
connections between the surface and the subsurface 
can threaten the quality of our drinking water. The 
safest watersheds are those in which all residents 
understand the karst landscape and work together to 
reduce soil erosion, plan developments, minimize land 
disturbances, control agricultural and urban stormwater 
runoff, avoid overgrazing, properly dispose of waste, 
and carefully manage commercial facilities. 
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while passing through decaying organic debris in the 
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many states throughout the eastern and central U.S. 



Erosion and Sediment Control

RUNOFF

Runoff is water from rain or melted
snow that does not infiltrate the soil but

flows over the land surface into storm
drains, streams, or lakes; it is

precipitation drainage.

The Problem with Stormwater Runoff

In karst areas, sinkholes are nature's storm drains,
and the dissolved caves beneath are like nature's piping
system. As groundwater moves through the earth,
wide open spaces such as caves can carry thousands of
gallons of water at a time. This groundwater
reemerges on the surface as springs or through wells.

Each time trash, motor oil, anti-freeze, litter, pet
waste, fertilizer, yard debris, household chemicals, and
road sand and salt are dumped on the ground or
washed into storm drains, then drinking water,
groundwater, and aquatic life are endangered. With
every rain or snow these pollutants can be carried into
the groundwater system.

EROSION
Erosion occurs when soil particles are
carried off by water or wind and

deposited somewhere else, such as into a
stream or into the bottom of a sinkhole.

Soil particles and pollution are
carried by runoff.

Why Be Concerned about Erosion?

Erosion carries away valuable soil resources, reduces
soil fertility, and produces thousands of tons of sedi-
ment that degrade water quality. Soil and sediment
may convey pesticides, fertilizers, harmful bacteria,
toxins, and nutrients into surface streams, losing
streams, and groundwater.

Karst features need special protection from erosion
impacts. Flooding, habitat destruction, and subsidence
increase when eroded soil and debris clog creeks,
caves, losing streams, springs, sinkholes, and drainage
ways. Erosion and runoff can increase the risk of
sinkhole collapse in karst areas.

Controlling erosion and runoff takes a dedicated
effort, but will significantly reduce water pollution and
protect and save the soil.

Common Runoff Pollutants

* Heavy metals (lead, copper, zinc, chromium)
from gasoline, tires, corroded metal, paint, and
wood preservatives.
* Pesticides and fertilizers from yards, foundations
and gardens.
" Motor oil and antifreeze from vehicle leaks.
" Bacteria from sewage and animal wastes.
" Soil sediments from construction sites, bare stream
banks, home landscaping, and steep exposed slopes.

In karst areas, uncontrolled or altered runoff can cause subsidence, which may undermine structures.
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Why Be Concerned about Erosion? 

Erosion carries away valuable soil resources, reduces 
soil fertility, and produces thousands of tons of sedi
ment that degrade water quality. Soil and sediment 
may convey pesticides, fertilizers, harmful bacteria, 
toxins, and nutrients into surface streams, losing 
streams, and groundwater. 

Karst features need special protection from erosion 
impacts. Flooding, habitat destruction, and subsidence 
increase when eroded soil and debris 'clog creeks, 
caves, losing streams, springs, sinkholes, and drainage 
ways. Erosion and runoff can increase the risk of 
sinkhole collapse in karst areas. 

Controlling erosion and runoff takes a dedicated 
effort, but will significantly reduce water pollution and 
protect and save the soil. 

Common Runoff Pollutants 

• Heavy metals (lead, copper, zinc, chromium) 
from gasoline, tires, corroded metal, paint, and 
wood preservatives. 
• Pesticides and fertilizers from yards, foundations 
and gardens. 
• Motor 011 and antifreeze from vehicle leaks. 
• Bacteria from sewage and animal wastes. 
• Soil sediments from construction sites, bare stream 
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In karst areas, uncontrolled or altered runoff can cause subsidence, which may undermine structures. 
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Sedimentation and Subsidence

As runoff carries away eroded soil, sedimentation
occurs when soil is later deposited in low spots. In
karst areas, underground soils can be eroded, which
leaves voids. Subsidence takes place when the ground
above settles to fill the void, causing buildings and
other objects on the surface to shift.

Urban development can lead to
flooding, soil loss, pollution

Urban development and growth may cause water
quality problems. Traditional development methods
have paid little attention to the number of impervious
surfaces that were created, such as roofs, sidewalks,
streets, and parking lots. Rain runs rapidly off these
surfaces, turning city streams into raging torrents that
cause erosion and damage property. Runoff can
contribute to flooding problems on adjacent properties
when runoff from paved and/or eroded areas is
diverted into sinkholes. Bare construction sites can
allow large amounts of sediment erosion. The silt clogs
drainage ways, caves, and sinkholes, and increases
community flooding problems.

*Rains wash toxic chemicals, bacteria, and silt from
urban surfaces. Uncontrolled runoff can cause sewage.
treatment plants to overflow directly into waterways.

Fertilizers encourage the growth of slimy algae, and
oil forms visible scum. Even heat is a pollutant. Runoff
from hot pavement can make streams unbearably
warm for stream creatures. Roof runoff contains
pollutants such as bird droppings, chemicals from
roofing materials, and heavy metals leached from
gutters. In an EPA study, roof runoff was one of the
most toxic samples collected.

.Signs of Runoff, Erosion, Sedi-
mentation and Subsidence:

* Bare soil and cracked earth in and around
sinkholes, roads, and building foundations.

* Soil splashes on windows and outside walls.
" Exposed rocks and exposed plant and tree roots.
" Gullies carved into banks, slopes, and ditches.
" Sift buildup, fresh mud deposits, and muddy water.
" Widening and subsidence of stream channels and

drainage ways.
" Undercut stream banks and fallen trees along

drainage ways.
" Sediment and mud deposits collected in low areas.
" Even short rains cause water flowing over the soil

surface, and leave water standing in low spots.
" Foundations shifting or settling, or depressions and

holes forming in the ground.

Keep Erosion and Sedimentation Under Control

*Plant Critical Areas: Reseed and mulch disturbed
areas quickly. Plant rigorous cuttings on bare, undercut,
and eroding areas around waterways. Create and
maintain vegetated filter strips as large as possible,
especially below agricultural or construction operations.
Such strips slow and disperse runoff evenly over a large
area, and naturally remove sediment and pollutants. Keep
sinkholes vegetated to detain water and allow settling.

*Proper Drainage: Avoid rerouting waterways and
drainage patterns in karst. Altering surface flows into
sinkholes can cause erosion in the subsurface which
results in sudden land collapse or subsidence. Ditches
should be lined near caves.

*Silt Fences and Check Dams: Along ditches and
drainage ways, slow runoff and protect adjacent property
and streams by constructing temporary sediment barriers.
Commonly used are hay-bale check dams and silt fences,

1which are synthetic filter fabric barriers that are stretched
and attached to supporting posts.

ePlan Construction: Proper planning and design can
prevent or minimize erosion, sedimentation, flooding,

and subsidence. Stay away from active karst features such
as losing streams, sinkholes, and lands on top of caves.
Keep soil on site during construction by using silt fences,
hay bales, and sediment catch basins.
*Landscaping: Plant grass and groundcovers to reduce
the amount and speed of runoff, and increase water
penetration into the soil. Preserve surrounding trees and
vegetation if possible. Use gravel or permeable paving
materials to allow rain to penetrate the surface rather
than running off directly into a stream or sinkhole.
*Down spouts: Route down spouts coming from roof
gutters so water discharges away from foundations and
septic systems, preferably onto grassy areas that will filter
and slow the discharge.
*Steep slopes can easily be eroded. Plan ahead to
avoid drainage and erosion problems. Minimize ground
disturbance, and plant a vigorous ground cover.
*Conservation and Contour Tillage: Chose farm
planting methods that utilize the most level lay of the land
and keep plant residue on the soil surface.
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Section 2: Home Management

Protecting Karst Wells from Pollution

How Clean is Your Well Water?

Many homeowners believe that the source of their
groundwater is miles away, and is naturally protected
from surface activities. In reality, water quality monitor-
ing projects in cave country have documented that
water often comes directly from the immediate
surface. These projects also have found unacceptable
levels of bacteria in more than half of the private water
wells sampled.

Groundwater pollution can originate on your
property or on surrounding land, potentially resulting in
unsafe drinking water supplies for both you and your
neighbors. Household wells and springs can be -on-
taminated by many common and seemingly harmless
activities such as: livestock confinement; overapplica-
tion of pesticides, herbicides, or fertilizers; improper
storage of farm and home chemicals and fuels; vehicle
and equipment maintenance; and sewage disposal.

A major problem with living on
karst is that there may be no good

location to drill a drinking water
well where the well shaft will be a

safe distance from potential
contamination. Pollutants can

quickly migrate from the surface
to groundwater through thin soils,
along abandoned well borings, and
via losing streams and sinkholes.

community well fields or springs with permitted
package treatment plants. All treatment systems have
associated costs and specific maintenance
requirements.

Your family's health depends on a safe,
reliable source of water for drinking,
bathing and other needs. Your well is
also valuable because it represents a

large financial investment.

Protecting Your Well Water

The best means of protecting your groundwater
supply is to become familiar with the geology and hy-
drology of your watershed, and to work diligently with
your neighbors to clean up household dumps and limit
potentially polluting activities in key source water areas.

Most health risks associated with low-level bacterial
contaminated groundwater supplies can be resolved at
the tap with an individual home treatment system. For
rural neighborhoods or subdivisions, options include

ABANDONED WELLS like this one should be sealed
so that pollutants from the surface cannot enter
groundwater. (Photo courtesy of Richard Atkinson,
University of Missouri Extension)
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unsafe drinking water supplies for both you and your 
neighbors. Household wells and springs can be .con
taminated by many common and seemingly harmless 
activities such as: livestock confinement; overapplica
tion of pesticides, herbicides, or fertilizers; improper 
storage of farm and home chemicals and fuels; vehicle 
and equipment maintenance; and sewage disposal. 

A major problem with living on 
karst is that there may be no good 

location to drill a drinking water 
well where the well shaft will be a 

safe distance from potential 
contamination. Pollutants can 

Quickly migrate from the surface 
to groundwater through thin soils, 
along abandoned well borings, and 
via losing streams and sinkholes. 

Protecting Your Well Water 

The best means of protecting your groundwater 
supply is to become familiar with the geology and hy
drology of your watershed, and to work diligently with 
your neighbors to clean up household dumps and limit 
potentially polluting activities in key source water areas . 

MoSt health risks associated with low-level bacterial 
contaminated groundwater supplies can be resolved at 
the tap with an individual home treatment system. For 
rural neighborhoods or subdivisions, options include 
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community well fields or springs with permitted 
package treatment plants. All treatment systems have 
associated costs and specific maintenance 
requirements. 

Your family's health depends on a safe, 
reliable source of water for drinking j . 

bathing and other needs. Your well is 
also valuable because it represents a 

large financial investment. 

ABANDONED WELLS like this one should be sealed 
so that pollutants from the surface cannot enter 
groundwater. (Photo courtesy of Richard Atkinson, 
University of Missouri Extension) 



Avoid Contaminants with Proper
Well Design

k Proper well location and construction is essential to
keep polluted surface water out of the aquifer and to
avoid drilling into caves. For the best protection imme-
diately around the well itself, isolate the well as much
as possible. Locate the well on a site that has good
surface drainage and is at a higher elevation than possi-
ble sources of contamination. The new well should be
at least 50 feet from a buried sewer, septic tank or
sewer holding tank and at least 100 feet from a lagoon,
unplugged well, subsurface waste water disposal field,

or livestock feed yard. Avoid locations near sinkholes,
dumps, fuel tanks, and other above-ground and
underground sources of contamination. Fence
livestock out of springs, sinkholes and wellhead areas.

For additional specific well design
requirements, refer to Well Construction
Code 10 CSR 23-2 in the Missouri Code
of State Regulations, or 'Private Water'

at Mo. Dept. of Health,
www.d hss. state. mo. u s/ehcd p/SEP H. htm

Water Well Tips

* Domestic wells should be lined, or "cased," with
welded lengths of new steel pipe. Missouri regulations
call for pipe at least six inch inside diameter, thirteen
pounds weight per foot and 0. 1 88 inches in wall thick-
ness. Since the circular space between the well casing
and the earth is a direct conduit to the aquifer, this space
must be sealed with cement or bentonite slurry. The
top of the well casing must extend at least one foot
above the finished surface grade.

* Do not spread or store fertilizer, pesticides, petroleum
products, or other chemicals in the area around the well.

* The wellhead area should be landscaped so that
standing water cannot accumulate around the well.

9 Missouri law requires testing of water well samples for
new well permits and for property transactions. Home-
owners and prospective home buyers should be aware
that water well samples might be collected immediately
after "shock chlorination" treatment to disinfect the well.
Such samples do not reveal the actual concentration of
bacteria and other constituents that may be present after
the chlorine is pumped from the system. Re-testing of
the well is recommended.

* Abandoned wells, old hand-dug farm wells and cisterns
often directly connect the surface and the karst aquifer.
Abandoned wells should be properly plugged to prevent
runoff water from migrating directly to the groundwater.
No wastes or debris should ever be disposed of in a well
or in karst feature such as a sinkhole.

* Test domestic wells for coliform bacteria, nitrates,
and other suspected compounds at least annually, and
keep a record of these as a "background" for evaluating
any future contamination. Also record the dates that
muddiness or low water level problems occur, as well
as current and previous climatic conditions including
rain amounts and duration of rain events.

* Well drillers are required to disinfect new wells by
applying chlorine at a concentration of at least 100
parts per million (ppm) throughout all parts of the well
and plumbing system. Be sure your driller follows all
applicable state permit guidelines for water well
construction and development.

* Polluted and low-yielding wells can sometimes be
rehabilitated by a skilled driller who can seal off a
contaminated water zone with casing, packers, and
grout, then re-drill the well to a cleaner water zone (if
one exists). Consult with your neighbors about the
depth and quality of their water wells, as well as local
well drillers, the health department, and geologists
before attempting to re-drill a water well.

e If contamination is suspected or is a threat, a specific
study to map land use patterns and determine the
direction and rate of groundwater movement may be
necessary. The information from such studies could
serve as the basis for long-term, local solutions to pol-
lution. Contact the health department or Department
of Natural Resources for the names of environmental
consultants, nonprofit organizations, universities, or
watershed groups with experience in this area.
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Septic Systems: unseen pollution potential

Out of sight, out of mind

To most of us, septic systems are "out-of-sight" and
"out-of-mind." Homeowners do not often realize that
proper operation and maintenance of septic systems
can have a significant impact on how well the systems
work and how long they last. In most communities,
septic system maintenance is the sole responsibility of
the homeowner.

Conventional septic systems are typically composed
of septic tanks, distribution lines and leach field or
septic tanks and lagoon. With the leach field system,
the amount of treatment is directly related to the
amount of time the wastewater is in contact with the
soil. When the system is operating properly, soil and
soil microbes destroy pathogens and remove
suspended solids and nutrients from the wastewater.

Failing Systems can spread diseases

When a septic system fails, inadequately treated
sewage can reach the groundwater. Bacteria and
viruses from human waste can cause serious diseases
including dysentery, hepatitis, and typhoid fever. Many
outbreaks of these and other diseases have been
traced back to contaminated drinking water. Nitrate
and phosphate from domestic wastewater can cause
excessive algae growth in springs and streams and
impair aquatic life.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and
other researchers have identified failing septic systems
as a major source of groundwater pollution in karst
areas. Many of these failures are attributed to the
presence of karst bedrock, old systems with primitive
designs, and poor maintenance. The health of your
septic system - and your neighbor's - is an important
concern for any community seeking to protect

groundwater quality, prevent expensive surface
damage, and maintain property values.

Special Care Needed in Karst Areas

Conventional septic systems should not be located
near sinkholes, caves, or springs. Thin soils, sloping
topography, and unstable foundations are common
karst features that affect the performance of on-site
wastewater systems.

In karst areas, regulating lot sizes and housing
densities does not necessarily guarantee the protection
of wells and springs from contamination. Ensuring that
septic systems in a given watershed are functioning
properly is possible with regular inspection and mainte-
nance practiced community-wide. This can be accom-
plished with education, incentives, or local ordinances.
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Work with the local health department
and extension service to select the best

septic system for your site.

Missouri On-Site Sewage System Laws

The Missouri Department of Health enforces mini-
mum standards for the location and size of small on-
site sewage systems, including septic systems and
sewage lagoons. Large lagoons and sewage treatment
plants are regulated by the Missouri Department of
Natural Resources.

Anyone installing a new on-site sewage system or
making a major repair to an existing system must
obtain a permit before construction may begin, except
for properties that are exempted. Considered major
changes are relocating part of the system, replacing a
septic tank, or constructing a new absorption field.
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Anyone installing a new on-site sewage system or 
making a major repair to an existing system must 
obtain a permit before construction may begin, except 
for properties that are exempted. Considered major 
changes are relocating part of the system, replacing a 
septic tank, or constructing a new absorption field. 
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Anyone installing a new on-site sewage system or 
making a major repair to an existing system must 
obtain a permit before construction may begin, except 
for properties that are exempted. Considered major 
changes are relocating part of the system, replacing a 
septic tank, or constructing a new absorption field. 



Exempted are owners of single-family lots three
acres or larger, unless the sewage system contami-
nates nearby waters or creates a nuisance. Also

* exempt are owners with more than one single-family
residence, if the lot size is at least ten acres per house.

The Health Department has developed minimum
construction standards for on-site sewage systems. Site
evaluations are required, such as a soil percolation test
or a soil morphology evaluation. The minimum stan-
dards take into consideration factors such as topogra-
phy, depth to bedrock, the water table, and the loca-

tion of nearby wells, property lines, streams and lakes.
The Health Department maintains a list of people
qualified to conduct soil tests.

Some sites are not suited to conventional septic
systems; for those, owners are expected to engage a
professional engineer to design an alternative system.

For additional information, call the Mo.]
Dept. of Health at 573-751-6400, or refer tol

Mo. Code 19 CSR 20-3.060, or visit
www.dhss.state.mo.us/SEPH/sewage/

Septic System Maintenance Tips

e Have your tank inspected annually and pumped out
every three to five years by a licensed professional septic
contractor. This is probably the single most important and
least costly thing you can do to protect your system.
Regular inspections and pumping prevents solids from
building up in the tank and then clogging distribution lines.
Remember: the earlier that cracks, leaks, and clogs are
detected and repaired, the less potential exists for
pollution of groundwater and drinking water supplies.

* Most engineers and sanitation professionals believe that
commercial septic system additives are, at best, useless,
and at worst, potentially harmful to a system. Under
suitable conditions, septic systems naturally provide for
the safe treatment and disposal of household wastewater.
Avoid dumping hazardous chemicals, which would
include household cleaners, down the drain. Even small

amounts of paint, solvents, waste oil, pesticides and other
compounds can kill the beneficial bacteria that break
down wastes, and can contaminate groundwater.

e It is important to protect your septic system from
damage. Don't plant anything but grass near your septic
systems. Roots from shrubs and trees can damage the
tank and lines, and/or become conduits for partially
treated sewage to flow downward to the water table.
Prevent vehicles from parking on, or driving across any
part of the system to protect tank connections and plastic
or tile distribution lines.

* Divert other sources of water, like roof drains and
street runoff away from the septic field. Excess surface
water can erode soil from around and beneath the tank
and lines, resulting in subsidence and system failure.
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amounts of paint, solvents, waste oil, pesticides and other 
compounds can kill the beneficial bacteria that break 
down wastes, and can contaminate groundwater. 

• It is important to protect your septic system from 
damage. Don't plant anything but grass near your septic 
systems. Roots from shrubs and trees can damage the 
tank and lines, and/or become conduits for partially 
treated sewage to flow downward to the water table. 
Prevent vehicles from parking on, or driving across any 
part of the system to protect tank connections and plastic 
or tile distribution lines . 

• Divert other sources of water, like roof drains and 
street runoff away from the septic field. Excess surface 
water can erode soil from around and beneath the tank 
and lines, resulting in subsidence and system failure. 
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amounts of paint, solvents, waste oil, pesticides and other 
compounds can kill the beneficial bacteria that break 
down wastes, and can contaminate groundwater. 

• It is important to protect your septic system from 
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systems. Roots from shrubs and trees can damage the 
tank and lines, and/or become conduits for partially 
treated sewage to flow downward to the water table. 
Prevent vehicles from parking on, or driving across any 
part of the system to protect tank connections and plastic 
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water can erode soil from around and beneath the tank 
and lines, resulting in subsidence and system failure. 



Section 3: Touring Ozark Karst

South Central Missouri boasts biggest springs
South Central Missouri is home to the state's two

largest springs, Big Spring on the Current River and
Greer Spring on the Eleven Point River. Nearby,
barely over the Arkansas border, is Mammoth Spring,
which would be the third largest if it were in Missouri.

Companion to these giant springs is some of the
most developed karst topography in the Ozarks. The
two go hand-in-hand; in fact, they are inseparable.

Just as the land area that feeds into a surface stream
is defined as that stream's watershed, similarly, the land
area that supplies a spring is called its "recharge area,"

Recharge area: the land area that drains
underground to feed a specific spring.

A spring's volume of flow is directly related to the
size of it's recharge area. Big springs have big recharge
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one minute. Its recharge area is calculated at 505
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ered deeply and extensively can support such springs.
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center. It is several miles wide, starting a few miles
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explained where the water goes when it disappears
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a selected sinkhole or losing stream, then place
charcoal filter packets in springs suspected of receiving
the water. After lab analysis, any packet revealing dye is
assumed to be the destination of water entering that
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In areas where many dye traces have been
conducted, maps can be drawn showing approximate
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Recharge areas are difficult to map. It's an inexact
science because no one can see underground. As
more dye traces are conducted, the maps become
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Dye traces have shown thatwater in Greer Spring
comes from as far away as the U.S. 60/63 junction, just
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hay reputedly would disappear into the cave mouth,
and later resurface seven miles away at Mammoth
Spring. But storms in the 1920's washed in trees and
debris that blocked the cave entrance. By 1967, when
Toney Aid, West Plains, was in high school, the tale
was still alive, but not anyone who could confirm it.

Using advice and materials provided by the state
geologist, Aid tried to prove the connection as a
school science project, by pouring dye into the gulf
during a storm. He recovered dye two days later,
using charcoal filter packets placed along the dam at.
Mammoth Spring, which he sent to Rolla for lab
analysis. He won a national science award and at the
same time completed one of the earliest successful dye
traces to a large spring in the Ozarks.

Not long after, hydrologist Tom Aley, working for
the U.S. Forest Service, conducted numerous dye
traces within the Eleven Point and Current River
watersheds. By the early 1970's Aley had roughly
mapped out the recharge area for Big Spring and other
springs, and in the process set a record. His 1972 dye
trace from a losing stream in eastern Howell County,
which surfaced three weeks later and 39.5 miles away
at Big Spring, still stands as the longest dye trace in the

* U.S., and perhaps in the world.
In i971, dye poured into a roadside sinkhole dump

near Dora surfaced at Hodgson Mill Spring, a popular
recreation spot along Bryant Creek. An earlier trace
had connected a sinkhole dump near Alton to Morgan
Spring on the Eleven Point River. In both cases, dump-
ing soon ceased in those sinkholes after the results
were publicized. Morgan Spring, which had been
polluted, cleared up shortly after the dump closed.

More recently, in 1986, Mo. Department of Natural
Resources geologists injected dye into a losing stream
on the upper Gasconade River north of Mansfield.
That dye was recovered in three locations in two
watersheds: Hodgson Mill Spring on Bryant Creek,
and North Fork Spring and Double Spring, which are
close to each other on the North Fork River.

The two rivers not only receive water from a shared
recharge area; DNR hydrogeologist Jim Vandike
discovered that chemical analysis of the three springs
was nearly identical over a number of test dates,
evidence that all three springs are separate outlets of

* the same underground river.
The centerfold map shows many of these locations.

Most of the above-mentioned dye traces and other
major traces in south central Missouri may be found on
the map and chart on page 14.

Major watershed divide also forms
center-of Ozark aquifer

Southern Missouri is divided into two major
watersheds. The Missouri River basin collects water
that flows north along tributaries such as the
Gasconade and Big Piney rivers. The White River basin
receives water from south-flowing tributaries of the
White, such as the North Fork, Spring, Eleven Point,
Jacks.Fork, Current and Black rivers.

Much of the divide between these two major basins
has grown from an Indian trail into the four-lane US 60
Highway, popular with historic foot travelers and high--
way engineers alike because of its lack of difficult hills.

This surface water divide also represents a divide for
the Ozark aquifer, an immense groundwater reservoir
that covers more than half of Missouri, and parts of
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Kansas. The aquifer stores
some 208 trillion gallons of groundwater, held in rock
fractures to depths up to 3,000 feet underground.

At the bottom of the aquifer, an impervious rock
layer prevents water from descending further. This
bedrock is tilted, sloping away from the big divide. As
on the surface, gravity moves groundwater downhill,
or "downgradient."

Well drilling records have provided data on the
depth of standing water in wells all over the Ozarks,
allowing hydrologists to create a map showing the top
surface of the water table in the Ozark aquifer, called
the "potentriometric surface." One such map shows
that the highest water table surface in the aquifer is
along the main divide, located in the Seymour to
Fordland area. Continuing east along the divide, an-
other high spot sits around Mtn. Grove and Cabool.

This high divide forms an elongated center for the
aquifer, and groundwater moves downgradient away
from center and toward the edges of the Ozark dome.

Along the way, groundwater mimics the flow of
surface water in some areas, but in others it ignores
divides, crossing underneath and stealing water from
one watershed and depositing it in a neighboring river.

The area's biggest spring may also be its biggest
water thief. Even though Big Spring is in the Current
River watershed, much of its water originates outside
that basin. A big portion is supplied from within the
Eleven Point River watershed; most of the upper
reaches of that river are losing streams. The
potentriometric map on the next page shows that
there is no underground divide between the two
basins. Flow measurements taken at gaging stations
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along both rivers demonstrate that the Current carries
more water and the Eleven Point carries less than can
be accounted for by rainfall. The flow of Big Spring
fairly closely coincides with the difference.

Karst development is continuous

The formation of karst in the Ozarks isn't just history;
it's an ongoing process. Dolomite limestone is
constantly being dissolved and carried away. Big Spring
alone transports many tons of dissolved limestone

every day; scientists believe the spring's flow rate is
growing as the conduits that feed it enlarge and
lengthen.

As this dynamic process continues, the landscape is
bound to change. Dramatic changes could include large
sinkholes forming or cave roofs collapsing, but more
likely are subtle shifts, such as even greater interaction
between surface water and groundwater, which
increases the chance for groundwater pollution unless
diligent protection is maintained.
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THE WATER TABLE SURFACE in south central Missouri is shown above. Reprinted is a small section of a three-by-three foot
map entitled "Predevelopment potentriometric surface of the Ozark aquifer." That means the elevation above sea level that
groundwater used to stand in a drilled well, before humans started pumping. The contour lines show elevation in much the same
way as do topographic maps, but representing groundwater levels rather the elevation of the earth's surface. Map maker Jeffrey
Imes, with United States Geological Survey, says most water levels remain the same today as they were in predevelopment times,
except in mining districts or other heavily pumped areas. Reprinted with USGS permission.
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Karst Features of South Central Missouri
* The maps on this sheet of paper illustrate relation-

ships between sinkholes, surface streams, springs, losing
streams, recharge areas and watershed divides in the
karst region of south central Missouri. Map areas focus
on the watersheds of the Current, Jacks Fork, Eleven
Point, Spring, and North Fork rivers and Bryant Creek.

The large map (opposite side/next page) is intended
to be illustrative rather than comprehensive, since karst
features within the map area are too numerous for all
to be included and still maintain map clarity. Thus, only
major losing streams are shown; many others exist,
particularly smaller ones. Similarly, only springs with a
flow of 100 gallons per minute or greater are shown.
Sinkholes symbols show location but not size. In some
areas, sinkholes are so numerous that the symbols
cluster up and distort individual sinkhole locations.

Even though caves are a prominent karst feature, only
a few well-known caves are located on the map, those
for which the owners have given permission for publi-
city. The federal Cave Resources Protection Act
restricts unapproved publication of cave locations; it

j reflects many cave owners' preference to not reveal
exact cave sites, since abuse of caves by trespassers
sometimes occurs. The map below gives an idea of the
high density of caves in south central Missouri.

Notable karst features on the map include spectacular
sinkholes, sink basin ponds, and other land formations.
All such features are open to the public for visits.

While viewing the small dye trace map, notice that
shaded recharge areas are primarily drained by losing
streams (brown lines). Also be aware that a number of
dye traces cross watershed divides (red lines).

Concerning groundwater dye traces, note that the
lines between injection sites and reception points indi-
cate the general direction of flow. The actual course of
water flowing underground cannot be precisely tracked.
Similarly, it should be emphasized that boundaries of
recharge areas shown by shading are only estimates,
based on the dye traces.

The small dye trace map and chart are based on ones
printed in "Groundwater Resources of Missouri," by
Miller and Vandike, 1998, published by Mo. Depart-
ment of Natural Resources (DNR), Division of Geology
and Land Survey, Rolla. Author Jim Vandike assisted this
karst features map project greatly by providing DNR
data for both maps, and a math formula for calculating
spring recharge areas. These calculations, shown
below, are based on the assumption that an equal
amount of rainfall is available for groundwater recharge
throughout the area, which in reality probably varies.

Selected Area Large Springs

Watershed/ Average Recharge
Spring County River flow* area**

(cu.ff./sec) (sq. mi.)
Big Carter Current 447.00 505.00
Greer Oregon Eleven Point 344.00 389.40
Mammoth Fulton, Ar. Spring 315.00 356.60
Welch Shannon Current 186.00 210.55
Alley Shannon Jack Fork 135.00 152.82
Blue Shannon Current 131.00 148.29
Double Ozark North Fork 127.00 143.76
Blue Oregon Eleven Point 72.00 81.48
North Fork Ozark North Fork 68.00 76.97
Montauk Dent Current 63.30 71.66
Round Shannon Current 40.00 45.28
Hodgson Mill Ozark Bryant Creek 36.40 41.20
Pulltite Shannon Current 36.00 40.74
Tucker Bay Ripley Current 35.75 40.45
Cave Shannon Current 32.40 36.66
Morgan Oregon Eleven Point 32.00 36.24
Boze Mill Oregon Eleven Point 23.00 26.03
Phillips Carter Current 14.80 16.74
Big Douglas North Fork 13.35 15.10
Blue Shannon Jacks Fork 7.70 8.70

Turner Mill Oregon Eleven Point 2.30 2.60
Falling Oregon Eleven Point 0.14 0.16

Mill Creek Carter Current insufficient data
*Average flow in cubic feet per second. One cuft,/sec. equals 448.8

gallons per minute. 100 cu.ft./sec. equals 64.4 million gallons per day.
" Estimated recharge area in square miles; assumes equal rainfall in area.
Sources: Springs of Missouri, Vineyard, 1982, and Groundwater
Resources of Missouri, Miller and Vandike, 1998.

CAVES PER COUNTY in South Central Missouri, as
registered with the Missouri Speleological Survey. Some
5,800 caves were recorded in the state as of 2003.
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Concerning groundwater dye traces, note that the 
lines between injection sites and reception points indi
cate the general direction of flow. The actual course of 
water flowing underground cannot be preCisely tracked. 
Similarly, it should be emphasized that boundaries of 
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data for both maps, and a math formula for calculating 
spring recharge areas. These calculations, shown 
below, are based on the assumption that an equal 
amount of rainfall is available for groundwater recharge 
throughout the area, which in reality probably varies. 
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gallons per minute. 100 cu.ft./sec. equals 64 .. 4 million gallons per day. 
*" Estimated recharge area in square miles; assumes equal rainfall in area. 
Sources: Springs of Missouri, Vineyard, 1982, and Groundwater 
Resources of Missouri, Miller and Vandike, 1998. 
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a few well-known caves are located on the map, those 
for which the owners have given permission for publi
city. The federal Cave ResoJrces Protection Act 
restricts unapproved publication of cave locations; it 
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reflects many cave owners' preference to not reveal 
exact cave sites, since abuse of caves by trespassers 
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high density of caves in south central Missouri. 
Notable karst features on the map include spectacular 

sinkholes, sink basin ponds, and other land formations. 
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CAVES PER COUNTY in South Central Missouri, as 
registered with the Missouri Speleological Survey. Some 
5,800 caves were recorded in the state as of 2003. 

Concerning groundwater dye traces, note that the 
lines between injection sites and reception points indi
cate the general direction of flow. The actual course of 
water flowing underground cannot be preCisely tracked. 
Similarly, it should be emphasized that boundaries of 
recharge areas shown by shading are only estimates, 
based on the dye traces. 

The small dye trace map and chart are based on ones 
printed in "Groundwater Resources of Missouri," by 
Miller and Vandike, 1998, published by Mo. Depart
ment of Natural Resources (DNR), Division of Geology 
and Land Survey, Rolla. Author Jim Vandike assisted this 
karst features map project greatly by providing DNR 
data for both maps, and a math formula for calculating 
spring recharge areas. These calculations, shown 
below, are based on the assumption that an equal 
amount of rainfall is available for groundwater recharge 
throughout the area, which in reality probably varies. 

Selected Area Large Springs 

Watershed/ Average Recharge 
Spring County River flow* area** 

( cu. ft./sec) (sq. mi.) 

Big Carter Current 447.00 505.00 
Greer Oregon Eleven Point 344.00 389.40 
Mammoth Fulton, Ar. S2fing 315.00 356.60 
Welch Shannon Current 186.00 210.55 
Alley Shannon Jack Fork 135.00 152.82 
Blue Shannon Current 131.00 148.29 
Double Ozark North Fork 127.00 143.76 
Blue Oregon Eleven Point 72.00 81.48 
North Fork Ozark North Fork 68.00 76.97 
Montauk Dent Current 63.30 71.66 
Round Shannon Current 40.00 45.28 
Hodgson Mill Ozark Bryant Creek 36.40 41.20 
Pulltite Shannon Current 36.00 40.74 
Tucker Bay Ripley Current 35.75 40.45 
Cave Shannon Current 32.40 36.66 
Morgan Oregon Eleven Point 32.00 36.24 
Boze Mill Oregon Eleven Point 23.00 26.03 
Phillips Carter Current 14.80 16.74 

BiR Douglas North Fork 13.35 15.10 
Blue Shannon lacks Fork 7.70 8.70 
Turner Mill Oregon Eleven Point 2.30 2.60 
Falling Oregon Eleven Point 0.14 0.16 
Mill Creek Carter Current insufficient data 

*Average flow in cubic feet per second. One cu.ft./sec. equals 448.8 
gallons per minute. 100 cu.ft./sec. equals 64 .. 4 million gallons per day. 
*" Estimated recharge area in square miles; assumes equal rainfall in area. 
Sources: Springs of Missouri, Vineyard, 1982, and Groundwater 
Resources of Missouri, Miller and Vandike, 1998. 
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Ref. Year
1No. done

Length
(miles)

Injection Site - Description Injection Site
Watershed

Recovery Site
Spring

1 + -4.
*1 1984 (a) 12.4 (b) 4.5 headwaters of Mill Creek, 5 rn. N. of Fremont Current River Big Spr.(a), Mill Creek Sor. (b)
2 1973 19.2 inside Winona city limits Current River Big Spring
3 1972 38. I Mtn. View sewage treatment plant outfall on Jam Up Creek Jacks Fork River Big Spring
4 1971 25.3 tributary of Hurricane Creek, 5 m. SE of Birch Tree Eleven Point River Big Spring
5 1972 39.5 Middle Fork of Eleven Point, 3 m. SE of Peace Valley Eleven Point River Big Spring
6 1971 33.5 tributary of Eleven Point, 4 m. NW of Thomasville Eleven Point River Big Spring
7 1974 26.4 Spring Creek, 6 m. NE of Thomasville Eleven Point River Big Spring
8 1970 17.5 Blowing Spring, Hurricane Creek, near New Liberty Eleven Point River Big Spring
9 1969 18.0 Hurricane Creek, 3 m. S of New Liberty Eleven Point River Big Spring
10 1969 I 5.5 sinkhole, site of former dump, 0.5 m. NW of Alton Eleven Point River Morgan Spring
I 1 1970 14.5 Barren Foi k of Eleven Point, 5 m. E of Rover Eleven Point River Mammoth Spring

12 1972 25.0 NE of West Plains, E of Hwy,. BB and S of CR 1280 I I Pt/Spring River** Mammoth Spring
13 1972 32.8 Dry Creek of Spring Creek, 3 m. SW of Pomona North Fork River Mammoth Spring
14 1978 23.4 Howell Creek, site of old West Plains sewage lagoon Spring River Mammoth Spring
15 1972 27.5 dry creek I m. S of Trask Eleven Point River Greer Spring
16 1975 34.5 headwaters of Eleven Point, near U.S, 60/63 junction Eleven Point River Greer Spring

* 17 1978 (a) 14.4 Spring Valley Creek, 2 m, W of Summersville Current River Alley Spring (a),
(b) 9.0 Blue Spring (b) (on Jacks Fork)

18 1972 1 1.0 Spring Valley Creek, 2 m. NE of Summersville Current River Alley Spring
19 1969 9.5 Logan Cr., Reynolds Co., 6 m, NW of junction Hwys 106 & B Black River Blue Spring (on Current R.)
20 1982 8.3 Logan Cr., Reynolds Co., I m. E of junction Hwys 106 & B Black River Blue Spring (on Current R.)

*41 1986 (a) 34,8 (b) 34.5 headwaters of Gasconade River, near Mansfield Gasconade River Double Spr. (a), North Fork
(c) 33.2 Spr, (b), Hodgson Mill Spr. (c)

*42 1988 (a) 27.7 (b) 27.5 Dry Creek, 5 m. SW of Norwood Bryant Creek Double Spr, (a), North Fork
(c) 26.4 Spr. (b), Hodgson Mill Spr. (c)

43 1967 7.0 Grand Gulf, 7 m. W of Thayer Spring River Mammoth Spring

*Dye recovered at multiple springs. ** Situated on divide between Eleven Point and Spring Rivers. Note: Dye trace lines on map are drawn from
injection site to reception point, but the true course water takes underground is unknown, and the groundwater path could vary significantly from the lines
shown. Recharge area boundaries are estimates, based on dye traces, Sources: Groundwater Resources of Missouri, Miller and Vandike, 1998, and
West Plains Daily Quill, Trace numbers coriespond to those in Vandike's book; injection and reception sites identified by legal description in that book.
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Field Trips for Karst Fans

While the majority of the land and therefore most of the karst
eatures in south central Missouri are. on private property, some
of the most spectacular natural formations are publicly owned
and open to visitors.

Agencies managing public land include Ozark National Scenic
Riverways (ONSR), Mo. Dept. of Conservation (MDC), Mo.
Dept. of Natural Resources, State Parks Division (DNR), and
US Forest Service (USFS). Contact them for complete direc-
tions, plus road and site conditions. Some privately owned sites
are open to the public, designated below as (PO). For float
trips, refer to MDC's "Missouri Ozark Waterways" book.

Karst features can be dangerous, particularly sinkholes and
caves. Use caution. Take care to avoid damaging plants, since
areas near karst underground openings can be "niche"
environments that may support rare species which only grow in
cool moist places.

Caves need utmost care and respect. Those who want to
explore caves might consider joining a grotto club or
speleological group to learn proper caving techniques. Some
agencies have a permit and key system to allow visits to certain
gated caves by responsible spelLinkers.

Current & Jacks Fork River Watersheds

Montauk State Park. Montauk Spring forms the head-

&Waters of the Current. From Licking, south on Hwy. 137, left
WHwy. W. (DNR)

Floating the upper Current. Watch for Welch Spring and
cave, Cave Spring, Rock House Cave, Pulltite Spring, Bat Cave
(gated), Fire Hydrant Spring, and Blue Spring. (ONSR & PO)

Sunklands Natural Area. Vast sink basins here include the
longest collapsed cave system in Missouri, a mile-long straight
line of sinkholes, one of which holds water year-round. An-
other, Devils Den, is the deepest sinkhole in the state. Nearby
Burr Oak Basin has three big sinks. From Summersvile, north
on Hwy. K 10 miles, east on CR KB. (MDC)

Devils Well. Deep sinkhole is accessible by winding stairs; at
the bottom visitors can see into huge lake-filled cavern, which
supplies Cave Spring on the Current. From Akers, east on
Hwy. KK, right on gravel. (ONSR)

Round Spring and Cave. Gated cave open to guided tours
on seasonal basis. Also river access and campground. From
Eminence, 13 miles north on Hwy. 19. (ONSR)

Big Spring. An awesome rush of powerful water emerges
from the state's largest spring. From Van Buren, 4 miles south
on Hwy. 103. (ONSR)

Cupola Pond Natural Area. Ancient sinkhole pond,
urrounded by tupelo gum trees, rare in this area. South of Van

Buren on Hwy. C, west on FR 3142. (USFS)

Floating the Jacks Fork. Watch for Chimney, Rock, Blue
Spring, Jam Up Cave, Meeting House Cave, Alley Spring, and
many small caves along the bluffs. (ONSR & PO)
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Alley Spring. Scenic spring, mill, and mill pond, with trail,
campground, and river access. From Eminence, 5 miles west
on Hwy. 106. (ONSR)

Eleven Point River Watershed

Floating the Eleven Point. Watch for Posy Spring, Blowing
Spring, Greer Spring branch, Turner's Mill Spring, Bliss Spring,
Boze Mill Spring, and Morgan and Blue spring branches. Whites
Cave, with dramatic high ceiling and speleoforms, is a 20
minute hike east from Whites Creek Float Camp; it is closed
and gated Sept. 15 to May I to protect gray bats. (USFS)

Greer Spring. Second-largest Missouri spring, supplying about
60 percent of Eleven Point River's flow; spring is accessed by
one-mile walking trail. On Hwy. 19, 8.5 miles north of Afton.
(USFS)

Falling Spring. Favorite photo spot; spring flows from a rock
bluff into mill pond, with old mill and cabin. From Winona, 10
miles south on Hwy. 19, left on FR 3170, left on FR 3164, 2
miles. (USFS)

Turner Mill Spring. Water wheel from old mill still in spring
branch. From Winona, 15 miles south on Hwy. 19, FR 3152, 6
miles, FR 3190, 3 miles. (USFS)

Tupelo Gum Pond Natural Area. Five acre sinkhole pond
with swamp vegetation and ringed by swamp tupelo. South of
Winona 9 miles on Hwy. 19, west on FR 3174. (USFS)

Spring River Watershed

Mammoth Spring State Park. Barely into Arkansas, an
historic spring, third-largest in the area. Park has I 0-acre lake,
walking trails, old railway station and hydroelectric plant. Hwy.
63 south, in Mammoth Spring. (Ark. Department of Parks)

Grand Gulf State Park. Called "The Little Grand Canyon,"
this 3/4 mile-long chasm formed by cave collapse offers a view
of canyon, cave, and natural bridge; it is one of the most
spectacular karst features in the state. From Thayer, 7 miles
west on Hwy. W. (DNR)

Tingler Prairie Natural Area. Five-acre pond has formed
in bottom of sink basin, a rare development in an area of open-
bottomed sinks. From West Plains, south on Hwy. 17, left on
CR 8110, 2 miles. (MDC)

North Fork & Bryant Creek Watersheds

Floating the North Fork. Watch for Bat Cave (gated), Blue
Spring, North Fork Spring, Double Spring branch (also known
as Rainbow Spring), The Falls, Spring Creek branch and Althea
Spring branch. (USFS & PO)

Hodgson Mill Spring. Scenic spring, old mill, and
campground on Bryant Creek. From Dora, 8 miles south on
Hwy. 181. (PO)

The Sinks. Two steep side-by-side sinkholes, dramatic, deep
and dangerous. From West Plains, 12 miles west on Hwy. CC,
right on CR 5150, 0.5 mile; park, hike east 0.25 mile. (USFS',

-

Field Trips for Karst Fans 

While the majority of the land and therefore most of the karst 
.eatures in south central Missour'i are. on private property, some 

of the most spectacular natural formations are publicly owned 
and open to visitors. 

Agencies managing public land include Ozark National Scenic 
Riverways (ONSR), Mo. Dept. of Conservation (MDC), Mo. 
Dept. of Natural Resources, State Parks Division (DNR), and 
US Forest Service (USFS). Contact them for complete direc
tions, plus road and site conditions. Some privately owned sites 
are open to the public, designated below as (PO). For float 
trips, refer to MDCs "Missouri Ozark Waterways" book. 

Karst features can be dangerous, particularly sinkholes and 
caves. Use caution. Take care to avoid damaging plants, since 
areas near karst underground openings can be "niche" 
environments that may support rare species which only grow in 
cool moist places. 

Caves need utmost care and respect. Those who want to 
explore caves might consider joining a grotto club or 
speleological group to learn proper caving techniques. Some 
agencies have a permit and key system to allow visits to certain 
gated caves by responsible spelunkers. 

Current & Jacks Fork River Watersheds 

Montauk State Park. Montauk Spring forms the head-
e:aters ofthe Current. From Licking. south on Hwy. 137, left 

Hwy. W. (DNR) 

Floating the upper Current. Watch for Welch Spring and 
cave, Cave Spring, Rock House Cave, Pulltite Spring, Bat Cave 
(gated), Fire Hydrant Spring, and Blue Spring. (ONSR & PO) 

Sunklands Natural Area. Vast sink basins here indude the 
longest collapsed cave system in Missouri, a mile-long straight 
line of sinkholes, one of which holds water year-round. An
other, Devils Den, is the deepest sinkhole in the state. Nearby 
Burr Oak Basin has three big sinks. From Summersv~le, north 
on Hwy. K to miles, east on CR KB. (MDC) 

Devils Well. Deep sinkhole 'is accessible by winding stairs; at 
the bottom visitors can see into huge lake-filled cavern, which 
supplies Cave Spring on the Current. From Akers, east on 
Hwy. KK, right on gravel. (ONSR) 

Round Spring and Cave. Gated cave open to guided tours 
on seasonal basis. Also river access and campground. From 
Eminence~ 13 miles north on Hwy. 19. (ONSR) 

Big Spring. An awesome rush of powerful water emerges 
from the state's largest spring. From Van Buren, 4 miles south 
on Hwy. 103. (ONSR) 

Cupola Pond Natural Area. Ancient sinkhole pond, 
.urrounded by tupelo gum trees, rare in this area. South of Van 

. Buren on Hwy. C, west on FR 3142. (USFS) 

Floating the Jacks Fork. Watch for Chimney Rock, BJue 
Spring. Jam Up Cave, Meeting House Cave. Alley Spring, and 
many small caves along the blufk (ONSR & PO) 

. Alley Spring. Scenic spring, mill, and mill pond, with trail. 
campground, and river access. From Eminence. 5 miles west 
on Hwy. 106. (ONSR) 
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Eleven Point River Watershed· 

Floating the Eleven Point. Watch for Posy Spring, Blowing 
Spring, Greer Spring branch, Turner's Mill Spring, Bliss Sprin~:, 
Boze Mill Spring, and Morgan and Blue spring branches. Whites 
Cave, with dramatic high ceiling and speleoforms, is a 20 
minute hike east from Whites Creek Float Camp; it is closed 
and gated Sept. I 5 to May I to protect gray bats. (USFS) 

Greer Spring. Second-largest Missouri spring, supplying about 
60 percent of Eleven Point River's flow; spring is accessed by 
one-mile walking trail. On Hwy. 19,8.5 miles north of Alton. 
(USFS) 

Falling Spring. Favorite photo spot; spring flows from a rock 
bluff into mill pond, with old mill and cabin. From Winona, 10 
miles south on Hwy. 19, left on FR 3170, left on FR 3164, 2 
miles. (USFS) 

Turner Mill Spring. Water wheel from old mill still in spring 
branch. From Winona, 15 miles south on Hwy. 19, FR 31 52. 6 
miles, FR 3 190, 3 miles. (USFS) 

Tupelo Gum Pond Natural Area. Five acre sinkhole pond 
with swamp vegetation and ringed by swamp tupelo. South of 
Winona 9 miles on Hwy. 19, west on FR 3174. (USFS) 

Spring River Watershed 

Mammoth Spring State Park. Barely into Arkansas, an 
historic spring, third-largest in the area. Park has 10-acre lake. 
walking trails, old railway station and hydroelectric plant. Hw)'. 
63 south, in Mammoth Spring. (Ark. Department of Parks) 

Grand Gulf State Park. Called "The Little Grand Canyon," 
this 3/4 mile-long chasm formed by cave collapse offers a view 
of canyon, cave, and natural bridge; it is one of the most 
spectacular karst features in the state. From Thayer, 7 miles 
west on Hwy. W. (DNR) 

Tingler Prairie Natural Area. Five-acre pond has formed. 
in bottom of sink basin, a rare development in an area of open
bottomed sinks. From West Plains, south on Hwy. 17, left on 
CR 81 10, 2 miles. (MDC) 
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Floating the North Fork. Watch for Bat Cave (gated), Blue 
Spring, North Fork Spring. Double Spring branch (also known 
as Rainbow Spring), The Falls, Spring Creek branch and Althea 
Spring branch. (USFS & PO) 

Hodgson Mill Spring. Scenic spring, old mill, and 
campground on Bryant Creek. From Dora, 8 miles south on 
Hwy. 181. (PO) 

The Sinks. Two steep side-by-side sinkholes. dramatic. deep 
and dangerous. From West Plains, 12 miles west on Hwy. CC, 
right on CR 5150, 0.5 mile; park, hike east 0.25 mile. (USFS~ 
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Section 4: Land Management

Sinkhole Care Protects Property Values

Sinkholes are natural depressions in
the landscape caused by solution and

subsidence of earth materials.

Sinkholes are common throughout about one-
quarter of the U.S. Generally sinkholes can be
recognized as circular or oval depressions in cultivated
fields or woodlands that may or may not pond
standing water after a rain. Sinkholes come in all
shapes and sizes; they can be funnel-shaped, bowl-
shaped, deep, or shallow. Sometimes they're ragged
chasms with steep bluffs that swallow entire streams
underground. Or, they may be gentle depressions
with slopes so gradual that they often go unnoticed.
Some sink basins can cover hundreds or even
thousands of acres.

Regardless of size or shape, all sinkholes drain
directly underground rather than to a surface stream.

* Another common factor among karst sinkholes is the
presence of broken, weathered limestone bedrock or
caves near the soil surface.

Over thousands of years, flowing groundwater
gradually dissolved channels through the limesone.
This process created underground cavems of various
sizes which can not always support the weight of
overlying soil and rock. A sinkhole is created when
the surface materials collapse or are dissolved into the

underground cavern or cave stream. Factors contri-
buting to sinkhole formation can include seismic
activity and raised or lowered groundwater eleva-
tions. Many collapses are related to human activities,
such as changing water drainage, and building
impoundments and roadways.

How is my drinking water affected?

Contaminants entering the groundwater
system through sinkholes present a

significant health concern, because many
wells tap water-filled: cavities that are

directly connected to the surface.

Natural Filtration Bypassed

Surface water runoff can wash sediment, fertilizers,
animal waste, bacteria, and agricultural chemicals into
the groundwater below. In sinkholeswith open or
rocky bottoms, this bypasses the natural filtration and
biochemical breakdown processes thatoccur as water
percolates through the soil.

West Plains Sewage Lagoon Collapse

On May 6, 1978, several large sinkholes opened
beneath a 37-acre sewage lagoon serving West Plains,
Mo., draining the entire estimated 50 million gallon
contents and thrusting the city into the national spot-
light. Dye injected into the lagoon was.recovered
some 28 miles southeast at Mammoth Spring. In the
following days, the National Guard brought in drinking
water after many area people reported foul-smelling
well water, flu-like symptoms and intestinal disorders.

The lagoon was located south of town in the bed of
Howell Creek, a losing stream. Shortly after its
construction in 1964, a small sinkhole had opened
under it, and again in 1966. These were plugged with
cement, clay and bentonite; no publicity or illnesses
were associated with these breakdowns. The city built
a sewage treatment plant following the 1978 collapse.

* THIS SINKHOLE near Norwood, Missouri shows how
land surrounding a sinkhole can gently slope upward in
all directions, leaving no drainage path but the sinkhole
itself. (Photo courtesy of Bryant Watershed Project.)
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Impoundments are vulnerable to
sinkhole collapse

O Landowners in the Ozarks are often frustrated when
trying to get ponds, lakes, or lagoons to hold water,
due to thin soils and fractured bedrock. Impoundments
built in the channels of live streams to make lakes are
prone to failure in karst areas, since the water can put
tremendous weight on underlying rock and soil,
causing it to give way and turn a live stream into a
losing stream. Efforts to dam a losing stream are nearly
always doomed.

Shortly after its construction in the I 960s, a
catastrophic sinkhole formed in the bed of the Dean
W. Davis Reservoir near Pomona and drained that lake
overnight. Lakes in Oregon, Ripley, and several in
Shannon County have failed due to sinkhole formation.

Pond construction requires careful
site selection

Even building small ponds in karst areas can be a
challenge; the landscape is dotted with empty ponds
that wasted the landowner's money and soil. Land-
owners looking for a pond site should avoid gravelly
spots, areas with rocky ledges, sites with sinkholes
nearby, and bottomland within a losing stream valley.

Consulting an engineer or soil scientist before pond
construction may be money well spent, and the local
office of the Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) can sometimes provide technical assistance.

The "Missouri Pond Handbook" gives instructions on
siting a new pond, and "The Problem of Leaky Ponds"
tells best methods for pond repairs. Both are published
by Missouri Department of Conservation.

Sinkhole Management Methods

* Sinkholes are natural drainage points for our
groundwater system, so they usually should not be filled. If
a sinkhole is plugged, runoff may not drain properly; it

1could be diverted onto adjacent land, and possibly cause
flooding, subsidence, erosion, and pollution.

* If collapsed sinkholes present a hazard to health, safety,
or structures, they often can be stabilized in a way that
maintains natural drainage, such as the installation of a
stormwater drainage well. Contact a geologist or engineer
experienced in sinkhole repair before attempting to backfill
or "seal" a sinkhole.

* If you have sinkholes on your property, help prevent
excessive runoff from entering groundwater by planting a
vegetative barrier and/or fencing around the sinkhole. A
I 00-foot-wide grass filter strip is ideal; a 50-foot strip is still

helpful; and grass strips even as narrow as 13 feet can trap
enough sediment to be effective. Filter strips will remove
sediment only from shallow, sheet-type flows; they are
less effective on steep slopes or in deeper, rapidly flowing
water, such as in gullies or ravines.

* Leave a wide natural buffer of trees and understory
vegetation around sinkholes and caves when clearing land,

11harvesting timber, or disturbing ground in the drainage
area. Immediately after disturbing any soil, control erosion

by establishing ground cover. Lightly fertilize, seed, and
mulch the area. A geotextile or silt fence may be
needed on very steep slopes.

* Do not locate a septic system, feed lot, animal waste
lagoon, or stormwater basin near known or suspected
sinkholes or caves. If sinkholes appear near such
sources of bacterial contamination, use appropriate
methods to prevent runoff from these areas from
entering the sinkholes. Minimize unnatural or
increased drainage into sinkholes.

eIf spreading fertilizer or pesticides on land adjacentto
a sinkhole, avoid applying any such chemicals within at
least 100 feet of a sinkhole. Tell your contractor the
location of all sinkholes.

o Never dump trash, dead animals, or debris into
sinkholes, because it can directly and rapidly funnel
contaminates to springs and wells.

* If you purchase property where trash has already
been dumped in sinkholes, consider cleaning them out
and restoring vegetation to improve water quality.
Check with your local Natural Resources Conser-
vation Service (NRCS), MDC, or US Fish and Wildlife
Service office. Agencies sometimes have funding to
assist with the cost of trash removal.
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by establishing ground cover. Lightly fertilize, seed, and 
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The Forest Landowner and Water Quality

As stewards of the nation's forest lands and the
waters flowing from them, forest landowners have a
special responsibility to protect water quality. Pollution
resulting from soil erosion on timbered land can be
controlled by using Best Management Practices (BMPs).

Best Management Practices, (BMPs)
are any practical, and usually

inexpensive, measures used to reduce
water pollution.

Water originating from undisturbed forest land is
virtually unpolluted. Land disturbing activities during
harvesting and other forestry practices can cause
pollution. Without the use of BMPs, nearby streams
can suffer from sediment deposits, leached nutrients,
and higher temperatures. Most states do not regulate

timber harvests on private land; therefore, it is up to
the landowner to ensure that best practices are carried
out during harvest and then maintained afterward.

Pre-harvest planning and proper harvest manage-
ment are especially important for logging in karst
terrain. Specific, information for Missouri's private forest
landowners is provided in the Mo. Department of
Conservation (MDC) booklet entitled "Missouri
Watershed Protection Practices." Among other topics,
it describes BMPs such as: proper location and
construction of logging roads and log landings; the use
of water turnouts and water bars to divert road runoff:
maintenance of streamside management zones;
streambank stabilization; construction of stream
crossings; and reforestation and reseeding.

Recommended Practices for Timber Harvesting

* Pre-Harvesting Planning should be done to
determine what actions are needed to protect soil and
water. Proper location and construction of roads, skid
trails, and log landings will prevent most erosion prob-
lems. Consult a qualified professional who understands
karst. The forester should prepare a Forest Management
Plan in detail before work begins, describing any recom-
mended BMPs. Timber should be selectively harvested
in a way that will leave the forest floor undisturbed.

e Roads, Skid Trails, and Landings should be
located away from streams, springs, and karst drainage
ways. Water should be diverted off roads by turn-out
ditches, broad-base dips, culvert pipes or other accepted
practices. Exposed soil should be immediately seeded
and mulched. Avoid using roads when soils are wet. Log
landings should be located on stable soils and should be
no larger than necessary. Avoid changing logging
equipment oil on site.

* Stream Crossings should be minimized. If a cross-
ing is unavoidable, locate it at right angles to the stream
channel, in a spot as level as possible. Do not build
crossings using logs or soil piled in the stream, and don't
dispose of logging debris in a stream. Avoid any practice
that will alter the flow of the stream, and do not locate
roads in streambeds. For permanent crossings, use
coarse rock to stabilize anything subject to erosion. Be
aware that any structure placed in a stream requires a
permit from the US Army Corps of Engineers.

* Stream Side Management Zone (SMZ) is a
forested area on each side of a stream channel or spring
that is typically not harvested or where cutting is greatly
reduced. Recommended at a minimum width of 50 feet,
the SMZ will filter out most sediment and nutrient runoff
from disturbed areas and protect stream or spring
quality. This buffer zone will prevent soil compaction by
heavy equipment, which can reduce groundwater re-
charge, and it will protect water quality and temperature
important to fish and aquatic life. SMZs also preserve
travel lanes and habitat diversity important to all wildlife.

o Stabilizing Disturbed Areas immediately after
the cutting is complete will reduce erosion, which other-
wise could continue for several years. Any bare soil with
a slope greater than five percent or which is subject to
erosion should be treated to prevent soil from washing
away. Reseeding with native plants also enhances wildlife
food and cover. Pay particular attention to stabilizing
temporary logging roads and log landings. Construct
water bars to slow and divert water flowing over closed
roads and skid trails.

* Waste wood debris, or slash, left on the site can
also be used also catch sediment and slow runoff velocity.
However, slash should not be deposited or dumped into
sinkholes or cave entrances, as this can impede the
normal karst drainage processes, and damage habitat,
recreational values, and water quality.
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Continue care after loggers leave

After loggers have left the site, the landowner is
* usually responsible for maintaining BMP installations

such as water turnouts or silt fences. These can easily
be destroyed, and their effectiveness ruined, if they are
not protected until the disturbed land has healed.

Traffic should be restricted in the logged area,
especially during wet weather. Old haul roads should
be blocked to prevent unauthorized access by four-

wheelers, but maintained so that water can drain from
the road surface. The drainage ditches and culverts
should be kept open. Berms, silt fences, ponds, and
other structures to slow water flow should be checked
and repaired regularly.

Cost-share programs are often available to help with
restoration expenses. Contact Mo. Department of
Conservation's Private Land Services for more
information. In the Ozark Region, call 417-256-716 I.

Stream Protection Actions for Landowners
In karst areas, many live streams disappear under-

ground. Some are swallowed by a sinkhole or vanish
into a cave; others just gradually trickle down to
nothing in a bed of gravel. Some major valleys have
dry gravel bottoms that flow only in the wettest
weather. All of the above are losing streams, and the
water from them goes directly into groundwater with
little or no filtration.

Year-round live streams and losing streams both
need protection to ensure water quality, whether the,
water is going downstream or downgradient.

Protecting losing streams and the
groundwater they provide

* Feed hay to livestock as far away as practical from
dry creeks, and avoid doing anything that would
encourage stock to congregate in creekbeds.

* Avoid placing dead animals or trash in dry
streambeds or anywhere in the stream's flood zone.

* Maintain buffer zones of trees and brush next to
losing streams using the same guidelines as for riparian
corridors on live streams.

* Follow recommended timber harvest and gravel
removal practices as for live streams.

U-.

Keeping live streams clear

* Maintain "riparian corridors" (buffers of trees and
brush) along stream banks. Woody plants are more
effective than grass at slowing and trapping sediment,
thus keeping it out of the channel.
e Keep cattle and other livestock out of creeks'and
away from creekbanks, thus avoiding both direct fecal
contamination and erosion along the banks.

* Don't operate heavy equipment in a creek bed. Be
aware that a permit from the US Army Corps of
Engineers is required before taking any action which
would alter stream channels, such as straightening,
shortening, widening, or channelizing. 4

Gravel Mining can affect Streams

Private landowners in Missouri may remove sand
and gravel from their own land with their own
equipment for their own use without a permit, but
anyone selling gravel must get a permit from the Mo.
Department of Natural Resources (DNR). Get full
recommendations on gravel mining from DNR's Land
Reclamation Program, (573) 75 1-4041, or
www.dnr.state.mo.us/alpd/Irp

.Recommendations for Gravel Mining

* Leave a 20-foot undisturbed buffer between the
excavation area and the water line, and a similar buffer
between the excavation and vegetation on the bank.

* Only remove loosely packed gravel deposits contain-
ing primarily small size gravel, those which do not have
any sizable woody vegetation growing on them.

* Do not remove gravel to a depth below that of the
stream's water line, or, in the case of a dry stream,
below the stream bottom.

Losing streams are disproportionately important to
groundwater recharge than their size would indicate.
Forty percent of all groundwater recharge in the
Ozarks enters through losing stream valleys, yet these
valleys take up only about 10 percent of the land area.

* Sometimes losing streams are not treated with the
same respect as are live streams. Landowners should
recognize the critical role played by losing streams and
carefully monitor all activities around such streambeds.
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Pasture and Grassland Management

Studies conducted on a nationwide scale which
included karst regions indicate that farmland contri-
butes to a general decline in surface water and
groundwater quality.

Public programs to address agricultural runoff
concerns are focused on the largest commercial feed
lots and dairy operations; however, small, independent

livestock producers and farmers also can cause
problems locally, and downstream.

By avoiding overgrazing and restricting livestock
access to streams, farmers can conserve valuable soil
fertility and minimize the amount of sediment and
nutrients introduced into the watershed.

Pasture Management Tips

Don't let the size of your herd exceed the carrying
capacity of your soil and water resources. Use cross-
fencing or movable paddocks to practice rotational
grazing techniques, which leaves some pasture "in
reserve" for livestock to graze when grass on other
pastures is spent. The most heavily grazed fields may
need to rest and recover occasionally in order to
maintain optimum productivity.

* In heavy use areas, such as winter feeding sites, barn
lots, ponds, and any place where bare soil is exposed,
try to reseed quickly to establish sufficient vegetation to
retain sediment, soil particles, and manure on the fields.

e Work on stabilizing problem areas during the spring
and summer months in order to reduce erosion
aggravated by wet winter weather and storms,

* Use gutters or water bars to divert storm water away
from bare lots or manure accumulations.

" Move salt licks frequently.

* Animals should have access to shady loafing areas
located away from water bodies. Keep livestock away
from eroding stream banks, unprotected stream cross-
ings, sinkholes, losing streams, and natural waterways.

@ Your local Natural Resources Conservation Service
staff can often provide specific ideas on drainage
diversion designs, filter strips, fencing, basins, and other
techniques to reduce the impacts that erosion,
sedimentation, manure, and agricultural chemicals have
on springs, streams, wells, lakes, and ponds.

e It is important to know your soil's fertilizer
requirements and other characteristics. Contact a soil
scientist or the county Extension Service for instructions
on sampling soils for laboratory testing.

Pesticides on the Farm and Home

Although pesticides (insecticides, herbicides,
rodenticide, and fungicides) are targeted at pests,
certain pesticides inadvertently can harm nontarget
organisms, such as stream insects, fish, wildlife,
domestic animals, and humans. If not handled care-
fully, pesticides can reach and contaminate, ground-
water very quickly in karst areas due to porous rock,
sinkholes, and losing streams. Taking voluntary action
to prevent pesticide contamination of ground-water
will help assure the continued availability of pesticides

* for responsible use.
Avoid pesticide problems by using integrated pest

management practices. Such programs use chemicals
only when necessary, in tandem with other practices
like crop rotation, mowing, timed plantings, and

appropriate growing conditions, to protect crops from
weeds, insects, or diseases.
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• Animals should have access to shady loafing areas 
located away from water bodies. Keep livestock away 
from eroding stream banks, unprotected stream cross
ings, sinkholes, losing streams, and natural waterways. 

• Your local Natural Resources Conservation Service 
staff can often provide specific ideas on drainage 
diversion designs, filter strips, fencing, basins, and other 
techniques to reduce the impacts that erosion, 
sedimentation, manure, and agricultural chemicals have 
on springs, streams, wells, lakes, and ponds. 

• It is important to know your soil's fertilizer 
requirements and other characteristics. Contact a soil 
scientist or the county Extension Service for instructions 
on sampling soils for laboratory testing. 

appropriate growing conditions, to protect crops from 
weeds, il"lsects, or diseases. 



Pesticide Handling Rules
.- 3~ 1

o Read and follow the label directions carefully. Wear
appropriate protective clothing, wash hands, keep out of
reach of children, and dispose of containers properly.

" Buy only the quantity needed.

" Choose the least toxic pesticide. Those with the signal
word "Caution" on the label are:iconsidered the least
toxic, whereas the signal word "Warning" indicates
moderate toxicity.

* Apply only the amount specified on the product label
and only on the plants and areas listed in the instructions.

* Make sure people and pets are out of the area during
application and until the spray has dried.

o Never store, mix, or apply pesticides near wells, sink-
holes, streams, losing streams, or ponds. Maintain buffer
zones around these areas during application.

" Never apply to bare ground or eroded areas.

" Don't apply if rain is forecast, unless a need to be
watered is specified on the label.

e Use a "water only" nurse tank in the field - away from
water sources and sinkholes - to provide water for
mixing agricultural chemicals.

* Avoid back-siphoning from sprayer equipment into
wells by always keeping the discharge end of fill hoses
above the tank's water level.

e Before disposing of chemical containers, triple rinse or
pressure rinse them and place the liquid rinsate into the
spray tank to make up the final spray mixture.

* Prevent spills from reaching groundwater by using a
mix pad with low walls to contain spills and overfills.

Fertilizers and Nutrients

Nutrients, including nitrogen, phosphorus, phos-
phate, and sulfur compounds are derived from
fertilizers and animal wastes. They play a vital role in
agriculture, and are widely used in residential areas. If
not managed carefully, however, commercial fertilizer

and livestock manure are potential sources of ground-
water pollution.

Excessive nutrients in drinking water can pose a
health risk to young children as well as young live-
stock. They can also cause algae blooms and other
unwanted vegetative growth, leading to an oxygen
decrease in aquatic habitats.

Suggested Practices for Fertilizer Use

* Test the soil before adding nutrients! or fertilizer to noncommercial fertilizer nutrients from legumes,
your lawn or fields, to determine which nutrients are manure, compost, and any nutrients in irrigation water.
already in the soil. Next, develop fertilization strategies * Identify the appropriate timing and application methods
which will keep chemicals from leaching into your for fertilizer to reduce runoff and leaching losses. Proper-
groundwater. Contact your county Extension Service for
information on soil testing services and fertilizer ly calibrate and operate fertilizer application equipment.

recommendations. *Evaluate field limitations based on environmental

e For lawns and gardens, fertilize o when necessary, hazards such as sinkholes, highly erodible soils, shallow
fow label directions, and select onlyrren fecessar aquifers, shallow depth to bedrock, and nearby surfacefollow lae ietos n eetthe correct fertilizer

and the correct quantity based on your soil test. Apply waters or losing streams.

the fertilizer at the proper stage in the plants' life cycles. * Consider soil moisture conditions, particularly if
Use yard compost as a natural fertilizer applying liquid fertilizer through an irrigation system, and

* For agricultural enterprises, apply fertilizer based on closely watch impending weather conditions.
realistic yield or growth expectations of the crop to be • Test well water and spring water for contamination
grown. Determine and credit the contribution of from nutrients.
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noncommercial fertilizer nutrients from legumes, 
manure, compost, and any nutrients in irrigation water. 

• Identify the appropriate timing and application methods 
for fertilizer to reduce runoff and leaching losses. Proper
ly calibrate arid operate fertilizer application equipment. 

• Evaluate field limitations based on environmental 
hazards such as sinkholes, highly erodible soils, shallow 
aquifers, shallow depth to bedrock, and nearby surface 
waters or losing streams. 

• Consider soil moisture conditions, particularly if 
applying liquid fertilizer through an irrigation system, and 
closely watch impending weather conditions. 

• Test well water and spring water for contamination 
from nutrients. 
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Landowner feature:

o Cave owners rehabilitate eroded land in effort to
save endangered cave. snail

"Sometimes you have to walk the talk." That's how
hydrologist Tom Aley, Protem, feels about a massive land
reclamation project that he and biologist wife Cathy began
in late 2001, Their efforts are cleaning up groundwater in
their neighborhood, and hopefully at the same time are
bringing a species back from the brink of extinction.

Consider that Aley is the man who over 30 years ago
pioneered dye trace techniques suitable for use in the
Ozarks, and who mapped the recharge areas for Big Spring
and other major springs during the 1970's.

Nowadays, Aley's business, Ozark Underground Lab,
does international consulting for companies working in karst
areas. The "lab" for the Aleys' research is Tumbling Creek
Cave in western Taney County, which they own.

This cave is home to bats, snails, salamanders, a wide
variety of invertebrates, and blind cave crayfish. In 1969,
Aley discovered the Tumbling Creek cavesnail, Antrobia
culveri, found nowhere except this cave. "It's not just a
different species than all other known snails in the world.
It's a different genus," Aley said.

But this tiny eyeless white snail, once numerous, has
declined to about one percent of its population in the
1970's. In 2002, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service put the
Tumbling Creek cavesnail on the Endangered Species List.

Like the caged canaries who in days past were lowered
into mines to show whether the air was fit to breathe, Aley
says the snails' dire condition is reflecting a bigger ground-
water quality issue. "Some people perceive that this is all
about a snail. It's not," he said. "It's an indicator species,
only a small part of the system, and it is showing that we
have a problem. Once you start losing pieces, the system
loses its integrity, and you're at risk of losing the whole
ecosystem."

In Aley's opinion, sediment is the cause of the snail
population crash. "For several years, we've been seeing an
increase (of sediment) in the cave and it's plugging up the
gravel, gluing it together. The snails live in the gravel, so
basically they're losing their habitat," he said.

As above, so below, goes the old saying. Nearby is a
1350 acre cattle ranch which had suffered overgrazing
during drought conditions for several previous years.
Without adequate vegetative cover, huge erosion gullies
formed, washing sediment into tiny Pelham Creek, a losing
streari. Although this creek is on the western edge of the
cave's recharge area, some three miles from the main cave
passages, dye traces show water from it hits the cave's
primary stream channel in just a little over one day.

Financial troubles were a factor in the land becoming
overgrazed and eroded in the first place, so the Aleys found
a solution which addresses the owners' problems as well as
their own. They bought the land, although it was littered
with bones, dotted with dozer decks, and criss-crossed by a
network of wide, deep gullies. "When we got it, the
average grass height was the distance from a cow's lips to
its teeth," Aley described.

Over 400 live cattle were in residence at purchase time,
and Aley has seen remains of well over 100 more who
didn't survive. A major burial spot was found right in one
losing stream valley.

Using a bulldozer, backhoe, and front end loader, the
Aleys and hired workers have pushed soil which had
traveled downhill back up to fill the gullies, supplementing
with soil salvaged out of dozer decks. They built sediment
traps, retention basins, and water diversion structures in an
effort to keep the gullies from re-forming. They seeded

BEFORE RESTORATION, gullies on •he. former cattle ranch
looked like this one. Here, in o spring 20 02 photo, Aley points to
the place where this gully hod formErly ended, but it had ex-
panded uphill at least 12 feet •fter a recent two-inch rain. By
fall 2003, the area had been filled in, revegetated, and planted
with trees. "It looks great now,", said Aley.

(Photos and story courtesy of the West Plains Daily Quill, condensed
and updated from the April 18, 2002 edition.)
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and mulched the repaired watercourses, then planted lots
of tree seedlings, hoping to reestablish wooded riparian
areas in narrow corridors.

By fall 2003, over 14,000 feet of erosion gully had been
*• filled, reshaped and repaired, Aley reports, which is over 90

percent of the job. Tree planting was still ongoing, he said.
Aley feels the rehab work has significantly slowed

sediment entering the cave, and he anticipates that soil
deposits already in the cave will flush out .during future
storms. The snail population appears to have stabilized,
although numbers are still low. "' hope and expect to
recover the snail population," he said,: but he concedes it
will be a slow process.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service assistedthe AJeys with
90 percent of the cost of rehabilitating the: land,rand the
endangered species listing was a factor:in:getting approval
for the cost share program. But even without :an endan-
gered species, many owners with similar: problems may be
eligible for technical assistance and cost:share money, says
the Natural Resource Conservation Servicetechnician who
helped the Aleys plan their project.

The Aleys also bought another nearby•and. parcel, which
had two failing dams that regularly .spi.lled sediment into a
losing stream. It had been logged under wet conditions,
resulting in badly rutted and eroded haul roads on steep
hills. Here, they hauled out tons of scrap steel and trash,
repaired logging trails, filled gullies, built water bars, and
seeded. They removed the dams, spreadthe soil, seeded
and mulched.

Aley stresses that these two situations are the exception,
not the rule. Within the cave's 5,500-acre recharge area,
virtually all the other land owners are managing their

property in ways that adequately protect groundwater, he
said. Many neighbors are very concerned about water
quality and its effects on cave animals, he said, adding, "We
bought the vast majority of the recharge area's problems."

In the future, Aley foresees using the properties as land
management demonstrations, "to show how we can do a
better job of protecting groundwater quality in the Ozarks
while doing many things we want on the surface. Most
things we want to do, we can do if we tailor them to site
conditions," he said. Ll

GULLY REPAIR on a formerly eroded 1350-acre ranch is
demonstrated by land buyer Tom Aley, who is pointing out three
parallel water diversion structures built on a slope in the dis-
tance. Each has a small dam and a lateral channel to spread
runoff to vegetated areas, to prevent a filled gully from re-
forming. Heavy equipment operators have filled thousands of
feet of erosion ditch, building many sediment retention basins
and water diversion structures. Grass and tree seedlings have
been planted in bare areas.

"We need to think three-dimensionally in karst areas, not just
length and width, but also depth." - Tom Aley

because it has the most diverse cave fauna of any known cave
west of the Mississippi River. Grey bats use the cave for a
summer maternity colony, and Indiana bats winter there; both
are endangered. Their guano in turn feeds salamanders, an
array of invertebrates, the extremely rare blind cave crayfish,
and the unique and endangered Tumbling Creek cavesnail.

Tumbling Creek winds underground through about 2,500
feet of the cave's two miles of known passage. At one point it

passes through a great room 60 feet high and 180 feet long.
Deposits from dripping water have created a wealth of
stalactites, stalagmites, columns, and draperies. The creek
emerges from under a thick dolomite shelf at the cave
entrance (see photo), then eventually joins Big Creek, a
tributary to Bull Shoals Lake.

Tumbling Creek Cave is not open to the general public, but
CAVE was designated as a National the Aleys will show the cave or land reclamation demonstra-

'y the National Park Service in 1981 tions by appointment to college or civic groups.
TUMBUNG CREEK
Natural Landmark L
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because it has the most diverse cave fauna of any known cave 
west of the Mississippi River. Grey bats use the cave for a 
summer maternity colony. and Indiana bats winter there; bot" 
are endangered. Their guano in turn feeds salamanders. an 
array of invertebrates, the extremely rare blind cave crayfish, 
and the unique and endangered Tumbling Creek cavesnoil. 

Tumbling Creek winds underground through about 2,500 
feet of the cave's two miles of known passage. At one point it 
passes through a great room 60 feet high and 180 feet long. 
Deposits from dripping water have created a wealth of 
stalactites. stalagmites. columns. and draperies. The creek 
emerges from under a thick dolomite shelf at the cave 
entrance (see photo), then eventually joins Big Creel<, a 
tributary to Bull Shoals Lake. 

Tumbling Creek Cave is not open to the generaf'public, but 
the Aleys will show the cave or land reclamation demonstra
tions by appointment to college or civic groups. 
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Helpful Hints for the Cave Landowner

Anyone whose land has a cave entrance is the care-
taker of an important natural resource. Caves may
contain unusual or rare species of plants or animals, as
well as unique and fragile archaeological, historical,
geological, hydrological and economic resources.

Federal law protects caves on federal land. Most state
cave protection laws make it illegal to remove or dam-
age anything in a cave, including rocks, formations,
animals, or organisms. These laws expressly limit the
landowner's liability for scientific and recreational
activities associated with caves.

Under Missouri law, it is illegal to purposely introduce
polluting substances into sinkholes or waters of a cave
system. It is also unlawful to deface cave surfaces, to
remove cave formations, or to tamper with a cave gate.

Actions to protect caves, cave life,
and cave visitors

When giving permission for visitors to tour a cave on
your property, suggest that they follow the National
Speleological Society guidelines for safe caving. That
group recommends a minimum of four people in a

* party, four lights apiece, and notifying someone of
where the group is exploring and when to expect their
return. Remind visitors to take nothing but photographs,
to leave nothing brought in, and to keep all the cave's
features exactly as they are, particularly the bats.

Bats are important. They consume millions of
mosquitoes, more than do purple martins, and they also

produce guano, which can feed other cave-dwellers.
If cutting timber, cave owners should leave a forested

buffer between the cave and the nearest stream. In
addition to protecting water quality, the buffer serves as
a "fly canopy," shielding bats from predators,

If in your cave you notice large numbers of bats or
unusual cave life such as blind (white) salamanders,
crawdads, or fish, consider contacting the Mo. Depart-
ment of Conservation. Biologists with MDC or the Mo.
Caves and Karst Conservancy (MCKC) can survey the
cave's inhabitants at no cost to the landowner.

The Missouri Speleological Survey or the Cave
Research Foundation can conduct a "cartographic
survey" (map-making exploratory trip), also at no cost.
Any of the above organizations can give recommen-
dations for cave management.

If trespassing cave visitors become problematic,
consider gating the entrance rather than taking the
action that some owners have done: permanently
closing it with heavy equipment. Properly designed
gates allow bats free entry, thus avoiding killing those
populations. For some caves, seasonal gate closure is
recommended to protect hibernating bats.

At times, state or federal cost-share funds may be
available to cover costs for building a proper gate,
particularly if a rare or endangered species is present.
Contact MCKC, MDC or US Fish and Wildlife Service
for more information on these programs.

Legal Options for Cave Protection

9 Registry Agreement: A landowner may have the
opportunity to "register" a significant cave with a
conservation organization. The registry agreement is not
a legal document, but merely the owner's written
acknowledgment of the significance of the cave, and an
expression of willingness to protect the site.

* A Management Lease or Agreement is a legal
contract between a landowner and conservation
organization that states that the cave and surrounding
land will be managed in a certain manner for a specified
period. The landowner may turn over management
responsibilities to a conservation group but retains
ownership of the entire property.

o A Conservation Easement can be offered to a
landowner by a conservation organization to limit certain

uses of the property. Easements are very flexible and
may be tailored to meet the individual circumstances. An
easement is a permanent restrictionhon the use of the
property and is recorded with the county registrar of
deeds. By granting a conservation easement, a land-
owner is giving up unused propei-ty rights of some
economic value, and may be abl••&toclaim a charitable
contribution on federal tax retuins, and also reduce
capital gains, local real estate, and inheritance taxes.

* Fee Acquisition: A landowner may have the option
of selling a portion of his/her property-to a conservation
organization which owns preserves. In return for selling
all or part of a property, an owner might receive a tax
deduction; other agreements may allow the owner life-
long rights to remain a resident on the property.
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References and Resources

OInformation Resources

American Cave Conservation Asso. PO Box 409, Horse
Cave, KY 42749, 270-786-1466. www.cavern.org

Bryant Watershed Project. Maintains the Bryant
Watershed Atlas, a website for students and teachers in
the Missouri Ozarks. PO Box 395, West Plains, MO,
65775. www.watersheds.org

Cave Research Foundation. Ozark operations, 1606 Luce
St., Cape Girardeau, MO 63701. www.cave-research.org

Grand Gulf State Park. Rt. 3, Box 3554, Thayer, MO,
65791, 417-264-7600. Interpretive signs and self-guided
tours. www.mostateparks.com

Mammoth Spring State Park. US 63 Hwy., Mammoth
Spring, Ark., 870-625-7364. Spring, trails, information
center. www.arkansasstateparks.com

Mark Twain National Forest. 401 Fairgrounds Rd., Rolla,
MO 65401, 573-364-4621. Winona office 573-325-4233;
Doniphan office 573-996-2153; Willow Springs office
417-469-4233. Information on Greer Spring, Eleven Point
and North Fork rivers. www.fs.fed.us/r9/marktwain

* Mo. Caves and Karst Conservancy. Organization works to
* preserve Missouri caves. www.mocavesandkarst.org

Mo. Department of Conservation. (MDC) PO Box 180,
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0180, 573-751-4115. Manages
over 180 caves on state lands; operates Stream Team
Program and Private Lands Program, offering consulting
and resources to landowners. www.conservation.mo.gov/

MDC Ozark Regional Office. 551 Joe Jones Blvd., PO
Box 138, West Plains, MO 65775, 41 7-256-7161. Local

* information, educational karst trunks for teacher check-
out.

Mo. Department of Health and Senior Services. Section
for Environmental Public Health, 930 Wildwood, PO Box
570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570, 573-751-6095.
Drinking water wells and septic tank information.

Mo. Department of Natural Resources. (DNR) PO Box
1 76, Jefferson City, MO 65102. Water Pollution Control

* Program, 573-751-1300. Land Reclamation Program,
573-751-4041. Division of State Parks, 800-334-6946.

DNR Divisions of Geology and Land Survey. PO Box

a b250, Rolla, MO 65402-0250, 573-368-2190. Karst and
'1geology books, topo maps.

Mo. Speleological Survey. Cave group locates, maps and
describes Missouri caves. www.mospeleo.org

Montauk State Park. RR 5, Box 279, Salem, MO 65560.
573-548-2201. www.mostateparks.com

National Speleological Society. 2813 Cave Ave.,
Huntsville, AL 35810, 256-852-1300. www.caves.org

Natural Resources Conservation Service. State office:
Columbia 573-876-0990. Local offices: Alton 417-778-
6610; Ava 41 7-683-4816; Doniphan 573-996-3619;
Eminence 573-226-3241; Hartville 41 7-741-6195;
Houston 41 7-967-2028; Van Buren 573-323-8496; West
Plains 41 7-256-711 7. Cost share programs for soil erosion
control and tree planting in riparian areas.

Ozark National Scenic Riverways. PO Box 490, Van Buren,
MO 63965, 573-323-4236. Provides, public access to some
of the Ozarks' best springs and rivers. Round Spring Cave
tours offered seasonally. Round Spring Ranger Station 573-
858-329; Alley Spring Ranger Station 573-226-3945.

Ozark Regional Land Trust. 427 S. Main, Carthage, MO
64836, 41 7-358-0852. Non-profit protects Ozark land
through conservation easements and land trust ownership.

Ozark Underground Lab. 1572 Aley Lane, Protem, MO
65733, 417-785-4289. Offers hydrological consulting,
specializing in karst, and gives cave tours to college groups.

South Central Missouri Solid Waste Management
District. 5436 Highway 1 7, Eunice, MO 65468, 41 7-932-
5345. Provides information on proper disposal of trash,
waste tires, waste oil, and cleaning up illegal dumps.

The Nature Conservancy. www.nature.org. "Our mission
is to preserve plants, animals and natural communities
that represent the diversity of life on earth by protecting
the lands and waters they need to survive."

University of Missouri Extension. Regional office: 1300 N.
Bishop Ave., 302 USBM, Building #1, Rolla, MO 65409, 573-
341-7021. Local offices: Alton 417-778-7490; Ava 417-683-
4409; Doniphan 573-996-2921; Eminence 573-226-5544;
Gainesville 417-679-3525; Hartville 417-741-6134; Houston
417-967-4545; West Plains 417-256-2391. Technical help for
septic systems, abandoned wells, water quality.

US Army Corps of Engineers. District Office, Little Rock,
AR 72201, 501-324-5295. Permits for altering stream
channels.

US Fish and Wildlife Service. Ecological Services Office,
Room 200, 608 E. Cherry St., Columbia, MO 65201, 573-
876-1911. Assistance with wildlife habitat improvements.

US Geological Survey. 1400 Independence Road, Rolla,
MO 65401, 573-308-3664. Topo maps and geology
books.
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information, educational karst trunks for teacher check
out. 

Mo. Department of Health and Senior Services. Section 
for Environmental Public Health, 930 Wildwood, PO Box 
570, Jefferson City, MO 65102-0570, 573-751-6095. 
Drinking water wells and septic tank information. 

Mo. Department of Natural Resources. (DNR) PO Box 
176, Jefferson City, MO 65102. Water Pollution Control 

, Program, 573-751-1300. Land Reclamation Program, 
..... 573-751-4041. Division of State Parks, 800-334-6946. 

%i DNR Divisions of Geology and Land Survey. PO Box 
:').250, Rolla, MO 65402-0250, 573-368-2190. Karst and 
Y< geology books, topo maps. 

Mo. Speleological Survey. Cave group locates, maps and 
describes Missouri caves. www.mospeleo.org 
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Montauk State Park. RR 5, Box 279, Salem, MO 65560. 
573-548-2201. www.mostateparks.com 

National Speleological Society. 2813 Cave Ave., 
Huntsville, AL 35810, 256-852-1300. www.caves.org 

Natural Resources Conservation Service. State office: 
Columbia 573-876-0990. Local offices: Alton 417-778-
6610; Ava 417-683-4816; Doniphan 573-996-3619; 
Eminence 573-226-3241; Hartville 417-741-6195; 
Houston 417-967-2028; Van Buren 573-323-8496; West 
Plains 417-256-7117. Cost share programs for soil erosion 
control and tree planting in riparian areas. 

Ozark National Scenic Riverways. PO Box 490, Van Buren, 
MO 63965, 573-323-4236. Provides public access to some 
of the Ozarks' best springs and rivers. Round Spring Cave 
tours offered seasonally. Round Spring Ranger Station 573-
858-329; Alley Spring Ranger Station 573-226-3945. 

Ozark Regional Land Trust. 427 S. Main, Carthage, MO 
64836, 417-358-0852. Non-profit protects Ozark land 
through conservation easements and land trust ownership. 

Ozark Underground Lab. 1572 Aley Lane, Protem, MO 
65733,417-785-4289. Offers hydrological consulting, 
specializing in karst, and gives cave tours to college groups. 

South Central Missouri Solid Waste Management 
District. 5436 Highway 17, Eunice, MO 65468, 417-932-
5345. Provides information on proper disposal of trash, 
waste tires, waste oil, and cleaning up illegal dumps. 

The Nature Conservancy. www.nature.org. "Our mission 
is to preserve plants, animals and natural communities 
that represent the diversity of life on earth by protecting 
the lands and waters they need to survive." 

University of Missouri Extension. Regional office: 1300 N. 
Bishop Ave., 302 USBM, Building #1, Rolla, MO 65409, 573-
341-7021. Local offices: Alton 417-778-7490; Ava 417-683-
4409; Doniphan 573-996-2921; Eminence 573-226-5544; 
Gainesville 417-679-3525; Hartville 417-741-6134; Houston 
417-967-4545; West Plains 417-256-2391. Technical help for 
septic systems, abandoned wells, water quality. 

US Army Corps of Engineers. District Office, Little Rock, 
AR 72201, 501-324-5295. Permits for altering stream 
channels. 

US Fish and Wildlife Service. Ecological Services Office, 
Room 200, 608 E. Cherry St., Columbia, MO 65201, 573-
876-1911. Assistance with wildlife habitat improvements. 

US Geological Survey. 1400 Independence Road, Rolla, 
MO 65401, 573-308-3664. Topo maps and geology 
books. 
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